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Abstract
The ability to learn from expository texts is an important skill. Yet research
indicates that this skill is often poorly developed in upper primary school children,
and that traditional comprehension instruction does not explicitly teach strategies

for efficiently processing instructional text.
This study aimed to design and implement a training programme to improve
the ability to learn from expository texts. Chiidren were taught strategies which
involved deeper processing of headings and subheadings, paragraph summarisa-

tion and comprehension monitoring'
The theoretical foundations of the study included models of reading by Just
and Carpenter (1980; 1987) Kintsch and van Dijk (1973) and van Dijk and Kintsch

(1933), as well as Markman (1981; 1985) on comprehension monitoring, and Jacobs and Paris (1987) and Borkowski and Kurtz (1937) on metacôgnitive knowledge and skill.

Palincsar (for example, Palincsar and Brown, 1984) has successfully used
strategies such as those above to improve the comprehension of relatively small
groups of below average comprehenders in grade 7. This study extends the work

of Palincsar in several ways. Younger children were taught, and the group included readers of varying abiiity levels, including good readers. The group was

larger, involving a whole class of 25 children. Teaching materials and student
responses were written rather than an oral dialogue.

One intact, mixed ability grade 5 class was taught daily for 3 weeks' After

training this group showed signiflcantly improved comprehension relative to

a

control group, both immediately and after ten weeks. Class differences on two

I

of the three transfer tests approached, but did not quite reach significance. The
programme u¡as suitable for use with a mixed ability class, since there v/as no

interaction between treatment and reading ability.

A

significant discriminant

function was found, with testable educational implications, to discriminate students who improved from those who did not.

This study demonstrates a wider application of the type of approach used by
Palincsar than has previously been investigated. The written format ensures

a

high proportion of academically engaged time, even in large classes, and could
make the programme easier for teachers to implement, although this suggestion

remains to be experimentally tested.
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Introduction and Overview
The motivation for this study arose from my experience as a high school
teacher and my observation that many students appeared to have difficulty un-

derstanding expository texts. For example, after reading a selection in class many
students could not state succinctly what the text was about and some could not
even recall a smattering of details. When researching projects, many students

would copy verbatim from books, rather than stating the main points in their
own words.

The intention in this study was to investigate a teaching programme to improve the ability to learn from texts among children in the upper primary grades,

in preparation for work they will be expected to do in high school. The study
was not intended as a remedial intervention for poor readers only, but rather
was aimed at normal, intact classes containing students of varying reading ability

levels. A further aim was to develop materials which could potentially be used
by classroom teachers without extensive in-service training, since such training is
impractical, especially in the case of rural teachers in Australia.
From the examination of theoretical and empirical work outlined below,

a

training programme was developed in which a central strategy involved the generation of topical inferences. In other words, students were taught to infer the
main idea of each paragraph. This strategy ïvas taught within a metacognitive
framework to inform students of the value of this, and other strategies taught,
and to encourage them to make self-directed use of the Strategies.
Several researchers have confirmed the personal observation of students' read-

ing problerrrs noted above. For example, Berkowitz (1986) notes that

it

is a com-
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mon observation among teachers and researchers alike that middle grade students
have difficulty understanding and rernembering what they read

in content

area

textbooks, and B. Taylor (1936) adds that middle grade students form almost no
mental gist after reading such material. Armbruster, Anderson, Armstrong, Wise
and Janish (1991) report flndings which show that U.S. high school students have

difficulty learning from expository texts.

In spite of the difficulty and importance of being able to learn from text,
traditionai comprehension instruction did little to improve this ability' Durkin
(1978-9) found that American primary school teachers spent very

little time

on

direct instruction of comprehension. This is not to say that time was not devoted

to reading, or even reading lessons. However, teachers tended not to give explanations of cognitive skills involved in comprehension, relying instead on repeated
exposure to comprehension questions and skill exercises.

Dole, Duffy, Roehler and Pearson (1991) refer to repeated exposure to skill
exercises as the drill-and-practice method, and Pearson (1984,

p.

226) describes

the rationale of the method as follows: "The preaailing wisdom regard,ing cornprehension instruction seerns to be that

if stud,ents get enough etposure to a skill or

kind of question theg will eaentually improue at

it."

According to Pearson, only

students who are aiready moderately skilled are in a position to benefit from this

practice. Those students who are lacking basic skills will remain ignorant and
continue to make the same mistakes.

An extensive body of research indicates that important comprehension skills
can be explicitly explained and demonstrated to children so as to produce improved understanding and. retention of expository texts, as well as tnaintenu.r."'
and transfer of the trained skills. Many skills could be chosen for such instruction,
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since reading is a complex and multi-faceted process. Dole et al (1991) suggest

three broad criteria for determining which skilts should be taught:

1. the skills should be consistent with a cognitive model of reading;

2. they should differentiate good and poor readers;
3. they shouid be amenable to instruction'
to folThese three questions provide the framework for organising the chapters
iow. More speciflcally, thè first chapter will examine cognitive models of reading,

the second chapter wili examine relevant model-based differences between more
and less advanced readers, and the third chapter will examine the extent to which

important skills identified in the previous two chapters area amenable to instruc-

tion and

succeed

in improving comprehension. A training programme will

be

developed on the basis of this theoretical and empirical review'

The modeis of reading developed by Just and carpenter (1980; 1987), Kintsch
and van Dijk (1g7S) and van Dijk and Kintsch (1933) have been chosen as the
central focus of chapter one because they offer a detailed analysis of comprehension skills within an overall modei. The work of Just and ca,rpenter, based on the
analysis of eye fixation data, includes discussion of lower-level processes, such

as

decoding and lexical access, and their relationship to overall processing efficiency

and higher-level comprehension performance. On the other hand, the work of

Kintsch and van Dijk was originally based on the analysis of recall protocols,
and their model is particularly strong in the area of macrostructure formation.

In the course of chapter one, these models will be discussed in relation to other'
theories and empirical findings. The intention is to present a detailed model of
reading, firstly to isolate skills which could potentially be the basis of a training
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programme, and secondly to provide a framework within which to examine, in
subsequent chapters, why some students benefrt from instruction while others do

not.
One aspect of comprehension performance which is acknowledged but not developed within these models is that of metacognition. Thus, models of metacog-

nition such as those developed by Jacobs and Paris (1987), Flavell (1981) and
Borkowski and Kurtz (1987) will be examined and related to the models of readitrg.

On the basis of chapter one, a set of important skills and attributes within
a cognitive model of reading will be isolated for further examination in chapter
two, including:

1. processing efficiency and working memory capacity;

2. interclause integration, including the use of prior knowledge to construct
inferences;

3. macrostructure formation, including the ability to identify or infer information central to the gist of the passage;

4. metacognitive characteristics, including goal setting, strategy selection,
comprehension monitoring, and motivational characteristics such as attri-

butional style.
An examination of differences between more and less skilled readers in these four
areas

will be the subject of chapter two. The empirical work reviewed in that

chapter will show that better read.ers demonstrate superior skills in each of these'

four areas. However, it will be argued that the areas most þrofitably investigated

5

as a means

to improve comprehension are priot knowledge activation and inference

generation, macrostructure formation, and metacognitive knowledge and skills'
Training programmes focussed on these areas will be reviewed in chapter three

to examine the degree to which these skills are amenable to instruction and training in the skills succeeds in improvifig comprehension. On the basis of this chap-

ter

it will

be argued that trainirig focussed on macrostructure formation is most

likely to achieve the main aim of this study, namely, improving the ability to
learn from expository

text. Studies such as those of

Stevens (1988)' Kurtz and

Borkowski (1937), Borkowski, Weyhing and Carr (19S8) and Salomon, Globerson and Guterman (1989) show that, following training involving elements of
macrostructure formation, students are more able

to

summarise the main idea

of expository paragraphs, to answer main idea questions, and to perform well on
standardised reading tests.

Apart from macrostrategiès, an important aspect of learning from texts

is

being able to assess the state of one's comprehension (Baker, 1984b). Studies
reviewed

in chapter two will show that children (for example, Markman,

1979)

and even adults (for example, Baker, 1985b) can claim to understand a text which
contains expiicit contradictions. As Epstein, Gienberg and Bradley (1984, p. 355)

note: "If a reader cannot detect a contradiction of a main idea (inserteil into
tent bg an erperimenter), then

the

it is unlilcelg that the readër has und,erstood the

teæt as the authorintend"ed." Therefore, as

part of the training it is important to

teach children to monitor their processing and to become au/are of difficulties in
constructing meaning, which could signal an unknown word, a misunderstanding,
a lapse

in concentration, or incomplete and poorly explained information in a text.

However, what is taught is only one aspect of a training programme; equally

'
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important is -how skills are taught. Firstiy, the cognitive processes involved need

to be explained to avoid the problems of traditional comprehension instruction
mentioned previously. This approach has been referred to as the direct instruc-

tion modei (for example, Book, Duffy, Roehler, Meloth and Vavrus, 1985), and
invoives explicit explanation and modelling, as well as guided and then indepen-

dent practice with feedback.

In addition, though, training

needs to include a metacognitive component

if

skills are to be maintained over time and transferred to other comprehension
tasks. Paris and Oka (1986a, p. 104) note

that:

"child'ren must be conainced, that

the strategies are impoitant, worth some entra effort, and instrumental for

en-

hancing performance. These beliefs motiaate students to use the strategies without

prompting or help." Thus, students need to be informed of the value and rationale for the strategies they are being taught, that is, when and why they are
useful, to develop what Paris, Lipson and Wixson (1933) refer to as conditional
knowledge. Students, in the course of training, also have to learn to regulate their
own strategy use by gradually being given more and more responsibility for guid-

ing and monitoring their own processing in the manner that has been modelled
for them by the instructor. This amounts to the informed, self-control training
which Brown, Campione and Day (19Si) and Brown and Palincsar (1982) see as
crucial to the maintenance and transfer of skills. Students who cannot carry out

this executive function for themselves are unlikely to make unprompted use of
the trained strategies'
The Reciprocal Teaching programme developed and tested by Palincsar (for
example, Brown and Palincsar, 1982; Paiincsar and Brown, 1984; Palincsar, 1987)

incorporates the skilis and methodology described above. As is set out in chap-
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ter three, this programme has been very effective in bringing about a sustained
improvement in reading comprehension. The present study builds on the work of
Palincsar, but aims to extend

it in the following

rvaysl

1. All of her experimental work reported in detail in chapter three involved
grade 7 students, although Palincsar and Brown (1986) note that children
as young as grade 1 can benefit

from the programme if texts are read aloud

to them. Children in grade 5 were chosen for study because they are nearing
the end of primary school when the ability to learn from expository texts is
becoming more important, but at the same time they are less skilled than

children in grade 7 in certain areas. For example, they are less able to rate

the importance of different idea units in a text (Brown and Srniley,1977;
1978). 'While grade 7 students a e approaching an adult level in this skill,

it

is only beginning to develop in grade 5 children. Garner, Alexander, Slater,

Hare, Smith and Reis (1936) show that grade 7 students are able to interrelate ideas within a paragraph, and to understand that unity of meaning
is the basis of paragraphs, to a significantly greater extent than children in
grade 5. Since the synthesis of summary statements from the separate idea

units within a paragraph is an important component in the proposed training pro$ramme, one question to be addressed is whether grade 5 children
can benefit from the programme to a similar extent as the grade 7 children

in the Palincsar studies.
Other studies teaching macrostrategies to grade 5 children suggest that
their level of cognitive development is sufficient to be able to benefit from
such training (for example, Adams et al, 1982; Taylor, 1982; Armbruster et

al, 1987; Kurtz and Borkowski, 1987). However, only Brown and Palincsar
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(1932) and Palincsar and Brown (1984) have investigated the maintenance
of trained strategies over a period longer than one month, so a further aim

will be to examine not only whether the children improve their comprehension, but also whether gains are maintained in the longer term, and whether

new skills are transferred to other comprehension tasks.

2. In most of the Palincsar studies, students were selected for inclusion according to criteria of adequate decoding and poor comprehension. In some
cases, a wider range of students u/as studied,
classes

for example, intact reading

in Palincsar (1987) and intact science classes in Palincsar and Brown

(1986). However, in the latter case, no information is given on the actual
range of students involved, and

ported, so

it

in both

cases

only average gains are re-

is not clear how the intervention affected students of various

ability levels. In Palincsar and Brown (1984), one student reading at

close

to grade level made impressive gains as a result of training. Hence, a second
main question to be addressed is whether the proposed training programme

will benefit children of varying levels of reading ability,

as found

in normal,

intact primary school classes.
On the basis of studies teaching elements of macrostructure formation to

mixed ability classes (Taylor, 1982; Armbruster et al, 1987; Berkowitz,
1986; Baumann, 1984; Davey and McBride, 1986),

it

was anticipated that

children of all reading ability levels in a normal classroom could improve

their ability to learn from expository text following a composite training
programme such as that used by Palincsar.

3. In Palincsar and Brown (1984), most of the students made impressive gains

I
in comprehension performance, although there was one student who was

a

notable exception. From the data given, there is no apparent reason why
this student failed to benefit from training. A third question to be addressed
is whether any factors ca,n be isoiated which influence the degree to which
students benefit from the programme'

A discriminant analysis wili be used to attempt to find a cluster of variables
which discriminates those students who improve as a result of training from
those who do

not.

Variabies to be included in the analysis will be those

identifred as being important within a cognitive model of reading in chapter
one, and shown to distinguish more and less advanced readers in chapter

two. They include

decoding speed and accuracy, vocabulary knowledge,

subject knowledge, attitudes to reading, and a variety of comprehension
pretest measures (comprehension questions, standardised reading test, cloze

test, error detection tesi).

4. Groups of up to

16 children have been taught according to the Reciprocal

Teaching method. However,

if intact classes are being taught, they may

contain 25 or more students.

It

is then a question of how the teacher can

apply this method and maintain the engagement of such large numbers of
children. Palincsar, Brown and Martin (1987) indicate that a class can be
subdivided into groups and taught by peer tutoring. However, experienced
teachers are needed to train the tutors, and this can be a problem. Palincsar

(1987) notes that the teachers in this study were instructed in the method

for one full day and two further sessions, but three of the six teachers still,
required quite extensive coaching when they applied the method to their

i0
classes because

they found

it difficult'

A fourth question to be addressed, then, is whether teaching material

can

be produced in written form, as in the Informed strategies for Learning
and
package produced for teachers by Paris and oka (1986b). Paris, wasik

van der westhuizen (1987,

p.

33) comment

more auailable in a format that is easily
research is unlikely

to be

adOpted

that:

used,

"unt'i,l interuentions

a,re

by educators, experimental

in classroom settings'" The written mate-

riais produced for this study should make

it

easier for an instructor to plan

and guide instruction without, however, ieading to mechanical application,
a
which wouid negate the metacognitive component. The aim is to provide

framework of the cognitive and metacognitive skills to be taught, while stiil

allowing students to discuss their thinking and to gradually astume

-or"

responsibility for applyirtg strategies'

A further question relates to whether students can master the skills

be-

ing taught by individually writing responses and then discussing them

as

a class, rather than conducting an entirely oral dialogue' as in most of
the palincsar studies. Sirrce each student is involved in responding to each
segment of

text, it should be easier to maintain the engagement of large

groups. Palincsar (1935) reports only small gains in comprehension when
chiidren wrote responses and received very limited feedback' However, in
Palincsar and Brown (1986), children

in intact

science classes wrote and

then discussed. responses, In this case, there vras a marked improvement
in the abiiity to comprehend the science texts studied during training,
though transfer of training to novel texts and comprehension tasks

al-

was

not assessed. Therefore, the use of the written format has not been fully
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investigated
Chapter four describes the design of test materials and their pilot testing prior to
the main experiment. The chapter also describes the design and implementation
of the teaching prograrnme, including the strategies to be taught to the children.

Chapter five reports the results of the experiment, including the effect of

training on immediate posttest comprehension tests, and comprehension tests
administered after a delay of ten weeks.

In addition, the effect of training

on

three transfer tests is assessed, these being a standardised reading test, a cloze test
and an error detection test. Possible interactions between treatment and reading

ability are investigated. This chapter also reports the results of a discriminant
analysis to determine which combination of variables,

if any, distinguishes those

students who improve as a result of training from those who do not.
Chapter six presents the discussion and conclusions arising from the findings.
Possible reasons for the findings are discussed in terms of the theoretical and em-

pirical work reviewed in the first three chapters. Certain changes to the teaching
programme are suggested, and possible questions for further research are outlined.

As indicated in chapter six, some weaknesses in the present training programme and its implementation became apparent. However, the outcome

\À¡as

sufficiently positive to suggest that the programme could provide the basis for
materials to be made available to teachers. The teaching in this study r¡/as a mod-

ification of the successful Palincsar programme, which is an integrated

package

based on repeated practice of a small set of powerful strategies, rather than the

short-term practice of a wide range of skills. These strategies have been shown

to be effective in improving the understanding of expository texts, and they

are

soundly based on theoretical and empirical work, Equally important is the man-

t2
ner of teaching, organised such that responsibility for applying the strategies is
transferred gradually from the teacher to the students'

As noted previously, Paris et al (1987) consider that research findings will

not be implemented in the classroom unless interventions are available in
easy

to

use

an

format. Even when teachers are instructed on what they shouid

do, they may stiil find

it difficuit to translate the instructions into appropriate

materials and methodology, as found by Beck et al (1986). In the Beck et al study,
teachers were taught how to recast prescribed basal text skills as strategies, and

how to make explicit statements about the skills being taught. However, several
teachers found the instructions difficult to implement and dld not adhere to the

intended proced.ure. In a study by Raphael and Wonnacott (1985) one group of
teachers was provided with in-service training but no prepared materials. While

the teachers ïvere capable of generating their own materials, they noted that this

activity uras very time consuming and that
have teaching materials provided.

changes, is made available

detçrmine if

it

it

would be a great advantage to

If the present programme, with the suggested

to teachers, it is a question for future research to

can easily be used by teachers, and in the manner intended.

The ultimate aim would be to produce an effective package for use by teachers'
Such a package, perhaps supported by videotapes modelling its impiementation,

could be particuiarly useful for teachers working in rural or isolated Austraiian
schools, with

little opportunity to attend in-service

other teachers.

courses or

to share ideas with

Chapter

1

Theoretical Models of Reading
1.1- Introduction
As noted in the introductory chapter, Dole, Duffy, Roehler and Pearson (1991)
propose as one criterion for a reading programme

that it should be consistent

with a cognitive view of reading. Hence, this chapter will examine models of
reading, with the intention of developing a detailed theoretical framework within

which to discuss approaches to comprehension instruction.
The model of reading developed by Just and Carpenter (1980) has been chosen
as

the central focus of this chapter for several reasons.

It

is a relatively complete

model, incorporating all aspects of comprehension from word encoding through

to the integration of ideas into larger units of meaning. As will be demonstrated,

it is also well supported by empirical evidence. Where relevant,
Carpenter position

the Just and

will be compared to other modeis; often, but not always,

these positions are compatible. However, one aspect of the Just and Carpenter,
model is not well developed, and that is the formation of a macrostructure. Here
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THEORETICAL MODELS OF READING

L4

the work of van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) in particuiar will be used to show how
skilled read.ers abstract main ideas to form an interpretation of what a text
about at

a,

is

global level.

The first two main sections of this chapter will examine the general processing
assumptions underlying the Just and carpenter (1980) model and then describe
aspects of processing from word. encoding through to macrostructure formation'

The third main section will examine how a reader's knowledge influences the
processing referred

required

to above. In particular, the structure of the knowledge

to support rapid and context-sensitive on-line

processing

base

will be

dis-

cussed, together with empiricai flndings showing the efiect of high or low subject

knowledge on comprehension.
edge

In addition, theorising on metacognitive

knowl-

will be examined and related to the model of reading to show how reading

goals, strategy selection and comprehension monitoring influence performance.

As a conciuding comment, a complete model of reading is presented in this
chapter, even though the central focus is on higher-ordel comprehension processes. The reason for doing eo is that comprehension takes place within the
constraints of the total processing system. such an overall picture is necessary

to examine which students benefit from a training programme, and to
reasons as to why some students beneflt more or less than others.

suggest

CHAPTER

L.2

1,

THEORETICAL MODELS OF READING
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General assumptions

Just and Carpenter (1980) based their model of reading on the analysis of gaze
durations as university students read extracts holr: Scientif,c American. They
noted systematic variations ingaze durations on different parts of the text. However, in order to be able to use eye tracking data to infer the processes carried out

during reading, two assumptions must be made, which Just and Carpenter (1980,

p. 330) refer to
"The

as

the immediacy assumption and the eye-mind assumption.

first,

called,

the imrnediacy assumption, is that a read,er tries

to interpret each content uord of a

teæt as

it is encountêred,

euen at

the enpense of making guesses that sometimes turn out to be wrong.
Interpretation refers to processing at seueral leaels suèh as
the word, choosing one meo,ning oÍ

encod,ing

it, assigning it to its referent,

and

determining its status in the sentence and in the discourse. The im'
med,iøcy assumption posits tha't the

interpretations at all leuels of pro-

cessing are not deferred; theg occur o,s soon as possible.

The second assumption, the eye-mind assumption, is that the eye
remains f,nøted on a word as long as the word is being processed' So

the time

it

talces

to process a newlg f,nated word, is directly indicated

by the gaze duration."

In terms of these two assumptions, the Just and Carpenter view contrasts
with other models, such

as

that of Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), where a clause or

short sentence is entered into a short-term memory buffer before being processed.
However,

in his later theorising (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983; Kintsch,

Kintsch too accepted that processing is carried out as soon as possible.

1988),

'
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should be noted that although Just and Carpenter refer to the 'immediacy'

assumption, not all processing can be carried out immediately, for two reasons
(Carpenter and Just, 1989). First of all, the text may withhold essential informa-

tion, so processing must be postponed of necessity rather than by choice. Second,
even when processing is initiated immediately, readers still use the context which

follows a piece of text to update their initial interpretation. This updating is
carried out as each new piece of information is encountered, but also at the end

of the sentence. Thus, readers process information as soon as possible, but not
necessarily immediately.

Within the Just and Carpenter (1980) model there are two mechanisms by
which processing is carried out, namely, fast and automatic spreading activation
and a largely serial production system. Spreading activation can operate in parallel with productions, but operates only on semantic associations. For example,
encoding the word dog can lead to increased activation of closely associated concepts in the lexicon, such as cat. On the other hand, Carpenter and Just (1989,

p, 35) point out that productions consist of condition-action pairs, where the
action is carried out only when the specified condition is satisfied.
". . . procedurøl lenowledge consists
called,

of a set of autonomous units

productions. Each proiluction consists of a condition-action

contingencg that specifies what mental action

giaen information cond,ition arises

is to

be taken when a

in worlcing rnem,orA. Tgpically,

the mental act'ion of a production changes the contents of worlcing
rnernory, thereby enahling another production. For example, encoding

the word the might enable a production that would ad,d to working
nLunory the lenowleilge that a nolln phrase høs been encountered. The

ÖrupTøn

I.
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knowledge that a noun pltras.e has been encountered' might,

in turn,

enable another production that reløtes the new noun phrase to the rest

of the syntactic structure of the sentence being read'"

All types of productions have

access

to information active in working memory.

As one production fires, activation is transferred from the condition to the action
element, which is then active in working memory and can serve as the condition for

other productions. Although some processing within the production system will
of necessity be seriai because enabling conditions only gradually become available,

there is also the possibility of productions frring in parallei. Information active in

working memory can serve as the enabling condition for more than one production

at the same time (Carpenter and Just,

1989).

Within this production system there is no need for a superordinate controlling
programme to determine the order in which mental actions are to be carried out

(Just and Carpenter, 1980). The system is self-sequencing, since each action
taken potentially becomes an enabling condition for further productions to fire.

As will be described below, the reader's goals can function as a type of control
over processing. While these goals can influence the manner and depth to which
a text is processed, they are not essential for sequencing productions.

Given the self-sequencing nature of the production system, there is no fixed
order in which productions must fire (Just and Carpenter, 1980). For example,

for the sentence John pound,ed the nail with

o, . . . ,

the intermediate processing

products active in working memory could trigger the production assigning the
case role of instrument

to the next word before the meaning of that word has'

been determined. Thus, the production system allows for interactions between
stages of processing,

that is, normally later

stages can be carried out befot'e,
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conditions are present in

working memory earlier than is normally the case.

All the actions specified within the production system are carried out in working memory, where the products of the action are also temporarily stored. The
elements active in working memory are those whose activation level has reached

a certain threshold; once this activation level declines, the element is lost from
working memory. The nature of working memory is clearly an important aspect of
the whole processing system, one which Daneman and Carpenter (1980, p. 450-1)
describe as follows:
,,worlcing rnenxorg is assumed to haae processing as uell as storage

functions;

it

seraes as the site

for

ing the prod,ucts of these processes

eæecuting processes and

. . . Inforrnation

uorking rnernorA through seueral routes; it may
from the teæt; it may

be

be

for

stor-

can become part of

perceptually encoded

sufficientlg actiaated so that it is retrieued from

long-term mernory; finally,

it

rnag be the output of a comprehension

process. Information cùn also be lost from working rnem,ory, since its

capacitg
d"ecag

is

assumed,

to

be limited,. Information rna,y be lost through

or displacetnent. Decay

subsiiles

occu,rs

if the actiuation of information

to a subthreshold leuel with time. Displacement occurs if

additional structures are encoded, actiuated or constructed until the
capacitg

is

eæceed,ed,.

An important aspect of information loss is

assumption that processes and structures compete

for

the

a shared limited

capacity."
Thus, within this view, working memory capacity cannot be measured in terms

of churtks of static storage. Rather, storage capacity depends on how efficiently
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if

a person

is

reading about a very familiar topic, the concepts referred to and the productions
needed

to integrate them are both likely to have high

base levels of activation

due to frequency of use. There is, therefore, relatively

little time and effort

required to raise these elements to threshold level. In other words, processing of

the text is efficient, leaving more remaining capacity for storage. As Carpenter
and Just (1989) point out, working memory capacity is not static, and can only
be measured in relation to particular processing demands in particular domains.
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Stages of processing

From the analysis of their eye fixation data, Just and Carpenter (1980) identify
fi.ve stages

of processing, these being:

1. get next input

2. word encoding and lexical
t

access

case role assignment (semantic analysis)

r)

4. interclause integration
5.

sentence wrap-up

Atthough the word 'stage' is used here,
sequence

it

does not necessarily imply a fixed

of actions, as has already been indicated. As was mentioned in the

introduction, another aspect of processing will also be discussed, namely the
formation of a macrostructure as conceptualised by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983).

1.3.L Get next

inPut

In most instances, the first stage in the interpretation of a text segment is to get
the next input. In this phase, the eyes move one or two words to the right once

the goal conditions set for the processing of the previous text have been met.
Just and Carpenter (1930) refer to this movement of the eyes as a saccade, which
takes about 30 msec to execute.

The reader's goals are one important determinant of how deeply a text is'
processed, and therefore how lortg a word is fixated before the next saccade.
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Just and Carpenter (1980, p. 350) describe the importance of these goals in the
following way:
"The read,er's goals are perhaps the most irnportant determinant of
the reading process.

A reader who sleims ø po,ssúge for the rnain point

reads ilifferentlE than someone who is trying to memorise a passage,

or another person who is reading for entertainment. Goals can be
represented,

in seaeral aspects of the theorg, but the main uag is to

require that each goal is søtisfi,ed or at least attempted before proceed,ing

on to the neæt word,, clause, or sentence."

As the eyes move along a line of text, most words are fixated at least once.
However, some short function,words are not fixated. Just and Carpenter (1987)
suggest

that these words are stili processed in the following way. In a phrase

such as

it

is possible to, when the end of the word possible is fixated, the word

to is still in foveal vision. Since úo is a short word,

further fixation. Since

it

is a common word,

it

it

can be encoded without a

can be processed with little effort

in parallel with possible. However, if the word following possible werc longer or
less

familiar, an additional fixation would be required.
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L.g.2 'Word encoding and lexical access
lexical access
Although Just and carpenter (1930) present word encoding and
can be separated' Indeed,
as ofr.e stage within their model, the two processes

In general terms,
Just and carpenter (1987) clearly make such a separation.
call a word
they consider that the visual encoding plocess results in what they
of a word,
percept, that is, an internal representation ofthe visual characteristics
its
but not its meaning. once a word percept has been encoded, it activates
associated with that percept'
associated word. concept(s), that is, the meaning(s)

This latter process is often refetred to as lexical

access.

'Word encoding

in turn in the
Just and carpenter (1987) assume that each letter is encoded
production to form word
process of forming a word percept. They propose a
percepts as follows:

If you see (I letter in a giaen serial position,

then increase

i,n th'at position' so,
the actiaøtion leael of woril percepts that cont'ain that letter

percepts such
for example, the first letter in the wotd man would activate word
set
met, mob, mat, and. so on. The second letter worlld activate its own
as tl,o,n,

such as man arld
of word percepts with a central ø. some words in the first set,
Only man
receive additional activation during this second process.

rnat

wottlð.

letter activates word
would receive such additional activation again as the third
percepts.

and carpenter
From the regression analysis of their eye fixation da,ta, Just

of 52 msec to the
(1980) report that each additional syllable added an avera8e
each additionai letter in
gaze duration on a word. In relation to individuai letters,
msec in Just and Carpenter
a word increased gaze durations by an average of 30

CHAPTERl'THE}RETICALM}DELSoFREADING2S
(1981)'
(1980) and. 40 msec in Carpenter and Daheman

in word encoding time with insome other studies also indicate an increase
(1972) found that pronunciation was
creasing word length. For example, Gough
words' The process of verifyinitiated 78 msec faster for 3-letter than for lO-ietter
took 35 msec longer for 6-letter
ing whether a letter string constituted a real word
Haberiandt and Graesser (1935)
than for 4-letter words. using eye flxation data,
of 15 msec for each additional
report that gaze durations increased by an average

letter in a word.

in a serial, letter-by-letter manHowever, if word. encoding could proceed only
to account for contexner' as proposed by Gough (1972), it would be impossible
(1987) acknowledge that
tual effects on word recognition. Just and carpenter
the speed of recognising clusters of
such effects d.o occur. At a localised level,
For example, words can be
letters is influenced by the familiarity of the cluster.
Hogaboam, 1975), and letters
vocalised faster than pseudowords (Perfetti and
regular stiings compared
can be perceived more accurately in orthographically
and McClelland' 1981)'
to strings which violate English orthography (Rumelhart
frequency words are perceived
Rumelhart and McClelland also indicate that high
low frequency words' and that high
more accurately at a given exposure levei than
of exposure' Findings such as
ffequency words can be perceived at lower levels
p. 39) to propose a more interactive
these led Rumeihart and McCielland (1981,

rather than strictly seriai process of word percept formation:
,,.

.

en.
. the process of letter id,entification neeil not be cornplete,

h,austiae

or

accessible to Teport before

begin to interact

partial results of letter processing

uith our l+nowleilge about worils. Perhaps what word

preøttent'iae actiaa'tions
hnowleilge d,oes is allow us to reinforce partial,
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of letters that are consistent .with words in our aocabulary.

Suppose

the presentation of a d,isplag prod,uces actiaations of letters consistent

with the ilisplay and that these in turn produce actiuations of words
consistent with the letters. These acti,uations,
back

in turn,

produce feed-

to the letters, reinforci,ng the actiuations of letters consistent with

the actiuated word."
Rumelhart and McCleliand envisage a system where each unit, such as a letter

or a word, is represented by a node which is connected to other nodes. Within
this model, and that of Just and Carpenter (i980), all nodes have a particular
resting level of activation. What this means is that a frequently accessed node, on

the basis of being activated many times in the past, requires only a small amount

of activation to bring

it to the threshold of recognition,

while a less frequently

used node requires a larger amount of activation, since its resting level is lower.

When one node is activated during the encoding of letter features, this activation
spreads

to its neighbours. Activation can move in both directions, for example,

from letters to words or words to letters. Very familiar words will more rapidly
accumulate sufficient activation both to send feedback to the letter level and to
reach recognition threshold. This model also explains why letter clusters are
recognised more quickly when they form words rather than pseudowords, since
more feedback flows back to the letter level from recognisable words.

The wider semantic context in which a word occurs can also influenc" the
speed of

its encoding. A word in a highly constrained context is fixated for

a

shorter time than the same word in a less constrained context (McConkie and
Zola, 1981). A target noun is named more quickly in a congruous sentence tha,n in
a neutral, uninformative context (Stanovich and West, 1983). Similarly, a target
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noun (for example, fl,oor) is named more quickly when preceded by a restrictive
verb (swepú) rather than a general verb (cleaned) (Schustack, Ehrlich and Rayner,

1987). Several studies have also shown that a word is vocalised faster when it
occurs in a story rather than in isolation (Biemiller, L97718; West and Stanovich,
1978; Perfetti, Goldman and Hogaboam, 1979).

In order to accommodate these wider contextual effects, the Rumelhart and
McCleiiand (1981) model described above needs to be slightiy extended to allow

activation to flow not only from the word percept to the ietter level, but also
from the word concept level. When a target word is preceded by a constraining
context, processing of that context is likely to activate associated concepts,

as

in the case of swept - fl,oor. Once letter-level analysis is initiated, but prior to
its completion, activation can flow from concepts to the word percept and letter
levels, reinforcing partially complete analyses and speeding the encoding process.

However,

it

would appear that such facilitation takes times. Context

a iarger effect on the encoding of difficult (for example, aaalanclze) than

has

easy

(snow) words (Stanovich and West, 1983), and a larger effect on longer and low
frequency words (Perfetti, Goldman and Hogaboam, 1979).

It may be that when

the encoding of a word is rapid, due to relatively simple visual analysis and
feedback from a familiar word percept with high base level activation, there is

not sufficient time for these wider contextual effects to influence the encoding
process. Such speculation is supported by the finding that poor readers receive

reiatively greater facilitation from context than good readers (for example, Per-

fetti, Goidman and Hogaboam, 1979; Perfetti and Roth, 1931). Among the poor
read.ers, visual analysis of graphic

information is relatively slow, hence contextualr

facilitation has time to influence encoding to a greater extent than among good
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readers
So

far, evidence has been presented to support Just and Carpenter's assump-

tion of letter-by-ietter processing in the formation of word percepts, but allowing
for contextual effects to influence this process. One more point will be

discussed

before concluding.

LaBerge and Samuels (1974) propose that skilled readers do not necessarily
have to analyse letters to form v/ord percepts. With practice and many exposures

to particular words, graphic input can directly and automatically activate word
percepts without prior analysis at the lower level. LaBerge and Samuels refer to

this holistic recognition of words as 'unitising'.

In support of this proposal, Terry, Samuels and LaBerge (1976) showed that
word recognition latencies for adults were not affected by word length under
normal viewing conditions, suggesting holistic recognition. However, when these
same high frequency words, three

to six letters in length, were shown in mirror

image, latencies increased with word length, suggesting that these unfamiliar
conditions forced readers to use letter-by-letter analysis.
Samuels, Miller and Eisenberg (1979) trained adults

to recognise one set of

words in mirror image over several sessions. Other words were shown in only
one of the sessions. While word length influenced recognition latencies for both
sets of words, the effect deciined over the course of the experiment for repeated

words, but not for new words. The authors conclude that with the repeated
words, subjects were learning to recognise units larger than single letters.
Samuels, LaBerge and Bremer (1973) also suggest

that unitising is the result

of extensive practice. \{ord length did not affect the word recognition latencies

of college students, while there was an almost linear increase with word length
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among grade 2 students. Latencies. for children in grades 4 and 6 were between
these two, suggesting that the children ïvere not yet recognising words holistically

like the adults.

It should be noted, though, that the words used in these studies were relatively
short, high frequency words, likely to be very familiar to the adult subjects. The
context in which Just and Carpenter (1980) found increases in gaze durations due

to increases in word length were rather different; subjects were reading èxtracts
frorn Scientifi,c American, hence words were likely to be more diverse, Ionger,
and of lower familiarity and normative frequency. While

it

remains a possibility

that the recognition of common words can be unitised, it is unlikely that this
process can play an important role in more complex reading tasks, a view which

is expressed by Perfetti (1984, p. 46) as follows:

"It

l¿as become

clear that simple id,eas such as 'holist'ic' word iden-

tifi,cation are inadequate. The identifi,cation of words is mediated by
the perception of letters. Çues of word shape and word length are of
sorne significo,nce, but clearly co,rcy only a small portion of the burden

of word, identification cornpo,red to letter perception."

This proposal receives support from the frnding that poor readers are more
affected than good readers by print degradation, which makes letter identifrcation

more difficult, but does not change word shape or length (Perfetti and Roth,
1981). If skilled readers are distinguished by the ability to recognise letters rapidly
and on the basis of very few featural cues, then

it follows that they would be less

affected by print degradation than the less skilled reader, who requires more cues

to identify graphic information.
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in this section supports the Just and

Carpenter view that word percepts are formed largely on the basis of letter iden-

tification, although some contextual facilitation can occur. While the model
interactive,

it

is

is weakly interactive, similar to the views of Perfetti and Roth

(1981, p. 27) when they propose:
". . . a model

of reading whose processes are at once interactiae and

asymmetdcal. Top-down and' bottom-up data are not used in strictly
reciproco,l wo,As. An important consequence of this asymmetry is that
so-called bottom-up processes c&n cûr"T'y on reo,sona,bly uell without top'

down [)rocesses, but not uice uersa. No matter how helpful top-down
processes are, they are neither d,efi'niti'ue nor essential."

In order to have sufficient working memory capacity to carry out the integrative processes essential to the formation of a coherent text representation, readers
must clearly have good visual analysis skills according to the model of reading
set out in this section.
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Lexical access
Once a word percept has been encoded,

it activates its associated word concept(s),

that is, the meaning(s) associated with that percept. Following the model of
Collins and Loftus (1975), these concepts are represented as nodes connected by
labelled links to form a semantic network. Just and Carpenter (1980, p. 33S)
describe this system as follows:
"Perceptual encoding productions use the uisuøI features as cond,i-

tions; their action is to actiuate the representation of the word,. Once
the representation of the word has been sufficiently actiuated, its corre-

sponding concept is accessed and inserted into worldng memory. The
concept serues as a pointer to a rnore cornplete representation of the

meaning, which coltsists of a small semantic networlr realised as a
set of prod,uctions. The major nodes of the networlc are the possible
meanings of the word, the sernantic ønd syntactic properties of the

meanings, and information about the contents

in which theg usually

occur."

By allowing a concept to serve as a pointer to a small semantic network,
Just and Carpenter are acknowledging that conceptual meanings do not consist

of single definitions, but arise fronr the relationships between concepts, a point
which is emphasised by

Till, Mross and Kintsch (1988, p. 284):

"It is probablg not the
resid,e somewhere

case that

in the lexicon

fully

deueloped

uord

rnean'ings

waiting to be selected, and, inserted'

into a discourse representation. Rath,er, the full contextual meaning
of a word is likelg to be constructed in the specifi,c discourse

conteæt.
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Onlg such a generatiae contextual uiew of word meaning can do justice

to the

enoT"rnous

fl,exibility and, ad,aptability of humøn language."

Each concept in memory is assurned to have a particular base level of acti-

vation corresponding to its frequency of use (Just and Carpenter, 1980). Thus,
a concept which is frequently accessed will have a relatively high base level, and
therefore will require little additional activation to reach threshold, at which point

it

is active in working memory and potentially available for integration into the

text representation being constructed.
The normal base level of a concept can be raised in two wä,ys. The first of
these is repetition. \Mhen a concept is accessed, its activation level is increased

but then gradually decays. However, the level stabilises slightly above the original
base level. The second way is through contextual facilitation. 'When a concept is
accessed, activation spreads

to other, closely associated concepts, access to which

is thus facilitated because of their increased activation level.
Just and Carpenter (1980) use the analysis of theit eye fixation data to support
these assumptions. They report lhat gaze durations on words increased by an
average of 53msec for each log unit decrease in relative word frequency, supporting

the notion of differential base levels of activation. Gaze durations urere on average
49 msec shorter on the second appearance of a word than on the first, supporting

the notion of increased base level activation following access to a concept.
As an example of contextual facilitation, Schustack, Ehrlich and Rayner (1987)

found that gaze durations were shorter on a word such as picture when

it was

preceded by a specific verb such as hung, rathe¡ than a general verb such as put.
,

Within the Just and Carpenter framework, activation spreads from a specific verb

to a small set of possible objects. Although picture does not reach threshold

as
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a result of this priming, subsequent access to the concept is facilitated. No such

facilitation occuÍs with the much more general verb put. The number of concepts
potentially associated with such a general verb is too large for any one of them
to receive substantial activation.
Just and Carpenter (1987) note that contextual facilitation should not be
confused with conscious prediction. Concepts activated by spreading activation

rarely reach threshoid, and therefore do not reach consciousness or become part of
the text representation unless they receive further activation from other sources.

The factors influencing lexical access discussed so far indicate why

it

is that

immediate interpretation is usually correct. Interpretation is biased in favour

of commonly used meanings, repeated meanings, and meanings primed by the
context. These same factors also influence the interpretation of ambiguous words.

In some

cases,

the two meanings of an ambiguous word have a similar frequency

of occurrence, hence the two word concepts have similar base levels of activation.
Ambiguous words in this category are referred to as 'equibiased'. In such cases,

a word percept is likely to activate both word concepts associated with

it.

For

example, the word mint aclivated both the meaning of a candy and a building
where money is produced

(Till, Mross and Kintsch, 1988). However, within

400

msec one meaning was selected and the other deactivated. Similarly, Kintsch

and Mross (1935) show that when equibiased words such as ironwere read in a
sentence, both meanings were

still activated

150 msec after presentation of the

word. However, one meaning had been selected by the time readers moved on to
the next word.
\Mhile in some cases more than one meaning is activated for an ambiguous'
word, there are also cases where only one meaning is activated. Only one word
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concept is likeiy to be activated whqn either one meaning of an equibiased word is

strongly primed by the preceding context, or when a word is non-equibiased, that
is, one meaning occurs more frequently and hence its word concept has a higher
base level of activation. Carpenter and Daneman (1981, p. 1478) summarise this

point

as

follows: "It (their model) postulates that whether one or rnore meanings

are retrieueil d,epend,s upon the conteæt and the relatiue frequencies of the interpre-

tations." Rayner and Frazier (1989) make a similar point when they propose that
integration processes operate on the frrst word concept that reaches a threshold
of activation which, as indicated, is influenced by both the relative frequency of
the two word concepts and their degree of contextual priming.

Duffy, Morris and Rayner (1988) empirically demonstrate this point by
analysing gaze durations on ambiguous words in different contexts. In the case
of equibiased words, only one meaning was activated when a disambiguating con-

text preceded the word and one meaning

\4ras

primed by this context. In the

case of non-equibiased words, on the other hand, only one meaning was activated

when the context followed the word and context did not alter the differential in
base level activation of the two word concepts. Similarly, Seidenberg, Tanenhaus,

Leiman and Bienkowski (1982) found that both meanings of an equibiased word
such as straw were activated

in a neutral context, but only

one meaning ïvas

activated in the context of a farmer.

While both frequency of occurrence and conceptual priming influence word
concept activation, Carpenter and Daneman (1981) show that relative frequency

effects are generally stronger than priming effects. These authors used nonequibiased homographs, that is, words with the same spelling, but difierent pro-'

nunciations and meanings. \Mhen primed by a preceding context, the higher
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frequency meaning of ambiguous words was pronounced during oral reading on
87% of occasions, compared

to only 38%

oT.

occasions for the lower frequency

meanings when they were primed. Some very low frequency meanings u/ere never
pronounced in spite of contextuai priming, although the selection of these mean-

ings could be increased to some exterrt by strengthening the degree of priming.
Tabossi (19S8a) also indicates

that a highly constraining context is required to

override the effect of frequency of occurrence. In this study, one meaning of an
equibiased word was activated, rather than both meanings, only when the context
was highly constraining.

In the
show

case

of any word, whether ambiguous or not, there is evidence to

that contextually relevant attributes of a concept are activated, even when

these attributes are not explicitly mentioned in the

text. For example, Barclay,

Bransford, Franks, McCarrell and Nitsch (1974) found Lhal heaug was encoded
an attribute

of.

as

piano in the context of lifting, while nice sounding was encoded

in the context of turring. Tabossi (19SSb) showed that fat was activated as an
attribute of butter in the context of a diet, but not in the context of melting the

butter. Tabossi and Johnson-Laird (1930) demonstrated that hardwas activated
as an

attribute

of.

diamond in the context of cutting glass, but not in the context

of dispersing light. In a study by McKoon and Ratcliff (1988), redwas activated
as a characteristic of. tomato in the context of a still life painting, whiie round,
was activated in the context of rolling the tomato along the floor. These authors
also showed, by testing after every three paragraphs and hence delaying the test,

that contextuaily relevant aspects of meaning v¡ere not only activated, but
encoded into the memory representation.

also
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Just and Carpenter (1987) acknowledge that such elaborations can occur, but
are

not obligatory; their production will depend on the depth of processing under-

taken by the reader, which in turn depends on the processing capacity available
and the reader's goals. While word concepts are activated and integrated immediately, elaborations such as those described above may not be available for inte-

gration into the text representation immediately. Till, Mross and Kintsch (1988)
suggest that elaborated meanings take longer to reach a threshold of activation

than the word concepts themselves, and may not be available for integration until

the sentence \l/rap-up operations. These authors presented sentences containing
an ambiguous word, as for example: "The townspeople uere úrnúzed to find that

all the buildings hail

colla,psed, encept

the mint".

It took up to 1000 msec after

the presentation of the final word for elaborations to become available, in this
case the topic inference of an earthquake. Of this elaboration,

Till et al (1988,

p. 293) note that "subjects make eløboratiae inferences if theg haae enough time
to do so, The important fi,nding is that this lcind of inferencing is not immediate
but appears to be part of the sentence urüp-up processing."

It should be noted, though, that Till et al are discussing topical
that is,

inferences,

inferences regarding the overall topic of the sentence, which is more

general than elaborating the meaning of the word

mint. These authors did not

actually investigate whether the meaningof. mint was elaborated as a strong, solid
building, that is, a building strong enough to withstand an earthquake. Therefore,

what Till et al refer to as word

sense elaborations are

of a more general nature

than the inferred conceptual attributes described in the preceding paragraphs.
On a similar point, Just and Carpenter (1980) note that although the mean-'
ings of a word are accessed while that word is being fixated, this initial meaning
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may need to be refined following tþe integration of subsequent words, or during
the sentence urrap-up phase. For example, the general meaning of the word large
is familiar and readily accessed, but its precise meaning depends on its context.

The concept

with

of.

Iarge takes on different shades of meaning when

insect as oppose d

to

build,ing, so the careful reader updates

it

is associated

its meaning after

processing the associated noun'

Just and Carpenter (1987, p. 79) note that children and poor readers take
longer to access word meanings, but that the contribution which speed of lexical
access makes

to comprehension difficulties is not clear'

"Some theorists belieue that the l,eúcal úccess process I,s & rno'-

jor

source

rnance.

If

of iniliaiìlual ilifferences in reading comprehension perforread,ers take

a long time to

access word meanings, then

other processes uill be allotted less time, and, storage limitations
ca,use

the loss of sorne information from other leuels before

rno,A

it can be

used. There is fairlg conaincing eaid,ence tltat slowness in leæical access

is a contributing factor to poor reading comprehension, but the

size of the contribution is currently unclear'"

Although the quahtitative contribution of lexicål access to comprehension
problems may not be clear, there are several ways in which access to a well developed network of word concepts may be important. Most obviously, word concepts
have to be available to construct meaning from a text; comprehension will be im-

paired, or at least slowed, when a text contains unfamiiiar words. Secondly, if

the available word concepts are well practised, they will be readily

accessibie

and require a minimum amount of processing time, as indicated above by Just
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and Carpenter (1987). Finally, if word concepts in memory are embedded in

a

network of associated concepts, readers can not only benefit from the facilitative
effects of contextual priming through spreading activation, but can also construct
a richer

text representation through the elaborated meanings generated from this

network.

A study by Stahl, Hare, Sinatra and

Gregory (1991) illustrates the impor-

tance of lexical access in terms of breadth of vocabulary knowledge rather than
speed of access per se. Subjects in grade 10 read a lengthy passage describing the

celebration of a baseball player's retirement. In a regression analysis of the number of idea units recalled, vocabulary knowledge explained a significant 15.1% of
variance when entered before baseball knowledge, and 1,3.4V0 when entered after
baseball knowledge. Baseball knowledge did not explain a significant percentage

of variance in total recall, although

it

made a significant contribution to the ex-

planation of variance in recall of the retiring player's career achievements, leading

Stahl et al (1991, p. 504) to conclude

that:

". . . domo,in knowledge

and uocabu-

lary knowledge affect what is comprehended as well as how much. A tent rnay

dfficult for a reader with low aocabulary knowledge but high domain

be

lcnowledge

if

the comprehension task inuolaes microprocessing, but not i,f the read,er need, only
get a general id,ea of what the text is about."

A study by Beck, Perfetti and McKeown (1982) illustrates how expanded vocabulary knowledge and increased speed of access can improve comprehension.
Children in grade 4 were taught to pronounce and define words in several

se-

mantic groups, such as moods, eating, and types of people. To increase speed,

of access, the children engaged in competitions to match words and defrnitions'
with maximum speed and accuracy, and competed against the clock to establish
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personal best times for this matching. To develop an interconnected memory
representation, the children constructed relationships between the new words, for
example, by explaining how a crook and an accomplice fitted together, whether
a hermit could be an accompll,ce, whether

arL acconxplice

would rob a bank aione,

and so on. The achievements of this programme, including expanded vocabulary
knowiedge, speed of access to this knowledge, and its representation in an interconnected network, succeeded in improving reading comprehension. This success
suggests the

important features a vocabulary instruction programme should have,

but also supports the model of reading presented in this section,

as well as the

hypothesised structure of the knowledge base to be presented later in the chapter.

Recovery from inconsistent interpretations

By processing each word as it is encountered, the reader greatly reduces the
burden which would be placed on working memory

if all processing were cartied

out at the end of the clause or sentence. Initial interpretations are usually correct
due to the use of converging evidence. However, there are times when these
interpretations prove to be incorrect in the light of subsequent information, and
so

the reader needs to have available error recovery heuristics to determine a more

appropriate interpretation.
To investigate error recovery heuristics, Carpenter and Daneman (1981) wrote

short passages which primed appropriate or inappropriate meanings of ambiguous

words. For example, the homograph

åøss, meaning

either a fish or a low pitch

in music, was preceded by a description of a lakeside resort which was likely to
prime the tfish' meaning. In one version of the passage, the resort was the

t"rrt"

for a frshing competition, and hence the primed meaning ïvas appropriate, while

''
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in the other version the resort was the venue for a rock concert, where performers
included a bass guitarist.
Carpenter and Daneman used eye fixation data to analyse readers' detection

of and recovery from inconsister¡t interpretations of ambiguous words. Gaze durations on the first disambiguating word, for example, bass guitarist, were longer
when the word was inconsistent with the reader's initial oral reading.

If

the

disambiguating information vras contained in a whole phrase, gaze durations on

the whole phrase were longer when

it

contradicted the initial reading of the am-

biguous word. These ionger gaze durations suggest that readers interpret and

attempt to integrate words immediately, but have difficulty with the integration

in

passages

priming inconsistent meanings.

Readers ïvere over four times more likely

if

to show

regressive eye movements

there was inconsistency between their initial oral reading and disambiguat-

ing information, suggesting that they were attempting to recover from the error
which had been detected. Regressions r¡/ere mostly initiated after fixating the
disambiguating word, but some regressions were initiated at the end of the disambiguating phrase, the end of the sentence, or even the end of the passage.
Based on this eye fixation data and oral corrections, Carpenter and Daneman

(1981) conclude that recovery processes are often initiated as soon as inconsistent

information is encountered. However, sometimes readers read on and use the end
of the sentence or even the end of the passage to resolve any remaining inconsis-

tencies. The authors infer three main error recovery heuristics from their data,
namely, try to reinterpret the first word that appears inconsistent, check previous
words that caused processing dificulty, and read on in the hope that subsequent'

information will explicate that apparent inconsistency. When the level of incon-
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sistency is not too great, some readers elaborate disambiguating information to
make

it

consistent with the their initial interpretation of the ambiguous word. In

this case, however, they have changed the writer's intended rneaning.
Although there was clearly evidence that readers detected and attempted to
recover from inconsistent interpretations, not all readers rvere successful. Carpen-

ter and Daneman (1981) asked prôbe questions immediately after each passage to
determine readers' final interpretations of the ambiguous words. In one passage,

for example, the target sëntence read

^[ú

was the lead

in the inquiry that enabled

him to solae the mystery. The probe question asked What

enabled, the detectiue

to solue the mysterg?.
On the basis of oral corrections after the frrst reading of the ambiguous words,
readers recovered from initially incorrect interpretations in 36% of instances. In

a further 22% of. instances readers showed, by correctly answering probe questions, that they had recovered from the inconsistencies by the end of the passage.
However,

in tg% of instances readers gave ambiguous

ansr'¡ers which did not in-

dicate clearly the nature of their final interpretation, and in 23% of instances the
inconsistencies had clearly not been resolved. Thus, even the university students

who served as subjects in this study unequivocally recovered from errors in only
58%

of.

instances.

The failure of almost half of these tertiary students to recover from inconsis-

tent interpretations could have detrimental effects on their comprehension. On
the one hand, they may have failed to construct a coherent representation of the

text. On the other hand, they may have resolved the difficulty in a manner not,
intended by the writer, which may also pose a problem when the task involves

learning from expository texts. Efficient comprehension monitoring and error

''
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Case role assignrhent (sernantic analysis)

The third processing stage is referred to by Just and Carpenter (1980) as

case

role assignment, although Just and Carpenter (1987) discuss the same processes
under the heading of semantic analysis. This stage involves the first of the inte-

grative phases, namely, determining the conceptual relations between words in

a

clause and assigning roles such as agent, recipient, object, location, time, instru-

ment, manner, action and state. Therefore, this stage can also be referred to

as

intraclause integration, resulting in the formation of individual propositions.
Many authors, including Just and Carpenter, assume that the clause is an im-

portant processing unit, that is, information is chunked into clausal units during
processing. For example, Haberlandt and Graesser (1985) report reliable increases

in reading time at the end of clauses, suggesting that integrative processing is carried out at clause boundaries. Chang (1980) and Clark and Sengul (1979) report

that the clause immediately prior to words currently being processed is still active

in working memory, also suggesting that information is chunked into processing
units at clause boundaries.

Just and Carpenter (1987) give an example of the sentence Joltn killed

the

with a lcnife on the aerandøå, analysed into its constituent roles and

ex-

snalce

pressed

in simple propositional form: (Action:IS kill), (Agent: IS John), (Instru-

ment: IS knife), (object: IS snake), (Location: IS verandah). This analysis

is

independent of the grammatical form in which the sentence lvas expressed. The
case roles would be the same

if the sentence

had been written in passive form,

since case roles attempt to capture conceptual rather than grammatical relations.

Just and Carpenter (1937) follow van Dijk and Kintsch (i983) in suggesting

that concepts are organised into complex propositions showing semantic relation-

'
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boolc

to Peter in

the

library would be represented as follows:
give (a,b,c)

PREDICATE:

inadvertently

Modifier:

ARGUMENTS:
Agent:

John

:

a

Object:

book

:

b

old (b)

Modifler:
Peter

Goal:

:

c

CIRCUMSTANCES
Time:

yesterday

Place:

in the library

For on-line semantic analysis to be able to take place,

it

has to ptoceed in a

strategic fashion, based on incomplete information. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983,

p. 14) suggest that a propositional scheme is used in this stra,tegic fashion:
"Such a schemø

is a strategical unit: It allows a føst analysis

of surface structures into a relatiuely
Thus,

a

fiæed, and,

simple configuration.

first occltrrence grammatical subject no1ln, or a, pronoun,

denoting

o,

when

person, will be strategically assigned the agent position in

such a sclrema, eaen before the rest of the clause ltas been analgsed."

Like Just and Carpenter (1987), van Dijk and Kintsch assume that propositions are constructed strategically from incoming information. The latter authors
do not discuss these strategies in detail, but they do note that surface structure
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features such as word order, morphological structure and syntactic categories are

useful cues for filling the slots of the propositional schema. Just and Carpenter
(1987) give examples of cues used by readers to assign case roles, including word

order, type of verb, particles and prepositions.

Word order may be a useful cue. In a sentence such as Th'e postman

the uoman the

d,og,

gaae

the expected order of participants would be agent, goal,

object. However, this strategy would not work in a passive construction, or in
the permissible reordering The postrnan gaae the ilog to the woman.
The type of verb used is itself a cue to the number and nature of roles likely to
be involved. For example, a verb Iike giue has three participants associated with

it, while a verb Iike di,e has only one. However,

since the verb is not normally

placed at the beginning of the sentence, this type of information only becomes
useful later in the analysis of a clause.

Particles can be a useful cue to case role assignment. Just and Carpenter
(1987) give the following examples to show how a particle changes the case role
assigned

to hammer:

Wayne put the picture with the

hammer.

Wayne put up the picture with the

(location)

hammer' (instrument)

Wayne put up with the picture uith the

hamrner. (modifier)

Some prepositions can provide usefui cues. For example, aboue can be associ-

ated with only very few case roles and therefore provides usefui cues. However,
some words have functions

in addition to being prepositions, making the role of

the participant which follows less predictable. For example, before can be a prepo-

sition followed by a location, as in He

stood, before the

judge, or a conjunction

foliowed by the agent of a new clause, as in Ile stood before the judge

spolce.

,
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None of the strategies above is.sufficient on its own to correctly assign case
roles. A further source of information, namely, general knowledge of the referents,
is required to efficiently carry out the process. Just and Carpenter (1987) nicely

illustrate this point with the examples: Jalce ate the sausage with a friend/with
a

forlc. General knowledge dictates that friend must fulfill the roie of co-agent

rather than instrument, while forlcis interpreted as an instrument. None of the
other cues mentioned so far could determine the case roles in these examples.

Just and Carpenter (1987, p. 176) summarise the use of cues to carry out
semantic analysis as follows:

"The semantic analgsis processes that use these cues must operate
according to seaeral principles. First, most semantic role assignments
haae multiple cues, so

information from seueral cues generallg must

be

combined, and their information ualue rnust be weighed in proportion

to the reliabilitg of the cue. Second, semantic analysis is performed
us euch word of a clause is encountered by the reader, so the ord,er

in which the cues

o,re encountered

uill

be a

major deterrninant of the

semantic analysis process. Third, rno,ny ettrasentential inforrnation
sources

- such as the reader's lcnowledge of act'ions and objects in

world and her lenowleilge of the preced,ing tent -

uill

be brough.t

the

to bear

on the semantic analysis process."
Case roles are assigned

within clauses, so the reader must have ways of

de-

termining clause boundaries. Just and Carpenter (1987) suggest that syntactic
analysis is a useful tool for chunking the information presented sequentially in a
sentence. They put forward a number of strategies for the use of syntactic cues,

including the use of function words, affixes and punctuation.
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Readers may use function words. to determine where a nerv constituent begins.

For example, a determiner such as the is a cue to begin a nerv noun phrase,

a

conjunction such as because is a cue to begin a nerv clause, and a preposition such
as with is a cue to begin a new phrase. Along similar lines, van

Dijk and Kintsch

(1983) in their model incorporate the parsing strategies suggested by Clark and

Clark (1977). As an example, in order to segment sentences into constituent parts
Clark and Clark (1977, p. 59) propose the following general strategy: "Wheneuer
gou

find a function word,

begin a constituent larger than one

word." More specific

subcategories of this strategy suggest, for example, to begin a ne$r noun phrase
whenever a determiner or quantifier is fotrnd, or to begin a ne\'r' clause whenever

a relative pronoun or subordinating conjunction is found. However, the

same

word can fulfill different syntactic functions. For example, that is a determiner

in that yellou wind,mill, but a relative pronÒun in the rnoney that slte earned. So,
while the function words are useful cues to chunking words into constituents, the
process is made more difficult by the fact that the same function word can play

different syntactic roles.
Affixes can be useful cues to the syntactic function of a particular word. For
example, words ending in -Iy are likely to be adverbs, those ending in -ed are likely

to be verbs, those ending in -iue are likely to be adjectives, and endings such as

-tion, -ness, -ment are likely to signal nouns. However, the same ending can also
be found on words from different classes, as for example

writer (noun) and

in larger (adjective),

d,eter (verb).

Punctuation is a more unambiguous cue to syntactic analysis. Commas and

full stops are cues to wrap up the current clause and to start a new constituent.
However, syntactic cues alone cannot determine the function of words in a

''
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in the sentence I

so'w

that
with three legs,il is the reader's general knowledge which indicates

the frnal phrase modifies the noun dog, while in the sentence

I

saw the dog with

binoculars the final phrase modifres the verb s¿tu'
is carried out using
Just and carpenter (1987) propose that syntactic analysis

can serve as
multiple converging cues, including semantic ones' The same cue
parallel, and a
the enabling condition for more than one production to fire in
particular
variety of cues can trigger productions which add activation to one

interpretation, as Just and Carpenter (1987, p' 15a) explain:
,,Each prod,uction increments the actiuation leael of the interpreta-

tion

actiuathinles is the coffect one, and the interpretation whose

it

tion leuêl

reaches

a

stanilard, thresholil

f'rst

becomes the accepted'

pretation. Collo,boration occurs when two or rnore proce$es

on

establishing a giaen interpretation by

aation

leuel

to the

inter-

conaerge

jointlg incrementing its acti-

'rnay
stanilard, threshold when neither process alone

haae effectiaely d,one

so. For enample, sgntactic and semantic

pro-

noun phrase'
d,uctions can colløborate on estøblishing the nat'ure of a
leael)
The same mechanism (conjoint incrementation of an actiuation

the syntactic
ølso integrates information from different sources within
Ieuel,

as

occurs when seaeral d,ifferent

syntactic cues conuerge on the

same interPretation."

At a general levei, the syntactic strategies form as few constituents
In other word,s, the reader attempts to incorporate each
preceding clause until the words no longer

flt'

as possible'

successive word

into the

For example, in the sentence Mary
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dropped th,e cup and" the so,ucer accid,entally landed on the rug, a first parsing is

likely to interpret the cup and the

sa,ucer as

the object of dropped , and accid,entally

as a modifrer of. d,ropped. However, when the second verb land,ed is encountered,

the saucer has to be reassigned to start a new clause, and accid,entally modifies
Ianded (Just and Carpenter, 1987). Similarly, in the sentence When farmers are

ploughing the soil is most fertile, the clause boundary is first likely to be placed
after soil, until the second verb is suggests that the boundary should be placed
after ploughing

(Jßt

and Carpenter, 1980).

The above aspects of the Just and Carpenter model are supported by

a

number

of studies using the eye tracking methodology. For example, Frazier and Rayner
(1982) hypothesised that readers

try to attach

each incoming word to the clause

currentiy beirtg processed. The authors constructed sentences where this parsing
strategy was appropriate, as well as slightly altered versions of these sentences
where
a mile

it

was not appropriate. For example, in the sentence: Since Jay alwags jogs

(thß)

seen'Ls lilce a

thisis included and

ø

short d,istance to him, the strä,tegy is appropriate when

mile can be included in the first clause, but not appropriate

when this is deleted and ø mile has to be reparsed into the second clause. In

this latter case, reading times per character were longer, as predicted, than in
the former case, suggesting that readers used the hypothesised strategy and then

had to reparse. Analysis of. gaze durations suggested that readers immediately
detected a parsing problem when one occurred. Recovery from incorrect parsing

did not necessarily involve regressive eye movements, but where these did occur,
the most common pattern was to move directly from the disambiguating region
(seerns) or the eäd of the sentence

to the ambiguous region (a mile). Thus, thel

reader's mental representation of the sentence \ryas involved in recovery, either

as
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the basis for reinterpretation without regressions, or by directing the eyes to the
region requiring reanalysis.

Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) again refer to the work of Clark and Clark
(L977) with regard to possible parsing strategies. Like Frazier and Rayner (19S2),

Clark and Clark (1977, p. 65) suggest as one strategy: "Try to attach each new
uord, to the constituent that came just before." So, readers attempt to include
each successive word into the clause currently being processed,

until a word is

encountered which can no longer be assigned a role in that clause. In a sentence
such as The ilog bit the foæ that uas rabid, this strategy suggests that a neur clause

is required when the word thatis encountered, and that that was rabid should be
attached to the immediately preceding elerrient

of. foæ.

Rayner, Carlson and Frazier (1983) provide evidence of a second preferred
parsing strategy, namely

to try to

parse the simplest possible syntactic con-

stituents. Thus, according to this strategy readers would in the first instance
attempt to form active rather than passive sentences. Rayner et al used

sen-

tences such as: The performer sent the fl,owers uos uery pleased/The perforrner

sent the fl,owers and was aery pleased with herself. Reading times per charac-

ter were longer in the first than the second example, suggesting that

readers

attempted to parse both examples in the simplest way as active sentences, but
therr had to reparse the first example as a passive construction on encountering
uas aery pleased. Again, analysis of gaze durations and regressive eye movements
supported this interpretation.
Frazier and Rayner's results support their two hypothesised parsing strategies,

as well as Just and Carpenter's immediacy assumption. This position is also'
consistent with the work of van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) and Clark and Clark
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(1977). Although like all heuristicç these paising strategies can be wrong, very
often they do work. They permit on-line intraclause integration irr the absence of
complete information, and thus reduce the burden on working memory capacity

which would exist if information had to be buffered before analysis.
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1.3.4 Interclause integration
The fourth stage of the Just and Carpenter model involves integrating concepts

with previousiy
ways

processed information beyond the current clàuse. Some of the

in which this integration can take place include

searching

for argument

repetition or semantic entailment, constructing bridging inferences, and finding
referents for pronouns and other anaphoric expressions.

Argument rèpetition and semantic entailment
The simplest form of integration involves searching for argument repetition,

in the

sequence The child,

as

put the fl,owers in a uase. The fl,owers brightened

the room. Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) in their original model used argument

repetition as a basis for integration and establishing coherence. Even though
these authors acknowledged that

it

was neither necessary nor sufficient, they

did nevertheless propose that checking for argument repetition vras a useful first
step in establishing coherence. They suggested that incoming information was
checked against previously processed information

still active in the short-term

memory buffer. If at least one shared argument was located between new and old

information, the new information was accepted as coherent, whereas ìf none was
found an inference procedure u¡as initiated to produce overlapping arguments.
There is some evidence to show that argument overlap between propositions

plays a role in establishing cohesion, as for example in the study by McKoon
and Ratcliff (19S0). However, several studies also show that argument overlap is

not sufficient. Manelis and Yekovich (1976) examined recall of what they called
related and unrelated paragraphs, as in the following examples:
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Arnold lunged at Norman. Norman called, the iloctor. The doctor arriaed

2. Ellen pushed Judith. Judith

obeyed the nurse. The nurse coughed.

Both paragraphs are coherent if argument overlap is the criterion. However, in
the related paragraph (1) the verbs contribute to a possible scenario,

whereas

in (2) they do not. Related paragraphs ïvere recalled significantly better than
unrelated paragraphs.

Haberlandt and Bingham (1978) used materials similar to those of Manelis
and Yekovich to show the importance of verbs in the construction of causally
related sequences of events. They compared pairs of paragraphs such as the
following:

r.

Brian punched' George. George called the d,octor. The doctor

2. Brian puncheil George.

arriued,.

George likeil the d,octor. The iloctor arriued,

As in the case of the Manelis and Yekovich (1976) examples each sentence in

a

paragraph was related to the previous one by argument overlap, but only the

first paragraph could be constructed into a coherent scenario with a consistent
theme. Readers took longer to read the second paragraph than the first, with the
difference largest for the final sentence. Haberlandt and Bingham (1978) suggest

that the increased processing time was due to difficulties with integration, thus
showing again that argument overlap is not sufficient for establishing coherence.

In view of findings such as those

above, van

Dijk and Kintsch (1983) take

a broader view of integration to establish coherence than the one taken in the
1978 model. Argument overlap is now seen as only one indicator of continuityt

of topic, and other indicators also need to be taken into account. Van Dijk and
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Kintsch (1983, p. i50) note that: "Local coherence does not stand alone ...linear
coherence need,s macrocontrol

in the form of a theme, topic or point', as they

are

theoretically constructed as macrostructures." The second set of sentences in the
above studies were lacking an overall topic or theme, and hence were not coherent

in spite of argument overlap.
Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) propose that referents in a text must be organised in relation to some central object(s) or person(s) acting as the topic of the
discourse, predicates must be organised in relation to macroactions ot events, sequences of actions or events must have global goals or motivations, and there must

be some unity of time and place in the events described. These authors point

out that readers draw on a range of general knowledge about concepts and their
relationships in order to integrate information in the coherent manner suggested.

Just and Carpenter (1987) note that a reader's knowledge of synonyms, partwhole relationships and category-exemplar relationships can be used to frnd points

of attachment between incoming and previously processed information. The following example was mentioned earlier: The child put the flowers in the aase. The
fl,owers brightened the room.

If the above sequence continued The girl

lcnew her

parents would be pleased,, the reader's knowledge suggests that the child and the

girl

are being used coreferentially.

expressions may signal links

In other possible follow-on sentences, referring

to old inforrnation by means of category-exemplar

relations, for example, The roses srnelled beautiful, or part-whole relations, for
example, Unfortunately the petals were starting to

fall

Although the relations

involved vary, in each case the nouns suggest a point of attachment to previously
processed information.

In each case there is the

coherertce of theme and the'

continuity of person and object required by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983).
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Carpenter and Just (1977) discuss verb entailment as a cue to integration. The
reader's knowledge about a verb such as murd,er suggests an agent is required,
unlike in the case of a verb Iike d,ie. Carpenter and Just analysed eye movement
data on sentence pairs such as the following:

It

was d,arlc and, stormy the night the

millionaire uús murilereil/d"ied,. The killer left no clues for the police to trace. Not
only were gaze durations on the word lçiller signifrcantly longer when the preceding
verb was d,ieil rather lhan murd,ered, but gaze durations were also longer at the
end of the sentence when the verb was d,ied,, suggesting that increased difficulty

with integrating the word lciller during

sentence wrap-up lvas responsible

for

a

large part of the increased processing time. The verb murd,ered suggests a point

of attachment for the word killer in a way that

d,ied,

does not.

Just and Carpentet (1987) report a similar finding when a verb implies

an

instrument, as in the sequence The maid diligentlg swept/cleaned the fl,oor until

it

wøs spotless. The broom h,ad, been worn d,own by her eæcessiue

zeal.

Gaze

durations on the word broom were significantly shorter when the verb was swept

rather than

cleøned,, again suggesting

that the implication of the verb assisted

integration.

fnferences
The previous examples already require some degree of inferencing to establish
relationships between old and new information. However,
extensive reference

in

some cases more

to general knowledge is needed to establish

between successive clauses. For example,

cohesive links

in the sequence Mary fell down the

stairs. Joltn ran for the d,octor, there is no explicit point of attachment for the
second sentence. Integration can only take place following substantial infetencing

'
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to the effect that falling down stairs can lead to injuries, which may

need to

be treated by a doctor. Once these inferences are made, argument repetition or
semantic entailment provide points of attachment for each successive proposition.

Haviland and Clark (1974) refer to inferences such as those described above

as

bridging inferences, since they create a bridge between old and new information.
Bridging inferences are backward inferences, made once the reader can find no

explicit point of attachment for incoming information. Thus, in the previous
example a bridging inference would be initiated from d,octor back

to previous

information in order to construct an explicit connection.
Haviland and Clark (1974) constructed sentence pairs which in one version
were explicitly connected by argument repetition, while in the other a bridging
inference was required. Reading times were longer for the second sentence when

an inference uras required, suggesting that readers rvere indeed constructing the
inference to integrate the two sentences as they read. The same result was found
even when the explicit condition used coreferential expressions (became absolutely

smashed/got uery drunk) rather than argument repetition. Integrating such expressions still took less time than constructing bridging inferences.

Miller (1980, expt 3) also demonstrated that bridging inferences required for
integration are made while reading by examining the speed with which statements could be verified when they were either implicit or explicit in the stimulus

material. The following sentence pair is an example of the implicit condition:

,4

burning cigarette was carelesslg d,iscarded. The f,re ilestroyed, many acres of uirgin

forest. The explicit version stated that the cigarette had started a fire. The test
sentence to be verifred was: The cigarette started a fire. There ïvas no significant'

difference in response times between the implicit and explicit conditions, suggest-
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ing that readers had inferred the connection between the cigarette and the fire
while reading.

While studies such as these support the view that careful readers construct
bridging inferences to integrate successive segments of text which are not explic-

itly

connected, the picture is less ciear with regard to elaborative inferences. As

the name suggests, such inferences elaborate on information in a text, but are not
necessary to connect new

with old information. Elaborative inferences are some-

times referred to as forward inferences since they do not refer back to previous
information in the way that bridging inferences do.

Miller (1980, expt 1) and Johnson, Bransford and Solofnan (1973) argue that
elaborative instrument inferences are made during reading. On reading he was
pound,ing a nail, subjects rvere assumed to infer the probable instrument as a ham-

mer on the basis of a high false alarm recognition rate for a test item containing

that instrument (Johnson et al, 1973). However, Corbett and Dosher (1978) and
Singer (1979a, 1979b) dispute this conclusion, arguing that the inferences

rryere

made at the time of testing. Singer (1979b) showed that for sentence pairs such as

The boy cleared the snou (fromthe stairs/uith a shoael). The shouel wøs heauy,
readers took longer

to read the

second sentence when the instrument was not

mentioned in the frrst sentence, indicating that shoael was inferred as a bridging
inference while reading the second sentence, not as an elaborative inference while

reading the flrst.

In the case of implicit

consequences/antecedents, Brewer (1977) found that

elaborative inferences were made. Following sentences such as The safecracker

put a mø,tch to the /øse, subjects were more likely to produce lit the /zse in their
free recall than the original put a match to the /zse, indicating that they had
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made an elaborative inference. However, Singer and Ferreira (1983) did not find
evidence of elaborative causal inferences. Following a sentence such as
fl,ew through the windou), art elaborative inference would state

A

rock

that the window

broke. However, following a stimulus such as Bob threu his report into the fire.
The ashes fl,oated, up the chirnneg,

it

would be a bridging inference that stated

the report had burned. After reading, subjects answered questions such as Did
the window brealc? Did the report burn? Questions based on bridging inferences
ïvere a,nswered significantly faster than those based on elaborative inferences,
suggesting that bridging inferences vrere made during reading, while elaborative
inferences were not.

It appears that the question to be answered is not whether

readers do or do

not make inferences, but under what conditions they do so. Some studies have
shown that elaborative instrument inferences may be made, but only when there

is a highly probable instrument suggested by the text. For example, Garrod and
Sanford (1981) show that a sentençe such as The car had recently been oaerhauled
was read

just

as

rapidly after a sentence mentioning only driaing as it was after

a

similar sentence mentioning taking the car. The authors therefore conclude that
car was inferred as a highly probable instrument of driuing while reading the first
sentence.

O'Brien, Shank, Meyers and Rayner (1988) also show that elaborative inferences may be made,

but only in highly constrained conditions. These authors

used paragraphs such as the following:

"AIl the nLugger wanted to do was steal the wornan's money. But
when she screamed,, he stabbed,/assaulted, her with his knife/weapon in

an attempt to quiet her. He threw the knife i,nto the bushes and ran
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au)au."

Thus, there were four versions of the text, varying in degree of explicitness
(knife/weapon) and degree of constraint (stabbed/assøulted). Gaze durations on

the target word knife in the the finai sentence were comparable in the explicit
conditions and the highly constrained implicit condition, suggesting that following the word

súøåóed, readers

inferred lhalu weapon referred to a knife. However, it

appears that no such elaborative inference was made foilowing the less constrain-

ing verb

assaulted, hencê a

to connect ueo,pon

anð,

bridging inference was required in the final sentence

knife, and processing time was increased as a result'

McKoon and Ratciifi (1981), in a carefully designed study, confirmed that
instruments must be highly probable before they are inferred. These authors
used paragraphs in which, for example, the

first

sentence mentioned a number

of tools, including a hammer. The fifth and frnal sentence then stated either
that boards u/ere glued together or pounded together with nails. Subjects then
verified whether or not words had occurred

in the paragraph.

Hamrner was

verified signifrcantly faster following pounded together rather than glueil together.
According to McKoon and Ratcliff, this result occurred because subjects inferred

that the pounding was being done with the hammer referred to earlier in the
paragraph. No such inference was made on reading
Ratcliff also show that no such inference

\Mas

glued, together.

McKoon and

made when the instrument was less

probable, for example, a mallet, or when the first sentence stated that the hammer
was broken. Thus, rapid verification of hammer in the test did not depend only

on a pre-experimental association between pound, hammer and nail, but rather
depended on the coherently constructed meaning of the paragraph, involving a

highly probably instrument.
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Finally, Goetz (1979) also carried out a carefully designed study, which showed

that a number of factors influence whether or not a particular inference will

be

made. He wrote passages of which one could be summarised as follows: Joan was

flying to San Francisco to start a new job. She had just enough time to catch
her plane. As she was packing, she remembered that her son wanted her to ring
before she

left.

She arrived at the airport half an hour late and had to wait for

the next plane.
There were eight versions of the text, half of which explicitly stated that Joan
was late because she phoned her son, and half of which did

not. Within

each

of these groups, the texts also varied in terms of the salience of the phone call
and the importance of missing the plane. In the highly salient versions, Joan
had promised to ring her son, while in the less salient versions, the son had only

wanted her to ring. In the highly important versions, the plane missed by Joan
crashed, killing all passengers, whereas in the less important versions, missing the

plane resulted only in Joan having to

kill time at the airport.

After reading one version of the passage, subjects were asked: lilhy was Joan
late?. More correct ansrvers were given when the information was explicit. However, of greater interest here is the fact that the percentage of correct answers
when the information was implicit varied according to condition. The target inference u¡as more likely to be made when the premise on which

it was based was

salient and when the consequence of the action was important. In other words,

if Joan had promised to talk to her son it was more likely that
done so, and

she had actually

if the consequence of the delay was that her life had been saved it

was more likety

that readers would construct a reason for this lucky escape.

The number of inferences which could potentially be constructed from a text

I
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if processing

is to be

carried out on-line within the limitations of working memory capacity. As the
empirical evidence and the Just and Carpenter (1987) model indicate, inferences
tend to be restricted to bridging inferences required to establish coherent relations
between text segments during integration, and elaborative inferences which are

strongly suggested by a highly constraining context'

This is also the conclusion reached by McKoon and Ratcliff (1992) in what
they call their minimalist hypothesis. These authors consider that many readers engage in minimalist processing in situations such as reading a magazine on

the plane, reading a neïvspaper over breakfast, or reading texts without specific
instructions in psychology experiments. In such cases, McKoon and Ratcliff conclude that readers do not automatically construct inferences to fully represent

the context described in the text. Rather, they construct only those inferences
required to establish local coherence, as well as elaborative inferences based on

information which is quickly and easily accessible. Of such elaborative inferences,
McKoon and Ratcliff (1992, p. a4l) make the following comment:
"Inferences based on genero,l lcnowleilge ho,ae been demonstrated,

in the encod,ing of such
happen neæt'

inferences as elaborations about 'what will

in a story if

uhat, wiII happen nert is aery pred,ictable,

the encoding of inferences about aspects of the meaning of words

if

they

are highly tgpical aspects, the encoiling of inferences about instances

of categories

if the instances

are highly typical, and so on'"

McKoon and Ratcliff make it clear that they are discussing minimalist processing, not the strategic, goal-directed processing readers often use when learn-

ing new information from texts. Under such circumstances, readers are likely
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to engage in more extensive inferencing, including global inferences. As already
indicated, Just and Carpenter (1980) also acknowledge that the reader's goals
influence processing through the criteria of coherence required for the attainment

of those goals. Readers intending to read a text only superficially are likely to
have less stringent critetia of coherence, hence will require fewer bridging inferences

to satisfy their criteria than readers who wish to construct a detailed text

representation.

It may also be that

thoughtful readers construct further elabo-

rative inferences while reflecting back on the text but, as noted, the number of
such inferences is limited during the process of reading.

Anaphoric expresslons
Apart from bridging inferences, another important component of interclause integration is assigning referents

to

anaphoric expressions, including pronouns,

proverbs, and many other expressions, such

as:

We wiII meet there/then. In

all these cases, a previous reference in the text has to be found to which the
anaphoric expression can be attached. For example, a previous reference to place

or time has to be found to determine what there or then refet to. Most of the
empirical work in this area has focused on pronoun assignment, although similar
principles apply to the resolution of other types of anaphoric expressions.

Within the Just and Carpenter (1980) framework, anaphoric resolution

is

attempted immediately, but may need to be completed or updated during subsequent processing. The authors use the following example to illustrate this point:
Although he spoke softly, gesterday's spealaer could hear the little boy's question.

The pronotn he is initially assigned the referent of yesterday's speaker, but this'
assignment has to be changed when little boy is encountered.
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Just and Carpenter (1987) suggest a number of cues that can be used to assist

in determining the referent of a pronoun:
1. the gender and number of possible referents.

2. the noun which plays the same gramtnatical role as the pronoun. Frederiksen (1981) nicely illustrates the operation of this strategy with examples
such as the following:

a) Modern aduertising

d,oes

not, as a rule,

seelc

to d,emonstrate

the

superior quality of the product.

b)

Th,e

superior quality of the proiluet is not, as a rule, what mod,ern

aduertising seelcs to demonstrate.

c) It plays up to the desire of Americans to conform, to be like the
Jones.
Sentence c) was read more rapidly when

it

followed sentence a) since the

pronoun in c) could be assigned a referent from a) according to the strategy
of matching grammatical roles, which was not appropriate following b).

3. the noun which is foregrounded. Carpenter and Just (1977) report that
a noun which is foregrounded as new information in a cleft or pseudocleft

construction is more likely to be chosen as the referent for a subsequent

pronoun. Thus, in an example such as:
helped the

girl after the accident.

She

...,

It

was the woman in jeans who

the pronoun is more likely to be

assigned the referenl of. woman because this noun is

4. the noun most recently mentioned

foregrounded.

I
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5. knowledge about possible referents. Just and Carpenter (1987) use the
example The Pope and, the rabbi met for lunch; he uas accompønied by his
wife to indicate how pronoun assignment is guided by general knowledge'
The Pope is known to be unmarried, so ñ.e must refer to the rabbi. It should
be noted, though, that this assignment could not be made until the end of

the sentence.
Knowledge about referents is likely to be particularly important when pronouns are ambiguous, that is, they have more than one possible antecedent which

is compatible in gender and number. Cues such as recency and and syntactic
structure on their own are of limited usefulness in these cases. For example,
Garvey, Caramazza and Yates (1975) give the following examples of pronoun
assignment based on knowledge of referents:
Rosemary trusted, the secretary because she was efficient/she uo,s
a good administrator/she was gullible.

In the first example, she is likely to be assigned to the referent secretary,
since being efficient is a good reason for being trusted. In the

the other hand,
gullible is not

så.e

third example, on

is likely to be assigned to the referent Rosemary, since being

a reason

why the secretary would be trusted, so it must be Rosemary

who is gultible because she misplaced her trust. In the second example, säe could
refer to either the secretary or Rosemary; perhaps the secretary is trusted because
she is a good administrator, or Rosemary is a good administrator because she

trusts her

staff.

I

In cases such as the sentences above, or the rabbi and Pope sentence mentioned
previously,

it is unlikely that pronoun

assignment can be completed before the
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end of the sentence, a point which Just and Carpenter (1987, p. 208) take into
account when they describe pronoun assignment in the following way:

"Tlte search for the referent of a pronoun is initiateil
the pronoun is encountered

o,s

soon

o,s

in the tent. The search operates by using

the aarious heuristic cues discussed, aboue to actiaate the potential
antecedents. That is, actiuation is directed frorn each cue source to all
the elements of the referential representation that satisfy the constraint
imposed bg the cue. The amount of actiaøtion each candid,ate receiaes

is a function of three føctors: (1) the number of cues that support
its candidacg; (2) the relatiae importance of each of the cues (for
example, a gend,er cue has more weight than a, recency cue); and' (3)

the strength, of the supporting eaid,ence o,cco'mpûnAing the cue

in

the

current content.
Tlte caniliilate whose actiuation leuel is the fi,rst to reach threshold
is chosen as the pronoun's anteced,ent in the referential representation.

If no candidate's actiuation leuel reaches threshold by the time some
deadline has eapired, tlt en the referential assignrnent is postponed until

the end of the clause or sentence, when the search is reinstated with
the benefit of ang ad,ditional cues encountered, in the latter part of the
sentence."

Just and Carpenter (1987) note that this process applies not only to pronouns,

but to any expression which refers back to previous information. For example,
the same process could apply to proverbs, as in determining the meaning

in the
John.

sequence

of.

did,

Mary laughed hgsterically when she heard the news and so did
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should be noted that in the view quoted above, Just and Carpenter (1987)

are not putting forward a strong version of the immediacy assumption. Their

position is thus not undermined by showing that pronoun assignment, or indeed

the assignment of referents in general, is not always completed while the eye is
fixating the pronoun or other anaphoric expression.
One study examining the locus of pronoun assignment was carried out by

Ehrlich and Rayner (1983), who measured fixation times in the vicinity of

an

unambiguous pronoun, that is, one for which there was only one possible referent

in the preceding text. This referent was either in the sentence previous to the
pronoun and immediately adjacent to

it, or two sentences removed.

Fixation durations increased sharply at the point of encoding the pronoun. In
the near condition, fixation durations then decreased, but in the far condition the
raised durations continued over the two subsequent fixations, suggesting that the
assignment of a referent for the pronoun was carried out while the pronoun was

being fixated in the near condition, but in the far condition processing continued
beyond this point. This conclusion was also supported by the observation that

the length of saccades, that is, the number of characters covered by a single

eye

movement, was shorter following pronoun encoding in the far condition compared

to the near condition.
As Ehrlich and Rayner (1983) point out, pronoun assignment is not like lexical
access

in that referents for a pronoun cannot be looked up in an internal lexicon,

but häve to be searched for in the integrated representation of previous sections
of

text. Hence pronoun assignment is likely to be a more time consuming

process

than lexical access, especially when the referent is far removed from the prorrorrr,'
in the surface structure of the text, or when the pronoun is ambiguous and there is

,
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insufficient preceding information to select one antecedent rather than the other
However, this view does not contradict the Just and Carpenter (1987) view.

Ehrlich (1983, p. 260) presents very similar findings and concludes that:
"There 'is no single place in the tent at whicl¿ pronoun assignment
alwags occurs. Rather, the effect of increasing the distance between
the pronoun and the antecedent is to shift the locus of assignment to a

later point. Thus

it

seems

that readers do not retnain at a particular

fixation until they It aue recouered the anteced,ent, but tlt ey keep read,ing,
perhaps pausing, when th,e antecedent has been accessed, causi,ng a

momentary increase in processing."

Unlike Ehrlich and Rayner, Corbett and Chang (1983) used pronouns with

two possible antecedents. After each sentence, subjects were asked to verify as
quickly as possible whether a certain word, including one of the two possible
antecedents, had occurred in that sentence. From differences

in

response times

Corbett and Chang concluded that both possible antecedents were activated when
the ambiguous pronoun

\^¡as

encoded. The authors propose that pronoun assign-

ment was initiated as soon as the pronoun u/as encoded, but then continued in
parallel with subsequent processing.

In such

cases, a

final assignment may not be made until the sentence lvrap-up

phase. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) refer to the work of Frederiksen (1981), which

indicates that readers take longer to read a sentence containing an ambiguous

pronoun. Van Dijk and Kintsch endorse the view expressed by Frederiksen (1981,

p. 37e):
readers a,ppear to retrieae øll of the alternatiue referents that
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number and

gender) and then select from among them the referent that fi'ts the
semantic constraints of the sentence in which

it

occurred."

Van Dijk and Kintsch suggest that alternative pronoun referents are considered within a clause, but once a major syntactic boundary is reached, one candi-

date is selected as the referent and others are deactivated. Kintsch (1988) gives
an example of such processing. He proposes that in the sequence: The lawyer discussed,

the

case

with the judge. He saiil:

I

shall send, the defendant to

prison,bolh

possible referents of. he are considered, and therefore two propositions are con-

structed for the last clause, namely SEND(LAWYER, DEFENDANT, PRISON)

and sEND(JUDGE, DEFENDANT, PRISON). The latter, but not the former
proposition will activate additional propositions in the knowledge net associated

with the sentencing power of judges. Therefore the activation level o1 judge as a
potential referent will be increased and this referent is likely to be selected, but
possibly not before sentence vrrap-up'

This position is consistent with the model of pronoun assignment put forward

by Just and Carpenter (1987). If in the case of an ambiguous pronoun both
potential referents receive activation from several cue sources, such as number,
gender, recency, and so on, and both are activated as a result, then a final selection

may have to be deferred until ftirther evidence accumulates from the rest of the
sentence

In summary, readers

use many sources of information

in order to coherently

integrate each successive proposition with previously processed text. Readers use
cues from the

text to suggest how such links might be established in the text

representation but, as indicated, readers also need

to draw heavily on general

r
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knowledge. In both the Just and .Carpenter (1980) and van Dijk and Kintsch
(1983) models, all the aspects of integtation discussed are attempted imrnediately,

although a final integration may not be completed until the sentence wrap-up
phase.
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1-.3.5 Sentence wrap-up
The final stage in the Just and Carpenter model is sentence wrap-up. This stage
does not involve a different type of processing, but is defined by its occurrence at

the end of sentences. Since a sentence embodies one thought, the sentence bound-

ary is a useful place to revise or conclude processing in the light of more complete

information. The types of processes carried out include assigning referents which
may previously not have been clear, constructing inferences where necessary to
connect clauses, and resolving any remaining inconsistencies, for example, as in
determining the meaning of ambiguous words.
Just and Carpenter (1980) report that gaze durations ïyere on average 71 msec
longer on the final word of a sentence. Daneman and Carpenter (1983) compared
gaze durations on the same word when

it occurred either in the middle or the

end of a sentence, as in the following example:
He found a bat that uos aeT'g large and, brown ..
He found a bat.

It

wøs aery large and brown

Gaze durations on the target noun, in the above case bat, rvere an average of
207 msec longet when the word occurred at the end rather than in the middle of

the sentence.

Another indication that additional processing is carried out at the end of
sentences comes from examples where integration is deliberatel¡i made difficult.

It

was previously mentioned

that verb entailment provides a powerful cue to the

relationships that need to be established during integration, as in the example'
. . . the

millionaire uas murd,ered,. The killer

....

When the verb was changed to
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died, processing time was increased by about 500 msec, which was distributed
between the word

to be integrated, that is, killer, and the end of the sentence

(Just and Carpenter, 1980).

It appears, therefore, that integration

is attempted

immediately, but is not concluded until the end of the sentence.

Mitchell and Green (1978) also report that viewing time of the visual stimulus
increases, not only at the end of sentences,

but also at the end of clauses. This

increase was particularly marked when material was more conceptually difficult,

leading the authors to suggest that the additional time is required to integrate
new information with that already encoded in the mental representation of the

text. Thus, the longer and more conceptually difficult the

sentence, the greater

the increase in end-of-sentence viewing time due to the increased demands of
integrative processing.
According to Just and Carpenter (1980), the increased burden placed on working memory by the end-of-sentence integrative processes may help to explain why

verbatim memory declines sharply after a sentence boundary. Once exact word
and word order information has been used for lexical access, syntactic analysis
and case role assignment,

it

is unlikely to participate in the productions involved

in conceptual integration and therefore begins to decay. On the other hand, the
conceptual information involved in the integrative processes maintains a high level

of activation. As the increased processing demands of sentence wrap-up decrease
working memory storage capacity, information with the lowest activation level is

likely to be displaced from working memory, thereby also decreasing its chances
of being incorporated into the long-term text representation and being available

for subsequent

recall.

Just and Carpenter (1980) also report that gaze durations increased by an

l
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is not clear whether the

integrative processes carried out at this point are similar to the ones at the end
of sentences, that is, finding points of attachment for all concepts in the sentence,

or whether larger segments of text, such as the text roles, are being interrelated
and linked to the topic of discourse. Just and Carpenter do not elaborate on this

point.
How often and where wrap-up processes are carried out varies depending on
the goals ofthe reader and the type oftext being read (Just and Carpenter, 1980).
The reader who skims a relativeiy simple passage may perform wrap-up processes

only at the end of paragraphs, while the reader attempting to fully comprehend
a legal contract may carry out these processes at the end of each clause.

Just and Carpenter (1980) note that the reader's goals influence the crite-

ria adopted for processing, including the wrap-up phase. Readers deterinined
to understand a text fully are likely to have more stringertt criteria, and

hence

are likely to spend more time on each wrap-up phase to ensure a complete in-

tegration of concepts, possibly also including elaborated meanings in their text
representation.

Kintsch (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983; Kintsch, 1983) proposes a similar function for the sentence wrap-up phase. During this processing pronoun assignment
may need to be completed, as in the example given previously of a judge and a
lawyer discussing the sentencing of a defendant (Kintsch, 1988). Any word sense
elaborations may be integrated into the text representation

at this time (Till,

Mross and Kintsch, 1988).
However, some authors ascribe a more extensive role to end of sentence pro-'
cessing. For example, Haberlandt and Graesser (1989, p. 1S7) devised a buffer-
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integrate-purge model, which they describe as follows:

"During the buffering phase of a cycle, the words uithin a clause
accumulate within a ternporary buffer until the end, of

a clause or

sentence 'is reached. During the integration phase, at the end

of

a

clause or sentence, the new information in the clause is linlced with the

preuious po,ssüge context and thus is passed, to the teæt representation.

Integration pröcesses typically inuolue such operations as search for
antecedents

artil/or inferences, They are relatiuely resource-intensiae

and, time-consum'ing,

at least

cornpared,

tlte conclusion of a cycle d,uring

th"e

with buffering operations. At

purge phase, the buffer is cleared

of the content in the current clause."
Haberlandt and Graesser examined gaze durations as university students read
passages frorn Readers Digest and Scientifi,c American. Not only did gaze dura-

tions on boundary words (end of clause or sentence) increase as the cumulative
number of new argument nouns in the clause or sentence increased, but

gaze

durations in non-boundary words increased as well. The boundary,increase was
assumed

to be due to the greater difficulty of integrating the larger number of

nelv arguments, while the non-boundary increase was assumed to be due to the
need to buffer an increased number of new arguments.

However, throughout this chapter evidence has been cited to indicate that
many aspects of processing are initiated immediately, even

if they

are not com-

pleted immediately. For example, Frazier and Rayner (1982) showed that readers
have preferred strategies to parse sentences on-line, and that they immediately'
become aïyare of parsing problems when the strategies are inappropriate. They
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do not wait until the end of the clause or sèntence to parse and reparse. Car-

penter and Daneman (1981) and Daneman and Carpenter (1983) showed that
readers immediately become aware of, and often immediately

try to correct, con-

textually inappropriate interpretations of ambiguous words. Just and Carpenter
(1980) showed that integration is made easier, and processing time is reduced,
when verbs with appropriate semantic entailments are used, as in the example
". . . uhen

the millionaire the murdered,. The killer . . . ". Gaze durations on the

worð, Iciller rvere shorter foilowing

the the verb murdered lhan following

which would not be the case if integration

\Ãras

died,

delayed until the end of the clause

or sentence.
None of these findings can be accommodated within a model that insists on

all integration being delayed until a clause or sentence boundary. A weak version
of Just and Carpenter's immediacy assumption, where integration is attempted
immediately but may not be concluded until the wrap-up phase, takes better
account of a range of empirical frndings.
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1.3.6 Macrostructure formation
The previous section on interclause integration discussed strategies used by readers

to relate each successive proposition to already processed text to form a co-

herent representation. However, some authors have suggested that skilled readers establish more than this local coherence; they also condense the text into

a macrostructure which establishes its global coherence (van Dijk and Kintsch,
1983). Just and Carpenter (1987, p. 251) make some reference to such a thematic
summary when they state

that

". . . a tent can proaide a high-Ieuel

ú sunlrnoly statement of a theme, that encompússes

relates them

to

each

d,

abstraction,

lilce

number of statements anil

other. If such an a,bstraction is not prouided by the text

and the read,er needs one, then he rnust construct

it himself."

However, these

authors do not discuss such summary statements in as much detail as van Dijk
and Kintsch (1983).

The nature of macrostructures and their effect on processing
At the highest, most condensed level, the macrostructure consists of a statement
of the overall theme or topic of a passage. At the lower level, Kintsch and van

Dijk (1978) propose that the macrostructure results from the deletion of details
and the construction of superordinate statements to subsume related groups of
propositions in the text. Van Dijk (1977) also points out that some macropropositions are stated explicitly in the text, and hence need only to be identified rather

than constructed by the reader. Along similar lines, Just and Carpenter (1980)
consider that

in scientific text experienced readers

search

for and process more

deeply information related to topics, definitions, causes and consequences. While
such information is part of the text representation constructed directly from ex-
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plicitly stated information, it is also the basis for a summary or gist retelling of
a passage.

Meyer in her work (for example, Meyer, Brandt and Bluth, 1980) makes

a

similar point; good readers use their knowledge of conventional text structures to
search for high-level, important information, which receives additional processing.

Again, information such as the statement of a problem and its possible solutions,
one of the text structures studied by Meyer, could be an effective summary of

the text.

What these examples illustrate is that there is some overlap between the
macrostructure of a text and the textbase or microstructure; some propositions
can be part of both. In this discussion of more global aspects of comprehension,

the macrostructure will be referred to as a condensation of a text into its most

important elements, regardless of whether these elements are constructed by the
reader or selected from explicit statements in the text. Hôwever, macroproposi-

tions must be coherent statements, not merely lists of key points (van Dijk and
Kintsch, 1983).
Kintsch and van Dijk (1978, p. 365-6) note that coherence in a rliscourse can-

not be established only at a local level by connecting each propositions to those
already processed. "Relating propositions

in a local manner is not sufficient.

There m,ust be a global constraint that establishes a meaningful whole, characterized

in terms of a discourse topic." This point was illustrated in the section

argument repetition; argument repetition was not sufficient

to connect

on

sets of

sentences lacking an overall theme.

The importance of a thematic focus for coherent text processing and recall is'
shown in seve¡al studies. For example, Bransford and Johnson (1972) indicate
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it is to comprehend and recall a passage in which clues as to the

overall theme are deliberately withheld. These authors began a passage about
washing clothes as follows:

"The proced,ure is actually quite sirnple. First you úrro,nge things

into ilifferent groups ilepeniling on their rnake-up. Of course one pile
mag be sufficient depend,ing on how much there is to do."
When no title was supplied to give a clue to the theme of the passage, readers

rated the comprehensibility of the passage as low and recalled

it poorly. Dool-

ing and Mullet (1973) report similar findings from a passage abqut Christopher
Columbus, in which the ships were referred to as three sturd,y sisters and the ocean
as a uast calmness. Without a
readers

title to guide interpretation, it was difñcult for

to comprehend the text. Similarly, in Bransford and McCarrell

subjects found

(1974),

it difficult to recall sentences such as The høystack was important

because the cloth ripped

without the aid of thematic cues such as parachute.

Schwarz and Flammer (1981) indicate that providing a thematic title, which

is a clue to macrostructure formation, increases recall from passages. However, a

title did not improve recall of very

disorganised passages, where sentences were

presented in random order, unless subjects were given twice as much reading time.

With extra time and

a thematic

title readers

\Ã¡ere

presumably able to restructure

the disorganised text into a more coherent whole, improving recall as a result.
Schallert (1976) shows that different thematic titles influence not only the
quantity recalled, but also the overall interpretation of the text. In other words,,

the title influences the construction of the main ideas of the

text. A purrug"'

containing ambiguous sentences such as the following was used: Oør most ualuable
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onlg we had, more fans, we would all feel better

was either Worries of a baseball team m,o,no,ger or Worries

of a glassware factorg rno,no,ger. In both free recall and multiple choice questions
subjects showed that they htld interpreted the passage in a manner consistent

with ihe thematic title.
While in these studies the texts were deliberately constructed for the purpose
and were somewhat artificial,

it is quite possible that a careless

or immature

reader who did not process the thematic information available in a more natural

text would be in much the same position as subjects reading the Bransford and
Johnson text without a

title. Without

some form of macrocontrol

it

could be

difficult to establish precise referents and to construct relationships between them.

Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983, p. 195) consider that the formation of

a

macrostructure is extremely important for the performance of a range of complex
tasks.

"When we understand a teæt, we no longer haue access to all preuious sentences ue høae read, and the same holds

of euents and actions, of which the multiple
tiallg retrieued. If, howeuer, lørge

for the understand,ing

d,etai,ls co,n

only be par-

sequences of semantic structures

of

this kind can be subsumed by macrorules under a few h,ierarchically
structured, rnacropropositions, and,

c'ient basis

for

if such macrostructures øre a suffi-

the further understanding of the iliscourse, the eaents,

or the actions, then the

eætremely compleæ taslc of keeping son'Le or-

der i,n the uast atnounts of semantic detail can be managed. That

i,s,

we haue a) a common semøntic basis to connect (sometimes incoher-

ent) sequences; b) a relatiuelg simple semantic structure which may
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in short-terrn nLernorg; c) a deuice for the hierarchical

orga-

nization of the sequences in episodic rnernory; d,) an importønt

cue

for the actualization of knowledge for longer stretches of discourse,
eaents or actions; e) powerful retrieuo,I cues

for

th,e sometiTrles neces-

sary reactiaation of semant'ic details; and f ) an eæplicit construction
defi,ning the essential, most important or releua,nt sema,ntic properties

of a iliscourse or episode. This'information is

needed,

for later

cogni-

tiue tasks (Iearning, recall, action planning), as well as for monitoring
and, controlling

further discourse processing."

While the role of a macrostructure
seems plausible,

it.

as described above

by van Dijk and Kintsch

the question is whether there is any empirical evidence to support

Some authors have hypothesised that signalling

in a text, that is, additions

such as headings and topic sentences to highlight the global structure, should
make

it

easier for readers to form a macrostructure, which in

turn should influence

what is learned from the text. These authors assume that the construction of the
global topic structure of an expository text is important. For example, Lorch and
Lorch (1985, p. 137) express this importance as follows: "Because most tents are
organized, around, a

small

set

of topics, an important component of t"it

pro"essing

inaolues ident'ifying a tent's major topics and their intercelations."

Lorch, Lorch and Inman (1993) signalled the structure of their experimental

texts through the use of topic overviews and summaries, headings, and typographical indicators of subsection divisions. The effects of signalling included
recall of a larger number of topics, greater clustering of subordinate information
around topics in recail, and a closer correlation of the order in which information
was presented

in the text and in recall. However, readers did not recall more
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detaiied information about each topic as a result of signalling. Similar results
are reported by Lorch and Lorch (1985,

expt. 2) using topic

sentences

at the

beginning of each paragraph as signals to make the topic structure more salient.

It

appears, then, that signalling does increase recall of the topic structure

of a text, and that the encoding of this global topic structure does produce

a

more organised recall, as proposed by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983). However, in
these studies there r'/as no evidence that the topic structure provided retrieval
cues

for the reactivation of semantic details, another of the van Dijk and Kintsch

proposals.

Loman and Mayer (1983) examined in more detail how signalling and understanding of the global relations in a text influence not only recall but also problem

solving. They hypothesised that in order to generate high quality solutions to
a problem described in a text, an integrated and coherent understanding of the
overall chain of cause and effect leading to the problem $¡as necessary. Therefore,

if

signalling increased this understanding,

it

should also lead to higher quality

problem solving.

Loman and Mayer used preview sentences to emphasise the structure of the
passage, headings

to identify each of the major conceptual parts, and

connectives such as because of this and ¿s a result of this

logical

to signal important

causal relationships. As a result of receiving a text with this signalling, grade 10
students recalled more conceptual information, that is, idea units in the cause and

effect chain, and generated more high quality solutions to the problem described

in the text. However, they did not recall more detailed information,

as measured,

by multiple choice questions, or improve their verbatim recognition, as measured

by a sentence verification task.

''
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This frnding highlights an important aspect of the van Dijk and Kintsch (1983)

view cited earlier, namely, that constructing the most important elements of
text is essential for later cognitive tasks, such

as creative problem

a

solving. Thus,

while not all aspects of the van Dijk and Kintsch view are supported by the
studies referred to here, many important aspects thereof are.

Another question to be addressed is whether readers normally construct

a

macrostructure or general topic structure as they read. There is some evidence

to suggest that adult readers do establish the global structure

as they read. In

Guindon and Kintsch (1984), for example, subjects read paragraphs with or with-

out summary statements. They then verified a list of words, indicating whether
or not these words had appeared in the paragraph,
Following paragraphs with explicit summary statements, both response times
and error rates were lower for the acceptance of macrowords than for words taken

from micropropositions. However, when the summary statement was not presented,

it took longer to reject

the macrowords than words both thematically re-

lated and unrelated to the micropropositions. There was also a mean false alarm
rate of 65%. In other words, in only one third of responses were the macrowords
correctly rejected, and subjects took a long time to do so. \Mhen these words
were incorrectly accepted

in the other two thirds of responses, response times

were significantly shorter for macrowords than for both thematically related and

unrelated microwords. Thus,

it was difficult to reject macrowords even when

they had not been presented in the paragraphs, suggesting that readers inferred
a summary statement when

it

was not explicitly presented in the text.

Lorch, Lorch and Matthews (1985) also conclude that readers make use of
macrorelevant information in the form of topic sentences and relate such state-

''
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ments to previous paragraph topics. These authors investigated reading times

for topic and non-topic sentences in a variety of conditions. The experimental
texts described six attributes of two entities in twelve paragraphs. One text, for
examplé, discussed features of two frctional countries. One version of the text was
organised by attributes, so

if the countries are represented by upper

case letters

and the attributes by lower case letters, the order of the paragraphs was Aa, Ba,

Ab, Bb, and so on. In the disorganised version there rvas a shift of both attributes
and countries with each paragraph, for example, Aa, Bb, Ac, Bd, and so on. A
change of country but not attributes was considered a minor shift, while a change

of both was considered a major shift. Lorch et al assumed that macroprocessing
would be more difficult following a major shift because

it would

be more difficult

to relate the current topic to previous paragraph topics. If macroprocessing

is

done spontaneously while reading, this increased difficulty should be reflected in
increased reading time for topic sentences.

In all conditions topic sentences showed longer reading times than non-topic
(detail) sentences. In the organised version, reading times for topic

sentences

were longer following a major shift than a minor shift (this comparison is not

relevant in the disorganised version, since all shifts were major). In a second
experiment, Lorch et al examined reading times for the organised texts either

with an introductory paragraph outlining the structure of the passage or a general and uninformative introduction. The presence or absence of this summary
statement did not affect reading times for non-topic sentences, but the difference

in reading times between topic and non-topic sentences was smaller when the introductory paragraph was informative rather than uninformative, suggesting that
the overvieïu paragraph made it easier for readers to establish the macrostructure

'
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of the passage as they were reading.

While the above studies suggest that readers do process, and if necessary infer macrorelevant information, McKoon and Ratcliff (1992) point out that such
processing does not occur automatically, but depends instead on particular read-

ing goals and strategic processing. In the absence of such goals, these authors
claim that global inferences are not made, and that global information is used to
guide processing only when local coherence cannot be established, that is, when
an integration problem is encountered. Experiments carried out by McKoon and

Ratcliff supported these conclusions. However, the authors used a relatively simple action narrative without specific learning instructions (expts. 3 and 4), which
may have encouraged their subjects to use the minimalist processing discussed by
these authors. This type of narrative would normally be associated with reading

for pleasure. Lorch, Lorch and Klusewitz (1993) found that college students made

a clear distinction between reading as a form of study with a clear purpose in
mind, and light reading for entertainment or to pass time. The reading processes
reported for these two broad categories of reading were quite different, with the

Iatter, not surprisingly, being much more superficial.

In contrast to the text used by McKoon and Ratcliff, the studies discussed
above by Loman and Mayer (1933) and Lorch and his colleagues used detailed ex-

pository texts which subjects would more normally associate with study, perhaps
encouraging them to engage in more than minimalist processing.

What can be concluded from these studies is that experienced readers can
form a macrostructure while reading, given that they have the goal of learning
from the text and understanding the most important concepts and relationships'
described. However, in the absence of such goals, readers are unlikely to devote
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special processing to macrorelevant information. The importance of reading goals

will be discussed again towards the end of this section, as well

as under the heading

of metacognition.

Forming a macrostructure
In their original model, Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) assumed that information
was buffered before being processed. The reader v¡as therefore presumed to be in
a position to apply a set of macrorules to the group of propositions being held in

the buffer at any one time. The most general rules presented by Kintsch and van

Dijk (1978, p. 366) to condense a text to its essential points include the following:

1. "Deletion: Each proposition that is neither a ilirect nor an ind,irect interpretation cond,ition of a subsequent proposition mag be deleted.

2. Generalization: Each sequence of propositions

rna,y be substituted by the

general proposition denoting an immediate superset.

3. Construction: Each sequence

of propositions møy be substituted, by

a,

propo-

sition d,enoti,ng a global fact of which the facts denoted by the microstructure
propositions o,re norrnal conilitions, cornponents or consequences."
Van Dijk (1977) refers to a further rule of invention or selection, which involves
selecting macropropositions explicitiy stated in the text, for example, in the form

of topic sentences. Thus, a particular microptoposition may be deleted from the

macrostructure, retained as a macroproposition, or be subsumed in a general-

isation or construction. As examples of the last two possibilities, a sequencel
of propositions listing several small domestic animals sharing a girl's home

can
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be generalised as She had seueral peús, while a description of the chopping and
cooking of vegetables and pasta can be constructed as Ile prepared, a meal.
I{owever, the rules as set out above need to operate on complete discourse
segments, making such rules quite appropriate

for the task of summarising

text, but not appropriate for ongoing text comprehension

a

based on the immediacy

assumption. Since van Dijk and Kintsch (1983, p. 15-6) adopted this assumption,
they propose that readers use more flexible heuristics, or macrostrategies, to form
a macrostructure while reading.

"In contrast to the abstract macrorules as def,ned in our earlier
work, macrostrategies are fl,eæible and, haae a heuristic character. A
Iangaage user need not wait

until the end of ú pa,ragrd,ph, chapter, or

whole discourse before being able to infer what the tent or the

ment is about, globally speaking.

teæt

frag-

In other words, it is plausible that

with a minimum of textual information from the f,rst propositions,
the language user malces guesses about such a topic. These

will

be sustained by uarious lcinds

guesses

of information, such as titles, the-

matic words, thematic first sentences, Ienowledge about possible ensuing global euents or actions, and information from the contett. Agøin

ue see that, an enpedient strategy will operate on n'Lo,ny kinds of information, which indiaidually are incomplete or insufficient to make the
releu

ant

hyp oth

etical

as

sumption. "

Many sources of information provide clues to macrostructure formation.

Within a text, the most explicit and complete clue is an abstract or .rrrnrnu.y,'
which presents the main points of the discourse

in an already coherent form.

1.
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Other useful, but less complete clues are headings and subheadings. They can
guide the generation of subsequent macropropositions, although they are not
complete macropropositions in themselves. Topic sentences at the beginning of
paragraphs can signal macrorelevant information.

As already mentioned, Lorch, Lorch and Matthews (1985) showed that topic
sentences receive longer processing than non-topic sentences, and

that the pro-

vision of an introductory overview or abstract facilitates the processing of topic

sentences. With regard to initial mention as a source of information, Kieras
(1980) showed that a statement of the text's theme has a greater effect on readers' overall interpretation when the thematic statement is placed at the beginning

rather than in the middle of the text.
Another important source of information according to van Dijk and Kintsch

(i983) is knowledge of conventional text structures, the schemata of which are
referred to as superstructures. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983, p. 16) describe the
role of these superstructures in the formation of macropropositions as follows:
"Language users manipulate superstructures

in a strategic

wag.

They wiII try to actiuate a releaant superstructure from semøntic rnern-

orA

o,s

soon o,s the content or the type of teú, suggest a fi,rst, one. From

then on, the schema nlory be used as a powerful top-down processing
deaice

for the assignment of releuant superstructure categories (global

functions) to each rno,croproposition - or sequences of macropropositions

- and will at the sarne time proaide son1,e general constraints

upon the possible local and global meønings of the textbase."
Examples of the texts which have clear and conventional structures, and hence

for which readers may have available superstructures, include simple stories and
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psychological reports. Kintsch and Yarborough (1982) set out what they refer to
as

rhetorical schemata, includin! the forms of argument, comparison and contrast,

definition, and procedural description, which are, like narrative superstructures,
used to organise information from the

text. Hence, a text organised according to

a familiar rhetorical schema should be easier to comprehend because the schema

facilitates macrostructure formation. This claim is supported by results in the
Kintsch and Yarborough study, where subjects read texts with either good or
bad rhetorical form, the latter created by reordering paragraphs. Subjects gave

significantly better responses to macrostructure questions (\ühat was the text

about? What ïvere the main ideas?) after reading texts with good rather than
poor rhetorical form. However, this form had no significant effect on cloze test
performance, which Kintsch and Yarborough see as a measure of microprocessing

only. It appears that the effect of rhetorical form was limited to macroprocessing.
Meyer has also investigated how readers use the top-level structure of a text

to determine main ideas. Meyer, Brandt and Bluth (1980, p. 78) describe this
process as follows in relation to a passage about the problem of oil spills:

"Eøch neu proï,osition is related, back to the problem

from supertanlcers continually
buffer

selected,

of oil

spills

for retention in the short-term

for interpreting the new propositions. Preuious

lenowledge about

problems lceeps the read,er searching for causal relationships among de-

scriptiue inforrnation about the problem and what caused
eæperience

with problems leads read,ers to anticipøte

it. Also prior

ønd, search

for

solutions, solutions which must satisfg most of the preuiouslg stateil
cøuses

of the problem. Thus, the problem anil its

co,uses are retrieued,

continuously from long-terrn storage to the short-term buffer

for

re-
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lating to the subsequent propositions in the pa,ssûge. This additional
processing of these superordinate propositions and their interrelation-

ships increases the d"epth with which they are processed and the ease

with which they can be retrieaed'"
Knowing that the text in this example has a problem-solution structure, and

setting out to instantiate this general structure with specific information from
the text, should assist the reader in forming a macrostructure.
Just and Carpenter (i980) present a similar approach to what they cail text

roles. They assume that text segments play one of a limited number of roles

in scientiflc texts,

these being topic, subtopic, definition, cause, conseguence'

expansion and detail or example. They hypothesised that experienced readers
would be looking for important text segments which contain the key points of a
passage. Analysis

of

gaze

durations while reading showed that readers did indeed

spend most time on topics, definitions, causes and consequences' and least time

on details. The probability of recall was also highest for the former text roles.
Just and carpenter (1980, p. 3aa) explain this finding as follows:
,,Tent roles th,at are usually more important to the tent anil, to the
read,er,s goals, such as topics or definitions, o,re integrated differentlg

than

1ess

important units, such as details. The more central units will

initiate rnore retrieaals of releuant preuious lcnowledge of the domain
(sch,ematic knowledge) and retrieaals of information acquired, from the

tent, but no longer resident in the worlcing rnem,org. In aildition,

n1,ore

relations will be computed between the semanticallg central propos'i,-

tions and, preaious informati,on because centralitg inherently entails
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relations with many other units. By contrøst, d,etails are often less
important to the read,er's goals and, to the tent. Moreouer when a

tail is to

d,e-

be integrated,, the process is simpler because iletails are often

concrete instantiations of an immediately preceding statement (at least

in

these sci,entifi,c tents), so they can be quickly appendeil to informa-

tion still present in the working rnernory. Thus, higher leuel units
wiII take more time to 'integrate

because

their integration is usually

essential to the reader's goals, and, because integration of higher leuel

units inuolues n,,ore relations to

be computeil and, more

retrieuals to

be

rnade."

As mentioned in relation to Meyer, the reader who has knowledge of how

a

particular text type is conventionally organised can use that knowledge to search
for the semantically central information which constitutes the macrostructure.
However, there are two main limitations on the use of text structure to guide
macroprocessing. The first is that natural texts rarely occur in a tpure' form. For
example, Just and Carpenter (1987, p. 2aS) state: "sometimes the ilifferertt types

of teús are diaided bg no more than

a

f,ne line." Kintsch and Yaiborough (1982,

p. 834) make the same point in more detail when they comment as follows:
"Most

esso,ys

related, rhetorical

are

com,posed,

of seueral ilifferent, often complerly

units. Thus, a definition might be embed,d,ed, in

proced,ural d,escription, uhich,

a

in turn mag be part of a com,parison

and contrast scheme. There

seenl,s

grammar'; instead,, a writer

co,rl use

to

be no such thing o,s o,n 'essay

the aarious rhetorical units with

great freed,om. Neuertheless, recognizing such units

for what theg

are
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wheneuer they are encountered as parts of a larger tent m,ag still

be

aery helpful in controlling and, guid,ing the macroprocesses."

The second limitation is that knowledge of text structure is unlikely to be
useful in the absence of adequate subject knowledge. Fot example, although

a

text may signal a probiem-solution structure, the reader has to have sufficient
knowledge of the topic to understand how the problem and proposed solutions
relate to each other in order to be able to instantiate the general structure. Roller
(1990, p. 86) supports this conclusion when she states:

"Tert structure uariables operate d,ifferently d,epeniling on the extent of the reader's knowledge of the topic of the teæt. Because struc-

ture aariables highlight or mahe eæplicit the relations between

id,eas

in the teæt, they enert their infl,uence only in moderately unfamiliar
teæt.

In this situation,

read,ers lcnow enough about the

topic to isolate

concepts and to use structural cues to construct the relations between

those concepts. Howeaer, uhen the topic couers uerg familiar topics,

structural cues become red,und,ant,

because read,ers already und,erstand,

the relations between concepts. Structural cues are ølso unhelpful in
text øbout entremely unfamiliar topics, because read,ers haae so much

dfficultg isolati,ng the basic concepts that theg cannot

begin to sort out

tlte relations between them."

While many sources of information, such as headings, topic sentences, initial
mention, and knowledge of text structures can all be useful in constructing a,
macrostructute, in all cases the reader needs to have sufficient subject knowledge

to identify and make use of this potentially helpful information.
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Factors influencing macrostructure formation

It

has already been mentioned that knowledge about the subject of a passage is

one important factor influencing the nature and extensiveness of the macrostruc-

ture formed. Other factors to be discussed in this section include the working
memory capacity available for macroprocessing, and the reader's goals and perceived task demands.

Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983, p. 201-2) draw attention to the importance of
subjeci knowledge in the formation of a macrostructure when they suggest that:

"As language users

uill

on the interpretation,

it

bring to bear ilifferent sets of lenowled,ge, beliefs,

etc,

is lilcely that different macrostructures mag be d,eriued."

The authors consider that such individual variation will be found mainly in the
type of macrostructures generated, but since macropropositions also guide local
processing, some of this variation would also be expected to carry over into the

nature of the textbase constructed.

An example of variations in knowledge leading to different interpretations

as

to what a text is about can be found in Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert and Goetz
(1977). In this study, music and physical education students read two ambiguous
passages. One could be interpreted as an escape either from prison or a wrestling

hold, while the other could be interpreted as playing either music or cards with

friends. Anderson et al hypothesised that music students would interpret the
passages as

a prison break and a musical evening respectively. The physical

education students, on the other hand, vrere expected to produce interpretations

of a wrestling match and a card game. The results supported these hypotheses,
indicating that background knowledge influenced the construction of a theme for
the texts.
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Aflerbach (1990) examined not only the flnal output of main ideas, but

also

the process of generating topic statements. He analysed think-aloud protocols
collected from doctoral students
passages varying

in Chemistry and Anthropology

as they read

in familiarity relative to their subject specialisation. These

readers used different strategies to generate main ideas depending on how familiar

the topic of the text was. \Mhen the topic was very familiar, main ideas were either

constructed automatically, with the reader having no insight into or conscious
aïvareness of the construction process, or the reader used what Affierbach calls

the Initial Hypothesis Strategy. In this
reasonable hypothesis as

case

the reader confrdently generated

a

to the main idea of a paragraph soon after beginning

reading and then monitored the accuracy of the hypothesis while reading on.

Wh"tt the topic was unfamiliar, readers used either the Draft and Revision or
the Listing Strategy. In the former, the reader put forward a tentative main idea
statement and then proceeded to progressively revise

it, while in the latter,

the

reader searched for and listed important or related words to form the basis for a

main idea statement.
Another factor which can influence macrostructure formation is the working
memory capacity available for such macroprocessing. Even among skilled readers, a text which is difficult to process may not allow macropropositions to be
generated on first reading. Van

lished in German

in

1981

Dijk and Kintsch (1983) refer to a study, pub-

by Schnotz, Bailstaedt and Mandl, in which subjects

attempted to summarise a difficult text immediately after reading

it.

The first

attempt resembled a recall protocol rather than a summary, with little differentiation between micro- and macropropositions. On the second attempt, howev"r,'
subjects produced summaries containing mainly macrorelevant information. In
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relation to the difficult material uspd in this study, van Dijk and Kintsch (1983,

p. 53) conclude:
"There is at least ø suggestion here th,at
processing (i.e., during

in the early stages of

f,rst readings) readers

d,re concerned mainly

with forming a coherent textbase a,nd the local inferences inuolued in
thøt process; red,uctiue inferences tno,g be postponed for later."
Presumably in the study by Schnotz
demanding

that global

et al,local processing

was so resource

processing was, of necessity, deferred. However,

in

an

easier text, sufficient processing resources should be available

to skilled

to

Dijk and Kintsch

process micro- and macropropositions concurrently. Van

readers

also speculate that global coherence strategies may be learned relatively late
compared to, for example, proposition formation strategies. Thus, young children

may not form macrostructures either because they have not learned the required
strategies (and possibly do not have the knowledge to support such strategies),

or because the formation of a textbase is still too resource demanding to allow
macropropositions to be constructed concurrently.
One factor which may reduce the processing demands involved in producing a

macrostructure is a 'considerate' text. For example, Lorch, Lorch and Matthews
(1985) showed that processing of topic information was faster when a passage
contained an introductory overview of the topic structure. Lorch, Lorch and In-

man (1993) showed that topic information

\ryas also

better recalled when topic

structure was signalled by overviews, summaries, headings and indicators of subsection divisions. Simiiar findings are reported by Lorch and Lorch (1935), ,r.irrg'

topic sentences as signals, and Loman and Mayer (1983) using preview sentences,
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the

signalling in these studies reduced the processing dernands required to construct
a macrostructure.

Finally, the goals set by readers and the way they interpret task demands can
determine

if and how a macrostructure

is formed. Kintsch and van Dijk (1978),

as an example, contrast the reader who has the goal of constructing the main
sequence of events

in a story with another reader who uses the story to gather

evidence of social attitudes during a particular time period. Due to these different

goals, these readers would make different judgements about what is most impor-

tant in the text. The reader's goals can also determine the depth of processing,
as in the case of readers

with the goal of skimming ne\¡vspaper reports and con-

structing an adequate macrostructure, but an incomplete textbase. Presumably,
though, this situation could occur only for texts with a relatively high degree of

predictability.
As a further example, Pichert and Anderson (i977) deliberately manipulated

the reading goals of their subjects and hypothesised that information in a text
would be judged more or less important, depending on the goals of particular
readers. One experimental text described two boys skipping school and exploring

the home of one of the boys while his parents were out. Some subjects read the

text normally, while

some were

told to read it from the point of view of a burglar,

others from the point of view of a home buyer. In a first experiment subjects

rated the importance of each idea unit from the point of view of a particular
perspective, while in a second experiment another group of subjects recalled the

text after reading it from one of the three

perspectives.

Correlations between importance ratings given to idea units by the three dif-

l
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very low, indicating that the importance of an idea is not

predetermined by the text, but depends on the knowledge and goals the reader

brings to the interpretation. In free recall, almost half the idea units rated

as

high in importance were produced, compared to only one quarter of the idea
units rated as low in importance. Thus, the readers' goals, what they intended
to gain from the text, influenced the judgement of importance which is central to
macrostructure formation.
Graesser, Hoffman and Clark (1980) examined time allocated

to different

as-

pects of text processing when university subjects were told to read either in prepa-

ration for writing an essay or for answering multiple choice questions. This difference in reading goals influenced macrostructure but not microstructure analyses,

Ieading to the conclusion

that:

"Wh,en the read,er attempts to

well-organized,, and recallable representation
Tnore resources

form ø cohesiae,

of a passage, the reader

allocates

to macrostructure analyses than in cond,itions where the read,er

m,erely wants to comprehend the contents of a passage,"

(p. L46)

As noted previously, McKoon and Ratcliff (1992) in presenting their minimal-

ist hypothesis of processing emphasise the importance of the reader'g goals. They
propose that forming a macrostructure and using this global information to guide
processing is a strategic activity which depends on specific reading goals focused

on learning from the text.

In terms of such learning, the study by Loman and Mayer (19s3) is particularly significant in showing that a coherent representation of the central concepts
in a text is important for tasks such

as problem solving based on newly acquired

information. Forming a macrostructure of the main ideas is therefore un impor-'
tant process in this type of reading. However, readers need to first be aware that
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such understanding of main ideas is an important goal when studying expository

text, and they need to have available strategies for achieving this goal. This
may be a problem for children accustomed to reading mostly simple narratives.

They may not have learned to set goais and seiect strategies for studying exposi-

tory texts, unlike the adults in the study by Lorch, Lorch and Klusewitz (1993),
who reported using quite different strategies for studying as opposed to 'light'
reading of novels and magazines. Children may still need to learn to make use

of macrorelevant information such as headings and topic sentences, and to infer
such information

if it is not explicitly stated.
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1.4 The role of knowledge in processing text
In the previous sections, reference was made on several occasions to the effect on
processing of a reader's goals and level of knowledge about the topic of the text.

In these final sections, these aspects will be discussed in more detail. Firstly, sub-

ject knowledge will be examined, in particular, how such knowledge is organised

in order to enable contextually sensitive interpretations to be made. Secondly,
reading goals will be examined under the heading of metacognitive knowledge.
Theorising on this subject will be discussed and related to the model of reading
presented thus far.

L.4.1 Subject knowledge
In order to construct contextually appropriate word meanings, bridging inferences, macropropositions, and so on, readers must be able

to rapidly

access a

well organised knowledge base. On the one hand, readers have to be able to generate all the necessary options for interpreting a text from this knowledge base,

while on the other hand the number of options has to be limited so as not to
overload working memory and the processing system. Schema theory v/as one
approach to this construction of correct options; the schema as a hierarchically
organised packet of information with slots in which to instantiate the component

variables y/as assumed to guide interpretation and to allow predictions and inferences

to be generated. Rumeihart and Ortony (1977, p. 111-2) offer one such

view of comprehension:
"Schemata are the lseg units of the comprehension process. Within

the general frameworh presented, here, comprehension can be consid,-
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and, uariable bind,ings

that will

for'the material to be comprehend,ed,, and then aerifying that

'account

those sch,emata d,o indeed account
counts
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for'

for

it.

We say that a schema 'ac-

a situation wheneaer thøt situation can be interpreted

as

an instance of the concept the schema represents. Thus, the bulk of
the processing

in a schema-based,

those schemata uhiclt, best account

formation.

...

system

is directeil toward, finding

for the totality of the incoming in-

Thus, in general, the process of comprehension can

regardeil rather like the process a scientist goes th,rough

be

in testing a

theorg; eaid,ence is sought which either tend,s to confirm it, or which
leads to

its rejection. Upon f,nding a theory which, to our satisfaction,

accounts

for the

obseraatiorts we haue made, we feel that we und,er-

stand the ph,enornenon in question."

Kintsch (1988) is one author who has been critical of this view of comprehension and knowledge organisation. He notes that

enough
then

if such a system

is powerful

to constrain processing and to limit the number of options generated,

it will not be flexible

enough to deal with the variety and subtle differences

in the many contexts that humans are capable of comprehending.
Kintsch (1988) proposes instead that the concepts and propositions which con-

stitute a reader's knowledge form an associative net. The concepts and propositions are nodes, connected to related nodes by links with varying strength values.

Within this system, larger semantic structures or full contextual word meanings
are not predetermined, but are generated as the need arises through the activation

of particular subsets of the net. The system is flexible enough to produce contextsensitive interpretations, as explained by Kintsch (1988,

p. 165) with regard to
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conceptuai meanings:
"Concepts are not ilef,ned,

in a Isnowledge net, but their

can be constructed, from their position

meaning

in the net. The immed,iate

as-

sociates and setnantic neighbors of a l¿ode constitute its core tneaning.

Its complete

and,

full meaning,

howeaer, ca,n be obtained only by

ploring its relati,on to all oth,er nodes in the net.

to

d,eal

with the uhole huge

lcnowled,ge

...

eæ-

It is not possible

net at once. Instead,, at any

moment onlg a tiny fraction of the net can be actiaated,, and, only
those propositions of the net that are actuallg actiuated, can affect the

meaning af a giuen concept. Thus, the meøning of a concept is always

situation specific and, context depend,ent.

It is necessarily incomplete

and unstable. Add,itional nod,es could always be ad,d,ed, to the actiaated
subnet constituting the momentary m"eaning of a concept, but at the
cost of losing sorne of the alreød,g actiaated, nodes.,,

According to Kintsch, input from a text activates a subset of this net, and the

integration processes then operate on these activated nodes. These integration
processes, linking the new

input to the text already processed, will determine

which of the activated concepts and propositions are relevant in the particular
context. Thus, the system will generate all the options required because a whole
subset of the knowledge net is activated, rather than only particular concepts

and propositions, but interpretations will also be contextually appropriate because

they are constrained, loosely by the text input and more specifically by the

integration processes.
Such a view is not inconsistent with the position of Just and Carpenter de-

scribed earlier, although these authors do not discuss knowledge organisation in
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access,

for example,

Just and Carpenter follow Collins and Loftus (1975) in assuming that concepts
are stored as a semantic network. Of concepts inserted into working memory

in the course of processing Just and Carpenter (1980, p. 388) state: "The concept seraes as a pointer to a rnore cornplete representation of the meaning, which

consists of a small semantic network . . . ."

Similarly, the approach adopted by Kintsch (1938) is consistent with revised
views of conceptual structure and of even apparently simple knowledge structures
such as scripts.

With regard to the categorisation of concepts, Medin and Smith (1934) point
out that category membership is not usually determined by reference to a defini-

tion stating necessary and sufrcient conditions. If membership were determined
by definitions, then there should not be any unclear cases, such as whether or

nol rug belongs in the furniture category. Also, all members should have the
same status as category members, since a,ll share the same set of necessary and

sufficient properties. However, Rosch (1973) shows that this is not the case; some
exemplars are consistently rated as being more typical of a category than others.

To overcome such problems, Rosch and Mervis (1975) put forward a prototype model of category structure, in which categories are networks of interrelated

attributes. How typical an exemplar is depends on the extent to which

it has

attributes overlapping those of other concepts in the category. Thus, there are no
necessary and sufficient conditions, and the 'edges' of the category are blurred.

As Medin and Shoben (1988) note, this last quality points to a problem for
prototype models; there are no constraints on the attributes which are relevant'

to categorisation, and it is difficult to determine any basis for the psychological

,
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cohesion of the category. Medin and Shoben argue that concepts should not be
classified only in terms of a set of attributes, but also in terms of the relationships

they enter into, especially structure-function and cause-effect relations.
This point is expanded by Murphy and Medin (1985, p. 290), who argue that
particular manner of categorisation are chosen on the basis
(a complen set of relations
of more general theories, with a theory described as
attributes relevant to

a

betueen concepts, usually with ø causalbasis". Thus, categories are seen as more
fl.exible and. context-speciflc than was the case in the traditional categorisation by

definition. Using Murphy and Medin's approach,

it

is also possible to create ad

hoc categories as the need arises, for example, the category of things to rernoue

in

case of

f,re or the category

of.

things to buy for birthday presents. This view is

in keeping with Kintsch's assertion that larger semantic structures are generated
through activation of particular subsets of the associative net.
As models of conceptual structure have moved away from a rigid and clearly
defined form, so too have notions of scripts and schemata.

In early versions of

schema theory, as presented by Anderson (1980) for example, the interpretation

of a text involved selecting appropriate schemata and instantiating their slots
with information from the text or with default values specified by the schemata
themselves. Schemata were, thus, relatively fixed and prestored structures.
As a result of the limitations in the original model of schemata, the conception

of even apparently simple scripts, the schemata of stereotyped human activities
(schank and Abelson, 1977), has undergone revision. schank (19s2) suggests that
scripts d,o not exist in precompiled form in memory. Rather, general organising
structures select appropriate scenes for a particular script, such as going to the'

dentist, and the scenes are given particular colourations to take account of the
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specifics of a given situation. Thus, Schank sees scripts as being compiled on

demand and in a context-sensitive manner, in much the same way that Murphy

and Medin (1935) see general theories as organising categories. Van Dijk and

Kintsch (1983, p. 30) point out the similarity in the evolution of conceptual
structures and scripts:

"Ind,eed,

scripts are only too similør to our familiar categories. Like

them theg cannot be defined precisely, but are fuzzy by their aerA

ture; they cannot be used in simple,

fi,ned, ways

dependent . . . Most of the dfficult'ies

in

no,-

but are highly conteæt

designing lcnowledge systerns

deriae from tltis fl,eæibility tltat concepts, scripts and schemata sho,re.

We haue seen the shift that took place within psychologg
decades

in the last

in the ua,y úe thinls about concepts: From the neat, clean

definitions uia necessary and sufficient properties we haue moaed to
conteæt dependent

feature sets and, exemplars. Scripts (anil with them

schemata anil frames) haae undergone aery much the same eaolution,
hauing changed from f,xed, prepared structures to content-sensitiae en-

tities that are constructed, in response to some taslc

d,emand,."

Given the preceding description of knowledge organisation,

it is apparent that

not only the amount of knowledge possessed by an individual in terms of the
number of concepts and propositions, but also the way this knowledge is interconnected is very important

in determining the interpretation given to a text.

The reader with a rich and well organised knowledge base is in a better position

to generate contextually appropriate word meanings and elaborations, to integrate text elements in coherent ways, including through infèrences, and also to
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determine important elements and the thematic unity of the whoie text in the

formation of a macrostructure. These points are demonstrated empirically in
several studies.

Lipson (1983) examined reading performance when texts described cultur-

ally familiar and unfamiliar events. Children in grades 4 to 6 in Jewish and
Catholic schools read three passages. One was culturally neutral, one described

a Bar Mitzvah, and one described a First Communion. When analysing data,
performance on the neutral passage was used as a covariate for each dependent
measure. When reading culturally familiar material, children read more quickly,

produced both more explicit and inferred information in free recall, made fewer
errors, and answered correctly more questions tapping text-explicit information.
Lipson notes that children showed evidence of confusion about culturally unfamil-

iar passages. Some confused responses involved Jewish people wearing a tortilla,
and Catholics eating bread ieft behind for them by Jesus.
Pearson, Hansen and Gordon (i979) devised a test for children

to

assess background knowledge

in grade 2

about spiders. Questions tapped information

related to the passage, but not explicitly stated within
knowledge question asked why oil was used to

it.

For example,

fry an egg, on the

one

assumption

that a general knowledge of the lubricating function of oil would help children
to understand why spiders did not stick to their own web, as explained in the

text. After

reading the passage, children answered two sets of questions, one

requiring recall of information stated explicitly in the text, the other requiring
an elaboration of explicit information based on general knowledge. Overall, high-

knowledge students answered more questions correctly. The difference between'

the high- and low-knowledge groups was signiflcant for implicit questions, but
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failed to reach significance for explicit questions, although the difference was in

the same direction. The two groups were not significantly different in terms of
IQ or reading ability, as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test; these
students were above average on both tests.
Several studies examining the effect of baseball knowledge on comprehension

of texts on the same subject indicate that knowledge increases the ability of
readers

to determine important ideas and to organise information around

those

ideas.

Chiesi, Spilich and Voss (1979, expt 3) found that recall of short baseball
descriptions Ìvas higher among individuals with high knowledge (HK) than those

with low knowledge (LK). That this difference was due to level of baseball knowledge rather than an overall memory advantage is shown by the fact

that recall

of descriptions of city scenes was higher among LK than HK readers. More im-

portantly, though, Chiesi et al (expt 5) suggest a reason why a higher level of
subject knowledge leads to a higher recall of

text. In this experiment,

subjects

were asked to recall a set of target sentences which were preceded either by 0,

1

or 2 context sentences to form a logical sequence of baseball related information.
Recall of sentences presented with 0 context sentences did not vary with level

of knowledge, but the recall of HK individuals increased with increasing numbers of context sentences, while that of

LK individuals decreased. For the LK

individuals, increasing the number of context sentences had a similar effect to
increasing the length of a list to be learned, that is,

it imposed

a greater memory

burden. For HK individuals, on the other hand, increasing the number of context
sentences resulted

in a mote integrated text representation, which was easier to'

recall. As Chiesi et al (1979, p. 271) note:
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d,ifferences uere due
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to the superior

øbility of the HK ind,iuiduals to relate successiae galne actions ønd
changes

in garne state to the game's goøl structure ...

actions constituting û garne 'episod,e' are interpreted

Th'e successiae

in terms of the

goal structure and, related to each other as part of the episode."

HK individuals are assumed, as a result of rapid
knowledge, to be able

access

to well organised

to recognise patterns, in the above case to organise

se-

quences into recognisable baseball 'episodes' which are easily recalled.

A similar conclusion regarding the organisation of text representations formed

by HK and LK individuals is reached by Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi and Voss
(1979), where subjects listened to and recalled a 5 minute long description of a
baseball game. Not oniy did HK individuals recall more propositions than LK

individuals, but as Spilich et al (1979, p. 284) point out, the nature and structure
of information recalled was also different:
"The HK subjects recalled, m,ore information that was goal reløted'
than the LK subjects, they tended to integrate sequences of goal,related
actions more than

LK

i,nd,iuid'uals, and theg recalled information in

the appropriate ord"er rnore than LK iniliuiiluals. Setting information of

possible importance to the goal structure uas generallg recalleil

more frequently by the

HK ind'iuiduals, but information

and, actions

not related to the goal structuï'e uere recalled more frequently by LK
ind,iaid,uals.

If

one were to characterize the HK and

LK differences in

general terms,

LK recall was like that of a free recall list, encluding

recency effect,

in uhich primacy information uas

a

recøIled and other
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tion anil the confusions

suggested
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in LK

in the organiza-

LK subjects had consid,erable trouble

organizing information sequentiallg. For HK subiects recall uos rnore
coherent both with respect to the sequential nature of the account and

to the completeness of description of important euents."
Recht and Leslie (1983) modifred the materials used by Spitich et al (1979)

for children in grades 7 and 8. High-knowledge readers showed higher

levels

of and more accurate recall, with their recall organised more like that of adult
experts than was the case with low-knowledge readers. When asked to produce a

summary of the passage and to rate the importance of a list of statements from

the text, high-knowledge children again performed more like experts than did
low-knowledge children. The performance of children with high and low reading

ability was affected to a similar degree by subject knowledge.
Similar findings are also reported by Schneider, Koerkel and Weinert (1989)
from their study of children varying in soccer knowledge. HK individuals recalled
more details, detected more errors embedded in the text, and answered more
inference questions correctly. Another important finding was that HK children
\ryere

more able to underline the ten most important sentences in the text,

as

determined by twenty adult soccer experts, than LK children.
These studies indicate

that a high level of subject knowledge can influence

many aspects of processing, including the ability to organise information into coherent episodes and to interrelate them at a global level. The studies consistently'
show that high-knowledge individuals are more able
are most important to the overall topic of the

to determine which ideas

text. Fincher-Kiefer, Post, Greene
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that the effect of subject knowledge is not

so much on the construction of individual propositions as on their organisation.
". . . d,omøin lenowledge enables the

iniliaidual to orgønize rela,tfuely lo,rge amounts

of ilomain-relø,teil tent, ønd, aia such organizøtion retrieaøl structures øre
oped,,t'

deuel-

Clearl¡ then, an instructional programme needs to consider carefully the

students' level of knowledge about the topics in the texts to be used to enable
them to apply the strategies being taught.
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1.4.2 Metacognitive

knowledge

Flavell (1981, p. 37) refers to metacognition in broad terms as "lsnowledge or cog-

nition that takes as its object or regulates a,ny aspect of ang cognitiae endeauour'"
In this section it is not possible to discuss in detail the substantial literature on the

srrbject. Rather, the aim is to focus on three main points related directly to the
models of reading already discussed and the comprehension training programme

to be developed further below.

1. Both Just and Carpenter (1930) and van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) propose
that the nature and depth of processing is determined by the reader's

goals.

fhus, the question here is how this aspect of their respective theories can
be related to wider metacognitive theorising.

2. The second point concerns the relationship between metacognitive and cognitive processes in the course of reading.

It is widely acknowledged that

people do not alwais use the cognitive skills available to them, in part because they do not have adequate metacognitive knowledge about the use-

fulness of such skills in different contexts. A question to be addressed here

is whether the reverse also applies, that is, whether there are also cognitive reasons why readers are not able to apply the metacognitive knowledge
available to them.

3. Finally, it will be useful to consider how metacognitive skills develop, and
why they should be included in comprehension training programmes.
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Metacognition and its relationship to reading
Brown (1980, p. 5a-5) describes the influence of a reader's goals on processing

in much the same way as Just and Carpenter (1980).
"The goal of reading is to achieue understand,ing. Yet understand-

ing is not an all or none phenon-Lenon;

it

must

be

judged agøinst the

criteria set by tlte reader as a goal of the actiaity. Readers'purposes
uary and, as such, criteria of cOmprehension also change ús

a,

functi,on

of the particular reading task at hand,. In so¡ne reading situations, the

participant may be quite

satisfi"ed

with gleaning a cursory oaeruiew of

the gist, wltereas in others the reader mag set more demanding criteria of comprehension. The decision to process deeply and, actiaely or
merely to skim the surface will iletermine not onlg the strategies necessa,ry

for tlte

taslc but also the read,er's tolerance

of failing to und,erstand,.

for intrusiue feelings

In short, the reader's purpose d,etermines

how he or she sets about reading and how closely he or she monitors
the purpose of read,ing, that is, und,erstanding of the tent'"

Flavell (1981) also acknowledges the influence of goals on processing. Cognitive goals are one of the four aspects of his discussion of metacognition, the others
being cognitive actions, metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experience.

Of cognitive goals Flavell (1981, p. 40)

says:

"Cognitiae goals are the tacit or erplicit objectiues that integrate
and maintain the cognitiae enterprise. GoøIs naturally aary from

one

enterprise to another and can also change in the course of any giuen
enterprise."

I
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Cognitive goals have a large influence on the selection of appropriate cognitive
actions. Flavell points out that there is a dual aspect to the category of cognitive
actions; some actions make progress towards cognitive goals, while others monitor

that progress. In some

cases

the same action can fulfill both these functions. For

example, read,ers preparing to recall the gist of a passage may decide after each
paragraph to mentally review and summarise the facts presented. This one action
has the effect both of encouraging integration of information and organising

for subsequent recall (a cognitive function), as well as allowing readers to

it

check

their understanding according to how well they can review and summarise (a
metacognitivefunction). Thus, this cognitive action can give rise to metacognitive
experiences, that is, an aurareness of the extent to which the goal is being achieved.

Flavell (1981) includes in the category of cognitive experiences a wide range

of thoughts and feelings associated with progress (or lack of it) being made in
the task at hand. In relation to such a task "we may curcently enperience
laclc of some need,eil talent, puzzlernent about some taslc-releaant

úwa,eness of the d,fficutty
n',,eúns

of the

to a goal, or the opposite of

tasle requirernents,
these

the

inforrnation' o'n

an inøbilitg to think of

a

feelings'" (p' 48)

Metacognitive knowledge is simiiar to any other world knowledge, except that

it

focuses on the nature of and relations between human capabiiities, task re-

quirements, and strategies, aspects which Flaveil refers to as person, task and

strategy variabies respectively. Person variables include beliefs about one's own
genprocessing efficiency, how one compares to other people, and how people in

eral function. Task variables include information about different materials and
tasks on processing difficutty. The strategy variable includes information about'

the utility of various cognitive actions, or strategies, in a variety of contexts'
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Clearly these three variables are interdependent; in order to determine appro-

priate strategies, readers have to evaluate their own capabilities in relation to
particular task demands.
Jacobs and Paris (1937) divide metacognition into two broad categories,
namely, self-management and self-regulation. Self-management includes the per-

son, task and strategy knowledge discussed by Flavell (1981)' including how,
when and why to use particular strategies. Self-regulation involves planning,
evaluation and regulation, that is, readers select cognitive actions to achieve

a

goal, they monitor progress towards the goal, and adjust strategies in relation to

difficulties or changing task demands. This self-regulation category encompasses
Flavell's cognitive goals and actions. Baker and Brown (198aa) adopt a similar
categorisation to that of Jacobs and Paris.

Another model of metacognition is put forward by Borkowski and Kurtz
(1gSZ), one which, as will be shown later, is particularly useful for charting the de-

velopment of metacognitive skills. The authors recognise four components in their

model, these being Specific Strategy Knowledge, Relational Strategy Knowledge,
General Strategy Knowledge and Metacognitive Acquisition Procedures.

In the context of memory tasks, Specifrc Strategy Knowledge involves knowledge of strategies such as rehearsal or organisation to enhance recall' From Spe-

cific Strategy Knowledge, Relational Strategy Knowledge and General Strategy
Knowledge graduaily develop. Relational Strategy Knowledge involves an eval-

uation of the relative merits and difficulties of particular strategies. General
Strategy Knowledge is based on the understanding that a strategic approach to
a task usually resuits in better performance, and that effort is required to apply'
strategies. This knowledge is abstracted over time from experience with using spe-
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that
cifrc strategies. This category also incorporates a motivational component,
Learners
is, beliefs about self-efficacy and the attributional style of the learner.

are not
who believe that they lack ability and that their achievement outcomes

effort recontingent upon efiort will veqy likely not see any point in making the
involve
quired to apply strategies. Finally, Metacognitive Acquisition Procedures
strategies,
knowledge of how and when to use known strategies, how to modify

words, the
and how to adopt difierent strategies when problems arise. In other
procedures have a regulatory, executive function'

while these various approaches use difierent terminology and different catin
egorisations of aspects of metacognition, they do have underlying elements
onets
common. All recognise some form of declarative knowledge or belief about

own ability and potential, about a range of strategies, including how and when

they apply, and an understanding of task demands and goal setting' They also
to set
include a procedural component in which the above knowledge is applied
a goal appropriate to the task demands, to select actions

to achieve this goal, to

monitor progress and take remedial action if necessary.

carAs already noted, goal setting is acknowledged as important by Just and
penter (1980, p. 350) when they comment: "Goals can be represented, in seueral
asltects

or at

of

the theory, but the main way is to require that eaclt' goal is satisfieil

least attempted, before proceed"ing on

to the nert word,, clause or sentence'"

careful readers attempting to learn from an expository text, for example, may

it
set themselves the goal of understanding the text such that they can explain
to someone else or answer any questions about it. This goal, then, would influence many aspects of cognitive processing. For example, these careful '"u'd'"rs'
to construct an adequate and textually consistent meaning for

would attempt
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in the text. In other words, if a concept could not be related to

other concepts already in memory, or if a meaning could not be integrated with
previously processed text, these readers would be likely to take remedial action.

In the

case of

relatively simple ambiguous words, Carpenter and Daneman (1981)

show evidence of such monitoring and recovery from inconsistent interpretations

through increased processing time and regressive eye movements. With more
complex concepts other strategies may need to be called upon, such as rereading

to construct a meaning from information given in the text, or consulting outside
references. A less careful reader with different goals may well be satisfied with
less complete understanding of each word concept.

The readers' goals also influence the criteria of coherence adopted, and hence

the extensiveness and frequency of i,vrap-up operations. The careful readers

as-

sumed above would attempt to integrate each idea unit into their text representa-

tion, and hence would be likely to construct more bridging and even elaborative
inferences in order to be able to do so. Having set stringent criteria of coherence,

they would also be more likely to detect errors or omissions in the text and to
be aware of lapses in their orvn concentration or understanding. Again, skilled
and careful readers are likely to draw on knowledge of possible remedial actions

in such circumstances. Readers with different goals, such as merely skim reading
a text, would be satisfied with less frequent and less extensive integration.

Kintsch and van Dijk (1973) and van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) acknowledge

the importance of the readers' goals in the formation of a macrostructure, the
goals adopted influencing whether one will be formed at all, as well as its nature,

and degree of clarity. The careful readers referred to above may know that con-'
densing a text into its gist is a rvay of aiding recall by providing a framework for
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more detailed information, hence they adopt the strategy of devoting additional
processing

to macrorelevant information such as headings and topic

sentences,

and where necessary construct their own summary statements. Where the goals
of the readers are less well defined, the macrostructure created is also likely to be
vague, and such readers are likely to have more

dificulty in assessing the thematic

consistency of the text and their own level of understanding. As indicated previously, McKoon and Ratclitr (1992) also emphasise the importance of the reader's
goals to the formation of a macrostructure.

In contrast to skilled and careful readers, children who are poor readers may
set inadequate reading goals, such as merely pronouncing all words correctly and

fluently (Garner and Kraus, 1981-2). As indicated above, such a goal would then
influence the execution of all processes from lexical access to intersentence integration to macrostructure formation, as well as the monitoring of these processes.

The preceding discussion sugçsts that the self-regulation processes of planning, evaiuation and regulation (Jacobs and Paris, 1937) can be accommodated

within the models of reading proposed by Just and Carpenter and Kintsch. By
implication, then, the declarative components of metacognition can also be accommodated, since self-regulation processes draw on what Flavell (1981) refers

to as metacognitive knowledge and what Jacobs and Paris (1987) refer to as selfmanagement skill, that is, knowing about various task demands and strategies
appropriate for meeting these demands.

Limitations on the use of metacognitive knowledge
Much has been written on the importance of metacognitive knowledge and itsl
use in the regulation of cognitive processing (see for example Paris, Wasik and
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van der Westhuizen, 1987). There is a danger in the enthusiasm generated by

this construct that poor reading achievement may be too hastily attributed to
poor metacognitive skills or, as Jacobs and Paris (1987,

p.26\ state: "the con-

struct can talce on o,n und,eserued ubiquitg and enecutiae power in eæplanations of
cognitiu e pro

ces

sing.

"

Markman (1981, p. 75) reflects a similar concern when she points out that
much information about one's level of understanding arises directly from careful
cognitive processing, rather than any conscious metacognitive monitoring'
"Note that

it is not always necesso,rA to haae an eæplicit

question

'Do I understand?' in ord,er to obtain information about one's oun
und,erstanding.

In

the process of attempting to understand, one

co,n

obtain information about how well one does understand,. Metacog-

nitiae lmowledge and abilities probabla play an important role in all
a,spects of comprehension.

Actiue attempts to comprehend, jud'gements

about materials and taslc demands, juilgements about potential eæpla-

nations, etc all require some metacognitiue Isnowled,ge. without minimizing the role that such metacognition plays,

I would lilce to ernpha-

size that much information about one's comprehens'ion is a bg-prod,uct

of actiae attempts to understand and not just of attempts to monitor."

If readers are constructing meanings for all words and are able to carry out the
processing needed to integrate each piece of information, they may not be aware
of any kind of metacognitive experience. However, if the smooth operation of this
processing is interrupted, the problem may reach consciousness as a metacognitive'

experience

of puzzlernent. As Baker (1985a, p. 168) says:

"read,ers are typically
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of tlt"e processing operations they carrg out to establish cohesiueness; it is

only when they are unable to integrate the tent that their efforts become conscious."
Baker and Brown (19S4b) and Flavell (1931) also agree that many metacognitive
experiences arise from the application of cognitive actions aimed

at producing

comprehension, rather than from overt self-questioning.

Flavell (19S1) suggests that the more complex forms of metacognitive experience, that is, knowing why as well as that you are confused, can arise only
when there is sufficient working memory capacity available, since such complex
experiences are very resource-demanding. Markman (1985) also draws attention

to the importance of working memory capacity in metacognitive experiences.
As already noted, she

sees metacognitive experiences as

arising from cognitive

processing, especially the integration processes. However,

if

a reader's working

memory capacity is exceeded during integration due to too much attention being
required by the processing of smaller units, that reader will not be in a position

to judge the sonsistency of the information being processed.
Markman (1985, p. 276) describes the capacity demands of various forms of
comprehension monitoring as follows:
"Sorne types

of cornprehension failure can be discoaered bg pro-

cessing srnall segments of material. An unfamili,ør word, can often

be

iletected euen 'in complete isolation from the remaind,er of the passo,ge.

One can also not'ice whether a single isolated, senteùce is confusing,
ungro,rnrno,tical or

story

or

false. In contrast, understanding an argument,

a

eæpository prose requires more than und,erstanding the ind,i-

aidual words or sentences. To notice problems in comprehension thus
depends on sorne

dfficulty

discouered

in integrating or relating

one
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to another. This requires inferential or constructiue

- the transform'ing, elaborating, expanding of incoming in-

formation. Tlte dfficulty of iliscoaering an inconsistency should uary
with the amount of processing required,.

. . Seueral

stud,ies with goung

chililren haae demonstrated that, as information-processing
decrease, children become better able to notice problems

d,emands

in their

corn-

prehension."

Markman's comments here relate closely to the point made by Daneman and
Carpenter (1983), namely, that the ability to monitor and repair comprehension
depends

to a large extent on how much wgrking memory capacity is available

as cognitive processing is taking place. Readers gave fewer correct responses to

a probe question when the contextually primed meaning of an ambiguous word
was inconsistent with subsequent information. The differences

in percentage of

correct responses between the consistent and inconsistent conditions wete
40Yo and 22To

52V0,

fot small, medium and large reading span subjects respectively, with

reading span being used as a measure of functional working memory capacity.

Thus, metacognitive and cognitive aspects of reading should not be considered
separately, but need to be treated as part of one system, sharing limited resources.

According to Markman (1981), one factor which infl.uences processing efficiency, and hence working memory capacity available for monitoring, is knowledge relevant to the topic of a

text. She considers children

as novices

with regard

to the subject of many texts, and points out some differences in knowledge organisation between experts and novices. Not only do experts know more facts'

than novices, who may hold vague or even erroneous beliefs, but the knowledge
of experts is also more structured. They know more general principles to connect
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discrete facts, and as a result are able to see more patterns in a body of informa-

tion. Brown (1978, p.

1,42)

points out how a defrcient knowledge base relates to

reading skill and working memory capacity.

" ...the

ch,ild,'s lenowleilge base

1) the amount of information

it

is d,eficient in at least three ways:

contains; 2) the organization and' in-

ternal coherence of that information; anil 3) the number of auailable
routes bg which

it

can be reached,. These differences impose seaere lim-

itations on the child,'s information processing abilities, euen in such
simple situations as reading information in STM. Such basic cognitiue
processes o,s eúse

of retrieuabilitg and

speed,

of encod,ing, nøming, and

recognition are all infl,uenced by restrictions imposed' by an impouerished lenouledge bøse."

As a result of their processing efficiency, expert readers, in terms of subject
knowledge, should not only be able to comprehend a text better, but should also
be able to monitor comprehension more effectively for two reasons. First, because

experts can readily detect patterns, they are more likely to note any incqnsistent

or incomplete information resulting either from a poorly written text or careless
processing. Second, since knowledge contributes to processing efficiency, working

memory capacity should be available to monitor and, if necessary, repair comprehension. An elaborate knowledge base should also facilitate the repair process.
Baker and Brown (1984b, p. 375) point out that focusing on the main points

of a text, which is sometimes thought of as a metacognitive skill, depends on
subject knowledge.

"If the tert

d,eals

with topics unfamiliar to the reader,

it will be
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dfficult for her to und,ersta,nd the signifi,cance of the mo,terial, to
Iect main points, and, to d,isregard,

se-

triuia. One has to und,erstand the

meaning of the material one is reading to be able to iilentify just what

is important and, wh,at is triaial."
However, Baker and Brown (19S4b) also use phrases such as "inherent struc-

ture" and "detect the logical structure". Brown (1980) refers to skilled readers
having metacognitive knowledge which allows them "to pred,ict ahead of time
what are th"e important elements of the terts" (p. 465).

It is important to keep

in mind that skilled readers can 'detect' the main ideas in a text because their
subject knowledge, rather than just metacognitive knowledge, allows them to

see

this pattern, A point made by Kuhn and Phelps (1982, p. 42) is relevant at this

point; in a study observing the development of strategies to isolate the variable
responsible for bringing about a particular chemical change, the authors note:

"The dfficulty eæperienced by many of our subjects in mastering
the problem we posed, to them seraes as a lturnble remind,er of a fact
occasionally forgotten by social scientists

a boily of d,ata itself ,

it

enists

in

th"e eye

-

'eaid,ence' d,oes not ex,ist in

of the beholder."

The same can be said of text structure and importance ratings of ideas. The
work of Pichert and Anderson (1977) shows that how important an idea is judged

to be is influenced by the goals of the readers. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) point
out that macropropositions, representing main ideas, often have to be constructed

by the reader, rather than being in the text waiting to be 'detected'. Clearly the

text presents information, including cues as to structural importance, but the
role of the readers' subject knowledge and processing activity

in constructing
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meaning, including logical relationships and judgements of importançe, should

not be underestimated'
From what has been said so far about the relationship between cognitive and
metacognitive aspects of reading,

it follows that training

should not focus too

heavily on metacognitive skills, since these must be seen in the context of the
p.44) invite
efficiency of the whole processing system. Baker and Brown (1984a,
may be
a simiiar conclusion when they note that poor comprehension monitoring

the result rather than the cause of poor comprehension.
,,The eaid,ence is clear that less enperienced and less successful
read,ers tend,

not to engage in the cognitiue monitoring actiaities char-

acteristic of more proficient read,ers. Though
clud"e that ineffi,cient monitoring
reo,d,ing

is the

co,use

it is tempting to con-

of one's cognitiae processes d,uring

of poor com,prehension, we caution against such a

precipitous conclusion. The majority of stud,ies haae shoun that ineffectiue

it is

monitoring is associated with poor cornprehension, but not that

the cùuse.

It may be thøt poor cornprehension red,uces the ability

to monitor one's ongoing actiaities, or perhaps a third factor, such
impoaerisheil baclcarounil l+nouleilge, is responsible

for

as

both problems."

in
Thus, while metacognitive regulation undoubtedly plays an important role
deveioping skills such as reading,

it must be considered within the constraints of

the overall processing system. Metacognitive aspects of performance need to be
being read,
examined in relation to knowledge of the subject matter in the text
as well as overall processing efficiency and working memory capacity.
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Developmental aspects of metacognition
Studies to be discussed

in chapter two show that metacognitive knowledge

self-regulation generally increase with age and skill.

It

and

is useful here to consider

the course of this development with the intention of drawing out implications for

training programmes.

In one study, Kuhn and Phelps (1982)

observed children

in grades 4 and

5

over a period of eleven weeks. In particular, they observed the strategies used by

the children in their attempts to solve isolation of variables problems, where the
children had to determine which of a range of solutions u/as responsible for briÍrging about a chemical reaction when mixed with one standard test solution. While

Kuhn and Phelps observed the emergence of more sophisticated strategies over
the eleven week period, that is, strategies emerged that were genuinely scientific
and capable of solving the problem, they also noted a lack of consistency in the

application of these strategies. A child would revert to less advanced strategies

within the same experimental session, and would not necessarily carry over the
advanced strategies from one session to the next. Kuhn and Phelps propose that

the use of advanced strategies did not stabilise earlier because the metacognitive knowledge which would ensure consistent application had not yet developed.
They describe the importance of this metacognitive knowledge as follows:
"Our study
edge

. . . points

to the importance of 'metastrategic'

lcnowl-

of what strategies are effectiue for a g'iaen problem, in contrast to

strategic lenowledge of how to eæecute effectiae (or i,neffectiae) strategies.

If, in the course of an encounter with the problem,

doing no m,ore than gaining practice

subjects were

in the application of a set of
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to the problem, strategy use would remain relatiuely con-

stant rather than change. The! are also gøining knowledge about the

problem and,,
theg apply

in particular,

Icnowled,ge about

to this problem. In short . . . they

their own strategies

as

are gaining understand-

ing of how the capabilities theg bring to the taslc bear on the demands
posed by the task.

In a problem

such as the one used

in the present

research, the

metastrategic lcnowledge to which ue o,re referring includes knowing

that the most

ad,aanced,

strategy is the prefeffed strategy to apply to

the problem, that is, lcnowing that this strategg worlcs, eæactly how and,

whg

it

worles, and why

it is the best strategg to use'" (p. 41)

Kuhn and Phelps suggest that

it

would have been relatively easy to teach

the students the strategies necessary for isolating the relevant variable, but they

note that using a strategy is not the same as understanding its significance.
The absence of this understanding leads to what Kuhn and Phelps (1982, p. 41-

2) describe as a'generalization gradient', where: "The less similar the transfer
situation is to the original one, the less likely is the subject to øpplg newly-Iearned,
strategy, eaen though

it is equally applicable and, necessary in the new situation."

Kuhn and Pheips make a distinction between competence and performance
mastery, which is similar to the distinction made by Brown and Deloache (1978)
between behavioural and cognitive objectives. In both cases the former refers to

the ability to apply particular strategies, while the latter refers to knowing when
these strategies should be used. When only behavioural objectives are achieved,
learners will apply strategies when told to do so, without having changed the way

they independently approach similar problems in future.
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Borkowski and Kurtz (1987, p. 127) adopt a position very similar to that of

Kuhn and Phelps when they describe the development of the four components of

their model

as follows:

"The components

in our model ol metacognition

deuelop

at dif-

ferent times in a child's history, are d,ependent upon the integrity
of other cognitiue processes (such as prirnary or working memory),
and, are related,

to the type and quality of formal and informal

cational experiences.
enists

in the model -

In addition,

a,n

eilu-

important internal dependency

each component relies on the quality anìl form

of earlier componential d,eaelopment. For instance, General Strategy Knowledge and,

its correlateil beliefs about strategy efficacy

en'Lerge

only after a number of specific strategies haae been encountered by the
child and considerable und,erstand,ing about the roles
these strategies

of

is

a,nd,

importance of

achieued,. More importantly, the eæecutiae aspects

th,e system (represented, by Metacognitiae Acquisi,tion Procedures)

become operatiae only after iletailed representations

in Specific, Re-

lational and General Knowledge components haue been accumulated,.
Finallg, the efficient operation of the entire sgstem is linlsed to rnotiuational/personalitg factors such as attributional style, self-esteem,
and, achieaement motiuation.

"

In view of the above internal dependency, Borkowski, Carr and Pressley (1987)

point out that

it

is particularly important to teach Speciflc Strategy Knowledge

well, with sufrcient and appropriate practice on a diverse range of tasks. In this'
way, students are in a position not only to master the application of the strategies,
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but also to learn about the range of situations to which they apply. In addition,

if strategies are learned well ahd

succeed

in enhancing performance, students can

learn more about the value of strategic behaviour in general, including their own

ability to control learning outcomes through the use of well directed effort. In
other words, they are increasing their General Strategy Knowledge.

Motivational factors are an important component of this General Strategy
Knowledge, and play an important role in determining whether students will ap-

ply available strategies independently (Borkowski et al, 1987). The student who,
as a result of a history of successful strategy usage and performance, has a high

academic self-esteem and attributes success

to effort, has a considerable incen-

tive to continue applying available strategies in order to achieve further

success.

The reverse applies to students with self-defeating beliefs. If strategies have been

poorly applied in the past and this failure is attributed to low ability or other
uncontrollable factors, the student is unlikely to believe that the effort involved

in strategic behaviour will be rewarded in future. Performance is likely to remain
poor, further lowering self-esteem and reinforcing inappropriate attributions for
failure.

Borkowski and Kurtz (1987, p. 145) emphasise that the General Strategy
Knowledge discussed above, as well as the executive functions of the Metacogni-

tive Acquisition Procedures are important aspects of a training programme for
children with learning difficulties.

"This is not to imply that defi"cits in Specif,c Strategy Knowledge
are unimportant. To the contrary, specifi,c knowledge øbout a aariety
of strategies is necessary for the emergence of higher-leael metacogni-

tiue cornponents.

It woulil be foolhardy to train general or eæecutiae
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lcnowledge with ø chilil who has

little l+nowleilge about specifi,c strategies

anil their respectiae uses. we propose an integrated form of training
focuses simultaneously on the interøction of specific strategies

(in-

cluding uhen to use them and when not); general implementation

and,

that

monitoring routines; and beliefs about the fundamental importance of
deliberation, planfulness, and effort

for

successful learning."

Thus, Specific Strategy Knowledge should be taught in such a way as to
aiso develop what Borkowski and Kurtz refer

to as 'higher-level metacognitive

components'. A similar view is also put forward by Baker and Brown (1984b,

p. 381), albeit with less explicit emphasis on motivational factors such as selfesteem and attributions

'...1)

training

and,

practice in the use of task-specific strategies

(skills training); 2) instruction

in the orchestration,

ouerseeing and

monitoring of these skitls (setf-regulation training); and 9) inforrna-

tion concerning the signif,co,nce and outcome of these actiaities

and,

their range of utility (awareness training). students who receiue only
instruction in the

slcills often

fail to use them intelligently anil on their

own aolition because tlr,eg d,o not appreciate the reo,sons uhy such ac-

tiaities are useful, nor d,o they grasp where and when to use thern.
Ad,ding instructi,on

in

'awareness', or lcnowled,ge about a sleill's eualu-

ation, rationale and utility greatly increases the positiue outcomes of

training studies. This is, in effect, training for lateral transfer, that
is, eæplicitly instructing students about where, when and how to use
strategy

in a uariety of appropriate domains."

ú
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Kuhn and Phelps (1982) have provided some support for the notion that
metacognitive, or what they call metastrategic knowledge is essential for the
efficient and consistent application of newly acquired strategies. Empirical evidence

to support Baker and Brown's view of the importance of self-regulation

and awareness components in training studies will be presented in chapter three.

As a final point, Brown and Deloache (1978, p. 13) suggest that novices
need information not only about strategies,

these strategies are useful. They

but also about the goals for which

state: "The noaice tend,s not to know

much

about either his capabilities on ri new taslc or the techniques necessary to perform

efficientlg;

h,e

mag eaen haue d,fficulty determining what goals are desirable, Iet

alone what steps are required to get there."

The example was mentioned earlier of poor readers seeing accurate decoding
as the goal of reading. Such children are unlikely

to have a concept or model

of a more appropriate goal, since they may never have had the experience of
thoroughly understanding a text and as a result do not appreciate that this
the goal they should be aiming for.

It

is

is important, therefore, to provide means

whereby they can develop reading goals which

will

encourage more thorough

processing. Adequate reading goals áre also important for the understanding of

the significance of the cognitive actions being taught. The value of such actions
is most fully understood in relation to progress towards a goal, and even very
useful actions may not appear as such to the student who has very limited goals'

Problems with the construct of metacognition
White recognising its importance, Jacobs and Paris (1987, p.257) draw attention'

to rernaining problems with the construct of metacognition

as follows
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"We belieue that the enthusiasm and criticism generated by the
construct of rnetacogn'ition are both well deserueil. Theories of read,ing
haue neglected cognitiae aspects of strategies and self-regulated, Iearning

for too long, and metacognition
But the term mag haue been

offers sonùe prornise as a

embraced,

prematurely.

remed,y.

If metacognition

is to be useful for researchers and, teachers alilce, it must be stutl,ieil
more extensiaely and in greater
needs

to

be

detail ln particular, more attention

paiil to the d,efi,nition of metacognition and the creation of

øppropriate rneosures of metacognition."

With regard to the measurement of metacognitive knowledge and

self-

regulation, Paris, Wasik and van der Westhuizen (1987) point out that all methods have certain inherent problems. Open-ended interview questions to

assess

metacognitive knowledge require subjects to introspect and articulate their cog-

nitive processes. This task can be difficult, especially for children, and the
sultant verbal reports may be distorted or inaccurate.

It

re-

is not clear how such

reports relate to actual performance, that is, if and how the thoughts articulated
are applied in practice.

The problem of relating verbal reports to performance is illustrated in an article by Phifer and Glover (1982)

entitled'Don't take students' word for what they

do while reading'. Students at college level read an expository passage in which

they were to underline main ideas and to use any strategies they thought would
assist recall. They were asked to report strategies they had used after free recall
was taken. Good comprehenders underlined more main ideas while reading and
recalled more main ideas than poor comprehenders, but contrary to expectation

there rvas no significant difference in terms of reported strategy use. On closer
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emerged that only three good comprehenders reported taking notes,

whereas in fact eight had done so.

reported taking notes had done

In contrast, all the poor comprehenders

who

so.

Garner and Gillingham (1937) found a weak relationship between the knowledge articulated by children about paragraph construction and the knowledge
demonstrated in the process of paragraph construction. Baker and Brown (1984b'

p. J77) suggest one reason for poor relationships between verbal reports and performance, namely, that

it

is inherently difÊcult to examine and describe mental

plocesses

,,Intuitiuely, declaratiae and procedurallcnowled,ge differ in the

with which they can

for

be subjected

eæample, the relatiae

ease

to deliberate enarnination' Consid'er,

d,fficulty of rcpoúing that tying your shoelace

is a good way to auoid tripping ûs conlpo,red to describing how to tie
your shoe."
Paris, Wasik and van der \{esthuizen (1937) also point to problems with other
methods of articulating metacognitive knowledge. Questionnaires, where readers

rate how often they use particular strategies or how useful they are, reduce the
difÊculty of introspection and verbalisation posed by open-ended questions, but
also reduce self-expression and can encourage guessing. Subjects may be cued by

the content of the questionnaire to make responses they wouid not otherwise have

thought of. Think-aloud protocols, where readers report what they are thinking
while reading, can interfere with normal processing and can also elicit fabrica-

tions. Subjects may feel under pressure to say something due to the demands of
the situation, even if what they say is not an accurate reflection of their thinking.

'
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While tutoring another person on how to perform a task is a more naturalistic
expression of strategy knowledge, Paris et al point out that

it

depends on verbali-

sation and social interaction ability. Those subjects who are less able to articulate

their knowledge or to relate easily to others may not be able to give an accurate
demonstration of the extent of their knowledge.

Given the problems associated with verbal reports, some researchers have
chosen

to infer the level of metacognitive

knowledge and skill from subjects'

performance, for example, in error detection, self-correction of oral reading errors,

or use of overt strategies such as underlining. However, Paris et al (1987, p.

8)

point out that this method also poses problems:
". . . it,

is not certain that poor performance

ind,icates

a

laclc of

metacognition about reading. Poor readers rno,y not use strategies
c&use they lack specific lcnowled,ge, adequate

be-

practice, or motiaation.

Therefore, inadequate metacognition is only one plausible hypothesis

for poor use of read,ing strategies. Poor performance

ily imply poor metacognition

d,oes

not necessar-

a,ngrnore th.an proficient reading irnplies

good metacognition."

A study by Thorpe and Satterly (1990) illustrates the difficulties of making
generalisations in this area. These authors used four tasks commonly thought to

reflect metacognitive knowledge about memory processes, and they expected to

find a common factor underlying performance. Children aged between 7 and

11

years completed the tasks of generating strategies, generating word lists, organ-

ising prose, and judging task dificulty. In the first task, the children generated'
as many strategies as possible

to deal with simple problem situations, while in
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the second they generated four words that would be easy to learn and remember

in response to each in a series of cue words. In the third task, the children were
presented with twelve sentences in random order about three aspects of one topic
and they were asked to organise and explain their organisation of these sentences.

Finally, the children $/ere asked to judge which list in each of a series of word list
pairs would be easier to learn and remember.
Factor analysis revealed four factors underlying the four measures, which were

only weakly related and failed to show a common metacognitive component.
Thorpe and Satterly (1990, p. 19) conclude that "metacogn'ition is specific to the
task,

from which it is deriaed". They question the notion of a general metacogni-

tive competence and refer instead to a "disparate range of higher leuel cognitiae
slcills."

Perhaps this result is not surprising given the points made above by Paris et al

to the effect that a performance depends on many factors other than metacognition, including specific knowledge and rnotivation. However, the study does illus-

trate the difficulty of defining metacognition precisely in the context of different
task demands, and of delineating the contribution of cognitive and metacognitive
processes to performance.

In spite of these difficulties, the construct of metacognition is one which cannot
be ignored. As indic¿ted above by Kuhn and Phelps (1982) and Baker and Brown

(1984b),

if cognitive

strategies are not associated with metacognitive knowledge

they are unlikely to be maintained and transferred to novel situations. Hence, a
training programme should include a metacognitive component linked as closely
as possible

to the demands of reading comprehension to take into account the'

conclusions of Thorpe and Satterly.
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to develop goals appropriate to

the purpose of learning from expository text, which is the focus of this study.

In addition, training should include cognitive actions consistent with models of
reading which, as Flavell (1931) indicates, can have a dual function. On the one

hand, they foster comprehension, while on the other they provide information
about the level of that comprehension. In other words, they can teach studenùs
how to make active attempts to understand, the process of which provides as a

by-product evaluative information about that understanding (Markman, 1985).

Finally, training should include what Jacobs and Paris (1987) refer to as selfmanagement and what Flavell (1981) refers to as metacognitive knowledge, that

is, information about how, when and why the particular cognitive actions or
strategies are useful. Clearly, these various aspects are interactive, as implied by

the model of Borkowski and Ktl;llz (1987). As a result of learning to apply certain
cognitive actions, students' comprehension may improve and they may develop
a clearer concept of what

it

means to understand a

text. Subsequently they are

able to set clearer reading goals and stricter criteria of coherence for themselves.

Similarly, as a result of applying various cognitive actions they may refine their
knowledge of when and why the actions are useful, and may see themselves as

more competent learners, able to control learning outcomes.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, the Just and Carpenter (1980;1937) model was used as a framework for discussing theoretical approaches to reading.

It

was shown, by refèrence

to other models and empirical findings, that this view is well supported. However, some aspects of the model ïvere expanded, in particular the processing of

the global structure of the text, the organisation of knowledge necessary to sup'

port the processing described in the model, and the metacognitive knowledge and
skills required to guide and monitor plocessing in a strategic manner.

In the introduction, criteria for the selection of skills to be taught in a training
programme ïvere mentioned (Dole, Duffy, Roehler and Pearson, 1991). The frrst

of these is that skills should be consistent with a cognitive model of reading.
To conclude this chapter, key aspects of the cognitive model of reading already
developed

will be summarised to provide a framework for the examination of

differences between good and poor readers in the next chapter.

Working memory capacity is an important factor influencing comprehension
performance (Just and Carpenter, 1980). The efficiency with which lower-level
processes, such as word encoding and lexical access, are carried out is assumed

to influence the capacity available for intersentence integration, macrostructure
formation and comprehension monitoring. Other authors, such as Perfetti (1984)

and Perfetti and Roth (1981) also emphasise the importance of accurate and
efficient visual analysis of

print. Just and Carpenter (1987) consider that

speed

of lexical access contributes to comprehension performance, although they do not

quantify the magnitude of this contribution. The extent of lexical knowledge, in,
addition to speed of access, has been shown to influence comprehension and recall
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(Stahl et al, 1991; Beck et al, 1982).
Readers use a small number of strategies to parse text into clauses (Frazier and

Rayner, 1982; Clark and Clark, L977). Readers also use a variety of converging
cues

in order to strategically assign case roles within each clause (van Dijk and

Kintsch, 1983; Just and Carpenter, 1987). This intraclause integration results in
the formation of individual propositions.

In order to establish coherence, these propositions must be integrated into
coherent representation of the

a

text. Various forms of semantic entailment may

be used to determine points of attachment between successive propositions (Just

and Carpenter, 1987). Assigning referents to anaphoric expressions, such as pronouns, is another means by which propositions are integrated. As

in the

case

of intraclause integration, readers use a variety of converging cues to be able to
strategically make this assignment (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983; Just and Carpenter, 1987). Where no explicit point of attachment exists between a new clause
and the existing text representation, readers must construct a bridging inference

(Haviland and Clark, L974). In some circumstances inferences other than those
required to establish local cohesion may also be made, but this is only likely to
occur in highly constrained contexts (O'Brien et al, 1988; McKoon and Ratcliff,
1981; Goetz, 1979).

An overall understanding of a text involves more than estabiishing the local
cohesion described above;

it also involves abstracting

the main ideas and their in-

terrelationships to form a macrostructure. Readers operate within the constraints
provided by macrorelevant information when establishing local coherence in a sequence of propositions (Kintsch and van
such as titles, has been shown

Dijk, 1973). Macrolevel information,'

to strongly influence the interpretation of a text

,
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(Bransford and Johnson, 1972; Schallert, 1976). Directing readers' attention to
macrolevel information has also been shown to increase recall of important infor-

mation and problem solving ability (Loman and Mayer, 1983).
Readers draw on various sources of information to form a macrostructure while

reading, including titles, thematic statements and topic sentences, especially in

initial positions, knowledge about conventional text structures and

knowledge

about the topic of discourse (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983). Some macrorelevant
information is explicitly stated in a text, while some information often has to

be inferred. The formation of a macrostructure is a strategic activity which
depends on the reader having particular reading goals (McKoon and Ratcliff,
1992; Graesser et al, 1980), as well as adequate subject knowledge and processing

capacity (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983).
Reading goals are one aspect of metacognition, which includes knowledge

about specific strategies and when and why to use them, beliefs about
efficacy and the value of effort and strategic behaviour

in general,

self-

as well

as

an executive component which plans, monitors and regulates processing (Jacobs

and Paris, 1987; Borkowski and Kurtz, 1987). Metacognitive knowledge a,bout
when and why strategies can be effectively used is essential for the independeirt
use and transfer of those strategies (Kuhn and Phelps, 1982; Baker and Brown,

1984b). Motivational factors, including self-esteem and attributions for

success

and failure, are important determinants of whether readers will invest the time
and effort necessary to apply strategies (Borkowski and Kurt z, Lg87). Metacogni-

tion involves setting appropriate reading goals, implementing strategies to achieve
them, and monitoring progress towards these goals (Jacobs and Paris,

1987).

Finally, knowledge organisation has been reconceptualised as an associative

r'
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net, from which semantic structures are generated according to which subsets of
the net are activated in a particular context (Kintsch, 1983). Access to a rich and
interconnected knowledge base has been shown to increase explicit and inferential

recall (Lipson, 1983; Pearson et al, 1979) and the ability to determine important
ideas (Recht and Leslie, 1988; Schneider et al, 1989).

The second criterion for the selection of skills in a training programme is that
those skills should distinguish good and poor readers (Dole et al, 1991). The
second chapter

will examine those

aspects of the cognitive model summarised

above which have been investigated from this perspective.

ldots

Chapter

2

Skill Differences Between More
and Less Advanced Readers
2.L Introduction
In the conclusion to the previous chapter, important components of a cognitive
model of reading l¡¡ere summarised. The second chapter will examine skill differences between more and less advanced readers

in

some of these areas. The

category of more advanced readers includes both readors who are older and
mcire mature than the comparison group, and readers who are more skilled than

their chronological peers. Thus, studies discussing differences between older and
younger chiidren, and between children of different reading ability levels will be
examined. Areas to be considered include the following:

1. processing efficiency and working memory capacity;

2. interclause integration, in particular the construction of bridging inferences;
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3. macrostructure formation, including the ability to generate and

use infor-

mation central to the gist of the passage;

4. metacognitive characteristics, including goai setting, strategy selection,
comprehension monitoring, and motivational characteristics such as attri-

butional style.
From the examination of differences in these areas, suggestions will be made
regarding skills which could be targeted in an instructional programme. Two of

the three criteria proposed by Dole et al (1991) for choosirrg skills to be taught

will then have been met. Certain skills have been identified

as

important within

a

cognitive model of reading, and the extent to which these skills distinguish more
and less advanced comprehenders will be the subject of this chapter. The third

criterion, that the skills be amenable to instruction, will be addressed in the third
chapter.
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Processing efficiency and working flrelnory

capacity
Within the Just and Carpenter (1980) model, working memory capacity is

an

important determinant of comprehension performance. An indicated in the first
chapter, Just and Carpenter assume that functional working memory capacity is
determined by the efficiency of processing; the more efficiently processes such

as

word encoding, lexical access and intraclause integration are carried out, the more

capacity there is remaining for integrative processes such as anaphoric resolution
and inferencing to construct a coherent representation of the whole text.

In the flrst part of this section, differences between good and poor read,ers in
the areas of word encoding and semantic memory access will be examined. In the
second

part, the relationship between these word level processes' working memory

capacity, and comprehension performance will be discussed in order to arrive at
a conclusion about the importance of word-level skills in a training programme.

2.2.1 Efficiency

of u¡ord encoding and semantic memory

access
Some researchers have contended

that word-level processes are important ln

plaining reading ability differences among children (for example, Perfetti'

ex-

1984;

Stanovich, 1980). The assumption made by such researchers is that inefficient
word-ievei processing consumes cognitive resources which are then less available

for higher-level integrative

processing
'

Perfetti and his colleagues have shown in several studies that good readers
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have superior word recognition skills to poor readers. Perfetti and Hogaboam
(1975) examined children in grades 3 and 5, with skill level determined by the
reading subtest of the Metropolitan Achievernent Test (MAT). Recognition speed

for isolated high frequency words was not significantly different for skilled and
less skiiled readers. However, there ïvas a large skill difference for iow frequency

words and especially pseudowords. The words in this study were also divided into

those known and those not known by each individual child. When vocalisation
latencies for these two groups of words, calculated separately for each child, were
compared, the difierences \¡rere larger for less skilied readers. In other words, the

vocalisation speed of less skilled readers

u¡as

more adversely affected by unfamiliar

words. The less skilted readers also made more errors on unknown words.

Perfetti, Finger and Hogaboam (1978) tested children in grade 3, with reading
skill level again determined by the MAT. Skilled readers were less affected by word

length than less skilled readers, with the former showing only an 8% increase in
vocalisation iatencies as words increased from one to three syllables, compared

to a 25To increase among the latter.
Such differences between skilled and less skilled readers in the speed of word

recognition have also been found by Curtis (1980) in grades 3 and 5, by Samuels,
Begy and chen (1975/6) in grade 4, by Perfetti, Goldman and Hogaboam (1979)

in grade 5, and by Perfetti and Roth (1981) in grade

4.

In addition to reading under normal conditions, Perfetti and Roth (1981)

also

examined the effect of print degradation on word processing. Print was degraded

by removingbetween 0% and 35%

of.

the dots in letters. While word recognition

speed decreased for ali readers with increasing levels of degradation, less skilled'
readers were affected to a significantly greater extent. This finding suggests that
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the slower word recognition of less skilled readers is due to less efficient visual
analysis skills; any condition which makes visual analysis more difficult then has a

relatively larger effect on poor readers. The importance of visual analysis skills is
also suggested by other studies cited above, which show that the word recognition

of poor readers is more affected, relative to good readers, by word frequency and

familiarity and pseudowords. In these
be

cases,

letter-level analysis is less likely to

facilitated by feedback from the word level (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1981),

and poorer readers appear to rely more on such feedback.
There is also evidence to show that less skilled readers rely to a greater extent
on contextual facilitation to recognise words, an observation which is incorporated

into Stanovich's (1980) compensatory hypothesis. He proposes that when visual
analysis is slow, the reader compensates by making greater use of the preceding

context to recognise words.
Stanovich makes use of the Posner-Synder (1975) theory to explain how such
compensation cor.nes

about. According to Posner and Snyder, there are

two

independent processing mechanisms which can operate simultaneously, but which
have different characteristics. Automatic activation occurs very rapidly, without

attention, without conscious arrrareness and without interference to other mental

activity.

Conscious processing, on the other hand, is slower acting and does

require attention. While attention is being directed, for example, to a particular
memory location or input channel, other conscious processing is inhibited because

attentional capacity is strictly limited. However, automatic activation is not
inhibited and can continue simultaneously.
Stanovich proposes that in fluent readers the skilis involved in word recogni-'

tion are so rapid, that any contextual facilitation effects can only occur through
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automatic spreading activation. Ho¡rever, when the processing of visual informa-

tion is slow, either because of developmental immaturity or stimulus degradation,
the conscious processing of semantic and syntactic information has time to operate and influence word recognition by means of the expectancies generated.
Stanovich (1980, p. 57) points out that contextual facilitation due to auto-

matic spreading activation carries no cost, but the use of attentional capacity to
compensate for poor visual recognition skills reduces the capacity available for

higher-level semantic integration.
". . . e, read,er
o,

might use cognitiue capacity

in

ord,er

to

construct

neu) knowledge structure or to integrate new material into an old

lenowledge

structure. On the other hand, a reader may

o,lso use the

knowledge structures built up from preuious content to øiil

in the pro-

cessing of uords that are cunentlg und,ergoing recognition. Notice thøt

the less cognitiae capacity that is used to enga,ge in the latter process,

the more that i,s left ouer for the more important former processes.

It

is argued here that this is precisely what the fl,uent reader is iloing. He
recognises word,s rapid,Iy and, mostly on the basis of physical cues, so

that enpectancy processes that draw cognitiue capacity are not neces-

sary. Thus, his capacity is being

used

for

comprehension, rather than

conscious pred,iction processes that aid i,ndiaidual word, recognition."

In chapter one it was pointed out that context facilitates the word recognition
of adult readers. This facilitative effect is also found among children of various
ages and levels

of reading skill (Biemiller, 197?/8; West and Stanovich,

Perfetti, Goldman and Hogaboam, 1979; Perfetti and Roth, 1981).

1978;

,

'
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West and Stanovich (1978) specifically investigated the extent and mechanism
of contextual effects on word recognition among students in grades 4 and 6 and at
college level. Target words were placed in congruous, incongruous or no-sentence

contexts. Overall, speed increased with age and context facilitated word recog-

nition. rffithin each age group, response time to words in congruous

sentences

was shorter than to words in the no-sentence context. However, comparing the

incongruous context with the no-sentence condition, response times were longer

for the children of both ages in the incongruous context, but not the adults.
West and Stanovich calculated a facilitation score (congruous - no context)
and an interference score (incongruous - no context) for each age group. There
rvas no significant age difference

in contextual facilitation, but children showed

significantly greater interference than adults due to an incongruous context. This

finding supports the authors' hypothesis that among skilled adult readers word
recognition is so rapid that contextual facilitation occurs only by spreading activation, which does not interfere with visual processing in the incongruous context.
Less mature readers,

with

less

rapid word recognition, are more likely to achieve

contextual effects through conscious processing, which produces interference with
visual processing in the incongruous context.
Finallys these facilitation and interference scores were related to the children's

reading achievement, as measured by the reading sub-test of the Wide Range
Achievement

Test. Both

scores ïvere negatively correlated

with

achievement.

Thus, the word recognition speed of better readers was less affected by both
contextual facilitation and interference. In other words, better readers are less

reliant on the conscious prediction described by Stanovich (1930), since they'
are able to efficientiy analyse graphemic cues. As a result, word recognition
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is less affected by an incongruous, and hence unpredictable context, although
facilitation still occurs via relatively attention-free spreading activation. Poorer
readers, relying more heavily on conscious expectancy, also gain the benefits of

contextual facilitation, but at the expense of greater use of working memory
capacity and inhibition of unexpected responses.

If reliance on context and conscious expectancy processes to facilitate word
recognition are characteristic of poorer readers, then they should be more com-

monly observed among beginning readers. Stanovich, \Mest and Feeman (1981)
directly investigated the magnitude of contextual facilitation in relation to practice and the development of reading skill. Childrer,r in grade 2 were tested at the
beginning and the end of the year. The task involved naming the final word in
sentences such as The pilot fl,ew the

... . One condition provided a congruous

word (plane), one provided an incongruous woÍd (bone), and one provided no
context at all. Half the target words ruere considered easy and half more dificult.

Half the words in each group were practised on 15 successive days prior to the
test.

Main effects on word recognition speed included context, practice, word dif-

ficulty and time of testing. Of particular importance here is that context had

a

larger effect on word recognition speed at the beginning of the year, on unpractised words, and on the more difficult words. Thus, Stanovich's (1980) contention

that context will have a larger effect when word recognition based on visual analysis is slow was supported by these results.

This conclusion is supported by Biemiller (1970) who, in a study of readers in,
their first year of instruction, found definite trends as children improved in reading
competence. He examined oral reading errors. Initially the words substituted

'
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little visual resemblance to the text in

terms of the shape of the printed word. In the next phase, children made

a

high percentage of non-response errors, that is, refused to say a word they found

difficult, but at the same time more of their response errors were visually similar to
the original. Finally in this first year, non-response errors declined and response

errors tended to be both graphically similar to the original and contextually
appropriate. Biemiller concludes that in the first phase children are minimising
their use of graphemic information, but in the second phase they are beginning to
attend to print and to slowly acquire decoding skill, which is being consolidated
in the third phase. Biemiller concludes that to make progress in word recognition,
children have to learn to rely on graphic rather than contextual information.
Consistent with Biemiller's conclusion, several studies show that less skilled
teaders continue to rely more heavily on contextual information beyond the early
years of reading. Perfetti, Finger and Hogaboam (1978) show that skilled readers

in grade 3 are less affected by the predictability of words than less skilled readers.
The words to be read came from a small, closed set (the four seasons), a larger
closed set (the twelve months), a small, open set (four animal names), and a large

open set (twelve Christian names). The vocalisation latencies of skilled readers
were unaffected by set membership, but less skilled readers took significantly

longer to identify words from the least restricted category, namely, the large,
open set.

In a study by Perfetti, Goldman and Hogaboam (i979) skilled and less skilled
readers in grade 5 read a target word either in isolation or at the end of a context

sentehce. Overall, skilled readers recognised wo¡ds more rapidly than less skilled'

readers. However, while skilled readers were unaffected by context, less skilled
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readers responded more slowly when a target word was presented

in isolation

rather than in context.
This contextual effect was replicated in

a

further study by Perfetti et al (1979),

in which subjects first attempted to predict the target word before reading it.
Skilled readers made more accurate predictions than less skilled readers. Both
groups showed increased vocalisation latencies when the words were not correctly

predicted, but the increase tended to be larger for less skilled readers. Thus,
skilted readers were both better at using context to make predictions and at the
same time less dependent on context to facilitate word recognition.

Perfetti and Roth (19Si) report an experiment with skilled and less skilled
readers in grade 4, where a target word was read either in a highly predictable,
an unpredictable but acceptable, or an anomalous story context. Context had a

small effect on skiiled readers, but a large effect on less skilled readers, with skill
differences becoming increasingly large as contextual constraint decreased.

In this section

so

far it has been shown that primary school children who are

poorer readers, as defined by standardised reading tests, have less efficient visual
analysis skills and are more likely to make use of resource-demanding conscious

expectancy processing

to facilitate word recognition.

Some studies have also

shown that poor readers are less efficient at accessing information from semantic
memory.

Howell and Manis (1936) found differences in the speed of naming objects
among skilted and less skilled readers. The younger children were in grades

2

and 3, the older ones in grades 5 and 6. The less skilled readers were in remedial
reading classes and performed poorly on the Woodcock Reading Mastery Word'

Identifrcation Test. The children ïr/ere shown a basic level statement (This is
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or a superordinate statement (This is an ønimal), which they judged to

be true or false in relation to a picture or word. The response to the basic level
statement provided a measure of naming time, while response to the superordinate

statement provided a measure of categorisation time.

Older children responded faster than younger ones, and normal readers responded faster than remedial readers,

with the latter difference being

more

marked in the younger group. The differences occurred for both pictorial and
verbal stimulus material, suggesting a general inefficiency in processing semantic

information.
Chabot, Petros and McCord (1983) also found that less skitled readers took
longer to make categorical decisions. Children in grades 2, 3 and 5 were categorised as good, average or poor readers according to their achievement level in

the McGraw Hill reading series. They were shown two pictures, two words, or

a

picture and a word, and had to decide whether or not the two exemplars were
from the same category.
Good readers responded faster than average ones, who

in turn

responded

faster than poor readers. These differences were larger for verbal than for picto-

rial stimulus materials, in contrast to the findings of Howell and Manis (1936).

It is not clear why this

discrepancy exists, although

it

may be that the reme-

dial readers studied by Howell and Manis showed more general and extensive
processing deficits than the normal range of students studied by Chabot et al.

Chabot ei al (1983, p. 139) conclude that the slower response time of poorer
readers
access

in their study was related to both word encoding deficits and

slower

to semantic memory, which could lead to comprehension problems for the'

following reasons:
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(1) Iarge amounts of processing resöurces would haue to

be al-

located to simple word encoding, lex,ical access and semantic mernory
úccess processes;
creclse the

(2) these slower word recognition processes would

dfficulty of maintaining in short-tern1, rnernory long

to integrate serna,ntic information

i,n-

enough

a,cross phrøses, sentences and para-

graphs; and, (3) the utilization of cognitiue resour"ces for word, recogni-

tion processes would, limit the auailable capacity uhich could be alloco,ted

to higher order comprehension processes such as inference mak-

ing."

If rapid visual analysis and

access

to word meanings are essential components

of skilled reading, then increasing the speed of word identification should improve

comprehension. Fleisher, Jenkins and Pany (1979) examined the effect on comprehension of increasing the decoding speed of poor readers

in grades 4 and

5,

with children classified according to the reading subtest of the MAT. Poor readers during training practised reading a list of words from a target passage until

they achieved the speed of good readers. These trained poor readers, as well as
untrained poor readers and good readers, then read the list of practice words and

the target passage, and completed a cloze test and tests involving inference and
factual questions.

In terms of reading accuracy, the trained poor readers performed

as well as

the good readers on both the word list and the passage, while their reading
speed was equivalent

to that of good readers on the word list only. The

good

readers performed better in terms of word reading speed in context and the three,
measures of comprehension. Good readers differed from untrained poor readers on

all measures, while the trained poor teaders performed better than their untrained
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peers on all oral reading measures,.but on none of the comprehension measures.

Thus, there u¡as no indication of any comprehension improvement as a result of
rapid word identification, and Fleisher et al (1979, p. 45) conclude:
"For instiuctional ï,urposes it is irnportant to note that short-term
isolated word practi,ce is possibly an inadequate strategy for producing

the leael of decoding automaticity that is required to enhance cornprehension."

In referring to the Fleisher et al study, Perfetti (1984) suggests that word identifi,cation speed reflects the accessibility of word representations, but can only be

a rough approximation of automaticity, that is, the amount of processing resources consumed by the process. Perfetti prefers to conceptualise accessibility in

terms of quality of representation rather than degree of automaticity, considering

quaiity in terms of the precision, interconnectedness and redundancy of stored
information. He gives the reason for this preference as follows (p. 55):

"It makes it

easier

to notice that, to improue reailing efficiency,

the reader's lcnowledge of words and orthographic patterns should,

be

increased. Speed of identification should be thought of as a refl,ection

of this kind, of lenowledge. Speed of access is not necessarily

some-

it

works

thing to train independently of the representation system
on." (emphasis in original)

Perfetti is suggesting, therefore, that for students whose word recognition
speed

is slow enough to impede comprehension, training should be aimed at

developing systematic and interconnected representations of orthographic and
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semantic information, rather than just aiming for short-term improvements in
recognition speed for lists of words, as was done in the Fleisher et al study. In

that study, only naming speed was addressed, with no consideration of speed of
access

to word meanings and associations.

The kind of training advocated by Perfetti (1984) was incorporated into

a

study by Beck, Perfetti and McKeown (1982), referred to in chapter one in the
section on lexical access. In this study, training aimed to build an interconnected

memory representation of new words that could be quickly accessed. In achieving

this aim, the study also succeeded in improving reading comprehension.

2.2.2 Working memory capacity and comprehension
As Just and Carpenter (1987) point out, reading involves the integration of

se-

quentially presented verbal information. Since all of the integrative operations
take place within a working memory of limited capacity, the reader whose processing is slow and inefficient is likely

to lose more information from working

memory through both decay and displacement, resulting in less efficient integration and reduced comprehension (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980). Daneman
(1984, p. 363-9) explains this approach to the study of individual differences in
comprehension as follows:

"The major tenet of the th,eory is that indiaidual reader differences
infl,uence the integration processes of read,ing comprehension and, that
one crucial source of read,er d,ifference is processing efficiencE in worlc-

ing memorg. Poor readers may be less efficient at the processes that
rnanipulate uerbal material, processes such as retrieuing letter or

no,n'te
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some
from semantic memory.. They maig also be less efficient at

other semantic cornputations. These def,ciencies haae implications

for the wag in which

read,ers allocate th,eir worleing memora resources.

Slower and,less efficient processes

Tno,Y

consurne nlore of the auailable

capacity and so lessen the amount of øddition&l cøpo,citg
and,

maintaining information in worleing rnen'Lory.

ory ho,s less information,

subsequent processing

for storing

If working

rnern-

will not be optirnal.

Without the releuønt information accessible in uorlcing rnenxory' Poor
reo,d,ers

will be less able to integrate successiae elements of the teæt'"

According to Daneman (1984), what is important in terms of reading perforor
mance is not a static storage capacity in working memory, as measured by digit
urord span tests. Rather,

it is the functional capacity which

is important, and this

depends on plocessing efficiency. The more efficient the processing, the greater

the remaining capacity for storage. In other ïvords, there is a processing-storage
tradeoff.

Daneman and Carpenter (1980) devised a test involving both the processing

and storage functions of working memory. In what the authors call a Reading
(the
Span test, subjects read aloud sets of unrelated sentences at normal pace
processing component), and. stored the last word of each sentence for recall at the
end of the set (the storage component). sets included from two to six sentences,

and subjects' reading span was defrned according to the longest set they were
successfully able to recall.

Daneman (1gS4) notes

that among the university students tested, reading'

span scores varied from 1.5 to 5, with less than I0To ol subjects scoring 5. Thus,
even a relatively homogeneous group of highly educated subjects showed a wide
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range of scores, with only a small percentage operating with maximum efficiency.
Reading span scores showed a significant correlation

tic Aptitude Test (SAT)

(r :

.59) with verbal Scholas-

scores (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980). Based on a

number of studies, Daneman (1984) reports that reading span scores account for
25%

to 35%

of.

variance in verbal SAT scores.

Goldman, Hogaboam, Bell and Perfetti (1980) also demonstrated a relationship between reading skill and working memory capacity, in this case among children in grades 3 and 4. Skilled and less skilled readers Were identified according to

the reading subtest of the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT). Goldman et al
hypothesised that brief memory of exact words and sentence structure rr¡as necessary in order to be able to construct meaning-based representations for long-term
storage, and that working memory capacity would influence the duration of this

verbatim memory. They used a probe procedure, whereby a word was repeated
either two or five content words after it first occurred in a text. The children ïr¡ere

to repeat verbatim all the words which followed the frrst occurrence of the word.
Skilled readers recalled more words than less skilled readers, suggesting that they

did, as hypothesised, have greater working memory capacity and should, as a
result, be in a better position to construct meaning-based representations.

Perfetti and Goldman (1976) similarly showed superior short-term discourse
memory among skilled readers in grades 3 and 5, with classification into good and

poor readers again based on the reading subtest of the MAT. Children listened

to two stories, in which some sentences \Ã¡ere followed by a probe word, that is, a
word which had occurred either one or two clauses previously. The task for the
children was to state the word which had followed the first mention of the probe'
word.
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Skilled readers showed superior recall of target words. In this study the need

for decoding print v¡as removed because the stories were heard.

It

is possible

that skill differences in recall would have been larger had the stories been read
without the opportunity to look back, because then the less efficient decoding
skills of the poorer readers may have placed an even greater burden on their
working memory capacity. This skill difference in recall did not emerge when

the stimulus material was a string of digits instead of a text. Thus, the poorer
readers did not suffer from a general memory deficit, but only showed reduced

rhemory span relative to good readers when processing of verbal material was

required. This finding supports Daneman and Carpenter's (1980) assumption of
the importance

of.

function¿l rather than static working memory capacity.

Thus, there is some evidence that reading span is related to overall reading

skill.

Several studies have investigated the relationship

in more detail, in par-

ticular the relationship between reading span and the various subcorrlponents of
reading.

Carpenter and Just (1989) examined processing efficiency among university
students on the Reading Span test itself, using gaze durations as data. Readers

with small spans (RS

:

2) fixated each word in a sentence, excluding the last

word, for an average of 77 msec longer than readers with large spans (RS

:

4). Both groups of readers were affected to the same extent by increases in word
length, that is, gaze durations increased to the same extent in both groups as word

length increased. However, small-span readers were affected to a greater extent

by decreases in word frequency, that is, their gaze durations on less frequent
words increased to a greater extent than the gaze durations of large-span read"rs.'
Since word length was assumed to affect word encoding and word frequency \ivas
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assumed to affect lexical access, Carpenter and Just conclude from these findings

that large- and small-span readers, at least at the university level, do not differ
in the efficiency of word encoding, but that they do differ in efficiency of lexical
access

However, Herdman and LeFevre (1992) found a relationship between reading
span and word naming latency among university students. These authors exam-

ined wot'd naming latencies in single and dual tasks, the latter requiring subjects

not only to name a word, but also to decide whether a tone was high or low.
Both large- and small-span readers took longer to name words in the dual task.
However, large-span readers showed a smaller increase in latencies in the dual
task than small-span readers, suggesting that for them word recognition required
fewer cognitive resources. In other words, their word recognition was more efficient, and may have contributed to their larger reading span, in contrast to the
Carpenter and Just (1989) finding.
Carpenter and Just (1939) examined the relationship of reading span to syn-

tactic analysis. They compared reading times for sentences of varying syntactic
complexity such as the following examples:

(1)

The paper that the senator attaclced admitted, the error

(2)

The paper that attacked the senator adm'itted the error.

Sentence (1) is assumed to be more difficult to process because the paper is

the subject of one clause (The paper admitted the ercor) and the object of the
other (The senator attackeil tlte paper). In sentence (2), however, the paper is the
subject of both clauses, so syntactic analysis and case role assignment should be
easler
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Readers with large spans showed no significant difference in reading times for
these two types of sentences, while the reading times for small- and medium-span

readers were significantly elevated for sentences of type (1), with gaze durations

increasing especially on the frrst verb, where a decision has

to be made

as to

which noun is its subject and agent. Thus, the syntactic analysis of large-span
readers was more efficient.
Large-span readers, then, are possibly more efficient at word level processing,
as

well as at syntactic analysis. As a result of this greater efficiency, they should

be at an advantage with regard to higher-level semantic processing. When inte-

grating newly encoded information, concepts and relations from the immediately
preceding text should stiil be active in working memory, both because process-

ing is rapid and the previously activated information has not yet decayed, and
because processing uses minimal capacity and so less rapidly displaces activated

information from working memory. The reader with a large reading span is therefore in a position to integrate concepts into coherent chunks within the long-term

text representation. Daneman and Carpenter (1980, p. 464) draw attention to
further advantages accruing to the reader with a large reading span:
". . . he should, be able

concepts, and

to detect more interceløtions among

to note their relatiue importance. The good

chunlcs should be

richer, and more coherent,

and"

these

read'er's

contain different 'in-

formation. The [)resence of d,ifferent interrelations

could, subsequently

allow different inferences and generalizations to be drawn."
These richer chunks should facilitate recall and integration processes, such
as assigning referents

to pronouns. Daneman and Carpenter (1980)

examined
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fact retrieval and pronoun assignment when the pronoun and its referent were
separated by distances varying from two

to

seven sentences. Among universit5r

students with reading span scores ranging ftom2 to 5, large-span readers correctly
answered both more fact and more pronoun assignment questions than small-span

readers. In addition, there rvas an interaction between reading span and distance;
large-span readers were unaffected by the distance between the pronoun and its
referent, whereas the ability of small-span readers to correctly answer the pronoun
questions decreased monotonically as distance increased.

As Daneman and Carpenter (1980, p. 62) note, the differences between largeand small-span readers were not only quantitative, but also qualitative.

"Not only ìIo good readers

malce

fewer errors than poor

read,ers,

but their errors o,re rnore likely to reflect at least some understand'ing

of the po,ssûges. On the other hand,, when poor read,ers or listeners

føil to retrieue a fact or ú pronoun's referent, their
reflect

o,

errors frequently

rnore fund,amental rnisunilerstanding of the pûssûge. Their

errors might contradict the whole theme of the passage."
Large-span readers in the Daneman and Carpenter study were more able to

supply an àppropriate title for the passages they read. They had presumably
constructed a more coherent representation of the gist or theme of these passages,
so

it

is not surprising that their errors in response to questions were due to

incompleteness or reasonable substitutes, rather than the confusion which was

evident in the errors of small-span readers.

Finally, since large-span readers are hypothesised to construct more interrelationships among the concepts being processed, they should also be more aïvare

of and more able to recover from inconsistent interpretations.
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Daneman and Carpenter (1983).investigated the relationship between reading
span and the ability to recover from errors. University students read paragraphs,
displayed one word at a time, in which one meaning of an ambiguous word such

as bat was primed by the context and then followed by disambiguating informa-

tion which was either consistent or inconsistent with the primed meaning. The
ambiguous word and the disambiguating phrase were either contained in one sen-

tence or separated by a sentence boundary. Daneman and Carpenter used eye

frxation data and ansïvers to questions probing the meaning of the ambiguous
word to infer the processing carried out by readers with large (RS
medium (RS

:

3 - 3.5) and small (RS

:

2

:

4

- 5.5),

- 2.5) reading spans'

All readers, regardless of reading span, increased

gaze durations on the first

disambiguating word, the whole disambiguating phrase, and the last word of the
disambiguating phrase when an inconsistent meaning of the ambiguous word had
been primed. Thus, all groups appeared to detect the inconsistency. However,
reading span affected the ability to recover; small-span readers gave 52% fewer
correct tesponses to probe questions when the passage ïvas inconsistent than when

it

was consistent, compared

to

40% fewer

for medium-span readers and22To fewer

for large-span readers.
Small-span readers were also more adversely affected by sentence boundaries.

In inconsistent

passages,

they

gave 22YO fewer correct responses

to probe

ques-

tions when a sentence boundary intervened between the ambiguous word and its
disambiguating phrase than when this information was contained in one sentence.

In contrast, medium-span readers gave 71Yo fewer correct responses' while largespan readers vrere unafiected by the sentence boundary. According to Daneman'

and Carpenter, the less efficient processes of small-span readers during sentence
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wrap-up displace verbatim information from working memory, making

it

more

difficult for them to retrieve and reinterpret the ambiguous word after a sentence
boundary.
Daneman and Carpenter (1983) emphasise the importance of overall process-

ing efficiency in the recovery from comprehension errors. In contrast to this
largely cognitive view, the detection and repair of errors is often thought of

as

'metacognitive'. Certainly there are metacognitive elements within the Just and
Carpenter (1980) model. However, as Daneman (1984, p. 38S) points out¡ in the
case of

erÍor recovery it is not just a question of having appropriate metacognitive

goals, but also of having the processing capacity required to achieve these goals.

"The d,euelopment of strategi,es to monito, onil repair comprehen-

sion errors
opment

of

has

frequently been considered as eaidence for the deuel-

'metacognitiue'

or 'metalinguistic'

a,wareness' Howeuer,

little attempt has been rnad,e to account for the mechanisms

respon-

for the deaelopment of such skills. The interesting implication
that ernerges from our studg is that the type anil sophisticøtion of
sible

sTtontaneous attempts

to correct reading errors møg be best understood

in terms of the interaction of these attempts

wi,th tlte information-

processing characteristics of the reader'"

There is some evidence to support Daneman's (198a) contention that skilled
readers have a greater functional working memory capacity than less skilled readers as a result of more efficient processing, and that this greater working memory

capacity enables skilled readers to comprehend more effectively. However, Wal-

czyk has questioned whether efficiency of subcomponent processing has such

a
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direct relationship to comprehensign perforrirance. Walczyk (1993) proposes

a

compensatory model where, beyond a certain level of skill, subcomponent ineffi-

ciency does not affect comprehension because readers can compensate for their
inefficiencies. For example, they may read more slowly so that the rate of word
encoding and lexical access is commensurate with their

ability. In the case of

inefficient pronoun resolution, readers can compensate by looking back in the

text and rereading sections. However, according to Walczyk, subcomponent inefficiency will affect comprehension when pressure is placed on performance,

as

when reading time is limited or rereading is not possible.

Walczyk (1990) examined the relationship between subcomponent processes
and comprehension among grade 4 children. Decoding speed and accuracy were
assessed

by having children read a list of unfamiliar words. To

assess semantic

memory access, children decided whether or not sets of two nouns belonged to the
same superordinate category. In the working memory test, children heard pairs

of sentences followed by a probe word which had occurred in the first

sentence.

Their task was to name the word which had followed the probe. Three measures
of comprehension were included, the Iowa Test of Basic Skills reading subtest,
sentence verification test, and an error detection

test. The sentence verification

test involved judging whether or not test sentences had the same meaning
sentences

a

as

in a test passage, and the error detection test involved finding explicit

and implicit logical inconsistencies.
Decoding speed, decoding accuracy, and semantic memory access speed were

intercorrelated; scores for semantic memory access accuracy lvere near ceiling
level and were not included

in the analyses. Working memory efficiency

was'

correlated with only one lower-level measure (decoding accuracy) and only one
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comprehension measure (sentence verification).

With regard to comprehension

measures, Iowa and sentence verification scores were correlated

with each other,

and both were also related to decoding speed and accuracy. However, érror detec-

tion scores were not significantly correlated with any other measure. In a second
experiment, error detection was related to scores on an inference test, so Walczyk
(1990,

p. a94ìr suggests that the strategic activity of going beyond the informa-

tion given is crucial for error detection, rather than lower-level subcomponents of
reading.

"This implies a threshold beyond uhich efficient encoding, senla,n-

tic

access

fects

anil logical proposition integration afford, no facilitating ef-

for strategic reading actiuities, at least

tection. Thus, a hierarchicøI relation

o,s

rneúsured by error de-

between uerbal effi,ciency and,

strategic actiuities may eæist: For fourth graders, Iocal teæt processing
is sufficiently autornated so that higher-Ieuel (strategic) teæt rnodelling

is ilepend,ent on

oth,er

factors. This interpretation

does

not deny but

only constrains the importance of aerbal efficiency."
However, some of Walczyk's results arc przzling. Working memory capacity
was not related

to Iowa reading scores, although Goldman et al (1980) and Perfetti

and Goldman (1976), using a similar probe procedure and children of a similar
age, found that good readers as defined according

to the MAT reading subtest

had significantly greater working memory capacity than poor readers. Walczyk

found no relationship between error detection and working memory capacity,
although Daneman and Carpenter (1983) found that readers with a large reading'

span, that is, working memory capacity defrned by a different measure, u/ere
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significantly better at error detection than readers with a small span. \Malczyk
also found no relationship between error detection and Iowa reading scores in his

first experiment, although many studies to be discussed in the final section of
this chapter show that good readers are significantly better at detecting logical
inconsistencies than poor readers. Certainly Walczyk did not find the relationship
between lower-level processes and working memory capacity on the one hand, and

working memory capacity and comprehension on the other which writers such

as

Daneman (1984) have postulated. However, as indicated, this is not the only
aspect of this study which is difficult to explain.

In a second study, rffalczyk and Raska (1992) used children in grades 2,4 and
6, and most of the same tests. The sentence verifrcation test was replaced by
inference tests. In one test, stories to be read contained several suggestive facts

from which inferences could be drawn. The inferences rvere included

as one of

the

options in a multiple-choice test. The other test involved free recall of a story in
which certain facts were suggested but not explicitly stated.

In this study, working memory capacity was correlated with all measures of
comprehension. However, working memory capacity was related to speed of decoding and semantic memory access only for the grade 6 children, and not for
those in grades
prehension

2

and

4.

Thus, working memory capacity was related to com-

in the manner predicted by Daneman (1984), although the basis of

working memory capacity differences in grades 2 and 4 is still not clear, since

this measure was not significantly correlated with the efficiency of lower-level
processes. However,

it may be that lower-level processes,

subcomponents necessary

including all reading

to encode information into propositional form,

"u"h
make a small contribution to working memory capacity, but too small to individ-

''
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ually appear as a significant correlation. Working memory capacity would then
vary in relation to the combined efficiency of these subcomponents, rather than
the efficiency of any single one. Such a view is not inconsistent with Daneman's
(1984) position.

In summary, in this section it has been shown that children defined

as good

readers according to standardised reading tests recognise words and access in-

formation from semantic memory more rapidly than poor readers. According to
the Daneman (1984) model of comprehension, the greater processing efficiency of
good readers, including the above word-level processes, should leave more work-

ing memory capacity free for higher-level comprehension processes. Daneman
and Carpenter (1980) devised the Reading Span test as a measure of functional
working memory capacity, and showed that reading span was related to effectiveness of pronoun resolution and passage comprehension. Daneman and Carpenter

(1983) also showed a relationship between reading span and recovery from incon-

sistent interpretations. Walczyk (1993) has questioned this relationship between
word-level processes, working memory capacity and comprehension, arguing that
beyond a certain threshold word-level processing is not a significant determinant

of comprehension performance. However, taking into account the many studies
referred to in this section,

it

was suggested that lower-level procesSing efficiency

could influence working memory capacity and comprehension

in a global

way,

without any one process individually showing a significant correlation to working memory capacity and comprehension. Indeed, the Reading Span test and
the probe procedure used by Walczyk (\Malczyk, 1990; 'Walczyk and Raska, 1992)
measure the combined efficiency of all subcomponents contributing to proposition'

formation.
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When teaching a normal, intact class of upper primary school children, as is

the intention in this study, it is likely that there will be considerable variation
in processing efficiency among them. However, in an intetvention programme of
limited duration, it is doubtful whether a focus on lower-level skills would be the
most efficient way to improve comprehension of expository texts. In order to learn

from such texts,

it

was shown in chapter one

that strategic reading activities

are

required, such as generating and interrelating main ideas. Increased processing
efficiency, while possibly providing a better foundation for strategic processing,
does
as

not necessarily enable children to carry out this type of processing which,

will be shown in a later section, they generaliy find difficult.

A few further points about processing efficiency can be made. The studies
referred to in the first part of this section consistently show differences in the
speed of word recognition between good and poor readers, and hence speed of

word recognition appears to be a very important skill. However, these studies are
done in a u¡ay which maximises observable differences. Good and poor readers are

usually defined according to standardised reading tests, which are often timed'
Under these circumstances, a strong relationship will appear between test performance and reading speed.

It

is therefore not surprising that children who read

slowly do not perform well and may be categorised as poor readers. However,
these same children may show themselves to be better comprehenders in normal
classroom reading when they can take as much time as they need to finish a task.

In this case, the relationship between reading speed and comprehension may be
attenuated, as suggested by Walczyk's (1993) compensatory hypothesis. Indeed,
compensatory strategies can be encouraged as part of a training programm", for'
example, by encouraging children

to read at a pace where they can comfort-
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ably process the information and pausing if necessary rather than trying to read
quickly, or rereading if an idea is difficqlt to integrate. Finally, in a normal upper

primary classroom

it

can be assumed, in the absence of information to the con-

trary, that the word-level processing of most children is efficient enough to enable
them to benefit from strategy training.
Nevertheless, processing efficiency is important, and in an intact class

it will

be necessary to identify any children who do have decoding problems and/or impoverished semantic knowledge, since such children may not benefit from strategy

instruction and ideally should receive remedial teaching in these areas. Also, in
an on-going training programme, such as a teacher working with children over

a whole year, vocabulary training such as that undertaken by Beck, Perfetti
and McKeown (1982) could improve comprehension of expository texts. This
approach aims to increase both speed of access to semantic information and the
richness of the meaning representation, and hence should contribute to processing

efficiency. Since expository texts from which children learn are likely to contain

new concepts, children of all ability levels could benefit from such instruction,
especially when used as an adjunct to strategy instruction.
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2.3 Integration
In the first chapter

it

successive segments

of text into a coherent whole, including the establishment

was pointed out that various processes are used to link

of lexical ties such as part-whole relationships, the assignment of referents to
anaphoric expressions, and the construction of bridging inferences. Without such
processes, the mental representation of the

text would resemble a list of sentences,

rather than a coherènt discourse. Hence, these integrative processes are impor-

tant, and could contribute to differences in comprehension ability between good
and poor readers.

With regard to pronoun assignment, Frederiksen (1981) refers to one of his
studies with high school students of unspecified age. These students were classi-

fied into four groups of reading ability according to the Nelson Denny Reading
Test. Reading time was recorded as they read one sentence at a time. The

sen-

tences either contained a pronoun, or repeated a previous noun phrase. Reading

times were longer overall for sentences containing pronouns, presumably because
the pronoun entailed more decision making about an appropriate point of attach-

ment. However, this difference

rrvas

most marked amongst the least skilled group.

Thus, increased skill level was associated with greater efficiency in the integrative
process of pronoun assignment.

Yuille and Oakhill (1988) examined anaphor-antecedent integration among
8 year-old children formed into two skill groups. The groups rvere matched on
sight vocabulary and oral reading ability, but differed in comprehension ability
according to the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability. The narrative text to be read,,

contained four types of anaphoric expressions, namely, pronouns, ellipsis and
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substitution of verb phrases, and lexical ties such as part/whole relationships.

The anaphor rvas either in the sentence immediately following the antecedent
(immediate) or more than two sentences removed from the antecedent (remote).
The children

r,vere asked

what each of the target anaphors stood for with the text

present, to eliminate memory problems.

Skilled readers correctly identifled more antecedents than less skilled readers.

The importance of anaphoric resolution to comprehension was particularly evident in the episode containing the 'punch line'. In this story, a boy went fishing

in a boat, but became so seasick that he couldn't eat his lunch. As a result,

he

threw his sandwiches to the seagulls, one of which dropped a fish into the boat.

The captain commented: "That's in return for the sandwiches." When

asked

what 'that's' referred to, 9 of the 16 less skilled readers could not answer this
question, compared to only 2 of the 16 skilled readers. This failure to identify an

appropriate antecedent means that a main point of the story was not understood

by over half of the less skilled readers.
As another indication of the relationship between reading skill and anaphoric
resolution, comprehension scores accounted fot 48To of the variance in scores for
remote anaphors, and 25% of the variance for immediate anaphors.. Yuille and

Oakhill (1988, p. 185) comment on their results as follows:

"

...

\

the two slcill groups appeared to behaue differently in resolu-

ing anaph"ors: less skilled comprehenders seemed to

loole

for the rnost

irnrnediately preceding item of suitable sgntactic form, or used, world
lenowleilge, inappropriately, whereas skilled readers presumably relied

rnore on the moilel of the story they had built up from the teæt itself,

and integrated this rnore o,ppropriately with their world knowledge.
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The results ind,icate that ønaphor resolution is a significant probsorne children, and

lem

for

ønd,

by comprehension shill."

is affecteil by distance of the anteced,ent

Bridge and Winograd (1982) investigated the comprehension of a wider range
of cohesive ties. They included referential ties such as pronouns, lexical ties such
as synonyms and superordinates, and conjunctive ties such as then

or anil Five

examples of each type of tie were deleted from a text to form a cloze test. The

ninth grade subjects were divided into two skill groups according to the reading
subtest of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. One group included students

in a remedial class who were reading at least two years below grade level, while
the other group scored over the 68th percentile.
Skilled readers performed significtrntly better than less skilled readers, both

in supplying a correct word to insert into the blank for each type of cohesive tie,
and in giving adequate explanations as to how they had selected an appropriate
word.

In summary, these studies indicate that skilled readers are more efficient than
less skilled readers at finding appropriate points of attachment in their text rep-

resentation for successive cóncepts as they are processed. This difference is an

important one, as shown in the Yuille and Oakhill (1988) study for example,

be-

cause without efficient integration, readers may miss the main point and fail to

construct a coherent representation of the text.

Turning now to the subject of inferences, many studies have shown that with
increasing age and skill, students are more likely

their reading. However,
as

to construct inferences from

it is difficult to draw conclusions

from these studies

to the contribution of observed differences in inference generation to overall
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comprehension performance. First qf all, the types of inferences investigated vary

considerably. In the first chapter

it

was pointed out that while reading, skilled

readers only routinely generate bridging inferences, as well as some elaborative

text. It is these

inferences

that are strongly

are likely

to affect comprehension performance. However, studies on inference

suggested by the

inferences that

generation among children do not always distinguish between inferences necessary

to establish

cohesion

in a text and inferences which could be called 'optional

extras'. Another reason why it is difficult to draw conclusions from these studies
is that different testing procedures are used, including free recall, probed recall,
cued recall and responses to short ansrder questions. These approaches may have

different implications as to when the inferences rr/ere constructed. For example,
when answering inference questions after reading,
are retrieved from the

it

is not certain that responses

text representation, rather than being generated in response

to the question from explicit information in memory. In other words, it is not
certain that the inference was made during reading rather than during testing.

If the latter is the

case, one would not expect the

skill being demonstrated to

directly influence overall comprehension ability.

In the section to follow, the studies of inference generation among children of
various ages and reading skill levels will be briefly described before their implica-

tions are examined in more detail.
Paris and Lindauer (1976) presented single sentences, in which the instrument
of the action was either explicit or implicit, to children in grades 1, 3 and 5. Recall
was cued with the instrument. Children in grades 1 and 3 recalled fewer sentences

with implicit instruments than

sentences

with explicit instruments. However, the'

grade 5 children recalled the two types of sentences equally well, suggesting that

,
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the implied instrument was encoded as part of the memory representation and
hence the instrument cue was effective in eliciting recall. However,

it

should be

noted that even children in grade 1 made effective use of the cue to recall sentences

with implicit instruments if they had first acted out the sentences. Thus, it
was not lack of background knowledge which prevented them from generating
inferences in the first experiment.

Paris, Lindauer and Cox (1977) conducted a similar study, but presented
sentences which contained either the

implicit or explicit

consequences of an action

to adults and children in grades 2 and 6. Subjects rvere given both an explicit noun
and the consequence as recall cues for each sentence. The major age difference

in performance occurred in sentences with an implicit consequence. For grade

2

children in this situation, consequence cues were significantly less effective than

the explicit noun cues, while for adults and grade 6 children the effectiveness of
the two different types of cues was not significantly different. Again,

it

appears

that with increasing age subjects were more likely to spontaneously incorporate
inferences

in their memory representation of the sentences.

However, grade

2

children could make effective use of consequence cues to recall sentences in the

implicit condition if they first generated a story about each sentence, emphasising
the earlier point that it is not lack of background knowledge preventing them from

constructing inferences.
Paris and Upton (1976) used short narrative passages to investigate what they

refer to as lexical and contextual inferences. The former included instrument
inferences associated with particular verb phrases (chop wood-axe) and semantic

entailments associä,ted with particular nouns (the sister-the

girl).

The latterl

involved inferences associated with temporal and causal sequences and depended
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on reiations expressed in larger segments of text. Children from kindergarten to
grade 5 heard the passages and then answered yes/no questions, half of them
based on explicitly stated information and half on implied information. For both

types of questions, the percentage ansrdered correctly increased monotonically

with

age.

Paris and Upton (1976) in their second experiment asked children in grades

2

and 4 to answer explicit and inference questions about short narrative passages
and then to recall the passages. With regard to questions, when scores for the

expiicit questions were used as a covariate in the analysis of inference question
scores, there rvas no longer a significant age-related increase in lexical inferences

(semantic entailment and instrument inferences), although there was still an increase

with

age

in contextual inferences (temporal and causal sequences). Thus,

recall of literal information did not totaily account for the greater number of con-

textual inferences produced by older children, although the more localised lexical
inferences were closely associated with recall of explicit information.

With regard to free recall, there

ïr/as a

significant improvement in performance

with age. Although overall grade was the best predictor of explicit recall, contextual inference scores also explained a signiflcant amount of variance, both

across

grades and within grades. Contextual inferences increased in importance as

a

predictor of explicit recall with increasing age. Paris and Upton (1976, p. 667)
explain this relationship between inferences and explicit recall as follows:

"If

uith

a person constructs implied relationsh'ips and integrates them

origi,nal information, the d,eriaed, memory representation may

permit a ternporarily

ord,ereìL, logical, sequential

parsimoniously and accessed readily' "

unit that can

be stored
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but simple narrative comprised of

16 paragraphs and containing 15 sets of premises which supported 15 inferences.

Premises were either stated within one paragraph or in more than one paragraph.

In one version of the story inferences were stated explicitly, while in the other
they were not. As soon as all the necessary premise information had been presented, the subjects answered one question tapping inferential information and
one tapping premise information. The subjects were children in grades 3 and 5.

Overali, children in grade 5 answered more inference questions correctly than

children in grade

3.

However, the relative performance of the two groups

vras

modified by text version (implicit, explicit) and distance between premises (in
one paragraph, in more than one paragraph).

Johnson and Smith calculated the percentage of inference questions answered

correctly given that all necessary explicit premise information had been correctly
recalled. Following the explicit version of the story, where 'inference'information
was stated, there rr¡as no significant difference in the performance of grade 3 and

grade 5 children. However, following the implicit version, where information had

to be inferred, the grade 3 children performed significantly more poorly than
those

in grade 5. In other words, given that all relevant

was available in memory, the younger children were

premise information

still less likely to construct

their own inferences. As Johnson and Smith (1981, p. L220) conclude: "Although
n'Len-LorA

for the premises is an important factor, it is clearly not the sole factor.

Younger children are less likelg than older child,ren to malee an inference when
reading a story, euen when aII the prem'ise inforrnation is auailable in rnernory."

Johnson and Smith also examined inference scores given premise recall in'

relation to distance between premises. Given that all premise information

was
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correctiy recalled, grade 3 students were just as likely as grade 5 students to
answer inference questions correctly when premise information rr/as in one para-

graph. However, the younger children were signifrcantly less likely to

answer

inference questions correctly, again given that premise information was correctly

recalled, when premise information u/as spread across paragraphs. In the latter
case

it

ïvas more difficult to integrate premise information, and here the younger

children were less able to generate appropriate inferences.
These studies consistently show that older children in the primary grades are

more likely than younger ones to construct inferences from explicit information
being read. Similar differences have also been found between children of the same
age but different ievels of reading skill.

Oakhill (i984) adapted four of the passages used by Paris and Upton (1976),
using short-answer rather than yes/no questions to assess recall of explicit and

implied information. Two groups of 7-8 year-old children were matched on vocabulary knowledge and ability to read aloud, but were significantiy different in
terms of comprehension according to the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability.

Oakhill compared ansurers to literal and inferential questions when the text
was

still available for reference or no longer available. Skilled readers answered

more literal questions correctly than less skilled readers, but only when the text
rvas no longer available. However, skilled readers answered more inference ques-

tions correctly regardless of the condition. So again, access to explicit information
was not sufficient to ensure inference generation among less skilled readers.

Bridge and Tierney (1981) examined free recall of good and poor readers in
grade 3. All students could achieve an oral reading accuracy of at least 85%, but'

good and poor readers rrrere distinguished according to the reading test of the
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Stanford Achievement Test. The students read one narrative and one expository
passage. Following free recall, general probes were instituted, referring to infor-

mation already given in free recall and asking general questions such as: Can you

tell me more about that?

In free recall, good readers produced more explicit information and

more

inferences than poor readers for both the expository and the narrative passage.

In response to general probing, good and poor readers produced a similar number
of additional inferences for the narrative passage, but good readers produced more

than poor readers for the expository passage. Bridge and Tierney note that this
passage r,\ras more diffi.cult

for all readers, and the probing encouraged them to

elaborate on and make sense of this more difficult text, especially in the case of the

good readers. However, the good readers comprehended the narrative well, and

it

was the poor readers who gained a relatively larger benefit from the stimulus

of probing, raising them to the level of the good readers in terms of the number
of additional inferences produced.
Holmes (1987) compared inferences generated from pictures, texts describing

the pictures, or the pictures and print combined. The subjects were children
in grades 5 and 6 who all had adequate word recognition skills but who differed
significantly in comp¡ehension ability according to the reading subtest of the SRA
Achievement Series. After examining each stimulus in either picture, picture and

print or print only form, students answered five inferential questions. Overall,
skilled readers answered more questions correctiy than less skilled readers, but in
terms of the various conditions, the skill difference was significant only for print.

In other words, less skiiled

read,ers rvere as capable as

skilled readers of drawing'

inferences from pictures or print supported by pictures, suggesting that

it

is not
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lack of background knowledge or a,general reasoning problem which inhibits less
advanced readers from spontaneously constructing inferences.

Bransford, Stein, Vye, Franks, Auble, Mezynski and Perfetto (1982) report

a

study in which successful and less successful students in grade 5 read a passage
describing robots constructed for different window cleaning jobs. In one version

of the passage the robotic structures described were explicitly linked to their
function, while in the other version these links were not stated. Successful and
less successful students were distinguished

by scores on the language and reading

subtests of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills.
Less successful students were able

to answer more questions explaining the

function of various structures after reading the explicit version than after reading
the implicit version. For successful students, however, performance rvas similar

after reading the two versions, suggesting that these students, unlike their

less

successful peers, had spontaneously elaborated structure-function relationships

while reading the implicit version.
One reason why the generation of inferences is important is to increase the in-

terconnectedness of information, thereby also increasing its retention. For exam-

ple, Stein, Bransford, Franks, Owings, Vye and McGraw (1982) chose successful,
average and less successful students in grade 5 on the same basis as Bransford et

al (1982). These students read a set of sentences describing activities performed
by particular kinds of men. The relationship between the type of men and the
type of activities was deliberately made arbitrary to model the situation of

a

novice working in a new field. Subjects were asked to generate an elaboration

for each sentence, which Stein et al classified as either precise or imprecise. They'
refer to a precise elaboration as one that clarified the relationship between the
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type of man and the activity performed.
Successful students produced more precise elaborations than average students,

who in turn produced more than less successful students. Recall of the sentences
followed the same pattern. Analysis of variance showed a significant main effect
of precision on recall, indicating that precisely elaborated sentences were recalled

better.
There could be several reasons why less mature and less skilled students con-

struct fewer inferences, including inadequate background knowledge and reason-

ing ability, incomplete

access

to premise information, difficulty with integrating

premise information, and inadequate metacognitive knowledge, relating particu-

larly to the goals of reading and strategies for achieving those

goals.

None of the studies described gives any indication that lack of background
knowledge or reasoning abiiity are responsible for the lower rate of inference

generation. The most telling observation in this regard is that under favourable
circumstances less mature or less skilled readers can perform at a level comparable

to older or more skilled readers. These favourable circumstances include acting
out stimulus sentences (Paris and Lindauer, 1976), elaborating stimulus sentences
into a story (Paris et al,

1-977), and using

pictures rather than text as the stimulus

material (Holmes, 1987).

The studies by Johnson and Smith (1981) and Oakhill (1984) suggest that
incomplete access to premise information is also not the reason for lower rates of
inference generation. Johnson and Smith show that when inference scores v/ere
calculated conditional upon all premise information beirig correctly recalled, grade
B

children still performed more poorly than grade 5 children. Simiiarly, Oakhill'

shows

that skilled readers answered more inference questions correctly than

less
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skilled readers even when the text was available for inspection during testing.
On the other hand, there is some evidence that difficulty with integrative processing may be involved

in lower rates of inference generation. In the Johnson

and Smith (1931) study, inference scores conditional upon recali of premise information were not significantly different for grade 3 and grade 5 students when
premise information rvas contained in one paragraph. However, the older children

performed significantly better when premise information rvas contained in more

than one paragraph. In the latter case, integration of the premises as a

basis

for generating an appropriate inference was made more difficult by the increased
distance separating the two pieces of information.
Holmes (1987) in her study notes that the most common error in answers to

inferential questions involved using only one of the relevant clues in the text. For
example, a student would infer that the weather uras rr/arm because the sun was
shining, but fail to integrate the fact that people

\Ã/ere

vrearing coats. Stein et

al (1982) make a similar observation when they note that in trying to generate
precise elaborations, less successful students tended not to relate the particular

type of man and the particular type of activity in their answers. As in the

case

of the Holmes study, the less successful learners were not using all the relevant
information to generate an answer.
McCormick (1992) investigated errors in answers to inferential questions in
some detail. In her study, reading disabled students with normal I.Q. in grade 5

read either an expository or a narrative passage every week for 20 weeks. They
read along with an audiotape to minimise decoding difficulties, then reread and
discussed the passage before answering literal and inferential questions.

Ali qrr".-'

tions tapped information central to the passage, that is, the macrostructure of
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expository passages or the causal çhain in narratives. Of the literal questions,
70To were answered correctiy, compared

to only 40% of the inferential questions,

plus a further 36% which were partially correct.

McCormick classified errors in response to inferential questions into 26 categories. Of these, four accounted for over half the errors. These categories wêre:
producing an under-developed written response which did not make its meaning
clear, over-reliance on background knowledge to the exclusion of textual informa-

tion, producing answers unrelated to the main points of the text, or answers that
were too specific to reflect global concerns. In relation to the definition of these

Iast two categories respectively, McCormick (1992, p. 74) states:
"Although there were attempts to infer in these responses,

o'ppo,r-

ently th,e urong teæt cues had captured tlt'e students' attention or they

had not retrieued from mernory the inforrnation of greatest signif,co,nce. . . . Errors

of this type may indicate lack of erperience in com-

bining all pertinent information to form generalizations."

That the less skilled readers have difficulty integrating all relevant pieces of
information to generate inferences has already been noted in the Holmes and
Stein et al studies. They may not combine relevant premises in the formation of

an inferential response, or fail to integrate detailed information into a coherent
macrostructure. It is then difficult to generate inferences consistent with the main
ideas in the text.
Some of the studies cited

iink inferencing performance to metacognitive knowl-

edge. For example, Bransford et al (1982) point out that when successful and
less successful students in grade 5 were asked how difficult either the implicit or
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pa,ssage
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woirld be to learn, the successful stu-

dents rated the implicit version with its unstated relationships as more difficult,
and spent more time studying this passage, Judging by recall performance, these

students probably spent some of the extra time elaborating relationships. Less
successful learners, on the other hand, spent more time studying the explicit ver-

sion. Bransford et al suggest that their main study strategy was rereading and,
since the explicit version contained more words,

it took longer to reread. It

could

be, then, that the successful learners had rnore metacognitive knowledge about
task and strategy variables (Flavell, 1981), that is, what makes a task difficult
and the range of strategies that couid be adopted to deal with the difficulty.

Similar explanations are put forward by Paris and Upton (1976), Stein et al
(1982), Paris and Lindauer (1976) and Paris, Lindauer and Cox (1977). Paris
and Lindauer (1976, p.225) comment as follows:
"Young child,ren simply do not approach laboratory memory

tasles

with strategic plans. Their goal appears to be a monitoring

task,

whereby the words

in the sentence are repeated, and,'checked, off' as a

comprehensible sentence. Their taslc is accomplished at th,is point and

the sentence is not rehearsed, monitored or recornprehended again.
The goal of the child,'s beh,au'iour does not o,ppeo,r to inuolae strategies
d,irecteil touards storing the enperience

If

for løter retrieaal"

less mature and less skilled readers set limited reading goals, such as de-

coding fluently or checking that each sentence is comprehensible, then they are

unlikely to generate the inferences which would be required if their goal were
to construct a coherent text representation. However, while appropriate reading
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goals are necessary, they are not sufficient; students must also be able to apply
strategies which will achieve these goals. Stein et al (1982) point out that direct-

ing their less successful students to generate precise elaborations had no effect on

their behaviour; more extensive step-by-step practice was required to master the
strategy.

This last point is an important one, for although the level of metacognitive
knowledge appears to contribute to children's propensity to generate inferences,

this knowledge must also be considered in relation to processing difficulties. In
the Johnson and Smith (1981) study, age differences

rr/ere

found when premise

information was in more than one paragraph. In the Holmes (1987) study, skill
differences emerged when the stimulus material was text, but not when

pictorial form. Thus,

it

it was in

was not case that younger or less skilled readers never

generated inferences, but they did so less successfully as processing demands
increased.

As a final comment on metacognition, some authors have suggested that mo-

tivational factors may reduce the inferential processing of less skilled readers.
Motivational factors are included under the heading of General Strategy Knowledge

within the model of metacognition set out by Borkowski and Kluttz (1987)

described in chapter one. Holmes (1987) suggests that poor readers, due to their

lack of confidence in handling print, may adopt the strategy of skipping anything that appears difficult and may not be willing to put in the time and effort
necessary

to construct a coherent text répresentation. McCormick (1992, p.

73)

similarly suggests that less skilled readers have learned inappropriate strategies

with inadequate integration of textual information:

"It r:nay be that low achieaing students

haue had,less access to teæt
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because of word recognition

dfficulties and ouer tirne

haue

deaeloped a peruasiae strategy of simply guessing at possible responses

baseil on lcnowledge alread,y stored

in their schemata."

As indicated earlier, observed differences in inference generation between more

and less advanced readers cannot be related directly to their overall comprehension ability, since a range of different inferences rr¡ere included in these studies.
The demonstration that skilled readers are more able to generate instrument inferences in a laboratory experiment, for example, does not necessarily mean that

this inferencing ability is a reason for their high level of reading ability. Such a
conclusion would only be valid

if

such inferences in the context of the particular

stimulus material were necessary to construct a coherent text representation.

If

they are one of the many optional elaborations which could be generated, then
their contribution to comprehension efficiency is less clear.
McCormick (1992) presents one of the few studies to indicate that inferences
were related

to information of central importance to the

passages,

that is, to

the macrostructure of expository texts and the causal chain of events in narra-

tives. The reading disabled students in this study answered only 40% of inference questions correctly, although there was no normal group of readers against

which to compare this performance. In the study by Bransford et al (1982), the
structure-function relationships of the window cleaning robot were also central to
the passage, so it is of some importance that less successful students inferred fewer

of these relationships than their more successful peers. In these

cases

at least,

it appears that inference generation contributes to the more advanced readers'
superior level of comprehension.
To summarise,

it

was shown in chapter one that some inferences are essential
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to the construction of a coherent te¡t representation. While the studies discussed
in this section do not alwayS make it clear whether the inferences under investiga-

tion are of this essential kind, there is sôme evidence that less advanced readers,
both in age and skill level, are less likely to construct these important inferences.
A number of reasons ïvere suggested for this difference, relating to integrative processing, the setting of appropriate reading goals, the application of strategies to

attain these goals, and sufficient self-confidence to persevere with such strategies.
Potentially, then, the generation of important inferences is a skill which could be
targeted in comprehension instruction programmes, and such instruction will be
examined in chapter three'
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2.4 Macrostructure formation
In chapter one it

was pointed out that the macrostructure of a

text

consists

of a statement of the overall topic at the highest level of generality, and the
most important points in the development of this topic at the iower levels. The
macrostructure is formed by deleting trivial information, selecting explicit macropropositions, and condensing relevant details into generalisations and construc-

tions. Having generated a macrostructure while reading an expository text,

a

reader is in a position to recali something like: The text discusses the problems
caused by industrial waste, and outlines the advantages and disadvantages of

three possible methods of disposal. The frrst method is . ' ., and so on'

fn chapter one several important functions of macrorelevant information

r,ivere

discussed. For example, Bransford and Johnson (1972) and Schallert (1976) show

that using thematic information to guide processing influences the construction of
conceptual meanings and relationships. Misinterpretations can occur when the-

matic information is not used in this way. For example, Daneman and Carpenter
(1980) report that poor readers produced responses to fact and pronoun referent questions that contradicted the whole theme of the passage, and McCormick
(1992) reports that disabled readers produced responses to inference questions

that were unrelated to the main points of the text.
Another important function is to assist in organising the memory represen-

tation and recall. Lorch, Lorch and Inman (1993), for example, show that when
macrostructure formation is made easier through the use of signalling, readers
recall more of the topics and in a more organised fotm. Loman and Mayer (1983)
show that when macrostructure formation is made easier through signalling read-
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ers recall more of the

important infotmation in

a

text and are more able to

use this

information in creative problem solving. Therefore, being able to use macrorelevant information while reading is an important skill in learning from expository
text.
Before examining differences between good and poor readers

macrostructure formation, two important points made

in reiation to

in chapter one will be

briefly reiterated. These points concern interpretation of the ability to determine

important ideas as a metacognitive skill, and the focus on knowledge and use of
a small number of conventionai text structures to determine the most importartt
ideas.

The abitity to determine the most important ideas of a text is sometimes
considered largely as a metacognitive

skill. For example, Brown and Smiley

(1978) consider this ability under the heading of the task and strategy variables

of metacognitive knowledge. Speaking of the ability to determine the most important ideas, Brown and Smiley (19?8, p. 1037) state:
". . . students need,lcnowledge concerning teæts, lcnowled,ge concern-

ing

strategies, and, knowledge concerning the interface of these fac-

tors before theg can studg strategically. . ..knowled,ge about teæts must
consist of general knowleilge about consistent features of all tents and
specifi"c lmowled,ge about tlte

particular enemplar at hand'"

In the previous chapter, metacognitive knowledge was acknowledged as an
important factor influencing macrostructure formation, particularly via the goals

that are set for reading. Goals influence both the content and extent of macrolevel
processing. McKoon and Ratclitr (1992) also emphasise that macrorelevant infor-

mation will not be inferred or used to guide processing in the absence of specific
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goals and strategic activity. Once the goal of constructing a framework of marn

ideas has been established, the reader needs strategies for achieving this goal.

Looking for and making use of signalling information is a useful strategy, and
knowledge about text structures should assist the reader

in applying this strat-

egy.

While metacognitive knowledge is undoubtedly important, the other factors
mentioned in chapter one must also be kept in mind, these being level of background knowledge about the topic, and the processing demands of the text. Roller

(1990), for example, points out that structural cues are not very helpful when

the topic is unfamiliar; the reader has difficulty constructing meanings for basic
concepts and is not in a good position to determine the global relations between

them, With regard to processing demands, van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) refer to

a

study published in German by Schnotz, Ballstaedt and Mandl which showed that

adults were not able to summarise the main points of a complex passage until
after a second reading. Presumably the first reading made such large demands on
cognitive capacity that these skilled readers were unable to form a macrostruc-

ture. Brown and Smiley (1978) also note that skilled readers may not be able tô
identify important ideas in a very complicated text. Thus, metacognitive knowledge is necessary but not sufficient for macrostructure formation.

Turning now to the second point, Meyer and her colleagues consider that
knowledge and use

in

of

conventional text structures plays an important role

determining reading

that:

'1 . .

d,ifferences

ability. For

example, Taylor (1980,

in reading ability arnong adults may

ferenti,al use of eæpository

teæt

be due,

p. a00)

states

in part, to dif-

structure." Meyer identified five such text, or top-'

level structures, including cause-effect, problem-solution, comparison-contrast,
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description and collection (Meyer, þrandt and Bluth, 1980).
Like Taylor (1980), Meyer, Brandt and Bluth (1980, p. 75) identify use of text

structure as an important factor distinguishing good and poor readers.

"Tlte top-leuel structures in these
read,ers

frorn

teæts

uere

eüpected

to prouiile

with a systematic, organized strategg for encoding information

teæt and

retrieuing it from memorg. We

to approach text uitlt, lsnowleilge about how

eæpected,

gooil reo,ders

teæts are conuentionallg

organized and a strategy to seele and, use the top-leael structure

particular tent. Use of the top-leuel structure uos

eæpected,

in a

to relate to

the amount of information rem,ernbered; organizøtion has been shown

to be a crucial uo,riable in learning and memory. In contrast to gooil
reailers, poor read,ers uere eæpected to approach tent without lenowledge

of

teæts'

organization a,nd no effectiae strategy for utilizing the top-Ieael

structure of a passage."
However,

it

was pointed out in chapter one that natural texts do not consis-

tently conform to the text types described by Meyer. Just and Carpenter (1987)
state that different types of text are sometimes divided by no more than

á,

fine

iine, and Kintsch and Yarborough (i982) add that texts are usually composed
of several different structural units. Thus, a description could be embedded in

a

problem-solution text, or a cause-effect sequence could be embedded in an over-

all comparison-contrast structure. Indeed, Hiebert, Englert and Brennan (1983),
aithough working within the Meyer framework, acknowledge that pure text types
are rare.
Nevertheless, attention to text structure cues during processing is of value,
set out by Englert and Hiebert (1984, p. 65)'

as
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in text, as well

as

the subordination of some ideas to othefs. These teæt structures proaid,e

organizational patterns that help readers id,entify and tie together

the most essential related propositions."

It

was pointed out

in the previous chapter that knowledge of

conventional

text structures was one source of information used by readers to generate a
macrostructure. However, van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) emphasise that an

ex-

pedient strategy operates on many kinds of information. The reader should be
able

to use a variety of

cues, including headings, topic sentences' logical con-

fiectives, and general knowledge to infer implicit topic statements; in this way
the reader will be sufficiently flexible to deal with texts that do not have a Pure

text structure. Thus, Meyer's contention that readers should approach texts
with knowledge about how texts are conventionally organised should be seen

as

a subset of more general macrostructure formation strategies.

In the sections to follow, differences between more and less advanced readers,
both in terms of age and skill, will be examined in relation to assessing the topical
coherence of paragraphs, rating the importance of idea units

in a text, including

important information in summaries, and knowledge and use of conventional text
structures to facilitate recall.

2.4.L

Assessing the topical coherence of paragraphs

A paragraph should contain information related to a specific aspect of a topic' In
other words, the ideas should form a coherent unit of meaning. Sometimes this
specific topic is explicitly stated in the form of a superordinate topic sentence,

but sometimes it is left to the reader to infer the main idea being conveyed by the
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paragraph. The ability to determine main ideas is an important one both from
the point of view of focusing on and retaining information central to the message
of the text, and of determining the contribution made by each paragraph to the
overall structure of the exposition.

While there is general agreement that the ability to determine main ideas

is

an important one, Cunningham and Moore (1986) point out that 'main idea' is

an umbrella concept that can be interpreted in different ïvays. They list nine
possible interpretations for the concept, but when subjects in their study were
asked to produce a main idea statement for paragraphs, four of these possibilities

accounted for over 90% o1 the responses produced by teachers and would-be
teachers and almost 80% of the responses from grade 6 children. The four types
were topic sentence, gist, topic and selective summary.

A topic

sentence is the

explicit sentence which most completely states what a paragraph is about. The

topic sentence for the sample paragraph given was: 'Some horses are said to
become 'loco' or insane from eating locoweed.' The gist is a generalisation formed

from detaiied information. For example, the gist of the sample paragraph could
be: 'Locoweed is poison for horses'. The topic is a statement naming the subject
of the paragraph but not how the subject is developed, as for example: 'What
happens when horses eat locoweed'.

A

selective summary combines the most

important points in the paragraph, for example: 'Horses go crazY, get sick, and
die after eating locoweed'.

Although the four itrterpretations are subtly different, the term 'main idea'
will be retained in the sections to follow

because

it

is so commonly used. However,

the more precise terminology will be used when studies make

it

clear that they'

are referring specifically to one of the categories identified by Cunningham and
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Moore.

there is some evidence th¿t older children know more about paragraph structure, in terms of statable knowledge, than younger children. Garner, Alexander,
Slater, Hare, Smith and Reis (1936) asked children in grades 3, 5 and 7 to identify
paragraphs and to explain the basis of identification. The children ïvere deemed

to be average readers on the basis of teachers' judgements and unnamed achievement test scores. Even the youngest children performed well on the identification

task, while the older children achieved perfect scores. The majority of grade

3

and 5 children reported using physical cues such as indentation to recognise

a

paragraph, but the majority of grade 7 children referred to unity of meaning.

In a study by Garner and Gillingham (i9S7), children described what

made

a good paragraph as they attempted to construct one. The children were in
grades 5 and 7, and were considered by teachers

to be of at least

average aca-

demic achievement. The older children were significantly more likely than the
younger ones to refer to thematic unity and the importance of a topic sentence in

their verbal reports. However, Garner and Gillingham also note that there

was

a low correlation between these verbal reports and the children's performance

in constructing paragraphs from the sentences provided. In some cases children
reported knowledge which was not demonstrated, and in other cases they demonstrated knowledge which was not reported.

Danner (1976) shows that with increasing age children are more able to
demonstrate knowledge of paragraph construction. Children in grades 2, 4 anð.

6 were given the twelve sentences of each of two passages written on individual cards. Each set of twelve contained three topic sentences and three detail'
sentences related to each

topic. There was a signifrcant increase with

age

in the
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twelve
number of children who scored maximum points for logically organising the
sentences, that is, forming three paragraphs, each beginning with an appropriate

topic sentence, rising ftornZl%o in grade 2,to67% in grade 4 and 83% in grade
6.

Several studies have shown

that older or more skilled readers are better

at

generating a title for paragraphs or writing a topic sentence to capture the main

idea. In other words, they are better at determining the specifrc topic of the
paragraph.

williams, Taylor and Ganger (1981) investigated whether children could
recognise the main idea of a paragraph. Children

in grades 4 and 6 read para-

graphs either with or without a topic sentence. They chose the best title for

half the paragraphs from a set of four alternatives. Of the alternatives given'
general
one related to the specific aspect of the topic being discussed, one to the

topic only, one to a single detail sentence, and one to an aspect of the topic not
mentioned in the paragraph. For the other half of the paragraphs, the children
generated their own titles

In the

selection task, the older children chose the specific

title significantly

chilmore often that the younger ones. similarly in the production task, the older
dren produced significantly more specific titles than the youngel ones' although

it

children
should be noted that only just over half the tities produced by the older
were specific.

In the case of the grade 4 children, about one third of the titles

generated referred neither to the specific nor the general topic of the paragraphs,
so these children were not particulariy skilled at generating titles

to summarise,

the topic of paragraphs. Contrary to expectation, the presence or absence of a'
topic sentence did not have a signiflcant effect on overall performance'
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In a similar study by Williams, Taylor and de Cani (1984), children in grades
3, 5 and 7, as well as graduate students, either selected the best title for

each

paragraph from the four options described by Williams et al (1981) or generated
a main idea summary statement for each paragraph. Williams at al calculated
the number of responses which accurately reflected the specific topic of the para-

graphs. Only the normal paragraphs used by 'Williams et al will be considered
here. These paragraphs were composed either of a topic sentence and three specif-

ically related detail sentences or of four detail sentences.

In the overall analysis, older readers performed better than younger ones, the

title selection task was easier than the summary sentence generation, and the
presence of a topic sentence improved performance. Williams

et al do not give

further statistical analysis of age comparisons, but present average

scores

for the

four age groups in graphic form. From this information, a steady improvement
across the age groups is evident, in particular a sharp improvement in

title

selec-

tion between grades 3 and 5, and a substantial improvement in summary sentence
generation between grades 3 and 5, and 5 and 7. Adults performed near ceiling
level in both tasks.

Bridge, Belmore, Moskow, Cohen and Matthews (1984) also investigated the
effect of topic sentences and title generation, but among a university undergrad-

uate population. From a median split of scores on the Van Wagenen Rate of
Comprehension test, half the students were designated as relatively good readers

and half as relatively poor readers.

In the first experiment, subjects read a series of separate paragraphs, half
with and half without a topic sentence. A time limit was set for reading

"u"h'

paragraph, and after each one subjects generated a title for the paragraph. The
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statement
recognition test which followed. involved choosing the correct main idea

from two options.
better
Good read.ers generated better quality tities than poor readers, and

quaiity titles were generated for paragraphs with topic sentences than paragraphs
and
without them. However, there was no interaction between paragraph type
even
ability, so good readers were able to generate better titles than poor readers
on the
paragraphs with a topic sentence. There rivas no ability difference

for

recognition test, possible due to a ceiling effect'

In the second experiment, subjects performed one of three tasks after reading
each paragraph at

their own pace. They either rated the comprehensibility of the

or Senerparagraph, selected the correct main idea statement from two options,
a recognition
ated their own main idea statement. After reading, they completed

the meaning
test, judging whether or not a list of main idea statements reflected
ideas'
of the paragraphs. They also completed an unexpected recall test of main

In relation to the comprehension tasks, both good and poor readers rated the
more
paragraphs as equally comprehensible. However, good readers lecognised
statements
correct main idea statements, and generated better quality rrtain idea
signifrcant
than poor readers. The presence or absence of a topic sentence had no
was not
efiect on any of these tasks, uniike in the first experiment where reading

their own topic
self-paced and read.ers may not have had sufficient time to infer
sentences.

In free recall, good readers produced more cornplete and accurate main idea
better recall
statements than poor readers. overali, the generation task produced

two' Al-'
than the rating task, with the recognition task intermediate between the
that
though there ïvas no interaction between ability and task, Bridge et al note
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poor readers performed best relative to good readers in the generation task. The
constructive processing demanded by this task appears to have been particularly
benefi.cial for the poorer readers. There was no ability difference on the recogni-

tion test, and the presence or absence of a topic sentence had no significant effect
on either the free recall or recognition test.
These studies consistently show that with increasing age children are able to

both select and generate better paragraph titles and to generate better paragraph
summary sentences. Similarly, good readers in an adult population generate
better quality titles and summary sentences than poorer readers.
Another approach to assessing how well readers understand the topical coherence of paragraphs is to have them decide whether or not sentences belong

in a paragraph, or to generate follow-on sentences which are consistent with the
specific paragraph topic. In the study by Garner et al (1986), children in grades
B, 5 and 7 were asked

to discriminate between

sentences relating specifically to

the aspect of a subject referred to in a topic sentence, relating only generally
to the subject rather than to the specifrc aspect, or not relating to the subject
at all. Given the topic sentences and a collection of specific, general and unrelated sentences, the children were asked to build what they thought were coherent
paragraphs.

There

.u¡as

no signifi.cant age difference in children's ability to include specif-

ically related sentences, but the grade 7 children were significantly more adept
that the grade 5 and grade 3 children at excluding both unrelated and only generally related sentences. The grade 5 children performed at much the same level

as

those in grade 3 in this area, with both groups achieving only about 50% correct,'
compared to the near ceiling level performance of the grade 7 children.
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Garner and Gillingham (1987) asked children in grades 5 and 7 to construct

good. paragraph

identified

from a topic sentence' four sentences related to the specifrc topic

in the topic sentence, and two unrelated sentences' Approximately

half the students in both grades successfully excluded both unrelated

sentences

from their paragraphs. The percentages of students correctly placing the topic
a
sentence in the initial position were 40% and73% in grades 5 and 7 respectively,

difference which approached significance (p

< .07). On the basis of these results,

Garner and Gillingham (1987, p. 258) conciude

that: ".. .these

students who face

a number of reailing and, writing tasks th,at require them to attend, to structural
properties of

teæt

are not aery uell equipped to manage th'ese tasks'"

In the study by williams et al (1981), children in grades 4 and 6 were
to determine whether all

sentences

in

a paragra,ph beionged'

asked

Half the paragraphs

discussed'
began with a topic sentence stating the specific aspect of a subject to be

Deviant sentences which did not belong to the paragraph could be either only
generally related to the topic or totally unrelated'

Atthough in absolute terms the older children identified more deviant

sen-

tences than younger children, this difference was not significant. Both Sroups

detected more unrelated sentences than only generally related sentences' The
perforpresence or absence of a topic sentence again did not signiflcantly affect
mance.

However, williams (1984) did find a significant difference between children

in

grades

4 and 6 in their abitity to

sentences deviating from

it.

assess

the specifrc topic of discourse and

Paragraphs lr/ere either one or three sentences long,

with only half containing a topic sentence. Thus, in the one sentence condition'
the stimulus was either the topic sentence or a detaii sentence, while in the three
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sentence condition the stimulus was either the topic sentence plrts two detail
sentences

or three detail sentences. After each paragraph the children judged

whether or not a further detail sentence belonged to the paragraph.
The grade 6 children performed significantly better than the grade 4 children,
and the presence of a topic sentence improved overall performance. However, of

particular interest is the fact that the grade 6 children performed as well when
given three sentences without a topic sentence as they did for both paragraph
types with a topic sentence. In other words, from the three detail sentences they
appear to have been able to abstract the specific topic of discourse and to use

it

as a basis for judging whether test sentences belonged.

In contrast, the grade

4 children performed quite poorly for both types of paragraphs without a topic
sentence, achieving

just over 50% correct.

Hiebert, Englert and Brennan (1983) investigated readers' ability to determine
within-paragraph relatedness in terms of text structure. Paragraphs exemplifying

four of the text structures discussed by Meyer et al (1980) and mentioned earlier
were used, namely, description, comparison-contrast, sequence and enumeration,

the last two being different aspects of Meyer's category of collection. The subjects
were college students divided into two ability groups on the basis of the Degrees

of Reading Power test.
Readers were given a paragraph containing a topic sentence, three appropriate

subordinatè sentences and two sentences on the same topic but not consistent with

the text structure signalled by the topic sentence. Subjects rated the degree of

fit of each subordinate

sentence.

The higher ability group performed significantly better than the lower ability'
group, but the group difference was small for acceptance of appropriate sentences
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and much larger for rejection of inappropriate sentences. Thus, the higher ability
group rvas more able to recognise sentences which deviated from the text structure
signalled by the topic sentence.

Englert and Hiebert (198a) examined the ability of children in grades 3 and
6 to carry out the rating task with the same four text structures. The children
were divided into groups of high, medium and low reading achievement on the
basis of the California Test of Basic Skills.

The ratings of the grade 6 children ïvere more accurate than those of the grade

3 children, but only for rejecting sentences inconsistent with the text structure
signalled by the topic sentence, not for accepting consistent sentences. The grade

3 children scored oniy 53% correct for rejecting deviant sentences, compared to
75% for the grade 6 children. However, there were ability differences in both acceptance and rejection, with the high achievement group performing better than

the medium and low achievement groups, which did not differ signiflcantly from
each

other. The high achievement group correctly rejected

74To

of deviant

sen-

tences, compared to 56Yo and 55To among medium and low achievements groups

respectively. Thus, the older children and the higher achievement group were
more able to determine the theme and structure of a paragraph, to relate subor-

dinate sentences to this structure and to determine whether or not the sentences
were consistent.

Hiebert, Englert and Brennan (1983) presented their adult subjects with

a

topic sentence, or a topic sentence and one detail sentence, and asked them to
generate two further sentences consistent

with the content and text structure

signalled by the topic sentence. The higher ability group generated a significantly'

higher percentage of acceptable follow-on sentences than the lower ability group.
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Williams, Taylor and de Cani (1984) presented students in grades 3, 5 and
7 and at university level with paragraphs composed either of a topic

sentence

and three detail sentences or four detail sentences. The subjects were asked to
generate one further sentence consistent with the specific topic of the paragraphs.

There

\Ã/as

an overall main effect due to age; the graphs presented by Williams

et al indicate a large difference between adults and children. While the adults
performed very well, only about half the responses from grade 7 students related

to the specifrc topic of the paragraphs, compared to about a quarter from the
grade 5 and grade 3 children. Thus, these children were not very skilled at
generating specific follow-on sentences.

In summary, some studies have shown that older children are better at rejecting sentences which do not conform to the specific topic of a paragraph (Garner

et al, 1986; Wiltiams, 1984; Englert and Hiebert, 1984) and better at generating sentences conforming to the specific topic (\Milliams et al, 1984). In

some

studies no age differences with regard to rejecting deviant sentences \Ã¡ere found

(Wittiams et al, 1981; Garner and Giliingham, 1987), altirough in the Garner and

Giilingham study children in both grades 5 and 7 performed rather poorly in
this area and did not demonstrate a high level of atvareness of topical coherence.

With regard to ability differences, higher ability readers are better at excluding
deviant sentences than lower ability readers (Hiebert et al, 1983; Englert and
Hiebert, 1984) and better at generating appropriate follow-on sentences (Hiebert
et al, 1gS3). Thus, there is a ciear tendency for more advanced readers in terms

of both age and level of reading skill to show greater awareness of the topical
coherence of paragraphs.

As a final point,

it would be intuitively

sensible to assume that the presence of
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topic sentence would assist readers in determining the main idea of a paragraph.

However, the effect of topic sentences has been rather mixed. In the Williams et
al (1g81) study the performancé of children in grades 4 and 6 was not signifrcantly

improved by topic sentences, whereas the topic sentences did have a significant
effect on the performance of children

in

grades 3, 5 and 7

in the Williams

et

al (1g8a) study, and children in grades 4 and 6 in the Williams (1984) study.
Bridge et al (1984) found that topic sentences affected the performance of adults

only when paragraphs ïvere read under time pressure; when reading was
paced these mature readers appear

self-

to have been able to infer the main idea of

paragraphs for themselves.

Williams et al (1981) further investigated why the children in their study

did not make better use of topic sentences. These authors initially examined
the performance of adults in selecting an appropriate title from four options,
generating their own title, and detecting deviant sentences in paragraphs with or

without topic sentences. The adults chose the specific title on 87% of
and produced a specific title on 80%

of.

occasions

occasions. Performance was significantly

better with than without a topic sentence. Similarly, the presence of a topic
sentence improved detection of deviant sentences

within a paragraph.

Finally, the two experiments were replicated with grade 5 students to examine whether they could be induced to make greater use of topic sentences in the

identification of specifi.c paragraph topics

if

these topic sentences were graphi-

cally highlighted by having a box drawn around them. The topic sentences had
a marginally significant effect on the selection and generation of specific titles'
However, in the second. task the presence of a topic sentence had a clearly signif-'

icant effect on the ability to recognise deviant sentences in paragraphs. Of this
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highlight'inT of
frnding, wiiliams et ai (1981, p. 863) note: "The fact that graphic

informatopic sentences improaeil the ability of children to utilize topic sentence

tion

corroborates

the notion that

read,ers haae

to learn what to pay attention to

and, that this has not been øccomplished, by the midille grades."

fit

beneAs suggested by wiliiams et al, a topic sentence is unlikely to be of
to children if they do not devote special processing to it. As mentioned in

sentences
chapter 1, adults spend longer reading topic sentences than non-topic

children in the
(Lorch, Lorch and Matthews, 1985). According to williarns et al,
add a
primary grades still need to learn to do the same. williams et at (1984)
may still
further suggestion, namely, that the youngel children in this age group
need,

to improve their categorisation skills in order to more precisely understand
between superordinate (topic sentences) and subordinate (detail

the relationship

sentences) information'

while teaching children to attend to topic

sentences would appear

to be a

and Bridge
useful strategy, the point made by Bridge et al (1984) and winograd

texts written for
(1986) should also be kept in mind; a minority of expository
even fewer
both adults and children have been found to have topic sentences, and
if children
have topic sentences in the initial position of paragraphs. Therefore,
to be abie to deal with
are to und.erstand the main idea of paragraphs, they need

less than considerate texts'

A study by Hare,

Rabinowit

z

and shieble (1989) emphasises the point that

texts, as opyoung readers in particular have difficulty processing more natural
containing explicit
posed to the weli-structured texts often used in experiments,
grade'
topic sentences and a simple enumeration structure' In a first experiment'
of
4 students reading grade-appropriate expository paragraphs were as capable
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underlining explicit topic sentences as students in grades 6 and 11
sentences occurred.

if

the topic

in the initial position. However, the grade 4 students were

less

likety than the other two groups to identify topic sentences as the main idea when
these sentences occurred in medial or flnal positions. As Bridge et al (1984) and

\Minograd and Bridge (1986) indicate, topic sentences
always placed in the

in natural texts are not

initial position, thus possibly creating a problem for younger

readers.

In a second

experiment, children from the same grade levels read grade-

appropriate expository paragraphs exemplifying four of Meyer et al's (1980) text
structures, namely, listing (enumeration), sequence' compare-contrast and cause-

efiect. Students were directed to underline the main idea if explicitly stated,
and to generate a main idea statement

if

none ïvas present. Although grade

4

students underlined fewer explicit topic Sentences than grade 11 students, they
nevertheless performed moderately

well. However, all groups performed quite

poorly when required to generate a topic sentence; even the grade 11 students
generated only about one-third correct responses for the easiest two text struc-

tures, and less for the other two.
used. were

It

should be noted, though, that the paragraphs

quite conceptually dense, and the integration of information in them

in order to construct an appropriate topic sentence was likely to be difficult'
Nevertheless, this study makes two points regarding the processing of more

natural texts. Firstly, even students beyond the primary grades may have dif-

ficulty inventing topic sentences and, secondly, determining main ideas is more
difficult in some text structures than others. Natural texts include a variety of
structures, while experimental texts often have a simple description o. "rrrr-".ution structure. In the Hare et al study, all groups found the compare-contrast and

''
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especially the cause-effect texts more difficult than listing and sequence texts.

Ideally, then, children should be able to determine the main idea of paragraphs

with topic

sentences

sentences, and

that are not in the initial position, with no explicit topic

with different text structures.

2.4.2 Determining the importance of ideas in texts
In order to form a macrostructure, readers need to be able to use textual cues to
identify important information, as weil as being able to construct macroproposi'
tions not explicitiy stated, for example, by subsuming the details of a sequence
of events into one globai statement of the event. As indicated in the introduction

to this section, knowledge of both the topic of discourse and text structure

are

important; knowledge of conventiohal structures and methods of signailing global
relationships can help readers to identify the high-levei structure of a particular

text, but without background knowiedge about the topic of discourse the reader

will have difficulty understanding the relationships being signalled, and will
less able

be

to determine the importance of different ideas in the absence of explicit

cues.

Brown and Smiley have conducted several studies to
ness

assess

children's au/are-

of structural importance in folktales. As indicated above, fluent

readers

would be expected to use both structural and contextual knowledge to determine
the contribution made by each idea unit to the overall theme, and hence whether

it

was an important idea unit or not'

Brown and Smiley (1977) established four levels of importance in two Japanese

folktales through a norming study with college students. These subjects eliminated the quarter of idea units considered ieast important, then the next least
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important quarter, and so on. The average of these judgements
determine whether a particular idea

lJvas

used to

unit should be assigned to level 1 (least

important),2,3 or 4 (most important)'

In their study of developmental difierences, Brown and Smiley

chose college

All
students and children in grades 3, 5 and 7 to listen to each of the two folktales.
protocols
subjects were read.ers of at least average ability. For one story free recall

were collected, while for the other the least important ideas were progressively

eliminated, as in the norming study'
While grade 3 students recalled less than all other grouPs' the recall of all

age

groups was affected by importance level. In other words, all groups recalled more

level 4 than ievel 3 units, more from level 3 than from level 2, and more from
level 2 than level

1.

However, age differences were more marked in the ability to rate importance

level. The grade 3 students did not distinguish consistently between levels of
importance, while the grade 5 students were able to determine level 4 units only'
However, by grade 7 ratings approached the adult pattern. Grade 3 students

rated in an idiosyncratic way that was not correlated with adult ratings. The
ratings of grade 5 students showed a modest correlation

(r :

'33) with those

of adults for both stories, while by grade 7 these correiations uleÍe .87 and

.76

respectively for the two stories. The ratings of the college students in this study
were almost identical to those of the norming group'

with

regard to the ievels effect apparent in the free recall of all age groups, the

efiect may have resulted from the integrative processes carried out during reading'

In this situation integration was made easier by removing the need for decoding'
even
and by using stories for which background knowledge lvas readily accessible,
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for grade 3 children. It is quite possible, then, that even the younger children were
able to coherently integrate all the ideas.

If important ideas (level 4) participate

in repeated integrative episodes because they are related to several other ideas,
and unimportant ideas (level 1) do not, as suggested by Meyer, Brandt and
Bluth (1980), then high-level idea units should also be easier to recall, producing
the observed levels effect in recall.

It

would appear, though, that the ability to

deliberately examine the products of this processing in order to make explicit
judgements of importance is rather late developing.

If integration is not carried out efficiently, then there is unlikely to be a clear
levels effect

in recall,

as may have happened

in the study by Smiley,

Oakley,

Worthen, Campione and Brown (1977). These authors compared the sensitivity
of above and below average grade 7 students to levels of importance. One group

of students rrras reading at or above grade level, while the other was at least two
years below grade level. These students heard one of the folktales and read the

other, each followed by immediate recall. In a subsequent experiment, children

in grade t heard and recalled one of the stories.
Overall, good readers recalled more idea units than poor readers. In addition,
good readers recalled more units from level 4 than level 3, and more from level

3 than levels 2 and

1.

However, poor readers distinguished only between level

4 and the rest. For poor readers, after both reading and hearing the stories,
their overall amount of recall and its distribution across levels of importance

\¡rras

similar to that shown by grade 1 students.

Brown and Smiley (1978) examined the effect of additional study time on
recall of ideas from different levels of importance. In two separate experiments,'
these authors tested students from college level and grades

5,7f8 and IIl72.
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it once. They

then had 5 minutes to

study the written text, during which time they could use any strategies they
wished to help them remember the text. A second free recall was then taken. For

the second story, subjects were given the mild prompt that underlining or note
taking helped some students to learn.
As in the previous study, idea units were more likeiy to appear in the adults'
protocols the higher their level of importance. While recall increased after the
study period, the increase ïvas limited to level 3 and 4 units. Thus, adults focussed

their attention on the most important ideas during their study.
For grade 5 students, on the other hand, there lvas no difference between
immediate and delayed recall. Grade 7/8 showed some improvement in recall of

level 3 and 4 units, while this improvement

I/vas as

marked in the grade LLIL?

students as in the adults. As in the previous study by Brown and Smiley,

it

was

not until grade 7 that students as a group began to show an adult-like ability to
deliberately focus on important ideas.
However, there were within-group differences. Among the students who spon-

taneously underlined or took notes during the study period, even students in
grade 5, recali of important idea units improved after study. The spontaneous
use of these strategies increased

with age. On the other hand, prompting students

to use a strategy when they did not do so spontaneously was not effective, and
non-strategic subjects of all ages did not improve their recall of important ideas
as a result of study.
These results suggest that the ability to study strategically depends on being
able to determine the most important ideas within a text. Some students in grade'

5 were beginning to develop this ability, but in general

it

was not until grade

7
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that students began to study text in a manner similar to adults' The results also
suggest

that merely knowing about a strategy and its usefulness is not sufficient

to improve performance; the reader must also be able to carry out the processing
necessary

to apply the strategy, in this

case

to be abie to determine the relative

importance of ideas.
Grabe (1980) investigated the ability to determine the importance of ideas in
a different rrray, namely by being able to apply a particular perspective to a text.

Grabe used the story by Pichert and Anderson (1977), which described boys

truanting from school, but also contained information which could be relevant

to a burglar wishing to rob one of the boys' homes. Thus, which ideas were of
greatest importance would depend on the reader's goal, whether

it

was to follow

the narrative as written or to glean information relevant to a robbery.
The subjects were good and poor readers in grades 4 and 6, selected according

to the vocabulary subtest of the lowa Silent Reading Test. They were told to
remember as much as possible from the text, but the perspective group was told in

addition to focus particularly on information that might be relevant to a burglar'
Students were told to highiight information they thought was important as they
were reading.

Older children recalled more than younger children, and good readers recalled more than poor readers. The latter difference, however, was limited to
perspective-relevant information, not irrelevant ideas. In other words, good readers ï\rere more able to apply the burgiar perspective to their reading, to determine

the importance of ideas accordingly, and to retain important ideas. In terms of
highlighting, good readers highlighted more ideas than poor readers, with this'
difference again limited

to perspective-relevant ideas. Good

readers recalled a
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It

ap-

pears, then, that good readers were not only more able to determine important

information, but were also more likely to devote additional processing to

it

such

ihat it was likely to be retained and produced in recall.

this study is an interesting one because it involves the ability to determine importance without the benefit of an overall signalling structure. Since the burglar
perspective lvas not the central theme of the passage, importance was unlikely to
be determined through the use of textual cues and knowledge of text structures.

Rather, readers had to keep in mind the burglar theme and judge the importance

of idea units to this theme on the basis of their background knowledge. In this
study, good readers ïr/ere more able to carry out this processing than poor readers.

Being able to determine important ideas is an essential skill for the construc-

tion of text summaries. Several studies have investigated the ability of good and
poor readers to condense important information into summary form'

Brown, Day and Jones (1933) examined the ability of subjects to summarise
the two folktales used in the Brown and Smiley (1977; 1978) studies after comprehension had been achieved and the stories had been learned to criterion. Subjects

from college and grades 5, 7 and 11 wrote a free summary and then a 40- and

a

2Q-word summary. The grade 7 students performed much like the older subjects

in including mainly level 3 and 4 idea units in their summaries. The grade 5 students showed some sensitivity to levels of importance, although not to the same

extent as the older subjects. These youngest children did include more level

4

units than others in their free summaries, and did drop level 1 units to a greater
extent than others in their restricted summaries, but that was the limit of their'
discrimination.
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Brown and Day (1933) investigated the rules applied to summarising by different age groups after reading expository texts. Students in grades 5, 7 and
10 as well as college freshman were all capable of deleting

trivial and redundant

information. However, grade 5 and 7 students selected explicit topic sentences for
inclusion in their summaries on only about one-third of the occasions when it was

appropriate to do so, compared to two-thirds of occasions for college freshmen.
The invention of topic sentences when they were not explicitly stated was the
most difñcult rule to apply for ail age groups; grade 5 and 7 children used this
rule on only L4vo anð,28Y0 of appropriate occasions respectiveiy, compared to 52%

for college freshmen

and,84To

for rhetoric experts. Thus, while the grade 5 and

T children were quite capable of identifying and deieting trivial and redundant
details, they performed quite poorly when identifying important statements and
especially when attempting to generate their own summary statements.

K. Tayior (1936) examined summarising skills among children in grades 4 and
The
5 who had been identifred by teachers as average or above average readers.

children were instructed to summarise one expository and one narrative passage

in no more than six sentences. A panel of four judges scored each summary for
accuracy/clarity, inclusion of main ideas, brevity and use of own words' For each

criterion a maximum of 3 points and a minimum of 1 point was awarded by each
judge, so a child could score between 4 and 12 for each criterion.
Contrary to expectation, scores for the narrative passage were not significantly

different to those for the expository passaSe. scores were high for brevity and
use of own word.s. Most children also performed reasonably well on the accu-

racy/clarity criterion. The weakest area was the inclusion of important ideas;
about one third of the children scored less than 8, 8 being the score which would

'
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reflect a judgement of moderate achievement from each of the four judges.
On the basis of think-aloud protocols collected while children rr/ere summaris-

ing, K. Taylor (1986, p. 198-9) puts forward one reason why some children did
not include important information in their summaries:
". . . rather than selecting the most important iileas

from the tent for

a general audience, seaeral of the children had, the confused notion that

the most unusual or unfamiliar id,eas sh"ould be chosen. For instance
theg ètresseil that ú surnrnûrg should contain what the aud,ience woulil

like to knou and not just the important

id,eas

in the article."

Another characteristic of poor summarisers was that they were too specific
and tended to concentrate on concrete details, which perhaps was also related to

their focus on interesting information.
Winograd (1984) conducted

a

more detailed study of summarising among good

and poor readers in grade 8 and adults at university level. Reading ability was
assessed

by means of the comprehension subtest of the Standford Achievement

Test (SAT). In addition, decoding speed and accuracy were measured for each
student, and non-verbal LQ. was assessed by means of the IPAT Culture Fair
I.Q. test. The children \¡¡ere also asked a number of questions to
about the task of summarising, including what

All subjects read six expository

it

assess awareness

means to summarise.

passages. After each one they answered from

memory a series of multiple-choice comprehension questions based on information

explicitly stated in the text. They rated the importance of each sentence on
scale of 1 to 5 and constructed a 60-word summary

a

with the text present.

Contrary to expectation, task aïvareness did not distinguish good and poor
readers; over two-thirds of both groups stated

that a sumtnary should include
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the most important ideas. However, good and poor readers did differ in terms of

what they considered to be the most important ideas. The importance ratings
of sentences given by good readers were considerably more like those of adults

(r:

.7L) than were those given by poor readers

(r:

However, poor readers urere not idiosyncratic

.46).

in their judgements, but

peared to have different criteria for determining importance. According to

ap-

'Wino-

grad, sentences considered to be important by poor readers, but not others,
tended to be rich in visual detail and perhaps appealed to personal interest. This

tendency was also noted by K. Taylor (1936) among less skilled summarisers in
grades 4 and 5.

Among poor readers there was a weak relationship between information they

rated as important and information they included in summaries. On the other
hand, this relationship was moderately strong for good readers and stronger still

for adults.
rffinograd examined the types of transformations applied to textual informa-

tion to reduce

it to summary

form, with the transformations including combi-

nations amalgamating the main elements of several sentences, inventions representing inferred topic sentences

to summarise the gist of paragraphs or larger

segments of text, run-on combinations incorporating several sentences

in great

detail, as well as direct reproductions from the text. Good readers used more
combinations and inventions, and fewer run-on combinations and reproductions

than poor readers, but only the difference in combinations reached signifrcance.
Combinatiorrs ïyere the type of transformation used most often by adults.

Finally, Winograd examined the contribution of various skills to comprehen-'
sion and summarisation performance. Summarisation scores were calculated for
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excluded information
children according to the extent to which they included and
percentage of
in the same way as adults. Factors which explained a signifrcant

to the importance of
variance in these scores included non-verbal I.Q., sensitivity
statements in summaries
ideas, and efiective rule use, that is, the percentage of
which were combinations or inventions'

I'Q', decodsignificant predictors of passage comprehension were non-verbal
rule use' Sig'
ing accuracy, sensitivity to importance and, marginally, efiective

I'Q', decoding
nifrcant predictors of sAT comprehension scores were non-verbal
(1984, p. a20) notes, the abilspeed. and sensitivity to importance. As'Winograd
predictor of
ity to determine the importance of ideas emerged as an important
both summarising and comprehension performance'

,,...the most strilcing result is that the ability to id,entify important elements in a tert

accounted

for a signif,cant proportion of the

in all three d,epend,ent rneo,sLlres, euen after I.Q. and decoiling ability had, been taken into account. There is strong euidence

aaTiance

to stratethat higher-ord,er comprehension ilfficulties may be linked

gic ilef,cits. This
elements

also ind,icates that

in a tent is a strategic

sleill

the abilitg to identify important

that und,erlies both comprehension

and summarization'"

Although Winograd draws attention to this similarity between comprehension
importance contributes
and. summarisation, namely, that sensitivity to structural

to the performance of both, he also points out that summarisation requires

spe-

The same conclusion
cialised skills in addition to those used for comprehension.
Day and
can also be drawn from the studies by K. Taylor (1986) and Brown,
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skill appeared
Jones (1983). In the latter study, age differences in summarisation
students' Thus'
even after comprehension to criterion had been achieved by all

if the aim of an instructional programme is to improve children's comprehension,
should
rather than their summarisation skill, these results suggest that students
since this skill
be taught to evaluate the importance of ideas to the overall theme,

summarisacontributes to both comprehension and summarisation, rather than

tion techniques, which have a more specialised function.

with

regard to evaluating structural importance, winograd (1984,

emphasises the importance of being able

p'

a22)

to use cues provided by the text to

assist in determining importance and interreiationships.

"...?toor
without

read,ers seem

such, guid,ance

to haue dfficulty in using textual

cues'

it must be uery dfficult to construct o,n ûc-

curate, organizeil reqtresentation of what the auth,or intended to communicate

tt

The extent to which readers use textual cues and their knowledge of text
structures to organise their mental representation of a text has been investigated

in several studies. As already mentioned at the beginning of this section, Meyer,
text
Brandt and Bluth (1930) hypothesise that readers use their knowledge of
instructure to encode and retrieve information from a text in a systematic way,
are hypothesised
creasing their recall as a result. Poor read.ers, on the other hand,

to have no organised way of using a text's top-level organisation'
or
In the Meyer et al study, students in grade 9 were classified as good, avelage
poor read.ers according to the comprehension subtest of the stanford Achievement'

Test. They read two passages, one with a compare-contrast top-level structure,
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the other with a pioblem-solution. structure. They recalled the passages both
immediately and again after one week. Recall was scored both for total number
of idea units and for the importance of idea units, that is, whether they were part

of the main message, major supporting details or minor supporting details'

In recall of both

passages there u¡as a significant main effect of

total recall and recall of the main
average read.ers, who

message,

ability on both

with good readers recalling more than

in turn recalled more than poor readers. Protocols

were

also categorised according to whether or not they followed the texts' top-level

structure, in one passage, for example, organising ideas under the headings of

,problem'and'solution'. Readers who used the texts'top-level structure recalled
more major and minor details at both times of testing, and especially more main
message

units. Most of the good readers used what Meyer et al refer to as the

,structure strategy', that is, looking for conventional patterns of organisation in

the text and using them to encode and retrieve information. Most of the poor
readers, on the other hand, used the 'default strategy', just trying to remember

something. As Meyer et al (1980, p. 99) state:

"As

suggested by

the default strategy of the model and' supported

by the ilata, the ninth grade stud,ents who d,iil not emplog the structure
strategy simplg tried

to list collections of descriptions from the pøssage

with,out intercelating them.

In contrast, those employing the structure

strategy compared aiewpoints or related soluti,ons to components of the

problem, and, consequentlg, ileaeloped a rich retrieaal network,."
McGee (1982) obtained simiiar results with younger chiidren. Good readers

in grades 3 and 5, and poor readers in grade 5 with the same range of scores on
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the SRA test as the children in grade 3, read two passages with a description

structure. Recali protocols were scored for totai number of idea units and the
importance of idea units, that is, whether they were superordinate (levels 1 and
2 in the Meyer system) or subordinate (levei 3)'

Overall, good readers in grade 5 recalled more than poor readers, who in turn
recalled more than the good readers in grade 3. However, on closer analysis this
difierence was signifrcant only for superordinate, not subordinate idea units.

Recall protocols were â,lso examined for the extent to which they followed

the texts' organisation of ideas. The majority of grade 3 students showed no
structure and produced a list-like collection of ideas, the majority of poor readers

in grade 5 showed a partial structure in recall, while most of the grade 5 good
readers showed a

full structure, that is, following the same organisation as the

texts. However, this group of readers still recalled less than half the level 1 and
2 idea units, and less lhan

40To

of the information overall, even though the texts

were of grade 3 readabiiitY level'

Taylor (1980) investigated the use of text structure amongst good and poor
readers in grade 6 and good readers in grade 4, with skill determined by the Iowa

Test of Basic Skills comprehension subtest. One text with a description top-level

structure was written at grade 6 readability level for the grade 6 good readers
and at grade 4 level for the younger and poorer readers. The text was recalled

both immediately and after a two day delay'
In immediate recall there ïvere no significant group differences in the number

of students using the same top-levei structure as the text in their protocols.
However, both good and poor readers

in grade 6 recalled more than grade 4'

students. In delayed recall the grade 6 good readers were significantly more likely
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than the other two groups to

use,

the top-level structure of the text in their

units than the
protocois. These good readers also recalled significantly more idea
differ significantly
grade 6 poor readers and the grade 4 good readers, who did not

from each other.
use of text structure
The amount recalled was not signiflcantly affected by the

in immediate recall. However, in delayed recall both good

and, poor readers who

and poor readers who did
used the top-level structure recalled mole than good

not use this structure.
These results are somewhat ambiguous as

to the importance of using the

were not more
text,s top-level structure to encode information, since good readers
and use of this
likely to use this structure than poor readers in immediate recall,

recall did the
structure was not related to amount recalled. only in delayed
was related to
predicted group difierences emerge. Here use of top-level structure
of awareness and
amount recalled for good and poor readers, so for the latter lack

in their
text structure would appear not to have been an important factor
one text was used, so
lower reading ability. Taylor (1980) does nÒte that only

use of

for example,
results may have been influenced by passage-specifrc characteristics,
the familiarity of the content to different children'
which informaohlhausen and Roller (1988) examined how readers decide
and structure
tion in a text is important, that is, the respective roles of content
information given as
schemata. Adults and child.ren in grades 5, 7 and 9, with no

text had a
to reading ability, read a passage in one of three versions. The normal
by tight signaliing'
description top-level structure which was made more salient

In an other

version,

in order to prevent readers from using content

schemata''

the
to determine important ideas, signiflcant content words which could trigger
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schemata were changed into nonsense words (content deformed version). The

structure remained unchanged. In the third version, in order to prevent readers
using structure schemata, all signalling lvas removed and sentences were presented

in random ord.er, but content was unchanged (structure deformed version).

After reading one version of the text, readers ïvere asked to underline the
seven most important ideas and to explain the basis on which they had selected

these ideas. Explanations were scored for degree of elaboration and categorised
according to whether they were based on content or structural features.

Aduits performed better on the underlining task than children in grades 9 and
7, who in turn performed better than children in grade

5. Not surprisingly,

the

abiiity to underline the most important ideas was greater with a normal text than

with the two deformed versions for all readers except those in grade 5. In terms

of scores for structural explanations, aduits scores signifrcantly higher than all
children, and grade 9 students scored higher than those in grade 5. Scores were
higher for the fiormal and. content deformed texts than for the structure deformed

text. With regard to

scores for content explanations, adults scored higher than

children in grades 7 and 5, and scores were higher for the normal and structure
deformed texts than for the content deformed text'

In short, there was a developmental trend in the ability to underline important
ideas and

to explain the basis of this underlining. As expected,

content and structure schemata as appropriate

to

readers used

determine important ideas.

However, Ohlhausen and Roiler note that when readers have the opportunity to
use content schemata they do so, and make less use of structure schemata'

In the first chapter,

it was pointed out that knowing

'what a text is about',i

that is, being able to condense it into its most important ideas, is an important
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comprehension skill. This section has shown that more mature and more skilled
readers perform better

at tasks which require an understanding of main

ideas

than younger and less skilled readers.
The comparison of various studies can be difrcult because experimental materials cover different topics, subjects are required to perform a variety of tasks,
and texts could be of various structures and levels of complexity, all of which
could influence how well the subjects perform. However, keeping in mind this
difficulty, certain trends have been noted from the data'

Firstly, several studies indicate that adults and older students often do not
perform perfectly, that is, even relatively mature readers still have room for im-

provement. For example, in \Milliams et al (1981), when adults selected and
produced titles for simple paragraphs, they scored 87% and 80% for the two
tasks respectiveiy. In Hiebert et al (1983), good and poor readers at college level
scored 81% and 7!To respectively for rejecting sentences not consistent with the

topic and structure of paragraphs. In Brown and Day (1983), college freshmen
produced only about half the possible number of invented topic sentences in their

summaries, and year 11 students

in the study by Hare et al (1989) still

had

diffculty generating their own topic sentences for paragraphs.
Secondly, from a number of studies

it

appears

that children by the end of

the primary years, which in South Australia is grade 7, are approaching an adult
level of performance for some, but not ail tasks involving main ideas. This trend

is particularly evident in the studies by Brown and Smiley (L977; 1978)' where
grade ? children were beginning to rate the importance of idea units in a manner

similar to adults atrd, iike adults, were able to devote additional study time to'
improving recall of important ideas. In Brown, Day and Jones (1983)' grade 7
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students included important idea units in their summaries similar to the adults'

In ali these studies grade 5 students, by contrast,

showed only a rudimentary

understanding of the importance of different ideas.

In Garner et al (1986), children in grade 7 when constructing

paragraphs

achieved almost perfect scores for excluding sentences not related to the specific

topic, compared to average scores of only about

50To

lor grade 5. When

con-

structing paragraphs in Garner and Gillingham (1987), children in grade 7 were
more able to place the topic sentence in the initial position (73%) than children

in grade 5 (40%). In Danner (1976), more children in grade 6 (s3%) were able
to place sentences into iogical paragraphs with topic sentences than children in
grade 4 (67%). Children in grade 6 in Williams et al (1981) were approaching the

adult level for correctly selecting a specific title for paragraphs (78%), compared

to children in grade 4 (55%). Grade 7 children in their verbal reports rvere more
able to identify topical coherence as the basis of good paragraphs than children

in grade 5 (Garner et al, 1986; Garner and Gillingham,

1987).

Finally, there is evidence that skilled readers are more able than less skilled
read,ers

to identify important ideas and generate summary statements. Among

adults, good readers u¡ere more able to generate titles and summary statements

in Bridge et al (1984), and more able to reject deviant sentences from paragraphs

in Hiebert et al (1983). Among chiidren, good readers were more able to reject
deviant sentences (Englert and Hiebert, 1984), and more able to identify impor-

tant information and include it in a summary (Winograd, 1984)' Good readers
were also more able to organise their recall of information according to the same

logical top-level structure as the text (Meyer et al, 1980; McGee,

1982)'

In conclusion, the various aspects of macrostructure formation would appear

I
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to be useful skills to include in a t¡aining programme for children in the upper
primary grades in general, and for poor readers in particular' From the evidence
presented,

all children could potentially gain from such instruction, since

even

good readers are not performing at ceiling level. Children may benefit from
being taught not only to make use of explicit structural cues, such as headings,
topic sentences and various other methods of signalling importance and structural
relationships, but also

to invent topic

these are not Provided bY the text'

sentences

or summary statements when
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Metacognition

Paris, Wasik and van der'Westhuizen (1987) in their review draw attention to the
large number of articles published in recent years on the subject of metacognition

and its role in skilled reading. Paris and Jacobs (1984, p. 2033) describe the
importance of metacognitive knowledge and skill applied to reading, what they

call 'reading arvareness', as follows:
"The d,eaelopment of reading auo,reness is øn im'portant cognitiue
attainment because

it

ilistinguishes beginning and aduanced read,ers'

Skitted readers often engage in ileliberate actiaities that require planful
thinlcing, fl,eæible strategies, and periodic self-monitoring. They think
about the topic, look forward and baclcward

in the pússøge, and check

their own und,erstand,ing as they read. Beginning read,ers or poor readers do not recruit and use these slcills. Indeed, nou,ice readers often
seem obliuious to the strategies and, the neeil to use them'"

In the first chapter, several theoretical views of metacognition were presented.
For example, Paris and Jacobs (1987) divide the construct into self-management
and self-regulation aspects, the former including declarative, procedural and con-

ditional knowledge, the latter involving the planning, evaluation and regulation of
cognitive activity. Borkowski and Kurtz (1987) divide the construct into four

as-

pects, these being Specific Strategy Knowledge, Relational Strategy Knowledge,

General Strategy Knowledge and Metacognitive Acquisition Procedures. From

the use of specific strategies readers build up knowledge regarding their relative'
usefulness and difficuity, conditions of applicability, and the value of strategic

behaviour in general. General Strategy Knowledge also involves a motivational
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component, including attributionaf style, while the Metacognitive Acquisition
Procedures fulfill an executive, regulatory function.

In the sections to follow, differences between more and less advanced readers in
several of these areas will be examined. The first section will discuss differences in

metacognitive knowledge, including

a\Ã¡areness

of appropriate goals and strategies.

The next section will examine some of the motivational differences included by
Borkowski and Kurtz in their General Strategy Knowledge category. The frnal
section will focus on differences in comprehension monitoring.

Before proceeding, two points made

in the first chapter will be briefly re-

iterated. Firstly, when analysing a performance, the point made by Paris and
Jacobs (1987) should be kept

in mind; metacognition should not be accorded

an 'undeserved ubiquity' in explanations of cognitive processing.

It

was pointed

out in chapter one that much information relevant to cognitive monitoring and
regulation is a by-product of processes such as integration, and does not always
depend on metacognitive self-questioning. Thus,

if a reader fails to detect an

inconsistency, for example, the problem may be due to inadequate integration

in a very resource-demanding text or, a related problem, inadequate background
knowledge of a topic of discourse. In both cases the reader may be unaware of

the inconsistency, but the basis of the problem may be largely cognitive rather
than metacognitive.

The second point is an extension of the previous one, namely, that

each

method of assessing metacognition has inherent problems. In the section to fol-

low a variety of approaches will be examined in the hope of finding converging
evidence.

If evidence obtained by difierent approaches tends to suggest the

same'

conclusion, then the conclusion can be accepted with greater confidence than

if
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the evidence is obtained through a narrow range of approaches

2.6.1, Metacognitive Knowledge and its Application
In chapter one, Flavelt's (1981) conception of metacognitive knowledge was described as including knowledge about person, task and strategy variables. Myers
and Paris (1978, p. 680) point out the importance of such knowledge to performance as follows:

"First, children need to lcnow about their oun end,uring chøracteristics and, transient cond'itions tha,t infl,uence performance. Learners

or memorisers need to appraise realisticallg in order to

in skills conl,rnensurate

engage

with tltel,r ability. Second, chililren need to

lcnow about the purposes, scope, and requirements of the tasle before

tlte problem can be efficiently attaclced. Third, one needs to be o,ware

of the eristence of releuant strategies and to recognize the neeil to ap-

ply them. Further, one must form plans, generate hgpotheses,

check

ou)n's progress, eaaluate results, and generalize behaaiollr."

This section will examine differences in metacognitive knowledge

between

more and less advanced readers, both in terms of age and reading skill. Metacog-

nitive knowledge in the studies to be discussed

\ryas assessed

using a variety of

approaches, including interviews, think-aloud procedures, and analysis of observ-

able strategies used during performance.

Myers and Paris (1978) compared the metacognitive knowledge about reading
possessed

by more and less experienced readers, in this case children in grades 2

and 6. More children in grade 6 were able to state the basis on which paragraphs
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The
were organised, and the function of the first and last sentences in paragraphs.

older children reported focusing on meaning when retelling a story while about

half the younger ones reported that verbatim reproduction u¡as more important.
More of the older children realised that gist recall was easier than verbatim repro-

duction, and the older children were much more likely to report using different
where
strategies to prepare for gist as opposed to verbatim recall. In a situation

only some of the words in a story could be read, the most popular reported
strategy amongst the younger children was to focus on easy words, while older
children were more likely to report focusing on informative words. The older
children \ûere more likely to report useful strategies for dealing with problems,
such as looking up unknown words

in a dictionary, asking

sentence was not understood, or going back

someone

if

a whole

to the beginning of a paragraph or

story. on the other hand, more grade 2 children reported sounding out unknown
words and not knowing what to do

if a whole sentence

was not understood, and

they were less likely to be able to explain the reason for rereading sections of

a

story.

In general, then, the more experienced readers showed awareness of a wider
They
range of strategies and u/ere more abie to match strategies with task goals.
greater orshowed more emphasis on meaning construction, as opposed to the

thographic and word level emphasis of the younger students.
Gambreil and Heathington (19si) used the same set of questions as Myers
and paris (1978) to assess metacognitive knowiedge. Learning disabled adults
reading at or below grade 5 level according to an informal reading inventory
.,¡vere

compared to adults drawn from a business administration class, who were

presumably good readers. These good readers ïvere more able to state the basis

''
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on which sentences rvere organised into paragraphs. Good readers to a far greater

extent reported that reading for gist recall was easier than reading for verbatim

recall. Poor readels, on the other hand, were more likely to report that oral
reading was faster than silent reading. When asked what makes a good reader,

the good readers rvere more likely to state ihat

it

ïvas someone who could grasp

the meaning, while poor readers u¡ere more likely to think

it

was someone who

could read quickly. when confronted with an unknown word, all good readers
reported using an independent strategy, such as sounding

to deduce meaning)

whereas one

it out or using context

third of the poor readers did not report

any

independent strategies and either did not know what to do or would ask someone.

Gambrell and Heathington conclude that the responses of the adult disabled
readers resembled more closely those of grade 2 children than those of grade 6

children in the Myers and. Paris (1978) study. These disabled readers showed
various
less knowledge about appropriate strategies and the effect on reading of

task demands, and placed less emphasis on construction of meaning as the goal
of reading.
Garner and Kraus (1981/2) conducted an interview with grade 7 good and

poor comprehenders, who were selected on the basis of teacher judgements' The
judge
children were asked what was involved in being a good reader, how to
efÊciency of reading, and what made something difficult to read' The responses
and
of poor comprehenders focused almost exclusively on words, that is, knowing

being abie to fluently pronounce the words in a

text. on the other hand,

good

good
comprehenders focused on larger units of meaning, noting, for example, that
read.ers were the ones who understood the main ideas, and

that being able to get'

the main id,eas was a good test of reading well. Good comprehenders suggested
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using context to work out something they didn't understando and they were more
likely to suggest rereading a difficult part, whereas poor comprehenders were more

likely to suggest skipping the difficult section.

In contrast to the above studies using geheral interviews about reading, Olshavsky (197617) used think-aloud protocols to infer strategies used by students

in grade 10. Subjects were divided into good and poor readers according to the
comprehension section of the Iowa Silent Reading Test. In the experimental text,

a dot appeared after each clause in the short story to remind readers to stop
and report what they were thinking and doing at that point. Olshavsky grouped
responses into nine types of strategies.

Good readers did not report significantly more types of strategies than poor
readers, although there rras a tendency for good readers to report using strategies

more frequently overall. In spite of the lack of significant difference in reported

strategy usage, good readers gave a more accurate paraphrase and were more
able to retell the story.
as important

If knowledge and application of appropriate strategies

is

to skilled reading as has been claimed, then this result is surpris-

ittg. However, there are problems with think-aloud protocols to
usage, as indicated

assess strategy

in the first chapter. The type of task used by Olshavsky,

namely forcing readers to stop and report thoughts at specified intervals, could
be potentially disruptive to normal reading, and could encourage the fabrication

of reports because subjects feel compelled to report something. There is also the
question of how effectively the strategies reported were actually applied.
Kavale and Schreiner (1979) also collected think-aloud protocols, but while
subjects were ansu/ering questions rather than while reading. Children in grade'

6 were classified as average or above average readers according to the compre-
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hension subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests. They read a series of

short paragraphs, each one followed by a multiple choice question, and thought
aloud as they considered reasons for accepting or rejecting options. The specific
reasoning strategies identified were classified as either textual or non-textual de-

pending on whether or not they referred to information which had been read. A

textual response could be either discourse or choice dependent, the former referring to information in the paragraph, the latter to information in the question
alternatives.

Most responses were textual, with above average readers producing more of
these responses than average readers. About half the responses were discourse de-

pendent, with again the above average readers supplying more of these responses.

The most commonly used discourse dependent strategies were Generalisation,
that is, a synthesis of pieces of information from the paragraph, and Key Lexical
Item, where a reasoning strategy revolved around a particular word deemed to
be important. Above average readers used these two strategies more frequently

than poor readers.

Although there ïyere group differences in the overall frequency of strategy
usage, average and above average students used similar types of strategies. How-

ever, above average students used strategies more successfully. They were able

to achieve an 85% success rate in answering questions with each of six strategies,
while poor readers successfully used only two strategies. In other words, above
average readers could effectively use six strategies compared

to only two among

poor readers. In contrast, above average readers used three strategies with lim-

ited success, compared to six strategies used unsuccessfully by average ,"ud"rr.'

In summary, above average and average readers did not use different strategies,
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but the former used strategies mqre frequently and were able to use a wider
range of strategies successfully. Overall, above average readers also answered
more questions correctly than average readers.

Kaufman, Randiett and Price (1935) included in their study both retrospective reports on an actual task and reporting of reading behaviour in general. Two
groups of college students were selected according to scores on the Nelson-Denny

Reading Test; the top and bottom quarters were chosen to represent good and
poor readers. Subjects read several short passages and answered questions after
each one. They were then interviewed about how they thought they had per-

formed, whether there ïuere any confusions, how they responded to confusions,

and how they read

in general. Finally,

subjects responded

to a forced-choice

questionnaire in which a variety of possible reading strategies were listed.

In response to the question about how they lessened confusion, good readers
gave more responses than poor readers.

In response to general questions about

reading behaviour, good readers reported more "inside the head" (category 3)
strategies, such as making connections between pieces of information or using
context to deduce meanings. There vras no difrerence between the groups in the
reported use of observable strategies such as rereading (category 2), or environmental strategies such as frnding a quiet place to read (category 1). Specific items

that good readers urere more likeiy to
readers were: believing

see as applicable

to themselves than poor

in personal control over performance on a reading test,

looking for main ideas before and during reading, and finding

it

easy to separate

important from unimportant information. Kaufman et ai speculate that poor
readers are less able to apply higher-order thinking skills because of less efficient'

decoding skills, which leave less working memory capacity for construction of
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meaning. The authors point out that the teaching of category 2 strategies will
be of

little value

"It

unless readers are able to engage in these higher-order skills:

would, be possible

for a reader to

engage

in aII the category

2

strategies and still not und,erstand the meaning of whøt is being read.
(Jnless readers actiaely, mentally manipulate the word,s and, phrases,
unless readers make mental connections and inferences, theg may und,erstand,

Iittle of the meaning in the text. Read,ing the word,s in

the

subtitles, slcimming, pointing, rereading, etc does not guaro,ntee com-

prehension. To understand what is being read, the read,er must become
actiuely inuolaed in the reading taslc." (p. g)
Paris and Myers (1981) classified children in grade 4 as good or poor readers
according to the California Achievement Test. They read a story at grade 4 level

containing four unknown words. The children were told they could do anything

they thought would help them to understand the text, and any strategies used
ïvere recorded. In addition, the children rated the degree to which various factors

helped or hindered reading, and recalled the text both immediately and after one
week.

Good and poor readers did not differ in the amount of time taken to study

the text, although significantly more good readers demonstrated strategies for
determining unknown word meanings. More good than poor readers made notes,
used a dictionary, asked the experimenter for meanings and iearned the definition

of at least one word in the course of the experiment. Good readers recalled
marginally more than poor read.ers on the immediate recall test, but signifrcantly'
more on the delayed recall test due to greater forgetting by poor readers, who
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also produced less organised recall protocols. Good and poor readers were equally
aïvare of the facilitative effects of positive strategies,

but poor readers were

au/are of the negative effects certain actions could have,

less

for example, watching

television while reading, or skipping difficult parts. In summary, strategies for

determining meaning and enhancing recall were used more frequently by good
readers and the use of these strategies was associated with higher recall.

Garner, Wagoner and Smith (1983) attempted to externalise the strategies
used by good and poor readers

in grade 6 by setting them the task of helping

average readers in grade 4 answer questions about an unfamiliar passage. Three

of the questions required information from the text for the formulation of
ansïser, while two began 'Do you

think

..

an

.' and asked for the reader's opinion.

Tutors were instructed to give advice to their tutees on what to do to answer the
questions.

Good readers to a greater extent than poor readers encouraged their tutees to

look back to the text. Good readers also made a greater distinction between types

of questions, referring tutees to the text for text-based but not on reader-based
questions. Good readers rÌ/ere more directive in their text sampling, referring
tutees to specifrcally relevant parts of the text. Thus, good readers not only used

lookbacks more frequently, but were more sophisticated in their use, knowing,
when, where and why lookbacks could be productively used.

In a study by Scardamalia and Bereiter (1984), students in grade 6 and grade
10 attempted to reorder two sets of scrambled sentences to form coherent texts.

Older students ï'¡ere more likely than younger ones to reorder a sentence after

initial placement and to group sentences into clusters prior to piacement. The authors considered three types of reading strategy associated with the task, namely,

'
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survey content by reading ahead of the sentence being placed, reread and check by
rereading more than the sentence being placed and indicating that the placement
of the sentence was potentialiy provisionai, and summarise content by stating the
gist of information contained in more than two sentences. Older and younger children did not differ in their use of the'survey content'Strategy, although grade 10

students used 'reread and check' and 'summarise content' more frequently than
grade 6 students. Scardamalia and Bereiter (1984, p. 392) conclude:

"Findings considered up to this point indicate ø deaelopmental
trend toward handling sentence srrongelnent problems by means of
tentatiue groupings and placement of sentences guided bg rereøding
anil checlcing and, by summarizing portions of text already assembled.
The approach taleen by the rnore rnature stud,ents a,ppeo,rs, therefore,

to parallel the process of gist-construction posited by the Kintsch and
aan

Dijk (1975) mod,el. This parallel is reinforceil

by a significant cor-

relation between use of sulnmarization in sentence alrûngernent

and,

the use of interpretations oriented touard macro-structure in ordinarg

reading. Younger students, on the other hand, tend to approøch sentence arrangement
been h,ypotltesized,

in the same element-by-element fashion

th'at has

they use 'in normal read,ing, maleing seldom recon-

sidereil judgements about the placernent of sentences, much as they
o,ppeúr

to malce once-and-for-all judgements about the significance and

meaning of statements as they encounter them serially

in reading."

\ühen asked to justify the placement of sentences, grade 6 students either
referred to argument overlap between adjacent sentences or some reason which
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was not explanatory, such as liking the general effect or sentences sounding good

together. On the other hand, grade 10 students rvere more likely to refer to the

structural role of the sentence in that position or to construct a superordinate
proposition for the sentences under consideration to show their coherence, leading
Scardamalia and Bereiter (1984, p. 397) to state:

"What tlte sentence ûrro,ngement taslc

seenl,s

to

d,o

in a case such

as this is to produce an oaert displaA of the macro-operations that are
presumed to go on couertly in normal teæt comprehension (cf Kintsch

and aan Dijk, 1975). For sophisticated stud'ents, then, sentence arrangement o,ppeo,rs to consist of constructing a rnental representation

of tett meaning and is accomplisheil by the processes norrno'lly
ploy ed

em-

in comprehension."

Wong and Wong (1936) examined knowledge about the effect of study time
and passage characteristics on recall, as well as children's actual study behaviour

and recall. Subjects were above average and average readers in grades 5 and
6, and below average readers in grades 5, 6 and 7, with reading ability defined
according to the comprehension section of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test.
Two pairs of passages \ivere used for the experiment. In the frrst pair, one passage
contained more difficult vocabulary than the other, and in the second pair one
passage was

thematically organised while the other was scrambled.

In an interview, children were presented with the hypothetical situation of
students studying these passages for varying amounts of time, and were asked

which students would remember more and why. Children u/ere scored for both,
correctness and justification of response. Three weeks later the children actually

studied the passages for a free recall and comprehension test.
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Above average readers achieved higher scores for the interview about study
behaviour than both average and below average readers, who did not differ signif-

icantly from each other. On both the free recall and comprehension tests, above
average readers performed significantly better than below average readers. Av-

erage readers were intermediate between the two but did not differ signifrcantly

from either. More comprehension questions ïvere answered correctly following the
passage

with easy vocabulary than the one with difficult vocabulary, and more

information vras recalled following the well-organised passage than the poorly
organised one.

With regard to study time, more time was spent on the disorganised than
the organised passage, and more time was spent on the passage with diffrcult
vocabulary compared to the one with easy vocabulary. However, there $¡as an
interaction between passage type and reader ability. Above average readers were
most sensitive to the organisation variable and showed a significantly greater increase

in study time for the disorganised

passage

than the other two groups, who

were not very sensitive to this variable. In contrast, below average readers were

particularly sensitive to vocabulary difficulty, showing a larger increase in study
time for the passage with difÊcult vocabulary than the other two groups, with
above average readers showing

little

increase

in study time due to this variable.

Thus, although above average readers showed a$rareness of the effect of difficult
vocabulary in the interview, they did not adjust their study behaviour to take
account of this factor, and although below average readers showed
ness

little aware-

in the interview, they did adjust their study behaviour. As Wong and Wong

explain, metacognitive knowledge and strategy usage are not always directly re-'
lated, and

'1

..the laclc of claritg inthe datarefl,ectbasically substantiue problems
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in metacognitiue

o,ssessrnenú'"

(p.

109)

This result hightights one of the many problems in studying differences in
strategy usage between good and poor readers, namely, that when the two groups

for the
are given the same texts to read, the task is considerably more difficult
poor readers than for the good readers, and this in itself may affect strategy
usage.

It

could be that the difficult vocabuiary in the wong and wong study

study
was not in fact difficult for the above average readers, so examination of

time says more about ease of lexical access than application of metacognitive
knowledge. This point is an important one with regard to the choice of content

in an instructionai programme. If poor readers have adequate strategy knowledge,

but are not able to apply it to grad.e-levei texts because of the cognitive demands
made by these texts, then instruction needs to focus on improving processing,

not increasing strategy knowledge.
The relationship between text difficulty and strategy usage was investigaied

by Kletzien (1991), who selected good and poor readers in grades 10 and L1 on
the Basis of the California Test of Basic Skills. All students read three social
studies passages, which were written

at the seventh, eleventh and fourteenth

grade level respectively for good readers.

In order to

difficulty for poor readers, Kletzien wrote the

passages

ensure an equal level of

for them at a level two

grades lower, aithough she does not indicate whether the poor readers were in

fact reading two years below grade levei. For both gloups' then, one passage

was

and
easy (independent level), one was moderately difficuit (instructional level),
were
one !\ras very difficult (frustration level). Twelve context dependent words

deleted from each passage to produce

a clozetest. Students filled in the blanks as'

they read and then explained how they had determined the chosen word' Kletzien
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categorised these responses in terms of fifteen possible strategies.

\Mith regard to frequency of strategy usage, there rvas a tendency for good
readers to use specific strategies more often than poor readers at all levels of

difr-

culty, but the difference was signifrcant only at the frustration level. Frequency of
specifrc strategy use declined for both groups with increasing text difficulty, but

more so for poor readers. Regarding the type of strategies used, the two groups

did not differ signifrcantly at the independent ievel, although good readers used
a wider variety of strategies at the more difficult instructional and frustration
levels. Kletzien (1991, p. 79) describes the group differences as follows:

"At the independent leuel, the strøtegies used by the two

groups

were ind,istinguishable; howeuer, differences became apparent at the

instructional leuel. Good comprehenders appeared to haue a greater
ability to control their strategy use by changing tgpes of strategies for
the passage. . .. Differences between the two groups became rnore pronounced, on the frustration leuel passage. Good comprehenders con-

tinued to try different strategies to construct the meaning of the
whereas poor comprehenders eæperienced a precipitous decline

egy uso,ge (both

in strat-

in aariety of strategies and in number of times strate-

gies were useil). Because the passages were of the same relatiae
cultg
be

for

teæt,

ilffi-

both groups, and, because both groups of read,ers appeared to

familiar with the same strategies (judging by strategg ltse on other

passages), one can conclude that the ilifference between the groups was

in

regulation, rather than knowledge, of comprehension strategies."

Kletzien suggests that the difference may be a motivational one, in terms of
effort attributions and sense of personal efficacy. In other words, poor readers may
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be less likety to believe that increased effort will result in improved performance

when the text is perceived as very difficult. However, the strategy use of all
readers declined at the frustration level. At this levei, some strategies were used

in a narroïv way, for example, rereading involved only a few words next to the
blank. Of this observation Kletzien (199i, p. 82) says:
"Because aocabulary and sentence structure uere rnuch nùore cofft-

at this leael,

plen

subjects had

to uork much hard,er at the lower-Ieael

tasks of word recognition and und,erstanding indiaidual sentences, leaa-

ing

less cognitiae capacity aaailable

pa,ssa,ges

to understand the meaning of the

as a whole and to integrate the content with uhat they already

Icnow."

In many studies, poor readers are reading texts which are relatively

more

difficult for them than they are for good readers, so, based on Kletzien's results,

it

is not surprising if they report or demonstrate fewer strategies. The reason may

well be processing difficulty leading to capacity limitations, not just inadequate
metacognitive knowledge.
One ptzz\ing aspect of the Kletzien study is that there was no significant
difierence

in cloze performance

between good and poor readers

at any level of

difficulty, in spite of the fact that good readers used a wider range of strategies
more frequently at the higher levels of difficulty. There is no obvious explanation

for this finding, which may again indicate that the relationship between performance and verbalised strategy use is not a simple one.

It

was pointed out in the

section on macrostructure formation that Garner and Gillingham (1987) found a
weak relationship between verbal reports of what makes a good paragraph and

the performance of constructing a good paragraph.
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However, Paris and Jacobs (1934) did find a relationship between reported
knowiedge and comprehension ability. Their metacognitive measure of reading
ar,ivareness

involved 15 open-ended questions tapping knowledge about evaluation,

planning and regulation strategies in reading. They found a signifiçant correla-

tion among chiidren in grades 3 and 5 between reading

arrrareness

and three

different measures of comprehension, including a cloze test, error detection, and
the comprehension subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests.
To conclude, several studies have shown that older and more skilled readers
are more likely to report that good reading involves construction of meaning, in

contrast to the focus on decoding and reading quickly reported by younger and
less skilled readers (Myers and Paris, 1978; Gambrell and Heathington, 1981;

Garner and Kraus, 1981-2). In these studies, the more advanced readers also
reported more strategies for dealing with problems, such as rereading or using
context to determine the meaning of an unfamiliar word, while less advanced
readers reported few independent strategies as well as some damaging strategies,
such as skipping difrcult parts.
Good readers reported using strategies which involve more active constructive
processing, including focus on important ideas (Kaufman, Randlett and Price,

1985; Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1984). Although good readers do not always

report or demonstrate a larger number of different strategies, several studies show

that they use available strategies more successfully to answer questions, recall

a

text, or tutor youngel children (Kavale and Schreiner, 1979; Paris and Myers,
1981; Garner, Wagoner and Smith, 1983)'

However, certain problems

in the data have

also been noted,

in particular,'

that reported knowledge and strategy use rvas not always reflected in observed
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behaviour and performance (Olshavsky, lg76-7; Wong and Wong, 1986; Kletzien, 1991). Such flndings are not altogether surprising given the difficulties in
measuring metacognitive knowledge pointed out in the first chapter.
Nevertheless, some general implications can be drawn from these studies. In
some cases at least, less advanced readers have

limited and inappropriate concepts

of the purposes of reading. They may also know fewer stra.tegies for achieving such

goals and for overcoming difficulties.

In other

cases, though, the problem may

not be lack of strategy knowledge, but difficulty in carrying out the processing
necessary

to apply the strategies and insufficient confrdence to

persevere when

faced with a difficulty. Thus, while instruction in this area would appear to be

important for less advanced readers,

it

needs

knowledge, but also on enabling students

to focus not only on increasing

to master the application of known

strategies.

2.5.2 Motivational

influences on performance

In the first chapter it was pointed out that motivational factors are an important component of Borkowski and Kurtz's (1987) category of General Strategy
Knowledge. The reader who does not attribute successful outcomes to effort or,
conversely, unsuccessful outcomes to insufficient effort, is unlikeiy to see the point

of strategic behaviour and persistence in the face of difficulty. Some of the studies

referred to in the previous section indicate such lack of persistence among poor

readers. For example, in Kletzien (1991) good and poor readers used a similar
number of strategies with comparable frequency when reading a relatively easy

text, but the strategy usage of poor readers declined much more than that of
good readers when reading a difficult text. In Garner and Kraus (1981-2), poor
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readers reported skipping difficult sections rather than adopting strategies to deal

with the difficulty. Several researchers have investigated the relationship between
motivational factors, strategy usage and reading performance in more detail.
Butkowsky and Willows (1930) studied three groups of boys in grade 5, with
groups formed on the basis of discrepancy between their non-verbal LQ. as measured by the IPAT Culture Fair I.Q. Test, and their reading ability as measured

by the comprehension subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests. The three
groups had a comparable average I.Q., but signiflcantly different average reading
scores, and so were labelled good, average and poor readers. The poor readers
s¡ere those students reading at a level below that which their I.Q. suggested they
v/ere capable of,

that is, they were underachievers.

All children completed two tasks, one involving anagrams described

as a read-

ing test, the other tracing line drawings without lifting the pencil. Èach child
experienced either success or failure on the two tasks, depending on whether or

not they were given solvable problems. Prior to each task students were asked to
estimate how many problems they would solve correctly. After each task students
were again asked how many of a new set they would solve. After each task they
were also asked to explain why thought they had or had not done well.

There rvas no significant difference between the groups in time taken to complete solvable problems. However, good and average readers persisted 40%Ionger

than poor readers on unsolvable problems. In other words, the poor readers gave

up much more easiiy in a difficult situation. With regard to attributions for
failure, poor readers referred to internal and to stabie factors significantly more,
often than average and good readers, in particular to lack of ability. Poor readers'
referred to external factors more often as the reason for success, that is, luck and
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the ease of the task.

More specifically, poor readers attributed success to internal factors on only
59%

of.

occasions, compared to 77% and 84% for average and good readers respec-

tively. In other words, poor readers u/ere less likely to claim credit for

success.

On the other hand, poor readers attributed failure to stable, and hence insurmountable factors on 93% of occasions, compared to 60% for both average and
good readers. Good and average readers \¡rere more likely than poor readers to

attribute

success

to ability and failure to lack of effort.

Prior to each task, poor readers gave a lower estimation of their expected
success

rate than average and good readers. Poor readers showed a significantly

greater decline in their expected success rating after each task than average and
good readers when they had expedenced failure. In other words, the poor readers

were not only less confrdent

to start with, but

also showed a greater loss of

confidence following failure.

As Butkowsky and \Millows (1980, p. a19) point out, the lack of persistence
which results from the poor readers' beliefs and related attribution patterns
likely to have a detrimental effect on their learning and chances of future

success.

"Poor reailers' marleedly lower persistence in the face of dfficulty
mag be seen ús a self-ilefeating behaaiour, one that is integrally linked

to the maintenance of a low self-concept of ability. Children
ttp easilg in

th,e

face of dfficulty

taslc

to discouer that theg

that

eæceed

n'Lúg

d,o possess

far

less

a

the cøpacitg to ach,ieae outcotnes
d,o succeed,

Iikely to be at taslcs that haae lower dfficultg leaels. Such
are

wh.o giae

neaer persist long enough at

their eæpectations. Wlten such children

is

it is

successes

self-reinforcing (ønil far less likely to be reinforced) than
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those associated with greater effort eæpenditure. These data prouide
conuincing eaidence in support of the notion that cltild,ren with reading

ilfficulties may display an eroding rnotiaation in øchieuement situations that increases the probability of future failure."
Johnston and Winograd (1985) also draw attention to the importance of mo-

tivational factors in explaining poor reading performance. They note that poor
readers may not be defi.cient

in skills, but rather may be passive learners who

do not apply their skills in situations where such skills are required to perform

well. Johnston and Winograd refer to the work of Dweck in relation to this point;
Dweck and Repucci (1973), for example, showed that children who Johnston and

Winograd would consider as passive learners performed much less efficiently in

a

situation where they had experienced failure than in a situation where they had
experienced success, even though the problems to be solved in the two situations
were almost identical. The cognitive correlates of passive failure, then, include

reduced and less effective strategy usage, and poor monitoring and assessment

of performance. The motivational correlates include attributing failure to low

ability and

success

to external factors, resulting in low expectations of

success

and low persistence. The affective correlates include low self-esteem, resignation
and apathy.
Johnston and Winograd consider that teachers can encourage passive failure

if they set common reading tasks in a competitive atmosphere, making it likely
that some students will experience frequent failure, and if they interact with lower
achievers in ways which further suggest that their status is fixed and unalterable.

On the other hand, Johnston and Winograd suggest that passive failure can be
minimised if teachers focus on and reward appropriate strategy use rather than
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if they encourage

and help students to assess their own

a final product, and

work and the outcome of their strategy use. In this way, students may become
more aïvare of the importance of effort in determining outcomes, although in an
atmosphere which removes the fear of teacher evaluation and failure.

Like Butkowsky and Willows (1980), Carr, Borkowski and Maxwell (1991)
compared normal and underachieving students, in this case in grades 3, 4 and

5. Underachievers were those children reading at a level below that which would
be predicted from their I.Q. Students completed an attribution questionnaire

in which they expressed their beliefs as to why particular

success and failure

outcomes had occurred. They completed the Reading Awareness Questionnaire
developed by Paris and Jacobs (1987) to assess knowiedge about evaluation, plan-

ning and regulation of reading, as well as conditions under which particular strategies were useful. To assess strategy use, children were given

writing materials and

told to do anything that would help them to remember the paragraphs which were
read to them twice. Recall of paragraphs was also scored. Finally, the children
completed a self-esteem questionnaire'
Three factors distinguished the normal and underachieving children in a dis-

criminant analysis, these being reading aïvareness, self-esteem and attributions for
success. Underachieving readers showed less reading awareness, lower self-esteem,

and were less likely to attribute success to effort. Of the relationship between
self-esteem, attributions, strategy use and performance, Carr et al (1991, p. 117)
conclude:
". . . child,ren's sttccesses (rre d,epend,ent,

in part, on their belief that

effort counts and that they are i,n control of acad,emic progress. There

is otherwise little reason to apply strategies to problem-soluing taslcs
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two components of comprehension monitoring is that eualuation must

occur prior to regulation; consequently, any ilfficultg

in the former

actiaity wiII necessarily impair the latter."
Comprehension monitoring is often assessed by means of the error detection

paradigm, that is, various types of errors are deliberately inserted into texts and

the ability of readers to detect these errors is assessed.

It is assumed that the

careful and efficient reader who is monitoring comprehension will find the errors.
However, some problems with the error detection paradigm

will be

discussed

further below.
Markman (1979) has pointed out that the reader must engage in constructive
processing in order to be in a position to notice certain types of errors, such

as

internal inconsistencies. If successive statements are not related to each other by

the reader, the inconsistency will not become apparent. Since age and reading
skill differences in constructive processing generally have been shown in previous
sections, and since such processing is a necessary condition for at least some types
of error detection, one would predict that age and reading skill differences would
also be found in comprehension monitoring.

To begin with an examination of age differences. Harris, Kruithof, Terwogt
and Visser (1931) observed that children in grade 6 were more able to report

textual anomalies than children in grade

3. In this case the texts were script-

based narratives, such as going to the dentist. A target line in each text was either

consistent or anomalous given the events normally associated with a particular

script. These lines were chosen in such a v¡ay that they were consistent with one'

title, such as Going to the Dentist, but anomalous given another title, such as
Going Shopping. Although the younger children read more slowly overall than
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the oider children, both age groups were equally affected by the anomaly, that
is, their reading time increased to a similar extent' Harris et al
assumed

that

'1 . .

new concepts can

of the

story up

, p' 227)

uariation in read,ing tirne refl,ects the ease with which a set of

be

to

(1981

either retrieaed or integrated with the subject's representation

that

point." Based on this assumption, Harris et al conclude

that both grade 3 and grade 6 children
but the older children

u¡ere en8aging

in constructive processing,

used. more effective checking procedures

to enable them to

detect anomalies.

Zabrucky and Ratner (1936) similarly found no age difference in the effect

on reading time due to anomalies, but did find difierences in other aspects of
read short
comprehension monitoring and regulation. Chiidren in grades 3 and 6

narratives, half of which corrtained an internai inconsistency, with the contra-

dictory pieces of information either in adjacent sentences (close) or separated
by four sentences (far). children were not warned of errors, but were told to
they
read for meaning and were videotaped while reading. They recalied what
probe)'
could of each story and were asked whether everything made sense (first
the
They were presented with context and target sentences, the latter containing

contradiction in the inconsistent condition, plus two frller sentences and asked
of
whether or not these sentences had occurred in the story. Finally, the pieces
were asked
contrad,ictory information u¡ere presented in one sentence and children

whether the sentence made sense (second probe). Thus, Zabrucky and Ratner
meaused several measures of monitoring and regulation, including the on-line

plus the
sures of reading time and lookbacks scored from the video recording,
ofi-line measures of free recall, recognition memory' and verbai reports of error'
detection in the first and second probes'
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Grade 3 students read target sentences more slowly than grade 6 students, but

both groups

r¡vere

equally afiected by an incongruous target sentence. In other

words, the increased processing difficulty slowed their reading to a similar extent,

thus replicating the resuits of Harris et al (1981). However, on other measures of
error detection and regulation of comprehension there were age differences. Grade
6 children reported more errors after the frrst general probe than grade 3 children,

and simiiarly reported more errors after the second probe, when contradictory
information was presented in the same sentence. In this situation, most of the
grade 6 children but oniy about half of the grade 3 children reported the error.
Grade 6 children ïvere more likety than grade 3 children to look back to previous
sentences, particularly

to the context sentence when it was four sentences prior

to the target sentence in the far condition. Zabrucky and Ratner take this finding

to show that the older children more actively regulate their comprehension, that
is, attempt to repair errors they have detected'
The poorer error detection performance of the younger children could not be

attributed to poor memory for the contradictory pieces of information, since there
were no age difierences in the recall of context or target sentences, nor were there

any age differences in the recognition of incongruent context and target sentences.

Grade 3 chiidren did not make inferences to repair errors; there were only seven

fix-up inferences of a possible total of 160 instances of inconsistency that could
have been repaired. The poor performance of the younger children also could

not be explained by their inability to make an adequate verbal report; the error
detection results were much the same with lenient scoring where children were
credited with error detection for only saying the story didn't make sense, without
any further explanation. In trying to explain why an age difference was not found

'
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on-line (effect of inconsistency on rçading time), but was found in verbal reports

(error detection), Zabrucky and Ratner (1986, p'
". . . beginning readers process

ion and show rudimentary

sleills

l4la) suggest that:

information

in a constructiae

at applging both internal

fash-

and, enter-

nal standard,s of eualuation, but that their processing md,g not result

in conscious

d,uúreness of non-cornprehension

or that theg may not

lcnow how to interpret such d,u)o'reness."

There were very few systematic relationships between different

measures.

There was little or no relationship between reading times and error detection,
reading times per sentence and frequency of lookbacks, reading times and memory, frequency of lookbacks and memory, or lookbacks and error detection. However, for grade 6 but not grade 3 children there was a strong relationship between

memory, both free recall and recognition, and error detection. Thus, the picture

of possible relationships between what are postulated to be measures of monitoring and regulation is confused¡ although Zabrucky and Ratner state (1986,

p. 1a16) regarding the link between memory and error detection in the

older

children: "This f,nding certainly f,ts our eapectation that eualuøtion of understand,ing

is an important

sl+ill

for reading comprehension and that comprehension

of material should, be refl'ected in high'er retention of rnaterial."
Tunmer, Nesdale and Pratt (1983) found improvement with age in the ability
to detect both implicit and explicit internal inconsistencies. Children in preschool,
grade

I

and grade 2 heard passages composed of three sentences from a puppet,

and had

to decide whether the story

was sensible or

silly. For example, in

one

explicit text the first sentence stated that one cannot ride a bicycle with a broken
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in the implicit version the frrst sentence stated that a boy had

stated that
received a bicycle as a present. The second sentence for both versions

either
the boy's bicycle uras run over and. had a broken wheel. The final sentence
rode
stated that the bicycle was taken to be fixed (consistent) or that the boy

away on the bicycle (inconsistent)'

Expiicitly stated contradictions were easier to detect, and there was an imclear
provement with age in error detection. Even the youngest children showed

difficulty
evidence of ability to monitor comprehension, aithough they had some

in the implicit condition. Even in the implicit coosistent condition they some(1983, p' 107)
times rejected stories as silly on empirical grounds. Tunmer et at
conclude:
,,These chililren seerned, Iess able

to engage in the inferential

and,

constructiae ltrocessing necessary to obtain information about the rela-

tionships that can occur o,mong sentences in implicit stories' Instead"
they

tend,ed,

to

question the

truth of indiaiilual sentences, rather than

integrate the story as a whole and eramine its ouerall logical structu,re."

Baker (198aa) compared children

in

preschool, grade 1 and grade

3'

All

be heard,
children were informed that there might be errors in the narratives to

internal
and were given examples of the type of nonsense words, faisehoods and
errors that
inconsistencies that could occur. children in grade 3 detected more
However,
children in grade 1, who in turn detected more errors than preschoolers'

all children showed some ability to use the three standards of evaluatiot t,,d"''
the ,ideal, conditions in thi¡i experiment, where simple stories were heard twice,

,
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children were informed of the type of errors invoived, and,

if

children faiied to

find the errors, they were pointed out by the experimenter.
Baker (1984b) incorporated the same three types of errors into expository

texts. Children in grades 4 and 6 were to underline any problems as they read.
Half the children were told only that problems might exist (general instructions),
while the other half were given examples of each type of problem (specific instruc-

tions). If a problem
asked

ïvas not underlined, increasingly specific probe questions were

to direct attention to the problem.

Overall, the grade 6 children underlined significantly more problems than
the grade 4 children (53% and 34% respectively). However, this difference

oc-

curred only amongst good readers, as defined by the California Achievement Test;
amongst poor readers the older children did not perform better than the younger
ones. If probing was required, older children found problems sooner than younger
ones. Not all children used all of the three standards they were instructed to use

in the specific condition. Baker (1984b, p. 307-8) suggests that even when partic-

ular standards of evaluation are within the repertoire of children, they may not
be able to apply them simultaneously for a variety of reasons:
"The data suggest that one reo,son younger and less prof"cient readers id,entifg fewer problems
read,ers

in tent than older and more proficient

is that they adopt fewer d'ifferent criteria for eualuating the'ir

understanding. Houeaer, this is not the only enplanation,

for

eaen

when the necessary criteria are auailable in the child's repertoire, the

younger and poorer reader still identifi,es fewer problems' This implicates ilifferences

in the consistency and effectiaeness of stand,ard

use.

Children may not use the standards consistentlg when th,ere úre rnûny
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com,peting demands on resourçe allocation . . . Thus, a less euperienced

reader mag haae more dfficulty simultaneously checlsing eæternal con-

sistencg, internal consistency and word understanding, and so only
checles one

or two dimensions. The effectiaeness of standard use is

Iimited by logical reasoning abilities and general world, Isnowledge,

as

children's responses to the follow-up quest'ions reuealed' The younger

and poorer readers had dfficulty realizing that certain parts of

th'e

tents were in føct problematic. Just as basic cognitiue skills o,nd, ca-

pacities play a crucial role in comprehension so too do they contribute

to comprehension monitoring. "
Beal (1990) also draws attention to the role of constructive processing, not

only in error detection, but also in error repair. Chiidren in grades 4 and

6

read four types of stories, including normal versions, versions with key sentences

missing so that no resolution was given to the problem described in the story,
versions containing anomalies violating prior knowledge expectations given the

context, and versions containing logical contradictions. The children had the
stories read to them with the text present. They were asked for their help in

locating parts that were not clear and in making any such parts clearer.
Grade 6 children detected significantly more errors than the grade 4 children,

who performed quite poorly. All children found the missing sentences easier to
detect than the anomalies and inconsistencies. Given that an error ïvas detected,
there ïvas no age difference in terms of the adequacy of suggested repairs.

In the first experiment, the problem of the younger children appeared to be,
in detection rather than repair of errors. However, since without detection there
could be no repair, and detection rates among the grade 4 children were low, the
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first experiment gave an incomplete picture of the younger children's ability to
repair errors. In a second experiment, if children did not detect an error the story
was read again, and if the error was still not detected the experimenter pointed

it

out and asked the children how it might be repaired. Grade 4 students required
such prompting in an average of half the stories, compared to less than one-third

in the case of the grade 6 chiidren. The older children

livere able

to suggest more

adequate repairs for the errors exposed during prompting.

The final experiment investigated whether children were able to evaluate the

quality of repairs they did not have to generate themselves.
deleted from stories, with the deletion marked by a blank
asked

A

sentence ïvas

line. Students were

to explain why the deletion was problematic, and if they did not know

they were told. They were then asked to evaluate a sentence which was placed
on the blank line. The versions included the original sentence, a detail sentence

which restated the problem but offered no solution, an implicit solution which
suggested enabling conditions but no explanation as to how they contributed to

the solution, and a solution which was inconsistent with the theme or setting.
More children in grade 6 than in grade 4 were able to explain the nature of
the problem, to judge the adequacy of the proposed sentence, and to suggest
better one if the proposed sentence

rtras

a

inadequate. Thus, in this study overall,

grade 6 children vvere more able to detect errors, to repair errors, and to judge

the quality of proposed repairs.
Beal suggests that constructive processing and inferential comprehension are
required to detect errors of the type included in this study. The memory represen-

,

tation which results from such processing then also provides a basis for generating'
and evaluating repairs. In the absence of such processing, repairs are difficult to
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carry out, even when errors are highlighted by the experimenter.

In a study by Englert, Hiebert and stewart (1988), students in grade 6 detected more errors while reading expository texts than students in grade 3. All
children were informed that there might be problems in the texts and were shown
how to respond to errors. In spite of this quite specific caution, only 38% and
L8% of the errors were detected and repaired by grade 6 and grade 3 children

respectively. Among grade 6 students, 4LTo of errors were neither detected nor
repaired, compared to 57% among grade 3 students. The errors in this case u/ere
falsehoods, internal inconsistencies, and sentences not fitting into the overall text

structure, for example, a descriptive sentence in a compare and contrast text.
Vosniadou, Pearson and Rogers (1938) used narrative texts which contained

either a falsehood or an internal inconsistency, that is, a statement which con-

tradicted a principie stated earlier. In one example, a magnet picked up sugar
but not iron filings, although it had been stated that magnets picked up iron and

not sugar. Children in grade 3 detected more errors than children in grade

1

after listening to the stories, and children in grade 5 detected more errors than
children in grade 3 after reading the stories. When children failed to detect an

error, most commonly they couid not recall the critical propositions. Vosniadou
et al deduce from this observation that children's problems in detecting errors lie

primarily in establishing an adequate representation of the text, which in tufn

is

related to the familiarity of the information being processed. In support of this
claim, Vosniadou et al show that even children in grade 1 can detect internal inconsistencies when the subject matter of a text is familiar and easy to represent.

Vosniadou et at (1988, p. 36) conclude:
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"Children often lacle the b.ackground, lcnowledge necesso,rg to form

an

adequate mental representation,

or they may haae beliefs or

ries that are contrarg to the inforrnation included
equate and/or incomplete

prior

th'eo'

in the tent' Inad-

hnowledge may result

in distortions

of the text information, fai,lures to detect inconsistencies, repair of
inconsistencies, or

ø

disposition touard eualuating the tert

for truth

rather than inconsistencY. "
Walczyk and Hall (1991) asked children in grades 2 and 4 to listen to narratives

with a particular perspective in mind. For example, in one story children were
asked to focus on information relevant

relevant

to a safety inspector.

to a burgiar, in an other on information

Some of the stories contained falsehoods. The

authors reasoned that if readers were asked to adopt a perspective, relevant prior
knowledge would be activated and the probability of detecting a falsehood (prior
knowledge violation) would be increased.

Recall protocols of the stories indicated that children in grade 4 could apply

a perspective on-line while listening, but grade 2 children could

not. In other

words, the older children recalled more perspective-relevant than perspectiveirrelevant information, while the younger children did not make a distinction. The
older children also detected more errors, and again, unlike the younger children,
were influenced by perspective in

that they detected more perspective-relevant

than perspective-irrelevant errors. The age difference in error detection occurred

in spite of the fact that a quiz revealed all chiidren had the necessary general
knowledge to detect the falsehoods. In this respect the Walczyk and Hall study
does not support the conclusion of the Vosniadou et al study regarding inadequate

general knowledge as a reason for failure to detect errors. However,like Vosniadou
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et al, walczyk and Halifound that.in most

cases where

the grade 4 children did

these
not detect an error they could not recall the critical sentence; only 13% of
the error'
children recalled all the necessary information, but failed to detect

in
Although the studies referred to so far show significant age differences
(1979)
error detection, not ali results are so ciear cut. For example, Markman
which were either
wrote short expository texts containing internal inconsistencies

in grades
explicit or required an inference to become apparent (implicit)' children
any errors' but were
3, 5 and 6 heard the texts twice. They were not warned of

to understand' After
asked to make suggestions that would make the texts easier
then recalled the
each passage the children were asked some general questions,
passage and,

if the inconsistencies had not

been reported, specifrc probing was

initiated.

or the
There was no grade difierence in error detection in either the explicit

implicit condition. After hearing three passages' each containing an error'

96%

43%
of ail children missed all or all but one of the implicit contradictions, while

missed all or all but one of the explicit contradictions prior

to the initiation

of specifrc probing. This relatively poor performance occurred in spite of the
and
fact that 86% o'r.recall protocols contained no significant error or omission,

the
that children could answer specifi.c probe questions, indicating that they had
necessary general knowledge and inferentiai capacity

to detect the errors'

In a subsequent experiment, children in grades 3 and 6 repeated either each
inforentire text, or two sentences at a time to see if having the contradictory
In
mation in working memory contiguously would increase error detection rates'
grade 6 chil-'
the implicit condition, repetition had no efiect on performance, and

dren did not detect more errors than grade 3 children. However, in the explicit
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condition, the older children detected signifrcantly more errors than the youngel
ones. Repetition of two contradictory seútences did not guarantee error detection
any of
among grade 3 students; over two-thirds of these children failed to detect

the explicit contradictions, compared to less than one-frfth of the older children'

In the final experiment, Maçkman warned half the children that the texts may
poorly
contain probiems. without this warning, grade 6 students performed as
as grade 3 students.

With the warning, however, the older children performed

significantly better than the younger ones and improved their detection of both

explicit and implicit contradictions. Thus, the oider children had the requisite
knowledge and skills, but did not apply them spontaneousiy

to comprehension

monitoring.

A similar result was obtained by Markman and Gorin (1981)' who used

ex-

pository texts containing either falsehoods or internal inconsistencies' One group
of children was given neutral instructions, the task being to decide if everything
the poswas easy to understand (control group). Two other groups were told of

sible existence of errors and given examples of one of the error types (specific
groups). Ten year-old children detected more êrrors than eight year-o1ds only in

the speciflc conditions; in the control condition the older children performed no
better than the younger ones. So age differences depended on being informed of
the existence of errors. As in the Markman (1979) study, oider chiidren had the
skills to detect errors

if they were told to do so, but they did not apply these

skills spontaneously any more than younger children'
read two
scardamalia and Bereiter (1934) had students in grade 6 and grade 10

of the passages containing internal inconsistencies devised by Markman (1979)''
grade
These students thought aloud as they interpreted the passages. The

6
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students made marginally more dçtail interpretations than the older students,

that is, they referred to only one sentence in their interpretation. On the other
hand, grade 10 students made signifrcantly more macro interpretations, which
related statements to each other or the overall gist of the passage.

Most students recognised the anomaly in the passage about ice-cream. However, orre third of readers made no comment at all about anomalous information

in the fish passage, and only about one third in some way recognised the anomaly.
The authors suggest that the ice-cream passage was easier because the anomaly
could be found by questioning the plausibility of individual statements, while in
the frsh passage individual statements had to be linked. The importance of what
Scardamalia and Bereiter refer to as a macro interpretation is highlighted by a
significant correlation between successful error detection and a more sophisticated
reading strategy involving macroproposition formation.
Zabrucky and Moore (1989) point out that whether or not age differences are

found can d.epend on the standard of evaluation being examined, for example,
whether that standard is word understanding or internal consistency. In this
study, children in grades 4, 5 and 6 read expository texts which contained either
a nonsense word, falsehood or internal inconsistency. All the children were told

that there could be errors in the texts, although half of them were also given
examples of the three types.

Children in grade 6 detected more of each kind of error than children in grade
4, but the position of the grade 5 children relative to the other two groups varied
depending on the standard of evaluation being examined. This middle group per-

formed at a simiiar level to grade 6 children in the detection of nonsens"

*o.dr,'

but at a similar level to grade 4 in the detection of internal inconsistencies. Thus,
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each word
the application of a lexical standard of evaluation, asking whether
of an internal consense, appears to develop early, whiie the application
makes

previous ideas, develops
sistency standard, asking whether each idea fits in with
grade to the next'
later. The detection of falsehoods increased lineariy from one
evaluation ability'
Zabrucky and Moore point out, therefore, that 'comprehension
involved develops at
is multid,imensional, that the use of the various standards
may vary depending
different rates, and therefore results regarding age difierences
on which standards are being studied'

aduits and grade 7
Grabe, Antes, Kahn and Kristjanson (1991) compared
inconsistencies in short
students in their ability to detect falsehoods and internal

that the probÌematic
expository passages. A pitot test was conducted to ensure
were informed that
information was familiar to grade 7 children. Half the subjects
types, while the
might be present and were given specifrc examples of both
errors

other half were not informed'
subjects' Here
Error detection performance was assessed only among informed
Howadults were no more able .than children to detect internal inconsistencies'
found by
did frnd more of the falsehoods , 53% compared to the 28%

ever, ad.ults

children. Overall less than half the errors were detected'

with age
In summary, the Studies reviewed in this section show improvement
efficient
in the ability to detect errors, which is assumed to reflect increasingly
certain exceptions
comprehension monitoring. However, there are also

to this

and younger children
general conclusion. The spontaneous performance of older
(1931); only when
did not difier in Markman (1979) and Markman and Gorin
Older children'
given specifrc instructions did older children frnd more errors'
readers in Baker
performed better than younger ones only if they were proficient
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(198ab); there ïvere no age differençes among poor readers' \ühether or not age
difierences were found depended on the standard of evaluation

in Zabrucky

and

Moore (1939) and Grabe et al (1991).

Although older children in general are better at detecting errors than younger
children,

it

must also be kept in mind that the performance of adults is often far

short of perfect. As already mentioned, in the Grabe et al (1991) study, adults
detected only 53% of falsehoods after being warned that problems might exist'

In Baker (1979), where subjects were not informed of errors, only 38% of errors
were detected when passages ïvere re-examined; subjects claimed to have noticed

23%

ol errors during the initial reading.

These results reflect somewhat less

poorly on the comprehension monitoring ability of the subjects when examined

in more detail. These adults found 62%

of-

errors embedded

in

superordinate,

topic sentences but only t4% embedded in subordinate, detail sentences, which
is consistent with the goal expressed by many of them that they were reading
for main idea comprehension. Also, internal inconsistencies were detected much
more efficiently than inappropriate connectives; in the case of the latter, some
subjects were not credited with correct identification because they classified the

probiem as an internai inconsistency rather than an inappropriate connective.
The point is, though, that they did detect a problem'

In Baker and Anderson (1982) adults found

66% of

internal inconsistencies in

topic sentences and 62% h detail sentences. Being informed of possible errors did

not affect performance. Subjects spent longer reading an inconsistent

sentence

than its consistent counterpart in an intact passage. They also reread inconsistent
sentences more often. However, Baker and Anderson note

that they found "little'

ind¡aiilual consistency and few systematic relationships". only 25% of subjects
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who spent more time
correctly identifled errors in all three passages' and subjects

identify the error than those
reading inconsistent sentences were no more likely to
who did not sPend the extra time'
and inIn Baker (1985b) 34% olerrors, including nonsense words, falsehoods
that errors might
inconsistencies were detected. All subjects urere informed

ternal

the three types of errors
exist, but error detection was higher when examples of
words, but relatively low
were also given. Detection rates were high for nonsense
exclaimed:
for interrral inconsistencies. Baker reports that many subjects
belieae

I

I

can't

misseil that when errors became apparent during probing'

inconsistencies with inYussen and smith (1990, expt 3) also used internal

of a possible score of
formed subjects, and found that these adults averaged 5.30
and 3'65 for detection in
8 for the detection of inconsistencies in topic sentences
detail sentences.

not only the error detecGlenberg, wilkinson and Epstein (1982) examined
subjects
tion performance of adults, but also confrdence in their performance'
which the last two sentences
read passages of either one or three paragraphs, in
sentence was syntacwere contradictory. In the last sentence, the contradictory

tically marked

as

either given or neÏv. The authors hypothesised that with three

for incoming informaparagraphs there were more potential points of attachment
more difficult'
tion which needed to be checked, thereby making error detection
would be
If information was marked as nev¡' the authors predicted that readers
less

be less likely to
likely to search for a point of attachment and therefore would

and were forewarned
detect an inconsistency. subjects were told to read carefully
After reading, they rated'
of the presence of errors, which they were asked to frnd.

'

their confidence in their comprehension on a scale of 1 to

4.
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The probability of detecting an internal inconsistency ranged from a high of
.89

in the given-l paragraph condition to a low of .38 in the new-3 paragraph

condition. Of particular interest were confidence ratings in relation to error de'
tection. Gienberg et ai determined students with an illusion of knowing (IK) on
the basis of a failure to detect an inconsistency, but a high confidence rating. The

probabiiity of IK ranged from .06 in the given-1 paragraph condition to .51 in the
new-3 paragraph condition. Thus, the latter condition produced not only a high

rate of failure to detect an inconsistency, but at the same time a still high level of
confidence

in comprehension success. Glenberg et al (1982, p. 602) explain this

finding as follows:
,,The

frequent occurrence of the illusion of knowing is inconsis-

tent with ún a,ssurnption of actiue, accurate, on-line comprehension
monitoring as the sour'ce of this conf,d,ence. Instead, we propose that
confi,dence arises from a default assumption maile by readers, that is,

in dealing with etpository

teæt, a read,er o,ssxLrnes by default

that com-

prehension is progressing smoothly, and this øssumption is maintained,

until the

read,er

a failure

in

is

alerteil otherwise by an error signal arising from

some cornqtreh,ension process.

. . Readers nxo,y

fauour

th'e

comprehension monitoring procedure afforded by the default ússunxp-

tion on the grounils of econorny of processing. No special
neeil be deueloped

the

process

or actiaated to

processes

assess comprehension. Import'antly,

of waiting for an error signal cøn operate in parallel with

comprehension processes, wh'ile requiring little,
ers need, not

interrupt comprehension

Also, eæcept

for

texts

processes

if
to

o,nY' co'púcity' Readøssess

their efficacg'

in unfamiliar domains, the assumption of corn-
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prehension is often reasonabl.e. unfortunately,
ucøtors,

it

mag be that when reading

for

stud,ents and, ed-

in new domains our o'bility

iletect ignorance is most impouerished. On such occasions, the

to

illusion

of lcnowing becomes øn obstøcle to effectiue learning and, instruction."
Less than perfect assessment of comprehension has been demonstrated with-

out using error detection in a study by Pressley, Ghatala, rffoloshyn and Pirie
(lgg0). In this study adults read expository
multiple choice or short

ansr/ver question

passages and then answered either a

on general thematic or detailed informa-

tion from the passage. Depending on how they evaluated the correctness of their
response, readers had the option of moving on to the next passage or rereading

the current passage. Around 75%

tail

of.

the thematic questions and 50% of the de-

questions were answered correctly. Following detail questions subjects had

a moderate probability of making a correct judgement, that is, correct response

- move forward, or incorrect response - reread. However, for thematic questions
subjects tended to move forward regardless of whether or not their response uras

correct; the probabitity of rereading after an incorrect response was only .27 for
short answer questions and .20 for multiple choice questions. Pressley et al (1990,

p.2a\

conclude that:
,,Giuen that participants cla'imed after the stuily that they d,ecided

to reread, the passage only wh,en they were not
slJ)eTs

sure that

their

an-

uere correct, we conclude that subjects were confid,ent about

their answers to thematic questions eaen when those a,nsuers uere

in error . . . errant responses were in fact related to the passages in
question, although the answers u)ere either incomplete

or

th,ere was
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some d,istortion of the passage content.
th,at read,ers haue great conf,dence

in

theg haue constructed, white reading

rious d,eficiencg

o,

A

reasonable hypothesis is

whateaer general interpretation
pússo,ge.

If

so, this is a aery se-

in comprehension monitoring, because

awareness of

miscornytrehension is crucial to regulation of reading and, especiallg to

regulation of tent reprocessing-"

Like Pressley et al, Schommer and Surber (1986) also investigated the comprehension monitoring of adults without-using an error detection task. They used

two different texts, one more difficult than the other because of longer sentences
and more embedded clauses. Subjects were given either shallow or deep processing instructions by being set different goals for the reading activity. In the shallow

condition, readers were to judge whether the passage could be understood by the
average college freshman, while in the deep condition, they were to read in order

to be able to teach another student enough information to pass a test' In the latter condition the subjects were told to produce a summary of what they intended

to teach their 'student'. The authors hypothesised that the shallow condition
would encourage processing only at the level of individual micro-propositions,
leaving open the possibiiity that the reader would be unaware of not having understood the main ideas. In other words, these readers would be susceptible to
illusions of knowing. The deep condition, however, should encourage readers to

construct a macrostructure, the success of which could be used as a measure of
gist comprehension.
failure to

It

is more likely, then, that the reader would be alerted to

a

understand'

Subjects read one passage, rated confldence in their comprehension, completed

a summary of the passage, rated their confi.dence in the quality of the summary,

r
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ansrvered three multiple choice questions on main points, and rated their confidence

in these responses. A subject was classifi.ed

(IK) if two or three of their multiple

as

having an illusion of knowing

choice responses v/ere v/rong, but they nev-

ertheless expressed a high level of confidence in their comprehension. Readers in

the shallow condition showed more IK, especiaily when reading the more difficult

text. One quarter of these adults were classified in the IK category, that is, they
failed to understand the main ideas of a passage in the manner intended by the

author, and yet had a high ievel of confidence in their comprehension. These
results support the findings of Pressley et al'
Schommer and Surber examined the accuracy of concepts and relations in-

cluded

in summaries.

Those students who both scored well on the multiple

choice questions and rated their confidence highly were very likely

to produce

model summaries, whiie students performing poorly and rating their confidence
as

low produced impoverished summaries, missing several concepts and relations.

The

IK group, on the other hand, produced not

so much impoverished as dis-

torted summaries. The authors suggest that they had enough information to
construct a macrostructure, albeit an inaccurate one, and were not alerted to the

fact that they had not understood the main ideas'
The studies discussed thus far show a trend for older subjects to be more able
to detect errors and evaluate their comprehension, aithough even the performance

of adults is not perfect. In the next section, the error detection performance of
subjects varying in reading skill will be examined. There is considerabie evidence

that skilled readers are more able to detect errors than less skilled readers.
Yussen and Smith (1990) investigated detection of internal inconsistencies'
among adults. There was a strong correlation

(r :

.61) between reading pro-
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and ability to
ficiency, as measured by the stanfprd Diagnostic Reading Test,
profrciency
detect errors while reading. However, the correlation between reading

and error detection while listening was not signifrcant'

of errors and
zabrucky and commander (1993) examined on-line detection
rereading as a strategy

to

overcome comprehension problems. university stu-

dents classified as either good or poor readers according

to the Nelson Denny

a time from a computer
Reading Test read short expository texts one sentence at

explicit logical inconscreen. Haif the texts were consistent and half contained an
either reaffirmed
sistency. Information presented in a context sentence was later

or contradicted in a target sentence. students were not warned of the

presence

of errors but were told only to read carefully'
target
Incongruous target sentences were read more slowly than congruous
encountered a problem
sentences by both groups of readers, suggesting that both
spent more time
when processing the incongluous sentences. While good readers

spent more time
rereading the target sentence than poor readers, poor readers

target
than good readers rereading sentences other than the context and

sen-

of the rereading
tences, showing that they were less selective in their application
strategy.
explanations
Zabrucky and Commander discuss and eliminate several possible

for this finding. For example, while

it

is possible that poor readers reread more

is unlikely given
because everything made less sense to them, this explanation

that

the texts were short and simpie, written at year 10 readability level' Zabrucky
of working memory
and command.er (1993, p. a52) favour an explanation in terms

in'
limitations, since selective rereading involves holding problematic information
memory. As they state: "In ord,er to reread, effectiuelg

it is necessary for an
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initial signal of comprehension failure to be generated and for the reailer to holil
onto the signal uhile simultaneously attempting to f,nd, earlier information th'at

is inconsistent."
As a frnal point, there ïvas no ability difference in terms of verbally reporting
a problem; the mean rate of reporting incongruities after reading was '64, sup-

porting the earlier point that the performance of adults is still short of perfect.
Englert, Hiebert and Stewart (i9S8) showed that children with high reading

abiiity detected more errors in expository text than children of medium ability,
who in turn detected more than children of low reading ability. The children were

in grades 3 and 6, the errors involved falsehoods and internal and text structure
inconsistencies, and. abitity v¡as measured by the reading subtest of the california
Test of Basic Skiils.

Garner (1980) asked good and poor comprehenders, as determined by teacher
judgement, to rate the comprehensibility of expository texts.

Ìhe

children were

in grades 7 and 8. Some segments of text had been altered to include an internal
inconsistency. overall the comprehensibility of altered segments was rated

as

lower, although this trend was more evident among good comprehenders' Poor
comprehenders did not distinguish

altered segments

to the same extent between altered and un-

in their ratings, and commented on iong words as a reason

for lower ratings. Good comprehend'ers, on the other hand, could point to the
internal inconsistency as the reason why a segment was harder to understand'
Garner and Kraus (1981/2) asked good and poor readers in grade 7, determined by teacher judgement, to read short narrative texts which contained either

inter- or intra-sentence internal inconsistencies. The detection of inter-sentence
contradictions was low among both good and poor comprehenders, the latter
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frnding none at all. The intra-sentpnce inconsistencies were detected by 80% of
the good comprehenders, but again none of the poor comprehenders.

In interviews with these children Garner and Kraus found that the poor comprehenders focused almost entirely on knowing and fluently decoding words in

their judgement of what made a good reader and what made something difficult

to read. Good

comprehenders, on the other hand, focused on larger units of

meaning and considered a good reader to be one who understood main points.

Linking together their two frndings, Garner and Kraus suggest that poor comprehenders focus on individual word meanings, do not integrate these meanings into

larger units, and hence do not flnd internal inconsistencies. The focus on individual words was not due in this case to decoding problems, since only adequate
decoders were chosen for the study.

Garner (1gS1) further examined the hypothesised individual word emphasis of

poor comprehenders in grades 5 and 6, clasdifled according to the comprehension
subtest of the Maryland screening instrument. Children read short narrative
passages

in which some segments were altered to contain either long and difficult

words or an internal inconsistency. They were asked to rate the comprehensibility

of segments, hence were not alerted tq the existence of errors' Comprehensibility
ratings were lower for segments containing long words than for both consistent and
inconsistent segments, which did not differ signifrcantly from each other. Readers

pointed to the long words as the reason for their lower ratings, but were vague
about why consistent and inconsistent segments had been rated in a particular
way. Garner interprets this finding as an example of 'piecemeal processing', that

is, a focus on individual word meanings without integration into larger units of
meanrng

'
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Paris and Myers (i9S1) had children in grade 4 read aloud two texts written
make
grade 3 and grade 5 level respectively, then underline anything that didn't
sense

in two further texts of similar difficulty. Two

nonsense words or phrases

and poor
had been inserted into each text. The children were divided into good
read.ers according

to the sRA Assessment survey, with the two groups matched

according to age, sex and maths achievement'

In oral reading, hesitations, repetitions and self-corrections
evidence of monitoring. There u/as no overali group difference

were taken

as

in frequency of

good
hesitations and. corrections, although monitoring was more accurate among

readers for the grade 5 but not the grade 3
read.ers on

text. In other words, the good

the more diffcult passage showed greater evidence of having noticed

to show
the nonsense words and phrases, while the poor readers were more likely
hesitations or self-corrections with acceptable words'

With regard to the second. task, good readers underlined more nonsense innot
formation, although this difference was significant only for nonsense phrases'
was
words, with both groups performing poorly in the latter case. Again there

no difference in the overall frequency of underlining, but the good readers were
undermore likely to underline problematic information while the poor readers

lined more legitimate information. Good readers also produced more accurate
recall.
grade
Winograd and Johnston (1982) used skilled and unskilled readers in

6, classified according to the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test' Subjects read
four short passages, into each of which an anomalous sentence had been inserted'
skitled."u.d"r.
Skiited readers detected signifrcantly more of the problems than less
(56% compared

to i8%).

However, the authors note that the overall result was

'
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to a particularly poor performance on one passage. In this

case,

many children constructed an inference which made the supposedly anomalous
sentence meaningful, hence no error was reported. Error detection rates when

this passage was excluded were 88% and 45% for skilled and unskilled readers
respectiveiy.
Garner and Reis (i981) examined responses to comprehension obstacles rather

than error detection per se. Chiidren read a narrative passage divided into three
sections and. answered questions after each section. Some of the questions asked

after the second and third sections referred back to the first section. Considering

the detailed information being tapped, these questions were difficult to

ansuler

without looking back. The experimenters recorded both the incidence of lookbacks and what they considered to be signs of ongoing monitoring, that is, both

verbai and non-verbal signs of puzzlement or dissatisfaction.
Good comprehenders were more likely than poor comprehenders to show signs

of puzzlement, to look back to the frrst section, and to answer the look-back
questions correctly. These differences were larger among the grade

I

than the

grade 6 and 7 children. With increasing age, good comprehenders showed more

look-back and monitoring behaviour, but poor comprehenders showed very little
such behaviour even

in grade 8. Thus, good

readers became increasingly able

to both monitor and repair comprehension where necessary, that is, to become
ar\¡are

that they did not have the knowledge to answer look-back questions and

to take appropriate steps to find the answer.

A number of studies have found not only reading ability differences in error
detection, but also differential effectiveness of specific instructions.
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Baker (19S5b) compared the error detection performance of adults with either
higher or lower Verbal-SAT scores. The subjects read expository passages con-

taining either nonsense words, falsehoods or internal inconsistencies' All subjects
were informed that there could be errors in the texts (general instructions), but

half of them were also told the exact nature of the errors and given examples
(specific instructions). Error detection performance was superior among higher

Verbal-SAT subjects, but only in the specific condition. Both the higher and
lower abitity groups benefrted from more specific instructions, but the higher
group more so. When a reader failed to detect errors, a probing procedure was

initiated, with increasingly specific questions drawing attention to the problem.
Although Baker (1985b, p. 310) reports that during probing many readers
pressed surprise

ex-

at their failure to detect a seemingly obvious error on initial

reading, she also notes that probing sometimes revealed a lack of relevant knowledge underlying the failure to report a problem:
,,.

. . the responses

pooreT.

to the follow-up questions malee it cleør that the

problem id,entification bg the lower ability students is not simply

a product

of less frequent or

less effectiae use of the targeted stanilarils

of eualuation. More fundamental limitations in bacleground lsnowledge
and logical reasoning also play a role."
There was no difference betweeri the higher and lower Verbal-SAT students

in the frequency of using the lexical standard of evaluation, but the higher group
used the

internal consistency standard more frequently than the lower group. Half

of the latter did not use the internal consistency standard even when instructed'

to do so. Baker (1985b, p. 311) comments:
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,,A number of component, skills are inaolueil

in the eaaluation of

internal inconsistencg, includ"ing the abilit'y to retrieae and integrate
nonødjacent propositions and draw logical inferences. These prereq-

uisite skills may well be limiting the lower uerbal students' use of

th'e

standard,."

Baker (1gS4b) also found, this time among children rather than adults, that

good readers were more able to make use of guidance to increase their error
detection

rate. Children in grades 4 and 6 were divided into skilied and less

skilled readers according to the reading subtest of the California Achievement
Test. The children read expository texts which contained either nonsense words,
falsehoods or internal inconsistencies. Subjects were again given either general

or specific instructions. Probing was initiated after all texts had been read.
Overall, skilted readers detected more errors than the iess skilled readers (54%
and,2gTo

respectivety), bui there was also an interaction with instructional condi-

tion. Although both groups benefrted from specific instructions relative to general
instructions, skilled readers gained greater benefi.t. Overall there was no difference between the two groups in their frequency of using standards of evaluation,

that is, in the number of times the clarity of
results above, though,

it

passages was questioned. From the

is clear that skilled readers used the standards more

efiectively to find erroïs. Also, although the two groups did not differ in the frequency of standard use overall, they did differ in terms of which standards were
used most frequentiy. Less skilled readers made more use of the lexical standard

than skilled readers, but used the internal consistency standard less frequently'
In response to probe questions, skilled readers found previously undetected problems more quickiy than less skilled readers, again indicating, as in the case of the
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that they are more able to make use of guidance.

In a study of children in

grades 4, 6 and 8, Garner and Taylor (1982) also

found that skilled readers are more able to make use of guidance. In this case, the
chiidren were identified by their teachers as either good or poor comprehenders,

with all being adequate decoders. The children read narrative passages containing
an internal inconsistency. They were given a score depending on whether or not

problems were identifred spontaneously and,

if not, how quickly

problems were

detected during probing.
Good comprehenders detected more errors, and did so more quickly than poor
comprehenders, but even the more skilled readers needed assistance' Only 7 of the
90 students identified problems without probing, all of these being good readers.

On the other hand, almost all of the poor comprehenders in grade 4 and over
half in grade 8 were unable to find any errors, even when the two contradictory
sentences were pointed

out by the experimenter, with the warning that

some

people thought the sentences did not frt together. Many good comprehenders

who did not detect errors spontaneously nevertheless were able to make use of

this assistance to improve their performance.
zabrucky and Moore (1939) studied children in grades 4, 5 and 6, who were
divided into good, average and poor readers according to comprehension

scores

on the Stanford Diagnostic Test. They read expository texts into which either
nonsense words, falsehoods

or internal inconsistencies had been insertèd. The

children were given either general or specifrc instructions. Good readers detected
more errors overall than average readers, who in turn detected more errors than

poor readers. This pattern applied to both nonsense words and falsehoods, but'
for internal inconsistencies the average readers were no more successful than poor
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of error detection, but only
leaders. specifrc instructions resulted in a higher rate

for good readers. As Zabrucky and Moore point out,

it is therefore not just a

that results in their
lack of awareness on the part of average and poor readers
have the skills to apply the
lower level of error detection. Rather, they may not
use'
standards of evaluation they have been instructed to

is that ability
A final point to emerge from the Zabrucky and Moore study
so it is difficult to
one standard does not impiy ability to use another,

to apply

measurea.global,comprehensionmonitoringability.Thecorreiationbetween
was a low '22' inability to detect nonsense words and internal inconsistencies
hand
to .37 and .38 between falsehoods and nonsense words on the one
creasing

and Gorin
antl falsehoods and internal inconsistencies on the other' Markman
(1985, p. 325) reach a similar conclusion when they

that

th,ere

state: " ' ' ' it

has becorne clear

one's cornpreis no single capacity that und,erlies an abilitg to monitor

o'cquire this ability'"
hension, and, no single age at which chililren suddenly

August, Fiavell and

clift

(1984) examined chiidren

in grade 5, who were

comprehension subtest
divided into skilled and less skilled readers according to the
matched on nonof the comprehensive Test of Basic skills. The groups Ïf/ere

They read narratives
verbal inteiligence, and ail had adequate decoding skills'
and were informed that some might have a page missing.

to determine which
skitled read.ers v/ere more able than less skilied readers
what it shouid say' skilled
stories had a page missing, where it was missing, and
reading
a greater extent than less skilled readers showed increases in
readers to

that they had
time for the sections of text following an omission, thus indicating
signs of detection, skilled
detected (not necessarily consciously) a problem' Given

to report the existence of a
readers were still more likeiy than less skilled readers
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problem. For both skilled and less skilled readers, the failure to report an erlor
was most often due to inferences being made to repair the problem'

Once all the stories were read, a review procedure was carried out, with the

children being asked to reread the final sections of the stories (where an omission could occur) and to ansu¡er an increasingly speciflc set of probe questions.
Here too the skilled readers performed better because they, unlike the less skilled
readers, were helped by the review procedure.

Garner and Anderson (1982) failed to resolve the question of whether poor
readers could be assisted by more specific instructions. Three Sroups were formed

from intermediate grade students at a summer reading clinic. Ali performed at or
above grade level on word recognition but at least one year below grade level on

the comprehension subtest of the Maryland screening instrument. All subjects
read a narrative about a holiday in a cabin without electricity. The internally
inconsistent piece of information involved children plugging

in a television

set.

The first group was told to read the passage in order to be able to discuss it
later, the second group was told to ensure that everything made sense' while the

third group ïyas told that there was something wrong and that they should find

it.

Four of the eight children in each if the first two groups reported the error,

compared to six of the eight children in the third group. Garner and Anderson,

therefore, could not reach a firm conclusion about the effect of instructions on

error detection.
Chan (1gBS), in contrast to the previous frve studies referred to, found that
specific instructions benefited poor readers.

In a first experiment she matched,

according to reading age, poor readers aged 11 in a remedial class with 8 y"*r-'

old average readers. In the general instruction condition, an anomalous line in
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practice passages was pointed out, without any explanation as to why

it didn't fit

in with the story. In the speciflc condition, an explanation was given. The children

then read stories containing similar anomalies. The remedial readers benefited
from specific instructions, while the average readers did not. The remedial readers
performed better than the average group only in the specific condition' Chan
(1988, p. 29) comments as follows:

,,In the present study, subjects

in the specif"c instruction

condi-

tion receiued explicit enplanation on how to compare one proposition

with others in a giaen tert. In
two functions. Firstly,

it

effect, this explicit eæplanation seraed

prouided, instructions

referencing eualuatiue strategy. seconilly,

it

in the use of a, cross-

proaided, stud,ents with

clear lenowleilge of the criterion task, a rnetacognitiae skill allowing
them to engo'ge in tasbappropriate learning øctiuities'"

In a second experiment, remedial readers in grades 5 and 6 were matched to
average read.ers

in grade 5 on chronological age and to average readers in grade

3 on reading age. In this case, the average readers in grade 5 detected more
anomalies than the other two gtoups. Specific instructions improved performance
only for the the remedial readers and the average readers in grade 3, so presumably
average readers in grade 5 were able to work out for themselves, without specific

instructions, why anomalous lines did not flt into a text. Grade 3 students in this
case vr'ere assisted

by specifrc instructions, as the author notes, perhaps

because

they were stightly older and mole proflcient readers than the gloup in the first
experiment. Chan conclud.es that explicit instructions of the form used here assist
students with reading difficulties

to evaluate and regulate comprehension in

a

'
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more active way. However, on the basis of the five studies discussed previously,

it

would seem that the situation is not as simple as chan indicates, and that

less skilled read,ers generally need more than specifrc instructions in order to be

able to improve their error detection performance.

It

may be that the anomalies

used by Chan were easier to detect than the errors in other studies, for example,

involving more familiar content or embedded in texts making lower processing
d.emands. In this case, specific instructions could be sufficient to prompt the less

skilled readers to use skills available in their repertoire.
Reis and Spekman (1983) similarly attempted to improve the error detection
performance of poor read.ers through speciflc instructions. The subjects were in
grades 6 and 7, and were two to three yeals below grade ievel on the Stanford

Diagnostic Reading Test. They read two narratives, each of which contained
three errors, in one case falsehoods and in the other internal inconsistencies. The
children were not warned of errors but were only told to judge if everything made
sense. Of the possible score of 3, the average score for detection of falsehoods
was 1.3, for detection of internal inconsistencies 0'5'

In a second experiment, Reis and

Spekman selected all students who had

detected none of the three internal inconsistencies. Two groups were formed, both

with an average score of 1.08 for detection of falsehoods. One Sroup received

L0

minutes of instruction in two sessions one week apart. During these sessions, the
experimenters explained the role of an editor, practised flnding errors in single
sentences

with individ.ual students, practised finding inconsistencies across several

sentences, and set

out three rules or things for the children to do to find both

internal inconsistencies and falsehoods. These children, and the control g.oup'
who had received no instruction, then read two narratives ¿nd decided whether
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everything made sense. The same procedure was followed again a week later'
the exFollowing the flrst session there was no significant difference between
inconperimental and control groups for detection of either falsehoods or internal
detected
sistencies. After the second session, however, the experimental group
besignificantly more falsehoods, while there was still no significant difference

tween the groups for detection of internal inconsistencies. Reis and Spekman

iink the lack of training efiect in the latter

case

to an incompatibility

between

to decide
reading goals and the task at hand. They suggest that the instruction
whereas
whether a story made sense encouraged reading for gist understanding,

the internal inconsistencies involved minor details which did not interfere with
gist understanding and so were not detected'
White this explanation is certainly plausible, it is also possible that detection
by
of internal inconsistencies, with contradictory pieces of information separaied

five sentences, mad.e greater processing demands on readers than detection of
may
falsehoods. For example, Baker (19S5b) has pointed out that poor readers

propositions' In
be limited in their ability to retrieve and integrate non-adjacent

this case it would not be sufficient to tell poor readers what to do in order to
much more
establish appropriate goals, but it would be necessary to engage in
As suggested
extensive practise to improve the efficiency of integrative processing'

by Markman (1979), speciflc instructions are only of value when students have
the required skills in their repertoire, but fail to use them spontaneously'

Prior to reaching a conclusion about comprehension monitoring as an impor-

tant area of difference between skilled and less skilled readers, it is important

to ask whether the error detection paradigm provides an acculate measure of
resercomprehension monitoring. \Minograd and Johnston (1982) have expressed
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published studies, twelve
vations in this regard. They summarise, from previously
why readers may
possible reasons other than f.aihne to monitor comprehension
The foliowing
not report errors. To this list they add some of their own reasons'
in turn below:
are some of the main criticisms, which wili be discussed
f

. insufficient

background knowledge to detect errors

2. faiiure to recall premises necessary to detect errors
3. use of inferences to repair errors
4. insufficient iogical caPacitY
S.readinggoalsinappropriatetothetaskofdetectingerrors
that fail1. As already indicated, Vosniadou ei at (1988) present a strong case
making
ure to detect errofs may be due to insufficient general knowledge,
authors
the information to be read difficult to represent in memory' These
inconsistencies when
showed that even grade 1 children can detect internal

the impotthe content is very familiar. Markman (1979, p. 654) supports
tance of adequate knowledge when she says:

of material
"There clre seuero/ ways in which the familiarity
coulil affect comprehension monitoring' To talce one

eæample'

or 'chunked,"
familiar rnaterial can be more efficiently organized
thus resulting in a saaing of capacity to be used' for the drauing
of inferences, cornpo,rison of information, etc'"

in
Tunmer et at (1983), like Vosniadou et at (1988), found that children
monitoring
preschool and grad,es 1 and 2 show evidence of comprehension
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provided that the content is familiar. walczyk and Hall (1989) reach

a

children
similar conclusion as a result of their experiments, in which grade 3
themes' children
searched for errors in narratives with more or less familiar
rather than
found more numerical contradictions in texts involving familiar

unfamiliar themes, although this difference was not significant for logical
inconsistencies. \Malczyk and Halt (1989,

p' 151-2)

conclude:

,,we are hypothesizing that comprehension monitoring tasks,
inuolaing unfamiliar materöal containing logical inconsistencies
Th'us, theg require large amounts

are

noael

for

d,ecod,ing and' comTtrehend'ing

insufficient attentional
nxernory and checlcing

resources

of control processing

at ø literal leael' This

for

leaues

botlt retaining material in

for consistency'"

limited
Baker reports that among both adults (1985b) and children (1984b)

to detect
background knowledge can be a factor which impairs the ability
errors. At the same time, however, having sufficient background knowledge
does

not guarantee error detection. Markman (1979) notes that the children

et
in her study had sufficient knowledge to ansvrer probe questions. Grabe
ai (1991) pilot tested their material to ensure that the content was familiar

? students, and \Malcyzk and Hall (1991) conducted a quiz to
to find
ensure grade 2 arrd. grade 4 children had the knowledge necessary

to

grad.e

of perfect,
errors. In each of these cases, error detection rates were far short
eVen

though the required knowiedge was available' Thus, relevant general

d'etection''
knowledge is a necessary, but not sufficient prerequisite for error
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2. Turning now to recall failure, Vosniadou et al (1988) found that this factor
was the main reason for not reporting errors; children did not remember

the problematic premises after reading the passages, and so did not have
the necessary information in memory to report an error. Vosniadou et al
relate this recall failure to insufficient content knowledge, which made the
incoming information difficult to represent in memory. In Walczyk and Hall
(1991), in65% of failures to report an error there was also failure to recall

problematic information. In contrast, in Markman (1979) children could
recall passages without significant errors or omissions and yet still failed to

report errors. Zabrucky and Ratner (1936) found no consistent relationship between memory for relevant passage information and error detection
among grade 3 children, although there rvas a strong relationship among
grade 6 children. Garner and Anderson (1982) found that 7 of the 10 readers who failed

to detect an internal inconsistency could recall both pieces

of contradictory information. Most recall protocols included all the main
points, showing no evidence of glossing over details or distortions. So,
suggested

as

in \ffinograd and Johnston (1982), recall failure can be a reason

for not reporting errors, but again does not apply in all circumstances. Nevertheless, on theoretical grounds one would expect a relationship between

recall and error detection, since the integrative processing which should
enhance retrievability should also provide more opportunity

to detect in-

consistency.

3. Winograd and Johnston (1932) in their study of grade 6 children found
one particularly marked example of the use of repair strategies to make
an apparently anomalous sentence meaningful. In a passage with a church
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theme, the senten ce: The teacher said it uas time Jor us to put the toys away

was intended to be anomalous. Children performed poorly

in reporting

this anomaly, apparently because some re-interpreted the context

as being

Sunday School.

Baker (1979) also notes that some of her adult subjects made inferences

to resolve confusions. August et al (1984) report that half the children
who failed to report a missing page made inferences to resolve the prob-

|em. On the other hand, repair strategies did not account for failure to
report probiems in vosniadou et at (1988) or Markman (1979). In the latter case, children could accurately recall contradictory prepositions without
alteration or addition and still fail to notice a contradiction. Zabrucky and
Ratner (1986) also report very few repair inferences.

It appears, then, that readers do at times make inferences to resolve problems, and therefore the failure to report the problems does not necessarily
indicate

a

failure to monitOr comprehension. In other studies, however, such

inferences cannot account for error detection failure.

4.

Readers may not have the logical capacity to compare two statements and

detect an inconsistency. Baker (1984b, 1985b) in relation to children and
adults respectively, points to deficits in logical reasoning ability as a factor
which limits the application of standards of consistency'
These deficits may reflect inability to construct logical relationships, possi-

bly aiso related to insufficient content knowledge. For example, in Markman
(1979) children would need to reason: one needs light to see colour, there
is very tittle light at the bottom of the ocean, therefore fish at the bottom

''

a
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of the ocean cannot see colour. However, the deficits may also reflect processing limitations, that is, readers do not have sufficient working memory

capacity to deal with all the components of the reasoning chain. Markman

and Gorin (1981, p. 320) describe the relationship between this reasoning
and error detection as follows:
". . . in ord,er

for children to

d,etect inconsistencies they must

encode and store the releuant information, d,rau the needed in-

ferences, retrieue and maintain the incompati,ble propositions in
worlcing rnernorA, and compare th'em. Failing to do this, children

can be Ieft unataare that there is any problem."
There is some evidence to show that, as processing demands increase, error

detection performance decreases. For example, in Vosniadou et al (1988)
children in grade 3 detected more errors when iistening to rather than read-

ing a passage, presumably because processing demands are reduced when
the need for print decoding is removed. This difference due to input modal-

ity, however, was not found amongst adults in Yussen and Smith (1990),
perhaps because

in adults

decoding is more automatic and hence makes

minimal processing demands'

In Garner and Kraus (I98l12) intra-sentence contradictions were easier to
detect than inter-sentence contradictions. In the latter case, more processing, inciuding a sentence wrap-up episode intervened between the two pieces

of contradictory information, thus possibly reducing the capacity available

to detect the error. Strangely, Zabrucky and Ratner (1986) found no difference

in error detection among either grade 6 or grade 3 children when
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contradictory pieces were either in adjacent sentences or separated by four
sentences. However, some children who failed

to detect the error initially

could do so when the pieces of information were presented together in one
sentence, so Zabrucky and Ratner conclude that distance does have some

effect on error detection, presumably because increased distance increases

the processing resources required.

Both Tunmer et al (1983) with young primary school children and Epstein

et al (1984) with high school students found that explicit contradictions
were easier to detect than implicit ones. In Markman (1979), errors were

also detected more readiiy in the explicit than in the implicit conditions.

In the case of the latter, an inference rvas required before a contradiction
could become apparent. For grade 6, but not grade 3 children, the difference
between conditions disappeared when they were informed that errors were

present. In other words, the older children v/ere capable of carrying out
the processing required to detect the errors, although they did not do

so

spontaneously. As Markman (1979, p. 653-a) states of the relationship
between information processing and comprehension monitoring:

"Monitoring for consistency is not a single unif,ed act.
cornposed

of a aariety of

subprocesses which need,

to

It is

be appro-

priatelg organized. As with other cognitiae tasks, deaelopmen-

tal differences could, occur for a multitude of reasons. One or
more of the subprocesses may not erist in the child's repertoire.

.. . Though children may be able to co,rry out øny single subprocess, there

may be limitations on hou rnúny processes they can
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h,anille. Alternø,tiaelg, chililren m,a,y be able to cope with the en-

tire

set

of required pTocesses, but may not spontaneouslg organize

the behaaiour thems eltJes' "

It

is possible, then, that readers fail to detect errors because they are not

engaging in the type of constructive processing necessary for errors to become apparent. As Markman (19?9) notes, readers may be unable to carry

out the necessary processing, or they may simply not do so spontaneously.
Epstein, Glenberg and Bradley (19s4) show that factors which affect the
iikelihood of two premises being coactivated in working memory also affect

the tikelihood of error detection and, in particular, the illusion of knowing (IK), defrned as failing to find an internal inconsistency but having

a

high level of confidence in one's comprehension. Among high school chem-

istry students, IK was higher when contradictory pieces of information were
spread over more than one paragraph rather than being in the same pala-

graph, when one of the contradictory premises was implicit rather than

explicit, and when the second premise used different wording rather than
the same wording as the frrst. In the condition combining these three factors, that is an implicit first premise, a paraphrased second premise, and
contradictory information spread over more than one paragraph, 47% of
subjects showed

IK. Thus, factors which

decreased

the iikelihood of the

two contradictory premises being activated concurrently in working mem-

ory also decreased probiem aïvareness and increased iliusion of knowing'
Markman (1g7g) also shows that coactivation is a necessary condition forl
detection of internal inconsistencies, but is not necessarily sufficient'
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The evidence as to whether differenceS in the extent of constructive processing can account for differences in error detection performance is mixed.

Harris et al (1981) observed similar increases in reading time for anomalous sentences among grade 3 and grade 6 children. The authors conclude

from this observation that both age groups were striving to integrate new
information with their existing text representation, although the grade

6

children found more errors. Zabrucky and Ratner (1936) also observed
similar increases in reading time for inconsistent information among grade

6 and grade 3 children. on the other hand, August et al (1984), using
Ionger narratives and children in grade 5, observed greater increases in read-

ing time following a missing page for skilled than for less skilled readers,

with skilled readers also finding more errors. In this case, then, the skilled
readers appeared to be making greater attempts to integrate information.

Grabe et al (1991) produced mixed findings; the gaze durations of adults
and children in grade 7 increased to a similar extent following an internal
inconsistency, but only the gaze durations of adults increased following a

falsehood. Thus, the children did not appear to be checking incoming information against existing general knowledge to the same extent as adults,
a difierence which was also reflected in poorer error detection performance
on the part of the children. However, they integrated successive sentences

in the text to a similar extent to adults and detected a comparable number
of internal inconsistencies.
So, although the Harris et al (1981) study does not follow this

pattern, there

is some evidence that the extent of processing, in particular the integration

of new information with the existing text representation, has a strong in-
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error detection. In terms of the Winograd and Johnston (1982)

critique, then, differences in error detection need to be examined from the

point of view of determining whether the differences are due to processing
limitations rather than inadequate monitoring per se. Inadequate monitoring can only really be said to be the cause of failure to report errors if
the information necessary to detect the error is adequately represented in
memory in an integrated form.

5. Finally, \Minograd and Johnston (1982) suggest that some readers may
adopt reading goals which limit the likelihood of detecting certain types
of errors. For example, in Baker (1979) the adult subjects reported reading

for gist understanding. The detection of problems embedded in main idea
sentences was much higher

than for problems embedded in detail sentences.

Presumably these readers could grasp the main idea of a paragraph and

feel satisfied with their comprehension given the goal of gist understand-

ing, even though one of the detail sentences contradicted the main idea.
However, because the problematic detail sentences did not interfere with

the goal of gist understanding, they were not reported. Reis and Spekman
(1983) propose a similar explanation for the fact that poor readers in grades

6 and 7 failed to benefit from specific instructions on how to find internal
inconsistencies. Schommer and Surber (1986) found that the illusion of
knowing, a misunderstanding of the gist of a passage coupled with high
confidence

in comprehension, is more likely when a text is processed only

in a shalloïv way, focusing on individual propositions rather than the

con-

struction of a macrostructure. Although no error detection was involved
here, these findings support the general point that the reader's goals and
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choice of processing strategies influence the level of problem awareness.

Baker (1984b) suggests that many younger and poorer readers see the goal
of reading as understanding the words, a view supported by the interviews

of Garner and Kraus (1981/2). Such children may monitor their understanding at a lexical level, but fail to detect internal inconsistencies, since

their attention is not focused at this level. The point made by Winograd
and Johnston is that

it

is not possible to state on the basis of failure to

report elrors that readers are not monitoring their comprehension' They
may be monitoring, but using different standards of evaluation to the one(s)
expected by the experimenter. They may be quite capable of applying these
expected standards

if asked to do so. Winograd and Johnston's point is a

valid one, but nevertheiess

it

should be a matter of educational concern

if

readers are adopting reading goals which lead them to overlook problems

of coherence in a text, especially in expository texts from which students
are expected to learn. Epstein, Glenberg and Bradley (1984, p. 355) make
a similar point in defending the validity of the error detection paradigm:
". . . ability

to detect a contradiction is uery close to what

we

normally rnea,n by comprehension. Authors intend reød'ers to understand rnain ideas presented

in terts' If,

howeaer, a reader

cannot detect a contrad,iction of a main idea (inserted, into the
teæt bg

an eæperimenter), then

it is unlikelg that the reader

has

understood the tent as the author intended."

At the beginning of this section, Brown (1984b) was cited, suggesting that
comprehension monitoring is an important aspect of skilled reading because

it is
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necessary for the detection of comprehension problems, which in turn is necessary

for the regulation and repair of such problems. It was then shown that, in general,
older and more proflcient readers detect more errors in texts, with error detection

being used as a measure of the extent to which readers are monitoring their
comprehension. However, some criticisms of the error detection paradigm, such as
those made by Winograd and Johnston (1932), were discussed and found to have
some validity. Failure to report errors may be due, not to inadequate monitoring,

but to inadequate subject knowledge, the use of repair strategies, failure to recall
relevant information, processing limitations, and reading goals incompatible with

finding certain types of errors. This raises the question of what conclusions can
be reached about differences

in

comprehension monitoring between skilled and

less skilled readers.

Garner and Reis (1981) showed by means other than error detection that
good readers are more iikely than poor readers to detect comprehension difficul-

ties and to take appropriate remedial action. Pressley et al (1990) showed that

adult readers were not particularly skilled at judging incorrect responses to thematic questions. Thus, although error detection needs to be viewed cautiously
a measure of comprehension

as

monitoring, these two studies confirm earlier conclu-

sions, namely, that skilled readers are better than less skilled readers at evaluating

their comprehension, and that the comprehension monitoring skill of adults is still
short of perfect. In response to this latter observation, Baker (1979, p. 366) points
out:
"Comprehension monitoring does not seem to be an ability that
automaticallg d"euelops with maturitg but is, instead, highly d,epend'ent

on lcnowledge and eæpertise. Since students do not typically receiue
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formal instruction in compreltensiòn monitoring, their skills rnay not
be well ileaeloped by th,e time they reach college. This is one possible
reason why many college students eæperience

dfficulty in the task of

learning by reading'"
pressley et ai (1990) also argue that comprehension monitoring is a skill that
should be taught, especially since in their study there ïvas no relationship between

reading skill and the ability to evaluate correctness of responses to questions. In

other words, skilled adult readers ïvere no more able than their less skilled peers

to judge whether a response to a comprehension question was correct or not'
Pressley et at (1990, p. 247) comment:
,,The

read, and,
f,nd,ing that there is no relation between ability to

ability to eaaluate the ualiditg of generøl conclusions drawn from

teæt

h,as implications begond hauing possibly identified a serious ileficiency

in monitoring. After att, if

eaen good, adult readers cannot recognize

their misconceptions of a tent, as Íteerns to
that

read,ers co,n

be

the case,

it is unlilcely

'outgrow' this defi,ciency with age or oaercorne

it

bg

improaing their general reailing skill'"

In summary, it was shown in the first part of this section that younger and less
skilied readers sometimes set limited and inappropriate goals for reading, placing

too much emphasis on word ievel processing at the expense of integration and
understanding of main ideas. Such readers at times also demonstrate inadequate
strategy knowledge, especially in relation to dealing with processing difficulties.
However,

it

was pointed out that inadequate metacognitive knowledge about

reading cannot account for all the data; in some cases the application of available
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knowledge may be limited by the processing demands of the text, for example, its

complexity and unfamiliar content. Strategy development and application may
also be limited by motivational factors, in particular a self-defeating attributional

style among underachieving readers.
In the last part of this section it was shown that older and more skilled readers
are more likely

to detect errors inserted into texts, and hence show greater evi-

dence of comprehension monitoring. However, several reasons for not reporting

errors, apart from inadequate monitoring, r,vere also discussed, including insufficient background knowledge and inadequate constructive processing of the text,
possibly due to capacity limitations or shaliow processing goals'
The ability to monitor comprehension is an important one when learning from
expository texts. Certainly such texts do not normally contain errors' but readers
do have lapses of concentration, make incorrect interpretations, or have difficulty

integrating and organising information.
intended by the author, then

If

readers are

to understand a text

as

it is important that they be aware of such problems

in order to take remedial action.
Metacognitive knowledge and skill is an area which distinguishes skilled and
less skilled readers, and therefore would appear

to be a worthwhile area to target

in an instructional programme. Some aspects are likely to be of greater benefit to
poor readers, such as establishing more appropriate goals for reading, adopting
effective strategies to deal with difficulties, and understanding the importance of

effort and strategic behaviour in bringing about successful outcomes. However,
training in comprehension monitoring is likely to benefit all children, since the
performance of even adults is still short of perfect in this area' How such skills'
have been taught in training studies will be the subject of the nèxt chapter.
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Conclusion

This chapter focused on aspects of processing which were identified in the first
chapter as important components of reading, with the intention of examining
whether these skills distinguished more and less advanced readers. In each of these
areas, more advanced readers in terms of both age and skill were found to perform

significantly better than less advanced readers. Therefore, potentially at

l,east,

skill differences in the four areas examined could contribute to the comprehension
differences between more and less skilled readers, and so could be worthwhile

targets for a training programme.
Many studies show that more advanced readers have more efficient word recog-

nition skills, which some theorists consider to be essential for effective comprehension (Perfetti, 1984; Stanovich, 1980). Speed of word recognition is one aspect

of the processing efficiency influencing working memory capacity and measured
by the Reading Span test (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980). Readers with large
spans, and hence greater working memory capacity, have been shown to be more

efficient at syntactic analysis (Carpenter and Just, 1989), pronoun assignment
and title generation (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980), and recovery from inconsis-

tent interpretations (Daneman and Carpenter, 1983). However, Walczyk (1990)
questions whether word recognition continues to make a significant contribution

to the explanation of comprehension differences once a certain threshold of skill
is reached. Beyond this level, word recognition may make only a small unique
contribution to overall processing efficiency.

While adequate decoding is undoubtedly a prerequisite for effective compre-,,
hension, evidence \¡ras presented in this chapter that good readers, even adults in
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tertiary study, do not perform perfectly in tasks involving macrostructure formation and error detection (for example, Williams et al, 1981; Hiebert and Englert,
1983; Brown and Day, 1983; Grabe et al, 1991; Baker and Anderson, 1982; Baker,

1g35b). Thus, in spite of presumably adequate decoding skiils, these adults still
had room for improvement in higher-level comprehension skills.

The intention of this study is to improve comprehension of expository text

for all children, in this case a mixed ability grade 5 class. Such a class is likely
to contain at least some chiidren who are very profrcient decoders, and for whom
word-level instructìon is unlikely to be the most effective way to improve higherlevel comprehension processes. In the absence of evidence to the contrary,

it will

be assumed that all children in such a class are sufficiently skilled decoders to be
able to benefit from strategically-oriented comprehension training. Therefore, the

possibility of word-level training will not be pursued further in the next chapter.
However,

it

is important to identify any children with below average decoding

skills, who may not be in a position to benefrt from training. This study will also
examine whether there is any association between decoding skill and the ability

to benefit from comprehension training.
Bridging inferences are an important component of constructing a coherent
text representation (Haviland and Clark, L974). It was shown that more advanced
readers are more likely

to use their general knowledge to infer information not

stated in a text (for example, Holmes, 1987; Bransford et al, 1982; Oakhill, 1984;
Johnson and Smith, 1981). However, in the flrst chapter
read.ers cannot and do

it

was pointed out that

not construct all possible inferences; those that are of par-

ticular importance are ones necessary to explicitly connect separate ideas within'
a text (McKoon and Ratcliff, 1992). Therefore, to improve comprehension read-
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ers need to be able to judge when a text is incomplete because some information

is left implicit, to activate relevant background knowledge, and to integrate such
knowledge with textual information

to create the

necessary connections. These

skills could be a potentially useful component of a training programme'
Readers who have fully understood a text should be able

to state in a con-

densed form 'what the text is about',

that is, to produce a macrostructure (van

Dijk and Kintsch, 1983). It

that more advanced readers perform better

was shown

on tasks which depend on such global understanding than less advanced readers.
Such tasks include seiecting or generating titles (Williams et al, 1981; Bridge et

al, 1984), determining the importance of ideas (Brown and smiley,1977; t978;
Winograd, 1984), and making use of the text's structure to organise recall (Meyer

et al, 1980). In forming a macrostructure, readers use many sources of informa-

tion, including the explicit signalling in a text, such as titles, topic

sentences

an¿ lexical pointers, as well as their knowledge of the topic to construct topic
sentences and global relationships (van

Dijk and Kintsch, 1933). Teaching chil-

dren to make better use of explicit signailing and to invent their own summary
statements to capture main ideas could be important aspects of a comprehension

training programme, especially since even the more advanced readers often do
not perform perfectly in this area.

In the fi.nal part of this chapter it was shown that less advanced readers

of-

ten have less metacognitive knowledge about reading and may hold beliefs which

inhibit their learning. Less advanced readers may

see

the goal of reading as de-

coding fluently rather than the construction of meaning, and may skip difficult

parts rather than employing repair strategies (Garner and Kraus, 1981-2)' Un-1
derachieving readers may have low academic self-esteem and may place too

little
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success

or failure (Butkowsky

and \Miilows, 1980; Carr et al, 1991). Less advanced readers also monitor their
comprehension iess effectively than more advanced readers (for example, Vosniadou et al, 1988; Baker, 1984b), although even advanced readers do not perform

perfectly, as indicated previously. Thus, metacognitive awareness and regula-

tion appear to be important areas to target in a training programme. However,

it

has been emphasised that metacognitive knowledge and regulation cannot be

separated from cognitive processing; readers who have difficulty integrating successive ideas are unlikely

to detect internal inconsistencies, even if they have

a

high level of metacognitive knowledge (Baker, 1985b). Strategies encompassed
under Flavell's (1981) category of cognitive actions may be particularly useful

here. Such strategies are designed to assist readers to construct meaning from
the text, but in the process also yield metacognitive information, that is, how
well comprehension is proceeding.

It will also be important to convince

children

that such strategies are worth using, and that the additional effort involved will
produce better performance (Paris and Oka, 1986a).

Having identifred important skills which distinguish more and less advanced
readers, the next chapter

will examine the extent to which these skills

amenable to instruction and succeed

texts in particular.

are

in improving comprehension of expository

Chapter

3

Instructional Prograrnrnes to
a

Improve Compreh enslon
3.1 Introduction
Dole, Duffy, Roehler and Pearson (1991) discuss reading instruction under two
broad headings: What should be taught? and How should

it

be taught? With

regard to the first heading, Dole et al put forward three criteria for determining

what should be taught. First, the chosen skills should be identified as important
components of reading within a cognitive model. Second, the chosen skills should

differentiate good and poor readers. Finally, the skills should be amenable to
direct instruction.
The first two cfiteria were addressed in chapters one and two, and strategies
aimed at encouraging the use of prior knowledge to construct important inferences, the formation of a macrostructure, and the application of metacognitive

knowledge to monitor and regulate comprehension were identifred as possible can-
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these
didates for instruction. This chapter will now examine the extent to which

slçills are amenable to instruction and succeed in improving comprehension'

with

regard to how reading should be taught, Dole, Duffy et al (1991) are

critical of the traditional methods of teaching. They point out that in the past
instruction was based on the driii-and-practice model, that is "repeated,Iy enposing
stud,ents

to

eæercises

until they haae

taslcs such as

answering comprehension questions and completing sleill

achieaed, masterA"

(p.249). According to Pearson (1984)'

this traditional approach results in the rich getting richer and the poor getting
poorer. He explains his objections as follows:
,,The preaailing wisd,orn concerning compreltension instruction
seerns

of

to be that if

question, theg

students get enough etposure

will

euentuallg improue

to a skill or kind

at it. while such a posi-

tion may be consistent with the engaged-time-on-taslc argument
riueil

from

Rosenshine and steaens (19sÐ reuiew,

de-

it is not consis-

tent with arguments emanating from the direct instruction or grouping fi,nilings. Furtherrnore, simply on cornfiLon-sense grounds there is

something suspicious about a position whose implicit rationale is that

if

chililren haae trouble with

x,

uhat they need is to practice

x

more

often. suclt a position probably works f,ne for stud,ents uho can per-

form the task at a rnoderate error rate: howeuer, for students

who

hoaer near chance leuel on the task, the additional practice may onlE

reinforce their already misguided strat'egies'" (p' 226)
pearson,s comments could also be applied to the practice of encouraging stureaddents to do mole reading of their own choice, for example, by having silent

ing periods or personal reading contracts, as has been done in some Australian
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schools. Such additional practice may be benefrcial to students who are aiready
moderately skilled, rather than those who are poor readers and need further skill

instruction in order to make significant progress. Another limiting factor is that
most of the reading done in this way is likely to involve fiction read for pleasure,
so students are not being prepared for learning from expository text.

Arrnbruster, Anderson, Armstrong, Wise, Janish and Meyer (1991) refer to
evidence from the National Assessment of Educational Progress

that American

high school students have difficulty learning from and understanding expository

text. They hypothesised that this difficulty related to lack of familiarity with the
genre due to limited exposure in the primary school years and to instruction which

did not emphasise conceptual understanding, hypotheses which \l¡ere supported
by their observations in grade 4 classrooms. In social studies and science lessons
there lvas very little reading of expository texts, no explicit instruction as to
how to read and learn from such texts, and not even any encouragement to use
strategies which have been shown to be effective, such as periodic summarisation

of text segments. When reading did occur, students took turns at reading aloud,
and the questions asked by teachers did not encourage integration of segments of

texts or the development of deeper conceptual understanding. As Armbruster et
al indicate, under these circumstances children may

see

reading as a performing

art with the goal of reading fluently to the class, rather than

as

the construction

of meaning to expand knowledge.

Lórch, Lorch and Klusewitz (1993) found that the college students in their
study made clear distinctions between different types of reading and the cognitive
demands of these various tasks. The types of reading identified by these students'

fell into two clusters, those of school reading and personal choice reading. \Mhile
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there ïvere some differences within these ciusters regarding perceived cognitive
demands, the two clusters overall differed in the following urays:

"As compareil witlt' personal choice reading, school reading is perceiaed, as

inaolaing less enjoyment, emotion and interest; slower read-

ing, more thinlcing, memorization and testing of understanding;
anticipation of what is ahead

Iess

in the teæt; more use of supports and,

greater concentration but also sornewhat greater distractibility; read-

ing of more of the teú;
teæt

Iess

uisualization; m,ore attempts to interrelate

information; more critical analysis of content; rnore rereúiling

attention to

both,

major points

and, d,etails; rnore attempts

and,

to relate the

material to bacleground knowledge; and more attempts to apply the
reading to specific tasks or problems.

In short,

school reading

is

less

enjoyable and muclt rnore cognitiaely demanding than reading by per-

sonal choice." (p. 246)

The instruction described by Armbruster et al (1991) does not prepare primä,ry students for this type of school reading. Neither does the drill-and-practice

modei criticised by Pearson (198a) or the related approach of encouraging students to read greater volumes of personal choice texts. Instead, Pearson proposes
a direct instruction model which involves explicit explanation and modelling of a

reading skill, guided practice and feedback, and independent practice with some
provision for self-monitoring. In this way, the academically engaged time, which
Rosenshine and Stevens (1984) identified as an important variable related to read-

ing achievement, is productively spent because even weaker readers know what,
skills they should be practising. Book, Duffy, Roehler, Meloth and Vavrus (1985,

p. 30) explain the steps in the direct instruction model in more detail as follows:
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the skilt to be taught (what' how' and

the thinking prowhg), (2) an eæplanation of the skill uhich includes
with stualouil by the teacher, (3) teacher interaction
cess

mod,elleil

d'ents d,uring which
and,

(a)

stud,ents are göaen a chance to

to erplain their thinking of the

mistakes and, tries

to

process and

practise the skill

(b) the teo,cher corrects

get stud,ents to think through the use of the skill

on worlcsheets)' and
on their own, (/¡) practice in using the skilt (e'g'
(5) application of the skitt in connected tent (e'g' books)'"
can be trained to deliver
Book et al (1985) demonstrate that grade 5 teachers
model, and that student
instruction from basal readers within this explanation
why it is important and how to go about
aïvareness of what they are being taught,

Meloth, Vavrus,
their assigned tasks is increased as a result. Duffy, Roehler,
a similar result in low reading
Book, Putnam and wesselman (1936) produced
and student awaleness increased
groups in grade 5. Atthough teacher explicitness
was no significant efiect on reading gains as measured

following training, there

Reading Test' However'
by the comprehension subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie
Vavrus' Wesselman' Putnam and
Duffy, Roehier, Sivan, Racklifie, Book, Meloth'

in reading achievement in grade 3
Bassiri (1987) did frnd greater improvements
and student av¡areness according to
as a result of greater teacher explicitness
reading section and the Stanford
the Michigan Educational Assessment Program
not the comprehension subtest'
Achievement Test word study subtest, but

In contrast to the approach based on

a belief

improve with greater exposule to a task, be

that children's performance will

it driil exercises or personal choice,

the need for greater teacher
reading, the direct instruction approach emphasises
guidance of skill applicainput in terms of explicit explanations, modelling and
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tion. Although direct instruction is certainiy an improvement on the traditional
approach, Paris, Wixson and Paiincsar (1986) point out that

it still gives little

attention to how students regulate and control their own reading. To encourage
such cognitive self-management, instruction must also incorporate a metacogni-

tive component. Within this metacognitive component, Paris, Lipson and Wixson
(1983) make a useful distinction between declarative, procedural and conditional

knowledge. Declarative knowledge is propositional in nature and includes beliefs
about material, task and personal characteristics. Procedurai knowledge involves

a repertoire of actions rather than propositions, that is, knowing how to

exe-

cute various skills. Conditional knowledge involves knowing when and why to
apply various actions; it allows readers to make appropriate use of the available
declarative and procedural knowledge in particular contexts.

O'Sullivan and Pressley (198a) demonstrate the importance of these three
aspects in the context of a simple memory experiment, where children in grades

5 and 6 learned word associations by the key-word method. One group received
strategy instruction, that is, explanation of the strategy and how to use it, another

group received elaborated strategy instruction, involving the same as the first
group plus explanation and demonstration of when the strategy was useful, while

the control group received only the practice and test materials without specific
instruction. Strategy instruction improved recall of both the practice and transfer
lists relative to the control group, but elaborated strategy instruction was more
effective than strategy instruction alone. \Mhile children needed the most explicit

form of instruction, adults performed equally well with both types of instruction,
suggesting

that these more cognitively sophisticated subjects could infer their'

own conditional knowledge as a result of using the strategy.
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imAs has been pointed out in the previous two chapters, motivation is an

portant component of strategic behaviour. Paris et al (1983, p. 304) list

as fol-

strategically:
lows some factors influencing whether or not readers will behave
". . . agents' choices

of

actions

anil

goals are infl'uenced by

indiuidual styles such

as tisk talcing, a,chieaement aspirations, self-concept, or fear of failure"' The
their cabeliefs held by individuals as part of their declarative knowledge about
or not
pabilities and the value of achievement outcomes could influence whether
and
they are prepared to invest the effort necessary to apply strategies. Paris

oka (1986a, p. 104) make this point in a more general way when they state:
,,chililren must be conuinced that the strate!¡ies are irnportant,
worth some entra effort, and instrumental for enhancing perform'ance'
These beliefs motiaate students to use the strategies without prompting

or help."
style
Reid and Borkowski (1987) demonstrate the importance of attributional
were overacon strategy learning and transfer among children in grades 2 to 4 who

tive and had difficulty maintaining attention. In preparation for a seriès of memory tests these children received either strategy training, strategy plus self-control

training, or strategy plus self-control plus attribution training' The self-control
training involved encouraging children to proceed through a task methodically'
linking
guided by a series of self-statements. The attribution training involved
the degree of
specific successful and unsuccessful performances by each child to

efiort and strategy use involved. on the immediate posttests the attribution
training group showed a higher ievel of strategy use, recall and strategy

gener-

each
alisation than the other two groups, who did not differ signifrcantly from
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other. While the subjects in this study were specially selected hyperactive, underachieving children, normal intact classrooms may well contain some children
whose strategy learning is inhibited by a self-defeating attributional style.
Stud.ies carried out to improve reading comprehension have varied greatly in

the extent to which a metacognitive component has been incorporated. Brown,
Campione and Day (1981) and Brown and Palincsar (1982) distinguish between
blind., informed, and self-control training on the basis of how much metacognitive

teaching is included

in a programme. In blind training, students are taught a

particular strategy and are helped and directed to apply

it by the experimenter'

Students are not told, however, why the strategy is important, how
performance, or under what circumstances

it

it

improves

can fruitfully be applied. \Mhile

use of the strategy mây improve during the experiment, blind training studies

generaliy fail to result in maintenance and generalisation of training effects'

In informed training, students are told the signifrcance of the trained strategy
an¿ are given a rationale for its use. If students realise the benefits of a particular

strategic approach, they are more likety to make unprompted use of

it

and hence

to show maintenance and at least near transfer. In self-control training students
are also taught methods for monitoring the effectiveness of their own strategy

application. They are taught the executive skills carried out by the experimenter

in blind training, as explained by Brown and Palincsar (1982, p. 6),
,,Direct instruction of self-control sleills is particularly important

in the

conteæt

of transfer. For students participating in blinil t'raining,

the eæperimenter iloes the executiue uorlc, telling tlt'e learner what to do
and,

regard,ed
frequently how long to d,o it. self-control training can be

ûs o,n attempt

to ernuløte more closely the actiaity of the spontaneous
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or the

strategg

- the trained

stuilent

is taught to

produce and

regulate the actiaitg. Telting stud,ents to monitor and regulate their

actiuities shoulil also produce the effects sought
attempts;

for

if

stud,ents

in informed training

monitor their oun performances, they co'n see

themselues that performance is improaing

- they can proaid,e their

own information about strategy effectiueness' "

In keeping with their advocacy of seif-control training, Brown and Palincsar
training
recommend that training should involve three aspects, namely, skills
to teach task-appropriate strategies, awareness training to teach the significance
to
range of trained strategies, and self-reguiation training to enable students
and

orchestrate and monitor their own strategy application' The three components

difficult for
are particularly important as the instructed strategies become more
the learner. Brown, campione and Day (1931), for example, showed that even
college students of average achievement needed the
package

full self-regulation training

in order to master one particularly difficult aspect of summarisation,

namely the invention of topic sentences'

The metacognitive component of training is important if students are to

use

their skills flexibly and spontaneously, if they are to generalise their learning to
their
a range of tasks where the skilis are relevant, and if they are to maintain
need to
skills over time. To establish whether such learning has occurred, studies

investigate spontaneous strategy usage, transfer and maintenance' A convincing

training study must incorporate such testing. No evidence is provided on this
point if students are explicitly directed to use their new skills immediately after
training on a task very similar to ones used during training. As Paris, Lipson
reand wixson (1983, p. 29S) point out, both during training and posttesting

3.
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searchers shouid be encouraging strategic rather than purely obedient behaviour'

*Imitations

of

the self-ilirected,
critical

for

in

ord,er

to be obeilient are aastly döfferent from

use of the same behau'iour

to enhance learning' This distinction is

skilleit behauiour

anølyses of

learning

because

rnúny studies haue shown that compliance

has little end,uring effect on child,ren's learning and, generalisation'"

In tandem with this metacognitive emphasis, a good training progrä'mme must

not loose sight of the importance of the trained strategies themselves, the

cog-

nitive aspect. As Capelli and Markman (1982, p. 95) note, the monitoring of
comprehension, a metacognitive aspect, is closely related to and arises from thor-

ough application of cognitive processes:
,,To und,erstand something, one must construct

coherent rep-

it,

and drawing

to bridge gaps. The successful eæecution of

th'e processes

resentation bg integrating the material, interpreting
inferences

a

inilicates that cornprehension is proceeiling smoothlg; the inability to
cúrr7 them out signøIs comprehension dfficulty'"

It

makes sense, therefore,

that strategies chosen as the basis for a training

programme should, play both a comprehension fostering and comprehension mon-

itoring role, as advocated by Palincsar (for example, Palincsar and Brown, 1984)
and described by Flavell (1981) within his category of cognitive actions.
The final point in this overview section concerns the choice of materials to be
used in training studies. Rabinowitz (1988,

,,strategies o,re neaer øpplieil

to specif,c materials. The

ease

p'

n\

in isolation.
of

has noted:
Theg are ølways applied

accessing the releaant conceptual
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of a strategy and,

a consequence, can infl,uence subsequent use of the strategy."

Rabinowitz (1988) used a categorisation strategy with adult subjects to aid
recall of exemplars varying in typicality. He found that the strategy ïvas applied more effectively when the material was more typical and hence more easily
accessible, and was more likeiy

to be maintained without prompting in

these

circumstances. \il/ith the more accessible material, subjects also considered the
strategy to be more useful, less difficult and requiring less effort.

Miyake and Norman (1979) show that when a text is conceptually difficult
relative to the prior knowledge of the readers, they are unable to ask many questions, even though the questions could potentially overcome the existing obstacles

to comprehension. In the absence of an adequate knowledge base, readers are unable to formulate these potentially useful questions. Thus, strategy usage, in this
case asking questions

to overcome

gaps

in comprehension, is limited when the

topic is too difficult.
Sirrrilarly, Capelli and Markman (1982) suggest that weaker readers will have

difficulty mastering new skills when they are struggling to make

iar material, so "at least in the early stages of training,

to

use texts

for which appropriate

skilled readers

it

unfamil-

would be aduantageous

schemata are reailily accessible. With more

it rnight be appropriate to use less familiør

møintain their interest and

sense of

,i,ncrease the

material

in ord,er to

generalisability of training" (p. 94).

\il'hen discussing training studies in the sections to follow, the extent to which
metacognitive considerations are addressed will be noted, that is, whether the,

training was blind or also inciuded informed, self-control components. Lysynchuk,
Pressley, d'Ailly, Smith and Cake (1989) also draw attention to the need to exam-
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ine the methodological adequacy of training studies, since in their review of such
studies published in respected refereed journals they found none that met all their

24 criteria for internal validity and 6 criteria for external validity. They discuss

internal validity under the four headings of general design, possible confounds,
measurement and statistical adequacy. Under general design they include criteria
such as having subjects randomly assigned to treatment and control groups, and

convincing control groups that they are receiving a treatment to avoid Hawthorne

efiects. Under possible confounds they include not exposing control groups to

the same materiais as the experimental groups for the same amount of time'
Under measurement they include having checks to determine whether students

did as they were instructed and process measures to

assess

actual strategy

use.

Lysynchuk et al also establish 6 ctiteria for external vaiidity, including the use of
measures

to

assess maintenance

of strategies over time and transfer of strategies

to subjects or materials other than those encountered during training'
Lysynchuk et al's discussion is an important one to encourage high standards

in training studies. However, some of their criteria are also difficult to apply. For
example, when working with intact classes in schools

it

could be very disruptive

to randomly assign children to treatment groups, possibly jeopardising the good-

will among teachers on which
the use of process measules to

access
assess

to classrooms depends. While in principle
strategy use is a worthwhile suggestion,

it

rnust also be remembered that there can be a poor relationship between reported
strategy use oI knowledge and actual performance' as was pointed out in the first

two chapters (Phifer and Glover, 1982; Kletzien, 1991; Wong and wong,
Olshavsky, 1976l7). Hare and Borchardt (1984,

p.

1986;

74), following the teaching'

of the summarisation rules, found "negligible and nonsignificant relationships

be-
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tween stateil and, actual rule use." Process measures may not be

as useful as

they

appear on face value.
tests was previously
However, the importance of including delayed and transfer

emphasised; without such tests

it

is impossible to estabiish whether students

metastrategic knowledge
have acquired not only strategy knowledge but also the
Phelps, 1982).
necessafy to apply strategies effectively (Kuhn and

The sections to foilow will examine studies aimed at improving children's
and to monitor
ability to construct inferences, to form the macrostructure of texts,
a brief mention will
and reguiate their comprehension. Before going on, though,
be made of what is not included'
transferable
The studies to be discussed are ones attempting to bring about a

the comprehension
improvement in reading ability, rather than improving only
questions would
and retention of one particular text. The literature on adjunct
such as that by Andre
be classifred in the latter category. As indicated in reviews

questions inserted before,
(1g79), many studies have investigated whether adjunct
also focused
after or within a text improve retention of that text. Attention has

verbatim and
on the efiect of difierent kinds of adjunct questions, for example,
studies, rather than
inference questions (Friedman and Rickards, 1981). some
for example,
asking questions, have given students speciflc processing directions,
generate
for each paragraph to write out the key words, to paraphrase, or to
1981)' In
a logical extension (Glover, Plake, Roberts, zirnrner and Palmere,

to write a summary
Doctorow, wittrock and Marks (1978) children were directed
studies have
statement of what happened in each paragraph of a story. some
before reading
investigated different methods of activating background knowledge

to
a text, for exampie, a teacher directed overview of the material about

be
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to more student cçntred discussion of the topic (Dole, Valencia,

Greer and Wardrop, 1991). What ail these studies have in common is that they
measured only retention of the text being studied'

Paris, Wixson and Palincsar (1986, p. 103) refer to the use of techniques such
as adjunct questions, advance organisers, imagery and analogies as an 'activi-

ties approach', and point out the shortcomings of such approaches as follows:
,,.

.

. rnost of the actiuities haue been designed to facilitate learning of the con-

tent rather than learning the actiuities as self-controlleil tactics that stuil,ents can
use. This mag be one reason for the limited generalization found in instructional
research on these actiuities'"

The studies mentioned above succeeded in improving learning of content, and

potentially could even improve the reading strategies available to students when
processing novel texts. However, such transfer was not encouraged or measured'

Alt the studies to be discussed in this chapter at least attempted to bring about
a generalised improvement in comprehension'

3.
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3.2 Encouraging the integration of prlor
a

knowledge and textual information
Some researchers

in their training programmes have encouraged readers to engage

their prior knowiedge to a greater extent, in particular, to use existing prior
knowledge

to

generate inferences when informa,tion was not explicit

in texts'

Among these researchers, carr, Dewitz and Patberg (1983, p. 1-2) explain the
importance of engaging background knowledge as foilows:

,,First, as the reader interacts with the i,nformation in the

tent,

his/her prior knouled,ge affects his/her interpretation of the teæt and'
d,etermines

the plausibility of

subsequent

read,er uses bacleground lcnowledge

of inferences
or

fri,

need,ed,

information. second,

the

to determine the number ønd tgpes

to comprehend, tent and" to monitor the 'goodness

between background knowledge and new

mation is, in effect, fi,lterei| through

information. New infor-

the framework of

prior

In this process of f,ltration, the reader encounters

lcnowled'ge.

new tettual in-

is
formation whiclt is not fully enplicit. Consequentlg, he/she
upon to infer information beyond, that which is contained

called

in the tent'

simultaneously, he/she must infer logical relations between propositions i,n the tert and preaious knowledge. To infer either unstated

information or logical connections requires th'e read,er to rely not just
on preuious lcnowledge alone; he/she must also use strategies to find,
clues

in the

teæt

which promote and support inferences'"
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in selectively created cloze
According to these authors, the process of filling
because syntactic and semantic
blanks mirrors the process of inference generation

in order to deterinformation has to be combined with background knowledge
by carr, Dewitz and Patberg
mine an appropriate word. to insert. Hence studies
(1983),Dewitz,CarrandPatberg(1987),andsampson'ValmontandvanAllen
to generate more appropri(1982) used. a cloze procedure to encourage students
Hansen (1931) and Hansen ar'rd
ate inferences while reading. On the other hand,
predictions as well as increased
Pearson (1983) used prereading discussion and

while Gordon and Pearson
leveis of inference questions for this same purpose,
reflecting on segments of text'
(1983) taught children to generate inferences while
level were diIn Hansen (1981), grade 2 students reading at or above grade
basal readers over a 10 week
vided into three groups as they stud.ied their normal
discussed background
period. In addition to their normal instruction' one group
prior to reading'
predictions based on this background knowledge

knowledge and

by relating new information
Students were told that comprehension was improved
and concrete by having
to existing knowledge, with this point made more graphic

paper which Ïvere woven
children write predictions about the text on pieces of
This Strategy
into other pieces representing the brain and existing knowledge'
questions after readgroup and the control group answered literai and inference
group' answered all
ing the text in a ratio of 5:1. A third gloup' the Question
effect of increased practice' At
inference questions after reading to observe the
a worksheet about the
the end of each week of instruction, students compieted
(prediction) questions
text studied, which included literal, inference and strategy
read and answered'
not previously studied. For the immediate posttest, students
further text'
about two expository texts, and read and recalled a
questions
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would have had
For the last frve of these worksheets, when treatment effects
answered more
time to become evident, both the Strategy and Questions groups

strategy
literal and inference questions correctly that the control group' For

group' which
questions, the strategy group performed better than the Question
posttest there
in turn performed better than the control gloup. However, on the
nor
no treatment efiects for the number of questions answered correctly,
u¡ere

of training were not
was there a treatment effect on free recall. Thus, the effects
type of task as in
maintained even on an immediate posttest involving the same

training. since the activation of prior knowledge and generation of predictions
that students did not
was directed by the teacher during the training, it may be
in the posttest'
continue to use this approach when left to their own devices
the previous study,
Hansen and Pearson (1933) used a simiiar procedure as in

but included students with a wider range of reading ability in grade 4.

These

according
students were either above average or slightly below average

to the

previous case, the
Stanford Achievement Test comprehension subtest. As in the
related to the topic
Strategy group discussed personal experience and knowledge
in the
of the texts being studied, then predicted how such ideas might appear
whiie
texts. The strategy group was asked all inference questions after reading,
ratio of 4:1' The
the control group answered literal and inference questions in a
inference questions'
worksheet at the end of each week included novel literal and

reading level' while
The fi,rst posttest was based on a text at each student's own
2 levei'
the second posttest involved a common text written at grade
the last fi.ve worksheets, the treatment improved the performance of

For

while amongst above'
weaker students for inference, but not literal questions,
produce better performance
average readers the experimental treatment did not
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for either type of question. on the frrst posttest, with the test passage written at
the appropriate reading levei for each child, weaker readers showed a treatment
an effect
effect for both types of questions, while the better readers did not show

for either type of question. on the second posttest, with the test passage written

at grade 2 level for all students, both above and below avelage readers in the
peers in the
experimental group scored higher on inference questions than their
control group, although there was no effect for iiterai questions.
This treatment involved the activation of prior knowledge and its use to generate predictions about text topics, coupled with increased practice at answering
readers,
inference questions. The treatment benefrted primarily below average

in this
who may not normally integrate their knowledge and textual information
way. Possibly above average read.ers spontaneously engaged in this type of inteposttest
gration, and. so were not assisted by the training. However, on the second
and
above average readers in the control group scored only 68% for both literal

inference questions, so there would still appear to be some room for improvement
even

for above average readers. In addition, there is a broader question about

inthe value of such relatively unconstrained use of prior knowledge to generate
ferences or predictions.

A very vast number of ideas could be generated in this

to
way, which may or may not be relevant to the content of the passage about
be read.

It

was noted previously that the instruction l\ras very much directed by

the teacher, so it is not clear how students would assume control of the strategy

during individual reading'
Gordon and Pearson (1983) compared two treatments

in their attempt

to

improve the inferencing ability of average and above average readers in grade'

5. The experifnental treatments were delivered for ten minutes prior to normal
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who did
the content and structure group performed better than the other two,

limited
not difier signifrcantly from each other. However, improved recall was
In
to students who had performed moderately well on a pretest of free recall'

it is not
addition, the recall was based on a story studied during training, so
also recalled the
surprising that the group whose training focused on main ideas

most main ideas.
However,
On the posttests there ïvas no signiflcant overall treatment effect'
u/ere anthe experimental treatments produced superior scofes when questions
answered from memory'
swered with the text present, but not when they were

the children to use
Gordon and Pearson suggest that the treatments had taught
treatthe text more efiectively to answer questions. In addition, the experimental
students who had
ments produced higher scores than the control treatment for
performed moderately well on similar pretests'
Pearson
\Mith regard to the aptitude by treatment interactions, Gordon and
minimal level of
speculate that the training was sufficiently complex so that a

achievement had to be reached before

it

was benefrcial, and also

that the stories

a
from basal readers were relatively more difficult for the less able teaderc "In
content
situation where the lower abitity students uere grappling both with dfficult
and,

them to
nouel instructionøl d,euices, the cognitiue load, was simplg too much for

hand"le"

(p

g7). However,

it

should be remembered that there were only average

and above average readers in this study'

training' PerThe studies discussed so far have shown only iimited transfer of
about metacognitive
haps this result is not surprising given what was said earlier
aspects

of training. There is no clear indication in the studies that teaching'

included informed or self-control components'
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carr, Dewitz and Patberg (1933) used a more constrained procedure to generstudents
ate inferences than in the Hansen studies discussed earlier. In this study

in grade 6 were taught to generate appropriate words to flll in cloze blanks ovel a
period of eight weeks. One group was taught how to look forward and backward

to find clues to flll cloze blanks, created by selectively deleting content

words.

This group was also taught a self-monitoring checklist to test the appropriateu¡ere
ness of inserted words. After completing each practice passage' ansl,vers

d.iscussed

with the class and the teacher asked further inference questions about

the passage. Another group received the cloze training and practice'

á's

well

as

a structured overview of each passa8e, setting out text content in a hierarchical

order. The control group read the same passages but without any speciflc instruction. Tests were cond.ucted at the end of each unit during training, using
texts on the same social studies topics as in training. An immediate posttest and
a 6 week delayed posttest used different topics'

In response to literal questions, both experimental grouPs exceeded the control
group for all tests. The same result was obtained for inference questions, except

that group difierences did not appear until the second test during training, that is,
four weeks after the beginning of training. Hence, training effects were transferred

to different topics and maintained for 6 weeks.

Effects were larger for below

average than for above average readers'

Dewitz, carr and. Patberg (1987) used a similar procedure with students in
grade 5, this time including a group receiving the structured overview only, with-

out cloze training. In addition to the 6 week delayed test, there was also a test
20 weeks after the completion of training'
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Broadly speaking, the cloze tr¿ining, whether coupled with the structured
overview or not, improved responses to both literal and inference questions. For

literal questions, a treatment effect did not appear until the second test, four
weeks into training, while for inference questions the effect did not appear until

the third test, at the end of the 6 week training period. Also, while for literal
questions the training effect was maintained for both the 6 week and the 20 week
delayed tests, for inference questions the effect was maintained only for the 6 week

test. Unlike in the 1983 study by these authors, there was no ability intenaction.
Giving students an experimenter designed overview of passage content without
cloze training did not improve comprehension.

Finally, Sampson, Valmont and van Allen (1982) also used a quasi-cloze procedure to attempt to improve the comprehension of grade 3 students reading at or
above grade level. In this case, though, there was no direct instruction of strategies to

frll in blanks. Rather, students practised, ovet 27 lessons, frlling in words

selectively deleted according to the topic being studied in the reading class at the

time. For example, if the topic was adjectives, then adjectives would be deleted
from the practice passages. The teacher then discussed the appropriateness of
words chosen with each group of students. The control group completed only nor-

mal basal reading activities. A quasi-cloze test was included in both the pretest
and the immediate posttest, as well as alternate forms of the Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Tests vocabulary and comprehension subtests. Pretest scores were used
as covariates

in the analysis of posttest

scores.

The quasi-cloze practice resulted not only in more correct responses in a quasicloze posttest, but also a greater diversity of correct responses. In addition, the'

treatment resulted in superior scores on the comprehension subtest of the Gates-
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MacGinitie test
To summarise, the use of cloze exercises to encourage students to draw on their

prior knowledge within the constraints provided by textual information
be an effective approach to improve inferencing

skill. The studies

seems to

using this

method were relatively lengthy ranging from 20 lessons (carr et al, 1983) to
lessons (Sampson et al (1982). Dewitz et at (1987) indicate

27

that ample opportu-

nity to practice is essential, since training effects in their study did not become
evident for 4 weeks in the case of literal questions and 6 weeks in the case of
inference questions. These studies also included a metacognitive component in

the form of questions to monitor performance. There could be several

reasons

why the Hansen approach of prior knowledge activation and prediction was not

as

effective, including the less focused nature of the predictions, the shorter duration
of training (oniy 10 strategy lessons), and the lack of self-monitoring guidance so

that the strategy could be effectively applied without teacher assistance.
The cloze method, when used as in these studies with selectively deleted con-

tent words, has the advantage of forcing students to integrate successive

ideas

in a text, and to integrate textual information with prior knowledge in order to
insert appropriate words. Carr et al (1983) and Dewitz et al (1987) obtained
significant improvements on tasks not identical to those used in training, and

the improvements were largeiy maintained on delayed tests'

It

appears, then,

that in the course of training students learned to process text more thoroughly
and continued to d,o so, even when reading texts without cloze bianks in the
posttests. These studies avoided one possible problem with training focused on
inference or prediction generation, and. that is the problem of developing in students an alvareness of when inferences are necessary, or at least likeiy to enhance
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comprehension of the textual information. Not all studies in this section found

interactions between treatment and reading ability, but where such interactions

did occur they indicated that this type of treatment had a greater effect on
skilled readers.

less
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3.3 Macrostructure formation
In the frrst chapter, the theoretical importance of generating a text's macrostrucshowed
trtre and the processes used to do so ïÌ/ere discussed' The second chapter

that more

ad.vanced readers

in terms of both age and reading skill are more adept

at tasks involving the use or construction of macrorelevant information,

tasks

coherent
such as selecting or inventing titles and topic sentences, constructing

the paragraph
paragraphs, deciding whether or not sentences are consistent with
perform
topic, and summarising. However, even more advanced readers do not
forperfectly in these areas, so teaching strategies to improve macrostructure
the
mation to an intact class in upper primary school could potentially enhance

McGoldrick
global comprehension of all children. As Pressley, Johnson, symons,

instruction point
and Kurita (1989, p.24) in their discussion of effective strategy

out, comprehension improvement is not an issue relevant only to poor readers'
instruction is not simply remediation' Rather it is an attempt to ile"strategy

uelop sophisticateil, comprehension slcills

in

aII stud,ents, slcills that are generally

ou)n'"
more efiectiae than ones that eaen good, child, reailers use on th'eir

in the
Being able to understand important ideas and their interrelationship
text' It is a
overall structure is an important skill in learning from instructional
(L977;
prerequisite for efiective study, as shown for example by Brown and smiley

19?8).

It

is also vital when students consult reference books in preparation for

projects or essays. Yet

it is a skill not well mastered by upper primary school

children, as pointed out by B. Tayior (1986, p' i97)'
,,Mang mid,ille grad,e students form almost no mental gist, euen
of unimportant information, after reading seueral

po,ges

in a textboolc'
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consequently, these stud,ents are unable to write or tell much at aII

of what they haue just

uhen asked to sutnmarize the important

id,eas

reù,d. Many otlter mid,dle grade students

form a gist comprising un-

connected, ideas and,

unimportant details as opposed to irnportant in-

formation."
Taylor's comment is supported by her observation of students in grade 6 reading at or above grade level. When asked to summarise three or four pages from a
grade-level social studies text, these students produced very few important ideas.

In other words, they had not retained the gist of their reading. It would

ap-

pear, then, that even relatively skilled readers in this age group could benefit

from training which improves their ability to determine macropropositions. As
pointed out by Meyer (1984, p. 136), such training could take a variety of forms.

,,Tlte abilitg to identify a tett's top-leael structure will facilitate
th,eir (students') identification and, mernory

for

macropropositions.

Generating summaries, brief outlines, abstracts and titles

for

tent

should increase their abilitg to iilentify nxo,cropropositions and, to con'

struct them when they are not enplicitly støted in the tent."

The diversity of possible strategies is also acknowledged by Pressley et al
(1989) when they refer to summarisation as a 'family of strategies'. Students could

be encouraged to focus on macrorelevant information by generating headings,
topic sentences or passage outlines, oï summarising texts according to Kintsch
and van Dijk's (1978)

macrorules.

This range of possibilities is evident in the studies to be discussed in this
section. In the first group of studies to be examined students were taught to

,
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scores

for the three

groups reading texts with headings were coliapsed and found to be signifrcantly
higher than those for the no-headings group, especially on the delayed test. The
presence of headings clearly increased recall, although the training instructions

conferred no additional benefrt. Holley et al suggest that one practice session
was insufficient time for students

to adapt their normal study strategy to

the

directions
Brooks et al (1983) conducted a similar study with undergraduate students.

In the first experiment students received no specific instructions, but read texts
either with an outline only, headings only, an outline and headings, or neither.
The three posttests involved writing an essay incorporating an organised summary of the passage, creating an outline of the passage' and answering a set of
multiple-choice questions. For one text the tests were taken immediately, while

for the other tests were taken after a delay of two days. There

\Ã/as

no significant

treatment efiect on the immediate tests, but the headings-only group outperformed the others for all three delayed tests.

In a second experiment two groups read texts with headings, while a control
group read the texts without headings. One of the groups with headings was told

only to use normal study techniques, while the other was instructed to use the
headings

to develop expectations about the content to follow, to determine how

each heading was related

to its section, to memorise the headings, and to

use

them as retrieval cues. All groups then studied a practice passage, and two days

later studied the test passage after being reminded of instructions. Five

days

later they took the three tests. The trained group performed significantly better'
on the essay test than the control group, which did not differ significantly from
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the headings-only group. Results were in the same direction for the outline test,

but did not reach significance, probably due to the large variance in scores in the
trained group. There were no significant differences in the multiple-choice tests.
Thus, the experiment by Holley et at (1981) and the first experiment by Brooks

et al (1983) suggest that adults are able to make use of headings to improve recali
of macrorelevant information even without training, as evidenced by the fact that
headings-only groups performed better than control groups reading texts without
headings, and as well as the headings-plus instructions groups. However; in the
second experiment by Brooks et al headings improved recall only when students
were directed

to attend to them.

In Taylor (1982) classroom teachers taught children in grade 5 to write
ton outlines of

passages

skele-

by first numbering each heading, subheading and para-

graph, and then writing their own statement about each one, incorporating its

gist. Students practised this technique once a week for

seven weeks, while the

control group received traditional instruction based around pre-reading discussion of background knowledge and answering questions set by the teacher after

reading. One week after the conclusion of instruction students read the first test
passage, and two weeks later the second. In both instances they were instructed

to continue using the study strategy, that is, either outline generation or question
answering. They then recalled each passage and answered a set of short-answer
questions.

In both tests in this first experiment, the outline generation Sroup recalled
more ideas than the traditional instruction group, and in a more organised fash-

ion, although there ïvas no signiflcant difierence between the groups on the shortansu/er question test. There ïvas no interaction between reading ability and treat-

''
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ment. For the two tests, 55% and 84% of the information recailed in the two tests
respectiveiy had been included in the passage outlines generated by the experimental group, so recall was based on, but not limited to information which had
been summarised. However, in both recall tests in a second experiment there were

no significant treatmerrt effects, and the traditional instruction group answered
more questions correctly than the outline generation group. Taylor examined

the outlines and answers produced for the test passages and found that while
the groups in both experiments answered an average of 79% questions correctly,

the outlines produced by the experimental group was 60% correct in the first
experiment, compared to only 43% in the second experiment. Thus, the experimental group in the second experiment had not mastered the outlining technique
sufficiently in the seven hours of instruction.

Taylor and Beach (1934) conducted a similar experiment with students in
grade 7. In this case an untreated control group was included, which completed

only the pre- and posttests. The pretests involving free recall and short-ansvrer
questions revealed no significant differences between the groups' For the posttest,

administered the week after training, students studied one of two passages' Ques-

tionnaire responses revealed that the topic of one of these passages was considerably more familiar to the children than the other. For the more familiar passage'

both the passage outline group and the conventional instruction group recalled
more than the untreated control, but did not differ significantly from each other.

For the less familiar passage, the outline group outperformed both the conventional instruction and the control groups. With regard to question-answering, the
two instructed groups did not difier from each other, but both performed better'
than the untreated control. Thus, the outlining treatment was particularly bene-
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ficial when the topic was less familiar and in all instances rr/as at least as effective
as conventional instruction.

Although these two studies suggest that the outlining procedure is a useful
one,

it

should be noted that there uras no test of'spontaneous' strategy

use,

since students were required to explicitly use their particular study technique for

each

test. There is also no indication that training included the informed, self-

control components considered important by Brown, Campione and Day (1981).

In addition, only Tayior (1932) included a delayed test to assess the maintenance
of trained strategies.
Several studies have taught students to use knowledge about conventional text

structures to generate outlines of texts. Brooks and Dansereau (1983) established

empirically, through a survey of college students, that texts explaining scientific
theories were expected to have a relatively predictable structure, including the
following sections: Description, Inventot, Consequences, Evidence, Other theories
and Xtra information, forming the acronym DICEOX.
College students learned these categories, practised using them as a framework

to

summarise passages, and used them as an aid

to retrieval in six hours of

instruction. The control group learned only general study support techniques.
The test passage was read immediately after training and was recalled frve days

later. The experimental group recalied significantly more main
control group, and in a more organised form, but there

rJvas

ideas than the

no difference between

the groups in terms of recall of detailed information'

In a second experiment, training was reduced to one and
passage was

a half hours, the test

either read in the original form or rearranged such that

it

no long"r'

followed the DICEOX sequence, and a cued recall test was included as well

as
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free recall. Cuing involved questio4s reminding students of DICEOX categories,
such as: 'Write a brief account of the theory's history, including the name of the

inventors, important dates, and historical background information''

In this experiment there ïvas no significant difference between the free recall
of the experimental and control groups, although the experimental group performed signifrcantly better for both main idea and detail recall in the cued test.
This result applied both to the conventional DICEOX text and the non-DICEOX
version. This second experiment suggests that

a

lengthier training period rvas nec-

essary for the experimental group to master application of the strategy such that

they could use the DICEOX categories to retrieve encoded information without
explicit

cues.

In a similar vein, Cook and Mayer (1988) taught junior college chemistry students to recognise and use three top-level text structures in short science texts,
these being generalisation (a main idea followed by supporting details), enumer-

ation (a list of facts, often attributes of an object or process), and sequence (a
connected series of events extending over time). Students were taught to recognise these structures and léarned two or three steps appropriate to each to help

them use the structure to summarise important points. The students practised
applying these strategies over a period of about nine hours by completing strategy worksheets. The instructor ensured in each session that the worksheets were

correctly completed and that each student could explain from memory the information included in the summary. During this time the control group completed
normal laboratory exercises.
Pretests and immediate posttests included free recall and short-ansu/er ques-

tions, some iiteral and some involving application of the information learned.
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On pretests there urere no significant differences between groups. However, the
experimental group made significant pre-posttest improvements in free recall of
high-level ideas and answers to both literal and application questions. The con-

trol group made no such improvements on any measure, and the experimental
group also did not improve on recall of low-level information. While these results
were very positive, Cook and Mayer note

that they used only texts which clearly

exemplifledthe three text structures, so it is not clear whether the training effects
would transfer to less well organised texts.

Armbruster, Anderson and Ostertag (1987) taught a similar procedure to
grade 5 students of mixed reading ability, aithough without students of markedly

below average ability. In this case only the problem-solution text structure

rvas

used. Students were provided with a problem-solution frame, that is, boxes into

which to write a short statement of the problem, the actions taken, and the
results, and then to summarise the main points relating to each statement. The

children were taught explicit rules for anaiysing texts in this way according to
the direct instruction model, and were also given a very general checklist to help
them

assess

their work. Instruction took place over eleven lessons. During this

time the control group answered and discussed questions related to the training
passages. Immediate posttests involved answering an essay question calling for
an outline of the problem-solution information, as well as short-answer questions,

the majority of which did not relate directly to problem-solution information.
Students also summarised two short passages. Prior

to reading test

passages

they were reminded to use the trained strategy.
The experimental group included a higher number of ideas relevant to the topic

in their

essays

than the control group, and also included more important and

less

'
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unimportant information in their summaries. However, there uras no difierence

in

scores

for the short-answer questions. Reading ability did not interact with

treatment for the essay question, although the training was of less benefit to lower

abiiity ¡eaders for the summarisation task'

In chapter

one

it was pointed out that explicit structural markers in a text

are one important source of information for macrostructure formation' However,
studies by Brooks, Dansereau, Holley and Spurlin (1983) and Brooks, Dansereau,

spurlin and Holley (i983) suggest that even competent adult readers do not always make efiective use of explicit structural cues such as headings' In the study

by Wiiiiams, Taylor and Ganger (1931), discussed in the previous chapter, adults

did make use of explicit topic sentences in simple texts, although for chiidren in
grade 5 these topic sentences had to be highiighted to encourage them to make
greater use of this summary information in selecting or generating paragraph ti-

tles. It would appear, then, that especially younger readers could benefit from
training which focuses attention on explicit structural markers to guide abstrac-

tion of the most important information from a text. Taylor (1982) and Taylor
and Beach (1984) produced higher recall of passage information among children
by encouraging them to generate outlines interrelating headings, subheadings and

topic sentences. Retention of important ideas has also been increased by teaching adults (Brooks and Dansereau, 1983; cook and Mayer, 1988) and children
(Armbruster et al, 1987) to use conventional text structures to select and organise important information. This kind of training ciearly has the potential to

improve macrostructure formation. However,

it

was pointed out in chapter two

(for example, Winograd and Bridge, 1986) that natural texts are usualiy not

as

well structured and considerate as the materials used in these studies, and hence
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may not provide all the explicit structural markers the students have been taught

to attend to.

3.3.2 Generating macrorelevant information
The previous section discussed studies where readers rvere encouraged to

use

explicit structural cues such as headings, or their knowledge of conventional text
structures to identify and organise information central to the topic. However,

as

has been noted previously, texts are not aiways well written; they may contain

insufficient headings or not conform to 'pure' text types. Hence, readers need to
be able to generate their own macrorelevant information, such as headings, topic

outlines and topic sentences for paragraphs.
Brooks, Dansereau, Holley and Spurlin (1933) taught undergraduate students

to generate their own set of hierarchically structured headings when none were
present in the

text. In one training

session students were given notes

in which

the importance of headings ïvas explained, the attributes of good headings were
described, and guidelines for developing and using headings were given. Students

then applied these guidelines to a practice text, while another group read the same

text with headings but no specific instructions, and a further group read the text
without headings. Prior to reading the test passage, students in the experimental
group were given a review of their instructions. Immediate posttests included
an essay question requiring production of an organised summary of the text,

a

passage outlining task, multiple-choice questions and short-ansrver questions.

The heading-generation group scored higher than the others on all measures'

but only three of the differences reached significance, these being essay content,
essay organisation, and

outline content. The headings-only group was not signif-
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icantly different to the no-headings group on any measure, suggesting that even
for adults the mere presence of headings does not always guarantee that they will
be used by readers to organise information.

In a study by Berkowitz (1986), classroom teachers taught grade 6 chiidren

a

mapping technique whereby they wrote the tiile of a passage in the centre of

a

page, then skimmed the text to flnd four

to six main ideas to write around the

centre. Finaliy the text was examined more closely and two to four important
details were written under each main idea. Students then used the map to test

their recall of the passage. Lessons took place once a week over a six week period.
Practice texts were taken from grade-level sociai studies books and contained no
headings or subheadings. Three other groups also read the practice texts. One

group received a map constructed by the experimenter, which was explained by
the teacher and used by the children to test their recall. Another group answered
questions, half related to main ideas and half to details, while the third group
was instructed to reread each text and to rehearse the information' Three test
passages were read immediately

after training, each one tested by free recall and

short-answer questions. For the first two passages students ïvere directed to apply

their instructed strategy in writing, while for the third text (transfer test) only
covert strategy use ïvas allowed. Tests for the second Passage were administered
again after a delay of two weeks without rereading of the text (delayed test)'
Scores on both the immediate tests and the delayed recall test,

but not the

transfer test, were highest for the map-construction group' aithough only the
difference for immediate recall of passage 2 reached significance. Similarly, only on

the second immediate test did both the map-construction and questior,.-urrr*"rirrg'
groups answer significantly more questions correctly than the other two groups.
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ability'
When treatment efiects did occur, there lvas no interaction with reading
to
Given these rather unimpressive results, Berkowitz determined the extent
to queswhich strategies had been mastered by examining the maps and answers

tions generated while reading test passages 1

af,td

2. only

students who met

the criterion of 80% correct were included in the subsequent reanalysis' which
included 8L% ol the map-construction gloup and 64To of the question-answering

group. In this reanalysis, the map.construction group had higher total recall than
but
the question-answering group for both immediate tests and the delayed test,
of
not the transfer test. There was no difierence between the two groups in terms

the number of questions answered correctly. Trainin$ in this study involved only
six hours, which appears not to have been suffrcient for all students to master

the map construction strategy. However, even those students who had reached
test
the criterion of mastery did not show improved performance on the transfer

where they were not directed or even allowed

to overtly construct maps' sllg-

gesting that the training had not significantiy afiected students' normal covert
greater effect on
reading strategies. Berkowitz also notes that the treatment had a
passage

2 thanpassage

1 because some

texts are easier to map than others' This

would also appear to be a factor limiting the general usefulness of this approach'

Baumann (1934) taught children in grade 6 to generate passage outlines in
idea
eight lessons. Initially children were shown how to select the most important

in a paragraph when a topic sentence was present, then they practised generating topic sentences for paragraphs without such sentences' Next they practised
identifying an explicit summary sentence for a whole passage and generated one
when

it

was not explicit. Finally they generated a total outline encompassing'

the passage summary sentence and paragraph topic sentences. students were
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taught according to the direct instruction model, and they were informed of the
usefulness of the procedure and how

it

wouid help them become better readers.

During this time, the basal group continued to study exercises reiated to main
idea comprehension in their basal readers, while the control group received vocabulary training. The immediate posttests involved multiple-choice questions
on identifying explicit and implicit main ideas in paragraphs and short passages,

and on linking details to explicit main ideas. Students also generated

passage

outlines for two texts and recalled two further texts.

The experimental group performed better than the other two groups on all
measures except free recall. Differences in recall scores rvere, however, in the same

direction. There u/ere no interactions between treatment and reading ability.
The reason for the failure to flnd a significant training effect on free recall is not
clear. However, the recall test was the only genuine transfer test; the other tasks
were similar to ones the experimentai gronp had practised during training. It
may be that the chiidren had not incorporated the outlining strategy into their

normal reading, but only used

it when required to produce a written product,

a possibility that was also raised with regard to the transfer test in Berkowitz

(1986).

It

may be that lengthier training, perhaps culminating in oral rather

than written outlining, may be necessary to encourage children to incorporate
the strategy into their normal reading.
Several studies have attempted to teach children to generate topic sentences

for paragraphs. Stevens (1983) taught remedial readers in grades 6 to 11 who
were reading at least two years below grade level. From children meeting these

criteria those were selected who showed good literal comprehension but relatively'
poor main idea comprehension according to the experimenter-designed pretest.
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Training involved paragraphs of varying lengths and structures on the topics of
geology and weather. Some contained no topic sentences, and where topic sentences lvere present they occurred in various positions in the paragraph. Students

learned to identify the topic of a paragraph and then what was said about the

topic to formulate a summary statement. They were taught according to the
direct instruction model from a computer terminal. Students were also informed

of the usefulness of the strategy and were taught how to check the adequacy
of their summary sentence. During this time the control group read the same
paragraphs and for each answered a multiple-choice question asking for the best
summary statement. The immediate posttest required students to answer one

Iiteral, one inference and one main idea question for each paragraph, with half
the paragraphs on the same topics of geology and weather, and half on a variety
of other topics.

On the pretest there rvas no significant difference between the groups. On
the posttest the experimental group answered more main idea questions correctly

than the control group for both the same- and different-topic paragraphs. However, there u/as no reliable treatment effect on inference questions, so the training
was relatively speciflc and had not transferred to other aspects of reading. A sim-

ilar study by Stevens, Slavin and Farnish (1991) using intact

classes

of grade

3

and 4 children also produced an improvement in responses to main idea questions,

but not inference questions.
The Stevens (1988) study is one of the few in this area to incorporate the
informed, seif-control training advocated by Brown, Campione and Day (1981).
However, there was no delayed test, so

maintained over time.

it

is not clear whether training effects

*"."'
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Kurtz and Borkowski (1987) taught children in grades 4 to 6, some of whom
were classified as impulsive. Two groups were taught paragraph summarisation
skills over three sessions, and were told how such summarisation would make them

better readers. First the children classifled words and supplied superordinate
terms for groups of exemplars. Then they were taught to identify the topic of a
paragraph and the most importartt thing that was said about the topic so that

they could first select explicit topic sentences and later invent their own. One of
these groups also received executive training in each session, where the instructor

emphasised the importance of using appropriate strategies for a task, of working

slowly and carefully, and of monitoring performance. A control group read the
same practice paragraphs and selected or generated a summary sentence

without

instruction.
Pretests and posttests included writing summary sentences for paragraphs
and the comprehension subtest of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, the former ad-

ministered two weeks after the completion of instruction, the latter a further
month later. No mention ïvas made of training strategies during the posttesting.
There ïvere no significant differences between the groups on pretests. However, on

the summarisation posttest the executive training group exceeded the strategyonly group, which in turn exceeded the control group. There

\¡ras

no interaction

between treatment and cognitive tempo. Only a subset of the children took the
Iowa posttest, however here too both strategy groups exceeded the control group,
so the training had a transferable effect on reading comprehension.

Borkowski, Weyhing and Carr (1988) taught paragraph summarisation skills

in a similar manner to learning disabled students, aged 10 to 14 years and reading'

at least two years below grade level. Some students received only strategy train-
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ing, while others received attribution retraining as well. In the latter treatment
the instructor periodically made an error when modelling topic sentence selection
or invention, which was related to not trying hard enough and not using the strat-

egy. The elror u¡as then corrected by applying the strategy. The control Sroup
read and summarised the same paragraphs, but without strategy or attribution

training.
Pretests and posttests included a paragraph summarisation task, an attri-

bution questionnaire and the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. One posttest
was taken the week after training, the other two weeks

later. Analysis of both

posttest scores using pretest scores as the covariate indicated that children who
received both strategy and attribution training performed significantly better on

the paragraph summarisation test than the other two groups, who did not differ
significantly from each other. For these learning disabled students, then, strategy training alone was not sufficient to improve performance. Training effects
were maintained on the delayed posttest. However, the groups were not signif-

icantly different on the attributions questionnaire or the Stanford test overall.
More detailed analysis revealed that while treatment did not affect performance
on the literal comprehension section of the test, where questions tapped detailed

information, chiidren receiving strategy plus attribution training performed sig-

nificantly better than others on the inferential section, where questions tapped
main idea information.
The studies in this section generally indicate that teaching students to generate macrorelevant statements, such as headings or topic sentences, improves their

global comprehension. In Brooks et al (1983), adults who generated headings'
while reading subsequently wrote higher quality essays in terms of organisation
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and content. In Kurtz and Borkowski (1987) and Borkowski et al (1988), children

taught to invent topic sentences subsequently wrote better paragraph summaries
and improved their performance on standardised comprehension tests, while chil-

dren receiving topic sentence instruction in Stevens (1988) subsequently showed

improved main idea recall. Results from the studies by Berkowitz (1986) and
Baumann (1934) are less clear-cut. In Berkowitz the mapping technique, even
when mastered, did not improve recall on the transfer test. In Baumann training

improved the ability of children to outline passages, but not their recall. The reason for this lack of transfer is not clear, although

it was suggested that

some oral

practice of the instructed outlining strategies at the end of the training period
may encourage the children to incorporate the strategies into their normal read-

ing, even when no written outline is required. There rvas no indication of ability
interactions in studies including children with a range of reading abilities, and
some studies succeeded

in improving the comprehension of below average read-

ers. On the basis of the studies reviewed thus far,

it

is suggested that teaching

children to invent topic sentences, coupled with attention to explicit structural
markers as discussed in the first section, â,re useful strategies to improve main
idea comprehension among readers of various abilities.

3.3.3 Self-questioning about main ideas
As noted by MacDonald (1986), teachers have often been advised to encourage
students to ask themselves questions while reading in order to improve comprehension and recall. However, there are both empirical and theoretical difficulties

involved

in this line of research. Davey and McBride (1986)

describe research

findings from instruction based on self-questioning as 'meagre and contradictory'.
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"The instructional worth of this strategy

schools has not been eaaluated, as com,pletelg as would be desired'"

\üong (1985) in her review of research in this area points out there are several
theoretical perspectives underlying the advocacy of self-questioning, these being
schema theory (questions

to activate appropriate prior knowledge), metacogni-

tion (questions to regulate and monitor comprehension) and active processing
(questions to shape and focus thinking about the text). Especially with regard to

the active processing approach, Wong (1985, p. 228-9) notes a lack of conceptual
clarity, and she comments as follows:
,,1

subrnit that

in

self-questioning instructional research we

to conceptualize uhat

specifi,c cognitiae processes are

mobiliseil bg the tgpe

of

need,

manipulated and

self-questions used . . . such needed concep-

tualization would clarifg what psgchological processes mediated

the

instructional efficacy of self-questioning'"

This section will examine one subset of the self-questioning research, where
questions are focused on main ideas. Other aspects of the research will be referred to again in the next major section dealing with the development of greater
metacognitive awareness.

In Adams, Carnine and Gersten (1982), teachers instructed children in grade
5 to ask questions about headings and subheadings. Students were selected on

the basis of decoding abitity adequate to read grade-level social studies texts
but poor performance on two short-answer pretests. Study skills instruction took
place over four lessons in which students were taught six steps to follow in learning

from a text. First they previewed the text by reading headings and subheadings,
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then recited each subheading, and then asked a question about each subheading

to set a purpose for further reading. In the fourth step students were directed
to locate information to answer the questions set for the section plus any other
important information, then to reread the subheading and recite the important
ideas, and finally to reread all subheadings and recite important ideas related

to each. Adams et al note that they could not teach any rules for determining
important information, but instead taught this process by modelling. students
steps
were informed of the purpose of each step, and by means of the final two

were able

to monitor the

efiectiveness of their own

study. In addition, at the

gave
end of each training session students completed a short-answer quiz which

them further feedback on the efiectiveness of their study and the value of the

study strategy. During the four sessions one further group, the independent
study group, read the same social studies texts and completed the daily

qt:rizzes,

but received no instruction. The control group completed only normal classroom
activities.
Recall and short-ansïrrer posttests rir/ere completed immediately and again after

two weeks. while there were no signiflcant difierences between the groups on the
pretests, the instructed group answered signiflcantly more questions correctly on

both posttests than the other two groups, who did not differ significantiy from
each

other. Difierences in free recall were in the same direction but did not reach

significance.
Adams et al make several comments regarding these findings. First, they note

that independent seatwork is not an effective method of increasing study skills;
the independent study group who read. the same texts and' took the same tests'
as the instructed group was not significantly different

to the untreated control.
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Second, although the training improved performance, Adams et al suggest that

the training period was not sufñcient for students to master independent applica-

tion of the strategy; while average

scores

for the daiiy quizzes

\Ã¡ere

around 78%,

posttest scores for the short-answer tests averaged only around 47%. Nevertheless, Adams et al (1982, p. a9-50) did observe some changes

in the way the skill

instruction (SI) group approached social studies texts'
,,Between th,e pretests and, the posttests, one of the notable differences

in the study behauiour of students in

instead

the

sI

sample was that

of reading nonstop throùgh tlte passages, the students

were

ouertly using strategies that increased their o,ttention to the materialStud,ents,

to a aarying degree, atteniled, to tlte subheadings, stopped to

re-read, reuiewed after reailing, or toolc notes'"
Singer and Donlan (1932) note that

if students are directed to

ask questions

without instruction, they often focus on explicit information of minor importance.
To avoid this problem, Singer and Donlan provided students in grade 11 with

a

structure to enable them to focus on important points. The authors taught the
students to ask general questions based on frve main aspects of story grammart
namely, leading character, goal, obstacles, final outcome and theme. Students
were taught

to ask general questions related to these

headings, such as: What

action does the main character initiate? and then to instantiate the general
question with specific content from the story being read. After an introductory
lesson, each one of the headings and associated general questions were taught in

one separate

lesson.

In each lesson, the class stopped reading part way through a story and each
student wrote three questions. At the end of the story students wrote any further

i
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questions which had occurred to them. The control group answered questions
posed by the teacher. After each of the six reading sessions, all students answered multiple-choice questions about the main points of the story. There was

no separate posttest following the training sessions.

In the first two sessions there ïvas no significant difference between the experimental and control groups in their response to the multiple-choice tests, but
from the third session on scores of the experimental group exceeded those of the

control. According to Singer and Donlan (1982, p179), the treatment lead to
improved memory for important ideas because "the schema-general and storyspecifi,c questions enabled the read,er to select specific euents from the content of
th,e

storg and assimilate them under specific Imowledge structures insteød of only

identifying and, storing word,s in memory as theg occllr in the story."
However, the procedure used by Singer and Donlan is similar to that in adjunct
question research; there is no test of spontaneous strategy usage because there is
no transfer test where students are not direÒted by the experimenter to apply the

instructed strategy. The authors attempt to counter this criticism by pointing

out that only one aspect of story grammar was taught in each lesson, but that

all aspects were tested in each lesson, so there rvas some measure of transfer.

In addition,

each lesson involved a different

story. However, this point does

not overcome the criticism that prior to each test the students were directed
to formulate questions, and hence did not have to choose to apply the strategy
spontaneously.

There was also no indication of any metacognitive component in this study.
Students do not appear to have been given a rationale for the strategy, and the

treatment would not qualify as the informed, self-control training advocated in
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the introductory section to this chq,pter. Finaliy, on a point of interpretation of
results, Singer and Donlan comment that the training effect they achieved may
have been due to the emphasis on the story schema as a means of organising infor-

mation, or the generation of questions, or both. There is no way of determining
which factor was most imPortant.
Some similar problems are evident

in the study by Andre and

Anderson

(1gTS/g), where students in grades 11 to 12 were given written instructions on
how to formuiate questions about main ideas in introductory psychology texts. In
a

first session, students were taught how to identify explicit main idea statements

i'

text, and then how to formulate a question about these main ideas, preferably

a question asking for a new instance of central concepts or else a paraphrase of

the main idea as the basis for a question. In the second session, the steps for
generating questions about main ideas were again given to students in the experimental group, and they were told to use the self-questioning technique whiie
reading the two test passages. A control group was told only to read and reread
the texts in order to prepare for a test. A short-answer test followed, with half the
questions based on main ideas, such as asking students to name novel instances

of a concept, and half requiring technical details, such as names or dates'
There was no overall treatment effect, but treatment did interact with verbal

ability. Students lower in verbal ability,

as measured

by the Wide Range Vocabu-

iary Test, benefited, from the treatment, whiie students high in verbal ability did
not.

Andre and Anderson foilowed the same procedure in a second experiment,
although a third group of students was created, one which was given no training'

but was told only to generate one question of the type teachers might ask for
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earlier.

of the Andre and Anderson
wong and Jones (1982) used a modified version
students
to teach average students in grade 6 and learning disabled

procedure

grade level'
the latter reading three to four years below their
and underline explicitly stated main ideas
students were frrst taught to identify
sessions they were taught a selfto a criterion of 80% correct. Then in two further
instruction model' As in Andre and
questioning procedure by means of the direct
about the main ideas in the text' unlike
Anderson, students formulated questions
also given a rationale for the selfin Andre and Anderson, though, students Ïvere

in

grad,es 8 and 9,

questioningprocedure,withtheinstructorexplainingtheusefulnessandpurpose
was told only to judge
The control group read the same texts, but
of the strategy.

immediately followed the training'
the quality of the writing. Four days of testing
to write questions for each of
one each day, the experimental group was directed
comprehension questions' the
two test passages, and then all students answered
Free recall was measured using
nature and content of which is not specifled'

third passage on each

a

daY'

scofes, although the treatThere was fLo treatment efiect on comprehension
signiflcance' Learning disabled students
ment by ability interaction approached
than normally achieving students'
tended to benefit more from the treatment
scores'
There was no treatment effect on recall

Thus,theresuitsofthisstudywererathelpoor'eventhoughtestswereconwere prompted to use the inducted immediately after training and students
so no maintenance or transfer was
structed strategy before comprehension tests,
were not enough to teach the quesinvolved. It could be that two training sessions
and Jones produce a graph to
tioning procedure to the children. Although wong
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show the number of good questions generated for the test passages,

it is difficult

to judge from this how well the children performed, for example in comparison to
a skilled

adult. (Presumably a maximum scole as a reference point would not be

appropriate in this case.) Chan and Cole (1936) noted that children found underlining easier than self-questioning' so even though children in Wong and Jones
were able to underline main ideas, they may not have mastered the questioning

technique. If this were the case, howevel' one might expect an improvement in
performance with practice over the four days of testing' such an improvement

did not occur; on the contrary, scores declined over the test period.

wong, wong, Perry and sawatsky (19s6) individually taught eight learning
disabled students in grades 7 and 8 to summarise social studies texts. Because
the students were learning disabled, the training extended over a period of sevetal

months. Students were taught to identify explicit topic sentences in single paragraphs, to write this main idea in their own words as much as possible, and then

to add some important details. Once this strategy was mastered, the students
began working on social studies texts. They were issued with a summarisation

grid on which they wrote headings, subheadings, main idea sentences and impor-

tant detaiis. while completing the grid they were instructed to set themselves a
series of questions or self-guidance statements, such as:

'Is there anything I dontt

understand in this paragraph? What is the main idea sentence? Let me rewrite
the main ideas sentence and add important details. How does the summary statement link up with the subheading? Let me review this section' Do my summary
statements link up with each other? Do they atl link up with the subheading?'

they'
Once students reached a criterion of 80% correct on passage summarisation,

took an immediate and a delayed posttest one month after instruction. Both
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of transfer
tests involved social studies and science texts, the latter as a measure

to another subject. students first summarised and the recalled the texts. During
indeed
this time they were not given strategy prompts or summarisation grids,

no mention was made of the summarisation instruction.

Prior to instruction these students had performed poorly on summarisation
drapretests. However, over the course of the intervention all students improved
and
matically and much of this improvement was maintained on the delayed

in sumtransfer tests. Free recall was limited iargely to information included
the summaries
maries, but this iimitation was not considered a probiem since
included the most important points'
questions
MacDonaid (1986) taught children in grades 7 and 8 to generate

main
about main ideas over nine lessons. Students were taught to recognise
then to rank
ideas in paragraphs according to the direct instruction procedure,

the importance of these ideas, and finaily to generate questions about informato
tion identifred as most important. students applied the four-step procedure

of each
their independent reading of a novel; first they identified the main idea
was most
paragraph, after four paragraphs they decided which of the main ideas

about
important, they formulated a question about what stiil needed to be known
purpose
this idea, and read on to frnd the ansrtrer. At the end of each lesson the
made
of the skills which had been taught was explained, and suggestions were
to where these skills would be usefui. The control group continued with a

as

thesaurus and
hormai reading class, where they practised using a dictionary and
completed book rePorts.
pretests included the SRA Achievement Series reading comprehension subtest,'
and one
the Test of Reading comprehension (TORC) general vocabulary subtest,
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of two social studies passages for which students were to generate good questions

prior to a free recall test. Immediate posttests included the TORC syntactic sim-

ilarities subtest, the TORC paragraph reading subtest, and question-generation
and free recall for the alternate social studies passage.

There u/as no significant difference between the two groups on any tests at
either time of testing. Similarly, there were no significant differences between the
groups in terms of pretest-posttest gains. The quality of questions generated in
the experimental group improved only for children whose pretest recall score v/as
above the 75th percentile for this sample, Question quality had a significant and

positive relationship to recall, so for this subset of students the treatment also
improved recall. As noted, though, such an improvement was not evident in the
experimental group score overall.

A more carefuily controlled study of question generation was carried out by
Davey and McBride (1986). Unlike Andre and Anderson, they did not use texts

containing explicitly stated topic sentences, nor did they restrict questioning to
single paragraphs. Grade 6 students were taught to abstract main ideas for themselves, and

to formulate questions about them in texts describing people with

interesting jobs. They were also instructed to formulate questions linking differ-

ent sections of text, so the questions encouraged both macrostructure formation
and integration. The authors verified that students in the training group had
mastered these techniques in the five lessons provided.

In addition, this

group

was given a rationale for the questioning technique, and also a checklist of five

questions according to which they could evaluate their own success in appiying

the strategies. Hence this study qualifies as informed, self-control

training.

i'
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In addition to the question training group, Davey and McBride

also had a

controi gtoup which only read the training passages, a literal question group
which answered literal questions about each training passage, an inferentiai ques-

tion group which answered inferential questions, and a question practice group
which was given a definition of 'good' questions and asked to generate two good
questions per passage without any further instruction.

During two immediate testing sessions, all students were directed to

gener-

ate two good 'think-type' questions focused on main ideas for each of the test
passages. After each passage they answered a set of literal and inferential shortansvr/er questions, and predicted how well

they would perform on the test.

Comprehension scores and quality of generated questions rvere analysed using

pretest comprehension scores from the California Achievernent Test as a covariate.
According to this analysis, both the question-training and the question-practice

groups answered more literal questions correctly than the inference questions

and control groups, but not the literal questions group. However, in the

case

of inference questions, requiring the integration of information from different
sections of text, the question-training group performed better than all others. In

terms of both the quality of questions generated while reading and the prediction

of level of performance, the question-training group exceeded all others. Unlike

in some other studies discussed in this section, there u/as no interaction between
treatment and ability.

This study indicates that detailed training is required to improve students'

ability to answer inferential questions. However, in the

case

of literal questions,

practice with literal questions or a direction to generate questions also improves'
performanòe. In the latter case, the ability to answer literal questions probably
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improved because this is the type of question students ask themselves when told

to generate questions without training, as already noted by Singer and Donlan
(1e82).

This study is an improvement on others in this section in several ways; the
covariance analysis takes into account

initial reading ability, there is not

such

a large overlap between training and test questions since the question-training
group was not instructed specifically to generate the type of iiteral artd inferen-

tial questions posed during testing, and students in the question-training group
received informed, self-controi training. Another advantage of this study is that

the authors did not use artificial texts where each paragraph contains an explicit

topic sentence. Rather, students were required to actively construct their own
main idea statements upon which to base a question. However, even in this study
there is no measure of spontaneous strategy usage or its maintenance over time.

Although not specifically devised within the self-questioning framework,

Sa-

lomon, Globerson and Guterman (1989) did teach students in grade 7 self-guiding
questions. They used a computer programme called Reading Partner as a mole
capable peer

in the Vygotskian

sense

to guide students to use strategies they

would not use on their own. Students were introduced to three general questions,
presented as 'ways to be a good reader who

thinks'. These questions included:

,What is the message? What thoughts come to mind? Do I understand the text?'
Students were periodicaily reminded to ask themselves these questions, with the

intention that they become internalised in the course of training. Students were
also taught and given examples of specifrc reading strategies, namely, inferences

about titles, identifying key sentences, creating images for segments of text, and'

formulating intermediate summaries. While reading training texts from the com-
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puter screen the use of these strategies was prompted by questions such as: '\Mhat
does the

do

title tell me about the text I am about to read? What kind of image

I conjure up about the text?' The strategies

were taught and practised over

three sessions. During this time another group, the content group, read the same

texts and answered literal and inference questions, while the control group only
read the texts.

At the end of each training

session all students completed a questionnaire on

how much mental effort they had expended on reading. Time spent reading each

text was automatically recorded by the computer. Alternate forms of the Israeli
Standardised Reading Test were used as a pretest and posttest, the latter given

ten days after training. As part of the posttest and as a measure of metacognitive knowledge, students were asked to give advice to fellow students on how

to improve their reading, in one

case

and in the other to a student who

to a student who was already reading well

\Mas

a poor reader. One month after training

students were given an essay writing test as a measure of transfer,
The experimental group spent significantly longer reading the training texts,
and reported exerting greater mental effort than the other two groups. The exper-

imental group also performed signifrcantly better on the metacognitive knowledge

test. Most of the advice given by this group was specific and strategic, compared

to the general and mainly non-strategic advice given by the other two

groups.

Covariance anaiysis of the posttest comprehension scores, using pretest scores

as

the covariate, showed that the experimental group performed significantly better
than the other two groups, who did not differ significantly from each other. The
experimental group also produced better quality essays in terms of clarity, orgut-

isation and development of ideas, although there ïvas no pretest of writing from

'
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due to the treatment. A path analysis

among variables suggested that greater mental effort while working on the strat-

egy programme enabled students to internalise the self-guidance and regulation
questions, which in turn lead to improved comprehension and writing quality.
Some of the studies

in this section produced very limited improvement in com-

prehension (Andre and Anderson, 1978-9; Wong and Jones, 1982; MacDonald,

1980). The training period in some of these studies was also very short (Andre

and Anderson, Wong and Jones). Many of the studies do not include a test
of 'spontaneoust strategy use, or strategy maintenance over time, or transfer to
tasks other than those used during training (Singer and Donlan, 1982; Andre
and Anderson, 19?8-9; Wong and Jones, 1982; Davey and McBride, 1986). The
effect of this approach on students of difierent ability levels is rather variable,
since

ity

in Andre and Anderson (1978-9) and \Mong and Jones (1982) lower

students tended to benefit from the treatment, while

it was higher abiiity students,

abil-

in MacDonald (1986)

and in Davey and McBride (1986) there ïvas no

interaction between treatment and ability'

Although some of the studies suffer from the methodological problems discussed

at the beginning of this section, other studies have shown that

self-

questioning can be a useful technique under sorne circumstances. In Wong, Wong,

Perry and Sawatsky (1986), training had a marked and durable effect on the
ability of learning disabled students to retain important information from social
studies texts. In Salomon, Globerson and Guterman (1989), the self-questioning

training lead to a generaiised and durabie improvement in comprehension, strategy knowledge and writing ability. What these studies have

in common is that'

the questions both focused on important comprehension enhancing skills (for ex-
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ample, ,what does the title tell me about the text

I

am about to read?' or

provided
'How does my summary statement link up with the subheading?') and
a basis for students to regulate and monitor their own processing (for example,

,Let me review this section. Is there anything

I don't understand in this para-

graph?'). wong (1985, p. 231) draws attention to these two important functions
of questions.
,,Applying metacognitiae theory

to self-questioning instructional

research entails two instructional irnplications: (a) teaching students

to be sensitiue to important parts of the teæt by asking questions such
as, what is the rnain iilea

in

this paragraph? can

I

summarize the

important points in this paragraph? (b) teaching stud,ents to moni-

tor their state of

read,ing comTtrehension bg asking questions such øs,

Is there angth,ing I
questioning

is

d,on't understand

d,esigned,

in this paragraph?

such self-

to increo,se auq,reness of when stud'ents

en-

counter a read,ing comprehension ilfficulty'"
Self-questioning is a useful technique if

it fulfills the dual functions

of encour-

aging better macrostructure formation and better metacognitive regulation. To
realise these benefrts, children need to understand the purpose of their questions
and to have sufficient time and practice to master the skiils and make use of them

in a strategic

g.3.4

waY.

Teaching summarisation rules

In chapter one, the macrorules developed by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978)

and

van Dijk (1977) were outlined, these being deletion, generalisation, selection (in-
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tegra,tion) and construction. Brown and Day (1933) elaborated on these rules and
used slightly different nomenclature, such as 'superordination' for what Kintsch
and van Dijk refer to as generalisation, and 'invention'for what they refer to

as

construction. Severai studies have investigated the effect on comprehension of
teaching students to use summarisation rules of this type.

In Rinehart, Stahl and Erickson (1986) regular classroom teachers instructed
children in grade 6 to summarise social studies texts over five lessons according

to the direct instruction model. The children lvere taught to delete trivial and
redundant information and to select the main idea of each paragraph. An addi-

tional rule was also taught, that of relating the main idea to the most important
supporting details. However, Rinehart et al decided not to include the superordination and invention rules in the direct instruction because they could plove

too difficult for the children. They note, though, that this omission may have
limited the efiectiveness of their treatment. Students were frrst taught to

con-

struct singie paragraph summaries, then to summarise several related paragraphs,
and finally to summarise a whole passage without first summarising individual
paragraphs. Students u/ere informed as to why and where summarising would be
useful, and were given a checkiist to monitor their application of the rules, the
use of which was also modelled by the teachers. Children

in the control

group

continued with their normal work from basal readers, which did not involve main
idea identification or summarisation.
Pretests included the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests comprehension subtest
and the Wisconsin Design for Reading Development outlining subtest, the latter

also being used. as a posttest. Immediately after training all students studied'

a social studies passage for which they were directed to take notes, and then
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also

summarised five paragraphs, two of which had no explicit topic sentences, one

of which had an explicit topic sentence in the final position, and two of which
had an explicit topic statement but spread over more than one sentence. Gates-

MacGinitie pretest scores were used as a covariate in the analysis of these posttest
scores

The experimental group produced better quality summaries for only two of
the paragraphs, those where a topic statement was explicit and at the beginning

of the paragraph. Rinehart et al note that if the invention rule had also been
taught, the experimentai group may have performed better on the remaining
three paragraphs. The experimental group answered more main idea questions
correctly than the control group, but there

lryas

no significant group difference

with regard to detail questions. Rinehart et al suggest that because students
had learned to identify and attend to important information, this lead to both
more time spent taking notes and to better recall of main ideas. There v¡as no
difference between the groups on the outlining test; both groups performed near

ceiling level.

This study indicates that summarisation training can improve main idea comprehension, as measured by short-answer questions. The experimental group had

not previously practised answering questions, so this test did not replicate train-

ing exercises. The training also included the informed, self-control components
advocated in the introduction. However, there r¡¡as n-o delayed test to measure
maintenance of the trained strategies, nor rrvas there any test of 'spontaneous'
strategy use since all students were directed to take notes while studying the test'
passage.
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Hare and Borchardt (1984) taught summarisation rules to junior high school

students. These authors taught all the rules as elaborated by Brown and Day
(1933) and added two further rules of their own, these being, combining more

than one paragraph into a single summary statement when the paragraphs were
an elaboration of the same topic, and polishing the finai summary by rewriting

it in a more flowing style. Students were taught the rules and some guidelines
for checking their summaries. The teacher modelled the application of the rules
and discussed as examples summaries of varying degrees of proficiency which had
been prepared as 'models'by the experimenters. Students practised writing their
ou¡n summaries,

first on more considerate texts, then on naturally occurring texts

dealing with a variety of subjects. Written feedback was given on each student's

work, explaining how they had or had not applied the rules correctly. Training

took place over six hours, during which time the control group was involved in
what are described as 'usual summer activities'.
Pretests and immediate posttests were of an identical format, and included
summarising two passages and iisting the summarisation rules students would
use

if

teaching someone else to summarise, an outline of a further passage'

a

cloze test, and writing out the main ideas of another passage. Pretest-immediate

posttest gain scores were used for the analyses. Two weeks after training students
again summarised a passage and noted the rules they would teach to others.

In terms of gain

scores

ceeded the control group

for both test passages, the experimental groups

in summarisation efficiency (the number of main

ex-

ideas

divided by the total number of words in the summary) and in the number of main
ideas produced in one of the two passage summaries. There were no signiflcant'

group differences in terms of outlining, the cloze test, or writing out main ideas.
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regard to evidence of rule use in the summaries, the experimental groups

colmade signifrcantly greater use of the superordination, deletion, paragraph

lapsing and polishing rules; inventing topic sentences, however, was still difficult
even

for the trained students. In terms of rules the students stated they would

teach others, the experimental groups exceeded the control for superordination,
correladeletion and topic sentence rules, but Hare and Borchardt note that a

tional analysis revealed "negligible and, nonsignificant relationships between stated

and actual rule use" (P. 7+)
On the deiayed test, the experimental groups showed greater summarisation
and
efficiency, greater actual and stated use of deletion, paragraph collapsing
gains
polishing rules, and greater stated use of the topic sentence rule' Thus, the

made

in summarisation

were maintained, although these gains did not transfer

to the other posttest measures.
Day (1g86) taught summarisation rules to college students, including average
students

in a rhetoric

class and poor writers

in a remedial class. Four groups

explicit
were taught over two class periods, with three of these groups receiving
rules
strategy training. In each of these gloups' the instructor first explained the
sumand then demonstrated their application on one of the passages previously

the text,
marised by the students as a pretest. In doing so, she physicaily marked
substicrossing out trivial and redundant information, circiing exemplars and

tuting a superord.inate term, underlining explicit topic sentences, and inventing
topic sentences when none \¡/ere present. Under the guidance of the instructor,
students followed. the same procedure on the second pretest passage' Finally

they completed independent summaries of a training passage' In the seco"d' ses-'
watched
sion, students received written feedback on their first training summary,
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the instructor again demonstrating the rules by physically marking this training
passage, and then independently summarised a second training passage.

In the fourth group, the self-management only group, the instructor also modelled the application of the rules, but without marking the text and without giv-

ing students the opportunity to do so. After her oral demonstration, students
independently wrote another summary of the first pretest passage before summarising the training passage. In the second session they also received written
feedback, listened

to the instructor orally demonstrating the rules on the first

training passage, and then wrote summaries of the second pretest and

second

training passages. They received general self-management instructions to pay
attention and check their work. The same general instructions were also given to
one of the explicit training groups (rules plus self-management), while for a sec-

ond group the instructions were specifrcally reiated to the summarisation (rules
integrated with self-management). The third group received no self-management

instructions at all (rules onlY).
The pretest, immed.iate posttest and two week delayed posttest each involved
summarising two passages. Day analysed the results in terms of the application
of each rule. The use of deletion rules by all students

\¡vas

near ceiling level and

did not differ between groups or times of testing. The four Sroups did not differ

in their use of the superordination rule on the pretest, but the three explicit rule
groups performed signifrcantiy better than the self-management group on train-

ing passages, and only they showed signifrcant improvement from the pretest to

both the immediate and delayed posttests. Similar results were obtained for the
use of the selection rule, however here, unlike

in the previous

analyses, treat-'

ment also interacted with ability, and there were differences between the three
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explicit training groups. While both average and poor writers benefited from
explicit training in the use of the selection rule, average writers benefited more.
The rules training plus self-management groups showed better use of the

selec-

tion rule on both posttests than the rules training only group. With regard to
the invention rule, there were no significant differences between groups on either
the pretest or the training passages, but on the immediate posttest explicit rules

training, especially when integrated with self-management, resulted in greater

use

of this rule. As in the case of the selection rule, average writers benefited more

than poor writers. Only slight training effects were maintained on the delayed
posttest. Thus, explicit rules training generally improved the use of summarisa-

tion rules, although the importance of adding the self-management component
varied with the relative difficulty of the rules. In this case, the superordination

rule was relatively easy to learn, the selection rule was moderately difficult, and
the invention rule most difficult. Day (1986, p. 208) notes:
"students do not require self-rnonitoring instructions when the specific strategy being taught is fairly easy; they profit from the pairing of

self-monitoring ønd specifi,c strategy instruction when the strategy is
of medium dfficulty; and they fail to benef"t (at least initially) from
self-monitoring when the traineil strategy is d,fficult to implement."

Although Day achieved improvements in the use of these rules through her
training, the study provides no evidence as to whether any other aspects of comprehension and recall improved as a result.

In Hare and Borchardt (1984), the

summarisation training did not lead to improvements in a cloze test, outlining'

or writing out main ideas, while in Rinehart et al (1986), training did produce
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better responses to main idea questions. From these studies, the effect of formal,
rule-based summarisation on comprehension is not clear. However, in chapter two
a study by Winograd (198a) was referred

to. He concluded that while both

sum-

marisation and comprehension involve sensitivity to the structural importance of
ideas, summarisation also involves specialised skills in addition to those used for

comprehension. In order to enhance comprehension, therefore,

it would appear

to be more useful to teach children to deterrnine main ideas and their contribution to the overall topic rather than the mo¡e specialised summarisation rules. It
should also be noted that in their model of comprehension, van Dijk and Kintsch
(1983) revised the original macrorules into the form of macrostrategies, according

to which the reader

uses several sources of

information to form a macrostructure

while reading, or while rereading in the case of a difrcuit text. In this case the
reader makes use of explicit structural markers, as discussed in the first section,

but also

uses knowledge of the topic

to construct macropropositions from

de-

tailed information, as discussed in the second section. A combination of these
approaches, together with the type of self-questioning discussed at the end of the

third section should provide a solid foundation for improving comprehension.
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9.4 Improving inetacognitive

awareness

In chapter two it was shown that more advanced readers generally have higher
levels of the metacognitive knowledge needed to plan, regulate and evaluate com-

prehension. For example, more advanced readers have a more sophisticated concept of the purposes of reading; older and better readers see their goal as understanding important ideas, whereas the younger and weaker readers see their goal
as decoding fluently (Myers and Paris, 1978; Gambrell and Heathington, 1981;

Garner and Kraus, 1981-2). Less advanced readers do not necessarily report or
demonstrate fewer different strategies, although they use available strategies less

effectively to answer questions, recall a text, or tutor younger children to answer
questions (Kavale and Schreiner, 1979; Paris and Myers, 1981; Garner, Wagoner

and Smith, 1983). In addition, many studies have shown that less advanced
readers are less likeiy to detect problematic information in texts'

The studies to be discussed in this section have focused on setting more
meaning-based purposes for reading, increasing understanding of different types

of questions and how to answer them, and improving comprehension monitoring'
Some studies within the self-questioning framework have focused on the ob-

jective of improving goal-setting (Manzo, 1969; Helfeldt and Lalik, 1976; Singer,
1978; Chan and Cole, 1986). In thinking of questions and checking that they can

be answered., the reader has a purpose for reading which involves construction of
meaning, not just fluent decoding and single word interpretation'

In an early study, Helfeldt and Lalik (1976) used

a reciprocal questioning pro-

cedure somewhat similar to that described by Manzo

(i969)' The teacher

asked,

a question about the section of text being read, and if the student answered cor-
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rectly, then s/he could ask a question of the teacher. Helfeldt and Lalik state

that students were expected to imitate the teacher's questioning behaviour, however, there is no indication of the type of questions asked by either the teacher

or the students. The reciprocal questioning group of grade 5 students

scored

signifrcantly higher on an immediate posttest using the Van Wagenen Analytic
Reading Scales than a control group who had only answered and not asked ques-

tions. However, the groups were initially matched only on gender and general
intellectual ability, not reading abitity. Hence

it

is impossible to know whether

the flnal difference was purely a result of the training'
Chan and Cole (1936) also do not adequately describe the type of questions
asked by children. They compared normally achieving children

in grade 3 with

learning disabled children matched to them on reading ability, but three years
older in chronological age. The experimental conditions were presented to the
children as a ïvay the toy robot present had found to improve reading. The con-

ditions included asking the robot two questions of unspecified nature to check
understanding, underlining two words that the robot might flnd interesting, underlining two words and asking questions about them, and reading and rereading

the passage. Training took place over four days. On the third day students answered

multiple choice questions about the practice texts with the texts present

a measure of comprehension. On the

as

fourth day they answered questions without

the text present as a measure of recali. In both cases, though, all groups were directed to use their instructed strategy. On the fifth day students again answered

questions about two texts,

but since no mention was made of the instructed

strategies, these tests were considered to be a measure of transfer.

Training did not produce a significant effect on any of the tests for normally
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achieving children. However, among the learning disabled groups all three condi-

tions invoiving question formation and/or underlining resulted in higher achievement than the read-reread control conditions on all three tests. The underlining
and self-questioning treatments u/ere equally effective in enhancing performance

on the comprehension and recall tests, but the underlining strategy was more
effective in the transfer test. Interviews conducted after the transfer test revealed

that very few students used the self-questioning strategy when left to their own
devices, while the underlining strategy continued to be used even without teacher

directions.

Apart from the mixed results, Chan and Cole also fail to report information
important to making a decision about the effectiveness of this treatment. Singer
and Donlan (1932) note that without training students often ask poor questions,
focused on explicit information which may be of minor importance. In the Chan

and Cole study there appears to have been no explanation or modelling of strategies

for asking more thoughtful questions or for underlining important words'

There is also no information on the content of test questions; if they were focused
on explicit information of minor importance, then even poor self-questions could
have enhanced performance by focusing extra attention on this information'

In the previous section, the studies using self-questioning taught children to
focus their questions on important information; the questions u/ere a means of encouraging children to guide their application of effective comprehension strategies
and to monitor their comprehension. In the studies referred to above, the purpose

of the questions is less specifrc and iilustrates some of the theoretical difficulties

with this approach discussed in the previous section. Salomon, Globerson and'
Guterman (1989, p. 621) make an important point with regard to their teaching
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of metacognitive self-questioning when they state:

"It

shoulil be noted,, though, that metacognitiae regulation always

applies to particular, task-related cognitiae strategies, and thus calls

for the latter together uith the training of rnetacognitions."
Thus, if the function of questions is to set a purpose for reading, the instructor
should also ensure that this purpose is focused on important information and
incorporates important comprehension skilts. In other words, children need to

be taught how to frame comprehension enhancing questions. As Salornon et
al note, learning such cognitive strategies is an essential part of learning more
sophisticated metacognitive regulation and monitoring.
Raphael and her colleagues attempted to improve knowledge about the task
and strategy aspects of metacognitive knowledge (Flavell, 1981). Her approach
sprang from the body of research on question answering, for example, the liter-

ature on adjunct questions mentioned earlier, as well as more recent theorising
about metacognition. Adjunct question research attempted to encourage readers

to focus on and process more thoroughly the information targeted by questions,
often leading to greater retention of such information. However, this type of
research did

not attempt to enhance the repertoire of strategies readers could

spontaneously apply to novel

texts. Raphaei's approach went beyond adjunct

question research by incorporating a metacognitive element to foster such trans-

fer.

She reasoned

that the ability to answer questions about any text would

be

improved if students had more metacognitive knowledge about task demands and
strategies for meeting such demands. As Raphael and McKinney (1983, p. 84)

explain:
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o,nsuer-

ingcomprehensionquestionsisassumei],tobeanimportantaspect
ofmetacognition.Knowled,gethatmorethanoneSourceofinforma-

tionisauailableisimportantforreaderswhorelytooheaailyontent
foranswerinformation,read'erswhorelgtooheaailyonbacleground
lenowled,ge,orreailersuhofailtorecognizetheimportanceofintegrat-

ing

tentual information uitl¿ bøckground lsnowled'ge'"

colleagues taught children
In order to make task demands clearer, Raphael and
Pearson and Johnson (1978)
to identify three types of questions as classified by
and Search, and on My
and which the researchers called Right There, Think
explicit question, the question
own (Raphael, 1982). In the first type, the text
the one sentence' The appropriate
stem and the answer could be found within
is to locate the question stem in the
strategy to answer such questions, therefore,
In the second type' the
text and. then look for the answer in the same sentence'
text, but not in the same
text implicit question, the ansÏver is still stated in the
therefore, is to scan more than
sentence as the stem. An appropriate strategy,
can be combined with the question
one sentence and to look for an answer that

the answer is not stated
stem. In the frnal type, the script implicit question,
this case is to consuit prior
explicitly in the text. The appropriate strategy in
in the context of the passage'
knowledge for an answer which makes sense
a gloup of undergraduate stuRaphael and Pearson (1982) established with
knowledge about task demands
dents that adults d,o indeed possess the above
to the task, the adults were able,
and strategies. After only a brief introduction

to identify

and, answer the difierent question types

racy. subsequently Raphael and

with a high degree of accu-

colleagues investigated the teaching of these
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of the direct instruction

model described at the beginning of this chapter (Book et al, 1985). The three
question types and their corresponding answering strategies were explained and

demonstrated. Children practised the strategies in guided practice sessions on
increasingly longer segments of text, and were given immediate feedback. Finally

they practised on their own on whole texts.

In Raphael and Pearson (1982), average readers in grades 4, 6 and 8, as well
as

low and high ability readers in grade 6 worked their way through three book-

lets incorporating the above sequence of instruction and practice. In the first
experiment in Raphael and Wonnacott (i9S5) average readers in grade 4 did the

same. In the latter case there urere no treàtment effects evident in immediate
posttest question answering performance. In Raphael and Pearson, the experimental groups were more able to identify the type of question, but they did not
consistently produce better quality ansu/ers.
Raphaei and Pearson (1982) suggest that these rather unimpressive results
were due to insufficient training and a failure to fully master the strategies' Hence

Raphael and McKinney (1983) and Raphael and Wonnacott (1935) in their second

experiment included spaced practice after the initial training period. In Raphael
and McKinney, children of low, average and high reading abiiity in grades 5 and

8 completed a practice passage once a week for 6 weeks, identifying the three
question types and giving ansu/ers from the text to match the type of question.
Raphael and Wonnacott worked with average readers in grade 4 and continued

the maintenance practice for 8 weeks'
Treatment efiects were agaifi mixed. In Raphael and McKinney, trained stu-'
dents vvere superior in their ability to name the question type, but there rvas no
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overall treatment effect on quality of response due to a number of interactions.

Training improved the responses of low and average ability students, but not
high ability students. Children in grade 5 benefited more from the training than
the older children, with the response quality actually lower in the experimental
group in grade 8 than in the control group. In Raphael and Wonnacott there
was a training effect on response quality on only one of the two posttests. In this

posttest no mention rvas made of the training procedure, whereas in the other
posttest, when students had to first name the question type before answering the
question, there rvas no treatment effect on response quaiity.
Raphael (1984) suggests that the training period has to be adjusted to suit

the age of the students. She recommends an intensive week of instruction plus
six to eight weeks of maintenance practice in grades 4 and 5, an intensive week

of instruction only for grade 6, and a brief orientation period to explain the
question types and strategies for grade 8. These suggestions represent relatively
modest investments of time. Also, as shown by Raphael and McKinney (1983)

and Raphael and Wonnacott (1985), the programme can be implemented by
classroom teachers.

Against these positive features, though,

it

has been pointed out that improve-

ments in the quality of responses to questions did not always occur. Raphael and
colleagues included no delayed tests

in their work, so there is no indication

as

to whether any training effects were maintained. In addition, only question answering and naming ability rrvere examined. No other measures of comprehension
were included. Thus,

it is not ciear whether

students' comprehension while read-

ing improved at all, for example, the ability to notice and rectify any obstacle'

to comprehension, or whether students merely applied the

steps they were in-
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structed to follow in response to questi ons øfter reading. From the way Raphael's
strategies are described,

it

would appear that the text was still available to stu-

dents while answering questions, hence students were not required to form an
integrated memory represeritation to support later question answering' Pressley

et ai (198g, p. 17) also note some reservations about this line of research' even
though

it

has produced some improvement in question-answering for younger and

iess able readers.

,,It should also be pointed out, howeuer, that the effects

by question-o,nsuer relation training haue neuer
aild,ition,

been

prod,uced,

uery large. In

it is not possible to make o, co,se that, improued

responding

to ad,junct questions improaes comprehension or long-term memory of

the passage since there has been no test of this possibility to date."
Similar limitations are also evident in the study by Garner, Hare, Alexander,
Haynes and rwinograd (1984) where children were taught to use text lookbacks

to answer questions. The children ïvere temedial readers aged between nine and
thirteen years whose decoding skills were average, but whose comprehension skills
were at least one year below grade level. In the three training sessions the children
were taught why, when and where to use the lookbacks, that is, when they could

not answer a question from memory' when the question Ïvas text- rather than
reader-based, and where they skimmed the text to frnd the relevant section for

rereading. These behaviours were modetted by the instructor, and the children
then practised the focused iookback strategy with guidance from the instructor.

During this time the control group read the same texts and was taught text
processing strategies other than lookbacks. Five days later the two groups u/ere
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videorecorded as they read anothçr two shtrrt expository texts and answered
questions.

Both groups ansïvered about one-third of the text-based questions correctly
from memory. For the remainder of the text-based questions, the experimental
group used lookbacks more than twice as often as the control group and answered
over three times as many questions correctly following lookbacks, with both differences being

signiflcant. The experimental group used the text sampling method

they had been taught on each lookback, while only half the control group used
this more focused approach.
The study clearly achieved its aim in three short lessons with remedial readers,

and so demonstrates a useful strategy for improving question-answering. However, Pressley et al's point still remains; there is no evidence of improved comprehension ability, especially not since the two groups recalled a similar amount
of information from memory.

In chapter two it was shown that

less advanced readers detect fewer of the

errors deliberately inserted into texts, although even advanced readers do not
necessarily perform perfectly. Several studies have attempted

to improve error

detection performance.

Markman and Gorin (1981) showed that children detected more errors when
they were frrst given examples of the types of problems to look for. Baker and
Zirnlin(1939) expanded this instruction further to examine the effect on error

tection. Chiidren in grade 4, defrned

as average

de-

or above average readers accord-

ing to the California Achievement Test reading subtest, ïvere taught to monitor
comprehension according to three standards. One group was taught to use mi-'

crostructure standards, that is, standards which did not require integration across
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large segments of text. These standards ïvere lexical (nonsense words), external
consistency (prior knowledge violations) and propositional cohesiveness (for example, ambiguous anaphoric expressions). The macrostructure group was taught

the standards of structural cohesiveness (thematically consistent but irrelevant
information), internal consistency (logical contradiction within the text) and information completeness (information signalled by the text is not forthcoming). In
one training session the instructor modelled the application of each strategy sep-

arately, and students then applied each standard separately to paragraphs, with

prompting and corrective feedback from the instructor. Students then applied
all three instructed standards to two further training passages. Finally they were
asked to apply all six standards to two immediate posttest passages. Two to three

weeks later they examined another two passages containing all six types of er-

rors. The control group received no instruction but completed only the tests. To
receive credit for error detection, the children had to both underline and expiain
a problematic segment.

The instructed groups detected more errors than the control group on both

the immediate and delayed tests, so the training effect was maintained. Above
average readers detected more errors than average readers,

but both benefited

from the treatment. The microstructure group detected more microstructure than
macrostructure errors, and vice versa for the macrostructure group, indicating
specific training effect. However, the two trained groups

a

still detected more of

the errors they were not instructed to detect than the control group, so there was
also some generaiisation of training. Although there was a clear training effect,

Baker and Zimlin note that students still had not mastered the simultu,rr"otr'
application of all six strategies. During training, when students were applying
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only single standards, they detected 90% of errors, compared to

77To

when they

were applying three standards to the final practice passages. However, on the test
passages involving

all six standards they detected only 54%

of.

errors. There

is

also no indication in this study as to whether the improved monitoring also lead

to improved comprehension, for example, greater retention of important

ideas.

Miller (1937) taught children in grade 5 a set of self-statements with the intention of improving their comprehension monitoring. The children were identified
as average or above average readers according

to the Stanford Diagnostic Reading

Test. The texts used in the study contained explicit logical inconsistencies, where
a concept appearing in two sentences was replaced on its second occurrence by its

opposite. Pilot testing showed that 100% of the errors were detected by adults,

but less lhan
one session.

20To were detected

by grade 5 children. Instruction took place in

In the self-instruction condition the children were taught a set of

self-statements to define the task, guide their monitoring, self-reinforce, evaluate
progress and obtain feedback. For example, the first self-instruction stated:

'I will

read the frrst two sentences and then stop to think about what kind of problem

to look for'. The instructor modelled the application of the self-instructions while
reading a text, then the instructor and the child did the same together, and finally

the child repeated the task alone. During this time the didactic control Sroup
received directions in the second person, such as: 'You should read the first two
sentences and then stop

to listen about what I want you to do'. These children

went through the same sequence of steps of listening to the instructor reading
the directions and text, repeating with the instructor and repeating alone.

The pretest, immediate posttest and a posttest delayed by one week each'
involved reading a set of expository paragraphs, haif of which contained a contra-
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diction. To receive credit for error detection the two contradictory concepts had
to be underlined and explained. In the delayed test the children were also asked

to recall the self-instructions and to give a definition and example of opposite
concepts.

On the pretest there was no significant difference between the groups. However, orì. both posttests the self-instruction group detected more errors than the

didactic control group. On the pretest there \¡/as no significant difference between
average and above average readers, but on the posttests the above average readers detected more errors than average readers. When pretest scores were used as

a covariate, above average readers in the self-instruction group performed signif-

icantly better than those in the didactic controi group, while for average readers

this difference only approached significance. Thus, the self-instruction treatment
ïr/as more beneficial

to the more highly skilled readers.

Miller notes that after one week all the self-instructions were recalled by only
46% of the average readers, compared

to

78% of above average readers. Also,

all the above average readers correctly defined and gave an example of opposites,
compared to 76% of average readers. Therefore, she suggests that average readers
need longer training, and that the training programme should explain the value

of the strategy and where

it

is useful. In addition, she inciuded no measure of

children's comprehension and recall other than the elror detection.
A further study by Miller, Giovenco and Rentiers (i9S7) attempted to remedy
these problems. The children u/ere in grades 4 and 5 and included above and below
average readers according to the Metropolitan Reading Test. The procedure was

similar to the previous study, but training was extended to three sessions and'
each immediate posttest passage was followed by a multiple-choice question to
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recall of factual information. The children were also informed of the value

of the self-instruction procedure and where

it was useful. The experimental group

again detected more errors on the posttest than the control group, but in this

study there was no interaction between ability and treatment; both above and
below average readers benefited from the lengthier treatment. The multiplechoice questions were not a useful means of assessing comprehension since the

children in both groups scored near ceiling level.

Short and Ryan (1934) taught a self-questioning procedure designed to improve comprehension, but also investigated whether this training would generalise

to error detection. The children in grade 4 included three groups of below average readers and a reference group of highly skilled readers, defined according to

the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. The three groups received either strategy
plus attribution training, strategy training only, or attribution training only. In

the strategy tra.ining the students were taught to ask themselves five questions
focused on the most important corpponents of story grammar, questions such as:

'\[/ho is the main character? \Mhen and where did the story take place?' The
instructor modelled the application of these questions, underlining information in
the story relevant to each question. Students practised the procedure over three

training sessions. Attribution training involved using five self-statements while
reading, among them statements such as: 'Praise yourself for a job well done',

'fry

hard', and 'Think how happy you'll feel when you do well on the test'.

The instructor also modelled internal attributions and explained the relationship
between effort, strategy use and successful performance.

The pretest and a posttest delayed by three days invoived free recall of a'
story and short-answer questions focused on important story components' Six
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days after training, students completed an error detection test and the Reading

Concept Inventory, which assesses arr/areness of the functions of reading. The
skitled reference group completed only the posttests.

While there

uras no

signifrcant difference between the three groups for free and

probed recall on the pretest, on the posttest the two trained groups performed

significantly better than the attribution training only group. The two trained
groups were not significantly different to the skilled reference group for free and

probed recall, or for au¡areness of the functions of reading. The two t¡ained
groups tended to perform better on the reading concepts test than the attribution

training only group, but the difference did not reach signifrcance. With regard to
error detection, the skilled reference group performed better than all other Sroups,
who did not differ signifrcantly from each other. The skilled group detected about

half the errors, compared to only 12% to 22% in the other groups. This result

is rather surprising since the trained groups had improved markedly in their
ability to retain information related to main story grammar components, yet
this improvement did not appear to generalise to the detection of inconsistencies

in the same components. Contrary to expectation, the addition of attribution
training to the strategy instruction did not improve performance. Possibly the
attribution training here was too general, in contrast to the studies by Borkowski,
\Meyhing and Carr (1988) and Reid and Borkowski (1987), for example, where

the importance of efiort attributions was linked to specific errors made by the
experimenter and the children, and

it

could be demonstrated that better strategy

application and effort would lead to correction of the error.
The effect of error detection training on comprehension overall is difficult to'
assess, since the

first three studies referred to provide no such measure, and the fr-
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nal study improved comprehension, but not error detection. It is unfortunate that

not all studies included a measure such

it

as

retention of important ideas, because

cannot be assumed that training students to search for deliberately inserted

errors will automatically improve their overall understanding of a

text. It

may

be that an integrated approach, such as that adopted by Salomon, Globerson
and Guterman (1989) would be more beneficial. Here self-guiding questions focusing on important cognitive skills and comprehension monitoring were taught

in combination, with

good results, and without the use of unnatural training

materials.

In summary, in this section various methodological or conceptual limitations
to several of the studies have been pointed out. It is concluded that regulation
and monitoring of comprehension has been more effectively incorporated into
studies discussed in previous sections, for example, Kurtz and Borkowski (1987),
Wong et al (1986) and Salomon et al (1989). In each of these studies there v/as a
close connection between the cognitive and metacognitive skills taught, resulting

in substantial improvements in the comprehension of important ideas.
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Composite Packages: Palincsar

Paiincsar, in a series of studies, has taught a combination of the comprehension

fostering strategies discussed in previous sections,

in a context which

encour-

to regulate and monitor their own comprehension. In

selecting

the strategies to be taught, Palincsar and Brown (198a) refer to six

processes

ages students

which they consider have been shown to be important in theoretical discussions
of reading difficulty and the reading education literature, these being:

1. to set a purpose for reading

2. to activate relevant background knowledge
3. to allocate attention to major ideas

4. to evaiuate text for internal consistency and prior knowledge compatibility
5. to monitor the levei of comprehensron

6. to draw and test inferences of various kinds
palincsar (Brown and Palincsar, 1982; Palincsar and Brown, 1984) focuses on
four strategies which incorporate these processes' namely:

o

summarise the main idea of each paragraph (processes 3 and 5)

o formuiate a question about important ideas (process 3 and 5)

o

ask for clarification about any points not

o predict the content of sections to follow

fully understood (process 4)

(process 6)
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Palincsar and Brown (1934) comment that processes 1) and 2) are involved to
some extent

in all the strategies. In addition, the teacher introduces each lesson

by discussing relevant background to the selection about to be read

(process

2), and emphasises the purpose of learning from text by setting comprehension
questions at the end of each session (process 1). Thus, one purpose for students

is to read in such a rvay that they can answer the teacher's questions, but other
purposes include being able to summarise information while reading and checking

whether predictions ryere correct.

As noted in the previous section on macrostructure formation, summarising
in the form of selecting or inventing topic sentences for paragraphs is an excellent
way of focusing attention on important information in the text (Palincsar and
Brown, 1986). The strategy is also a comprehension monitoring technique, since
the inability to extract the gist of what has been read signals that comprehension
is not as thorough as

it might be, and some remedial action is called for (Palincsar

and Brown, 1984). Palincsar (i984) notes that materials in the initial stages of
her training programme contained a lot of explicit topic sentences so that students

could engage in the easier process of selecting rather than inventing main idea
statements. Later in the training, however, students were required to synthesise

their own main idea statements in the absence of explicit topic

sentences.

In formulating a question to ask about each paragraph, the

second of the

four strategies, students were instructed to focus on important ideas, thus there
ïvas some overlap between question generation and summarising, as noted by

Palincsar (1984). Like summarising, question generation was assumed to encourage the focusing of attention on central concepts and more active monitoring of

comprehension.

'
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The strategy of predicting was used oniy when appropriate, for example, when

there were headings, subheadings, embedded questions in the text, or explicit
signals

to what iay ahead. Palincsar and Brown (1986, p. 772) describe the

function of predicting as follows:

"To

d,o

this successfullg, theg must actiuate releuant

baclcground

knowledge that they already possess . . . Theg nou haue a purpose

reading

- to confirn1, or disproae their hgpotheses.

for

Furthermore, the

opportunity has been created for the students to linlc the new

they wiII encounter in the tent with th'e lcnowleilge theg

lenowled,ge

alread,y pos-

sess. Th,e preilicting strategy also facilitates the use of tent structure.
Students learn that headings, subheadings and questions embedded in

the teæt are useful rneúns of anticipating what miglt't occur nett."

Clarification, the final strategy, u¡as also used only as required. Students were
instructed to be alert for possible obstacles to comprehension, such as unfamiliar
vocabulary or concepts, unclear referents, or omitted information. When students
encountered such obstacles, they were encouraged to take remedial action, such
as rereading or asking questions

to pinpoint and ciarify the difficulty (Palincsar

and Brown, 1986).

In addition to having these four strategies explained to them, students were
also informed of their purpose and the context in which they were useful (Palincsar

1984; 1985). The strategies and their signifi.cance ïvere reviewed at the beginning

of each session in the initial stages of training (Palincsar, L984; 1986). Students
were also told. to use the strategies to monitor their comprehension, as well as'

to evaluate their effectiveness in using the strategies. The strategic approach to
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comprehension was explained via the metaphor of a football game;

to

achieve

its goal, a team has to plan and review its actions, and to make amendments if
certain actions are deemed not to be working successfully. Hence, the Palincsar
package was based on informed, self-control training.

In all her studies,

Palincsar also charted the students' scores on the daily

comprehension quizzes on a personal chart. Thus, students could monitor their
olvn progress and the success of the intervention. In this way, the students should
be convinced of the value of their strategic behaviour, and hence be more likely to

make continued unprompted use of the strategies when appropriate, as indicated

at the beginning of this chapter.
Turning now to how the strategies and their monitoring were practised, Palincsar used a dialogue she called reciprocal teaching, modelled on the best interactions between adults and children. In this type of instruction, the expert serves
as a model and a guide

for the responses of novices, who, because of the guidance

given, can immediately participate in the learning dialogue at whatever level they
are capable of. The expert's role is to prompt and shape their responses through

corrective feedback. Palincsar and Brown (1984, p. 123) describe this general

type of instruction as follows:
"Children

first

experience a particular set

in the presence of eæperts, and only gradually

of cognitiae actiuities

come to perform these

functions by themselaes. First an enpert (parent, teacher, mastercraftsman, etc) guiiles the child's actiaity, doing most of the cognitiue
worlc herself. The child, participates
nouice responsible

f,rst as ø spectator, then as a

for aerg little of the actual worlc. As th,e child,

be-

conl,es n1,ore erperienced and capable of perforrning more compleæ as-
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moileleil by ad,ults time anil,

her greater responsibilitg. The

adult and child come to share the cognitiae work, with the child taking

initiatiue and the adult correcting and guiding uhere

she

falters' Fi-

nally, the adult allows the child to take ouer the major thinking role
and adopts the stance of a supportiue and sympøthetic audience. Ini-

tially,

th,e supportiue

other acts as the model, critic and interrogator,

Ieading th,e chilil to use fnore pouerful strategies and

to apply

them

more widelg. In time, the interrogatiue, critical role is adopted by the

child, uho becomes able to fulfiIl some of these functions for herself

uia self-regulo,tion

and,

self-intenogation. Mature learners are capable

of prouiding the interrogat'iae, critical role

for

thetnselues."

When applied. to the reciprocal teaching of reading, all participants in a class

silently read a paragraph. The instructor then begins to model the four comprehension strategies, 'thinking aloud' as s/he does so. A new 'teachertfrom among

the students is assigned for the next paragraph, and the process is repeated. The

instructor prompts students who are unable to respond, for example, suggesting
how to start a question. The instructor also responds to and shapes the students' contributions, for example, suggesting that a summary statement would
be better

if shortened. Thus, through the process of observing the instructor's

proficient performance and formulating their owlr responses with the guidance
and support of the instructor, the students gradualiy approximate the instructorts

performance.

With the support of the instructor, each student can immediately participate

at their own level. Even though only one student functions as the teacher at

r
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any one time, ail students are expected to be involved, reading each paragraph,
applying the strategies for themselves, arld adding any clarifications or predictions

not thought of by the 'teacher'. Thus, the method is designed to encourage

a

high proportion of academically engaged time (Rosenshine and Stevens, 1984).
Because of the

instructor's intervention, the method should also avoid the problem

described by Pearson (1934) of the rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer
because they do not know how to productively spend their practice time.

Palincsar (1985, p. 2) suggests that the reciprocal teaching method itself, in

addition to the strategies actuaily being taught, may play a large part in the
success of

this programme because of the characteristics of this method.
"We espouse this form of instruction because (1) the teacher mod-

els the

actiaities rend,ering the underlying processes ouert, eæplicit and

concrete; (2) the slcills are exercised, in the appropriate conteæt of read-

ing, not as isolated, decontentualised, skills; (3) the dialogue proaides
the opportunity for the students to eualuate their facility with the slcills
and to eaaluate tlte effect employing the skills has on cornprehension;

ft)

the teacher is constantly engaged, in diagnostic teaching, proaiiling

feeilback, instruction, and modeling that

will rnol)e the stud'ent from

one leuel to the nent leael of competence employing the strategies."

Certainly the results of the package, comprising the four strategies, the
metacognitive component and the reciprocal teaching method, have been impressive. In the initial study (Brown and Palincsar, 1982), four grade 7 students
were taught individually. As in most of the studies to follow, children of this age
were selected on the basis of adequate decoding, at least 80 words per minute with
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with poor comprehension, in this

case

achievement that was two to three years below grade level on the Metropolitan

Reading Comprehension

Test. Before, during, and after the intervention

stu-

dents completed daily comprehension qttizzes. The ten questions on each quiz
were based on the classification by Pearson and Johnson (1978),

that is text

explicit, text implicit and script implicit questions.

Initially the four students averaged only lSYo correct on these tests. After the
intervention their scores soared to 85%-907o cotrect. After six months students
were

still scoring 60%, which rose back to

90To alter four sessions of reciprocal

teaching.
Based on these initial results, Palincsar and Brown (1984) conducted a larger

study. Six grade 7 students, based on the same criteria of adequate decoding and
poor comprehension, received reciprocal teaching in groups of two for a period of
20 days. Another group was helped to locate information, in a manner similar

to that used by Raphael and coiieagues. Students answered the three types of
comprehension questions, and the instructor guided students in finding the answer

in the same sentence as the question stem (text explicit), across more than
sentence (text implicit), and from prior knowledge (script

one

implicit). A third group

took the daily comprehension qttizzes but received no instruction, and a fourth
group completed the tests onlY.

In addition to the daily tests before, during and after the intervention,

stu-

dents also took a series of delayed tests after eight weeks. For the reciprocal
teaching and untreated control groups, generalisation tests of thé same form were
presented in science and social studies with no mention of or overt connection to'

the reading instruction. In addition, there were four transfer tests, which required
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a written summary of two texts, copstruction of sets of comprehension questions

of the type teachers would ask, detection of incongruities in texts, and rating the
importance of idea units.

In the pretesting period there

r¡/as

no significant difference between the four

groups; all averaged between 30% and 40Yo correct on the experimenter-designed
comprehension tests. The reciprocal teaching group steadily improved to reach

an average of 80% correct during posttesting. This gain was maintained on the
delayed tests 8 weeks later. While the locating information and practice coritrol

groups improved slightly, they were

still not significantly different to the

un-

treated control group by the end of the intervention. Thus, practice in answering
questions did not in itself improve comprehension.

The reciprocal teaching group was also superior to the untreated control Sroup
on the generalisation tests in social studies and science, and on three of the four

transfer tests. On summarising, question generation and anomaly detection the
reciprocal teaching group improved from the pretest to the posttest, while the
control group did not. On the fourth transfer test, rating the importance of idea

units, there rvas no significant difference between the two groups.
Three months after the intervention the reciprocal teaching group showed an
average gain of 15 months on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests comprehension

subtest. No comparative information on the control group is given. Nevertheless,

it

is clear that the reciprocal teaching group made considerable gains as a result

of the intervention.

This study also raises a number of interesting questions. One of the six students stood out by showing considerably less gain than the others. This student'

did not progress beyond 50% on the comprehension tests, showed little improve-
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test'
ment on the generalisation tests, an.d made no gain on the Gates-MacGinitie

A reason for this difierence is not evident in the information given, for example,
in decoding ability or entry

scores

for comprehension'

Another question concerns the choice of students for intervention. One stu-

the Gatesdent who was reading only a matter of months below grade level on
MacGinitie test improved by 17 months foilowing the intervention. This observa-

tion raises the question whether normally achieving students would also benefrt
from this programme.

As a final comment, the impressive gains were achieved as a result of

an

teaching
intensive intervention. There were only six students in the reciprocai
would
group, and they were taught in groups of two, a luxury which few teachers
each
have. such small groups allowed the experimenter to interact closely with

The case
student to diagnose and remediate problems in the reciprocal dialogue'
at
of charles is a good. example. This student had a low IQ score, was reading

the equivalent of grade 3 level, and could not formulate a question' Palincsar
with Charles:
and Brown (1984, p. 13g) describe the teacher's initial interaction
"The teacher, estimating that he
tasle, opens

is

h'aaing rnore

than usual d'fficulty with

the

her interaction by stating the rnain idea. she continues to leail him,

aslcing for a

,rhy'

question but, receiaing no f'es[)onse) she resorts to forming the

ilfficult
question for him to mimi,c. Euen imitating a futly formed, question is
time
charles. Again, on Day /r, the teacher formulates the question, but this
for

she

waits until Charles comes uery

close

to an

ad,equate question by himself'"

groups
Although this treatment is highly beneficial for charles, in much larger

it is possible that other students would, become distracted during interactions

of

the engagement
such a basic nature. The question of group size and maintaining

'
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of all students in iarger groups will be discussed further below in relation to other

Palincsar studies and the experimental work for this thesis'

In a number of studies Palincsar has investigated the teaching of larger groups.
In the second study reported in Palincsar and Brown (1984), teachers of remedial
reading received three training sessions on the reciprocal teaching method before
teaching their existing groups. The groups contained between four and seven
students, with no group scoring more than 50% correct on pretest comprehension

tests. After 15 days of intervention all groups were scoring averages of between
70% and 80% on posttest comprehension tests. This level was maintained on
the set of tests eight weeks later. On three of the four transfer tests the groups
showed modest but statistically significant gains, enough to raise them to the level

of an average grade 7 student. While the gains were not as great as in the first
study reported by Palincsar and Brown (1984), the results indicate that reading
teachers can conduct the intervention successfully

with groups of up to

seven

students meeting the criteria of adequate decoding but poor comprehension.
Palincsar (1987) further investigated the teaching of larger groups by six class-

room teachers, only some of whom were reading teachers. Two classes taught by
each teacher rvere chosen for study, one as a control group receiving traditional

reading instruction, and one as a reciprocal teaching group. The control groups
completed the same daily comprehension tests as the experimental groups. The
size of groups ranged from 7

to 19, with the iargest reciprocal teaching

group

containing 16 students. Pretest achievement levels in the groups were variable,
ranging from a class average of 34To

to 60% on the pretest

comprehension tests.

On the Gates-MacGinitie test the groups showed average delays of between 0.5'
years and 3.5 years in comprehension level.
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The teachers rvere trained on one full day and two further sessions. During the

intervention contact with three of the teachers was limited largely to observation
and discussion, since they were applying the method well. However, the other
three teachers required more extensive assistance and coaching.
Students

in the experimental groups practised the strategies for 5 days on

worksheets, and then received 20 days of reciprocal teaching. Prior to the inter-

vention, students in the reciprocal teaching groups did not differ significantly from
those in control groups in terms of comprehension, summarising and question gen-

eration. However, on the daily ctrmprehension tests the reciprocal teaching groups
improved steadily while the control groups in general did not.

In the comprehension posttests, a criterion of 70% correct on four of the
five tests. was set. Within the reciprocal teaching groups, 70yo of the students
reached this criterion, compared

to

25% in the control groups. In the reciprocal

teaching groups a further 26% of students had made a gain of at least 20To on

their pretest scores, compared to none of the control students. In the control
groups 60% of the students made no substantial gains, compared to 3% in the
reciprocal teaching groups. The control groups once again indicate that regular
practice with comprehension tests is not a particularly successful way of improving
comprehension.
Regarding the transfer tests, the reciprocal teaching groups scored higher than

the control groups on posttest summarisation, but not on question generation.
Palincsaf notes that pretest scores for summarisation reliably predicted pretest
comprehension scores. Improvement

in summarisation and question generation

predicted improvement in comprehension. Decoding scores predicted compr"h"rr-'
sion only early in the intervention, not in the second half.
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This study indicates that the reclprocal teaching method can be used in groups
of up to 16 students. These students were also more diverse in terms of decoding

and comprehension ability than those in previous studies, where students were
selected according to specified criteria. However, only group means are reported,

not the range of students within each group, so it is not completely clear just
how diverse the students were. Palincsar notes only that she attempted to choose

those classes where the greatest number of students met her adequate decodirig

but poor comprehension criterion. This study again indicates, like Palincsar and
Brown (1984), that ciassroom teachers can implement the reciprocal teaching
method, although in some cases quite intensive training is needed because some
teachers frnd the method difficult.

Another option for dealing with larger groups is to use peer tutoring, as investigated by Palincsar, Brown and Martin (1987). In this study, three teachers

familiar with the reciprocal teaching method selected tutors on the basis of their
pretest comprehension summarising and question generation ability, as well

as

teacher judgement of suitability. In two classes, each tutor was assigned two tutees, while in the third class each tutor had only one tutee. The tutors received

training in the reciprocal teaching method for 10 days, during which time their
tutees completed individual worksheets. Both groups completed daily compre-

hension qttizzes. The tutors then conducted reciprocal teaching sessions with

their tutees for 12 days.
During their training period, the tutors improved on their pretest comprehension scores by an average ol Ll%. This gain was maintained for the remainder of

the study. However, their future tutees completing worksheets and compreh"n-'
sion tests during this same period did not.improve, indicating again that practice
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on its own does not lead to improvements in comprehension. During the reciprocal teaching period, the tutees steadily improved to reach the level of normally
achieving grade 7 students and the entry level of their peers selected as tutors.

Of the 15 tutees, 8 gained

20To

or more in the course of the intervention, but

3

gained less than 10%. There ïvas generally no improvement on the transfer tests

of summarising and question generation; only the tutors improved on question
generation, and neither group improved on summarisation. This finding does not
accord with the finding of Palincsar (1937) that improvement in summarising and

question generation predict improvements in comprehension.

Thus, peer tutoring can be used quite successfully to implement the reciprocal
teaching method. However, the training of tutors depends on teachers being thor-

oughly familiar with the method themselves. Also, in spite of the overall success
of the approach, 20% oÍ tutees made no substantial gain in their comprehension
scores. This difference between tutees in their response to the intervention again
raises the question of why some students do not benefit, a question already raised

in regard to Palincsar and Brown (1984).
In all of the studies mentioned thus far the whole reciprocal teaching

package

was implemented. In order to assess which particular parts of the package were
responsible for gains

ments

in comprehension, Paiincsar (1985) conducted two experi-

in which the strategies and the interaction patterns ï¡ere systematically

varied. In the frrst experiment one group received reciprocai teaching for all four
strategies for 20 days, while a second group received summarisation training only

for 8 days, then question generation only for 8 days, and finally all four strategies

for 4 days. For a third group the order ïvas reversed, with question generation'
frrst and summarisation second.
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In pretesting, the Question-firs! group averaged around 45% conect on the
comprehension tests, compared to slightly above 50% for the Summary-first and

Four-strategies groups. The Four-strategies group made more rapid gains,

es-

pecially initially, and achieved a higher comprehension level than the other two
groups in the immediate posttesting period. However,

it

should be noted that

the difference between the Four-strategy and Question-first groups in the imme-

diate and 3-month delayed posttests were of about the same magnitude as in
the pretesting session. Thus, the Fout-strategies package was not hugely more
effective than the sequence of Question only-Summarising only'

The comparison between the Question-first and Summary-frrst groups sug'
gests an interesting difference in the efficacy of the two strategies. In the first

block of 8 days both groups improved their comprehension. However, in the
second block, the group

that switched from summarising to question generation

made no further gains, while the group that switched from question generation to

summarising showed quite dramatic improvement. These findings would suggest

that summarising is a more powerful strategy than question generation. Both
groups made further progress with all four strategies, suggesting that the focus
on comprehension monitoring and engagement of prior knowledge encouraged by

the clarification and prediction strategies also have a role to play in improved
comprehension.

In her

second experiment, Palincsar (19S5) compared different methods of

delivering instruction. One group received the traditional reciprocal teaching
package

for 12 days. A second group received 4 days of reciprocal teaching

as

an introduction to the four strategies, and thereafter wrote their response, to'
paragraphs. The teacher marked good responses with a star. In this condition
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students practised the strategies, but received minimal feedback or modelling. In

a third group the teacher demonstrated the application of the four strategies

as

the class read each paragraph, but students did not practice the strategies, at least

not overtly. Their only involvement \üas ansu/ering traditional teacher questions
on the reading passages. Thus, while there was modelling of the strategies in

this case, there ïvas no practice of the strategies and hence no feedback on the
success

of their application. The fourth group completed worksheets on each of

the four strategies separately, so there ïvas no opportunity to integrate the

use

of all strategies in the context of reading. However, there was opportunity to
practise each strategy and to receive feedback from the teacher as s/he assisted
students with the worksheets. A frfth group served as an untreated control and
completed oniy the assessments.

In the pretest and the first half of the intervention all groups were comparable

with regard to comprehension scores; in the pretest, judging from the graphs
presented, all groups averaged around. 40To cortect, while during the first haü
they averaged around 50T0, with the control group somewhat lower' However,
during the second half of the intervention the reciprocal teaching Sroup improved

to slightly over 60%, while the reciprocal teaching plus written response

Sroup

and worksheet group were slightly over 50%'

This experiment suggests several important features a successful teaching
method should incorporate. Although students shouid have models of the strategies being effectively applied, they must also have opportunity to practice apply-

ing the strategies themselves, since observation alone was not enough to bring
about substantial improvement. Students need to receive speciflc corrective feed-'
back since practice without this type of guidance produced only limited gains.
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Students need to integrate the strategies in the context of actual reading, since
isolated worksheet practice produced limited gains.

The Palincsar experiment does not rule out the possibility that these

fea-

tures could be incorporated into a methodology other than the classic reciprocal
teaching. One such modifrcation is referred to to in Palincsar and Brown (1986).

In this study, students read from science textbooks. For each section heading,
students wrote two statements predicting what they thought the section would
be about. Predictions were then discussed. Next the students read the section,

usually about four paragraphs, and then wrote two questions and one summary
statement about the section. Finally they noted any points that needed clari-

fication. All written responses were discussed in the class. Comprehension
assessed.

was

by weekly tests, but these tests covered material studied as part of the

training and so were not independent posttests.

In the pretest these students averaged 36To correct, but after 4 weeks of the
instruction students generally scored 20%higher.

It

should be noted that greater

gains were achieved by this group than by the group

in Palincsar (1985) which

wrote responses but received very little interaction and feedback. It would appear'

then, that responses can effectiveiy be written provided that instruction

also

involves discussion and more extensive feedback. This finding is an important
one since a written format could make

it easier to work with large, intact classes.

Although the resuits reported have been impressive, Paris, \Masik and van der
Westhuizen (1987, p. 23) draw attention to what they see as limitations in the
investigation of reciprocal teaching.
,,It is important to note that all the euid,ence on reciprocal teach'ing
has heen accumulated,

uith relatiaely few teachers

and, stuilents

frorn
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It is not lcnown if reciprocal

teaching improues the reailing comprehension of stuilents a,cross a wide
ûge rûnge, whether regular teachers can be trained easilg to use

whether

it

promotes compreltension of stuilents who haae

aboue ûuera,ge reading

it, or

o,'úero,ge

or

abilities."

Some evidence relating to these points can be found in the Palincsar studies.

Palincsar and Brown (1986) indicate that the reciprocal teaching dialogue can
be used with children as young as grade 1, provided that the text is read aloud

by the teacher. In Palincsar and Brown (1984) and Palincsar (1987), classroom
teachers delivered the instruction, although in Palincsar (1937) in particular the
in-service training was relatively time-consuming and half the teachers still found

the reciprocal teaching dialogue difficult. In Palincsar, Brown and Martin (1987)'
the students selected as tutors weÍe more capable than their peers' but they benefited from training as well as their tutees. Nevertheless, Paris et al's comments are
valid in that it would be useful to have more information on the points they raise,

in particular, to study children of different
a format of instruction

ages and

abilities, and to investigate

that may be easier for teachers to implement.
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3.6 Composite Packages: Paris
The reading programme devised and tested by Paris and his colleagues is, like that

of Palincsar, a composite package, involving a variety of comprehension strategies and a strong metacognitive component. According

to Paris and Oka (1986b)'

the programme involves strategies to enhance construction of meaning, including

elaboration, inference, integration, activation of prior knowledge and summarisation, as well as strategies to foster comprehension monitoring and regulation,
including rereading, self-questioning, checking consistencies and paraphrasing'

In addition, the Paris programme aims to

increase 'reading awateness' and

to test the relationship between such awareness and comprehension performance.
Paris and Jacobs consider three aspects of reading aïvareness' namely, evaluation,

involving appraisal of the task and one's own abilities, pianning, involving

selec-

tion of actions to accomplish the task, and regulation, involving the monitoring
of actions and redirection of efiort in case of difrculties. The Paris programme'
named Informed strategies for Learning (ISL), explicitly teaches these aspects of

reading awareness.

The list below, taken from Paris and Oka (1986b), describes in more detail

the strategies taught in the 20 modules of the ISL programme. This list is

an

elaboration of the set of strategies taught in eariier studies, for example in Paris,
Cross and Lipson (1984) and Paris and Jacobs (1984)'

I. Awareness of reading

goals, plans and strategies

1. Goals and purposes of reading: "Hunting for reading treasures"
2. Evaluating the reading task: "Be a reading detective"
3. comprehension strategies: "A bag full of tricks for reading"
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4. Forming plans: "Planning to build meaning"
5. Review

II.

Components of meaning in text
1. Kinds of meaning and text content: "Turn on the meaning"

2. Ambiguity and multiple meanings: "Hidden meaning"
3. Temporal and causal sequences: "Links in the chain of events"

4.

Clues to meaning: "Tracking down the main idea"

5. Review

III. Constructive

comprehension skills

1. Making inferences: "Weaving idéas"

2. Preview and review of goals and tasks: "surveying the land of reading"
3. Integrating ideas and using context: "Bridges to meaning"

4. Critical reading: "Judge your reading"
5. Review

IV. Strategies for monitoring and improving comprehension
1. Comprehension monitoring: "Signs for reading"

2. Detecting comprehension failures: "Road to reading disaster"
3. Self-correction: "Road rePair"
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schemas and summaries: "Round up your ideas"

5. Review: "Plan your reading trip"

îhe

stra,tegy within each module was described by a metaphor, such as 'Be a

reading detective',

in order to help children

understand the cognitive process

involved. The metaphor was illustrated on a bulletin board, with the reading
detective, for example, illustrated by a magnifying giass. The metaphor also
appeared on all worksheets.
processes

It

enabled students

to

discuss abstract cognitive

in a concrete way, and also served as a mèmory cue to recall strategies

in the review modules'
Inspection of the list above shows that sections

I

and

IV relate largely to

the evaluation, planning and regulation involved in reading aÏvareness' while the
eight strategies in the remaining two sections relate largely to the construction

of meaning. In comparison to the Palincsar programme' ISL is differentiated
into many more explicit strategies. In the studies of Palincsar' some of these
strategies emerge from the dialogue amongst teachers and students. For exam-

ple, the ,teacher' for a particular paragraph always considers whether anything
needs clarifying.

If a point is deemed unclear or confusing, this can provide

opportunity to discuss possible remedial action. Such a diaiogue can

an

encompass

most of what is taught in section IV of IsL, raising the question as to whether

the Palincsar approach is not a parsimonious one for improving reading comprehension. students need to internalise and use only four main strategies, plus the
consideration of headings and sub-headings to activate prior knowledge, and this

small number of strategies is continuaily practised and reflned in the course of
the intervention.

It

may be that Paris and colleagues chose to use their more de-

''
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tailed approach with two sections focused on reading awareness because of their
specific interest

in increasing such aït/areness and investigating its relationship

to comprehension performance. This point will be discussed further below when
examining the results achieved with the ISL programrne'
Before discussing these results, the method of teaching the ISL programme

will be briefly discussed. As already mentioned, each strategy was described by

a

metaphor; the metaphors are set out within quotation marks on the above list of
stfategies. The aim of the metaphors was to help children understand, discuss and
remember relatively abstract cognitive processes. Paris and oka (1986b,

p' 31)

give an exampie of how a metaphor might be used to enhance understanding of

strategies. "In

ord,er

analogies between
cues

in

to describe

trffic

comprehension monitoring,

signs (e.g., stop,

for

eæømple, we drew

yielil, caution, dead end) and sirnilar

tent that might signal occasions to paraphrase, to look up new word,s in the

ilictionary, to

slow d,oun the read'ing rate,

or to reread' " Metaphors were visually

represented on bulletin boards, which were a reference point for each lesson. This

representation was repeated on worksheets.
The flrst four modules in each section of the ISL programrne each taught one

strategy. Every module involved three 3O-minute lessons. Within this sequence,
the strategy and its metaphor were introduced by the teacher, who also explained
when and how to use the strategy, in keeping with the requirements of informed

training. The teacher then modelled the application of the new strategy, after
which students completed worksheets to provide immediate practice and feed-

back. \Mith each successive worksheet, instructions became less explicit so that
students had to take more responsibility for selecting appropriate strategies, thus'

encouraging greater self-control over learning. In the third lesson of a module
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sclence
students read content area material, for example, from social studies or

books,

to

encourage transfer

of the strategies to contexts other than reading

of all
lessons. The fifth module in each section revised and integrated the use
strategies taught in that section.

Prior to each worksheet, students discussed when and why to use particular
strategies. After each worksheet they discussed what they had done, including
this
the ease or difficulty of using certain strategies, and the benefrts of adopting

strategic approach. Paris and Jacobs (1984,

p.

2091) emphasise that children

must be convinced that strategies are worthwhile, and group discussions play
an important role in this persuasion pfocess. "The strategies must be regarded
by chililren as useful lneans to d,esired ends thøt haae personal signif'cance

utilitg. When these

and'

skills are perceiaed, in th,is rnt,nner, theg becorne rational plans

and self-controlled,." In other words,
for problem-solaing that can be recruited
students must not only internalise the strategies, but must also be motivated

to invest the time and effort involved in their

use

if the strategies

are

to

be

also been
used spontaneously and transferred to other contexts. This point has

for
strongly emphasised in the work of Borkowski discussed in previous chapters,
example, Carr, Borkowski and Maxwell (1991)'

Turning now to the efiectiveness of the ISL intervention. In the study by
grade 3 and
Paris and Jacobs (1984), the children in four intact classes, two at
two at grade 5 level, received two 3O-minute lessons per week for 14 weeks' Four
and
comparable classes served as controls. The ISL programme Ïvas a shorter

earlier version of that that described at the beginning of this section, although
embodying the same principles and methodology'

Prior to, and again one month after the conclusion of the intervention, all
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tests
children completed comprehension and awareness tests. The comprehension
cloze test
includ,ed the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests comprehension subtest, a

with every fifth word deleted, and an error detection task' For this task, the
children read two passages, each containing two nonsense words and two clauses

with scrambled word ord.er. scores represented the proportion of errors correctly
underlined.
To assess reading awareness, Paris and Jacobs conducted structured interviews

data. These
based on 19 open-ended questions, of which only 15 provided useful
15 questions u¡ere arranged

into three subscales relating to the areas of evaluation,

planning and regulation respectively. The first question from each section is

set

out below as an examPle.

Evaluation: 'what's the hardest part about reading for you?'
Planning: 'If you could read only some sentences in a story because you were
in a hurry, which ones would you read?'

Regulation: ,Do you ever go back and read things over? why?'
On the pretest, there were modest but signiflcant correlations between read-

ing awareness scoles and performance on the three measules of comprehension,
ranging from

r:

.24 to

r : .40. However, as will be discussed later, such cor-

relations need to be treated with caution when investigating the contribution
made by reading av/areness

to comprehension performance (cf Mclain, Gridley

and Mclntosh, 1991).

With pretest

scores taken

into account, the experimental classes performed

error
significantly better than the control classes on rea,ding aïvareness' cloze and

detection posttests. However, there ïvas no treatment effect on Gates-MacGinitie'

test scores
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On the basis of the pretest scores, students were divided post hoc into high,
average and low au/areness groups. White at the pretest there urere approximately

equal numbers of experimental and controi class children in each group, at the
posttest there were significantly more experimental than control class children in

the high aïvareness group, while the situation was reversed in the low awareness

group. In both the pretests and the posttests, children in the high

au/areness

group performed better on all comprehension tests than children in the average
and low aïvarerress groups.

Thus, the ISL intervention clearly increased reading arvareness' as measured
by the structured interview, and also improved cloze and error detection performance. No age or pretest awareness level interactions were found, suggesting that

the treatment benefited all Sroups of children.

paris, Cross and Lipson (1984) similarly studied the effects of the ISL programme on four intact classes, two in grade 3 and two in grade 5. The intervention

continued for four months, with two 30-minute lessons per week. In addition to

the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests comprehension subtest and the cloze and
error d.etection tests as measures of comprehension, Paris et al also included
the paragraph Reading subtest of the Test of Reading Comprehension (TORC).
Unlike the Gates-MacGinitie test, the TORC is not timed. In the TORC, five
multiple-choice questions follow each paragraph length story, with questions focused on the best title for the passage, details about the story, and two inferences.

Instead of the interview to assess reading a\¡¡areness, Paris et al constructed a 20item muitiple choice test to measure the extent of learning of the strategies taught

in ISL. Posttests
the intervention

vvere once again conducted one

month after the conclusion of '
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Analysis of posttest scores with pretest scores as covariates revealed no significant treatment efiect on either the Gates-MacGinitie test or the TORC. However,

the experimental classes were superior to control

classes

on both the cloze and

error detection tests. Once again grade did not interact with treatment, so both
grade 3 and grade 5 children benefited.

The strategy knowledge test, administered as a posttest only, was used to
divide children at each grade ievel into three groups. Children in the top third
were designated 'good learners', those

in the bottom third 'poor learners'. A

greater number of children from the experimental classes were in the top category

than children from the control classes, with the position reversed for the bottom
category. Nevertheless, a few children in the experimental classes had not learned
the strategies well (9 children), and some children in the control classes knew them

without being taught (12 children).
Learner group did not have a significant effect overall on either the Gates-

MacGinitie or the TORC scores, but did have an effect on error detection and
cloze scores.

In other words, children who knew the ISL strategies well

made

greater pretest-posttest gains on the cloze and error detection tests than children

who did not know the strategies well. Howevel, strategy knowledge had no such
effect on the Gates-MacGinitie test and the TORC.

In discussing the lack of treatment effect on these two comprehension

tests,

Paris et al (1984, p. 1249-50) reject as a possible explanation that ISL

does

not bring about a general improvement in reading comprehension, and instead
question the appropriateness of the instruments.

"The GATES and TORC rneo,slrre stud,ent achieaement that is

primarily d,etermined, by general intelligence and, baclsground

eæperi-
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ences. Theg are good tests for discriminating stud,ents accord,ing to

abilitg, but the instruments seern ill-suiteil, as rneosures of uariation

in

classroom curricula. One might a,rgue that successful perforrna,nce

on standardized tests depends on comLprehension strategies, but these
seem d,issimilar

to many ISL strategies

and,, ind,eed,,

unlike nxo,ny other

ordinary reading actiaities of elernentarg sch,ool chililren. For
ple, reread,ing and paraphrasing in a deliberate fashion rnay

be

eæam-

too time

consurning while talcing a stando,rdized test'"

White these criticisms may apply to the Gates-MacGinitie test,

it is ndt clear

how they apply to the TORC. First, according to the information given by Paris

et al, oniy the Gates-MacGinitie test was timed, so children should have

had

sufficient time to apply reflective strategies to the TORC. Second, three of the

five questions for each passage on the TORC involved inventing a passage title
and inferencing. The ISL programme included lessons on inferencing and summarising main ideas, strategies which should have had the potential to enhance
performance on the above question types.

Paris and Oka (1986b) report a iarge scale study using 46 intact classes
experimental groups and 25 comparable classes as control groups.
were taught by their reguiar teachers,

as

All classes

in contrast to the previous two

studies

described, where the experimental classes were taught by a researcher' The ISL

programme ïvas expanded to the 20 modules described at the beginning of this
section, with the expansion largeiy due to the addìtion of several more strategies

for constructing meaning. Strategies for increasing arvareness and comprehension,
monitoring remained much the same. The duration of the intervention was also
expanded, to a total of 30 weeks, by the addition of more review moduies where
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practice in
previously taught strategies were revised and integrated, and more
applying strategies to content area reading'
Teachers were provided

with extensive materials prior to the intervention'

passages' The
including the bulietin board displays, worksheets and practice
four workshops, as
materials and methodology were explained to the teachers in

weli as periodic meetings throughout the intervention'

of comprehension were again the Gates-MacGinitie test, a cloze
with a 22and an error detection test. Reading av¡aren'ess was measured

Measures

test,

based on the
item muitiple-choice test, the Index of Reading Awareness (IRA)'
A written test could
structured interviews conducted by Paris and Jacobs (1934)'
overcome
be administered. to large groups of children, but also aimed to

some

(Jacobs
of the problems associated with verbal reports of strategy knowledge

evaluation, planning,
and Paris, 1937). The IRA included four sections, namely,
children rated
regulation and conditional knowledge. In addition to the IRA,

of the value,
a series of statements on a Likert scale to reveal their perceptions
as Self-Perceptions
enjoyment and, difficulty of reading, a measure referred to
about Reading.
showed that
using pretest scores as covariates, the anaiysis of posttest scores
than children in
children in experimental classes performed signifrcantly better
In the case of error
control classes on the cloze, error d.etection and IRA tests'
in the number of false
detection, improvement resulted largely from a reduction
from an increase
(underlining unproblematic sections of text), rather than

alarms

in the number of hits (underiining anomalous sections).

the Gates-'
The IsL intervention did not significantly improve scores on
Oka (1986b) conMacGinitie test or Self-perceptions about Reading. Paris and
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that self-perceptions are a relatively enduring characteristic, not easily al-

tered by 30 hours of instruction. They also reiterate that the Gates-MacGinitie
test is closely related to intelligence and is not sensitive to curricular interventions.

The authors indicate that they have been unable to locate a single instructional
programme which significantly enhanced Gates-MacGinitie scores' a point which

will be discussed further below.
paris and Oka also examined which factors best predicted Gates-MacGinitie
scores. At grade 3 level, cloze scores explained 39% of.the variance, with other fac-

tors adding small but significant contributions, inciuding error detection (+5%),
self-perceptions about reading (+g%) and reading aÏvareness (+3%).
5 level, the cloze test explained 33% of the variance

At

in Gates-MacGinitie

grade

scores'

with other factors making the following additional contributions to explained variance: self-perceptions about reading (+6%), reading au¡areness (++%) and error

detection

GZn).

Thus, while skills associated with reading accounted for most

of the explained variance, reading awareness and self-perceptions about reading
made small, but still significant contributions'

The ISL programme devised by Paris and his colleagues places

a heavy empha-

sis on reading an¡areness, that is, evaluation, planning and regulation activities,
as

well as conditional knowledge about when and why to apply strategies' How-

ever, several questions remain regarding this experimental work, including the

reliability and validity of the Index of Reading Awareness (IRA) instrument, the
extent of the contribution of reading

arÃrareness

to comprehension performance,

general
and the effectiveness of the ISL approach as a whole in bringing about a

improvement in comPrehension.

Mclain, Gridley and Mclntosh (1991) investigated the reliabiiity and valid-
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ity of ihe IRA. Regarding

one measure of reliability, Jacobs and Paris (1987)

reported a test-retest correlation of .55 for the 544 children in control groups in

the study reported by Paris and Oka (19S6b), with pre- and posttests separated

by 8 months. Mclain et al further investigated the reliability of the IRA by
examining internal consistency within the four subscales after administering the

instrument to children in grades 3, 4 and 5. Cronbach's alphas ranged from '15

lo .J2, while for the total test

score they were .61 using item scores and .56 us-

ing subscale scores. Mclain et al (1991, p. 84) comment that the IRA must
used cautiousiy as a measure of metacognition and
subscales

The

add: "In no

be

case is use of the

of eaaluation, planning, regulation and' conditionallcnowleilge justifiable'

subscales were not

internally consistent, nor

interpretable factors. The reliabilitg of the IRA

did,

in

prirnarg factor analysis yielil

its present form is marginally

acceptable."

Mclain et al also examined the relationship of IRA

scores

to reading

per-

formance. They individually administered the \Moodcock Reading Mastery Test

(WRMT), which includes four subtests, including Word ldentification,'Word Attack, Word Comprehension and Passage Comprehension' Word Identification
involved orally reading isolated words, while Word Attack involved orally reading
nonsense or low frequency words. These two subtests could be combined into a

Basic Skills cluster. Word Comprehension consisted of supplying antonyms, synonyms and analogies, while Passage Comprehension involved supplying a missing

word (cioze) in short passages. These two subscales could be combined into

a

Total Comprehension cluster'
Correlations between the IRA scores and these various subscales and clusters'
were mod.est, ranging ftorn.22

to .35. In contrast, intercorrelations between the
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subscaies and clusters of the

WRMT ranged rrom .72 to

.96.

Mclain et al also carried out multiple regression analyses to determine the best
predictors for Totai Comprehension and Passage Comprehension. \

iith regard to

the Total Comprehension cluster, the Basic Skills cluster explained 68.7% of the
variance when

it was entered first, while IRA

scores added

only another 1.9%. If

the IRA scores were entered flrst, they explained only LI.8% of the variance in
Total Comprehension, while the Basic Skilts cluster added another

In the analysis of
46.9%

5S.S%.

Passage Comprehension scores, 'Word Attack explained

of the variance, while both Word Identification (+11.4%) and \{ord Com-

prehension (+8.s%) made further signifrcant contributions' The IRA added

a

non-signifrcant 0.2T0. As a result of these regression analyses, Mclain et al recan
ommend that simple correlations should be treated cautiously because there is

overlap of information between the IRA and basic reading skills. Use of only cor-

relations can lead to an overestimation of the contribution of reading

arvareness

to comprehension performance. Mclain et al (1991, p. 86) conclude that: "At
this

point, the aalue of information collected through the ertra time and

connected,

with the IRA is somewhat doubtful

if

etpense

we do not aild any information

to preilicting reailing comprehension beyond that aaailable with the usual Word
Attack, Word Identification, etc., scores'"

\Mith regard to the efiectiveness of the ISL programme' Paris and his colleagues improved performance on cloze and error detection tests

in two smaller

scale studies (Paris and Jacobs, 1984; Paris, cross and Lipson, 1984) and one

large scale study (Paris and oka, 1986). However, in none of these studies did

ISL improve comprehension performance on the Gates-MacGinitie test, or on the

TORC in Paris, cross and Lipson (198a). The question then is: what type of
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reading skills were improved by the ISL programme?

The error detection tests included two nonsense words and two scrambled
clauses per passage. Thus, to detect the errors children needed

to apply lexical

and syntactic standards to their comprehension monitoring. These standards can

be applied without integrating information across sentences. Such integration is
necessâ,ry

to produce a coherent representation of text, but the error detection

tasks as devised by Paris and his colleagues give no information as to whether

ISL improved this important skill. A more stringent test of integration would be
the detection of internal inconsistencies.

A cloze test with every fifth word deleted may or may not test the ability to
integrate ideas within a text. In some instances a correct word may be inserted

by considering only very locaiised semantic and syntactic constraints, as in an
example such as: The cat was chased
consider

--

that cloze tests of this type

the dog. Kintsch and Yarborough (1982)

assess

micro- rather than macroprocesses.

Their conclusion is based on the observation that poor rhetorical form in a text
(randomly organised paragraphs) lead to reduced ability to answer macrolevel
questions, but did not affect cloze performance. Shanahan, Kamil and Tobin
(1gS2) go further and question whethet cloze tests with every nth word deleted
even measure intersentence integration. They found

that undergraduates per-

formed just as well on cloze tests when sentences were randomly scrambled

as

when they were in their intended sequence, even under severe time constraints
where read.ers could not infer the relationships between sentences. There was
also no signifrcant difference

in

responses

to cloze blanks in a set of target

sen-

tences when they occurred in a normal passage or in a list of unrelated sentences.'

Henks (1982) advises caution and further research before accepting Shanahan et
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al's conclusion that cloze tests are not reasohable classroom measures of global
comprehension. Henks points to some factors which could

limit the

generalis-

ability of the findings, for example, the use of only adult subjects and a limited
range of texts, but adds: "There is a decided possibility that tno,ny of the major
assertions of the stuilg haae merit . . .

" (p.

59a).

In Paris, Cross and Lipson (198a) there

u/ere no treatment effects on the

TORC. In this test, the ability to construct a good passage title wouid involve
macroprocesses, that is, the ability to abstract from detailed information the gist

or main theme. The inference questions on the TORC may or may not involve
macroprocesses, depending on the type of inferences required.

It may be, then,

that the ISL intervention improved only microprocesses operating largely at the
level of the sentence, rather than macroprocesses involving integration across
sentences and larger segments of text.

Turning now to the lack of treatment effects on the Gates-MacGinitie test,

a

timed test could certainly make it more difficult for students to apply a strategic,
reflective approach to their reading. Paris et al (1984) comment that no training
programme has been able to bring about an improvement on this test. However,
Sampson, Valmont and van Allen (1982), using a quasi-cloze procedure as part

of normal reading instruction in grade 3, produced significant gains relative to
a control group. Palincsar and Brown (1984) reported impressive gains by some
of the six students in their reciprocal teaching group. Unfortunately, though, no

information is given on gains made by the other three groups not taught according

to the Palincsar approach. Hence there is no way of evaluating the effect of the
intervention as opposed to other factors, including a possible test-retest effect,'

with children becoming more familiar with the specialised format of a timed,
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Nevertheless, tþe points inade
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in this concluding section do

at least ,suggest that the ISL programme brought about an improvement in only
a restricted range of reading skills, and that

it

rnay be for this reason, not just

the insensitivity of standardised tests, that no gains were found on the GatesMacGinitie test and the TORC.
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3.7

Concluslon

To conclude this chapter, evidence from the preceding chapters will be drawn
together to provide a theoretical and empirical foundation for the training programme undertaken in this studY.

Armbruster et al (1991) refer to

a,

survey by the National Assessment of Ed-

ucationai Progress in the United States, showing that high school students have
comprehension skills which are not adequate to cope with tasks they will be faced

with on leaving school. There is no reason to

assume

that Australian students

are more skilled in this area. The intention in this study is to improve the ability

of upper primary school children to learn from expository texts, in preparation

for the type of reading they will be expected to undertake in high school. As
explained previously, the work of Palincsar (for example, Palincsar and Brown,
1984; 1986; Palincsar, 198?) provides a sound framework for improving content
area reading. The value of the strategies in her programme, and the metacognitive

context in which they are taught, has been supported by other studies discussed

in this chapter, for example, predicting from titles (Salomon et al, 1989), generating paragraph summaries (Baumann, 1984; stevens, 1988;

Ktrtz and Borkowski,

1g87; Borkowski et al, 1988; Davey and McBride, 1986), and being alert

to

any

points which require clarification (Salomon et al, 1989; \Mong et al, 1986)' However, as was previously indicated, partly in response to comments by Paris et al
(1982), there are several questions arising from the Palincsar studies, including

the foliowing:
1. How successfuliy can such

a programme be

taught to children younger than

the grade 7 students. primarily taught by Palincsar?

,
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Can the programme be as beneficial to average and above average compre-

henders as to the poor comprehenders primarily studied by Palincsar?

3. Can any specific characteristics be identified to distinguish those students
who benefit from the programme and those who do not?

4, Can the programme be implemented in

a

written format

so as

to still retain

its interactive nature and a gradual transfer of responsibility to students, while
at the same time providing a more structured guide for teachers to follow?
Palincsar (for example, Palincsar and Brown, 1984) and Paris (for example,
Paris and Jacobs, 1984; Paris, Cross and Lipson, 1986) included a range of tests

to

assess

the effectiveness of their treatment, including also delayed tests and

tests where students were not prompted to use trained strategies, but had to
d.o so

of their own volition.

It

was pointed out

in chapter three that

many

studies do not incorporate these aspects; of the studies concerned with improving

global comprehension only Salomon et al (1989), Kurtz and Borkowski (1987)
and Borkowski et al (i988) include all three aspects to some extent. A further
question to be addressed, then, is:

5. Will

any training effects be evident without prompting, on a range of

comprehension tests other than those used during training, and

will training

effects be maintained over time without further intervention?

Turning now to the selection of children for the intervention, several studies
show that children

in grade 7, the age Sroup mainly taught by Palincsar'

are

beginning to approach adult levels in tasks involving decisions about macrolevel

information, in comparison to grade 5 students, who are only beginning to develop
these skills. For example, with regard to categorising the idea units of a story into'

four levels of importance, Brown and Smiley (1977) showed that grade 7 students
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were approaching an adult level of performance, while grade 5 students could dis-

tinguish only the most important ideas and made no reliable distinction between
the remaining three levels. On a related point, grade 7/8 students improved their
recall of important idea units following a study period, whereas grade 5 students
did not, presumably because these younger children did not isolate the important

units for additional study (Brown and smiiey, 1978). In Brown, Day and Jones
(1983), grade 5 students again showed only a rudimentary ability to include the

most important and delete the least important idea units frorn their summaries.
Garner et al (i986) and Garner and Giilingham (1987) found that in verbal re-

ports, grade 7 stud.ents demonstrated an understanding of unity of meaning, or
topical coherence, as the basis of paragraphs to a significantly greater extent than
grade 5 students, who lvele more likety to define paragraphs in terms of physical
cues such as indentation. This difierence was also evident

in performance, since

grade Z students were significantly more able to reject sentences not conforming

to the specific topic of a paragraph than children in grade 5. since children in
grade 5 aré beginning to develop skills associated with macroprocessing, and so
could potentially benefit from training, but at the same time are less skilled than
grade 7 students, children in grade 5 were chosen for investigation in this study.

On the basis of some of the successful studies referred to in this chapter,

it

on
was anticipated that grade 5 students could benefrt from training focused

macrostructure formation. For example, Adams et al (1982), Taylor (1982) and

Armbruster et al (1987) taught children of this age to make use of explicit struc-

tural

cues

to identify important information. Kurlz and Borkowski (1987) taught

children in grades 4 to 6 to select and invent topic sentences.

It

was also antic-'

ipated that children of all abiiity levels could benefit, not only those identified
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as poor comprehenders. Studies by Palincsar herself, as well as Stevens (1988)'

Borkowski et al (1988) and Wong et al (1986) showed that below average readers
improve their comprehension as a result of training focused on the identification
of main ideas. However, studies using children of varying levels of reading ability

have shown no interaction between treatment and ability (Taylor, 1982; Armbruster et al, 1987; Berkowitz, 1986; Baumann, 1984; Davey and McBride, 1986),
suggesting that average and above average comprehenders can also benefit'

In

Palincsar and Brown (1984) a small group of students was selected ac-

cording to criteria of adequate decoding and poor comprehension. In spite of
the relative homogeneity of this sample' some students made impressive gains in
comprehension but one student in particular did not, for no apparent reason' An

intact class is iikely to contain a more heterogeneous Sroup of students, varying
along many dimensions relevant to reading, so

it

becomes particularly important

to understand which factors may limit students' ability to benefit from training.

In addition to pretest comprehension
a number of other characteristics

scores according

to a variety of measures,

will be assessed, based on the theory to be out-

lined below, for use in a discriminant analysis of those students who benefit from

training and those who do not'

In the second. chapter, Daneman (1984, p. 368)
,,.

.

was quoted as asserting

. that ind,iaid"ual read,er d,ifferences infl,uence the integration processes of read-

ing comprehension and that one crucial source of reader differences is processing

efficiency in working

n1,en'LoT.A."

Sources of difference

in processing efficiency in-

clude slow word encoding and lexical access, which are hypothesised to reduce

the reader's ability to integrate successive segments of the text and to construct'
a macrostructure. Perfetti (19S4) and Stanovich (1980) also lirtk processing in-
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at the word-level to reduced working memory capacity available for

chaphigher-level comprehension processes. The studies referred to in the second

ter show a clear trend for poor readers according to standardised tests to have
that beless efficient word encoding skills. However, walczyk (1993) considers
yond a certain threshold of skill readers can compensate for slower processing
word encodand comprehension is not affected. To examine the possible effect of

ing efficiency on the ability to benefit from comprehension training, oral reading
this efficiency'
speed and accuracy will be recorded as an approximate measure of

In addition, children's knowledge of words used in test

passages

will be assessed

in order to examine whether pool vocabulary development could be a reason for
failing to benefi't from training'
and reSeveral studies in the first chapter indicated that the comprehension
knowledge
call of texts is greater for children who have a high level of background

about the text topic than for children who have a low level of such knowledge
et al, 1989)'
(Pearson et al, L979; Lipson, 1983; Recht and Leslie, 1988; Schneider
Fincher-Kiefer et al (1988, p. a26) explain this influence of subject knowledge

follows:

". . . d,omain knowled,ge enables the

as

indiaidual to organize relatiuely large

amounts of ilomain-related, text, and' aia such organization retrieual structures
are d,eueloped,.,,

Il

knowledge makes possible this organisation of information,

it

unable
is not surprising that in the absence of domain knowledge the reader is

to make use of explicit structural cues in the text (Roller, 1990); in spite of the
cues, the reader

will not understand how the ideas are interrelated. Vosniadou

et at (1988) also suggest that without adequate background knowledge readers
intercannot establish a coherent mental representation, in the context of which

nal inconsistencies would become apparent. As a result, the ability to monitor
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comprehension is impaired. Therefore, knowledge of the topic of each comprehenabout
sion passage will be assessed. in order to examine whether poor knowledge
these domains could

limit gains from a training plogramme which emphasises the

macrostructure formation and comprehension monitoring mentioned above'

Motivational factors are also considered an important influence on reading performance (Paris et al, 1983; Borkowski and Kurtz, 1987), in particular, whether
students will be motivated to make the effort involved in learnir,rg and applying
strategies. Several authors have considered attributional style in relation to underachieving students (Butkowsky and Wiilows, 1980; Johnston and Winograd,
1g85; Carr et aI, 1991). However, Paris and oka (1986b) investigated motiva-

tional characteristics more generally in normal classrooms by

assessing attitudes

to reading in terms of personal enjoyment and perceived difficulty, the importance

of reading, and. personal perception of reading ability. A revised version of this
survey will be used

in order to examine whether negative attitudes associated

with reading could limit training gains'
The intention in this study is to improve children's ability to retain important
ideas from expository texts and to determine 'what a text is about'
sense. To this end, children will be taught

in a global

to attend to explicit structural cues

in the text and to construct their oïvn macropropositions. There are sound theoretical and empirical reasons for focusing training on macrostructure formation'
Kintsch

and. van

Dijk (1978, p. 365-6) emphasise the importance of a macrostruc-

ture to establish a global interpretation of a text when they state: "Relating
propositions in ø local manner is not sufficient. There must be a global constraint

that

establishes a

meaningful whole, characterized, in terms of a d,iscourse topic."'

The importance of thematic tities in establishing a coherent interpretation of

a
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text is demonstrated in studies such as Bransford and Johnson (1972), Dooling
and Mullet (1g73), Schwarz and Flammer (1981) and Schallert (1976)' Lorch and

Lorch (1985, p. 137) describe the importance of a macrostructure in another way
when they state: "Because most texts are organized, around' a small set of topics, an important comytonent

of text

processing inuolues id'entifying a tent's

major

topics and, their intemelations." Loman and Mayer (1983) have shown that when
the
readers are assisted to identify important ideas and their connections through

to
use of signalling, they retain more important information and are more able
creatively solve problems related to the topic of the text.
However, B. Taylor (1936) has shown that when students in grade 6 read from

their content area texts, they form almost no mental gist. \Mhile adults in

some

studies have been shown to attend to headings and subheadings (Holley et al,
1gB1) and spend longer processing topic sentences than detail sentences (Lorch,

Lorch and Matthews, 1985), children do not always make use of such explicit
structural cues. For example, \Milliams et al (1981) found that grade 5 students
only made use of topic sentences to help them select or generate paragraph titles
when the topic sentences were highlighted, leading these authors

that

". .

to

conclude

. read,ers haae to learn what to pay attention to anil this has not

accomplished by the miildle grades"

been

(p' 863)'

The studies referred to in the second chapter demonstrate a clear pattern;
more ad.vanced readers in terms of age or skill perform better on tasks which
involve global comprehension of

text.

such tasks involve organising sentences

into coherent paragraphs (Danner, 1976); selecting or generating paragraph titles

(Williams et al, 198i), generating paragraph titles and topic sentences (Bridge'

et ai, 1984), rejecting sentences not related to the specifrc topic of the

para-
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graph (Garner et ai, 1986; Williams, 19s4) and generating topic-specific followon sentences (Hiebert et al, 1983; Englert and Hiebert, 1984). In addition' more
advanced readers are more able

to assess the importance of idea units (Brown

and smiley,7977;1978; smiley et al, 197?; Grabe, 1980; ohlhausen and Roller,
1988), include more important information in their summaries (Brown et al, 1983;

Winograd, 1984), make better use of summarisation rules (Brown and Day, 1983)

and make better use of conventionai text structures to organise their mental
representation of a text (Meyer et al, 1980; McGee, 1982)' However, while these
differences have been ciearly demonstrated,

it is not the case that only younger oI

do
weaker readers have room to irnprove their global comprehension. Even adults

not perform perfectiy, for example when selecting or generating tities (Williams
et al, 1981), rejecting sentences not consistent with the specific paragraph topic
(Brown
(Hiebert et al, 1983), or applying the full range of summarisation rules
and Day, 1983).

In view of this theoretical and empirical evidence, the first two major strategies
to be taught in this study focus on encouraging macrostructure formation through
the use of both explicit structural cues and constructed macropropositions. In the

frrst strategy, described as collecting ldeas, children will be taught to pay special
attention to headings and subheadings by asking themselves the questions: What
do

I know about this topic? What might this section be about? Prediction was

not identifred. as an important component of reading within the theoretical models
discussed

in chapter one. Also when college students rated strategies associated

with difierent types of reading in Lorch, Lorch and Klusewitz (1993)' anticipation
of what is ahead in the text was identifled. more with personal choice reading'
than school reading. However, these questions are not used primarily to generate
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predictions, but rather to suggest to students a specific way of devoting additional
processing

to important structural cues. If students were given a more general

direction, such as: Pay special attention to the headings, they may have little idea

of the kinds of mental processes to engage

in.

The questions suggest a specific

way of thinking about headings, as well as activating background knowledge
associated with the topic.

In the second major strategy, described as Putting ldeas Together, the children

will be taught to generate a summary sentence for
sentence to the section heading. Children

each paragraph and

to link this

will again be taught to ask themselves

questions: What is the main idea of this paragraph? How does this

fit in with

what I've already read? These strategies provide a means of forming the mental
gist which B. Taylor (1986) found to be iacking in the reading of grade 6 students.

While these cognitive strategies can directly enhance global comprehension,
they may also less directly enable children to develop more sophisticated concepts

of the purpose of reading instructional text and what

it

means to understand.

Brown (1980) notes that 'understanding' is not an all or nothing concept, but
involves a matter of degree. Knowing all the words in a text is one level of understanding, making sense of each individual sentence is another. Through the

explanation, demonstration and repeated guided use of the macrostrategies

de-

scribed above, children are presented with a broader model of understanding and
have the opportunity to expand their o\ryn concepts of understanding to include
comprehension

of giobal relationships. Several studies have shown that poor

readers have limited goals in reading, focused largely on decoding skill and word

knowledge (for example, Gambrell and Heathington, 1981; Garner and Kraus,'
1gS1-2). The questions readers are taught to ask themselves in this study focus
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if

internalised,

may provide the basis for children to set more sophisticated goals for their own
reading.

The importance of reading goals has been emphasised several times in the
preceding chapters. Within the Just and Carpenter (1980) model of reading,
goals influence how often and how thoroughly wrap-up operations are carried

out, that is, they set standards which have to be met before the reader moves on
to the next segment. The following observation from Adams et al (1982, p. 49-50)
suggests

that the children in their study had not only acquired new strategies,

but may also have set more stringent goals for their reading.
". . . insteød,

of reading nonstop through the passages, the stud,ents

uere ouertly using strategies that increased their attention to the ma-

terial

Stud,ents,

to a aarying

d,egree,

attenileil to the subheadings,

stopped to reread,, reuiewed after reading, or toole notes."

If

students set more stringent goals for reading, they are also more likely

to become arvare of comprehension problems. Baker (19S4b) notes that being
able to evaluate the state of one's comprehension is an important component of
effective reading. Yet many studies were referred to in chapter two to show that
less advanced readers monitor their comprehension less effectively; younger and
weaker readers are less likely to detect deliberateiy inserted errors which interfere

with a full and complete understanding of a text. Even adult readers are short
of perfect in this area (Baker, 1979; Baker and Anderson, 1982; Baker, 1985b;
Grabe et al, L99I; Zabrucky and Comrrrander,

1993).

The paragraph summarisation strategy provides an initial means of checking

i'
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comprehension. As noted by Flavell (1931), cognitive actions can iead to metacog-

nitive experiences. Thus, children in this study will be taught that inability to
summarise (a cognitive action) is a sign that a paragraph has not been well un-

derstood (a metacognitive experience), and so they should reread the paragraph
carefully. However, additional questions to encourage comprehension monitoring

wiil

also be included under the heading of Checking and Clearing

Up'

As the

final major strategy, the children will be taught to ask the questions: Are there
any words

I don't understand? What

sense? Is there anything

can

I do about it? Do all the ideas

make

that isn't explained?

As Markman (1985) notes, adults do not generally ask themselves the ques-

tion: Do I understand? Their feelings

of.

puzzlernent usually arise as a by-product

of active attempts to understand. However, in the case of children, explicit ques-

tions are included to encourage them to think more carefully about their level of
understanding, with the intention that eventually the monitoring of comprehension becomes a normal part of their reading. Questions are deliberately focused
on both words and ideas. Garner (1980; 1981) indicates that poor readers tend to
focus on long words as a source of comprehension difficulty, so separate questions

about ideas are included to encourage children to also think about unclear or
incomplete ideas as obstacles to comprehension.
As described by Palincsar and Brown (1984), effective instruction should make

overt the cognitive processes carried out by skilled readers and carefully guide
learners

in approximating

these processes for themselves. However, as learners

become more skilled, this guidance should be systematically reduced so that the

learners are eventually able

to regulate their ou/n processing. In the work

of

Palincsar, this support and gradual ceding of responsibility is provided in the

''
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reciprocal teaching diaiogue. Howçver,

it wás pointed our earlier (for example,

Palincsar, 1937) that considerable in-service training is involved in teaching the
method to teachers, and even then some find

it difficult.

There is some evidence that the type of skills involved in the Palincsar programme can be taught

in a written format (Palincsar and Brown,

1986a), or

also via a computer programme (Stevens, 1988; Salomon et al, 1989).

In the

Australian context, some teachers work in isolated rural schools where lengthy
in-service training is not practical. Hence

it

would be desirable to produce sim-

ple materiai which could be used by teachers to guide students in the manner
described.

For the purposes of this study, students will be provided with a workbook
divided into three phases to accompany their reading book. In the first phase, all
the questions to be asked are set out, and those related to Putting ldeas Together
and Checking and Clearing Up are followed by multiple-choice options. Initially

the instructor models the decision making process in choosing the best option,
for example, a paragraph summary statement, explaining why the chosen option
is a good one and why the others are rejected. All students mark what they think

is the best option for each question, so all students are actively involved in the
task, even in a large class. Once the process is understood, students take over the
role of justifying their choices and explaining why other options are inadequate.

In the second phase, students are still prompted by written questions, but they
now all generate their own responses. Again the instructor models and explains

the process, until students can take over this role for themselves. In the frnal
phase, neither questions nor ansïvers are printed in the workbook; students are

required to supply both once they have seen the instructor modelling the process
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of asking and then answering questions. In the course of the procedure, students

will hear many good

responses

to the questions and many explanations

as

to why

some responses are not ideal, so they have the opportunity to develop a concept

of good responses from these positive and negative instances. They also have the

opportunity to evaluate their own performance in applying the strategies in the
discussion following each paragraph.

It was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter that informed, self-control
training is important to encourage transfer and maintenance of strategies. Students need to know not only what the strategies are and how they work, but
also when and why they are useful. Students also need to be able to judge how

effectively they are using the strategies. Paris and Oka (1986a,

p. 104) draw

attention to the importance of motivating students when they state: "Children
must be conainced, that the strategies are important, worth some entra effort,
instrumental

for

and,

enhancing performance. These beliefs motiaate students to use

the strategies without prompting or help."

Prior to the intervention, the strategies will be explained to students in the
context of concrete examples, where students can see not only what the strategies are, but also how they enhance comprehension. To further emphasise their
usefulness, students

will complete regular comprehension

quizzes, the results of

which wiil be entered on each studefit's individual progress chart, as well as on

a

class average progress chart, as in the Palincsar studies. Students should be able

to

see improvements

in their performance, which the instructor can link to the

students' efforts and use of the strategies in order to motivate them to continue

their strategic behaviour even in the absence of prompting.
To fully assess the effectiveness of a training programme, tests should require
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spontaneous strategy use, transfer.to tasks other than those used during train-

ing, and maintenance over time. Hence, students will not be prompted to

use

the trained strategies during testing, and posttesting will be undertaken both
immediately and again ten weeks after training. Tests to be used include comprehension tests of the same format as those used during training, a standardised

reading test, a cloze test and an error detection test, the last three to evaluate

the generalised effect of training.
The comprehension tests as used by Palincsar are a common form of

assess-

ment in classrooms; teachers frequently set questions to assess how well students
have understood a passage, so this task has some ecological validity. Questions
are based on the three types identified by Pearson and Johnson (1978), namely

text expiicit, text implicit and script implicit questions. To answer the three types

of questions, respectively, students have to understand single sentences, to link
more than one sentence, and to integrate prior knowledge with text information'

A standardised reading test is included as a measure with known reliability and
validity, and also as a test with different content and a different format to the
training materials. A cloze test with every fifth word deleted is included

as a mea-

sure of intersentence integration and also as a comparison to the results of Paris

(Paris and Jacobs, 1984; Paris, cross and Lipson, 1984; Paris and oka, 1986).
As will be explained in the results section, in hindsight this type of test was not
a wise choice.

Finally, an erroÍ detection test is included to

assess comprehension

monitoring. The errors involved are explicit internal inconsistencies, with the inconsistencies spread across more than one sentence. Markman (1979) notes that

constructive processing is required in order for an internal inconsistency to be noticed,; successive sentences have to be integrated and compared. Several studies
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cited in chapter two show that intgrnal incohsistencies are particularly difficult
errors to detect, even for adults (Zabrucky and Ratner, 1989; Grabe et al, 199L;

Baker, tStSb; Garner and Kraus, 1981-2; Reis and Spekman, 1983). Thus, the
use of an error detection test based on internal inconsistencies is a particularly

stringent test of constructive processing and comprehension monitoring'

Chapter 4
Design of Materials and Method
4.L

Design and Selection of Materials

Since Australian students do not use anything equivalent to American basal readers for reading

instruction, all materials for this experiment were speciflcaliy writ-

ten for the purpose. Further reasons for writing material were to avoid problems

with copyright and to ensure that the texts were at at a level appropriate to
grade 5.

The information for these materials was obtained from the children's section

of the State Library of South Australia. The topics chosen u/ere among those
most frequently discussed in the reference books for children in the upper primary grades. All materials were then written to slot into the grade 5 range on
Fry's Readabitity Graph. All texts lvere expository and explained various natural
phenomena.

The following materials were

required:

1. a reading booklet containing texts to be read during class instruction;
4t5

I
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responses during class instruc-

tion;

3. nine texts for individual comprehension practice during training;

4. nine texts for comprehension tests (three tests at each of three times of
testing);

5. three cloze tests (one at each of three times of testing);
6. three sets of error d.etection tests (one set at

each of three times of testing);

7. a survey of opinions about reading (the same survey at each of three times
of testing).

4.L.L

Reading booklet

As explained in the conclusion to the previous chapter, instruction of the

class

was divided into three phases according to the amount of guidance given to students, with each phase intended to last one week. Two passages ïvere written for
each phase

to ensure that sufficient material would be available. However, time

permitted only four of these texts to be used during instruction, these being Life
on the Great Barrier Reef , Natural Disasters, Animal Defence Systems and The
Age of Dinosaurs. These four texts are reproduced in Appendix A.
Table 4.1 sets out the titles of the texts which were written, their length, and

the number of sentences and syllables per hundred words, the last two figures
indicating that the passages were at grade 5 level according to Fry's Readability
Graph.
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Table 4.1: Teaching Texts
Sent/100w

Syll/100w

1031

8.0

t29.1

975

7.8

130.3

1368

7.9

t27.5

4. Endangered Animals

969

7.9

130.8

5. Migration in Nature

1348

7.9

128.8

905

8.0

129.8

Words

Titie
1. Life on the Great Barrier Reef
2. Natural Disasters
3. Animal Defence Systems

6. The Age of Dinosaurs

In neither the teaching material nor any of the individual tests was any attempt made to write paragraphs according to a particular pattern. In other
word,s, paragraphs rvere not always of the same length, they did not necessarily

begin with a topic sentence, nor were they organised according to the same text

structure. For example, many paragraphs in the passage Life on the Great Bar-

rier

Reef

were descriptive, while many paragraphs

in Animal

Defence Systems

were of a problem-solution type, explaining what different animals do

to avoid

the problem of being attacked by predators.

In the previous chapter it was noted that a majority of texts written for
both adults and children do not contain topic sentences in the initial position
(Winograd. and Bridge, 1986). Hare et al (1939) observed that even children
advanced as grade 11 found

it difficult to summarise

as

paragraphs which did not

contain topic sentences in the initial position and which were not of a simple listing

(enumeration) structure. These authors suggest that if training texts include onlyl
well structured paragraphs with an enumeration structure, students will not learn
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to transfer their skills to naturally.occurring types of texts, so the latter should
be included in training.

The teaching texts were produced in larger print, 14-point print instead of

12-

point, to ensure that the type was not difficult for grade 5 students to read. This
amendment was suggested by the teacher of the experimental class prior to the
experiment. The teaching texts were stapled into booklet form. Each paragraph
was numbered for easy reference and to assist coordination between the reading

and the work booklet, to be described below'

4.1..2 'Work booklet to accompany teaching texts
In the previous chapter, reasons were given for producing a written work booklet
rather than conducting an oral dialogue as in the work of Palincsar. The first
of these reasons was to produce a framework to guide instruction which could
potentially make the method easier to use for classroom teachers' The

second

was to ensure a maximum of academically engaged time (Rosenshine and Stevens,

1984), since all students would produce a response for each text segment.

An introduction to the teaching method and the worksheets for each instructional text were printed in booklet form. Material relating to the four texts used
during training is reproduced in Appendix B.
Three main strategies and associated questions were taught to children, these
being:

L. Collecting ldeas: \Mhat do I know about this topic? \Mhat might this
section be

about?

2. Putting ldeas Together:

I

'what is the main idea of this paragraph? How
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fit in with what I've already read?

3. Checking and Clearing Up: Are there any words I don't understand?
What can I do about

it?

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything

that isn't explained?
The first strategy was used in relation to all headings and subheadings, while the

other two were used after each paragraph.

As was explained in the previous chapter,

if

students are to independently

use the trained strategies, they need to understand not only what the strategies

are, but also why they are useful. Therefore, the first part of the work booklet
(see Appendix

B) introduced the nature of and reason for each strategy via

series of examples and questions. The intention was for the instructor

a

to work

through this introduction with the children and to encourage discussion of the
strategies and their value in relation to the concrete examples provided. Of course,

this could only be an introduction, and it was anticipated that understanding of
these points would be consolidated during the course of the experiment through

continued use and discussion of the strategies. As will be explained

in more

detail in the Procedure section, this introduction proved to be somewhat long
and complex for grade 5 children, and would need to be modifred for future use.
The work booklet was organised into three sections, with the amount of guidance given

to students

was intended

decreasing from one section

to the next. Each

to cover one week of teaching. For the two

passages

section

in the frrst

section, students were provided with the questions to prompt strategy use, and

with possible responses in the case of two of the three strategies. Lines

ïverei

provided beneath each heading and its associated questions for students to write
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their predictions (Cotlecting ldeas), For each paragraph, students were provided

with multiple-choice options from which to choose the best paragraph summary
statement and how the paragraph related to its preceding section (Putting Ideas

Together), Students circled what they thought was the best option. The distractors included errors thought most likely to occur, that is, a focus on only
one salient point, sentences that were rambling, or lists of facts rather than sum-

maries. For the final strategy, the work booklet listed words and ideas from each
paragraph that could potentially require explanation (Checking and Clearing Up).

Students underlined any of these suggestions that they considered unclear, and

wrote any additional unclear words or ideas on the line provided.

The initially high ievel of guidance was provided for several reasons. The
structured format provided a simple framework to follow

in guiding

students

and encouraging thern to discuss their responses. The correct alternative in the
multiple-choice sections provided a model of what good summary and integrating
sentences should include. The distractors provided an opportunity for discussion

of common errors. Thus, the intention u/as to develop in grade 5 students, not
accustomed

to dealing with

general summary statements, a clearer notion of

the goal they were aiming for through careful guidance for one week. The list
of potentially unclear words and ideas was intended to accustom students to

a

closer examination of their understanding.

For the two passages in the second section, the work booklet still presented
prompting questions to remind students of the strategies, but students wrote their
ou¡n responses on the lines

provided. As indicated previously, time permitted only

one of the passages to be studied by

the

class

(Animal Defence Sgsterns). For

the two passages in the third section, the work booklet included only headings
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and paragraph numbers with lines.on which to write responses. Again only one
of these passages was used during instruction (The Age of Dinosaurs)' Students
were now required to ask themselves the questions practised during the previous

two weeks, and to write down their own responses.

It

was anticipated that by

this time they would be capable of using the reading strategies efficiently and
independently since the same questions had recurred continually during weeks
one and two and students had been presented with models of good responses and

had practised writing their own.

4.L.3

Comprehension tests and practice passages

Twenty-four texts were written as a pool from which to choose the eighteen passages required

for comprehension tests and individual practice pieces' The final

seiection was made on the basis of the pilot testing, to be described in the next

section. Texts eventually chosen as practice pieces are reproduced in Appendix C,
and those chosen as compfehension tests are reproduced in Appendix D'

Material for these texts was based on simiiar sources to the training texts, but
did not cover thè same topics. They varied in length from 361 to 371 words, and
were written within the grade 5 range according to Fry's Readability Graph. The

length was red.uced for these grade 5 children from the 400 to 450 word texts used

by Palincsar for students in grade 7. Three comprehension tests were planned
for each time of testing in order to reduce possible effects on overail perfolmance
due to specifrc passage content or style.

Ten comprehension questions were written for each of the twenty-four texts.

The questions were selected to cover all sections of the text and to include four

text-expiicit, four text-implicit and two script-implicit questions (Pearson and
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Johnson, 1978). Below is a paragraph from one of the passages, followed by an

explicit, implicit and script question, in that order.
Each nest

has one queen

who lays aII the eggs. Most ants in a nest are worlcers.

They are females who can't prod,uce eggs, but uho do all the houselceeping jobs'
The most important job of the worlsers is to collect food and to loole after the queen

anil

the

young ants. Worleers haae seaeral wags of making sure that as much food

øs possible gets back

to the nest.

1.

Who do the worlcers loole after?

2.

What sort of ants are the worleers?

3.

Why do gou think ants store food, but most other insects d,on't?

All the information

necessary

to

answer the

first question can be found in

one sentence, while the second question bridges two sentences. To answer the

third question, students need to reflect on what they have read and any prior
knowledge they have in order to make an inference.
For each text, ten questions dealing with word meanings and ten dealing with

prior knowledge of the topic were written. As explained at the conclusion of
the previous chapter, the intention of these tests to accompany each comprehension test was to examine whether poor vocabulary knowledge or poor subject
knowledge could be factors limiting the effectiveness of

training' Questions

ac-

companying texts eventually chosen as test passages are inciuded in Appendix D.
For the vocabulary test, words which intuitively seemed the most difñcult ones

in the passage were chosen for the test. Technicai terms explained in the text
were not included, and there ïyas no overlap between words included on different

tests. The following is an example from the passage on ants:

,
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She liked, the scent. Scenú rneo,ns:

ø) present
b) parcel

c) smell
d) I don't

know

For prior knowledge tests, some questions were based on information later

to be presented in the text, but between three and five questions on each test
questioned information associated with, but not mentioned

in the text.

The

following are examples from the test on ants, the first one covering information
later to be read from the text, the second covering only associated information.
How ilo ants teII each other where fooil is?

a) they haue special dances to tell other ants uhere to go
b) they make a smelly trail for other ants to follow

c) they send out special sounds from their antennae
d) I don't

know

Why don't queen ants get their own food'?

a) they are too big to run

around'

b) they are too busy giaing orders

c) they thinlc
ìI) I don't

queens should,n't haae

lcnow

to worlc
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above

multiple-choice format. This format was chosen to provide a simple and objective

way of scoring responses.

It

was considered that definitions of words and the

explanations sought in these knowledge tests could be difficuit for grade 5 students

to state succinctly. Poor expression in responses would then make them difficult
to score. The multipie-choice format was preferred, even though it introduces the
possibility of guessing. For this reason, the

it

/

don't lenow option was included, and

was stressed to students that they should only select a specifrc option

were

if they

fairly certain it was correct. The 1 d,on't know option was always option

d), white the correct option was randomly assigned to one of the other three
positions.

A simple practice example was written at the beginning of both the vocabuiary
and prior knowledge tests, and this same example was printed on all the tests.
The examples were used to explain the procedure to students, and on later tests

to remind them of the Procedure.

4.L.4 Tlansfer tests
At the end of the previous chapter, the importance of assessing comprehension
gains on tasks other than those used during training was noted. A cloze test and
an error detection test were included for this purpose, as explained in the previous

chapter. All transfer tests eventuaily chosen for use in the main experiment are
reproduced in Appendix E.

Five passages were written for the cloze tests, with the three to be

used

for the main experiment determined by the pilot testing to be described in the
next section. Passages were based on the same sources as other rnaterials and
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included topics about plants, animals and physical phenomena. Passages ranged

in length from

120

to

128 words and were at the grade 5 level according to Ë'ry's

Readability Graph. The first sentence in each text was left intact, and from there
every fifth word was deleted until twenty spaces were created. Each space

lVas

marked by an unbroken line on which students were to write a single word which
ïuas semantically and

syntactically congruent with its context'

Each cloze test began with the same three practice examples. They were
designed

to show students that they must read whoie sentences, look back to

previous information, and look forward to subsequent information. On later tests

the examples were intended to remind students of this procedure.

For the error detection tests, flfteen passages ranging in length from 125 to
132 words were

written. The topics again included plants, animals and physical

phenomena, but there ïyas no overlap between specifrc topics on any of the test

materiai. For the pilot test, the passages ïvere divided into groups of three in
such a way that each group included a range of different topics, for example,
fl.owers, polar bears and fossils. As

in the case of the comprehension tests, a

set of three different topics was used in an attempt to reduce any effects due to
specifrc passage content and,

in the case of the error detection test, to

increase

the number of items on the test.
Each passage contained two text-based errors which contradicted information

given earlier.

A variable amount of information intervened

betweën the fact

and its contradiction, but the two never occurred in the same sentence. The
passages were written primarily

to read well; the relative difficulty of detecting

the various errors was to be established d.uring the pilot testing. All errors

*"r"'

of a substantive rather than syntactic nature. The following is an example of a
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contradiction occurring in a paragra.ph about starfish.
Starfish haue lots

of small tubes and suckers on their arms to let them

along the ocean fl,oor. This is the only way they moue about.

crawl

If theg lose one of

their arms, they cún grou another one in its place. Theg use these arms to swim
through the water. Starfish come in nxo,ny different colours'
Each group of error detection passages was preceded by the same two practice
examples to illustrate the procedure. Both examples consisted of two sentences

containing one explicit text-based error to alert students to the kind of problem

they were looking for. The same examples were included on all tests to remind
students of the procedure.

4.L.5

Standardised test of comprehension

The use of a standardised comprehension test allows any comprehension garns

as

a result of training to be measured with an instrument of known reliability and

validity. Since its content and format is different to the training tasks it is also
another measure of transfer of learning. However, as pointed out by Paris, Cross

and Lipson (1984), since such tests are usually speeded, there is the potential

difficulty that students will not have time to use the reflective strategies they
have been taught and hence the standardised test will not show the comprehension

gains that may be apparent from other, unspeeded measures of comprehension.

This possibility will be investigated in the main experiment.
The Primary Reading Survey is a standardised test devised by the Australian
Council for Educational Research (ACER) and normed under Australian condi-

tions. The test consists of seven passages, each made up of several paragraphs.
Multiple-choice questions with four alternatives are printed next to each passage.
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According to the Teacher's Handbook, 33To of the questions are fact questions,

requiring an anslver directly from the

text. The remainder of the questions

re-

quire students to go beyond the information given. For example, on Form S of
the test in a passage entitled Poor Dog, students are asked what the weather was

like. They are required to infer from a reference to snowflakes that the weather
was

wintry. The passage does not state explicitly why a stranger took the lost

dog home, but students are asked to infer that he felt sorry for the dog. The

test includes 39 questions, and a time of 30 minutes is allowed for its comple-

tion. Level C is designed for grade 5 students, and two alternate forms, Form R
and Form S exist. The internal reliability (Kuder-Richardson KD-20) is given

in the Teacher's Handbook as .92 and .93 for Form R and Form S respectively.
No information is given on test-retest reliability for either the same or alternate
forms.

4.1,.6 Survey of Attitudes to Reading
The survey rvas designed to assess students' attitudes both towards reading in
general, and to their own abilities as readers. The idea was based on a similar
survey used by Paris and Oka (1986b).

It

was included

to determine if negative

attitudes to reading or a low estimation of competence could be one of the factors

limiting the effectiveness of the training, and also if the attitudes of students
changed as a result of training. The survey is reproduced in Appendix E.
Ten statements were written for the survey, relating to the interest, enjoyment

and importance of reading, as well as opinions about current and future skill
levels. To simplify the decision process for grade 5 students, only a four-point

rating scale was used. Students were required to rate each statement as either
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very true, sort of true, not really frue, or not at all true. Two simple practice
examples were printed on the survey form to demonstrate the two-stage decision
process. Students were directed to first consider whether the statement was true
or untrue, and then how true or untrue, before placing a tick in the required box.

Only one survey form was designed, and this same form was used for the different
times of testing during the main experiment.
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4.2 Pilot testing of test materials
Although materials were written on the basis of reference books designed for
children, there was no way of knowing a priori how difficult grade 5 students
would find the passages on various topics. Any floor or ceiling effects on tests

in the main experiment could mask comprehension gains as a result of training.
Hence the pooi of comprehension and transfer tests described above was pilot
tested in order to select pieces of an appropriate level of difficulty, and to become
aïvare of any items

that were poorly worded or ambiguous.

Contact was made with two adjacent schools which were large enough to have

two similar grade 5 classes. They were in the northern suburbs of Adelaide' one

in a lower middle class area, the other in a mainly middie class area. The pilot
testing was carried out

in the week

before the main experiment. This timing

was not ideal, but since the whole experiment could only be carried out by the

experimenter being granted a short-term release from teaching duties, there was
no alternative. The short time available for pilot testing meant that the reliability
figures reported below had to be calculated later from the performance of children

in the main experiment rather than during pilot testing.
Test materials required for the main experiment included nine comprehension
tests with associated vocabulary and knowledge tests, three cloze tests, and three
sets of error detection tests. To cover these materials and to have the children in
each of the four classes spending a similar amount of time on the

pilot testing

each

day, the tests were allocated as follows. One randomly chosen class completed
one cloze test and one error detection test on each of five days. The remaining,
three classes completed a difierent comprehension test with associated vocabulary
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and knowledge tests on each of frve days. The fifteen comprehension passages to
be pilot testing were chosen from the avaiiable pool of twenty-four in such a way

that a range of topics from the fields of plants, animals and physical phenomena
were covered.

It was explained to students that the wo¡k they were about to do was part
of on-going research into the reading skills of grade 5 students. In particular,
the notion of pilot testing was explained to them via the analogy of testing new
aeroplanes.

It

was made clear to them that the work was not a test of individual

ability. Rather, it was to establish whether the material was too

easy, too hard, or

just right for grade 5 level. To reinforce this idea, students were asked to

express

their opinion about the level of difficulty at the end of each session. Students
v¡ere very cooperative, and no-one appeared anxious.

4.2.1 Comprehension tests
Three classes each completed frve comprehension tests. Tests chosen for the marn
experiment on the basis of this pilot testing are reproduced in Appendix D, and
tests used for individual practice during training are in Appendix C.

Most of the students in the three classes were of Anglo-Australian background.
Class A contained twenty-eight students, with fifteen girls and thirteen boys' Four

were of European and one of south-east Asian background. Class

B

contained

twenty-five students, with fourteen girls and eleven boys. Three were of European and three of south-east Asian background. Class C contained twenty-four
students, with sixteen girls and eight boys. Five students were of European back-

ground. Although the classes contained students of varying abilities, the teachers

did not indicate that anyone was receiving remedial teaching or had difficulty
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with English.
On each day for one week these classes read one of the comprehension passages

and completed the associated questions and vocabulary and prior knowledge exercises. Each session began with the vocabulary and prior knowledge tests' On

the first day the procedure was explained via the practice examples on the test.
Students had no diffi,culty completing these examples. Once these tests had been

completed, the reading passage was handed

out. When students were

satisfied

that they had read the passage carefully, these sheets were collected and the
questions were handed out. There was no time

limit on any of this work.

Comprehension questions ïyere scored correct

relevant information from the passage.

if

responses contained

all the

If only some of this information was

given, only half a mark was awarded. Script questions were marked correct

if a

clear and piausible response was given.

As a result of this pilot testing, three passages were eliminated because they
proved to be too difficuit. Two dealt with physical phenomena, namely cloud for-

mation and mechanisms of water retention in desert plants. Rather surprisingly,
a passage describing the senses used by snakes also proved difficult. Students in
general did not understand the workings of heat sensors in pythons.
From the remaining passages, three were chosen from each class. The passages
selected from each class were allocated to three different groups

that the groups

rryere as

in such a way

closely matched as possible. The three groups were then

randomly allocated to one of three times of testing. Table 4.2 shows the mean
scores and standard deviations

for these passages, and their random allocation

to a particular test schedule for the main

experiment.

Three texts on different topics were included at each time of testing to reduce

i
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Test Schedule

Title

Pretest

Posttest

Delayed Posttest

(-*.
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score 10)
Mean

S.D

Why Lions Live in Groups

4.9

1.5

Spiders as Hunters

5.5

2.4

Carnivorous Plants

3.1

2.2

The Ant Colony

5.1

1.6

The Moon

4.0

2.3

Fungi - the Strange Plants

4.3

2.3

The Earth and Other Planets

4.4

2.4

A for Aardvark

ð.ó

1.5

Why Bees Dance

3.9

1.9

effects due to specific passage content or style. As the table shows, some of these

topics rvere more difficult than others. However, the overall averages of the three
groups were similar, being 4.47,4.43 and 4.56 for the pretests, immediateposttests

and delayed posttests respectively. These tests are reproduced in Appendix D.

Three passages that proved to be at an appropriate level, but were not

se-

lected for the tests in the main experiment, were retained as practice pieces. On

the other hand, three passages from those not pilot tested were deleted. The
pilot testing showed that grade 5 students have difficulty understanding physical
phenomena, so passages dealing with cave formation, the origin of fossil fuels, andr
space travel were dropped, the

latter mainly because it overlapped test topics.
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The nine passages to be used as practice exercises during the main experiment
are reproduced in Appendix C.

4.2.2

Thansfer tests

Class D contained

thirty students, with sixteen boys and fourteen girls.

Four

students were from a non-English speaking background, with two of European
and two of south-east Asian background. This class completed one cloze test and
a set of three error detection passages daily for one week.

On the first day, the procedure ïvas explained via the examples printed on
the test.

It

was explained

that in the cloze test they should read whole

sentences

before filling in words. If this process did not indicate a suitable word, they should

look back to previous information, or forward to subsequent information. No-one
had any difficulty completing the practice examples. On the second day, the class
was reminded of the three "rules" and worked through the same examples again.

Subsequently they were told only to look at the examples to remind themselves

of the "rules".
The process of finding errors was also explained via the examples on the test.

Both examples contained clear text-based errors, which students easily located.
They were instructed to underline only those words or phrases they knew for
sure could not be correct. This point was emphasized wiih reference to the
examples in an attempt to focus attention on text-based errors, rather than prior
knowledge violations. As with the cloze test, students were told to work through

the examples on subsequent tests to remind themselves of the procedure. There
rr/as no

time limit on either kind of test.

On the cloze test, any words which were both syntactically and semantically
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in a sentence intended to

are laid, the female's job is finished, the words done and oaer

ïvere accepted instead oL finished.

On the error detection task, a hit was scored if all the words in a problematic
phrase were underlined.

If

fewer words were underlined, only a half mark was

awarded, but no marks were deducted if slightly more than the problematic phrase
was underlined. For example,

in a passage explaining that sloths lived in

trees

and ate leaves, the whole section in bold italics had to be underlined: Sloths

to eat g1ass and juicy be¡ries on the ground. Any

lilse

words that were underlined but

were not part of the underlining of a problematic phrase were scored as a faise

alarm.
From the flve cloze tests, the three with the most closely matched scores were
chosen for inclusion in the main experiment. The passages with the highest score

(mean 14.4) and the lowest score (mean 10.1) were deleted. Table 4.3 shows the
means and standard deviations for these three tests, and their random allocation

to a particular test schedule for the main experiment.
Table 4.3: Pilot test of cloze tests (max. score 20)
Mean

S.D

The Mallee Fowl

13.1

3.58

Posttest

Shooting Stars

11.6

3.78

Delayed Posttest

Cuckoos

11.6

3.39

Test Schedule

Title

Pretest

- lhe Lazy

Parents

From the fifteen error detection passages, those with the highest hit or false
alarm rates were eliminated. From the remainder, nine passages were chosen and

4.
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allocated to a group of three in such a way that the averages for the three groups
rrvere as closely

matched as possible. Table 4.4 shows the mean number of hits and

false alarms for each of the groups and their random allocation to a particular
test-schedule for the main experiment.
Table 4.4: Pilot test of error detection tests (max. hits 6)

Test Schedule

Pretest

Title

Mean Hits

Mean F.A

(s.D.)

(s.D.)

2.32 (1.31)

2.16 (2.06)

2.33 (i.20)

2.38 (1.e5)

2.32 (r.28)

2.2e (1.58)

Return of the Salmon
The Slow Sloth
Seaweed

Posttest

Sea Mammals
Fossils

Pumas
Delayed Posttest

Starfish

Water on the Earth
Sea Snakes

One cloze test and one group of error detection passages were printed together

to constitute one testing

session during the main experiment. These tests are

reproduced in Appendix E.
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of tests

As explained earlier, due to lack of time the reliability of tests chosen for the main

experiment could not be calculated during pilot testing. Therefore the following
figures were derived from the analysis of work done by the

fifty children in

the

control and experimental groups of the main experiment. Measures of internal
consistency were calculated according to the Kuder-Richardson KD-20 formula for

the cloze, knowledge and vocabulary tests, where a response was either correct or

incorrect. For the comprehension tests, attitude survey and error detection tests

(hits) Cronbach's coefficient alpha was calculated.
Table 4.5: Reliabiiity of comprehension and associated tests
Comprehension

Knowledge

Vocabulary

Why Lions Live in Groups

.7r

.19

.59

Spiders as Hunters

.70

.20

.65

Carnivorous Plants

.68

.25

.51

The Moon

.78

.51

.69

The Ant Colony

.66

.38

.57

Fungi - the Strange Plants

.80

.47

.51

The Earth and Other Planets

.71

.34

.50

A for Aardvark

.60

.29

.61

Why Bees Dance

.72

.03

.47

Passage

According

to Gronlund (1981), the internai

tests is usually

in the range of .60 to

consistency of teacher-devised,

.85, which he considers adequate as

basis for routine classroom decisions. He suggests

a

that a higher level of internal
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Table 4.6: Reliability of cloze tests
Passage

The Mallee Fowl

.86

Shooting stars

.78

Cuckoos

- the Lazy Parents .7r

Table 4.7: Reliability of error detection tests (hits)
Passages

The Return of the Salmon group

70

Sea Mammals group

66

Starfish group

47

consistency would be required only for major decisions, such as deciding whether

or not a student should be sent to a special school.

As Table 4.5, Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 show, all comprehension and transfer
tests fell within this range, with the exception of the final error detection test.
However, the internal consistency of knowledge tests was variable and generally

low. It may be that the children knew only isolated facts about these

topics,

rather than being able to draw on a coherent body of knowledge. On the other
hand, the tests could have failed to measure any interconnected body of knowledge

which did exist. From the data availabie there is no way of determining which
possibility is more accurate.

The coefficient alpha for the Survey of Attitudes to Reading, based on the
pretest scores, was .82. Test-retest coefficients were also calculated for the control
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group only, since there was no reason to assume that a change in attitudes would

take place this class. The correlation between the pretest and the immediate
posttest four weeks later was .70, while the correlation between the pretest and

the delayed posttest fourteen weeks later was .97.
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4,3 The main experiment
4.3.1. Subjects
With generaily declining school enrolments, not all schools have two equivalent
grade 5 classes. Therefore, size was an important factor influencing the choice of

school. Contact was made with a Catholic school which satisfied both the size
condition and was in an easily accessible location. Another advantage of this kind
of parish school was the socio-economic background of students;

it

was mixed to

some extent, but did not include extremes of wealth or poverty.

Both grade 5 teachers u/ere willing to participate in the experiment. E¿ch class
contained 25 students. In class A, there were 13 girls and 12 boys. Their
ranged from 9 years and 11 months

to

ages

11 years, with the average being 10 years

and 5 months. In this class, 10 students ïvere of Anglo-Australian background
and 15 were of European background, primarily ltalian.

In class B, there were 15 girls and 10 boys. Their ages ranged from 9 years
and 11 months to 11 years and 5 months, the average age being 10 years and

months. In this class, 7 students were of Anglo-Australian background and

6

18

were of European background, again primarily ltalian.

The experimental class was chosen on the basis of pretest results. All the
tests showed that there v¡as a different distribution of students in the two classes.
Table 4.8 shows the distribution of students according to their percentile rank on

the ACER test. One student was absent from each class.
Ciass B contained a cluster of very weak students on the one hand, and fewer

very capable readers on the other. Since one of the aims of the experiment

was

to determine the effect of the teaching on different ability levels,

was

class

A
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Table 4.8: Number of students at different percentile ranks (ACER tesi)

0-9

10-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80-89

90-99

A

2

3

3

I

1

0

3

0

3

2

B

6

1

4

3

1

3

3

2

0

1

Class

considered preferable as the experimental group.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Lysynchuk, Pressley, d'Ailly, smith
and Cake (1989) include among their criteria for internal validity of studies that
children be randomly assigned to treatment groups, and that all groups read the
same materiais and believe they are receiving a

were not randomly assigned, but were left

treatment. In this study children

in intact

classes, and an untreated

control group was used.

If the normal instruction by the control class is to be interrupted, then there
should be a good reason for doing so, both from the point of view of the children

and their teacher, on whose goodwill access to the class depends. On the basis

of studies cited in the previous chapter, there is no good reason to believe that
the comprehension of the control class would improve as a result of simply being
exposed to the materials used for training and practice.

Several studies show

that an experimental

class performed significantiy bet-

ter than a control class who had read the same materials and completed similar
tasks without instruction (Stevens, 1988; Kurlz and Borkowski, 1987; Borkowski,

\Meyhing and Carr, 1988; Patincsar, 1987). More significantly, however, sorrl€
studies have directly compared untreated controi groups with control groups who

i
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completed the same independent practice exercises during training as the exper-

imental groups (Adams, Carnine and Gersten, 1982; Palincsar and Brown,

1984;

Raphael and Wonnacott). In none of these studies was there a significant difference

in posttest performance between the two control groups. Salomon, Glober-

son and Guterman (i989) compared two control groups who both read the same

material as the experimental group, but one group only read the passages, while
the other group answered literal and inference questions as well. Again there was

no significant posttest difference between the groups. McCormick (1992) found
no improvement in the ability to answer inferential questions when students read
a passage and answered such questions once a week for twenty weeks. This lack

of effect of independent seatwork is not unexpected considering criticisms made
of the drill and practice model of instruction in the introduction to chapter three.
For this reason, the control group was allowed to continue with normal classroom

work to minimise disruption.
Given that the control group was to be untreated,

it also made sense to leave

the two classes intact rather than r¿ndomly assigning children to two groups.
In this way the control class teacher could continue with his normal programme
for the class. As the table above shows, both

classes contained children varying

widely in reading ability, although the distribution of scores in class B was some-

what more positively skewed. To take into account pretest differences, pretest
scores were used as covariates

transfer test scores.

in the analysis of all posttest comprehension and
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Pretests

Before any tests were conducted, the aim of the experiment was explained to both
classes. In particular,

it

that individual students were not being

was emphasised

judged. The experimenter explained that, being involved in teacher education,
she needed

to know whether a particular kind of reading practice would help

students improve their reading. This kind of information was important to pass
on to trainee teachers, so that they could become good teachers. No student ever
appeared anxious or was uncooperative.

Students completed one comprehension test on each of the first three days in
the following order: Why lions liue in groups, Spiders as hunters and Carniuorous

plants. In each case they began with the knowledge and vocabuiary tests. The
procedure was explained via the examples printed on each test, and no one had
any difficulty with this procedure. Students were encouraged to circle option (d)

if they

rr/ere unsure

about the answer.

Students then read the text. They were instructed to read slowly and carefully,
so

that they would understand and remember the facts. They

rvere ïvarned of

the comprehension questions to follow, and that texts would be removed before
they answered questions. When all students indicated they had finished reading,
the texts were removed. Students then wrote ansv¡ers to the ten questions on the

test sheet from memory.
On the fourth day, both classes completed the Survey of Attitudes to Reading
and the transfer tests.

It

was explained

right or \^¡rong anslvers; it was just to

that in an attitude survey there were no

see how

they personally felt. The exper-

imenter worked through the two practice examples with the class, emphasising
the two-stage decision process. In the frrst stage, students decided on which side
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of the double line their opinion fell, True or Not True. In the second stage, they
decided which of the remaining two boxes to tick, that is, the strength of their

belief. No one had any difficulty with this procedure. The experimenter
each statement

read

to the class, and when all students had made a choice, read the

next statement. This procedure was adopted to ensure that responses were not
confounded by decoding problems.

For the first of the transfer tests, the cloze test, the experimenter worked
through the three practice examples printed on the test, as in the pilot study.
The three "rules" of reading whole sentences, looking back and looking forward
were again emphasised. Students then read and recorded their responses to the
passage The Mallee FowI.

For the second transfer test, the error detection passages, the procedure was
explained via the two practice examples printed on the

test. Students had no

difficulty detecting the relatively simple contradictions in these examples. They
were instructed to

think carefully about each passage and to underline anything

they were sure didn't make sense,

It

was emphasised that in the examples they

knew for sure that the underlined sections could not possibly be correct because

they contradicted an earlier statement, and that was the sort of problem they
were

to look for. The instructions explicitly drew attention to text-based

er-

rors, since children of this age may be inclined to overlook contradictions and
comment instead on the plausibility of individual statements (Markman, 1979).
Following the instructions, children read and marked the Return of the Salmon
and associated passages.

All the comprehension and transfer tests were untimed. In fact, students l""r"
repeatedly encouraged to work slowly and to take as much time as they needed

''
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to do their best work.
On the fifth day, students completed the ACER Primary Reading Survey,
Level C, Form R. The experimenter read the standard instructions from the man-

ual to the class. She worked through the three practice examþles with students,
as specified in the directions. No student had any difficulty

with the procedure.

A time of exactly 30 minutes v¡as allowed for the test.
The teaching programme with the experimental class began the day after the

last test. After this teaching session, the oral reading of students in both

classes

was tested. The material to be read was randomly chosen from the pretest com-

prehension passages, and turned out to be the text about carnivorous plants.

Each student was seen individually

in a quiet room adjoining the classroom.

Their reading of the test passage was recorded for later analysis. The time taken

to read the 364-word passage was measured from the recording, and the number of words read per minute was calculated. All errors,

if

uncorrected by the

student, were noted. These errors were then categorised as either distorting or
non-distorting errors, depending on whether they substantially altered the meaning of the sentence being read. Distorting errors included substitutions such

as

usually for unusual, ferns lor funnels, become for because and they can get for they

can't get. Non-distorting errors often involved adding or deleting an article (ø,
tlte), or changing number, as in leaues curl instead

of.

leaf curls.

4.3.3 The teaching programme
On the flrst day of teaching, the experimenter worked through the introductory
section of the work booklet with the class. This section aimed to demonstrate

what the three main strategies of Collecting ldeas, Putting Ideas Together and
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Checking and Clearing Up were, and why they were useful aids to comprehenston
and retention of factual information. As noted previously, this kind of information

is essential

if

students are to maintain and transfer the use of the strategies.

As part of the demonstration, students worked through some examples, and

then examined how the particular strategy they had used increased their understanding. For example, students were toid that the first strategy, Collecting
Ideas, involved reading a heading, pausing to recall information already known

about that topic, and predicting what the section might be about. They then
read the deliberately vague sentence, taken from Bransford and McCarrell (197a):

The haystaclc was important because the cloth ripped. Everyone agreed that this
sentence was

not clear. The heading The Parachute was written on the board,

and students were invited to say what they knew about about this topic. They

then reread the vague sentence, and had no difficulty ciarifying the referents and

the relationship between the two clauses in the sentence. The same procedure
was used with the second example, which stated: He hid under the bushy tops
when he heard, the noise. The heading The Rabbit in the Carrot patch was written

on the board and discussed.

On the basis of these two examples, students were asked to consider why
Collecting Ideas might be a useful strategy. All the students confrdently asserted

that it helped them to understand the sentences, aithough even capable students
could not be prompted to give more specific reasons, such

â,s

helping them to

work out exact meanings of words and reasons why things happened.
The same points also applied to the other two strategies, Putting ldeas Together and Checking and Clearing Up; students could apply the strategies su..".s-

fully to the examples given, but could not give precise reasons why the strategies

'
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had increased their understanding. On reflection, this imprecise articulation of
the value of the strategies, although not anticipated, need not pose a problem,

as

long as the children \ryere convinced that the strategies did indeed improve their
understanding and were worth using.

Another problem with the introductory section became apparent; there was

too much new information for one session with children of this age. Working
through the examples took longer than anticipated. In the course of the experiment, this problem rr/as dealt with by reinforcing points from the introductory
section during subsequent teaching. For example, three advantages of generating

a summary sentence were considered, namely, as an aid to retention of factual
information, as an aid to understanding relationships in a paragraph, and as a
test of understanding. So, whenever a rambling summary sentence was produced,
students were reminded that a very long sentence would not make the paragraph
easier to remember.

If students had difficulty generating a summary, they were

reminded that this could be a sign that they didn't fully understand the para-

graph. Therefore, they should reread it, think about the topic of the paragraph
and what was said about

it, and try

again to summarise.

Instruction continued for the next fourteen school days on a daily basis. The
class spent approximately

thirty minutes

a day working through the teaching texts

with the experimenter. Three times a week students independently completed

an

comprehension practice exercise after the instruction session. On alternate days,
and unavoidably also on one of the individual practice days, folders containing the
corrected practice exercises and a progress chart were returned to students. The

experimenter also provided feedback regarding good responses to comprehension'

questions. In total, about seven hours were spent on class practice and about
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four hours on individual practice during the three weeks of the experiment.
During the first five days, the class worked through the first two texts in the
reading booklet, namely Life on the Great Barrier Reef and Natural Disasters.

The experimenter read a paragraph aloud while students followed the text in
their booklets. The reasons for this procedure were two-fold. First,

it

was an-

ticipated that some readers in a mixed ability class would be poor decoders, and
this assumption was supported by the results of the oral reading test. Thus, with
the experimenter reading each paragraph aloud, even these weaker readers could
concentrate on comprehension skilis, without being hindered by decoding problems. The second benefrt from this procedure became evident during pretesting.
Some students worked almost twice as quickiy as others. Therefore, the reading

by the experimenter also helped to keep the class working together.

During this first week, then, the experimenter read each paragraph aloud,
asked the students to choose the best main idea sentence from among the options

given, and to mark this option in their work booklets. Several responses were then
sought from the children. For the first few paragraphs, the experimenter stated

the best option, and explained why the others were less than ideal. Students were
reminded of the characteristics of a good main idea sentence, for example, that

it

should be short and concise enough to remember and should include all parts

of the paragraph, not just one aspect. After only a few explanations of this kind,
students were abie to take over this evaluative function. Every attempt was made

to involve a variety of students in stating and justifying their

responses'

The same procedure was used for the second question relating to how the
paragraph fitted into the overall

topic. The

class as a whole ïvas then asked'

whether any words or ideas needed clearing up.

If

someone detected a problem,
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attention was directed to the part of the paragraph where the problematic information occurred. Students rvere encouraged to use the context to have "a good
guess" to frnd a solution to the problem. Often this strategy ïvas successful, but

where there was insufficient information in the text to provide a useful context,
the experimenter suppiied an ansïver and reminded the children that if they were
reading on their own they could look up such difficult words in a dictionary. If the

children did not identify any problematic information in a paragraph, the experimenter sometimes drew attention to difñcult words or an incompletely explained
idea, and asked whether anyone could clarify the problems. If very few students

could do so, it provided an opportunity to reiterate the importance of checking
one's comprehension. When an incompletely explained idea was identifled

it also

provided an opportunity to discuss remedial action, for example, by using prior
knowledge and the passage context to generate an inference, by reading on to look

for further details or, if the information is particularly important, by consulting
other books.
Whenever a heading occurred, the class as a whole was asked to state what

they knew about the topic and what they thought the section might be about.

Initially students chose from among the muitiple-choice alternatives in
apparentiy haphazard way.

It

an

was common to have each of the three options

chosen by difierent students in the class. Gradually, however, they became more

skillful and commented on the "obvious" inadequacies of some of the options. By
the end of the first week most students, but not ail, were not only consistently
choosing the correct alternative, but could also state what was wrong with the

distractors.

Alt the texts studied during this training period took longer than one

session
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to read. Whenever a text was carried over from the previous day, students were

first asked to state the main points of the text already studied. This procedure
was used throughout the three weeks.

During the second week, students spent four days working through the longer
passage entitled Animal Defence Systems. For this passage, students were still

given the relevant questions to ask in their work booklets, but they now wrote

their own responses. The procedure was still the same as in the frrst week, except

that the first response received for the first two questions in the Putting

Ideas

Together category were written on the board. The class was asked to comment

on this response, and amendments were made as necessary. Only occasionally
did the experimenter have to supply this evaluation. Several students then read

out their responses, usually variations on the one written up. Again evaluation
of and amendments to these responses came mainly from students.

After two weeks it became apparent that there would not be enough time to
work through the whole reading booklet. Therefore, in the final week the

class

studied the last passage, The Age of Dinosaurs, which could definitely be frnished

in the time remaining. Once concluded, the class studied a shorter piece, How
Snakes Use Tlteir Senses. This text had proved difficult during pilot testing,

but was manageable given the opportunity for clarification of ideas through class
discussion.

In these last frve days of training, students

\Ã¡ere

no longer supplied with ques-

tions. They had to decide for themselves what to do after reading a heading or a
paragraph, and then write down a response. Students had no difficulty generating the required questions. Since they were now very familiar with the strategies,'

they could ansïver all four questions before engaging in any class discussion. In
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other respects, the procedure v/as identical to that in the second week.

The time taken to write down responses enabled the experimenter to help
some of the weaker students.

In weeks two and three, she circulated amongst the

students while they were writing. There rr/as no doubt that some of the weaker
students still had difficulty generating main idea sentences. In these cases, she
reminded students that they might need to read the paragraph again. She then
asked the individuals

said about

it,

to say what the topic of the paragraph was and what

was

and then to combine the two in a sentence. Given this amount of

guidance, even weak students could complete the task, but to become skillful at
generating their own summaries, these students needed more than three weeks of

practice. In hindsight,

it

would have been wise to begin the instruction with this

type of direct instruction, as \ryas done by Kurtz and Borkowski (1987) and Stevens
(1988), rather than relying heavily on modelling and inductive generation of this

procedure. The modelling of the decision-making process worked successfully for

the capable students, but not so successfully for the weaker readers.
Each student was given a personal folder, which contained all their individual

work and a progress chart. The pretest comprehension scores were plotted on
the chart, as u¡ere

scores

were plotted in red.

for all the individual practice pieces. Weekly

All students eagerly followed their

averages

progress on these charts,

and most could see their red line going up. A class chart was also prepared and
displayed in the room to show the class average for each practice piece, with the
weekly averages again marked in red. On the class chart, the red line also steadily

went up. The folders vrere not handed out during pretesting or posttesting, but
Were examined

only after the test period had

finished.

The class was extremely enthusiastic about the reading practice, and actively

I
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participated in the work. There lr/ere a few quiet studertts, however, who needed
encouragement to volunteer their responses, and

equitable participation

in

it

was often difficult to ensure

class discussion, especially given the lively nature of

most of the class. The experiment was carried out towards the end of winter, at
a time when many people were
absences due

ill with influenza. A few students had

to illness. Overall, though, the training

extended

sessions ran very smoothly.

The teacher of the class was present during these sessions, and she was irhpressed

with the programme. She commented not only on the improvement in students'
work, but also their obvious enthusiasm and the level of sustained concentration
among these ten year-olds. She intended to continue this kind of reading practice

with the class, and arranged a seminar for other staff members to find out about
the programme.

4.3.4 Immediate

posttests

Posttesting u/as conducted on the five days immediately following the conclusion

of training. The procedure was exactly the same as in pretesting. Students
completed one comprehension test on each of the frrst three days in the following

o¡der: The Ant Colong, The Moon and Fungi was made of the trained strategies; students

th,e Strange

in both

Plønts. No mention

classes were simply told

to read carefully. On the fourth day, they completed the transfer tests and the
Survey of Attitudes to Reading. The cloze test was Sh,ooting Stars and the error

detection test was Sea Mammøls and associated passages. On the final day, they
completed the ACER Primary Reading Survey, using the alternate form, Form

S.

Lysynchuk et al (1989) include among their criteria for internal validity of
studies that the time spent on dependent measures by control and experimental
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children be recorded and compared, and that some process measures of actual
strategy use be included. Neither of these recommendations was followed, for
several reasons.

Children sometimes acted as if working quickly v/as a virtue in itself.
feared that any overt recording of time taken

to complete work would

It

was

exacer-

bate this attitude, which was evident in both classes studied. During pretesting

children in boih classes worked quickly and looked around to see who else had
finished. They could not be prevailed upon to check their work during the time
when other students were still working. This attitude persisted during posttesting

in the control class, but not the experimental class. Discrete, informal noting of
time spent compieting tests suggested that the experimental class worked longer
than the control class on both posttests.
Lysynchuk et al suggest that time spent on dependent measures should be
analysed

to avoid the possibility that the strategy instruction has an effect on

performance 'only' because students spend longer on the task. Considering the
impulsive approach of many students in this study,

it

was no small achievement

to have them spend more time reading and answering questions. First, they were
motivated to spend more time, and presumably more effort, and second, they
knew how to productively spend this time. Similar conclusions v/ere also reached

by Adams et al (1982) who noted that their trained students spent more time
strategically studying texts rather than reading them through nonstop as they
had done previously. In summary, time spent on task was not measured to avoid
exacerbating an undesirable and prevalent attitude, and the additional time taken

by the experimental group to complete tests was not considered a problem for'
the reasons given.
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No process measure of strategy use during testing was taken, for several rea-

sons. First of all, the posttests were intended as a measure of 'spontaneous'
strategy use; children rivere not reminded to use the strategies. Process measures
such as think-aloud procedures or retrospective reporting could potentially inter-

fere with this intention by drawing attention to the strategies during the testing

period. As indicated in the first chapter, all such measures have problems,
as

such

interfering with normal processing or requiring high levels of introspection and

verbal ability. Finally, several studies have also shown a poor relationship between

reported strategy use and the actual strategy use evident in performance (Phifer
and Glover, 1982; Kletzien, 1991; Wong and \Mong, 1986; Olshavsky, 1976-7; Hare

and Borchardt, 1984). For these various reasons, therefore, no process measures
were included.

4.3.5

Delayed posttests

Delayed posttesting was carried out ten weeks after the conclusion of instruction.

The procedure was the same as in the pretesting. The comprehension tests used
werc The Earth and Other Planets, A for Aardaark and Whg Bees Dance. Again,
no mention was made of the trained strategies. The cloze test was Cuclcoos - the
Lazg Parenús and the error detection test was the Starf,så group. Since the ACER

Primary Reading Survey does not have three alternate forms, Form S was again
used. Thus, performance on Form R in pretesting was compared to performance
on Form S in both the immediate and delayed posttesting.

Chapter

5

Results and Initial Comment
5.1 Introduction
In chapter three a number of questions

rvere formulated

in a manner which

arose

directly from the research discussed in that chapter. These questions rvere as
follows:

1. How successfully can a training programme similar to that

used by Palincsar

be used with chiidren younger than the grade 7 students primarily taught

by Palincsar?

2.

Can the programme be implemented in a written format so as to still retain

its interactive nature and a gradual transfer of responsibility to students,
while at the same time providing a more structured guide for teachers to
follow?

3. WilI any training effects be evident without prompting, on a range of comprehension tests other than those used during training, and
effects be maintained over time without further intervention?
454

will training
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4. Can the programme be as beneficial to average and above average

compre-

henders as to the poor comprehenders primarily studied by Palincsar?

5. Can any specifrc characteristics be identified to distinguish those students
who benefit from the programme and those who do not?

Clearly there is some overlap between the first three of these questions. To
eliminate this overiap and to provide a framework within which to systematically
present the results, the three questions were reurorded as follows:

1. Can a training programme similar to that used by Palincsar be implemented
in

a

written format with grade 5 children such that posttest comprehension

achievement is improved?

2. Will any training effect be maintained over time without prompting or
further intervention?

3. Will any training effect transfer to a range of comprehension

measures other

than those used during training, and will any such transfer effects be maintained over time?
Results will be analysed

in relation to these five questions. Before proceeding

with these analyses, however, some preliminary comments need to be made.
The first comment relates to the data to be analysed.

It was noted in the

previous chapter that some students were absent during part of the testing periods. Analysis of the data actually recorded would therefore result in some loss of

information. For example, a student who had completed two of the three comprehension tests at a particular time of testing would not be considered

in the

analysis of total comprehension scores, invoiving all three tests. To reduce this
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loss of information as much as possibie, missing scores for students who had com-

pleted at ieast one of the three comprehension tests at a particular time of testing
were replaced with the group mean for the test(s). In this way, ail available data
was used in the analysis of comprehension tests. This addition was carried out

only when at least one score was recorded for the student, and so was not relevant

to the ACER Primary Reading Survey, cloze or error detection tests, where only
one test was completed at each time of testing.

Results for comprehension tests were analysed using both data files, that

is, both the normal file containing only scores actually recorded and the fil¿
expanded by the addition of group means for missing values. Since there was
on no occasion a difierence between the two analyses in terms of whether or not

a difierence reached the conventional significance level

of.

p 1 .05, the results

reported are based on the expanded data frle in order to make use of all the
available information.

The second preliminary comment relates to the reliability of scoring. The
scoring of some tests was unambiguous due to a multiple-choice format; these

tests included the ACER Primary Reading Survey, the Survey of Attitudes to
Reading, the vocabulary and knowledge tests.

To

assess

the reliability of scoring comprehension, cloze and error detection

tests, all immediate posttests from both the experimental and the control classes
ïyere scored independently by both the experimenter and her supervisor. The

interrater reliabilities were as follows: total comprehension scores (three tests)

r:

.9968, cloze test

false alarms

r:

r:

.9899, error detection hits

r:

.9968, and error detection

1.000. These high correlations indicate that the tests were scored

reliably; any small disagreements were easily resolved through discussion.

'
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The final preliminary comment relates to subgroups within the overall sample

of children. There were no signifrcant differences between boys and girls on any
of the comprehension and transfer measures at any of the three times of testing,
so gender

will not be considered further. There l/vere, however, differences due to

ethnicity; Anglo students consistently scored higher than students of non-Anglo
background. This difference will be considered in more detail once overall group
differences have been discussed.

All

analyses rüere conducted using the SPSS-X package (Norusis, 1988). In

this chapter, pretest scores for the two classes will initially be compared, followed
by the analyses of the overall effectiveness of the intervention, addressing the ear-

lier questions of how well the written format worked for children in grade 5. Their
performance on comprehension tests will be examined frrst, followed by an exam-

ination of performance on the transfer tests. Next the effect of the programme
on children of above average, average and below average reading ability will be
considered, and then an attempt

will be made to isolate factors which could

explain why some children benefited from the programme while others did not.
The final section will examine the relationship between ethnicity and comprehension achievement, as well as the effect of the training programme on attitudes to
reading.
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class comParisons

In the previous chapter

it

was pointed out that although children were not rah-

domly assigned to the experimentai and control groups by the experimenter, the

children had in fact been randomly assigned to classes by the school. The intention in this first section is to establish statistically that the two classes can
be regard.ed as random samples drawn from the population of grade 5 students

attending parish schools similar to the one studied. The null hypothesis to be
tested is that:
There is no difference in experimental and control population means on any
pretest measure of comprehension.

Group differences were analysed by means of ú-tests. Table 5.1 shows the
comparison of pretest comprehension test scores, while Table 5.2 shows the com-

parison of pretest transfer test scores.
As the two tables indicate, there $ras no significant difference between the two
classes

on any pretest measure of comprehension, so the null hypothesis can be

accepted and the two classes can be regarded as random samples drawn from the

population of grade 5 students.

In the sections to foiiow, class means for posttests and delayed posttests will
be reported and class differences analysed by means of ú-tests. However, since the

experimental group showed a small but nonsignificant advantage over the control

group on most measures, scores were also subjected to analyses of covariance,
using the corresponding pretest measure as the covariate, to take into account

this initial smali

difference.

i
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Table 5.1: Class comparison of pretest comprehension test scores
Results
Test

Class

Why Lions Live

Expt

Max.

score

Mean

S.D.

t

df

p-

10.00

3,62

2.I3

0.15

48

.879

3.53

L.92

5.88

1.89

0.38

48

705

5.65

2.46

4.96

2.29

0.96

48

342

4.40

1.80

74.46

5,42

0.58

48

.567

13.57

5.42

in Groups
Cont

Spiders as

Expt

10.00

Hunters

Cont

Carnivorous

Expt

10.00

Plants
Cont

Total

compre-

Expt

30.00

hension score
Cont
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Table 5.2: Class comparison of pretest transfer test scores
Results
score

Mean

S.D.

t

df

6.00

2.20

r.24

0.60

46

548

Cont

2.52

2.I4

Expt

2.t2

2.32

t.27

46

.212

Cont

3.26

3.81

11.84

4.42

1.11

46

272

10.22

5.66

19.88

8.57

0.95

46

347

17.50

8.76

Test

Class

Error detection (hits)

Expt

Error detection (f.a.)

Cloze test

Expt

Max.

20.00

Cont

ACER test

Expt
Cont

39.00

p
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5.3 Overall effectiveness of training:

compre-

hension tests
In this section the first two of the questions set out in the introduction wiil be
addressed. Given the training of a class of grade 5 students according to the
method described in the previous chapter,

it

is hypothesised that:

1a) The population mean immediate posttest comprehension score, for each

individuai test and in total, of trained students is higher than that of untrained
students.

2a) The population mean delayed posttest comprehension score, for each in-

dividual test and in total, of trained students is higher than that of untrained
students.

In statistical terms, hypotheses 1a) and 2a)

are alternatives

to those actually

under test. The hypotheses under test are:

lb) The population immediate posttest comprehension

score, for each

individ-

ual test and in total, of trained students is less than or equal to that of untrained
students.

2b) The population delayed posttest comprehension score, for each individual

test and in total, of trained students is less than or equal to that of untrained
students.

Table 5.3 presents the results of the immediate posttest comprehension tests,
as

well as the results of one-tailed ú-tests, since a directional hypothesis was being

tested. The maximum score for each individual test was 10, making the maximum

total score 30.
In the previous section it was shown that the experimental and control

classes
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did not difier significantly in terms, of pretest total comprehension scores. However, as Table 5.3 shows, following training the experimental class was signifrcantly superior to the control class on each individual comprehension test and on
posttest total comprehension (p

<

.001), allowing rejection of hypothesis 1b) and

acceptance of its alternative, hypothesis 1a)'

Table 5.3: Class comparison of immediate posttest comprehension scores
Results
Test

The Ant Colony

The Mqon

Fungi - the Strange Plants

Total comprehension score

S.D

t

df

6.38

t.26

3.91

48

Cont

4.7t

r.73

Expt

6.38

2.09

2.60

48

Cont

4.85

2.07

Expt

5.18

2.54

3.63

48

<

.001

Cont

2.7L

2.25

Expt

t7.94

5.37

3.76

48

<

.001

Cont

L2.27

5.28

Class

Mean

Expt

p

<

.001

006

Table 5.4 presents results of the delayed posttest comprehension tests and
results of the one-tailed f-tests. Again, the experimental class was significantly
superior to the control class on each individual delayed posttest comprehension

test and on delayed posttest total comprehension (p

:

.006), allowing rejection
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of hypothesis 2b) and acceptance of its alternative, hypothesis 2a)
Table 5.4: Ciass comparison of delayed posttest comprehension scores
Results
Test

Class

Mean

S.D.

t

df

The Earth and Other Planets

Expt

6.81

2.02

t.7L

46

047

Cont

5.75

2.28

Expt

6.06

2.38

1.89

46

033

Cont

4.92

1.78

Expt

5.63

2.44

3.21

46

001

Cont

3.60

1.88

Expt

18.50

6.00

2.64

46

006

Cont

L4.27

5.06

A for Aardvark

Why Bees Dance

Total comprehension score

Hays (1963) recommends that

in addition to

p

demonstrating a statistically

significant difference between groups as a result of training, an estimate of the
strength of association between treatment and achievement shouid be made. He

states: "A significant result implies that it is safe to say sorne a,ssociation
but the estirnate of w2 tells how strong that association o,ppeo,rs to be.

more sensible to

decid,e to

It

eæists,

seems

far

follow up a fi,nd,ing that is both significant and inilicates

a strong degree of association than to tie this course of action to significance leael

alone." (p. 328)
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The estimatedu2 for posttest total comprehension scores was .21, while the
estimated w2 for delayed posttest total comprehension scores was .11. Thus,
training was estimated to account for approxirnately 2L% of.variance in immediate
posttest scores and 11% of variance in delayed posttest scores, suggesting a degree

of association between training and comprehension achievement which has some
educational as well as statistical significance.

Total comprehension scores for the two
are graphically represented on Figure

classes

at the three times of testing

5'1-.

Figure 5.1: Class comprehension scores at three times of testing
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Since the experimental class performed slightly, albeit nonsignificantly better

than the control class on comprehension pretests, immediate and delayed posttest

total comprehension

scores were also analysed using pretest scores as the covari-

ate. Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 show the results of these analyses of covariance.

The tables show that the analyses of covariance conflrmed the conclusions
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Table 5.5: Analysis of covariance: immediate posttest total comprehension scores
Source of variance

Sum

DF

of

Mean

F

Sig of

f' :

Square

Squares

Covariate:

1038.751

1

1038.751

116.090

<

.001

303.614

1

303.614

33.932

<

.001

t342.364

2

67r.L82

75.011

<

.001

420.545

47

8.948

1762.910

49

35.978

pretest comp

Main effects:
training

Explained

Residual

Total

reached on the basis of the f-tests; the experimental class performed significantly

better on both the immediate and delayed comprehension posttests, even when
pretest differences rvere accounted for.
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Table 5.6: Analysis of covariance: delayed posttest total comprehension scores
Source of variance

Sum

DF

of

Mean

F

SigofF:

<

Square

Squares

Covariate:

949.433

1

949.433

81.701

r58.747

1

t58.747

13.660

1108.180

2

554.090

47.681

522.940

45

11.621

1631.120

47

34.705

.001

pretest comp

Main e ects:

.001

training

Explained

Residual

Total

<

.001
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In part, the first two questions

,set

467

out at the beginning of this chapter have

been answered by the preceding analyses; posttest comprehension improved as a

result of training, and this training effect was maintained for 10 weeks without

further intervention. Before addressing the next question, the effectiveness of
this programme will be briefly compared to the Palincsar studies, where children
were older (grade 7), the groups were smaller, and the programme was conducted

orally rather than in writing.

The improvements made by the experimental class represent a substantial
gain in terms of being able to learn from

text. Table

5.7 shows the mean per-

centage of questions answered correctly by the two classes for each group of three

comprehension tests.

Table 5.7: Percentage of comprehension questions answered correctly
Pretest

Posttest

Delayed

Experimental

48

60

62

Control

45

4t

48

Class

Relative to the pretest, the experimental class improved by an average of
72To

on the immediate posttest and l4To on the delayed posttest to reach final

class averages of 60% and 62To respectively. In comparing these results to results

achieved by Palincsar,
passages

it

must be kept in mind that the relative difficulty of test

in various studies cannot be assessed. Although in all

cases materials

were written at a grade-appropriate level, different content can make the passages

more or less difficult to understand, depending on how familiar the various topics
are to children.
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The four grade 7 students taught individualiy by Brown and Palincsar (1982)
achieved scores of 85-90%. The six students taught in groups of two for twenty
days by Palincsar and Brown (1984) averaged 80% after training, while the groups

of four to seven students taught by classroom teachers for fifteen days averaged
70-80%. In Palincsar (1987), students were taught in groups of seven to sixteen by
classroom teachers for twenty days, and 70%

of.

the children reached the criterion

of 70% correct on at least four of the five posttests. In Palincsar and Brown
(1986), intact classes, of which no details are given, used a written ver,sion of

the programme in content area (science) lessons for twenty days. Palincsar and
Brown note that from a pretest average o1 35T0, students generally scored 20%
higher on their weekly tests during training. In this case, though, the tests tapped

information read in class as part of the training, and thus were not independent
posttests.

The gains achieved in the present study were not as high as those generally
achieved by Palincsar, However, her training period was usually twenty days,

rather than the fifteen days used in this study, and her groups were smaller
than the twenty-five children taught in this study. As the results above indicate, the magnitude of gains in her studies declined as the number of children

taught increased,
guidance.

as

would be expected when children can bê given less individual

It has been pointed out that the intention in this study

was

to test

a training programme which could potentially be used by teachers with normal,

intact classes to prepare them for learning from expository texts. It has to

be

accepted that comprehension gains in this context are likely to be smaller than
when students are taught individually or in small groups. Considering this point,'

it

is fair to conclude that grade 5 children can be taught effectively according to a
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modified and written version of the. Palincsar approach, although training effects

may be increased by the extension of the training period and some changes to
the teaching method, as will be described in more detail in the next chapter.
Before going on

to the next section, a brief mention will be made of the

children's progress on the practice comprehension passages during training. Three

times a week after the class training, the children individuaily read a

passage

similar in format to the test passages, and answered ten questions from memory.
Although the passages rvere written at grade 5 level and were of a similar length
and based on similar topics to the test passages, the practice pieces had not all
been pilot tested. These pieces, therefore, were likely to be more variable in terms

of content familiarity than the test passages, which were chosen on the basis of

pilot testing scores that were neither very high nor very low'
As Figure 5.2 shows, the individual practice pieces were of varying difficulty,
but there was a steady improvement in comprehension during the training period.
This improvement is clearly evident in the weekly averages in relation to pretest
and posttest averages.

Thus, the children's performance on practice passages during training supports the conclusion of a substantial improvement in comprehension as a result of

training. This performance

suggests

that the children were applying the strategies

which they had been taught. However, a detailed analysis of the degree to which

the strategies had been mastered was not undertaken. The work of Berkowitz
(1986) and Taylor (1982) shows that degree of strategy mastery is an important

determinant of comprehension improvement. lWhile comprehension clearly improved in terms of class means,

it would be useful to have available information'

on individuai students in order to assess their degree of strategy mastery and the
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Figure 5.2: Average scores for comprehension training passages
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relationship of this factor to comprehension improvement.

To some extent, information on this point would have been available from
students' work booklets, which were left with the class teacher after the delayed

posttests. She was very enthusiastic about the programme and asked to
the materials for future use. When the work booklets were required to

keep

check

strategy mastery, the teacher had left the school and so this information could

not be collected. However, on reflection, the work booklets may not have provided reliable data on strategy mastery, since students could have corrected their
responses following the class discussion of each paragraph.

It will be suggested

in the next chapter that more reliable data could be gathered by including
paragraph summarisation task in the battery of tests.

a
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of the training pro-

grarnrne: transfer tests
This section will address the third question at the beginning of this chapter, the
question concerning the transfer of training effects to other tests of comprehen-

sion. Three tests were used for this purpose, these being an error detection test,
a cloze test, and a standardised reading test, the ACER Primary Reading Survey.

It

was hypothesised that:

3a) The population mean scores for each of three immediate posttest transfer
tests are higher for trained grade 5 students than for untrained students.

4a) The population mean scores for each of three delayed posttest transfer
tests are higher for trained grade 5 students than for untrained students.

In statistical terms, hypotheses 3a) and 4a) are alternatives to those actually
under test. The hypotheses under test are:
3b) The population mean scores for each of three immediate posttest transfer

tests for trained grade 5 students are less than or equal to those of untrained
students.

4b) The population mean scores for each of three delayed posttest transfer
tests for trained grade 5 students are less than or equal to those of untrained
students.
Class differences on each of the tests will first be assessed by means of ú-tests,

and then by analysis of covariance with the corresponding pretest score as the
covariate. In each case the f-tests are two-tailed for the pretest comparison and
one-tailed for posttest comparisons, since in the latter directional hypotheses are
being tested.
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6.4.L Error detection tests
The number of hits (detection of inconsistencies) and false alarms (underlining
of unproblematic information) were analysed separately. Table 5.8 presents the
average number of inconsistencies detected (hits) by the two classes at the three

times of testing, and the significance of class differences according to t-tests. The

maximum score for each test was 6.
Table 5.8: Ciass comparison of error detection (hits) scores
Results
Test

Class

Mean

S.D.

t

df

Pretest

Expt

2.20

7.24

0.60

46

548

Cont

2.52

2.I4

Expt

3.17

1.79

1.23

44

IT2

Cont

2.55

1.61

Expt

2.92

1.43

1.50

46

18i

Cont

2.30

r.42

Posttest

Delayed

p

The results indicate that the experimental class was not significantly different
to the control ciass at any time of testing, thereby not allowing the rejection of the
hypotheses under test (hypotheses 3b) and b)) as these relate to error detection

(hits). However, the

score

for the experimental group was lower than that for

the control group on the pretest. To take this difference into account, analyses of
covariance were conducted, using pretest scores as the covariate. Results for the
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immediate and delayed posttests are presented in Table 5.9 and Table 5.10
Tabie 5.9: Covariance anaiysis of immediate posttest error detection: hits
Source of variance

Sum

DF

of

Mean

F

Sig of

F:

Square

Squares

24.24t

1

24.24L

10.380

002

6.812

1

6.812

2.9I7

095

Explained

31.054

2

t5.527

6.648

003

Residual

98.091

42

2.335

t29.144

44

2.935

Covariate:

pretest ED

Hits

Main effect
training

Total

These covariance analyses reveal that following training the experimental
group moved in the predicted direction relative to the control group on both the
immediate and delayed posttests, although the differences did not quite reach
conventional level of significance, being

p<

.10 and

p<

a

.07 respectively. FiS-
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Table 5.10: Covariance analysiS of delayed posttest error detection: hits
Source of variance

Sum

DF

of

Mean

SigofF:

F

Square

Squares

Covariate: pretest ED Hits

14.i91

1

i4.191

8.247

006

6.L26

1

6.L26

3.560

066

Explained

20.3t7

2

10.158

5.904

005

Residual

77.433

45

t.72r

Total

97.750

47

2.080

Main effect: training

ure 5.3 graphicaily represents the average number of hits by the two classes at
the three times of testing.
Turning now to false alarm scores. Tabie 5.11 shows average scores for false
alarms in the two classes at three times of testing, and the significance of the
differences according to the appropriate Ú-tests.

From the table, the two groups were not significantly different on the pretest,

but the experiinental group produced significantly fewer false alarms on both
the immediate and the delayed posttest with p

:

'003 and p

<

'03 respectiveiy'

allowing rejection of the hypotheses under test and the acceptance of their alter-'
natives (hypotheses 3a) and 4a)) as these relate to error detection (false alarms).
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Figure 5.3: Class hit scores at three times of testing
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However, since the score for the experimental group was also lower, albeit non-

significantly, on the pretest, these results were checked by means of covariate
analyses, using the pretest score as the covariate. The results of these analyses
are shown in Table 5.12 and Table 5.13.
These covariance analyses reveal that the experimental group produced sig-

nificantly fewer false alarms on the immediate posttest (p

<

.007). Results on

the delayed posttest were in the same direction, but did not quite reach a conventional level of significance, being p

< .08. Figure 5.4 graphically represents

the average number of false alarms produced by the two classes at three times of
testing.
To conclude this section, the results do not allow the rejection of hypotheses

3b) and 4b), except in the case of false alarms, where the alternative hypothesis'
3a) relating to immediate posttest results can be accepted. In the case of im-
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Table 5.11: Class comparison of error detection (false alarm) scores
Results
Test

Class

Mean

S.D.

t

df

p:

Pretest

Expt

2.L2

2.32

L.27

46

.2r2

Cont

3.26

3.81

Expt

t.42

1.59

2.9L

44

003

Cont

3.50

3.10

Expt

0.92

1.15

2.07

46

023

Cont

1.87

1.96

Posttest

Delayed

mediate and delayed posttest hits and delayed posttest false alarms, the results

did not allow rejection of hypotheses 3b) and 4b) at the conventional levels of
significance, but indicated gains in the predicted direction.

In chapter three it was pointed out that an error detection test involving internal inconsistencies was chosen as a particularly stringent test of constructive
processing and comprehension monitoring. Although the differences between the

two

classes reached

the conventional level of signifrcance of p

< .05 on only one

of the four comparisons, differences on both the immediate and delayed posttests
were

in the predicted direction and approached this level of significance

when

pretest scores were taken into account. Thus, it wouid be fair to conclude that
the experimental group tended to detect more internal inconsistencies and tendedl

to underline

less unproblematic information. Gains

that were made by the

ex-
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Figure 5.4: Class false alarms at three times of testing
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Table 5.12: Covariance analysis of immediate posttest error detection:
alarms
Source of variance

Sum

DF

of

Mean

F

Square

Squares
40.540

1

40.540

7.67r

44.610

1

44.610

8.44t

85.150

2

42.575

8.056

Residual

221.961

42

5.285

Total

307.111

44

6.980

Covariate:

pretest ED false
alarms

Main effect:
training

Explained

SigofF:

false
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Table 5.13: Covariance analysis of delayed posttest error detection: false alarms
Source of variance

Sum

DF

of

Mean

F

Sig of

F:

Square

Squares

5.622

1

5.622

2.235

.r42

8.413

1

8.413

3.344

.074

14.035

2

7.018

2.789

072

Residual

113.215

45

2.5t6

Total

t27.250

47

2.707

Covariate:

pretest ED false
alarms

Main effect:
training

Explained
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Cloze tests

As described in the previous chapter, cloze tests were constructed by leaving the

flrst sentence of each passage intact and deleting every flfth word thereafter. A
cloze test was included as a measure of intersentence

integration. Table 5.14 shows

the average scores for the two classes at three times of testing and the significance

of ciass differences according to the appropriate ú-tests. The maximum score for
each test was 20.

Table 5.14: Class comparison of cloze test scores
Results
Test

Class

Mean

S.D.

t

df

p

Pretest

Expt

11.84

4.42

1.11

46

272

Cont

r0.22

5.66

Expt

L4.27

3.89

1.16

44

.L26

Cont

L2.9t

3.66

Expt

13.80

3.34

1.58

46

061

Cont

12.22

3.68

Posttest

Delayed

As the table indicates, the two classes \ryere not significantly different at any

time of testing. This result was confirmed by covariance analyses using pretest
scores as the covariate for both the immediate posttest

the delayed posttest F(1,47)

-

I.2, p

:

f'(1,43) < l, P:.38 and

.28. once again, the hypotheses that

the population means for cloze tests of trained students are less than or equal to
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the population means for untrained students at either time of testing cannot be
rejected, and so the alternative hypotheses 3a) and 4a) stated at the beginning
of this overall section cannot be accepted with regard to cloze tests.

Figure 5.5 shows the average scores for the two classes at the three times of
testing.
Figure 5.5: Class cloze scores at three times of testing
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The cloze test was intended as a measure of intersentence integration, and it
was hypothesised that the training programme would improve this ability. The

hypothesised improvement did not occur. However,

in chapter three problems

with cloze tests with every nth word deleted were discussed, particularly in relation to comments made by Shanahan, Kamil and Tobin (1982). The filling of
blanks created by such systematic deletion does not necessarily require intersentence integration, and so the failure to frnd no signiflcant class differences on these

tests does not necessarily indicate that no improvement in such integration oc-
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curred. Given the fact that the experimental group showed some improvement in
the detection of internal inconsistencies on the error detection test, which required
the integration of nonadjacent sentences,

it

is possible that this group would also

have shown improvement relative to the controi class on a cloze test with content

words selectively deleted to require intersentence integration. Before concluding

that a training programme such

as

integration of successive sentences,

that used in this study has no effect on the

it

is suggested that tests designed specifically

to measure this ability be used. In hindsight, the use of a cloze test with every
nth word deleted was not a wise choice, given that the intention was to measure
intersentence integration'

5.4.3 ACER PrimarY Reading SurveY
The ACER Primary Reading Survey is an Australian standardised reading test,
where a time limit of thirty minutes is set and anslvers to multiple-choice questions

are recorded on a computer scoring sheet. Table 5.1-5 shows the average scores

for the two classes at three times of testing, as well as the signifrcance of class
differences according to the appropriate ú-tests. The maximum score for each test
was 39.
As the table indicates, the difference between the two classes on the immediate

posttest was significant (p

< .04), but there \¡as no significant

difference on the

delayed posttest. Since there uras a smali pretest difference between the classes,

immediate and delayed posttests were also subjected to covariance analyses' us-

ing pretest scores as the covariate. Table 5.16 shows the analysis of immediate
posttest scores.
As the tabie indicates, the difference between the two classes was in the pre-
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Table 5.15: Class comparison of ACER test scores
Results
Test

Pretest

Posttest

Delayed

Class

Mean

S.D.

t

df

p

Expt

19.88

8.57

0.95

46

.347

Cont

17.50

8.76

Expt

25.52

7.60

1.81

44

038

Cont

2r.22

8.47

Expt

26.88

6.77

0.92

46

.181

Cont

24,96

7.60

dicted direction, but did not reach the conventional level of significance, with

p:

.13. For the delayed posttest, the analysis of covariance confirmed the result

already obtained from the ú-test. There
classes,

\¡vas

no significant difference between the

with f'(1,46) < I, p : .62. Thus, the results do not allow the rejection of

the hypotheses that the population means for the ACER test of trained students
are less than or equal to the population means of untrained students at either

time of testing, hence the alternative hypotheses 3a) and 4a) put forward at the
beginning of this overall section cannot be accepted with regard to the ACER
test.
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Table 5.16: Covariance analysis of immediate posttest ACER scores
Source of variance

Sum

DF

of

F

SigofF:

1879.176

94.627

<

47.522

2.393

Mean
Sqlrare

Squares

Covariate:

1879.176

1

.001

Pretest ACER
scores

Main effect

47.522

1

130

training

Explained

Residual

Total

1926.698

2

963.349

874.21t

4L

19.859

2740.909

43

63.742

4E:510

<

.001
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Figure 5.6 graphically represents average scores for the two classes at the three
times of testing.

Figure 5.6: Class ACER scores at three times of testing
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classes improved over the three times

of testing. This improvement is most likely to be due to a practice effect with
the unfamiliar format of a standardised test. These children had not previously
completed a speeded test where answers were marked on a computer scoring
sheet.

The ACER test is a stringent test of comprehension since
processing not only

it

requires efficient

in terms of accuracy of constructed meanings, but also in

terms of speed. Results from the comprehension tests reported in the first

sec-

tion of this chapter suggest that the experimental group did improve in its ability
to construct meaning from texts relative to the control group, but used additional
reading time to do so. This improvement would, therefore, be difficult to demon-
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strate on a speeded test. However, the ciass difference approaching significance
on the ACER immediate posttest suggests that the experimental class was beginning to develop the ability to apply its skills under time pressure immediately

following training, but the development of this efficiency did not continue over
the ten weeks without instruction to the delayed posttest.

It

is possible that with further practice following the initial intensive training,

for example, by having two reading sessions per week to increase efficiency in
applying the trained skills, the children may be in a better position to demonstrate
improvements in comprehension on a speeded test.

To conclude this overall section on transfer tests, the results did not allow
rejection of the hypotheses that the population means of trained students were
less than

or equal to the population means of untrained students for the three

tests at the two times of testing, with one exception. The alternative hypotheses
3a) and 4a) stated at the beginning of this section could not be accepted, except

in the case of immediate posttest false alarms. However, in

several instances

results were

in the predicted direction and

approached a conventional level of

signifrcance.

In particular, children in the

experimental class showed signs of

improvement in error d.etection on both the immediate and the delayed posttests
and the ACER immediate posttest.
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5.5 Treatment-abilitv interactions
As explained previously, children in the experimental class had widely varying
levels of reading

ability. In order to examine whether the training programme

benefited all ability groups

to a similar extent, three groups were formed post

hoc on the basis of pretest ACER scores. The scores themselves suggested the
division into groups of approximately equai size. Table 5.17 shows the number of
children and the percentile range in each group.
Table 5.17: Ability groups and their percentile range

It

Group

N

Percentile range

Poor

8

8-24

Average

8

30-42

Good

9

61-95

should be noted that the middle group was average only in relation to this

sample;

in relation to national Australian norms the group tended to be below

average, although obviously less so than the poor gloup'

In order to

assess

whether each of these groups improved on comprehension

tests to a similar degree from the pretest to the posttest and the pretest to the
delayed posttest, post-training scores were subjected

to analysis of covariance,

using pretest comprehension scores as the covariate.

It

was hypothesised that

the training would be equally beneficial for all ability groups. More specifically,

it

was hypothesised

that:

5) There will be no difference in the mean comprehension gain scores of populations of good, average and poor readers in response to training.

i
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On neither the comprehension posttest nor the delayed posttest was there

a

signifrcant difference between the three ability groups once pretest scores were
accounted for,

p

: .ll

with F(2,24) 1 L, P: '48 for the posttest and F(2,23) -- 2'50'

for the delayed posttest. These results indicate that the null hypothesis 5)

stated above can be accepted. As a point of interest, though, group differences on
the d.elayed posttest did approach signifrcance, with the adjusted means indicating

that the average readers tended to improve most and the poor readers least
between the pretest and the delayed posttest, as can be seen on Figure 5'7, which

graphically represents the total comprehension scores for the three groups at the
three times of testing.
Figure 5.7: Total comprehension scores for three ability Sroups
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When the ACER immediate and delayed posttests were subjected to analysis
of covariance with the pretest ACER scores as the covariate, the F-values in both
ahalyses were below 1, indicating that there l,vas no signifrcant difference between
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the ability groups once pretest scores $rere accounted for. Hence the training
affected all ability groups in a simiiar way in terms of their performance on the

standardised ACER test'

A very simiiar pattern emerged from the anaiyses of immediate and delayed
posttest error detection hits and false alarms and the cloze tests. In only two
of these six analyses did the F-value exceed 2, these being posttest false alarms

F(2,23):

2.05, P

:

.L6 and the posttest cloze F(2,23)

:2'08, p:

'15'

Thus, from these analyses of comprehension tests and three transfer tests at

two times of testing there was no significant evidence of an interaction between
training and pretest reading ability, supporting hypothesis 5) that there wouid be
no difference in the magnitude of comprehension gains achieved by good, average

and poor readers as a result of training. In response to the fourth question set

out at the beginning of this chapter, the training programme can be beneficial to
above average and average readers, as well as to below average readers'
Before going on to the next section, a brief mention will be made of the decod-

ing adequacy of the ability groups. Not surprisingly, the group of poor readers
included the weakest decoders

in terms of both reading speed and distorting

errors. Table 5.18 shows the reading speed (*.p.-.), the number of distorting
errors (D.E.), nondistorting errors (N.D.E.) and total errors, with total errors
per minute in parentheses, for the eight poor readers when reading a 364-word
passage (Carnivorous plants)'

The students classified as adequate decoders in the Palincsar studies read

at least 80 w.p.m. with iess than two errors per minute. Since no statement
to the contrary is made, this criterion presumably included errors of all kinds,
making no distinction between distorting and nondistorting errors. According
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Table 5.18: Reading speed and accuracy for the group of poor readers
Student

ACER %tile rv.p.m

Total

N.D.E

D.E

L7

8

92

3

10

13 (3.2e)

08

8

tt7

2

I

11 (3.54)

24

L4

109

2

2

4 (1.20)

07

L4

116

Ð

10

15 (4.78)

2L

18

108

0

7

7 (2.08)

25

2L

Lzl

0

1

1 (0.33)

i9

24

119

3

0

3 (0.e8)

03

24

L24

5

6

11 (3.75)

143

1.0

4.6

5.3 (2.11)

Class mean

to this criterion, less than half of the group of poor readers in this study would
be classifred as adequate decoders when total errors were considered; for the
remaind.er, reading speed was adequate but they were too inaccurate to meet
the criterion. However, the total error score included nondistorting errors which,
while indicating less than perfect visual analysis, were not considered detrimental

to comprehension. As explained in the previous chapter, nondistorting

errors

included substitutions such as a sweet nectar f.or sweet nectar or leaues fot kaf.
Of greater concern were the distorting elrors; twenty-six such errors were made

by the entire experimental class, and of these, twenty were contributed by the
poor readers. As Table 5.18 shows, students 03 and 0? made the highest number
of such errors. The mistakes made by student 03 suggest that when uncertain she
guessed words on the basis of their beginning and general shape. Her distorting

r
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substitutions includeð. usual lor unusual, funless for funnel, uitamin for aictim,
nature lor nectar, and attack for attract While there was clearly a relationship
between the visual appearance of the words and her pronunciation, these errors

would make

it difficult if not impossible for student 03 to comprehend

the passage

as intended by its author. Student 07 appeared not to know the word prey and

read the rronsense word perie whenever

it occurred. Among

her other distorting

errors she also rather surprisingly substituted small plants lor small animals.

To conclude, most of the students in the experimental class were adequate
decoders.

All had adequate reading speed according to the criterion used

by

Palincsar, although two individuals in particular rvere inaccurate readers, to the

point where the inaccuracy of their visual analysis of print potentially interfered

with comprehension.
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5.6 Variables which predict comprehension
garns
A further question to be addressed in this study is why

some students

fail to

benefit from instruction while others make substantial gains. In Palincsar and
Brown (1984) one of the six students in the first experiment failed to improve,
although her entry level in terms of comprehension and Gates-MacGinitie scores
and decoding ability was similar to that of students who did improve. In Palincsar, Brown and Martin (1987), 20% of the students tutored by their peers failed

to make substantial gains.

In the previous section it was shown that treatment did not interact with
reading ability, as measured by the ACER pretest. Therefore, the ACER test,

on its own, cannot be used to discriminate between students who benefit from

training and those who do not.

It

seems unlikely

that such a discrimination

can be made on the basis of any other single variable. Discriminant analysis is

a multivariate statistical technique which allows analysis of variables together
rather than one at a time (Norusis, 1988). Therefore, discriminant analysis

was

used to evaluate the hypothesis that:

6) There is no difference in population mean comprehension improvement
scores of groups formed

from any combination of potentially discriminating vari-

ables.

A discriminant analysis, when used to discriminate between two groups,

con-

structs a single discriminant function, which is a linear combination of variables
weighted to maximise within group similarity and between group difference. The

weighting of each variable is provided by the discriminant coefficient for the vari-
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score for each student.

Students are then classified into groups according to whether their discriminant
score is above or below a certain cut-off point.

In the discriminant analysis the Wilk's method was used, which sèlects variables in step-wise fashion according to their importance in discriminating between

groups (Norusis, 1988). The criterion is the ability of each variable to minimise

the overall Wilk's lambda statistic. All eleven pretest measures were included

in the anaiysis, these being reading speed and oral errors (distorting and

non-

distorting), vocabulary, subject knowledge, attitudes to reading, comprehension
scores, ACER scores, error detection scores (hits and false alarms) and cloze test
scores.

Two groups of children ïvere formed post hoc on the basis of their degree of
timprover'was at least
improvement. The criterion chosen for classification as an
a t0% increase from the pretest total comprehension score on both the immediate

and delayed posttests. Thus, a student who scored 18 of the possible 30 marks

on the pretest would need to score at least 21 on both posttests to meet the

criterion. The criterion was made more stringent by the fact that any posttest
gain also had to be maintained on the delayed test. Group 1 were the improvers
and group 2 the nonimprovers.

Only 16 of the 25 chiidren in the experimental class were included in the
discriminant analysis. Of the remainder, six had incomplete comprehension test
scores

for at least one time of testing, two (students 01 and 18) had complete

comprehension scores but were missing data for other variables, and one student

(student 15) was deliberately exciuded. This student scored 85% on the pretest
and 93% on the delayed posttest, and so was performing close to ceiling level.

It
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that his inclusion in the group which did not meet the criterion of

impiovement may have been confusing, since

it is likely that the reason for his

small improvement was different to that of other students,

A significant discriminant function was found, with Wilk's lambda equivalent

tr'

(6,9)

:

5.L7,

p1

0'22,

.02, allowing rejection of the hypothesis under

test (hypothesis 6). A discriminant model based on six variables discriminated
between students who met the criterion of improvement (group 1) and those who

did not (group 2). Table 5.19 shows the order in which these six variables

\¡¡ere

entered into the equation according to the criterion of minimising Wilk's lambda'

Table 5.19: Variables in the discriminant model

Wilk's lambda

slg

1. Reading speed

.81

.09

2. Pretest ACER

.58

.03

3. Pretest knowledge

.45

.02

4. Pretest cloze

.38

.02

5. Pretest Attitude

.30

.02

6. Non-distorting oral errors

.22

.01

Variabie

The discriminant model based on these six variables successfully
100%

classifred

of the 16 students with complete data; 8 students were correctly classified

into group 1 and 8 were correctly classified into group 2. By chance 50% of students could be correctly classified into the two groups, whereas the discriminant
model correctly classifred 100% of students. Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of

discriminant scores for these 16 students.

5.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of discriminant scores for groups 1 and
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Discriminant Scores

As indicated previously, the discriminant score for each student is calculated
by multiplying his or her score for each variable in the model by the discriminant
score

for that variable and then summing the products. Raw scores are multi-

plied by the relevant unstandardised canonical discriminant function coeffi'cient,
however Table 5.20 also lists the standardised coefficients, since they indicate the

relative contribution of each variable to the discriminant scores once the scale of
measurement has been equalised.

Table 5.21 and Table 5.22 show the discriminant scores of students classifred into groups 1 and 2 respectively, and the probabitity of each student being
classified in this way given their discriminant score'

As Table 5.21 and Table 5.22 indicate, a negative discriminant score placed
students in group 1, and a positive score placed them in group 2. Two variables
making an important contribution to these discriminant scores were reading speed
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Table 5.20: Canonical discriminant function coefficients
Canonical discriminant function coefficients

Variable

Standardised

Unstandardised

Reading speed

-2.91

-0.10

ACER test

2.17

0.24

Knowledge

0.92

0.35

Cloze test

1.69

0.33

Attitude

-0.87

-0.25

Non-distorting errors

0.98

0.31

4.53

(Constant)

and ACER scores, as can be seen by examining previous tables. Table
shows

5.19

that the discriminant function became significant after the entry of these

two variables, although the remaining four variables continued to reduce the
Wilk's lambda and to irrtprove the ability of the discriminant model to correctly
classify students. Table 5.20 indicates that these two variables had the highest
standardised canonical discriminant function coefficients; reading speed made

a

relatively large negative contribution to a student's discriminant score, whereas

the ACER test made a relativeiy large positive contribution. In other words,
students who had a high reading speed relative úo their ACER score were likely

to

receive a negative discriminant score and hence

1. On the other

to be

classified into group

hand, students who had a high ACER score relafive úo their

reading speed were likely to be classified into group

2. It should be noted that
'

it

is the relative rather than the absolute value of these scores which influenced
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Table 5.21: Discriminant scores and probabilities of inclusion in group
Student ID

Discrim. score

Probability

04

-3.28

1.000

08

-0.23

0.691

11

-1.64

0.997

13

-t.92

0.999

L4

-2.94

1.000

16

-1.03

0.973

22

-2.09

0.999

24

-0.76

0.934

Mean

-1.74

1

a student's classification; as Table 5.23 shows, both groups included students
with varying levels of reading speed and ACER achievement. \Mith regard to the
remaining four variables, the discriminant coefficients listed in Table 5.20 indicate

that students were likely to have negative discriminant scores, and hence to

be

classified into group 1, if they had good decoding ability (high reading speed, low

non-distorting errors) and high attitude scores relatiae

úo

their ACER, cloze and

knowledge scores.
Table 5.23 and Tabie 5.24 show scores for the 16 students in the analysis for the

six variables in the discriminant model, as well as their percentage improvement

in comprehension from the pretest to the posttest and the pretest to the delayed
posttest, and their classification as good, average or poor readers according to,
the ACER pretest (see the previous section on treatment by ability interactions
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Table 5.22: Discriminant scores and probabilities of inclusion in group
Student ID

Discrim. score

Probability

02

0.72

0.925

06

3.66

1.000

07

1.94

0.999

77

1.05

0.975

19

L.20

0.985

20

1.43

0.993

2L

2.47

1.000

23

1.41

0.993

Mean

t.74

for details of this classification).
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2

Stud

ACER

Pretest

Posttest

Delayed

a

va¡iables in

Table 5.23: Values for
Read

Pretest

ts

1

Pretest

Þ

Pretest

Pretest

tl-l

Read

Es

I.D

class.

04

good

08

poor

Comp
18.5

8.5

Yo change

To change

Speed

ACER

t7.7

t6.7

190

25

20.0

36.7

r17

9

Know
12

I

Cloze

Attitude

19

18

Ð

N.D.E

9r

2

tq

câ

6

9

2

F

E
(â

11

av

7.5

10.0

23.3

r+2

16

T2

13

13

0

13

av

9.0

28.3

25.0

157

16

I4

74

18

5

zfl

T4

good

17.0

25.0

30.0

182

34

10

8

15

b

z\

16

good

19.5

10.0

IT.7

168

32

10

11

13

3

Þ
O
O

l-l
!

22

av

24

poor

Mean

19"

AV

13.0

2t.7

i5.0

r37

18

9

I

18

7

10.5

35.0

L6.7

109

11

11

10

i6

2

t2.9

20.2

2L.9

150.3

20.7

10.9

11.3

15.0

3.3

17.0

20.0

25.0

149

77

(6)

17

T4

I

t.r

È

t5

zH
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Table 5.24: Values for discriminat
Stud

ACER Pretest

I.D.

class

02

av.

Comp
19.5

Read

variables in
Pretest

Posttest

Delayed

% change

Yo change

Speed

ACER

-8.3

15.0

140

20

a
Ftj

2

Pretest

Þ

Pretest

tì

Read

Pretest

EE

Know.

l+

Cloze

Attitude

N.D.E.

t2

16

5

Ð
Sn

EU

Crl

06

good

20.5

8.3

23.3

168

t7

35

19

19

4

tì
r-.1

07

poor

8.5

-3.3

-11.7

116

11

t4

6

11

10

17

poor

9i

0.0

3.3

92

I

l4

0

15

10

19

poor

10.0

18.3

L.7

119

t4

L2

L4

11

0

20

good

14.0

2r.7

tt
ù.ù

L46

25

8

13

I

4

17.0

10.0

to
ù..)

108

T2

15

9

15

7

9.5

5.0

2L.7

116

L7

8

15

15

4

t2.8

11.0

13.6

5.5

12)

13

18

3

15

16

19

3

27

poor

23

av.

Mean

13.6

6.5

7.5

t25.6

t7.9

01"

good

15.5

6.7

1.7

168

25

15"

good

25.5

6.7

8.3
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Students marked with subscriptg (") were not included in the anaiysis for reasons stated previousiy, although they had complete comprehension scores and so

could be classified as improvers or non-improvers. Student 15 had been deliberately excluded because of his high comprehension scores, and students 01 and
18 were inissing one of three knowledge test scores. In order to be able to test

the discriminant model on these three students, class mean values were substituted for the one knowledge test missed by students 01 and 18. The following
discriminant scores were calculated:
Table 5.25: Discriminant scores for three additional students

Stud. ID

Discrim. score

01

-3.03

15

0.00

18

-1.40

Classification

group

1

unclassified

group

1

Student 18 was correctly classifred according to the discriminant model

an improver in group

1.

as

However, student 01 was incorrectly classified as an

improver, and the score of student 15 fell between the two groups, although he
should have been classified into group 2 on the basis of his small comprehension

improvement. Thus, only one of the three students was correctly classified. It
should also be noted that although all of the 16 students in the original analysis
rüere correctly classifred, some of the discriminant scores did not reflect the stu-

dents' actual comprehension gains. Examination of Table 5.21, Table 5.22 and
Table 5.23 shows that student 08 was the most marginal member of group 1 according to her discriminant score, although she showed very large comprehension
gains. On the other hand, the high discriminant score of student 06 clearly placed
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her in group 2, whereas her comprqhension gains only just fell short of the crite-

rion for improvement. These points suggest limitations in the generalisability of
the model.
Norusis (1988) notes that perfect classiflcation in a discriminant analysis is
unusual, and that a model will normally

fit the sample from which it is derived to

a greater degree than another sample from the same population. The predictive
power of the present model could not be tested, since no data were available from

another sample. However, the classification of the three students not included in

the original analysis is an example of the point made by Norusis.

It

should also

be noted that limitations in the model would be expected, since

it

was derived

from a small number of

cases.

Nevertheless,.bearing

in mind

these provisos, the discriminant model indi-

cated that students who met the criterion of improvement and clearly benefrted
from training were those whose comprehension skills (ACER, cloze) were not commensurate with their decoding ability (reading speed, non-distorting errors), and
who had relatively positive attitudes to reading but less subject knowledge. This

pattern applied to all reading ability levels within this sample. Those students
who did not meet the criterion of improvement had high comprehension skills
relative to their decoding ability. The educational implications of this finding

will be discussed further in the next chapter.

It is interesting to note that the students trained so successfuliy in, for example, Brown and Palincsar (1982) and Palincsar and Brown (1984) were adequate
decoders but poor comprehenders. In other words, they were students likely to
be predicted as comprehension improvers by the discriminant model derived from'

data in the present study.
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comments

This final section will examine two further aspects of the study, nameiy, differences
between students of Anglo and non-Anglo background, and attitudes to reading

within the experimental class following training.

5.7.1 Ethnic

differences

As was pointed out in the previous chapter, frfteen students in the experimental
class and eighteen students

in the control class were of non-Anglo background,

primarily ltalian. However, all but one of these children was Australian-born.
Pretest comparisons indicated a signifrcant difference between students of Anglo
and non-Anglo background on many of the variables that were measured. For
the purposes of this analysis, scores from the two classes were combined, since no

training had yet taken place. Table 5.26 shows average scores for the two groups of
children on all pretest measures, as well as standard deviations, ú-values and their
significance, and estimated ø2 values. The t-tests here are two-tailed, since no
difference was originally predicted in population means of Anglo and non-Anglo
students.
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Table 5.26: Pretest differences between Anglo and non-Anglo groups

Test

Group

N

Mean

S.D.

Comprehension total

Anglo

t7

17.t2

4.83

non-Anglo

33

L2.42

4.99

Anglo

16

25.81

8.14

non-Anglo

32

15.13

6.50

Anglo

T7

13.35

4.82

non-Anglo

31

9,81

4.81

Anglo

t7

3.26

1.85

non-Anglo

31

1.87

r.44

Anglo

T7

1.53

1.74

non-Anglo

31

3.29

3.56

Anglo

t7

152.65

28.94

non-Anglo

32

126.78

24.86

Anglo

L7

0.76

1.05

non-Anglo

32

2.3r

3.96

Anglo

T7

5.59

4.68

non-Anglo

32

6.13

4.27

Anglo

L7

16.76

1.92

non-Anglo

31

12.90

4.97

Anglo

77

25.29

2.62

non-Anglo

33

2T.6L

4.94

Anglo

17

12.35

3.10

non-Anglo

33

10.58

3.74

ACER

Cloze test

Error detection: hits

Error detection: false

t

df

p

u2

3.91

48

003

.23

4.93

46

.001

.33

2.44

46

019

.10

2.90

46

006

,T4

1.91

46

062

.05

3.27

47

.002

T7

L.64

47

.108

03

0.41

47

.687

00

3.07

46

.004

15

2.87

48

.006

13

1.68

48

.099

04

<

alarms

Reading speed

Distorting errors

Non-distorting errors

Attitudes to reading

Total vocabuiary

Total knowiedge
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As the table shows, significant differences between the groups were found on
the comprehension test, the ACER test, the cloze test, error detection, attitudes
to reading, oral reading speed, and vocabulary test. Differences approached significance for error detection false alarms, oral reading distorting errors and subject

knowiedge. As a group, then, the children of non-Anglo background were

less

skilled readers and had less knowledge relevant to reading than their peers of
Angio background. \Mhere there rvas a significant difference between the groups,
the estimated, u2 value indicates that ethnicity accounted for variance in
ranging from l-0% for the cloze test
comprehension and ACER tests

to

33%

scores

for the ACER test. Thus, for the

in particular, there

uras

a moderately strong

association between ethnicity and pretest achievement'

However, of greater interest than their entry level was whether children of

Anglo and non-Anglo background benefited to a similar extent from the training
programme. Considering that there rvas no interaction between treatment and
reading ability, as demonstrated previously, it was anticipated that the two groups

would make similar comprehension gains. Hence the hypothesis to be tested

is

as follows:

7) There is no difference in the mean comprehension gain scores of populations

of children of Anglo and non-Anglo descent in response to training.
Scores for the immediate and delayed comprehension and transfer tests for the

experimental class were subjected to analysis of covariance, with the correspond-

ing pretest score as the covariate. In each analysis the F-value was below 1 and
hence far short of signiflcance, indicating that the performance of the two groups

was not significantly different once pretest scores ïvere accounted for. Therefore,'

hypothesis 7) predicting no difference can be accepted.
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This frnding is particularly important from the point of view of being able to
generalise the findings of this study

to a population of grade 5 students wider

than that in the catchment area of this school. The percentage of students of

Italian background was high within the samples studied, however, since both
Anglo and non-Anglo students benefited equally from the training the findings
can be generalised to grade 5 classes with varying ethnic compositions.

It

was

pointed out, though, that all but öne of the non-Anglo children ulere Australian-

born, so the findings may not apply to more recently arrived migrant children.

5.7.2 Attitudes to reading
The Survey of Attitudes to Reading was administered at each time of testing

in order to examine whether negative attitudes could limit the effectiveness of
training, and also whether attitudes would change as a result of the training.
Table 5.27 shows the average attitude scores for the two classes at the three
times of testing. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses. The possible
range of scores was 20 to -20.

Table 5.27: Average attitude scores for the two classes
Pretest

Posttest

Delayed

Experimental

14.6s (3.35)

15.25 (4.44)

15.35 (2.e1)

Control

13.s3 (5.58)

14.50 (5.27)

14.38 (6.26)

Class

The two classes were not significantly different at any time of testing, nor was

there a significant difference within classes between times of testing. Thus, the
training programme did not alter the attitudes of the experimental class towards
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reading. Paris and Oka (1986b) suggest that such attitudes are not easily altered

by a training programme of limited duration.

It

certainly lvas the case that

individual students were fairly consistent in their ratings from one time of testing

to the next. This lack of change was not a problem considering the positive
attitudes expressed by most students, as can be seen from the class averages in
Table 5.27.
There rvere, however, some students in the experimental class who expressed
less

positive attitudes. Student 17 and student 07 were among the weakest readers

in the class and did not improve as a result of training. Their attitude

scores,

respectively, dropped from 15 to 6 and from 11 to 7 over the course of training.

In the course of the daily reading practice they may have

become more aïvare

of their below average achievement and their lack of improvement, even though
every effort was made to encourage all students.

Student 08 retained less positive attitudes than her peers, even though

she

made substantial gains during training. Her pretest comprehension average ïvas
a low 28To,but she improvedby 20To on the immediateposttest and 37% on the

delayed posttest to raise her above the class average. Nevertheless, her attitude
scores were 9, 11 and 8 on the pretest, posttest and delayed posttest respectively.

On the other hand, the attitude of student 20 improved substantially. This boy

frequently announced that he u¡as a poor reader; he had four older sisters who

told him so. However, he was above the 60th percentile on the ACER pretest,
and made substantial gains on both the ACER test and the comprehension tests

following training. His attitude score moved from 7 to 16, and he conceded that
he was no longer a poor reader.

After the còmpletion of the posttests, a few students spontaneously wrote
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thank you notes and their comrnents about the training programme. Prompted
by this action, the class teacher asked all students, once the experimenter had left
the school, whether they would care to write comments about the programme and
what they thought they had gained from

it. The comments were on the whole very

favourable, although students also expressed some reservations and suggestions.

Most students remarked that they had learned more about reading from the
programme and felt that they were now reading with more understanding. Some
comments of this nature included:

"I

learned,

to read slowly through the

boolc,

not rushing through it

like a competition."
"The lessons helped me to f,nd, out about stories instead of reailing
them anil not learning anything."

"The lessons helped me to understand, what

I

am reading and to

shorten things down in my outn words."

"I

learned how

to

brealc down paragrøphs and, und,erstand, what

I

read more. The lessons helped me to read more, and to read more
carefully."
Several students commented specifically that the lessons had helped them rn

gathering information for projects and in writing projects.

"I thinlc the

lessons helped me

in my project work to pick out im-

portant information because I found the project we did after the lessons
easier th,an projects
"Before uhen

but now

I

I'il

done before."

did projects

I used to copy writing out of the boole,

I write projects in my own words."
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to improae my read,ing and the way

I write information for projects."
The class teacher also formed the impression that students' project work had
improved. Aspects she particularly noted were less verbatim copying out of books,
greater organisation of information, and more use of headings and subheadings.

Although most students expressed favourable opinions on the effectiveness of
the programme and most, if not all, students found the topics studied interesting,

there were also some reservations and suggestions. As one student commented:

"I thinlc the lessons were interesting but went frorn

easy to hard, too quickly." A

number of other students also commented that the lessons became quite difrcult
towards the end, when students were working more independently. Some students
also commented that they were getting bored towards the end. This comment
rvas supported

by a greater restlessness observed in the class in the last few days

of training. One boy made the sensible suggestion that

it might be better to have

lessons three times a week instead of every day.

The comments written by the children urere on the whole quite perceptive, and

will be considered further when modifications to the programme are suggested in
the next chapter.
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6.1 Introduction
The intention in this study was to test a training programme designed to improve
comprehension of expository texts.

It

was not intended as a remedlal intervention

tor below average readers, but rather aimed to improve the ability of all students

to learn from expository texts. Many researchers have drawn attention to the
need to develop this skiil in the upper primary grades. For example, Armbruster

et al (1991) note that American high school students have difficulty understanding expository texts, which these authors link, in part, to limited exposure to the
genre in the primary years. B. Taylor (1986) observed that grade 6 students pro-

duced almost no mental gist after reading a few pages of a content area textbook'

Berkowitz (1986, p. 162) concludes that Taylor's observation is a common one
when she states
,,A common obseruation among both classroom teachers and, read'-

ing

researclt"ers i,s

that middte-grade stud,ents haue d,fficulty
510

read'ing

6.
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and remlernbering what theg h.aue read, in their content area textbooks.
Because these teætboolçs become an increasingly more important mode

for learning in the ltigher grade leaels, it is imperatiae that middlegrade students learn how to read and studg content area material'"

In Australia, primary teachers do not use basal reading

series as appears to

be the case in the United States. Teachers to a greater extent design their own
lessons, and

it

would be useful for them to have available effective materials for

developing the ability to cômprehend expository texts. Research cited in chapter

three clearly shows that this ability can be enhanced in primary school children,

but as Paris, Wasik and van der'Westhuizen (1987, p. 38) note:

"Until interuentions &re more aaailable in
used,

ø

format that is easily

bg educators, etperimental research is unlikely to be adopted in

classroom settings."

In particular, Paris et al suggest that teachers should be able to use a programme without intensive in-service training, and that

it

should be able to be

used with existing groups of students rather than requiring small group teaching.

As set out in chapter three, the reciprocal teaching programme implemented by
Palincsar has proved to be very effective in enhancing comprehension of expos-

itory texts, incorporating strategies which encourage macrostructure formation,
activation of prior knowledge, and more active goal-setting and comprehension
monitoring. However, in Palincsar (1987) half the teachers in the study found the
reciprocal teaching dialogue difrcult even after in-service training. In this study,

the largest group of children taught by the Palincsar method was 16, still

con-

siderably smaller than most normal classes. Thus, the present study attempted
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to teach similar strategies to the ones used by Palincsar in a format that could
potentially be easier for teachers to use and that was suitable for use with intact
classes of

normal size. The written format was intended to provide a framework

within which

a teacher could work, and

written responses

rvere intended

to ensure

maximum engagement by all students. The study also investigated the effectiveness of the programme

with a mixed ability class in grade 5, in contrast to the

below average readers in grade 7 taught in most of the Palincsar studies,

6.2

Comprehension tests

The experimental class showed a significant improvement in comprehension following three weeks of training. This improvement was maintained on the delayed

test administered ten weeks after training, albeit with a lower percentage of explained variance, and occurred without students being prompted to use trained
strategies during testing. Performance on practice passages during training also
showed a steady improvement, indicating that the demonstrations of enhanced
comprehension were robust and durable. Although students in the class did not

have a high level of knowledge about the topics of the test passages prior to
reading, scoring 39%, 4I% and 42To on the pretest, posttest and delayed posttest
knowledge tests respectively, they were able to answer an increasing number of
comprehension questions correctly, indicating that they had improved their abil-

ity to learn new information from texts.
Macrostructure formation rvas
gramme; students were instructed

a central component of the training
to devote additional

processing

pro-

to headings

and subheadings, to invent topic sentences for paragraphs, and to relate the topic

r
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sentences to section headings. The improvements in comprehension resulting from

this training provide some support for the view of van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) regarding the importance of macrostructure formation. According to these authors,

the macrostructure provides a basis for logically connecting sequences of text,
means of organising information

in memory, retrieval

a

cues for the recall of this

information, as well as a construction defining the most important elements of

a

text. Loman and Mayer (1933) show that when macrostructure formation is facilitated through signalling, students recall more conceptual information and are
able to make better use of that information for creative problem solving. Wino-

grad (1984, p.42O)concludes
teæt

lhat "the ability to identifg important

is a strateg,ic skill that und,erlies both comprehension

ønd,

elements in a

surnmarization."

Van Dijk and Kintsch (1933) postulate that readers use many sources of information when forming a macrostructure, including titles, thematic statements and

explicitly signalled text structure, as well as subject knowledge. Among adults,
titles influence the construction of what a text is about and its recall (Bransford
and Johnsor., L972; Schallert, 1976), and readers spend longer processing topic
sentences than non-topic sentences (Lorch et al, 1985).

Among children, though, \Minograd (1984) notes that poor readers have diffi-

culty using textual cues to identify important information. Williams et al (1981)
show that grade 5 children have not yet learned to identify and attend to topic
sentences, and Garner and Gillingham (1987) similarly conclude that grade 5 stu-

dents are not well equipped for tasks which require them to attend to structural

properties of texts. Brown and Day (1983) observed that grade 5 children rarely
invented topic sentences in their passage summaries, and did not even make good
use of explicit topic sentences.
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Given the importance of macrostructure formation and the poorly developed

skills grade 5 children generally have in this area,

it

is likely that focusing on

explicit structural cues and inventing topic sentences during training played

an

important role in the improved comprehension which resulted. Such a conclusion
is consistent with other studies which have improved comprehension as a result
of focusing, at least in part, on macrostructure formation, including the Palincsar studies, Salomon et al (1989), Stevens (1988),

Krrtz and Borkowski

(1987),

Borkowski et al (1988) and Adams et al (1982).
However,

it would be desirable to have data on the degree to which the trained

strategies, in particular, paragraph summarisation, were mastered,

in order to

be able to analyse the association between strategy mastery and comprehension
achievement more precisely. In Palincsar (1987), improvements in summarisation
performance predicted improvements in comprehension, but this relationship did

not occur in Palincsar, Brown and Martin (1987). As was noted previously,
studentst work booklets were not available for inspection, but

in any case, it

would be preferable to include a paragraph summarisation task in the battery
of tests to ensure that students were working independently. This point will be
referred to again in the final section of this chapter.
Comprehension improvements in this study were achieved without prompting

students to use the trained strategies and were maintained for ten weeks after

training, a delay longer than that investigated in most studies involving macrostrategies; only Brown and Palincsar (1982) and Palincsar and Brown (1984) inves-

tigated the maintenance of strategies over a similar or longer period. As indicated
previously, Paris and Oka (1986a) consider that students will only use strategies

without prompting if they consider them to be worthwhile and important. The
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was explained to students, most of

whom could also observe for themselves improvements in comprehension on their

individual progress charts during the course of training.

It is a plausible

infer-

ence, given the comprehension gains and their maintenance over ten weeks, that

students were convinced of the value of the strategies, and therefore continued to
use them, unprompted, over

time. However, since such beliefs were not directly

measured, this point remains conjectural.

Similarly speculative is the possibility that as a result of training students

de-

veloped more sophisticated goals for reading expository texts. As Brown (1980,

p. a5a) notes: "The reader's purpose determines how he or she sets about read,-

ing."

McKoon and Ratclitr (1992) concluded that global inferences were only

made and used
Graesser

to guide local processing when

readers had particular goals.

et al (1980) observed that adult readers devoted more attention to

macrostructure formation when they were reading

in preparation for an essay

rather than multiple-choice questions, thus supporting Brown's contention

re-

garding the importance of goals. Lorch et al (1993) found that college students
recognised different purposes for reading and adjusted their processing accord-

ingly. Skilled adult readers can set different goals according to the task they are
engaged in.

However, poor readers, whether children (Garner and Kraus, 1981-2) or adults

(Gambrell and Heathington, 1981) may set goals which are too heavily focused on
word-level processes, and may see the good reader as one who can read quickly

and fluently. Even

if goals are not limited to this extent, it is possible that

children may focus on understanding individual sentences. The training provided'

a model of a different purpose to aim for, one focused on understanding main
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ideas. In the comments from students quoted in the previous chapter, one boy
noted that he no longer tried to read fast like in a competition, and another said

that he now read to find out what a story was about rather than reading without
learning anything. It may be that such comments reflect more sophisticated goals

for reading. The possibility that reading goals evolve in the course of training
could be tested by the use of questionnaires or interviews such as those used by

Garner and Kraus (1981-2) and Gambrell and Heathington (1981). This point

will be referred to again in the final section of the chapter.

6.3 Tlansfer tests
Results on the transfer tests were not as positive as on the comprehension tests.
Nevertheless, error detection scores did move in the predicted direction and approached significance. On the pretest, the experimental class detected 36% of the

errors, with this score increasing to 53To and 49To on the immediate and delayed
posttests respectively. In contrast, the control class declined from an initial 45%

to 44% and 38% on the immediate and delayed posttests respectively.

Class dif-

<

ferences approached significance when pretest scores were accounted for (p

and

p(

.07 for immediate and delayed posttests respectively). The experi-

mental class also tended to underiine less unproblematic information (p

p<

.tO

.08 for immediate and delayed posttests respectively). Studies

<

in

.007,

which

training effects transferred to error detection tests include Palincsar and Brown
(1984), Paris and Jacobs (1934), Paris, Cross and Lipson (1984) and Paris and
Oka (1986b). However, in the Paris studies the errors rvere nonsense words and
scrambled clauses which, as will be discussed further below, are easier to detect
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than internal inconsistencies. Also Paris and Oka note that improvement came
about largely due to a reduction in false alarms rather than an increase in hits.
Several studies indicate that rates of detecting explicit internal inconsistencies

are often low. For example, Garner and Kraus (1981-2) observed that detection
of intersentence contradictions was low even among good readers in grade 7, with

poor readers detecting none at all. In Reis and Spekman (1983), poor readers in
grades 6 and 7 scored an average of.17% for detection of such errors. In Markman

(1979), 43%

of.

the children in grades 3, 5 and 6 missed all or all but one of the

three expiicit contradictions. Even the performance of adults leaves much room

for improvement in this area (Grabe et al, 1991; Baker and Anderson, 1982;
Baker, 1985b; Glenberg et al, 1982).
One reason why the detection of internal inconsistencies is difficult is because

it

requires constructive processing before the error can become apparent (Mark-

man, 1979; Markman and Gorin, 1981; Beal, 1990). For example, Baker (1985b,
p. 311) states

lhat

"detection of internal inconsistencies inaolues the ability to re-

trieae and, integrate nonadjacent propositions and draw logicøl inferences." Skilled
readers are normally unaware of the processing they are carrying out when all op-

erations are proceeding smoothly. However, their efforts become conscious when
integration operations fail (Capelli and Markman, 1982; Baker, 1985a). As Mark-

man (1981, p. 75) notes: "...much information about one's comprehension is

a

by-prod,uct of actiue attem,pts to und,erstand, and, not just' of attempts to monitor."

Markman (1935) goes on to point out that the likelihood of detecting a par-

ticular error should vary with the amount of processing required. Considerable
processing is required

to detect internal

inconsistencies, so

it

is not surprising'

that they are difficult errors to detect. Consistent with this point, Scardamalia
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was easier to detect errors which could be

found by questioning the plausibility of individual statements rather than requiring the integration of successive statements. Similarly, Garner and Kraus (1981-2)

found that intrasentence contradictions were easier to detect than intersentence
contradictions. Not surprisingly, Zabrucky and Moore (1989) concluded that the
abitity to detect internal inconsistencies developed iater than the ability to detect
nonsense words.

Considering

that the detection of internai

inconsistencies relies heavily on

integration operations and awareness that they are not proceeding smoothly, two
possible reasons can be suggested as to why children in particular find this type of

error difficult to detect. Firstly, they may not carry out the necessary constructive
processing or, secondly, even

if they do, they may not devote sufficient attention

to processing difficulties.
Baker (19S4b) concludes that younger and poorer readers may see the goal

of reading as understanding the words, rather than constructing larger units of
meaning. Garner (1931) refers to 'piecemeal processing' carried out by poorer
readers, in which they focus on word-level operations rather than integration.
Consistent with the hypothesis of inadequate integration, Markman (1979) noted

that children were inclined to question the plausibility of individual statements,
rather than integrating successive statements to find contradictions. A similar
observation r¡¡as made by Tunmer et al (1983, p. 107), who comment that children
such as those in their study "question the truth of indiuidual sentences rather than

integrate the story as a whole and enamine its oaerall logical structure."
Inadequate integration could be one reason why readers fail to detect internal

inconsistencies. However, even when children show signs of the integration dif-
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ficulties which in adults often give.rise to awareness of problems, they may still

fail to report an error. For example, both Harris et al (1981) and Zabrucky and
Ratner (1986) found similar increases in reading times in the region of an error for
grade 3 and grade 6 children, but grade 3 children reported fewer errors, leading

Zabrucky and Ratner to conclude

that

"beginning read,ers process inform,ation in

a constructiae fashion and, show rudimentary skills at applying both internal
eæternal standards of eaaluation, but . . . their processing may not result

and,

in con-

scious o,wo,reness of non-comprehension or . . . theg rnay not know how to interpret

such ataareness" (p. 1a1a).

The training programme to some extent addressed both these problems. The
strategy of subsuming the individual sentences in a paragraph into one summary

statement should encourage students to form larger units of meaning wherein
contradictions would potentially be more apparent. Students were also encouraged

to explicitly ask themselves whether there were any words or ideas that

were unclear. Although Markman (1985) notes that adults do not usually engage

in such self-questioning, this strategy was included to attempt to make students
attend more closely to any processing difficulties they might have experienced,
rather than overlooking such problems

as

in Harris et al (1981) and Zabrucky and

Ratner (1986). While the training programme included strategies useful for error
detection,

it

should be noted that students did not engage in any error detection

tasks during training, so that this test involved transfer of skills to a novel task.
Epstein et al (1984, p. 355) emphasise the significance of error detection when
they state that "abilitg to detect a contradiction is uery close to what we normally
nxecln by comprehension. . .

.IÍ o read,er cannot d,etect a contrad,iction of a main'

idea (inserted, into the teæt by an eæperimenter), then

it is unlileely that the reader
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has understooil the teæt as the author intended."

The improved error detection shown by the experimental class, even though

it did not quite reach significance, at least suggests improved

comprehension in

the manner indicated by Epstein et al. If false alarms are an example of questioning the plausibitity of individual statements rather than comparing successive
statements, then the tendency to produce fewer false alarms and more hits suggests that these students were beginning to engage

in more of the constructive

processing necessary for contradictions to become apparent.

It will

be proposed

in the final section of this chapter that the training period needs to be extended
beyond three weeks.
reach significance

It

is possible that class differences in error detection would

if students had more time to consolidate the gains they were

beginning to show in this study.

Turning now to the ACER test, the hypothesis of improved performance as a
result of training was not supported. On the immediate posttest results were in
the predicted direction once pretest scores were taken into account (p:.13), 6tt¡
the delayed posttest showed no difference between the

classes.

Paris and his colleagues have not found improvements in standardised test
performance as a result of their ISL programme, and have questioned the appropriateness of such instruments to measure the effectiveness of classroom interven-

tions. For example, Paris, Cross and Lipson (1984, p. 1249-50) conclude:
"The GATES and TORC

n'Leo,s'u,re

student ach'ieuement that is

primarily determined by general intelligence and bacleground experiences. Theg are good, tests

for

discriminati'ng students according to

ability, but the instruments seem ill-suited as rneo,sures of aariations

in

classroorn

curricula. One might

o,rgue

that successful perforrrLúnce
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on sta,ndo,rdized tests depends. on cornprehension strategies, but these
seem dissimilar to many ISL strategies and, indeed, unlike nLúnA other

ord,inary reading actiuities of elementary school child"ren. For
ple, rereading

and,

eæam-

paraphrasing in a d,eliberate fashion may be too time

consuming while talcing a stand,ardized test."

Working under time pressure does make it more difficult to apply reflective
comprehension strategies. Although students' reading time

for comprehension

tests was not formally measured in this study for reasons explained previously,

informal observations indicated that following training the experimental

class

spent considerably longer reading test passages than the control class. This more

reflective approach would be difficult to apply to the ACER test, when there are
39 questions to be answered in 30 minutes. Nevertheless, there was a movement

in the predicted direction on the immediate posttest. Therefore, it is

suggested

that another possibility should be investigated before standardised tests such as
the ACER are dismissed as inappropriate instruments for the purpose.
The longer time spent reading comprehension test passages suggests that students were still slow in the application of strategies, which were not yet sufficiently

well practised to be applied efficiently. However, improved comprehension scores
and a movement in this direction on the ACER immediate posttest suggests that

at least the rudiments of the strategies had been learned. Thus, if the training
period is extended, as recommended in the fina1 section of this chapter,

it is pos-

sible that strategies could become sufficiently well mastered to be applied under

the time pressure of the ACER test.
Performance on the cloze tests showed no signs of improvement as a result

of training. If the cloze tests measured intersentence integration as intended,
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then this result is rather surprising, considering that there were signs of improvement on the error detection test, requiring the integration of nonadjacent
sentences.

It

cloze tests

with every nth word deleted are not a good measure of intersentence

was suggested, following Shanahan, Kamil and Tobin (1982), that

integration. If such tests do, to a considerable extent, measure introsenlence integration, then there would be no reason to assume that the present study, focused
on macrostructure formation, would improve cloze performance.

In order to

assess

whether students will transfer their new skills to a test of

intersentence integration,

it is suggested that

cloze tests

with selectively deleted

content words should be used, as in the studies by Carr et al (1983) and De-

witz el al (1987), where such tests were used as training to improve inferential
comprehension.

6.4 Discriminating

students who improve from

those who do not
Eleven pretest variables were entered into a discriminant analysis

in order to

determine which combination of variables, if any, would distinguish those students

who improved their comprehension as a result of training from those who did

not. The criterion for improvement
comprehension test

was set

at a L0% gain from the pretest

to both the immediate and delayed posttests. A significant

discriminant function was found, based on six variables.

All

16 students who

had complete data were correctly classified as either improvers or non-improvers
according to this model.

An important component of the discriminant model was the relationship

be-
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tween decoding skill and comprehçnsion measures; the improvers had high decoding skill (high reading speed, low non-distorting errors) relative úo their per-

formance of. cloze and ACER tests. Put another way,

it

appeared that these

students were not fully utilising the processing capacity which should have been
available for comprehension tasks, given their level of decoding

skill. In this

re-

gard these students resembledthe students taught by Brown and Palincsar (1982)
and Palincsar and Brown (1984), who were adequate decoders but below average
comprehenders, except that in the present study the model applied to students of

varying levels of comprehension ability. The non-improvers, on the other hand,
had lower decoding skill relative to their cloze and ACER performance.

It

should

be kept in mind, though, that the relationship between decoding skill and comprehension measures in the model vras a relative one; the group of improvers did

not show uniformly high decoding skill or low levels of comprehension in absolute
terms, nor did the group of non-improvers show uniformly low decoding skill or

high compreherlsion.
The implication of the discriminant model will be considered in relation to
the view of working memory put forward by Daneman (1984). However,

it

must

be noted that these comments are speculative, since the model was derived from
a small sample of students.

Daneman (1984, p. 368-9) describes the relationship between processing efficiency, working memory capacity and comprehension performance as follows:

"The major tenet of the theory is that indiaid,ual reader differences
infl,uence the integration processes of reading comprehension and that
one cruc'ial source of read,er difference is processing efficiency in uork-

ing m,emory. . . . Slouer and less efficient processes

nxa,A consurrLe n'Lore
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of the aaailøble capacity and so lessen the amount of additional capac-

itg for storing and maintaining information in worlcing m,ernory,
working mernorg has less information subsequent processing
be

uill

If

not

optimal."

The Reading Span test (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980) was designed to measure the relationship between storage and processing functions; those readers who
processed sentences efficiently as they read aloud should have more capacity to

store the frnai words for later recall.

In

support of Daneman's theory, large

span readers processed difficutt syntactic constructions more efficiently (Carpen-

ter and Just, 1989). Large span readers lvere better abie to recover from inconsistent interpretations (Daneman and Carpenter, 1983). Large span readers also
showed more accurate pronoun assignment, fact retrieval and

title

generation,

which Daneman and Carpenter (1980) attribute to their greater capacity to form

rich and coherent chunks in memory, from which inferences and generalisations
can more effectively be made.

In

contrast, \Malczyk (1990) found no relationship between subcomponent

processing and the detection of explicit and implicit inconsistencies, leading him

to state
a,ccess

that:

"This irnplies a threshold beyond which efficient encoding, semantic

anil logical proposit'ion integration afford no facilitating effects for strategic

reading actiuities, at least

a,s n'Leüsured

by error detection" (p. a9a).

In the present study, overall processing efficiency was not measured; reading
speed and accuracy are only aspects thereof. Also, the aim here was

not to

explain the level of comprehension achievement at a particular time, but rather
to explain the capacity to improve comprehension, at whatever level, as a result of

training. In spite of these differences to the situation described by Daneman (for
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it is suggested that the Daneman

model, rather than that of Walczyk, has relevance to the present study.
Assuming that a particular level of decoding skill, as one component of processing efficiency, leaves a certain capacity for comprehension processes, then the

reader who is not fully utilising that capacity is the one who is likely to benefit

from instruction. The reader who is fully utilising the available capacity, whether

it

be high or low, may have difficulty integrating new strategies into his or her

repertoire and applying them to comprehension tasks.
As indicated, these comments are speculative, but they do have testable im-

plications. If the comments have any validity, then increasing decoding

speed

and accuracy should increase the probability that a student's comprehension will
improve as a result of training. In the final section of this chapter,

it will

be sug-

gested that the last phase of the training programme could involve small group

work where students read aloud to each other. This increased opportunity to
practise existing decoding skills may have the effect of improving processing efficiency and creating increased capacity to master new comprehension strategies.

Another possibility is to use a vocabulary expansion programme such as that

de-

veloped by Beck et al (1982), in conjunction with strategy training. As explained

in chapter one, this programme taught groups of thematically related words in
such a way

that an interconnected memory representation was formed and words

could be rapidly accessed.

Within the context of the

decoding-comprehension relationship described

above, another variable which contributed to the discriminant model was atti-

tude to reading. The improvers expressed relatively more positive attitudes than'
the non-improvers regarding the importance of reading, the enjoyment they de-
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It is not surprising to find that readers

who believe that reading is a skill sufficiently important to be worth devoting ad-

ditional effort to, and who have sufficient confidence in their ability to believe that
this effort will pay off, are more likely to improve their comprehension. As Paris,
Lipson and \Mixson (1983, p. 20a) state: ". . . agents' choices of actions and goals
are infl,uenced by indiuid,uøl styles such as rislc taleing, achieuement aspirations,
self-concept, or fear of failure."
As indicated in the previous chapter, the discriminant model derived from the
sample of children in this study still needs to be tested on further samples from

the population. Almost undoubtedly, the rnodel will not classify such children
as effectively as was the case here.

variables

In such an event, the inclusion of additional

in a discriminant analysis may increase predictive power. For exam-

ple, although attitude to reading was a variable already included in the model,

it

may be that a finer-grained measure of students' beliefs would enhance predictive

pou/er. Of the relationship between attitudes and performance, Carr, Borkowski

and Maxwell (1991, p. 117) note:

"If the impetus for

achieuement

is

enternal

to children (".g., o belief in luck or the necessity of help from others), it is unlikelg that they will deuelop feelings of self-esteern and a repertoire of h,igh-leael
metacognitiue skills (especially eaecutiae skills) necesso,rA for good performance."
Carr et al (1991) used an attribution questionnaire where students were asked
to explain why they thought success and failure outcomes in specifrc examples had
occurred. Butkowsky and Willows (1980) linked their investigation of attributions

to actual performances by the children on solvable and unsolvable

anagrams.

This approach has the advantage of being able to investigate probiem-solving
persistence in the face of difficulty at the same time as attributions. Students who
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lack persistence due to self-defeating attributions are unlikely to invest the effort
necessary

to successfully apply trained strategies, or to persist if new strategies

are initially difficult to master.

Another variable which could be relevant is categorisation ability, such

as

being able to classify concepts into superordinate categories, but perhaps more
importantly, being able to identify relationships between sentences and grouping
them under a superordinate topic sentence. Williams (1984) considers that main

idea identification rests on such classification skills, since detail sentences are
exemplars of the category stated in the topic sentence, at least in simple enumer-

ation paragraphs. While main idea comprehension in general is likely to involve
more than such simple classification, having this skill is at least a foundation on
which to build. This skill could be assessed by a task such as that used by Dan-

ner (1976), where he presented children with the individual sentences and topic
sentences of a simple enumeration passage and asked them to place the sentences

into coherent groups. Children lacking this ability may well frnd it more difficult
to master the trained strategies.

6.5

Suggested changes and further research

In ihis final section, a number of

changes

to the teaching programme will

be

suggested, followed by a range of questions which could be addressed in future
research, and an evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the programme.

A

number of changes

to the actual teaching programme could enhance its

effectiveness. The aim of these changes would be
achieve and maintain comprehension gains and

to enable more students to

to strengthen the

signs of im-

r
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provement that were evident on two of the three transfer tests. While a longer

training period is desirable to achieve these ends, additional practice has to be
organised in such a vvay as to avoid the boredom which was beginning to emerge

at the end of three weeks of intensive training. Another problem to address is
the perceived difficulty of applying the strategies independently in the last stage

of training. Ideally training would also involve more oral reading practice since
a few students were weak in this area, and

it

was speculated that more efficient

decoding may allow more readers to benefit from training.

The first suggested change would be to simplify the introduction to the programme, both in terms of explaining the nature and value of the strategies and
explaining the process of paragraph summarisation. In the current programme,

learning of this process was heavily based on induction, that is, learning from
the modelling of the teacher and working with exemplars of topic sentences provided in the work booklets. Observations of classroom performance indicated

that some students found this inductive method more difficult than others. It
is suggested that more direct explanation would be desirable, as included in the
studies by Stevens (19S8) and Kurtz and Borkowski (1987). Students could be

taught a three-step procedure for generating summary sentences, namely, identify

the topic of a paragraph as the concept or action referred to repeatedly in the
sentences of the paragraph, identify what is said about the concept

or action,

and combine the two into a succinct summary sentence. As in the Stevens study,

students could also be taught to check their own summary statement against
each sentence in the paragraph to evaluate whether the summary is sufficiently

general and inclusive, thus strengthening the self-control component of the in-'

struction (Brown, Campione and Day, 1981; Brown and Palincsar, 1982).
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The introduction to the programme was intended to inform students of the
value of the strategies they were being taught. However, in hindsight this section
was overly ambitious, being too long and detailed for grade 5 students.

If

the

revised programme begins with single paragraph summarisation only, as outlined
above, then this introduction could be broken up accordingly. In other words, the

value of summarisation would be explained during this practice, demonstrating

through concrete examples how the process enhances recall of important infor-

mation and provides one means of monitoring the adequacy of comprehension.
The remainder of the introduction, now shortened by the removal of the above,
would then be linked to the introduction of the full programme, retaining only
the most important points of how the strategies assist understanding and recall.
The simplification of the beginning of the programme, in particular the more
direct instruction of pâ,ragraph summarisation, may enable more students to mas-

ter the trained skills and may lessen the perceived difficulty of the last phase of
instruction when students are applying the strategies more independently.
Three weeks of intensive instruction was probably not the most productive
timetable for these grade 5 students. On the one hand, at least some students
needed additional practice to fully master the strategies and to apply them effi-

cientiy, but on the other hand, the class was beginning to become restless by the
end of the three weeks.

It is suggested,

therefore, that after an intensive period

of training to familiarise students with the strategies, instruction take place

less

frequently and change from class work to small group work.
The end of phase two would appear to be a suitable point to make this change,
since at this point students have been introduced to the strategies, have practised'

identifying correct options from a multiple-choice format in response to the key
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self-questions, and. have generated their own responses to the questions. They are
now ready to both ask and answer the questions. This third phase could begin

as

a class activity, perhaps two or three times a week. Once the teacher is satisfied

that students understand the procedure, further practice can take place in mixed

ability groups of three or four students. These students take turns in reading
aloud a paragraph to the group and applying the strategies to that paragraph'

The group provides feedback on the accuracy of oral reading and the adequacy

of strategy application. Having received about three weeks of class instruction,
students shouid be in a position to work more independently of the teacher, at

least in an environment where they are supported by peers. Being in a small
group where students know what to do should still ensure a high proportion of
academically engaged time.

The same procedure could be used for spaced review as part of content area

iearning. In other words, whenever a topic is introduced in science or social
studies, for example, some reading could be included regardless of how the topic
is otherwise to be taught. Students would then divide into their groups and apply

the trained strategies to this reading.
These suggested changes are intended to have several effects. Firstly,

it

was

noted that some students in the experimental class would beneflt from further oral
reading practice. In the small groups, each student could spend more time reading

aloud than would be possible

in a whole class.

Stevens, Madden, Slavin and

Farnish (i9S7) report that orai reading improved when students spent increased

time reading to and receiving feedback from a partner. As speculated in the
previous section,

it

could be that improved decoding skills could increase the

likelihood of making comprehension gains as a result of training' even for students
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who are not poor decoders.
Secondly, the extended practice in applying the strategies orally rather than

in writing may make it more likely that the strategies will become part of students' normal reading. This point was suggested in relatlon to the study by
Berkowitz (1986), where trained students showed improved recall only when they
were allowed to construct written maps. Ideally the strategies should be used by

students even when no written product is required.
Considering these suggested changes and points raised in previous sections,
there are several questions which could be the subject of future research:

o If the suggested

changes were made, would comprehension gains be larger,

and would more students reach the criterion for improvement? Would sig-

nificant gains also be evident on the error detection and ACER tests?

o To what extent is improvement in paragraph summarisation linked to improvement in comprehension tests?

o Do students develop more sophisticated reading goals for expository texts
as a result of the training?

o Does training result in improved intersentence integration,
a

cloze test

as measured by

with selectively deleted content words?

o How well does the discriminant model predict which students will

benefit

from training in further samples from the grade 5 population? Could a more
powerful model be developed by the inclusion in the analysis of additional
variables, such as attributions for success and faiiure and categorisation

ability?
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speed and accuracy are increased, for example, through increased

oral reading practice and/or a vocabulary expansion programme, will more
students benefit from training?
Improvements could be made to the training programme, but in its present form

it

can be considered a qualified success.

It produced durable comprehension gains

in an intact, mixed ability grade 5 class. Even though these gains were not shown
by all children, and the transfer to other tasks was not as great as predicted, the
results suggest that this approach is feasible with normal classes of this age to
improve understanding and recall of expository texts.
One limitation of the study is clearly that only one class was taught. The

particular Catholic parish school involved had a high percentage of children of
Italian descent. Although

a range of reading abilities was represented, overall the

class was slightly below average according to national norms. However, there was

no interaction between treatment and reading ability or treatment and ethnicity,

making

it more likely that the findings of this study can be generalised to the

popuiation of grade 5 children in Australia. Nevertheless, the findings may not
apply to children who are very different to those in the sample, including more
recently arrived migrants, Aboriginai children in isolated schools, or children well
outside the ability range represented in this sample.

Finally, the written formal worked well, both from the point of view of producing a high level of student engagement, since even in a large class every individual
is required to respond to each paragraph, and from the point of view of providing

a framework to assist the instructor in organising the lessorrs. This approach
provides a basis for the easily used materials advocated by Paris et al (1937).
However,

it

is important to emphasise that the written material is a framework
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only, and would lose much of its value if used mechanically as a series of teacherdirected exercises.

It

is essential that the teacher encourage the students to use

the framework to direct their own processing and discussion thereof. By the end
of the programme the teacher should need to make only a minimal input to the

application and discussion of strategies.
tive,

it

If the teacher continues to be direc-

is unlikely that students will develop the executive control necessary for

maintenance and transfer of strategies.
\Mhile the original aim of this study was, in part at least, achieved, two further
questions remain to be investigated to extend the educational application of the

findings, namely:

o

Is there an age at which this type of training produces optimum comprehen-

sion gains, or could the programme, with texts written at the appropriate

grade level, be implemented with equal effectiveness

in any class in the

upper primary school?

o Can classroom

teachers easily be trained to use the programme, and what

kinds of comprehension gains are achieved when classroom teachers conduct

the training?

Appendix A:
Teaching Texts

1

Life on the Great Barrier Reef
I{ow a Reef is Built
L

The Great Barrier Reef is the largest coral reef in the world. Coral can
only grow in some places. The water must be warm all year round.

The water must be shallow because in deep water the coral would
not get enough light. The water must also be calm because rough
surf would destroy the coral. The coast of Queensland is perfect, ffid
that's why the Great Barier Reef has been able to grow so well.

2

There are many types of hard coral on the reef. Some are round and
look like human brains, while others are long and thin and look like
deer antlers. Some gro\¡y into big, flat plates, while others look like
the underside of a mushroom. There are also some soft corals, which
don't feel rocþ, but are leathery and slimy to touch.

3

The hard corals look like white rocks, but these rocks are made by
small animals called polyps. Each polyp makes a hard shell around
itself. As thousands of polyps eachmake a shell, thê white rock starts
to grow. If you look closely at a coral, you'll see a lot of minute
holes. That's where the polyps live. During the day they stay inside
their rocþ shell, but during the night they stretch out to feed.

4

Polyps have bright colours and look like flowers, with petals around
a centre, but they are really carnivorous animals. The "petals"
are tentacles for catching prey and the "centre" is a greedy mouth.
Each tentacle has thousands of stinging needles, which are fired into
small animals. The victim is held and poisoned by the needles. The
tentacles then pull it into the mouth.

5

Polyps are very small, but they have some larger relatives on the
reef. All the members of this family have stinging tentacles, and
include sea anemones and jellyfish. Sea anemones live on the sea
floor with their tentacles pointing up to catch fish as they swim past.
Jellyfish float in the sea and trail their long tentacles in the water'
below them. Our skin is too thick for the stinging needles of some of
ttrese animals, but some jellyfish can give us a nasty sting.

2

Reef Animals with Shells

6

Many animals with shells live on the reef. Seasnails are one group
of animals with a shell. They are a bit like garden snails, but they
live in water and can be much bigger. The largest seasnails are called
Giant Tritons. Their pointed shells may be half a metre long, so they
really are giants! They are large enough to eat starfish. Their shells
have beautiñrl shapes and markings, but beauty can bring danger,
and many Giant Tritons have been killed for their shells.

7

Snail shells are in one piece, but some other shells have two parts
which can open and close. These shells are called bivalves. They
work a bit l,ike the valve on a t5rre, which controls how much air goes
in and out of the tyre. Bivalves control how much water goes in and
out of the shell. They get their food by filtering small particles out
of the water, so they have to let water in. But they have to close to
protect themselves. Otherwise, at low tide, they would ùy out. They
also close

if

there is danger.

8

The largest bivalve is the Giant Clam. Large clams may be over one
hundred years old, over one metre long and weigh over two hundred
kilograms. Their flesh is a pretty blue-green colour. Like other
bivalves, they eat small particles from the water. Some movies show
people being caught when Giant Clams close. It is true that the shells
are strong, but they close very slowly, so it is most unlikely that a
person could get caught.

I

Animals like crabs have a different type of shell. They have a hard
skeleton around the outside of their bodies. These animals are called
crustaceans because they have a hard "crust" around them. They all
have legs, antennae and claws or nippers to hold their food. Some of
these animals are too small för us to see. Lobsters, crabs and prawns
are some of the larger members of this family. They thrive on the
reef.

3

Fish on the Barrier Reef
10

There are hundreds of different types of fish on the reef. Huge
numbers of fish can live there because there are good supplies of food
and a lot of places to shelter in the coral. Many reef fish are very
bright. Some are small, but some, like the sharks and stingrays, are
quite large. They have a wide range of feeding habits.

11 Stonefish get their name because they look like stones. They are a
dull brown colour and have lumpy skin. They sit very still on the sea
floor, often half buried in sand. They are hard to see because of their
perfect camouflage. 'When a fish swims past, the stonefish quickly
sucks it into its mouth. Stonefish have poisonous spines which can

kill

people.

t2

Clownfish are very brightly coloured small fish which live among the
tentacles of sea anemones. How do they manage, when sea anemones
have poisonous stinging needles? The clownfish are immune to
this poison but bigger fish, which might eat the clownfish, are not
immune. So the little clownfish is safe in the sea anemone.In return,
the clownfish keeps the anemone clean by eating algae which groïvs
on it.

13

Cleanerfish do just that, clean other fish. These small animals wait
on a flat piece of rock. Larger fish swim into ttris "cleaning station"
like we might go to a carwash. The cleanerfish dart around the face
and gills of their customers, picking off parasites, algae and dirt.
They even swim into the mouths of large fish. They are in no danger
because no-one ever eats a cleanerfish. They are much too useful.

L4 Sharks are some of the largest fish on the reef. Most of the dangerous
ones, like the tiger and hammerhead sharks, don't like the shallow
water around the coral and stay further out to sea. The four types
that live on the reef are harmless. They are fairly small, being less
than two metres long. rWith so many fish on the reef, sharks have no
trouble finding food.

4

Natural Disasters
If we want to know why we get earthquakes

and volcanoes, we first have
to look at how the Earth was formed many, many years ago.

F{ow the Earth \Mas Forrned

L

When the Earth was frst formed, it was so hot that all the rocks
were still molten. Over a very long time the surface cooled down
and slowly became solid. This solid crust is very thick, but under the
crust the rock is still hot and liquid, a bit like toffee.

2

The crust of the Earth is not just one piece, but is made up of a few
big pieces called plates. These plates carry the land and the seas.
The plates are like rafts that float on the liquid rock inside the Earth.
Because they float, these huge plates can move about, but they move
very slowly.
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The diagram shows our part of the Earth's crust. Austalia is-ín the míddle of a plate. New
Zealanã, New Guinea and Indonesia are on the edge of thß plate.

5

Earthquakes

3

When there is an earthquake, the ground shakes and there may be
large cracks in the ground. Buildings collapse and people may be
killed. Earthquakes are caused by the Earth's plates bumping into
each other. When two plates are near each other but don't move the
same way, they put a lot of pressure on the rocks deep in the ground.
Over a long time the rocks split and shift and the ground shakes.

4

The force of an earthquake is greatest where the rocks start to move.
This point is called the epicentre. From there shock \ryaves spread
out, just like ripples spread out when you drop a stone into water. As
the shock waves spread out, they slowly weaken. A long way from
the epicentre, people might feel only a slight tremor in the ground.

5

The places most likely to have earthquakes are those on the edge of
plates. Ilir this country we are fairly safe. We might feel earth tremors
from time to time, but there is not much chance that we will have big
earthquakes. Japan and some parts of the United States, though, are
in much greater danger because they are on the edge of plates. Many
years ago, the city of San Francisco came close to being destroyed

by

6

a huge quake.

Thesé days experts can predict earthquakes with the help of instruments that can pick up even slight temors in the ground. People
can also be warned of earthquakes by animals. Some animals act
strangely before a quake. It may be that they can feel tremors too
small for us to notice. A long time ago, the Chinese used a clever
method. They made a pot with dragons' heads all around it. They put
a metal ball between the teeth of each dragon. Even slight ffemors
would make the balls fall, so the Chinese had an early warning of
earthquakes.

6

Volcanoes

7

A volcano is a place where hot gas and liquid rock escape from the
inside of the Earth. If this mixture can come through the ground
freely, there is no explosive eruption. The hot rock, called lava, just
polrrs through the Earth's crust. In places where this happens, you
may also find pools of boiling mud, and gas with a foul smell. There
may be jets of hot water, called geysers, that shoot into the air.

But if the volcano is blocked by old, hard lava, pressure builds up
inside it. Over a long tirrle, this pressure becomes so great that there is

8

a

huge eruption. Smoke and lava shoot high into the air. The volcano

cone can even explode into small pieces. It is a bit like shaking a
bottle of fizzy drink. Pressure builds up and may even break the
bottle. If you take the top off the bottle, the pressure inside will make
the drink shoot out.

I

As with earthquakes, you are most likely to find volcanoes on the
edge of plates. Liquid rock comes through the Earth's crust where
two plates meet. New Zealand and the United States still have active
volcanoes. Australia doesn't, because we are in the centre of a plate.

10

There was a huge eruption on the island of Krakatoa in Indonesia
about one hundred years ago. The volcano had been dormant for
nearly two hundred years when it st¿rted to rumble again. There was
a sêries of mighty explosions. They could be heard even in places
a long way from the island. Most of the island exploded into small
pieces. So much ash and dust shot into the air that the sun's light was
blocked out for three days.

L

The explosion rwas so great that it caused huge waves around the
island. The waves spread out to many other islands. A wall of water
swamped houses all around the coasts. Forty thousand people were
drowned. These waves killed more people than the explosion itself.

1_

7

L2

Another famous eruption took place nearly two thousand years ago
in Italy. The people there thought that the volcano Vesuvius was
extinct. They built fine towns around it and grew crops on the rich
volcanic soil. But Vesuvius was only dormant, and well plugged with
solid rock. It rumbled for sixteen years and in the end shook the plug
loose. It erupted with great force.

13 Hot ash and lava poured down on the town of Pompeii. Many people
choked under the cover of ash. It rained at the same time, and the rain
mixed with the ash to make a mixture like cement. The whole town
was covered. For hundreds of years the town lay hidden and no-one
gave it much thought.

14

In more recent times, Pompeii has been uncovered. The buildings
were well preserved under the ash. You can now walk through
the town and see what Roman buildings looked like. You can also
see models of what the people and animals looked like before they
died. As ash hardened around their bodies, it left an outline of them.
Scientists have poured plaster into these hollows to make models of
the victims.

8

Animal Defence Systems
1

No animal can live on its own, and each one plays its part in the
complex web of life. Some animals eat only plants. They in turn
are eaten by other animals, who may themselves be eaten by larger
animals. But the hunted have many ways to protect themselves from

their hunters.

Appearance - Hiding frorn a l{unter
2

The simplest way to hide and avoid being caught is to have the same
shape and colour as the suroundings. The hunter just can't see its
prey. This sort of look is called camouflage, and is used by many
animals.

3

The ptarmigan lives in the far north near the Arctic. It is a plump bird
which can't fly well and spends most of its time on the ground. Foxes
and birds of prey like to eat the ptarmigan. Its only defence is to hide.
In summer, its feathers are mottly brown to blend into the rocks and
low grasses.In winter, it is pure white to blend into ttre snow.

4

Many fish also use camouflage. The flounder is a weak swimmer that
lives near the seafloor. Its body is flat so that it can stay close to the
sandy bottom, and its mottly brown colour blends into ttre sand. The
flounder cân't escape being caught by using speed, so it tries not to
be seen.

5

Ground-nesting birds could be caught while they sit on their eggs, so
some of them also use camouflage. The bittern is a water bird with a
long neck. It makes its nest in tall, brown reeds. It has brown stripes
running up and down its neck. If the bittern feels in danger while
sitting on its eggs, it stretches up its long neck. The stripes make it
look just like the reeds.

I

6

Some animals use their markings not to hide, but to trick hunters.
Many butterflies have dark spots, like eyes, on the edge of their
'When
birds try to catch them, they mostly peck at these spots.
wings.
The butterfly loses the edge of its *hg, but it can still fly away. It
would most likely be killed if birds pecked the body instead.

7

Some insects copy both the colour and the shape of the places where
they live. Some caterpillars have long, thin bodies. They are brown
and have small bumps on them to make them look just like the twigs

they live on. Leaf insects have wide, flat bodies like the shape of
leaves. Even their legs have wavy edges to make them look like
leaves with the edges eaten off. Birds and frogs looking for food can
only see them if they move.

8

Some animals pretend to be someone else to protect themselves. The
cleanerfish is a small fish that is not eaten by larger fish. The reason
is that it does a very useful job by cleaning other fish. It picks dirt and
bits of food from the mouth and skin of its customers. But another

fish looks just like the cleanerfish, and so is not eaten. When big fish
swim up to this imposter to be cleaned, it attacks them. It tears off
and eats small bits of their fins and flesh. It makes use of the good
reputation of the cleanerfish to avoid being eaten.

I

Some animals don't have any sort of camouflage, but are bright and
easy to see. Why aren't they caught by hunters? The reason is that
bright colours are often a warning that an animal is poisonous or

just tastes awful. Hairy caterpillars are often brightly coloured. If
the hairs on them are touched, they can cause a nasty rash. Some
colourful frogs have poison in their skins. It is safer for a hunter to
avoid animals with bright colours.

Behaviour - Bluffing a l{unter
10 Many animals are not able to cause any real harm to their preditors.
Some of them, though, pretend that they are more fierce than they
really are. Others behave in a way which helps them to escape from
their hunters.

10

11

One of the main ways of "acting tough" is for an animal to make
itself look bigger than it is. The frill-necked lizard is only small. But
when it erects its frill and opens its mouth wide, it looks much bigger
and quite fierce. The pufferfish can fill its stomach with air or water
when it is in danger. It puffs up into a ball and makes the spines on
its skin stand up. This prickly ball is enough to scare off most fish
who would like to eat it.

L2

Some ground-nesting birds use bluff to keep preditors aïvay from
their eggs and chicks. Seagulls attack the nests of terns, but terns
'When
a lot of terns fly at the seagull
can't harm the larger seagull.
and make a lot of noise, though, they seem quite fierce. Mostly this
display is enough to scare the seagull away from the nests.

L3 Some birds use a different kind of blutr to lure preditors away from
their fiests. The adult pretends to be injured. It limps away from its
nest with one of its wings drooping. The hunter follows the "injured"
bird, ready to get an easy meal. When the adult is far enough away
from its nest, it takes off and flies back to its young.

L4

Many animals have parts of their body which help them to escape.
Some lizards can drop their tails when they are grabbed by this part
of the body. The tail keeps wiggling and distracts the preditor while
the lizard nrns away. Some starfish can drop one of their arrns when
they are touched. These arïns, like the lizards' tails, grow back after
a while.

15

The octopus and all its relatives use a smoke screen to help them
escape from danger. When they are frightened, they squirt a jet of
dark ink into the water. The enemy can't see in the murþ water, so
the octopus has time to get away.

16

Some animals have well protected backs, but soft bellies that could
be attacked. The echidna has spines all over its back. The armadillo
has armour plates over its back. Both have only fur on their belly.
To protect this part, the echidna digs into the ground as soon as it,
feels in danger. It leaves only a pile of spines above the ground. The
armadillo rolls into a hard ball, with all is soft parts protected on the
furside.

11

LT The most straight-forward

way to escape a preditor is to run. Antelopes are good runners. A healthy adult can run much faster than
its hunters, such as lions. Springboks also leap into ttre air as they
run. This bouncy leap with four stiff legs is called pronking. It warns
other animals of danger. It may also be confusing to the hunter if
animals are bouncing out of the tall grass in all directions.

Behaviour - Attacking a l{unter
Some animals can attack their enemies in a number of ïyays.

18 Many animals have horns or tusks. Musk oxen make good use of
their curved horns. These large, hairy cattle live in the cold of the
Arctic. The big adults are safe, but calves could be attacked by
wolves. 'When in danger, ttre large bulls form a circle around the
young animals. They use their horns to butt the wolves, and trample
them with their hooves. The wolves can't get to the weaker animals
inside the circle.

19 One of the best known animals to use a chemical defence is the
skunk.

If it is in danger, it turns its back to its enemy

and lifts its
tåil. It may even stand on its front legs. If the hunter comes closer,
the skunk squirts out two jets of liquid. The smell of this liquid is so
repulsive that most animals change their mind about bying to eat a
skunk.

20

An insect thatmakes use of chemicals is called the bombadier beetle.
It has stores of chemicals in its body. They are mixed together when
the beetle is threatened. It turns its back to its enemy and squirts out
a jet of this liquid. Not only is the smell awful, but the liquid is also
hot. Preditors like frogs take a while to recover when they have been
hit by a bombadier beetle.

I2

The Ag" of Dinosaurs
Dinosaurs lived a long time ago, but life on earth began a long time before
then.

The Beginning of Life
1

A very long time ago, there was heavy rain most of the time and the
earth was flooded with water. Life began in this ocean. The first
living things were minute plants and animals, no more than specks of
jelly.

2

Over many years these tiny specks changed into all sorts of plants
and animals. All of them still lived in the sea. Asne\ry ones appeared,
some old ones died out. After a very long time, creatures a bit like
our modern fish first appeared. These fish were the ancestors of the
dinosaurs and other land animals. But why did some of these fish
leave the water?

3

A very long time ago there \ryere huge movements in the earth's crust.
Some land appeared above the water, although this land was still wet
and swampy. There \ryere a lot of benefits for the fish that could live
in this sïvamp. They could escape bigger fish in the water and reach
food other fish could not get. But if their waterhole dried out, they
had to be able to crawl over the mud to find a new pool.

4

To be able to come ashore, some fish developed lungs to be able to
breathe in the air. Their front fins grew stronger to pull them across
the mud. These fish slowly changed into amphibians, a bit like the
frogs we have today. They could breathe, feed and move on land, but
they had soft skins. They had to keep returning to water to keep their
skins moist. They also had very soft eggs, which had to be laid in
water. They could never move far from the swamps.

5

Over a very long time, some of these frog-like creatures evolved into
reptiles. Reptiles were much better suited to life on the land. They
had far stronger legs and could mn across the earth and rock. They
had tough skins which didn't dry out and laid eggs with hard shells.
The reptiles no longer had to stay close to the swamps.

13

When Dinosaurs Ruled
6

The first reptiles were still small animals, but during the many years
that reptiles ruled the world, some grew very big indeed. The earth
was still warm and wet. Huge jungles grew in this climate, so even
large animals had plenty of plants to eat. rWith so many plant-eating
reptiles, the hunters also had plenty to eat.

7

The largest dinosaurs ïyere gentle giants. Their bodies were huge
and could weigh as much as seven elephants. They carried this great
weight on four sturdy legs. These reptiles had long necks to reach
leaves on tree tops. Diplodocus ïvas the largest land animal that has
ever lived. It measured thirty metres from its tiny head to the end of
its long tail.

I

Not all the giant reptiles ate plants. The largest meat-eating dinosaur
was Tyrannosalrrus rex. This name means "king of the tyrant
lizards", and it really was a tyrant. It was as tall as a giraffe and ran
upright on two very strong hind legs. It had sharp claws to grab its
victims and rows of razor-sharp teeth to tear their flesh. It measured
fifteen metres from its huge head to its tâil. It is the largest carnivore
that has ever lived on land.

9

But even Tyrannosaurus rex did not always have things its own ïvay.
Some plant-eating dinosaurs had a thick arfnour. Triceratops was the
size of an elephant, with three long, pointed horns on its head and a
frilled, bony plate on top of its skull. When in danger, it charged at
its attacker. Even ttre "tyrantlizard' ' may have retreated from the
sharp horns.

1_0 Not all dinosaurs lived on the land. Some reptiles took to the air.
A tough skin sffetched between their long front legs and their short
back legs. They could glide down from cliff tops to catch fish. Other
reptiles lived in the sea, and their legs changed into flippers to help
them swim.

14

11

Not all dinosaurs were large. Even while the giants roamed the earth,
there were many much smaller reptiles. Some were only the size of a
chicken or an ostrich. These animals were mostly insectivores or ate
the eggs of other dinosaurs.

The End of the Dinosaurs
L2

Most scientists now think that a change in the earth's climate caused
the giant reptiles to die out. There are two reasons why a cold climate
would not suit dinosaurs. The huge jungles which could feed animals
the size of Diplodocus needed hot, wet weather to grow. In cold
weather the jungles would die, and so would the huge plant-eaters.
Wittt fewer animals to catch as prey, the large hunters also would
starve.

L3

The second reason is that reptiles can't make their own body heat.
They can only \Marm themselves by basking in the sun. In a cold
climate, they also become cold and freeze to death. The smaller
reptiles could find places to shelter, but the others were too large to
be able to escape cold winds and rains.

L4

Some of the smaller animals didn't die out. The crocodile is the
largest reptile that has survived from this time. There were also
small, funy creatures, a bit like rats, and the first creatures with
feathers. V/ittt the giants out of the way, these smaller animals took
over the land. Over thousands of years they changed into all the
animals that we see today.

How Snakes Use Their Senses (additional text)

All

snakes have to be able to catch prey to survive. They can't move
very fast, except to strike, so they depend on their senses. But in some
ways these senses aren't very good because snakes are deaf, their
daytime sight is not as good as ours, and they don't have noses to
smell with like we do.

Snakes have sensitive scales on their belly that let them feel even
slight movements in the ground. So, even though they can't hear their
prey coming closer, they can feel it. This may be the first signal to the
snake that a meal is close by.

Most people have seen snakes flicking their tongues in and out. 'What
the snake is doing is "tasting" the air. The tongue picks up small
particles in the air. \Vhen the tongue is pulled in, these small bits are
flicked onto the roof of the snake's mouth. From there, the snake can
tell what the taste is, for example, another snake, a frog or a mouse.
The snake's tongue makes it a very good tracker, better than a dog.
This is an important sense for the snake. Often when it bites its prey,
the victim will run away and die in a hidden place. The snake needs to
use its tongue to find the dead animal.

All

snakes use their belly scales and their tongues, but pythons use
even more senses. þthons are the largest snakes in Australia. They
hunt at night and choke rather than poison their prey. Their special
eyes let them use even bad light to get an outline of their prey. They
can see in the dark, rather like cats.

But there is more to this story. þthons have small pits around their
jaw. These pits have heat sensors in them that find anything with a
higher body temperature than the snake. Any warm blooded animal,
like a mouse, is not safe even metres away from the snake. Cold
blooded prey, like lizards and frogs, though, are safe because they
don't give off any heat for the snake to feel.
The special senses of the python make possible the
catching bats in pitch dark caves.

tricþ job of

Appendix B:
Student Work Booklet

BEING A BETTER READER
There are a few simple things that everyone can do to help them understand what they
read.

Collecting Ideas
'Whenever you
see a heading, stop for a moment and ask yourself these questions:

.
.

What do I know about this topic?
'What might this story be about?

Lets look at some examples to see how collecting ideas helps you to understand what
you are reading.
The haystack was important because the cloth ripped.

Does the sentence make sense? Lets collect some ideas before \rye look at
(Write heading on board)

it

again.

How did collecting ideas heþ you to understand this sentence?

Lets look at another example and then collect some ideas. (Write heading on board)

He hid under the bushy tops when he heard the noíse.
How did collecting ideas heþ you to understand this sentence?

In

a general

way, how would you say that collecting ideas helps you to understand?

Putting Ideas Together
When you come to the end of a paragraph, stop for a moment and ask yourself these
questions:

.
.

'What

is the main idea of this

paragraph?

How does this paragraph fit into what I've already read?

i

Main ldeas
The main idea of a paragraph is one sentence that sums up what that paragraph is about.
For example:

He went ínto the fruit shop and bought some bannnns, apples and oranges. Then he
bought some potatoes, beans and carrots for dínner.
'We could sum up the main idea as something hke: He went ínto the
fruit shop and
bought some fruit and vegetabl¿s. Notice that in a main idea sentence lve leave out little
details, like what sort of fruit and vegetables he bought. Lets look at another example.
He took a pair of trousers and three shirts from the wardrobe. He collected some socl<s
and underwear from a drawer and put them with the other clothes. He went to the
bathroom to get his toothbrush. Then he got out a suítcase and packed everything into
it.
How could we sum up the main idea of this paragraph?

Which do you think would be easier to remember, the paragraph or the main idea
sentence?

Lets look at another example.

No, nothing there would do. . . .. .. No, they were too hard. ..... . What could she do
wíth that? ...... Now there was something ......
. . .. . .

Can we put these ideas together? Could \ile sum up the main idea in one sentence? Does
a paragraph make sense if we don't (or can't) put the ideas together? Lets look at the
whole paragraph now and think again about the main idea.
She opened the frídge and had a good look insíde. No, nothing there would do. She
looked through the cupboard next to the frídge. Some dry biscuits? No, they were too
hard. A tin of beetroot. What could she do with thnt? She got a chair to reach the top
cupboard. Now there was somethíng. A tin of soup would do nicely!

What is the main idea of this paragraph?

How does putting the ideas in a paragraph together into a main idea sentence heþ you
to understand the paragraph?

Lets look at one last example. See if you can make up a main idea sentence.

She skípped down the path. The greengrocer packed the tomatoes. The car skidded
across the road and hit a pole. The dogs played with the ball.
'What
do you think it means if you can't make up a main idea sentence? What should
you do when this happens?

To sum up, in what three ways does putting ideas together into a main idea

sentence

help you when you are reading?
1.

2,
3

Fitting Paragraphs Together
Think about the paragraph in the last section which described
This is the next paragraph.

a

person looking for food.

it into the plate on her tray. She carefully carried the
tray upstairs. Grandma was awake now. Poor Grandma. She was so weak, and she

She heated up some soup and put

hardly had any teeth left. At least now she would be able to eat some soup.
How does this paragraph fit in with the one we read before?

How does fitting the paragraphs together heþ us to understand more about what we've
read?

Checking and Clearing up
V/hen you finish reading a paragraph, you should make sure that all the words and ideas
make sense before you go on to the next paragraph. Lets look at an example.

felt embarrassed by his díshevelled.appearance as he staggered out of the forest into
the town. He hadn't seen a bathroom or chnnged his clothes for three days. He made
his way home as unobtusively as possíble. It worked, because no-one paíd any
attention to him.

He

What do the words dishevelled and unobtrusive mean? How well do you understand the
paragraph without knowing these words? Can you work out from the paragraph what
the words mean? How could you do that?
\Mhy do you think it is a good idea to chéck for words you don't know and to try to
clear up their meaning?

Sometitnes the ideas in a story don't make sense to us. There can be many reasons for
this. Maybe the ideas are ones ïve don't know much about. Maybe we weren't
concentrating very well. In this case it is a good idea to read the paragraph agaiú before
\üe go on. But sometimês stories don't give us every single bit of information. If they
did, we might never finish a book because it would be so longl To really understand
what we arè reading we sometimes have to fill in these missing bits. L,ets look at an
example.

He threw a cigarene bun out of the window as they drove through the forest. She said
he shouldn't do thnt, but he paid no attentíon. She was right, though, because the fire
destroyed møny acres of the forest,
Does this paragraph make sense? Is there anything that needs clearing up?

How do you think it helps us to check how well we understand ideas and to clear up
anything that doesn't make sense?

Life on the Great Barrier Reef
Collecting Ideas: Main Heading
Whnt do

I

know about life on the Great Barrier Reefl What míght this text be about?

Collecting Ideas: Heading
What do

I

lcnow about how a reef is

built? Whnt might thís sectíon be about?

Putting Idoas Together: (Paragraph

1)

What is the main ídea in this paragraph?

a
b

The \¡vatef has to be calm because rough surf would destroy the coral.
'We have the largest coral reef in the world because conditions in Queensland are
just right.

c

Coral needs watm lvater, calÍn water and shallow l¡vater.

How d,oes this paragraphfit inwíthwhnt I've already readT (the heading)

a
b
c

It

says that Queensland is perfect.

It

says that the Great Barrier Reef is the largest in the

It

says where a coral reef can be

world.

built.

Checking and Clearing uP:
Are there any words I don't understandT What can I do about ít?

destroy shallow reef perfect

coast

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.

Why does coral need light?
Why does the water have to be warm?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together:

(P ara1'raplr 2)

Wlat is the maín idea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

Soft corals are leathery and slimy'
Hard corals can have many different shapes.
Corals can look like brains, antlers, plates or mushrooms.

How does thís paragraphfit ínwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that some corals look like brains'

It

says that some corals are soft.

It

says what sorts

of corals can be made.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don'1 understartd? What can I do about ít?

antlers leathery underside
Do all the ideas mak¿ sense? Is there a'nything that isn't explained?

.
.
.

What is the difference between soft and hard coral?

How do corals grow into different shapes?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 3)
Wløt is the main idea in thís paragraph?

a
b
c

Ha¡d coral is made by little animals making a shell around themselves.
Polyps are small animals that come out to feed at night.
Hard corals look like white rocks.

How does

a
b
c

thís

paragraphfít inwíthwhat I've already read?
like.

It

says what hard corals look

It

says how a hard coral grows.

It

says what polyps are.

Checking and Clearing uP:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

minute polyp

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything thnt ísn't expløíned?

.
.
.
.

Why can't you

see

pol¡rs when you look

\Vhy do polyps make

a

at a piece of coral?

hard shell?

\ryhy does it takes thousands of polyps to make a coral?

Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 4)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

The pretty polyps poison small animals with stinging tentacles.
Pol¡'ps have tentacles which make them look like pretty flowers.

Tentacles have stinging needles which are f,ued into small animals, and when the
animal is poisoned the tentacles pull it into the polyp's mouth.

How does thís paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

look like pretty flowers.

It

says that polyps have bright colours and

It

says what the polyps that make coral reefs are like.

It

says that pol)rps have stinging needles.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

camivorous tentacles

prey victim

poisoned

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything thnt isn't explained?

.
.
.

How does

a tentacle

know when to fire the stinging needles?

What sort of small animals do polyps eat?

Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 5)
What ís the main idea in this paragraph?

a
b

Jellyfish can give us a nasty sting.

c

Sea anemones and

Sea anemones have their tentacles pointing up and jellyfish trail their tentacles in
the water below them.

jellyfish are related to polyps and all have stinging tentacles.

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhnt I've already read?

a
b
c

pollps

It

says what the relatives of the

It

says that polyps are smaller than sea anemones and

It

says that sea anemones a¡d

are

like.

jellyfish.

jellyfish sting.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? Whnt can I do about it?

relatives

trail

anemones members nasty

Do all the ídeas make sense? Is there anything tlwt isn't explaíned?

.
.
.

What do sea anemones look like?

Why do jellyfish trail their tentacles below them?
Anything else?

Collectin g Ideas : F,Ieading
What do

I

know about reef aninals wíth shells? What might thís sectíon be about?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 6)
What is the nain idea ín this paragraph?

a
b
c

Giant Tritons are the largest sea snails and have beautiful shells.
Giant Tritons are killed for their beautifrrl shells.
Giant Tritons can be half

a

metre long and they eat starfish.

How does this paragraphftt inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that sea snails are

It

says what one reef animal

It

says what Tritons eat.

like garden snails.

with

a shell is

like.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

markings danger beauty
Do all the ideas mal<¿ sense? Is there anythíng thøt isn't explained?

.
.
.

Who kills Tritons?

How can sea snails live in \ilater when garden snails can't?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 7)
Wltnt ís the mnin idea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

Bivalve shells close at low tide and when there is danger.
Bivalve shells let water in so that they can filter out bits of food.
Bivalve shells have two parts that open and close to control the amount of water in
the shell.

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says what bivalves eat.

It

says that the

It

says what another

bivalve shell is like

a

valve on a tyre.

kind of reef animal with a shell is like.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? Wltøt can I do about it?

valve filter particle protect

tide

Do all the ideas mnke sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

¿
.
.
.
.

What sort of danger is there for bivalves?
'What are the particles in the water?
rWhy do bivalves have to stop themselves drying out?

What sort of animals live in bivalve shells?

Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 8)
What ís the main idea inthís paragraph?

a
b
c

People couldn't get caught in Giant Clams like they do in the movies.
The largest bivalve is the Giant Clam, which can be very old and big.

Giant Clams can be 100 years old, one metre long and weigh 200 kilograms.

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says what colour Giant Clams are and what sort of food they eât.

It

says that Giant Clams aren't dangerous.

It

says what one kind of bivalve is like.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words that I don't understand? lVhat can I do about it?

unlikely

flesh

Do all the ideas møke sense? Is there anything that isn't explaíned?

.
.

Why wouldn't aperson get caught in

'

Anything else?

a

Giant Clam?

How do people know how old clams are?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 9)
What is the main idea in thís paragraph?

a
b
c

Crustaceans have a hard skeleton around them instead of a sea shell.

Some animals are called crustaceans.
Lobsters, crárbs and prawns have antennae and nippers.

How does this paragraphfrt inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that lobsters, crabs and prawns have claws to hold their food.

It

says what animals

It

says that lobsters, crabs and pfawns are crustaceans.

with

a

different kind of shell are like.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

skeleton antennae nippers thrive

crustaceans

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anythíng that isn't explained?

r
.
.

[¡1

what way is the hard skeleton of crustaceans different to other shells?

Why do cnrstaceans thrive on the reef?

An¡hing

else?

Collecting Ideas: Heading
What do

I

lcnow about

fish on the reefl What might thís section be about?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 10)

Wlnt

a
b
c

ís the main idea in this paragraph?

There are large sharks and stingrays on the reef.

Many different kinds of tish can live on the reef.

A lot of fish on the reef are brightly coloured.

How does this paragraphftt inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that there a

It

says that reef fish are bright.

It

says there is a lot of food and shelter on the reef.

lot of fish with different sizes and habits.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

type huge supplies shelter range habits
Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.

'What

are the feeding habits

Why is there

a

Anything else?

of reef fish?

lot of food and shelter on the reef?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 11)
Whnt ís the mnin idea ín thís paragraph?

a
b
c

Stonefish have poisonous spines which can kill people.
Stonefish look like stones.
The perfect camouflage of stonefish helps them catch fish.

How does this paragraphfit ínwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that stonefish are dangerous.

It describes what one unusual fish looks like.
It describes how the storiefish sucks fish into its mouth.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? Wh¿t can I do about ít?

camouflage spine poisonous
Do all the ideas makc sense? Is there anythíng thnt isn't explained?

.
.
.
.
.

'Why do stonefish have perfect camouflage?

How do people get poisoned by its spines?
'Why

do fish swim past the stonefish when they should know it will eat them?

'Why

do stonefish sit still and bury ttremselves in sand?

Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 12)
What is the maín ídea in thís paragraph?

a
b
c

Clownfish are safe in sea anemones because they are immune to the poison.
Clownfish are brightly coloured, small fish.
Clownfish keep sea anemones clean by eating the algae that grows on them.

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that clownfish clean the sea anemone.

It

says that most fish are not immune to sea anemone poison.

It

says where one kind of fish lives.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about ít7

manage immune in retum

algae

Do all the ideas mnk¿ sense? Is there anything that ísn't explaíned7

.
.
.

Why are the clownfish immune to sea anemone poison?
How does the clownfish get its name?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 13)
What is the maín ídea ín thís paragraph?

a
b
c

Cleanerfish pick small bits off other fish to clean them.
Cleanerfish set up "cleaning stations" on flat pieces of rock.
No-one eats cleanerfish because they are useful.

How does this paragraphfit inwíthwhat I've alrady read?

a
b
c

It describes a "cleaning station".
It describes the unusual habits of
It

one kind of frsh.

says that cleanerfish swim into the mouths of big fish.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it7

dan gill parasite customer
Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that ísn't explaíned?

.
.
.
.
.

What does the cleanerfish get out of cleaning other frsh?

How do other frsh know not to eat cleanerfish?
How do other fish find "cleaning stations"?
Why do fish want to be cleaned?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 14)
What is the main ídea in thís paragraph?

a
b
c

Reef sharks are harrnless and fairly small, being less than two metres long.

Tiger and hammerhead sharks stay further out to

sea.

The sharks on the reef are the smaller and less dangerous qpes.

How does thís paragraphfit into whnt I've already read?

a
b
c

It describes different kinds of sharks.
It describes some of the largest fish on the reef.
It describes the sharks that live out to sea.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

harmless dangerous
Do all the ídeas make sense? Is there anything thnt ísn't explaíned?

.
.
.

Why

at'e the sharks on the reef hamúess?

What sort of food do sharks look for?

Anything else?

Natural Disasters
Collecting Ideas: Main Heading
What do

I

know about natural dísasters? Whøt might this text be about?

Collecting Ideas: Heading
Whnt do

I

know about how the Earthwas formedT What might this section be about?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph

1)

What is the mnin idea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

When the Eanh \ilas very hot, all the rocks were molten.
The outside of the Earth is solid, but the inside is hot and liquid.
The inside of the Earth is hot and runny,like toffee.

How does thís paragraphfit ínwithwlat I've already read? (the heading)

a
b
c

It

says how the crust of the Earth was formed.

It

says what the rocks were like when the Earth was hot.

It

says what the inside of the Earth is

like.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about ít?

formed molten surface liquid
Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.
.

Why are the rocks in the centre of the Earth still liquid?
How do people know what the centre of the Earth is like?
\Vhy did the surface become solid when it cooled down?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 2)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

The pieces of the Earth's ctust are called plates.
The plates carry the land and the sea"

The Earth's crust is made up of a few big plates that can move about.

How does this pøragraphfit ínwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says what the pieces of the Earth's crust are called.

It

says that the pieces of the Earth's crust are

It

says what tire crust of the Earth is

like rafts.

like.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about ít?

raft crust plate
Do all the ídeas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.
.

'Why

do things that float move about?

How can the plates carry something

as

big as the land and the sea?

If the Earth's cnrst is made up of pieces, why don't they fall

apart?

Anything else?

Collecting ldeas: Heading
What do

I lçtow about earthquakes? What might thís section

be about?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 3)
What is the main ídea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

In an earthquake the ground shakes and there may be large cracks in the ground.
In earthquakes buildings collapse

and people may be

killed.

'When two plates grind against each other, the ground shakes and can cause a lot of
damage.

How does this paragraphftt inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that the ground shakes in an earthquake.

It

says why earthquakes happen.

It

says that earthquakes can

kill people.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? Whnt can I do about it?

collapse shift

pressure

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.
.

How do the plates put pressure on rocks underground?
How do rocks make the ground shake when they split and shift?
How do earthquakes kill people?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 4)
What ís the mnín idea in thís paragraph?

a
b
c

An earthquake is strongest at the epicentre and gets weaker further away.
Shock \ilaves from an earthquake spread out like ripples in water.
Where the rocks start to move in an earthquake is called the epicentre.

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhnt I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that shock \¡vaves are

It

says what an epiceRtre is.

It

says where the force of an earthquake is greatest.

like ripples in water.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?
shock

waves ripples weaken tremor epicentre force

Do all the ideas mnke sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.
.

Why do shock waves get weaker

as

they spread out?

Why is the force of an earthquake greatest at the epicentre?
What are shock waves?

Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 5)
What is the mnin idea in this paragraph?

î
b
c

Australia is unlikely to have big earthquakes.
Japan and parts of the United States are on the edge of plates.

Countries that have big earthquakes are on the edge of plates.

How does this paragraphftt inwithwhnt I've already read?

a lt says that Australia doesn't have big earthquakes.
b It says where earthquakes are most likely to happen.
c It says that the big city of San Francisco was almost destroyed by an earthquake.
Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

chance danger destroyed
Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.

Where is San Francisco?
'Why
is Australia safe from big earthquakes?

Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 6)
What is the mnin idea ín thís paragraph?

a
b
c

Over time people have used different methods to predict earthquakes.

The Chinese used balls between dragon's teeth to predict earthquakes
Scientists have special instruments that pick up even slight tremors"

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says how experts predict earthquakes.

It

says what method the Chinese used to predict earthquakes.

It

says how people

know when eafhquakes are going to happen.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

experts instruments method notice dragon

Do all the ideas mnke sense? Is there anything tlnt isn't explaíned?

.
.
.

How do slight tremofs wam people that there might be an earthquake?
Why do people want to get an early waming of earthquakes?
Anything else?

Collecting Ideas: Heading
Whnt do

I

know about volcanoes? Wlnt might thís section be about?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 7)
What is the main ídea ín this paragraph?

a

Volcanoes don't erupt explosiveþ when hot gas and rock come freely through the
crust.

b
c

Around volcanoes you may find pools of boiling mud and foul smelling gas.
Hot rock called lava pours through the Earth's crust

How does thís paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says what geysers are like.

It

says why volcanoes don't always erupt explosively'

It

says where you get pools of boiling mud and foul smelling gas.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

mixture eruption geysers foul explosively
Do atl the ideas make sense? Is there anything tløt isn't

.
.
.
.

explained?

How can hot gas and rock come through the Earth's crust?
'Why does mud boil?

Why do geysers shoot up?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 8)
What is the maín idea in this paragraph?

î
b
c

When a volcano erupts, smoke and lava shoot into the air.
Volcano cones can explode into small pieces when there is an enrption.
Volcanoes erupt when they are blocked and pressure builds up inside.

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says why volcanoes erupt explosively.

It

says what volcanoes look

It

says what volcanoes can do.

like'

Checking and Clearing uP:
Are there any words tlnt I don't understandT What can I do about it?

blocked cone builduP

exPlode

Do all the ideas mnke sense? Is there anything thnt isn't explaíned?

.
.
r
.

How canavolcano erupt when it is blocked?
Why do smoke and lava shoot into the air?
ft1 \¡vhat

way is a volcano like

a

bottle of fhzy drink?

Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 9)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

Volcanoes afe found where liquid rock comes up between tlvo plates.
Places like New 7æaland and the United States have active volcanoes'

Australia doesn't have active volcanoes'

How does this paragraphfit ínwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that New Zealand and the United States have active volcanoes.

It

says that Australia doesn't have active volcanoes'

It

says where you find volcanoes.

Checking and Clearing uP:
Are there any words I don't understønd.? What can I do about it?

Do all the ideas mnke sense? Is there anything that isn't explnined?

.
.
.

'What is an active volcano?

\ilhy do New Zealand

and the United States have active volcanoes?

Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 10)
Wtnt is the main ídea in thís paragraph?

a
b
c

A mighty volcanic eruption exploded the island of Krakatoa.
Ash and dust from the volcano blocked out the sun's light for three days.
The explosion was one hundred years ago and the volcano had been dormant for
two hundred years.

How does this paragraphfit inwíthwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says how long ago the explosion on Krakatoa was.

It

says how a volcano on Krakatoa exploded'

It

says why you couldn't see the sun's light.

Checking and Clearing uP:
Are there any words I don't understand? Whnt can I do about it?

dormant rumble mighty exPlosion
Do all the ídeas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.
.

Why did the volcano start to rumble after two hundred years?
Where is Indonesia?

How could the island explode into small pieces?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 11)
Whnt is the mnin idea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

The waves from Krakatoa spread out to many other islands.

A wall of water killed forty thousand people'
The explosion caused huge waves that killed many people.

How does this paragraphfit inwíthwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says that houses all around the coast were swamped.

It

says that the explosion caused huge waves.

It

says how many people ¡¡'svs

killed.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

swamped

caused

Do all the ídeas mnke sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.
.

How does an explosion cause waves?
'Why

did the waves kill more people than the explosion?

Why

\ryere so many houses swamped?

Anything else?

Putting ldeas Together: (Paragraph 12)
What ís the main ideø ín this paragraph?

a
b
c

The people around Vesuvius thought that the volcano was extinct.

Vesuvius erupted violentþ after being dormant for many years.
People built fine towns and grew crops around Vesuvius.

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

a
b
c

It

says how another famous volcano erupted.

It

says what the people thought about the volcano.

It

says what the people did around the volcano"

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?
took

place famous

extinct

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there a,nything that isn't explained?

.
.
.
.

Why did people think the volcano was extinct when it was only dormant?
Why did Vesuvius take sixteen years to erupt?
'Why

did the eruption have such great force?

Anything else?

Putting ldeas Together: (Paragraph 13)
What is the mnín idea in this paragraph?

a
b
c

Many people choked under the ash from Vesuvius.
Ash mixed with rain made a mixture like cement.
Ash and lava from Vesuvius covered the town of Pompeü.

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

r
b
c

It

says that Pompeii was buried for hundreds of years.

It

says what damage the volcano caused in Pompeii.

It

says that the ash choked many people.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? Wlt¿t can I do about ít?

choked cement
Do all the ídeas malce senseT Is there anything that isn't explained?

.
.
.

Could people run into their houses to escape the volcano?

Did the rain have anything to do with the volcano erupting?
Anything else?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 14)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?

a

Pompeii has been uncovered and you can see the buildings and models of the
victims.

b
c

In Pompeii you can see what Roman buildings looked like.
Scientists have made models of the people and animals who died in Pompeii.

How does thís paragraph

a
b
c

fit

into what I've already read?

It

says what Pompeii looks

It

says that Pompeü was

It

says how scientists made models of the victims.

like now.

well preserved under the ash.

Checking and Clearing up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about ít?

recent preserved outline plaster hollow victim

Do all the ídeas make senseT Is there anythíng tløt isn't explníned?

.
.
.
.

lVhy were the buildings well preserved?
How did the ash leave an outline of the bodies?
How can you make
Anything else?

a

model from these outlines?

Animal Defence Systems
Collecting ldeas:
Whnt do

I lçtow about animnl

defence systemsT What míght this text be about?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph

1)

What is the main idea in this paragraph?
How does this paragraphftt inwíthwhøt I've alreødy read? (the heading)

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't understattd? Whnt can I do about it?
Do all the ídeas nalc¿ sense? Is there ønything that isn't explained?

Collecting Ideas: Heading
What do

I ktow about animals hiding from a hunter? Wlat might this

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 2)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

sectíon be about?

Do all the ideas máke sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 3)
What is the main idea in thís paragraph?

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't understandT what can I do about it?
Do all the id.eas mnke sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 4)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?
How does this paragraphfit inwíthwhnt I've already read?

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't uttderstand? What can I do about it?
Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anythinS that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 5)
What ß the maín idea ín this paragraph?

How does thís paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?
Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 6)
What is the main ídea in this paragraph?
How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?
Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 7)
What ís the maín idea in thís paragraph?

How does this paragraphfit inwíthwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?
Do all the ídeas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

Putting ldeas Together: (Paragraph 8)
Whnt is the main ídea in this paragraph?

How does

this

pøragraphfit inwíthwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't understand? Whgt can I do about ít?

Do øtt the

íd,eas mnke sense?

Is there anything that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 9)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?

How does this paragraphftt ínwíthwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing UP:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?
Do all the ideas maþ¿ sense? Is there anything that isn't explaíned?

Collecting ldeas: Heading
Whnt do

I

know about animals who bluff a hunter? What might this section be about?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 10)
What is the main idea inthís paragraph?

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? Whnt can I do about ít?

Do all the ídeas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 11)
What"is the main idea in this paragraph?

How does thís paragraphfit ínwíthwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? Whnt can I do about it?

Do all the ideas møke sense? Is there anything that ísn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 12)
What ís the main idea ín this paragraph?

How does this pøragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

Do all the ideas møke sense? Is there anything thnt isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 13)
What is the mnin idea in this paragraph?

How does this paragraphftt inwíthwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that ísn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 14)

Wlnt

is the maín idea ín this paragraph?

How does this paragraphfit inwíthwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about ít?

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explaíned?

Putting ldeas Together: (Paragraph 15)
What is the main idea inthis paragraph?

How does thís paragraphfit inwíthwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about ít?

Do all the ideas mnke sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 16)
What ís the main idea ín this paragraph?

How does thís paragraphfit ínwithwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

Do all the ídeøs make sense? Is there anything that ßn'1 explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 17)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?

How does this paragraphfít inwíthwh.at I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? Whøt can I do about it?

Do all the ideas make sense? Is there a.nythíng that isn't explaíned?

Collecting Ideas: Heading
What do

I know about animalswho attack a hunter? Whnt might this section

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 18)
What is the møin idea ín thís paragraph?

How does this paragraphfit inwithwhat I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about it?

Do all the ideas make senseT Is there anything thnt isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 19)
What is the main idea in this paragraph?

How does this paragraphfít inwithwhat I've already read?

be øbout?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do about ít?

Do all the ídeas møke sense? Is there anythíng that isn't explained?

Putting Ideas Together: (Paragraph 20)

Wlat is the main ídea in thís paragraph?
How does thís paragraphfit inwíthwhnt I've already read?

Checking and Clearing Up:
Are there any words I don't understand? What can I do øbout ít?

Do all the ídeas make sense? Is there anything that isn't explained?

The Age of Dinosaurs
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Appendix C:
Comprehension

Practice Passages

Living in the Cold
V/inter is a hard time for most animals, but in some places it can be
deadly. The land is covered with ice and snow, so a lot of animals find
it hard to keep warm and find enough food.
Animals that live in the Arctic Ocean can still find food among the
icebergs. Seals catch fish, and killer whales catch seals and fish. To
keep warm, all these animals have a thick layer of fat, called blubber,
around their bodies. Seals also have a thick, oily fur which keeps the
cold water off their bodies.
The caribou is a type of reindeer that lives in the far north of America.
They solve the problem of finding enough food by migrating. 'When
winter comes, huge herds of caribou move south to find shelter in
forests. Here they can eat bark, shoots and moss off the trees till the
spring sun melts the snow and lets the grass gro\M again. A caribou
that is too weak to move south may well die.

Big bears like the gizzly solve the problem of winter feeding by
hibernating. In swnmer and autumn bears spend most of their time
eating. They eat berries, roots, honey, fish, and whatever else they can
find. By the time winter comes they are fat enough to curi up in their
dens and doze until spring comes.
Some animals, though, can stay active in the freezing winter. Voles
are small animals, a bit like a guinea pi$. They make burows under
the snow to protect them from the cold winds. Voles cut grass in
suÍrmer and make "haystacks" in sheltered places. They can use this
food when the ground is covered with snow. But they can also tunnel
through the snow to find buried plants.

The fox is another animal that can face the winter cold. It has a thick
fur to protect it. It even has hairy feet, a bit like \ryarm slippers, to stop
its toes freezing. It can curl up with its bushy tail folded over it and
survive a snow storm. The fox has to eat anything it can find. Its main
food is the vole; it can smell voles and dig through the snow to find
them.

Living in the Cold
Name:

1

\Vhich animals can find food among the icebergs of the Arctic Ocean?

2

\ilhat do all the animals in the Arctic Ocean have to keep warm?

3

What exactly do caribou find when they migrate south to shelter in forests?

4

Why do bears like the grtzzly spend most of their time eating in summer

and

autumn?

5

What sorts of food do bears like the gÅzzJy eat?

6

What kind of animal is a vole?

7

rWhy do voles cut grÍrss to make o'haystacks"?

8

How can foxes find voles?

9

Why do you think the little voles can survive in the sno\il, but the caribou have to
move south?

10 Why do you think animals in the Arctic Ocean can find food all year round, but
some animals on land can't?

Beavers - the Dam Builders
Beavers are the master builders of the animal world. They cut down
small trees and use the pieces to make big piles of branches in a river.
They stick mud around these pieces and when the mud goes hard, it is
like cement. Inside the pile they make a home for themselves, called a
lodge. The only way to get into the lodge is through an underwater
tunnel.

The beaver is well suited for its lifestyle. It has large, strong front
teeth, which let it chew through the trunks of young trees and cut them
into pieces for building.
The beaver is also a very good swimmer. It has aflat, scaly tail that it
uses to steer. It can push the tail down through the water to get a rapid
burst of speed. It can slap the \Mater with its tail to ïvarn other beavers
of danger.
The beaver has strong front claws for digging in the mud. Its back feet
are webbed to help it swim. On tand the beaver is slow and clumsy.
V/hen it is in danger, it dives into the water as quickly as possible and
tries to get to its lodge. Hunting animals can't swim as well as the
beaver, so they can't get through the tunnel into the lodge.
Beavers like to eat wood and bark. In cold places they collect young
'When
they can't get out onto
branches and leave them in the water.
the land because the surface of the water is frozen, they can pull these
branches into their home for food from under the water.

The beaver's lodge is also a dam wall that stops the river flowing and
makes a lake. They cleverþ control the amount of water in this lake.
If the water goes down, the beavers are in danger because the tunnel
into the lodge will be above the water and let other animals in. The
beavers build the lodge higher. This stops the river flowing past and
keeps more water around the lodge. If the water rises, the lodge could
be flooded, so they construct another wall further up the river to stop
too much water flowing down into their lake.

Beavers - the Dam Builders
Name:

1

How do beavers stick together pieces of wood?

2

What is the only way to get into a beaver's lodge?

3

Why do beavers need strong front teeth?

4

What do you think makes the beaver slow ând clumsy on land, but fast in the water?

5

Why does

6

What do beavers eat?

7

ln cold places, why do beavers need to collect young branches and leave them in the

a beaver

try to get to its lodge as quickly

as

possible to escape danger?

water?

8

What is one reason why beavers have to control the amount of water in their lake?

9

\ilhat do beavers do when the water in their lake goes down?

10 What do you think could be one of the hunting ahimals beavers have to
from?

escape

How Birds Fly
Birds are well designed for flying. Their bones are hollow to make
them light, but they have a fine criss-cross structure on the inside to
give them extra strength. The muscles on the chest are large and
powerful to flap the wings.
Birds have two kinds of feathers. Some are soft and fluffy to keep
birds warm. The feathers on the wings are bigger and stronger to push
birds through the air. Feathers are made of the same material as our
hair and nails.
When a bird's wings flap down, they push air down and the bird rises.
The wings can also push air backwards to move the bird forward. This
is rather like what we do when we swim; we push water backwards to
make ourselves move forward.
The wings wouldn't work very well if the feathers had bits missing or
were covered in dirt, so birds have to look after their feathers. Many
birds take baths in water and then shake out their feathers to dry them.
They use their beaks like a comb to clean out dirt from their feathers.
They spread wax from a gland near the tail over the feathers to make
them waterproof.

Not all birds fly by flapping their wings in the usual sray. Some birds
have very long wings which they keep stretched out. They use air
currents to glide and use almost no energy at all. The albatross is a
large bird that lives far out to sea. It uses its long wings to glide over
the ocean. Vultures glide in circles looking for dead animals.
Some birds can hover, which means that they stay in the same place.
The kestral is a hunting bird. It faces into ttre wind and flaps its wings
only just enough to match the speed of the wind. So, it stays in the
same position and can watch for small animals on the ground.

The hummingbird is the only bird which can turn its wings like we
can turn our wrist. It beats its wings very quickly and turns them just
the right way to stay in the same position so that it can use its long
beak to eat nectar from flowers.

How Birds fly
Name:

1

What makes birds' bones light?

2

rWhat are the two kinds of feathers for?

3

What are feathers made of?

4

In what way is flying like swimming?

5

Why do birds have to look after their feathers?

6

Why do you think it is important that feathers are waterproof?

7

\ilhat do birds do with their wings when they use air currents to glide?

8

In what way do you think it helps birds to glide rather than flapping their wings in
the usual way?

9

What does the kestral do when it hovers to stay in the same place?

10 Why

does the hummingbird want to stay in the same position?

How Animals Communicate
Animals can't talk or write like we do, but they use sight, sound, smell
and touch to send signals to others of their kind.
One important signal is to warn others of danger. In small fish called
minnows, an injured fish gives off a chemical signal that others can
smell. The whole school of minnows takes off in fright.

Deer often use sight signals as warnings. In herds of white-tail deer
the leader flashes the white underside of her tail to warn others. When
an African springbok senses danger, it leaps high into the air with four
stiff legs. This jump, called pronking, can be seen by springboks all
around and tells them to beware.

Many birds and mammals use special sounds to signal danger. The
rabbit uses its strong back legs to thump the ground. Beavers slap the
water with their flat tail.
Animals also have to tell others that they are ready to mate. Some
male birds offer the female a "present". Some penguins put down a
stone in front of the female. Birds like the tern walk up and down the
beach with a fish in their mouth, and the roadrunner goes up to the
female with a lizard. If the females pick up these "presents", it means
they are ready to mate.

If a male

spider goes straight up to a female, he may get eaten. He has
to tap her web and wait for her to tap back. If she shakes the web, she
doesn't want to mate and he had better run away!

Many animals have signals to help parents look after their young. The
female crocodile buries her eggs in the ground. She waits near the nest
until she hears the peeping sound which tells her that the young are
ready to hatch. She gentþ digs them out and helps them get to the
water.

Animals that live in groups have ways of telling others who is "top
dog" and must be obeyed. The leader of a baboon troup walks with his
tail in the air. He is allowed to stare at others, but no-one is allowed to
stare at him. If they do, this is a threat and may lead to a fight.

How Animals Communicate
Name:

1

Why do you think minnows take off in fright when they smell an injured fish?

2

What is unusual about the way the African springbok "pronks" to wam others of
danger?

3

What special sound does the rabbit use to signal danger?

4

What do birds like the tem do on the beach when they are looking for a mate?

5

How do some kinds of female birds show they are ready to mate?

6

What would happen
tap back?

7

How does

8

What does the female crocodile do when she hears peeping sounds coming from her

if

a male spider

didn't tap a female's web and wait for her to

a female spider show that she doesn't

lvant to mate?

nest?

9

How does the leader of

10

rWhat do you

a baboon

troop walk?

think might happen if animals didn't have signals to tell others who is
"top dog" and must be obeyed?

Insect Life
There are many thousands of different kinds of insects, making insects
the largest group of animals in the world. They can live in all parts of
the world, from the hottest to the coldest places. 'Wherever you are,
you are likely to find insects.

Insects come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. The smallest ones are
only the size of a pinhead, but the giants are quite large. The Goliath
beetle is ten centimetres long and weighs one hundred grams. The
Atlâs moth has a wingspan of thirty centimetres.
Insects have a range of mouth parts to suit the sort of food they eat.
Some have very strong jaws for crushing food. The dragonfly and the
preying mantis catch and chew up other insects. Caterpillars use their
strong jaws to chew up leaves and even wood.

The mouth part of some insects is a sharp tube, which they use to
pierce and suck. Mosquitoes and fleas pierce the skin of animals and
suck a meal of blood. Some bugs pierce the skin of leaves to suck out
the sap inside.

Those insects that feed on nectar don't need strong mouth parts, but
have a very long tongue instead. In butterflies this long tongue is
rolled up into a ball. They uncurl the tongue into a flower to reach the
nectar at the bottom and then lap it up. Honey bees also eat their food
in this way.
One thing all insects have in common is the way they are born. They
all start out as eggs and hatch into grubs. These grubs groïv very fast,
but their skin is stiff and can't stretch. They have to grow a new skin
many times before they are adults. 'When the new skin is ready, the
old one splits and falls off. This is called moulting.
Once the grub stops gtowing, it spins a cocoon. Because we can't see
inside the cocoon, we might think nothing is going on, but in fact the

insect is growing a new body. The grub that went into the cocoon
comes out as a moth, a beetle, u fly, or any of the other many shapes
an insect can have.

Insect Life
Name:

1

Why do insects have

2

How do the dragonfly and the preying mantis manage to chew up other insects?

3

Why do some insects have a sharp tube as a mouth?

4

\ilhat do some bugs do after they pierce the skin of leaves?

5

\ilhy do you think insects that feed on nectar have a long tongue instead of strong

a range

of mouth parts?

mouth parts?

6

How do honey bees eat their food?

7

How are all insects born?

8

Why do grubs have to grow

9

What is going on inside the cocoon?

10

rWhy do you think that not all insects around plants in the garden
are pests?

a

new skin many times before they are adults?

Bats
Bats a¡e the only mammals that can fly. Some other mammals can
glide through the air, but they don't have wings and so can't really fly.
Bats have four legs, with the front ones much longer than the back
ones. Four long fingers on their front legs are stretched out to support
the thin skin covering their wings. The thumb is a hook that they use
for climbing and for holding food. Bats use their short back legs for
hanging upside down while they sleep.
Most bats eat insects and hunt during the night. Bats aren't blind, but
they can't see their prey in the dark. They have to use a sort of radar to
find them. They send out pulses of sound too high for us to hear,
which bounce off any object in their way and bounce back to the bat
as an echo. Bats can hear these echoes with their large ears. Changes
in the echo tell them how fast an insect is moving, So that they can
qulckly fly at it and snap it up.
In bats that send out sound pulses through their noses, the skin around
the nose grows into unusual shapes, called leaf-noses. Some bats have
a long, thin leaf-nose, like a sword, and are called sword-nosed bats.
Some are called horse-shoe bats because of the shape of their
leaf-noses. The leaf-noses make the bats look rather strange and ugly.
Some bats

kill prey larger than insects. Some fly

through forests at
night, a bit like owls, to catch mice and frogs. Some bats fly over
water and pull their back claws through the water to catch fish.

Another type of bat that feeds off large animals is the vampire. It
scrapes a small wound on its victim and then laps up the blood.
Legends make the vampire seem quite ferocious, but it is a very small
bat. Its wings stretch only six inches, and it can drink only a small
quantity of blood.
The largest of the bats, the flying foxes, are quite different. They still
feed at night, but they eat fruit rather than other animals. They don't
have leaf-noses, but use their large eyes instead to locate food.

Bats
Name:

tr

What part of their front legs do bats use for climbing and holding food?

2

At what time do bats feed?

3

Why do bats have to use a sort of radar to find prey?

4

What happens to the sound pulses that bats send out when they hit an object?

5

'What are leaf-noses for?

6

\Vhat is one animal larger than an insect that some bats kill?

7

'What

8

Why is the vampire not really ferocious or dangerous?

9

lVhy do you think flying foxes only need their big eyes to find food and do not need

does the vampire bat do to feed off large animals?

leaf-noses?

10 Why do you thinkpeople

use the saying "blind as a bat"?

Animals that Use Tools
Many animals apafifrom humans use tools to do a job.
'When
these
One kind of ant uses a "shopping basket" to collect food.
ants find a tasty meal, such as ripe fruit, they drop leaves on it and go
aïvay. They come back later, when the leaves have soaked up the
sweet juices, and pull the leaves into their nest. Other ants then feed
off the juice in these leaves.

A number of birds use tools to get food. The woodpecker finch climbs
'When it finds one hiding in a
along tree trunks looking for insects.
crack, it breaks off a twig with its beak and jiggles it in and out of the
crack. When the insect rushes out, the finch can eat it.

Egyptian vultures like eating ostrich eggs, but these eggs are big and
have a hard shell. The vultures pick up a stone in their beak and smash
it down on the egg. It may take ten or twelve hits before the egg
breaks.

The green heron picks up little pieces of food and drops them into the
'When
fish come up to nibble at this bait, the heron snaps them
water.
up. It is using food as a tool to catch fish.
Elephants break off branches with their trunk and use them to scratch
their back. Without using a tool, the elephant would find it very
difficult to scratch bites from the many insects that live on its skin.
Sea otters eat shell fish, but to get their meal they have to open the
hard shell. The otters float on their back and put a stone on their chest.
They b*g the shell against this stone until the shell opens.

Chimpanzees are among the best tool users. In the wild they use
pieces of grass or twigs to poke into termite mounds. Termites hold
onto these sticks, and the chimps can pull them out and eat them.

With captive chimps, scientists have hung up bunches of bananas too
high for them to reach. They also left a few boxes lying around in the
same room. The chimps stacked one box on top of the other, until they
could climb up to reach the bananas.

Animals that Use Tools
Narne:

1

Why do some ants drop leaves on a tasty meal and then go away for

2

How do other ants in the nest then use these leaves?

3

rWhat does the woodpecker

4

'What

5

Why does the green heron drop food into the water?

6

'What

7

How do sea otters open hard shells?

8

\ilhat do termites do when chimps poke rwigs into their mounds?

9

How do you think chimps knew how to stack up boxes to reach bananas?

a

finch do when it finds an insect hidittg in

while?

a crack?

does the Egyptian vulture like to eat?

do elephants do to scratch their back?

10 Why do you think any animal

needs to use tools instead of just parts of its body?

Animals in the Desert

At first glance it looks like no animal could survive in a hot, dry
desert. In fact, all sorts of creatures make their home there.

Honeypot ants have a special way of storing food. After a rain when
times are good, they overfeed some of the workers with sweet nectar
from flowers. The bellies of these workers swell to the size of a grape.
These ants are so fat that they can't move and just lie on the floor of
the nest like little tubs. 'When times are bad and there isn't much food,
the ants stroke the honeypots with their antennae. The honeypots bring
up a drop of nectar for the ants to eat.

It is surprising that quite a lot of frogs

can live in the desert, because
they need to keep their skin moist. They only spend about forty days a
year above the ground. During this time they catch insects. The rest of
the time they spend below ground. The waterholding frog drinks a
huge amount of water when it rains, then it burrows into the mud. As
the mud dries out, the frog has a hard ball of clay around it. It can
keep the inside of the ball moist with its stored water, so it has its own
"swimming pool" until the next rain.

Many snakes and lizards live in the desert. They don't move about
much during the day because they would get too hot on the burning
sand. Mostly they stay in their burrows to keep cool, and come out to
hunt in the evening. They have thick, leathery skins to stop them
losing water. Reptiles have to bury their eggs deep in the ground.
Otherwise the eggs would get too hot and dry out, or they could make
a meal for a hungry animal.
Small mammals also stay in burrows during the day. Hopping mice
dig deep burrows where the air stays cool and moist. They only go out
to collect seeds and shoots at night. They have a few other fticks that
let them survive without drinking any water. To conserve water they
make very little urine. They can lose heat through their large ears, so
they don't have to sweat much.

Animals in the Desert
Name:

1

How do honeypot ants store food after

2

lVhat do the hone¡rots do when an other ant strokes them with its anterurae?

3

Why do you think hone)¡pot ants need to have a way of storing the particular kind
of food they eat?

4

\ilhy is it surprising that quite a lot of frogs can live in the desert?

5

What does the waterholding frog do to the hard ball of clay around it?

6

Where do lizards and snakes mostly stay during the day?

7

Why do lizards and snakes have thick,leathery skin?

8

What is the air like in the deep burrows of hopping mice?

9

What is one of the tricks that lets hopping mice survive without drinking any water?

a

rain when times are good?

10 Why do you think you would see very few animals when you walk through
desert?

a

Fish
There are about 25,000 different kinds of fish living in oceans, rivers
and ponds all over the world. They range from tiny little animals to
the giant whale shark, which can be foufteen metres long. Fish existed
long before the dinosaurs, so they have been around for a very long
time.
Some fish have strange ways of getting a meal. The árcher fish spits at
insects and catches them when they fall into the water. The angler fish
has lines dangling off its head. 'When a small fish nibbles at a line, the
angler fish opens its mouth and sucks in the victim. The electric eel
uses an electric charge to stun its prey. The biggest fish, the whale
shark, sucks in water and filters out plants and animals too small for
us to see.

Instead of having lungs like we do, all fish have gills to breathe. The
gills are openings on the side of the body behind the head. Fish suck
water into their mouths when the gills are closed. Then they close
their mouths and open the gills to push the water out. As the water
flows through the gills, fish take air from the water into ttreir bodies.
This is why fish open and close their mouths all the time.

Fish have a nose, but they use it only to smell, not to breathe. Fish
have a good sense of smell. For exanple, sharks can smell blood from
a long way away. Fish don't have ears, but they can feel even small
movements in the water. They use this ability to find out where other
fish are, so that they know where to catch a meal.

Most fish lay their eggs and just leave them, but some fish do look
after them. The male stickleback builds a nest and lures a female
inside to lay her eggs. He then chases her off and guards the nest until
the eggs hatch. Some fish carry their eggs in their mouths to protect
them. They may even take the baby fish into their mouths if they are
in danger. The female seahorse lays her eggs into a pouch on the male.
He carries them around until they hatch.

Fish
Name:

1

Why can we say that fish have been around for

2

How do the lines work that the angler fish has dangling off its head?

3

rWhat sort of food does the giant whale shark eat?

4

Where are the gills of a fish?

5

\ilhat are fish doing when they open and close their mouths all the time?

6

'What

7

\ilhat do most fish do with their eggs when they are laid?

8

What does the male stickleback fish do with the eggs once the female has laid

a

long time?

is one example of frsh having a good sense of smell?

them?

9

Why do you think fish choke to death when they are on land?

10 Why do you think

someone thrashing about in the Ìvater might atttact sharks?

Appendix D:
Comprehension, Knowledge

and Vocabulary Tests

Why Lions Live in GrouPs
There are about forty kinds of cats in the world. The lion is the only
one that lives and hunts in groups. Each group is called a pride, and
the pride works together to protect the cubs and catch prey.

Lion cubs are very small and weak when they are born. They are blind
and can't hunt for themselves for about ayeat.If they were left alone,
they could be killed by hyenas. Some of the females stay behind to
guard them while the others hunt.

Lions also need to work together to hunt. They have two main
problems to deal with. To get enough food to eat, they have to be able
to kill large animals. They also can't run as well as most of the
animals they chase.

Lions can nrn at a top speed of about forly miles an hour. They can't
keep up this speed for very long, and even at top speed they are slower
than their prey. But lions do have big, strong muscles that help them
take off very quickly. Their only chance of success is to get very close
to the prey and pounce. If they don't get close enough, the hunted
animal will outrun them. About half the lions' hunts end this way.
Lions have some tricks to help them hunt. Sometimes a few lions hide
in bushes or tall gÍass, while other lions chase prey towards them. The
hidden lions have to lie very still until the prey is close enough. Of
course, the wind has to be blowing in the right direction. Another trick
is to form a circle around a herd of animals and to approach them from
all sides at once.

Being in a group also helps lions kill large prey. One lion pulls the
victim to the ground, while another lion kills it. A large buffalo could
use its horns and hooves to attack one lion, but there isn't rnuch it can
do against a grouP.

The male lion is supposed to be "King of the Jungle", but he hardly
ever hunts for himseH. This "king" eats what the females kill, or he
steals from hyenas.

Why Lions Live in Groups
Name:

1

How long is it before lion cubs can hunt for themselves?

2

Why do the females who stay behind have to guard the cubs?

3

What is the main problem lions have when chasing animals?

4

What do lions have to help them take off very quickly?

5

What is the only chance lions have of catching prey?

6

How often does

7

What happens while a few of the lions hide in tall grass or bushes?

8

a hunted animaf outrun the lions?

Why do you think the wind has to be blowittg in the right direction when lions stalk
prey?

9

In what way does being in

a group

heþ lions killlarye prey?

10 Why do you think the male lion gets away with stealing from other animals?

Name:

KNOWLEDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about whnt you løtow about this
subject and put a circle around the answer you think is best. For example:
V/hat sort of an lurimal is a cat?

a
b
c
d

I don'tknow

1

In what way are lions different to other cats?

a

bird

an insect

amammal

a
b
c
d
2

they live and hunt together

I don't know
they are big and need a lot of food
they need energy to run around a lot

they store the leftovers in

tree for another day

do lions live?

in thick jungle
on gr¿rssy plain3
on rocky mountains

I don't lrrow

'What

a
b
c
d

a

I don't know

'Where

a
b
c
d
4

they canrun faster

Why do lions have to catch large animals?

a
b
c
d
3

they don't climb trees

happens when lions have caught prey?

females give bits to their cubs
they share it around the group
the biggest lions eat

I don't know

first

5

How often do lions catch the prey they chase?

a
b
c
d
6

I don't know
they are curious and follow the adults
they are helpless and blind
they are playful and start leaming to hunt

I don't know
all the adults
the big males
the females

I don'tknow

How fast can lions run?

a
b
c
d
9

all the time

Which lions do most of the hunting?

a
b
c
d
8

most of the time

What are lion cubs like when they are bom?

a
b
c
d
7

less than half the time

not very far, but they can reach their top speed quickly

very well and they are almost as fast as cheetahs
not that fast, but they can run a long way

I don't know

Why do some of the females always guard the cubs?

a
b
c
d

they might hun themselves,like fall down a

cliff

they might get lost in the jungle
hyenas could catch andeatthem

I don't know

10 How does hunting in a group heþ lions?

a
b
c
d

they can circle their prey and get close enough to pounce
they can chase their prey until it gets too tired to run
the fastest lions in the group can do all the chasing

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS:
Read the following seritences carefully. Think about what the word in slanted writing
means in that sentence. Put a circle around the meaning you think is best. For example:
The boy was disobedient. Disobedient means:

a
b
c
d
1

collected beads

wouldn't obey rules
very well behaved

I don'tknow
He is supposed ro be clever. Supposed to means:

a
b
c
d
2

he thinks he is clever

I don'tknow
animals to hunt and eat
dead animals

animals that might hunt them

I don'tknow

We saw her approach. Approach means:

a
b
c
d
4

some people think that he is clever

They were watching lor prey. Prey means:

a
b
c
d
3

it is a fact that he is clever

leave
suddenly appear
come closer

I don't know

She eamed her success. Success means:

a
b
c
d

getting more pocketmoney
doing well at something
getting time

off

I don't l¡row

5

6

7

Their hooves hit the ground. Hooves means:

a
b
c
d

paws

'We

followed the herd. Herd means:

a
b
c
d

faint sounds

I don'tknow

group of animals
tracks of animals

I don'tknow
it is possible
it won't happen
it is certain

I don't know

He showed us his muscles. Muscles means:

î
b
c
d
9

hard feet

There was still a chnnce of stopping it. Chance means:

a
b
c
d
8

shoes

kinds of shellfish
top part of the arm

what moves parts of the body

I don't know

V/e have a lot of thingsto deal wíth. Deal wíthmeans:

a
b
c
d

play with

work on
sell

I don't know

10 They guard the sheep. Guard rneans:

a
b
c
d

keep safe
care

for

keep in apen

I don't know

Spiders as Hunters

All

spiders poison their prey. They use their two fangs to grasp their
prey and to inject the poison. Spiders eat mostly insects, but they don't
eat by chewing and swallowing the whole insect. They only suck out
the inside of its body. Around a spider's home you may find the dried
up remains of its victims.
Spiders can spin fine threads, a bit like silk. The silk is very fine, but
is stronger than steel of the same thickness.

it

Some spiders use their silk webs to üap insects. The spider sits in the
middle of its web, or spins a thread to a hiding place so that it can feel
any movement in the web. The web is sticþ, so that any insect that
touches it gets stuck. As the insect struggles to get free, the spider
feels the web move and rushes out to poison its prey. Spiders don't
stick to their web because they have oil on their feet.

Some spiders don't make webs, but lie in hiding and wait for their
prey instead. Trapdoor spiders make a burrow in the ground. They use
silk to make a hinge for the lid, which they hold down with their front
'When
legs.
they feel an insect walking pffit, they rush out to grab their
victim.
Crab spiders have a different way of hiding. These colourful spiders
look almost exactly like part of the flowers on which they hide. They
sit very still, waiting for insects to visit the flower. The insects can't
see them and come close enough for the spiders to pounce.
Some spiders don't make webs or traps, but just hunt their prey. For
example, the wolf spider and the huntsman chase insects. All these
spiders must be àble to run fast and have very good eyes.
The jumping spider creeps up to its victim and then takes off in a long
leap to pounce on it. It is also called the flying spider because it can
jurnp so far. The spitting spider is rather lazy and can't move very
fast. It creeps up to its prey and then spits a stream of sticþ liquid
from its fangs. The insect is glued to the spot.

Spiders as Hunters
Name:

1

Úhat part of an lnsect do spiders eat?

2

How strong is the spider's silk?

3

How does a spiderknow when an insect is caught in its web?

4

How do you think oil stops spiders sticking to their web?

5

'Where

6

'Why

7

How do the wolf spider and the huntsman catch insects?

8

How does the flying spider get its name?

9

\ilhat happens to the prey when the spitting spider spits at it?

do trapdoor spiders hide?

can't insects see crab spiders?

10 In what way do you think spiders a.re useful to us?

Name:

KNOWLEDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about what you lzrow about this
subject and put a circle around the answer you think is best. For example:
What sort of an animal is a cat?

a
b
c
d

I don't know

1

How are spiders different to insects?

a

bird

an insect

amammal

a
b
c
d
2

they have more legs than insects

I don't know
they always stay on their webs
they find all sorts of hiding places

they stay in holes in the ground

I don't know

Do spiders have any enemies?

a
b
c
d
4

they don't lay eggs like insects

Where do spiders live when they're not hunting?

a
b
c
d
3

they ate always bigger than insects

yes, birds eat spiders

yes, snakes eat spiders
no, because they have poison

I don't know

ÌWhy don't spiders get caught in their own webs?

a
b
c
d

they have hair on their feet to stop them sticking
they have oil on their feet to stop them sticking
they know which parts are sticky and only walk there

I don't know

5

How do spiders eat their prey?

a
b
c
d
6

I don't know
they feel the web moving

they can See themland
they hear the insects buzzing

I don't know
they have three eyes in a ro\il
they canhave up to eight eyes
they have two big eyes like blowflies

I don'tknow

What does the spitting spider do when it spits at an insect?

a
b
c
d
9

they only suck out the inside

What are the eyes of a spider like?

a
b
c
d
8

they chew them up with their strong jaws

How do spiders know when insects are caught in their web?

a
b
c
d
7

they urrap them in silk and swallow them whole

sticks down the wings so that it can't fly very well

hits it in the eyes so that it can't see
sticks it to the ground so that it can't move

I don't know

How do spiders kill theirprey?

a
b
c
d

the strong jaws snap their necks
the fangs inject poison into them
they wrap them up in silk and choke them

I don't know

10 How do trapdoor spiders know when an insect is near their burrow?
a they peep out from under the lid

b
c
d

they hear the insects moving about
they feel movements in the ground

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS
Read the following sentences carefully. Think about what the word in slanted writing
means in that sentence. Put a circle around the meaning you think is best. For example:
The boy was disobedíent. Dísobedíenf means:

a
b
c
d
1

collected beads

wouldn't obey rules
very well behaved

I don't know
Theypounced on the thief.. Pouncedmeans:

a
b
c
d
2

jumped up and down

I don't know
the one who was robbed
the one who heþed the robber
the one who did the robbery

I don't know

She injected the medecine.Injected means:

a
b
c
d
4

jumped on and grabbed

Johnwas thevíctim of therobbery. Victimmeans:

a
b
c
d
3

pounded with fists

refused to take

swallowed
squeezed through the skin

I don't know

They found lrts remnins. Remains means:

a
b
c
d

fooçrints on the ground
what was left of his body
things that were left behind

I don't know

5

They struggled through the jungle. Struggled means:

a
b
c
d
6

a small

atir.îy

hole for animals to live in

with a wheel and handles for carrying things

atururel through the ground

I don't know
run quickly and smoothly
slide easily and quickly

move slowly and quietly

I don't know
something that is bumed
sonìething that is \ilatery
something that is

sticþ

I don'tknow

We could seeitsfangs. Fangs means:

a
b
c
d
10

I don'tknow

The heattumedit into a líquid. Liquídmeans:

a
b
c
d
9

moved with a lot of effort

Tltey creep along the branch. Creep means:

a
b
c
d
8

walked very quickly

V/e found aburrow in the garden. Burrow means:

a
b
c
d
7

swung easily from tree to tree

sharp, pointed teeth

flat, grinding teeth
sharp claws

I don'tknow

He grasped therope. Grasped means:

a
b
c
d

touched

lightþ

slid it through the hands
got hold of and held tightly

I don't know

Carnivorous Plants
Most plants use only two ways to get all the food they need to live and
grow. They use their roots to get minerals, like iron, from the soil.
They use their leaves to make sugar from water, air and sunlight. But
the carnivorous plants are unusual because they also eat small
animals, mostly insects.

In most ways, carnivorous plants are the same as ordinary

plants.

They still need air, water, soil and sunlight, and they still use their
leaves and roots to get food. The difference is that they grow in very
poor soil, where they can't get all thç minerals they need through their
roots. They have to find a different way to get all the food they need,
so they digest animals to make up for the poor soil.
Carnivorous plants have changed some of their leaves into special
traps to catch prey. There are three main ways that these traps work.
Some lie open and snap shut as soon as an insect touches them. Some
use a sticky glue to catch a meal. Others make funnels and wait for
insects to fall in.
The plant with the most famous trap that opens and shuts is called the
Venus Flytrap. Its leaves have two parts connected by a spine, a bit
like an open book. It has spikes all around the edge of the leaf. When
an insect touches the leaf, it snaps shut. The spikes around the edge
lock together and the insect is trapped.
One plant that uses glue to catch its prey is the Sundew. It has leaves
covered with long hairs, with a dtop of very sticky glue on the end of
'When
an insect lands on one of the hairs, it gets stuck. The
each hair.
leaf curls up around the victim to digest it.

The Pitcher Plant has a little jug, called a pitcher, on the end of its
leaves. Each jug has sweet nectar around the edge to attract insects.
'When an insect climbs over this edge, it falls down the slippery sides
of the jug. It falls straight into the strong, smelly juices at the bottom
of the jug, where it is digested.

Carnivorous Plants
Name:

1

In what way are the camivorous plarrts unusual?

2

rWhat do camivorous plants need, the same as ordinary plants?

3

Why do camivorous plants have to find different ways to get all the food they need?

4

How many main kinds of insect traps are there? (write a number)

5

What type of trap does the Venus Flytrap have?

6

tWhat sort of leaves does the Sundew have to catch its prey?

7

How does the Pitcher Plant attract insects to its little jugs?

8

\Vhat does an insect fall into when it falls down the slippery sides of these jugs?

9

What do you think camivorous plants digest only small animals?

10 How do you think you could keep a camivorous plant healthy if it didn't digest
small animals?

Name:

KNOWLEDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about what you k¡zow about this
subject and put a circle around the answer you think is best. For example:
V/hat sort of an animal is a cat?

a
b
c
d

I don't know

1

tWhy do camivorous plants eat insects?

a

bird

an insect
a

mammal

a
b
c
d
2

they grovv on very poor soil and need extra food

I don't know
they need something to rest on when they've been flying around
they think they are flowers and go looking for food

they aren't very smart and don't look where they are going

I don't know

How do the traps of the Venus Flytrap work?

a
b
c
d
4

they need the water out of the insect's body

ïVhy do insects go near camivorous plants when they can be eaten?

a
b
c
d
3

they haven't got leaves to make their own food

lie open and snap shut around insects
are

little pots that insects fall into

use glue to stick insects to lèaves

I don'tknow

Why do plants need to grow in rich

a
b
c
d

so they

sotT?

don't get blown away

so they get enough minerals through their roots

so they get enough water through their roots

I don't know

5

Could carnivorous plants grow in the dark?

a
b
c
d
6

7

8

yes, because they could

still eat insects

no, because insects would never fall into the traps

I don't know

How could plants digest an insect?

a
b
c
d

they have thorny bits to cnrsh them

a
b
c
d

their leaves are yellow and small

they have strong leaves that can crush them
they make special chemicals to break them up

I don't know
\ilhat happens if plants don't have enough minerals?
their leaves go droopy
they grow long and sPindly

I don't know

How do plants get sugar for food?

a
b
c
d
9

no, because plants need sunlight for their leaves to make food

from the ground through their roots
they make it out of minerals in their leaves
they make it out of air and u'ater in their leaves

I don'tknow

What are the leaves of camivorous plants like?

a
b
c
d

they don't have any leaves
green

thick and hard so that they can crush insects

I don'tknow

10 What

a
b
c
d

like other leaves so they can use sunlight

are minerals?

things like iron
all the things in plant sap
different kinds of sugar

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS
Read the following sentences carefully. Think about what the word in slanted writing
means in that sentence. Put a circle around the meaning you think is best. For example:

The boy was dísobedient. Disobedient means:

a
b
c
d
1

2

3

collectedbeads

wouldn't obey rules
very well behaved

I don't know
They went to the edge. Edge means:

a
b
c
d

the end of a road

'We

wanted to attractpeople. Attract means:

a
b
c
d

get them to come

where something finishes

I don't know

make them look nicer
keep them away

I don'tknow

The track was sltppery.Slippery means:

a
b
c
d
4

the top of something

makes you stumble
makes you slide
makes you

trip

I don't know

The hose rilasn't connected. Connected means:

a
b
c
d

taken apart
cut into parts

joined

I don't know

5

The woman wasfamous. Famous means:

a
b
c
d
6

I don't know
sloping sides joined to

a

pipe

long, thin pipe
carrying can with a handle

I don't know
back
backbone
neck

I don't know

She bought an ordínnryjumper. Ordínnry means:

a
b
c
d
9

good at acting

He hurt Íljrs spine. Spine means:

a
b
c
d
8

well known by a lot of people

The oil flowed tnto thefunnel. Funnel means:

a
b
c
d
7

rich and owns expensive things

on special order

costly

plain

I don't know

W'e have to digest our food. Digest means:

a
b
c
d

break into tiny pieces
chew carefully

swallow mouthfuls

I don't know

10 V/e could see the dffirence. Dffirence

a
b
c
d

things being alike
things being apart
things not being the same

I don't know

means:

The Ant Colony
Ants live in nests with an enoÍnous number of other ants, so they
hàve to be very well organised.
Each nest has one queen who lays all the eggs. Most ants in a nest are
workers. They are females who can't produce eggs, but who do all the
housekeeping jobs. The most important job of the workers is to collect
'Workers
have
food and to look after the queen and the young ants.
several \¡/ays of making sure that as much food as possible gets back
to the nest.

When a worker finds food, it makes a scent trail back to the nest with
special glands on its belly. It can make the trail more or less strong to
tell other ants how much food there is. The other ants can read this
message with their antennae. That's why you might see lines of ants in
the kitchen when you spill something sweet.

Ants also have two stomachs. One is the real stomach for digesting
their own food, the other one is a crop for storing food. Workers fill
their crop before they return to the nest and use this stored food to
feed the queen and the young ants.

Ants can also store food in the nest. They carry seeds, berries or dead
insects into a special store room. If the food is too big, they chew it
into smaller pieces and carry them into their pantry.

Ants use their antennae when they meet another ant. They smell its
antennae to see if it comes from the same nest or not. If it doesn't,
there may be a fight. Ants can bite and squirt acid from their back end.
No strange ant is allowed into the nest.

In

each nest there are several males and young queens, who all have
'When
the
wings. They don't do anything and are fed by the workers.
young queens fly away, the males follow them to mate. After mating
the males die, but the females lose their wings and each make a small
nest to lay their eggs. These eggs hatch into workers, and when they
become adults they start building a bigger nest for the queen and her
eggs.

The Ant Colony
Name:

1

What sort of ants are the workers?

2

Who do the workers look after?

3

With what do workers make a scent trail?

4

With what do ants read a scent trail?

5

rWhy do ants have two stomachs?

6

\Vhat sorts of food do ants store in the nest?

7

How do ants tell whether an other ant comes from the same nest or not?

8

What do arrts do

9

Why do you think the young queens leave the nest before they lay their eggs?

10 Why

if

a strange ant comes into the nest?

do you think ants have to store food, but most other insects don't?

Name:

KNOWLEDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about whot you lçtow about this
subject and pui a circle around the answer you think is best. For example:
\Mhat sort of an animal is a cat?

a
b
c
d

I don't know

L

How do ants use their antennae?

abird
an insect

amammal

a
b
c
d
2

to smell with

I don't lcnow
because ants can't always find food and grasshoppers can
because ants look after the young ants and grasshoppers
because ants eat more than grasshoppers

I don't know

Why don't queen ants get their own food?

a
b
c
d
4

to send sound messages

Why do ants store food, but grasshoppers don't?

a
b
c
d
3

to feel where they are going

they are too big to run around
they are too busy giving orders
they think queens shouldn't have to work

I don't know

rWhat makes ants different to most other insects?

a
b
c
d

they eat different food
they can bite
they work together

I don't know

don't

5

What do ants live on?

a
b
c
d
6

only food that is sweet

I don't know
in a special part of their nest where they look after them
on the underside of leaves where birds won't see them
under rocks or bark so that they won't get too hot

I don'tknow
all the females
only the young females

onlythe queen

I don't know

How do ants tell each other where food is?

a
b
c
d
9

lot of different things

rWhich ants lay eggs?

a
b
c
d
I

a

Where do ants lay their eggs?

a
b
c
d
7

insects that are smaller than they are

they have special dances to tell other ants where to go
they make a smelly trail for other ants to follow

they send out special sounds from their antennae

I don't know

How can ants tell whether another ant comes from the same nest or not?

a
b
c
d

they smell its body with their nose
they use a special tapping signal with their antennae

they smell its antennae with their antennae

I don't know

10 What do male ants in a nest

a
b
c
d

do?

they do nothing until they leave with the young queens
they fight off enemies that come into the nest
they carry most of the food into the nest

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS:
Read the following sentences carefully. Think about what the word in slanted writing
rneans in that sentence. Put a circle around the meaning you think is best. For example:

The boy was disobedíent. Dísobedíent means:

a
b
c
d
1

collected beads

wouldn't obey rules
very well behaved

I don'tknow
The netball team was well organísed. Organisedmeans:

a
b
c
d
2

fit

worked well together

I don't know
ants nests

feelers onthe head
ant-eating animals

I don't know

They found it tnthe pantry. PantrJ means:

a
b
c
d
4

was very

with fans

We saw two antenrue. Antennae means:

a
b
c
d
3

was popular

where food is stored
where pans are stored
where clothes are stored

I don't know

The hens chased away the strangebrd. Strang¿ means:

a
b
c
d

unfriendly
not nice

unlrrown

I don't know

5

She liked the scent. Scent means:

a
b
c
d
6

9

parcel

I don't know

atail of rubbish. Trailmeans:

pile
line
load

I don't know

He has severalproblems. Several means:

î
b
c
d
8

present

He left

a
b
c
d
7

smell

difficult
alot
afew

I don't know

The boy squirtedthe wall. Squírted means:

a
b
c
d

hit with something soft and mushy

'We

were given a special job. Special means:

a
b
c
d

different

wetwith a jetof liquid
uret

with a bucket of liquid

I don'tknow

well paid
nice

I don't know

10 That isn't allowed. Allowed

a
b
c
d

good marurers

loudenough
in the nrles

I don't know

means:

The Moon
The moon is our nearest neighbour in space and is clearly visible in
the night sþ.

As the moon revolves around the earth, the shape that we can see
'When
there is a Full Moon, we see the whole face of the
changes.
moon as a big circle. 'lVhen there is a New Moon, we can't see the
moon at all. This is because the side being lit up by the sun is facing
'We

only see a Full Moon and a New Moon once
away from the earth.
a month. Most of the time we see part of the moon's face.
\ü/hen the sun, moon and earth are all in a straight line, we see what is
called an eclipse. A solar eclipse happens when the moon comes
between the sun and the earth. The moon covers up the sun.'When the
earth comes between the sun and the moon, the earth's shadow falls
on the moon. The shadow covers the moon, ffid this is called a lunar
eclipse.

In

1969 the first people landed on the moon. There have been other
landings since then. From these expeditions \Me have found out much
more about the moon.
On earth a force called gravity holds us on the ground and gives us our
weight. No matter how hard we üy, we can never jump far off the
ground because of gravity. The moon is much smaller than the earth
and has much less gravity. So, a sixty kilogram person would weigh
only ten kilograms. The men on the moon could bounce high off the
ground, even though they were wearing heavy space suits, backpacks
and boots.

The moon is composed of the same kinds of rocks as the earth. There
are enoûnous craters in these rocks, some of them large enough for us
to observe from earth. 'We see dark patches that make it look like the
rnoon has a face. The craters \Mere made by huge meteorites smashing
into the surface.

The moon has no air or water, so it is a dry, lifeless place. In the
sunshine the temperature reaches boiling point, but on the dark side of
the moon it is three times colder than the North Pole.

The Moon
Name:

1

What changes do we see as the moon revolves around the earth?

2

Why can't we see the moon when there is a New Moon?

3

How often do lve see aNew Moon and a Full Moon?

4

What is it called when the moon covers up the sun?

5

TVhat is

6

Why does a person weigh less on the moon than on earth?

7

What is the moon composed of?

8

How were the craters on the moon made?

9

Why do you think people imagine "a man in the moon"?

it called when the earth's shadow falls on the moon?

10 lVhat sort of ttrings do you think you would have to take to live on the moon?

Name:

KNOWLEDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about wlnt you know about this
subject and put a circle around the answer you think is best. For example:
V/hat sort of an animal is a cat?

a
b
c
d

I don't know

1

What are meteorites?

a

bird

an insect

amammal

a
b
c
d
2

small, bright stars

I don't know
see the moon

most of the time it isn't in the

in the sþ at night?

sþ

during the day

it doesn't have any light during the day
the sunlight during the day is too bright to see

it

I don't know

Why does it get very hot and very cold on the moon?

a
b
c
d
4

chunks of rock or iron in space

Why do we usually

a
b
c
d
3

bits of rock with a fiery tail

the moon is closer to the sun than the earth

there isn't a blanket of air around it to control the heat
there aren't any trees to give shade and shelter

I don't know

How often is there a Full Moon?

a
b
c
d

every four weeks
every two weeks
every six weeks

I don't know

5

What is one difference between a moon and aplanet?

a
b
c
d
6

9

planets have life on them and moons don't

I don'tknow
\ile can only see the moon as a thin, curved shape
\ile can see the whole face of the moon shining brightly
we can't see the moon because the bright side is facing away from us

I don'tknow

'What

a
b
c
d
8

moons circle around planets and planets circle around the sun

What happens when there is a New Moon?

a
b
c
d
7

moons are much hotter than planets

is a solar eclipse?

when the earth, the sun and the fnoon are in a straight line
when ttre moon comes between the earth and the sun and blocks out the sun
when the earth's shadow falls on the moon and blocks it out

I don't know

\What is the moon made of?

a
b
c
d

the same material as the sun

a
b
c
d

the moon has less gravity than the earth

rocks that a¡e different and puzzle scientists
the same kinds of rocks as the earth

I don't know
rilhy are people lighter on the moon than on earth?
they lose a lot of weight in space ships
there is no air to weigh them down

I don't know

10 Why

a
b
c
d

does the moon have big craters on it?

there used to be rivers of ice that scraped out big holes
large meteorites have crashed into the moon's surface
there are earthquakes on the moon that have left big holes

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS:
Read the following sentences carefully. Think about what the word in slanted writing
means in that sentence. Put a circle around the meaning you think is best. For example:

The boy was disobedíent. Disobedíenf means:

a
b
c
d
1

collected beads

wouldn't obey rules
very well behaved

I don't know
The rocks hit the surface. Surface means:

a
b
c
d
2

small hill

I don't know
couldbe seen
caused damage

veryhot

I don't know

They prepared for the expeditíon. Expedítion means:

a
b
c
d
4

top layer

The bushfire wasvísible.Visible means:

a
b
c
d
3

big wave

hard test
camping holiday

scientific trip

I don't know

We observedthe ducks. Observed means:

a
b
c
d

were fond of
watched closely

fed

I don'tknow

5

\ilhat was the monster composed of? Composed of means:

a
b
c
d
6

I don'tknow
open by themselves

swing backwards and forwards
go round in circles

I don't know
with strength
with

a clever

trick

with a tool

I don't know

The counûry was lifeless. Liþless means:

a
b
c
d
9

what it ate

He opened the door by force. By force means:

a
b
c
d
8

what it wanted to do

Doors on hotels sometimes revolve. Revolve means:

a
b
c
d
7

what it was made of

rilas a good place for plants and animals
had new kinds of plants and animals
had no plants and animals

I don't know

We saw the crater. Crater means:

a
b
c
d

akind of box
ahole inthe ground

akind of animal

I don't know

10 They bounced on the bed. Bouncedmears:

a
b
c
d

sprang up and down
tossed around

flopped down

I don't lorow

Fungi: the Strange Plants
'When we think

of plants, w€ think of

grass, trees, flowers and
vegetables. These plants have a special green chemical in their leaves,
which lets them use sunlight to make their own food. They have seeds
that we can see and even collect to grow more plants.
Fungi are different sorts of plants. They don't have the special green
chemical, so they can't make their own food. Instead, they live on
rotting materials, such as wood or animal manure. Fungi also don't
have flowers and normal seeds.
Some fungi are very small and hundreds of them have to get together
before we can see them. The furry mould on old bread is made up of
small fungi. But the best known fungi are mushrooms and toadstools.

Mushrooms grow from a fine powder made up of spores, the special
'When
a spore sprouts, it grows into a
type of seed that fungi make.
thin thread under the ground. This thread splits into many branches
and grows into a tangled mass.

When the fungus is ready, it sends up a "fruit" to make new spores.
This is when we see a mushroom. At first a small ball comes through
the ground, then it grows up into a stem with a cap. On the under side
of the cap there are small furrows called gills. When the new spores
drop from these gills, the mushroom has done its job and it rots away.
Some fungi have their own ways of spreading around their spores. The
puffball is a small ball sitting on the ground. 'When anything touches
it, it splits and puffs out a cloud of spores.
One fungus that never grows above the ground is the truffle. People in
France pay a lot of money for these mushrooms, but they are very
hard to find. Some farmers use pigs to sniff out the trufflles, but when
the pigs start digging, the farmers have to hold them back because
pigs like truffles too!

There are many sorts of mushrooms that are good to eat, but many are
also very poisonous. One mushroom has a red cap with white spots. It
is hard to believe that such a pretty fungus could be deadly, but it is.

Fungi - the Strange Plants
Name:

1

What can normal plants do with the green chemical in their leaves?

2

What do fungi do instead of making their own food?

3

In what other ways are fungi different to normal plants?

4

How is it that we can see the very small fungi on mouldy old bread?

5

'What

are spores like and what are they for?

6

'What

is the job of a mushroom?

7

How does the puffball spread around its spores?

I

Why are truffles hard to find?

9

'When you go out looking for field mushrooms, why do you think you often find
them in groups?

10 Why do you think you often find mushrooms in fields where there are horses and
cows?

Name:

KNOWLEDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about what you frnow about this
subject, and put a circle around the answer that you think is best. For example:
What sort of an animal is a cat?

a
b
c
d

I don't know

1

Why do plants make fruit?

abird
an insect
a

mammal

a
b
c
d
2

to attract insects

I don't know
plants need sunlight to make food

it isn't \ilarm enough in the
bees

shade

wouldn't find the flowers in the shade

I don't know

Why do plants have special ways of spreading their seeds?

a
b
c
d
4

to protect and spread their seeds

Why do you have to grolv most plants in a sunny place?

a
b
c
d
3

to make food for animals

to make nice patches of the same kinds of plants
to take over places where other plants are growing
there wouldn't be enough room if they all grew together

I don't know

How are fungi different to most other plants?

a
b
c
d

they don't make their own food
they come in all sorts of colours

they grow in darnp places

I don't know

5

What do the underground parts of a mushroom look like?

a
b
c
d
6

I don't know
moss on the garden paths

furry mould on old bread
small groundcover plants

I don't know
they attract animals, who carry their seeds to other places
they make food for the plants in their caps

they drop a fine powder to make new mushrooms

I don't know

What are truffles?

a
b
c
d
9

bundles ofthreads

What are mushrooms for?

a
b
c
d
8

there aren't any

What sort of small fungi could you see around the house?

a
b
c
d
7

roots like other plants

poisonous toadstools that are red with white spots
mushrooms that grow buried under the ground

balls on the ground that puff their seeds into the air

I don't know

How do fungi get their food?

a
b
c
d

they live on rotting things
they make their oWn in their caps

they get everything from any soil

I don't know

10 How

a
b
c
d

do new mushrooms start growing?

they grow from mushroom caps that fall on the ground

they grow from seeds like other plants
they grow from a fine powder called spores

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS
Read the following sentences carefully. Think about what the word in slanted writing
means in that sentence. Put a circle around the meaning that you think is best. For
example:
The boy was disobedíent. Disobedientmeans:

a
b
c
d
1

collectedbeads

wouldn't obey rules
very well behaved

I don't know
She wasn't anormalperson. Norrnal means:

a
b
c
d
2

like everyone else

I don't know
tuming to mus
tuming yellow
making nelv roots

I don't know

We raked up the manure. Manure means:

a
b
c
d
4

nice and friendly

The plants werc rotting. Rotting means:

a
b
c
d
3

not very smart

soil
animal droppings
grass clippings

I don't know

There lvas a møss of. colour. Møss means:

a
b
c
d

little spots
messy bits

big clumps

I don't know

5

He covered over the/ørrow. Furrow means:

a
b
c
d
6

broke apart
went soft

stirted growing

I don't know
made it up

thought it was true

lied about it

I don't know
the way of putting something together
a sort

oftool

the stuffthat something is made of

I don't know

The plant wa,s sprouting. Sprouting means:

a
b
c
d
10

I don't lorow

V/e all used the same materíal. Materíal means:

a
b
c
d
9

vegetable seed

Ibelieved the story. Believed means:

a
b
c
d
8

long, narow hole

The seed splít. Split means:

a
b
c
d
7

deephole

making lots of roots
growing out of the seed

drying out and going droopy

I don't know

He lnad dffirenr problems.

a
b
c
d

unlike the others

alot of
hard to solve

I don't know

Dffirent means:

The Earth and Other Planets
The Earth is only one of the many bodies that exist in space. It is one
of the nine planets that circle the sun in what is called our solar
system. Each planet has its own path around the sun, called an orbit.
Heat and light on the planets come from the sun.
The sun is a huge ball of hot gas. It gets its heat from nuclear reactions
in its centre, where the temperature is much, much hotter than
anything on Earth. It is much bigger than the Earth, but it doesn't look
this big because it is so far away. If we had a super fast plane that
could travel at one thousand kilometres an hour, it would still take us
seventeen years to get to the sun.
The Earth is just ttre right distance from the sun to suppotr life. Living
things need water to survive. Venus is a planet closer to the sun. It is
so hot that any water there turns straight into steam. Mars is further
way from the sun. It is colder than the Earth and all its water is frozen
into ice caps. Plants and animals would not have any water on Venus
or Mars.

Living things also need air to breathe. Some planets, like Mars, don't
have much air around them at all. Venus is covered with clouds, but
they contain deadly sulphuric acid. All life forms would be poisoned
straight away.
Plants and animals need weather that isn't too hot or too cold. The
planets closer to the sun are so hot that anything would burn to a crisp
in a split second. On any of the planets further away from the sun any
form of life would be frozen solid. Venus also has strong winds and
lighûring storms most of the time. Mars can have dust storms that last
for months. Living things could not survive in this dreadful weather.
'We

know that there are no little green men on Mars, but our sun is
only one of the many stars in space. It may be that some of these other
stars have planets that could support life.

The Earth and Other Planets
Name:

1

What is our solar system?

2

What is the sun made of?

3

rWhat happens to the water on planets closer to the sun than ttte Earth?

4

Why couldn't plants and animals get water on Ma¡s?

5

Why couldn't living things breathe on Venus?

6

rgVhat

7

What would happen to life forms on planets further away from the sun than the

would happen to life forms on planets closer to the sun than the Earth?

Earth?

8

What dreadful weather does Venus have?

9

'What do you think it would be like on Neptune and Pluto, the most distant planets
in the solar system?

10 How do you think we know there
ever been there?

are no

little

green men on Mars when no-one has

Name:

KNOwI,BDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about what you lctow about this
subject and put a circle around the answer you think is best. For example:
V/hat sort of an animal is a cat?

a
b
c
d

I don't know

1

What is one difference between planets and stars?

a

bird

an insect
a

mammal

a
b
c
d
2

smaller

stars make their own heat

I don't know
shooting stafs, or meteors

what we see in the

Milþ

V/ay

the sun

I don't know

What is the best way of finding out whether there are intelligent beings very far out
in space?

a
b
c
d
4

st¿rrs are

What things can you find in space apart from planets and stars?

a
b
c
d
3

stars are closertogether

sendrobots to explore
sendpeople to explore
send and pick up sound messages

I don't know

What is the sun made of?

a
b
c
d

rocks like on the moon

aball ofhot

gas

rocks like in volcanoes

I don't know

5

What is the solar system?

a
b
c
d
6

the sun, the Earth and the moon

I don't know
there isn't any water at all

it is all frozen into icecaps
rivers run across theplanet

I don't know
there isn't any gas around

it

there is too much steam
the gas there is poisonous

I don'tknow

\ilhat sort of weather could you find on Venus and Mars?

a
b
c
d
9

sþ

Why couldn't animals breath on the planet Venus?

a
b
c
d
I

the band of stars across the

What sort of water would you find on Mars?

a
b
c
d
7

the sun and nine planets

very much like on earth
storms much rilorse than on earth

it would be colder than on earth

I don't know

Is there life on the other planets in the solar system?

a
b
c
d

no, there isn't any life
there could be on a few planets
there probably is on Ma¡s

I don't know

10 Which planets in the solar system could people land on?

a
b
c
d

none of them
any one of them in the near future

probably only Mars

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS
Read the following sentences carefully. Think about what the word in slanted \üriting
means in that sentelce. Put a circle around the meaning you think is best. For example:
The boy was disobedient, Disobedíent means:

a
b
c
d

collected beads

1

That film was dreòdful. Dreadful means:

2

3

wouldn't obey rules
very well behaved

I don't know

a
b
c
d

exciting

'We

don't know what ølísrs over there. Exists means:

a
b
c
d

is hidden

very funny

I don'tknow

lives
happens

I don't know

V/e worked out the distance. Distance means:

a
b
c
d
4

verybad

a space between
a

things

hard problem

asum in maths

I don't know

My auntie is huge. Huge

a
b
c
d

very big

very strong
hugs alot

I don't know

means:

5

That place can support lífe. Support líÍe means:

a
b
c
d
6

living things

doesn't have any danger for living things

I don't know
tool for measuring heat
hot weather

level ofhotness

I don't know
can

kill people

is dying

is already dead

I don't know

We could see the steam. Steam means:

â
b
c
d
9

has all the things needed by

Thatplant is deadly. Deadly means:

a
b
c
d
8

firm ground for things to live on

The temperature was too low.Temperature means:

a
b
c
d
7

has

water flowing along the ground
the gas coming off water

akind of boat

I don't know

They didn't survive. Survive means:

a
b
c
d

die
keep on living

grow really well

I don't know

10 The ball rolled to the centre. Centre

a
b
c
d

outside

middle
inside

I don't know

means:

A for Aardvark
The aardvark is a strange African animal. Its name means "earth pig",
and its long snout makes it look a lot like a pig. Unlike a pig, it has a
long, thick tarl, a bit like a kangaroo. It feeds only on ants and
termites, and its body is well made for this job.
Termite mounds on the African plains are very large and may be up to
ten feet tall. The outside of the mound is made of sunbaked mud and
termite saliva. It is rock hard and protects the insects from most
enemies.

The aardvark has a very good sense of smell, which it uses to find
termite mounds. To rip open a mound, the aardvark has big, sharp
claws on each of its strong legs. It sits on its back legs and big tail.
This leaves the front legs free to rip into the mound.
Once the outside wall is ripped open, the aardvark sticks its long snout
into the mound. It has a tongue nearly haH a metre long. When it
flicks this sticþ tongue into the mound, many termites at a time stick
to it and are flicked back into the aardvark's mouth. The aardvark
doesn't have any front teeth, but it has flat back teeth for crushing the
termites.

It could be a risþ business sticking your head into a termite mound,
but the aardvark is well protected. It has a very thick skin to stop
insect bites. It has hairy bristles in its nose and can also close its
nostrils to stop dust and termites getting in. The aardvark can fold its
ears back, closing the ear openings to stop termites crawling in.

The aardvark itself could make a good meal for African hunting
animals. One way it avoids hunters is to feed at night. It also has very
good ears to warn it of danger. If it is frightened, it buries itseH in the
ground. The aardvark's legs and claws are so sfiong, that
faster than six men with shovels.

it can dig

But the biggest danger for aardvarks is not hunting animals, but
people. More and more land is being cleared for farming, so the
aardvark will have trouble finding food.

A for Aardvark
Name:

1

\rVhat sort

2

How do aardvarks find termite mounds?

3

\Vhy does the aardvark need sharp claws to rip into termite mounds to get food?

4

\Vhat does the aardvark do to leave its front legs free to rip into a termite mound?

5

How does the aardvark flick ants into its mouth?

6

'What

7

Why does the aardvark fold its ears back?

8

How is the aardvark able to bury itself quickly when it is frightened?

9

What is one animal that you think might hunt the aardvark?

of a tail do aardvarks have?

does the aardvark do to protect its nose when
mound?

it sticks its head into a termite

10 Why do you think aardvarks have trouble finding food when land is cleared for
farming?

Name:

KNOWLEDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about wlnt you frnow about this
subject and put a circle around the answer you think is best. For example:
V/hat sort of an animal is a cat?

a
b
c
d

I don't know

1

rWhy are ant-eating animals not eaten very often by hunters?

a

bird

an insect
a

mammal

a
b
c
d
2

they have claws for digging and scratching

I don'tknow
a South

an

American animal that has armour plates on its back

African animal that looks abit like apig

an American animal that has

long spines on its back

I don't know

What are termites?

a
b
c
d
4

they canruntoo fast

What is an aardvark?

a
b
c
d
3

the ants make the meat taste bad

crawling insects that eat woody things
crawling insects that chew holes in leaves

flying insects that bite people

I don't know

Why do termites make mounds?

a
b
c
d

to hide from aardvarks
to protect their eggs and grubs from the sun
to keep out the cold rain and wind

I don't know

5

\{hat

a
b
c
d
6

it runs away as quickly

as possible

it digs itself into ttre ground

I don'tknow
holes in the ground with lots of tunnels

big hills that are made of hard mud
rotten logs that are hollow on the inside

I don't know
they keep their nose close to the ground and lap them up
they scratch the ground and scoop them up with their shar? claws
they flick them into their mouth with a long,

sticþ tongue

I don't know

Why don't aardvarks feel termite bites?

a
b
c
d
9

it rolls itself up into a hard ball

How do aardvarks catch termites?

a
b
c
d
8

it is in danger?

In the country where aardvarks live, what are the termite mounds like?

a
b
c
d
7

does an aardvark do when

the aardvarks' skin is very th
the aardvarks' armour is too ha¡d
the aardvarks' fur is very thick

I don't know

How can aardvarks eat termites when other animals would have trouble?

a
b
c
d

the eyes of other animals aten't good enough to find small insects

other animals don't have flat teeth to squash the termites
other animals can't close their nose and ears to stop termites crawling in

I don't know

10 How do aardvarks get into a termite mound?

r
b
c
d

they use their strong snout to dig up the nest
they sit next to the mound and use their strong front claws
they stand on the mound and scratch with their strong back claws

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS:
Read the following sentences carefully. Think about what the word in slønted writing
means in that sentence. Put a circle around the meaning you think is best. For example:
The boy was disobedient. Disobedient méans:

a
b
c
d
1

collectedbeads

wouldn't obey orders
very well behaved

I don't know
He dug through the leaves with his snout. Snout means:

a
b
c
d
2

nose

I don't know
kind of animal
heap

hole

I don't know

The bristles feltrough. Brístles means:

a
b
c
d
4

hole-digging machine

There u'as a bigmound in the bacþard. Mound means:

a
b
c
d
3

small spade

small rocks
spiky flowers

stiff hair

I don't know

I want to avoíd that person. Avoid means:

a
b
c
d

stay out of their way

tell them off
get even with them

I don't know

5

It was mixed with salíva. Saliva means:

a
b
c
d
6

9

glue

I don't know
people who hate us

friends
people a¡oundus

I don't know

It was arisþ trip. nísþ means:

a
b
c
d
8

spit

We should love our enemíes, Enemies means:

a
b
c
d
7

plant sap

exciting
cost a lot of money

full of danger
I don't know

Slae flíckedher

hair back. Flickedmeans:

a
b
c
d

combed

She

protectedthe animal. Protected means:

a
b
c
d

kept away danger

quicklytossed
curled

I don't know

made it well again
lvas nice to

it

I don't know

10 They crawled along. Crawled

a
b
c
d

walked slowly
tip-toed quietly
moved along the ground

I don't know

means:

Why Bees Dance
'When
There is a very good reason for the saying "busy as a bee".
there are flowers near a beehive, bees work all day long picking up
nectar to make honey. Honey keeps for a long time. It is a good way
to store food for times when there are no flowers. Normally bees get
their food by sipping nectar from flowers with their long tongues. At
some times of the y€tr, though, there are very few flowers. \ilithout
honey the bees might starve.
'When
a
Bees send out scouts to look for good places to find flowers.
scout comes back to the hiveo it has to be able to tell the other bees
where ttre food is. Flowers don't last very longo so all the bees have to
collect nectar as quickly as possible. The scout uses spocial dances to
send them to the right places.

V/hen the flowers are very close to the hive, the scout does a round
dance. It walks round and round in small circles outside the hive.
When the nect¿r is further away, the scout does a waggle dance. It
walks in the direction of the food, waggling its body. Then it turns
back to the sørting point and waggles towards the food again.
The waggle dance shows other bees only which way to go. How long
the waggle dance lasts shows them how far a\May the food is. If the
dance takes between one and two seconds, the flowers ar.e one
hundred metres away. If the dance takes two seconds, the food will be
two hundred metres away, and if the dance goes on for five seconds,
the food is over one kilometre away.
Bees don't only dance about food. They have a special dance to tell
other bees to get water to cool the hive when it gets too hot.
Otherwise, the queen and the babies inside might die.

When the group gets too big, a young queen and some of the bees
leave and start a nerw hive. This move is called swarming. Scouts first
go out looking for good places, then they use another special dance to
tell the other bees where to find their new home.

Why Bees Dance
Name:

1

Why is honey

2

How do bees normally gettheir food?

3

rWhy might bees starve without honey?

4

rWhy do bees have to collect nectar as quicHy as possible?

5

When does the scout do a round dance to tell other bees where to find flowers?

6

How does the scout show other beeswhichway to go in the waggle dance?

7

How does the waggle dance show bees how far away

8

Why do bees have to get water to cool the hive when it gets too hot?

9

Why do you think some bees have to leave when the group gets too big?

a good

way to store food?

tllre

food is?

10 Why do you think bees use dancing rather than other ways to tell other
do?

bees what to

Name:

KNOWLEDGE
Think carefully about the following questions. Think about what you know about this
subject and put a circle around the answer you think is best. For example:
What sort of an animal is a cat?

a
b
c
d
1

a

bird

an insect
a

mammal

I don't know
What is pollen?

a
b
c
d
2

fine dust made by flowers

a sweet syrup made

by flowers

I don't know
do special dances for different messages
send sound signals with their antennae

tap the front legs of other bees with a special code

I don't know

How do wild honeybees make

a
b
c
d
4

a

How do bees send messages to each other?

a
b
c
d
3

something bees can make

hive?

they make a mud ball on a tree
they make a hole in a tree
they make it in anything hollow

I don't know

How do bees store honey in

a
b
c
d

a

a hive?

they make special lilax "tubs"
they make a pool in a special part of the hive

they spread it around the walls of the hive

I don't know

5

\What is the nectar in flowers?

î
b
c
d
6

little

seeds

I don'tknow
aqueen and some worker bees leave to start a new hive

lots of bees fly out together to go looking for food
lots of bees come out to attack animals near the hive

I don'tknow
the queen bee tells them where to go

they all go out and fly around until they fìnd some
scouts go out and tell the others where flowers are

I don't know

rWhat do bees eat rnost of the time?

a
b
c
d
9

a sweet syrup

How do bees know where to find flowers?

a
b
c
d
8

fine dust

rilhat does it mean when bees are swarming.

a
b
c
d
7

a

nectar from flowers
honey from the hive

pollen from flowers

I don'tknow

Why do bees waggle their bodies?

a
b
c
d

to cool down their bodies when they are too hot
to show other bees where to find food
to show other bees that they are ready to mate

I don't know

10 Why do bees make honey?

a
b
c
d

it is a store for when they can't find food
they have to feed their queens honey
that is what they eat most of the time

I don't know

WORD MEANINGS
Read the following sentences carefully. Think about what the word in slanted writing
means in that sentãnce. Put a circle around the meaning you think is best. For example:
The boy was dísobedient. Disobedíenf means:

a
b
c
d

collected beads

1

She gave us areason. Reason means:

wouldrl't obey rules
very well behaved

I don't know

a
b
c
d
2

dried fruit

explaining why

I dÒn't lmow
sometimes
most of the time

very rarely

I don't know

The people on the island starved. Starved means:

a
b
c
d
4

a

They normally comelate. Normal/y means:

a
b
e
d
3

making up a storY

\¡/ere sick from too much

fruit

died of thirst

diedofhunger

I don't lrrow

He sipped the juice. Sipped means:

a
b
c
d

took small mouthfüls
sucked through a stra\il
gulped down

I don't know

5

The scout showed us where to go. Scout means:

a
b
c
d
6

I don't know
couldhappen
probably will happen

couldn't happen

I don't know
moved by springing up and down
moved its body from side to side
moved by pulling its body along

I don'tknow

V/e knew the direction of the house. Direction means:

a
b
c
d
9

someone who goes ahead to look around

The insect waggled across the floor. Waggled means:

a
b
c
d
8

the leader who gives the orders

lVhat makes you think it is possíble? Possíble means:

a
b
c
d
7

someone who likes camping

which streets to follow
the address

which way to face

I don't know

Mum told us a saying. Sayíng means:

a
b
c
d

afunny story
something lots of people say
a story

with a message

I don't know

10 We had to collect our clothes. Collect

a
b
c
d

Eettogether
sort through

put into neat piles

I don't know

means:

Appendix E:
Transfer Tests

Name:

How to Fill in Missing Words
Your job is to write ONE word on each blank space. The word has to make sense in the
sentence, so you have to think carefully about what you are reading.
Examples:

1

They jumped

2
3

Mary got her bag. She put her books in the

the hurdle.

The dog was very heavy.

John lifted the

The Mallee Fowl

Male birds usually do their share of the work
male Mallee Fowl, though,
hard-working father.

scratches

ground for the

in

a big

looking after their young.

a

particularly

hole

the

the female's job

Once the eggs are
and she leaves

1S

bfud covers the

The

a big mound.
inside of the heap

the leaves start rotting,

make

that the temperature
the heap ls too

let cool air

in.

leaves and soil

eggs

\ilarm. The male

makes

right for the

is

he

eggs.

opens the mound

uncovers

the eggs

hottest part of the aftemoon to let the sun shine on them

in

if the mound

is too cold.

Does Everything Make Sense?
'When you
are reading, you have to think carefully about whether everything makes
sense. In these paragraphs there may be some things that don't make sense. Your job is
to underlin¿ these things.
Examples

1

The cat ïvas grey and white. We couldn't see her in the dark because she was all
black.

2

Our dog hated bones. On his birthday we bought him some bones as a special treat.

The Return of the Salmon
Salmon are fish that spend most of their life in the ocean. When they are ready to breed,
though, they make the difficult journey up the river where they were born. They have to
swim up waterfalls, and on the way they may be eaten by eagles or bears. The joumey
back home is a happy time for the salmon.
'When

the salmon arrive at the top of the river, they are exhausted by their long joumey.
as they mate and lay their eggs, they die. After several weeks, the little fish
hatch out of the eggs. The parent fish show the babies the way back to the ocean. The
young fish will live in the sea until they come back up the river to breed.

As soon

The Slow Sloth
Sloths are strange animals that live in the thick jungle of south America. You can't
hurry a sloth; they are famous for moving very, very slowly. They qpend their life high
up in the tfees and use their long claws to crawl along branches. You can see the sloths
swinging from tree to tree in the jungle.
Sloths feed only on the leaves of trees. They have shaggy, rough fur with an unusual
colour. The fur is really grey, but it looks greenish because tiny plants, called algae,
grolv on it. The green colour is useful for the sloths because it lets them hide in the tree
tops. Sloths often come down from the trees to eat the grass and juicy berries on the
ground. They always carry their babies with them.

Seaweed
some ways, seaweed isn't like a normal plant. It doesn't have roots like other plants.
Instead it has a flat pad that holds it onto rocks. It gets minerals, such as iron, from the
sea rilater instead of from the soil. Seaweed has to grolv on sand so that it can send
down its deep roots.

In

Seaweed doesn't have flowers, but makes its small, powdery seeds, called spores, in
pods on the end of its leaves. 'When the pods burst, the lvater caries the spores to
different places.

Like ordinary plants, seaweed needs sunlight to make sugar in its leaves. The leaves of
seaweed have to be very tough to stop them being smashed by the waves. Seaweed
often grows in the dark because it can get sugar from the sea \¡vater.

Name:

How to Fill in Missing Words
Your job is to write ONE word on each blank space. The word has to make sense in the
sentence, so you have to think carefully about what you are reading.
Examples:

1

They jumped

2
3

Mary got her bag. She put her books in the

the hurdle.

John lifted the

The dog \was very heavy

Shooting Stars
Most people have seen the streak of light in the night sky that we call a shooting star

fact, these bright

not stars at

flashes

bits of rock, sometimes

are really meteors, which

the size of

through

of sand. As they

a

the Earth's atmosphere,
is what \üe see
the meteor, the longer

Sometimes

are so large
ground.

Earth,

all.

meteors that fall through

they don't bum up
are called meteorites, and
can leave big craters.

bum up. This buming

a

shooting star. The

takes to bum.
atmosphere

they reach the
they hit the
for us, large meteorites

don't often hit the Eanh.

Does Everything Make Sense?
'When you
are reading, you have to think carefully about whether everything makes
sense. In these paragraphs there may be some things that don't make sense. Your job is
to underlín¿ these things.
Examples

1

The cat lvas grey and white. We couldn't see her in the dark because she was all
black.

2

Our dog hated bones. On his birthday we bought him some bones as a special treat.

Sea Mammals

Most mammals live on the land or only go into the rvater sometimes. But dolphins,
whales and dugongs spend their whole lives in the \ilater. They never çome onto the
land and even give birth to their young in the water.
Dugongs are also called sea colvs because they graze on seaweed from the ocean floor.
Like all mammals, they feed their young on milk. They have to find a sandy beach to
give birth to their calves.

Dolphins are well suited to life in the sea, but like all mammals they have to come to the
surface to breathe air. Dolphins are friendly and like to leap out of the water near boats.
They are good divers because they can breathe underwater. Dolphins catch fish in the
water for food.

Fossils
Most fossils are found in rocks. When an animal dies, the soft parts of its body,like the
skin and muscles, are eaten by other animals or rot away. Hard parts like the bones,
teeth or shells, are left behind. They may be covered by sand or mud. Over a very long
time, the weight of this mud presses the bones into the rocks. You can tell where an
animal lived by studying the skin and fur on a fossil.
Some fossils are found in ice. Vfhen these animals died, their bodies were frozen so
quickly that there was no time for the soft parts to rot away. Scientists found a whole
baby mammoth in the ice. Even though they only found its bones, they could still work
out what it looked like.

Pumas - the American Big Cats
The puma or mountain lion is one of the biggest cats in north America. Its body is about
one metre long. It is a greyish colour all over. It can be found from the snowy
mountains in the north to the dry mountains in the south.
'When
they are born they have spots, just like
Pumas have three or four cubs at a time.
their cousins, the leopards. As they grov/ up, they keep these spots. They eat whatever
they can catch, from deer and rabbits, right down to mice and grasshoppers when times
are hard. Pumas grow to the size of a large house cat.
Pumas have a problem because a lot of the places where they live have been turned into
farms, and farmers often shoot pumas.

Name:

How to Fill in Missing Words
Your job is to write ONE word on each blank space. The word has to make sense in the
sentence, so you have to think carefully about what you are reading.

Examples:

1

They jumped

2
3

Mary got her bag. She put her books in the

the hurdle.

The dog \¡¡as very heavy.

John lifted the

Cuckoos - the Lazy Parents
Most birds are busy and caring parents, but cuckoos don't bother raising their own
young

female cuckoo lays her

in an other bird's

and leaves.

The foster

sit on the

eggs

the hungry chicks when

before the other chicks.

other chicks. Its big
the food the adults
pushes other eggs or

don't have it all
very good eyes and

keep them warm, and
hatch. The cuckoo chick

is also bigger than
lets it grab most
back. Often the cuckoo
out of the nest.

o\ryn way. Some birds

any eg9 that

doesn't

the same out of the nest. Some birds chase cuckoos away as soon

as

they see them.

Does Everything Make Sense?
'When you are reading, you have to think carefully about whether everything makes
sense. In these paragraphs there may be some things that don't make sense. Your job is
to underlín¿ these things.

Examples

grey and white. 'We couldn't see her in the dark because she was all

1

The cat
black.

2

Our dog hated bones. On his birthday we bought him some bones as a special treat.

\¡vas

Starfish
Starfish are very simpte animals that have five arms around a central disc. Their head
only has a big mouth, but no eyes or ears, and they have a strange way of feeding. lVhen
they see food, such as shellfish, they push their stomach out through their mouth. They
cover the food with this stomach and start to digest it before they swallow it. Starfish
don't have very good table mannersl
Starfish have lots of small tubes or suckers on their arms that let them crawl along the
ocean floor. This is the only way they move about. If they lose one of their arms, they
can gro\¡/ another one in its place. They use these arms to swim through the water.
Starfish come in many different colours.

Water on the Earth
On high mountains a blanket of snow covers the land all winter long. When the weather
gets watmer in spring, some of the snow melts, runs down into creeks, and finally into
rivers in the valley. From there it flows out into the ocean. Sometimes these mountains
are a long way from the sea. They are too far away for the melting snoril to run into the
ocean.

When rain falls on the land, some of the lvater sinks into the ground. There are big pools
urrder the ground. Sometimes this water comes up by itself to make springs. This is
where we get mineral lvater from. Sometimes people dig wells in the ground to get the
v¡ater out. Once \ñ/ater is trapped underground, it can't come out again'

Sea Snakes
Most snakes can swim, but sea snakes are specially designed to live in the ocean. They
have a flattened tail to heþ them steer through the water. They don't have to lay eggs
like other snakes. Instead, they give birth to live young in the water. They still have to
come to the surface to breathe air. When a female sea snake is ready to lay her eggs, she
looks for a safe place on the ocean floor.
Sea snakes have a very strong poison. Luckily for us, they don't have a nasty temper
and bite rnainly to catch fish. They also have short fangs, which wouldn't go very far
into our skin. If you ate diving, you have to be on the look-out for sea snakes because
they often attack divers.

-t

Example: I love homework.
First decision: lVhich

side of the double line, true or not true?

Second decision: Which box, how true (or untme) is it for you?

Example: I don't lik¿ icecream.
First decision: lVhich side of the double line, tnre or not true?
tWhich box, how tnre (or untnre) is it for you?
Second decision:

I

I am a good reader.

2

The only time I read is when the teacher makes me.

3

I think I will

4

Being a good reader is important for doing well at school.

5

Reading takes a lot of effort for me

6

You don't have to be a good reader when you leave school.

7

lrcally

8

I won't be able to improve my reading.

9

Reading lets me find out lots of interesting things.

èo

q)

ú

rt)
L

fr

o

have problems reading in high school.

enjoY reading.

L

(â

10 I want to leam more about being a good reader.

TRUE
Very true
Sort of true

NOT TRUE'
Not really true Not at all true
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